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Permission to use spell to care

223

457.

Rulings about sorcery

245

424.

The verses of healing

225

458.

Kharqaadat

246
247

425.

Evil eye is a fact

226

459.

Sorcery - definition & reality

426.

Who it Works

227

460.

What substitutes sorcery

249

427.

Section II

227

461.

Wise to keep away from ungainful

250

428.

Allah has created remedy for all ills

227

knowledge
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251

498;

Visions

267

463.

Auspicious & inauspicious omens

251

499.

Section I

267

464.

Section I

252

500.

A good dream of a Muslim is true

267

465.

Take no omens

252

501.

Good dreams

268

466.

False beliefs

252

502.

Seeing the Prophet in a dream

268

467.

There is no infection

253

503.

Dreams good & bad

270

468.

Misleading phantom

253

504.

Some dreams interpreted

270

469.

leprosy affliction

254

505.

Never disclose nightmare to another

272

254

506.

A dream of the Prophet

272

254

507.

Prophet's dream about hijrah

273

Another dream

274

470.

Section II

471.

Prophet took good omen

472.

Taking ill omen is devil' s work

255

508.

473.

Taking ill omen is polytheism

255

509.

Through the intermediary world

275

Section II

277

Do not disclose your bad dream but to

277

1

474.

Food with a leper

256

510.

475.

momen in three things

256

511.

476.

Good augury from pleasant names

257

477.

Unpropitious house

257

478.

Section III

259

479.

Do not let ill omen obstruct you

259

480.

CHAPI'ER-III

260

481.

Soothsaying

260

514.
515.

the wise
512.

Prophet's dream about water waraqah

278

ibnNawfal
513.

Prostrated himself on the forehead of the ·279
Prophet
Section III

279

More about the Prophet's dream of the

279

482.

Section I

260

483.

Soothsaying is forbidden

260

484.

Soothsaying is falsehood

261

516.

Do not fabricate a dream

281

485.

Warning to those who visit soothsayers

262

517.

The hour at which the dream is truer

281

Regarding stars as rain-givers is

262

518.

BOOK--XN

282

519.

Adab

282
282

486.

disbelief

barzakh

487.

Section II

263

520.

Manners

488.

Learning astrology is like learning

263

521.

CHAPTER-I

522.

Salaam

282

489.

The rejected three

263

523.

Section I

283

490.

Section III

263

524.

Angels offered Salaam to Sayyiduna

283

491.

Working of soothsayers

263

sore~

. 282

Aadam

492.

Shooting stars

264

525.

493.

Why are stars created

265

526.. The best deed

284

494.

Astrology is sorcery

266

527.

Rights of fellow Muslims

284

Response to salaam

283

495 .. Disbelief to attribute rain to moon

266

528.

Salaam is the best means of.friendship

285

496.

BOOK -- XXIII

267

529.

Who should greet whom

285

497.

Ar-ruya

267

530.

Prophet's humbleness & love

285
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531.

Mischief of the Jews

286

564.

Seek permission of the host too

302

532.

Prophet kindness

287

565.

Seek permission to enter a house

304

533.

How to offer salaam to a mixed

287

566.

Coming with messenger suffices for

304

gathering

permission

534.

The rights of the road

288

535.

Section II

289

536.

Six rights of people op· each other

289

568.

Section ill

305

537.

Words that increase reward of salaam

289

569.

Seek permission from mother too

305

538.

Merit of taking precedence in greeting

290

570.. Another way to seek permission

305

539.

Disallowed to offer salaam to stranger

291

571.

Do not allow who does not offer salaam

306

572

CHAPfER-ill

306

Shakin~ hands

306

women

540.

Salaam of one member of a group suffices

291

567.

The Prophet's manner of seeking

304

permission

. 573.

-

& embracing

541.

Offer sa~aam at every meeting

292

574.

Musafahah

306

542.

Offer salaam also to your family

292

575.

Mu'anaqah

306

543.

Salaam before conversing

293

576.

Commands of these two practices

306

544.

The greeting of the jahiliyah

293

577.

Mu'anaqah

307

545.

Greeting is absentia

293

578.

Taqbeel

307

546.

Conveying salaam through letters

294

579.

Section I

308

547,

Spreading dust on letter

294

580.

Shaking hands is permissible

308

548.

Placing pen on ear while writing

295

581. . Caressing children

~08

549.

Foreign language may be learnt

295

582.

550.

Offer salaam while meeting & when

296

583.. Merit & blessing of hand-shake

308

584.

Disallowed to bow

309

Shaking hands perfects salaam

310

taking leave

Section IT

308

Sitting on the roads

296

585.

552

Section III

297

586.

Embrace is permitted

310

553.

Salaam was introdued through Prophet 297

587.

Welcome to Islam

311

Aadam

588.

Kissed the Prophet- on the plea of

311

551.

seeking retaliation

greeting women

298

555.

Merit of Salaam

299

589.

Embrace for Ja'far ibn Abu Talib

312

556.

Stingy refrains from greeting

299

590.

Feet may not be kissed

313

557.

Merit of taking initiative in offering

300

591.

Kissing children

3l3

554.

592.

For the sake of the children

314

558.

CHAPfER-11

30()

593.

Section ill

314

559.

Seeking permission ~o enter a house

300

594.

Man & his·'children

314

560.

Section I

300

595.

Handshake & giftS

314

561.

Seek permission thrice

300

596.

CHAPTER-IV

31~

562.

Exclusive permission

301

597.

Standing of fo_r someone .

315

563:

Give your name

302

'598.

Section I

315

salaam

i2

~
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599.

Standing up to respect the meritorious

315

631.

Do not lie part in shade part in sun

327

600.

Disapproved to occupy someone' s place 316

632.

Women should keep to the sides

327

601.

Leaving one's place for a while

317

633.

Walk apart from women

328

602.

Section II

317

634.

Sit where a place is vacant

328

603.

Prophet did not like anyone to stand up 317

635.

Section III

328

for him

636.

Disallowed form of sitting

328

637.

Lying down on one's stomach

329

638.

CHAPI'ER-VI

329

604.

Being pleased when men stand up like

318

statues

605.

Disallowed to stand up

318

Sneezing & yawning

329

606.

Do not occupy another's place

318

640.

Section I

329

607.

Leave something on your place if you

319

641.

Yawning is from the devil

329

608.

Prohibition to squeeze oneself between

642.

have to go for a short while

319

two

609.
610.

639.

Section III

320

The sahabah dispersed as the Prophet

320

stood up

It is fard or Wajib to say May Allah have 330
mercy on you

643.

Response to first response

331

644.

No response if sneezer fails to Praise

331

Allah

645.

About of sneezes

332

611.

Make room for the new comer

320

646.

Keep hand over mouth when yawning

332

612.

CHAPfER-V

321

647.

Section II

332

613.

Sitting, sleeping, walking

321

648.

Keep hand o~ face when sneezing

332

614.

Section I

321

649.

615.

Sitting with knees up

321

616.

Lying down with foot on foot

321

Prayer for one who say May Allah have 333
mercy on you! .

650.

The Jews faked sneeze

333

Salaam on sneezing

333

617.

Swaggering

322

651.

618.

Best way to walk

322

652.

Repeated sneezing

334

619.

Section II

323

653.

Section III

334

620.

Mustahab to recline on pillow

323

654.

Do not add to praise of Allah any words 334

621.

Ihtiba sitting

323

622.

A humble sitting

323

. 655.

CHAPTER- VII

335

623.

Prophet's sitting after fajr

323

656.

Laughing

335

624.' Lying down on right side

324

657.

Section I

335

on sneezing

625.

Prophet slept with head toward mosque

324

658.

Prophet only smiled

335

626.

Disapproved to lie on stomach

324

659.

Smiled at accounts of the jahiliyah

335

627.

Sleeping on roof without palisade is

325

660.

~nil

336

inviting trouble

661.

The Prophet smiled often

336

628.

Do not sit within a circle of men

326

662.

Section III

336

629.

Assemble at spacious place

326

663.

The laughing of the Sahabah

336

630.

Sit together, not separately

326

664.' CHAPTER - VIII

337
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665.

Names

337

700.

The poet Hassan

666.

Section I

337

701.

Muslim poets were instructed .to satirise 354

667.

Prophet's Kunyah

337

668.

The best names are Abdullah & Abdur

338

Rahman

354

the Quraysh infidels
702.
703.

Rajaz of Rawahah on Prophe~' s tongue

355

Prophet's prayer at the Battle of Trench

356

669.

Shah, in Shah in a disallowed title

340

670.

Do not give name that eulogizes

340

704.

Poetry is worse than pus in belly

356

671.

Mustahab to change bad names

341

705.

Section II

357

672

Do not say My slave ...

341

706.

Poetry that prompts to jihad

357

673.

Karm

343

707.

Few words are sign of faith

358

674.

Do not revile time

343

708.

Meaningless speech is makruh

358

for those who recited the rajaz

675.

Do not describe trial as wretchedness

343

709.

Eating like cows

359

676.

Section n

344

710.

Allah dislikes the sweet-talker

359

677.

Do not use Abu al Hakam as a kunyah

344

711.

Unpracticing orator

359

678.

Ajda is the devil

345

712.

Captivating hearts with eloquence

360

679.

Give your children good names

345

713.

Short speech is good

360

680.

Do not keep Prophet's name & Kunyah

346

714.

Some knowledge is ignorance

360

715.

Merit of Hasan the' poet

361

together
Disallowed but not unlawful

346

716.

Hadi is allowed

361

682.

Kunyah of Anas

347

717.

Topic of poetry decides its goodness or

362

683.

·Change a bad name

347

684.

Do not keep derogatory names

347

718.

Pus better then poetry in belly

362

685.

The word ze' amu is not good

348

719.

Singing produces hypocrisy

362

681.

otherwise

686.

What Allah alone wills

349

720.

Shut ears on hearing music

363

687.

A hypocrite must not be called 'Sayyid'

349

721.

CHAPTER-X

364

688.

Section ill

350

722.

Guarding the tongue backbiting & abuse 364

689.

Bad names have bad results

350

723.

Section I

364

690.

Good names

350.

724.

Paradise assured to one who preserves

364

691.

CHAPTER-IX

351

692

Eloquence & poetry

351

725.

Keep a civil tongue

365

693.

Section I

351

726.

Abusing a Muslim is very sinful

365

his tongue & private parts

694.

Eloquence can be like a spell

351

727.

Do not call another Muslim 'an unbeliever'

365

695.

Some poetry is full of wisdom

352

728.

Do not accuse a Muslim fisq

366

696.

Do not exaggerate in speech

352

729.

Do not call anyone 'enemy of Allah'

366

697.

The truest word of a poet

352

730.

Sin of reviling one another is laid on the beginner

366

698.

Masnun to listen to poetry that promotes 353

731.

Not proper to curse anyone

367

knowledge

732.

Do not say about anyone that he has

368

699.

The Prophet's poetry

353

perished
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733.

Worst of men

369

769:

Devil' s mischief

734.

Tale:.bearer is warned

369

770.. Silence is better than teaching evil

735.

Speak the truth, shun falsehood

369

771.

736.

One who puts things right is not a liar

370

737.

Praising to flatter

370

738.

Kinds of praise

371

739.

Silence better than worship over sixty

Vol. 4
386
387
387

years

772.

Prophet's ~ounsel to Sayyidupa Abu

What is backbiting

371

773.

Silence & integrity

389..,

740.

When is backbiting allowed

372

774.

Cursing others is bad

389

741.

Worst man is he who speaks indecently

372

775.

Fear of the tongue

390

742.

Do not disclose your .own defects

374

776.

Six things that take to paradise

390

743.

Section II

374

777.

Good & bad people

390

744.

Those who give falsehood

374

778.

Backbiting nullifies fast

391

745.

What leads to paradise & what to hell

375

779.

Backbiting is worse than fornication

391

746.

Significance of good word & bad word

376

780.

Expiation for backbiting

392

. 747.

Making people laugh with false jokes

377

781.

CHAPTER-:-XI

393

748.

Refrain from joking

377

782.

Promises

393

749.

Silence words off trouble

377

783.

Section I

393

Heirs must fulfil pledge of forebeatS

393

Dharr

750.

Means of preservation

378

784.

751.

Umbs beseech the tongue

379

785. .Section II

752.

Excellence of a man's Islam

379

786.

753.

Do not comment on another's fate

380

754.

Beware of slip of the tongue

380

Falsehood causes angels to move away

380

756.

Warning to the two faced

381

757.

What takes away from perfect faith

381

758.

Curse reverberates

382

789.

Do not criticize each other before your

382

elders

760.

Prophet's promise made good by. his

394
394

successor

755.

759.

387

787.

Waited three days forword to be made

394

good

788.

If one cannot fulfil promise in spite of

395

intention
Is it wajib or mustaluib.~lfil promise?

395

790.

Honour pro~se to children too

.395

791.

Section III

396

792.

Not improper to retract a promise for a

396

Roughness renders bad mildness adorns

383

761.

Warning to one who shames other people

383

762.

Do not rejoice at another's plight

384

793.

CHAPTER- XII

:")96

763.

Forbidden to min1ic anyone

384

794.

Joking

Jllfi

764.

Do not restrict Allah's Mercy for anyone

384

795.

Section I

~97

765.

Section III

385

796.

Prophet's che£>rful disposition

397

766.

Do not praise a sinner

385

797.

Section II

397

767.

Treachery &: falsehood are opposites of

385

798.

Spoke the truth even while joking

397

799.

The Prophet's witty remarks

398

386

800.

The two-eared one!

398

faith

768.

About Sayyiduna Safwan

valid reason
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801.

Only young women will enter paradise

398

802.

Another example of light humour

399

803.

Frank exchange of conversation with

399

sahabah

835.

Forbidden to cause inconvenience to

Vo1.4
412

parents

836.

Do not revile parents

413

837.

Kind treatment to father's friends

413

838.

Kind treatment of relatives results in

414

Avoid joking that cause~ harm

400

805.

CHAPTER - XIII

401

806.

Boasting & ethnicity

401

839.

Merit of joining ties of relationship

807.

Section I

401

840.

One who severs ties of kinSbip ...deprives 416

-804.

enlargement of provision

808. . Knowledge of religion is beauty of high 401

himself of Allah's mercy

841.

lineage

402

809.

Who is most noble

810.

Resolute against infidels

414

He who severs ties of kinship will be

417

deprived of paradise

402

842.

Perfect way to join ties of relationship

417

843.

Section II

417

844.

Kindness to parents & relatives

417

845.

Merit of serving parents

419

846.

Allah's pleasure lies in the parent's

419

I

811.

Best of the creatures

403

812.

Sign not his praise to point of

403

exaggeration

813.

Do not boast & oppress each other

404

814.

Section II

404

815.

Pride of jahiliyah is in dust

404

847.

Parent's pleasure against love of wife

419

816.

Be not agents of the devil

405

848.

Mother is more deserving of son's kind

420

817.

Taqwa is real standard of excellence

405

818.

Disapproved to take pride in descent

406

849.

Joining bonds of kinship

420

819.

Never boast on your own past ignorance

406

850.

Mercy denied to one who severs ties of

420

'820.

Do not support your people in unjust cause

407 .

821.

What is partisanship

407

Endeavour to end your prophet's

407

822.

/

wrong-doing

pleasure

treatment

relationship

851.

Rebelling & severing ties of relationship 421

852.

Those to whom paradise is denied

421

invHe punishment

823.

Class-prejudice blamed

408

853.

Advantage of joining ties of kinship

422

·824.

Love makes one blind & deaf

408

854.

Maternal aunt is like mother

422

825.

Sectior:t III

408

855.

~r _death of-parents

422

826.

What is al-c{sabiyah

408

856.

Prophet's foster mother

423

827.

Do not

409

857.

Section III

423

828.

CHAPTE -XIV

409

858.

Mu~thab

829.

Piety and joining ties of kinship

409

859.

Paradise is under mother's feet

425

830.

Section I

410

860.

Father's wish must be respected

426

831.

Mother has more rights than father has

410

861.

Parents are paradise or hell fur children

426

411

862.

taJ

pride in your lineage

832. - Being undutiful to parents
833.

KindneSs· to no~ Muslim parents

411

834.

Need to join ties of relationship

411

to pray by virtue of goo~ de~ds 423

Making istighfar for parents &
. consi~g reward to them may atone
for displeasing the~

. 427
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53.

Obedience or disobedience to parents is

427

tantamount to obeying or disobeying Allah
864.

A kind glance at parents gets reward of

427

pilgrimage
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891.

Respect elders & you will be respected

440

892.

Service to scholar & just king

440

893.

Kind treatment of oq)hans

442

894.

Bringing up sister or daugh~er

443

865.

Warning to the disobedient

428

895.

Disciplining children

444

866.

Elder brother is like father

428

896.

·Merit of widow who raises up her

444

429

867.

CHAPTER-XV

868.

Tenderness & mercy towards the creatures 429

897.

Do not prefer son over daughter

869.

Section I

429

898.

Do not let anyone backbite your Muslim 445

870.

One whe is not merciful is not shown

429

:1.

children
445

brother

mercy

899.

Conceal defects of others

446

Believers are mirrors of each other

447

Prevent Muslims from slandering others

447

Being tender to children

429

900.

872.

Daughter is more deserving of love

429

901.

873.

Merit of raising daughters

430

~74.

Care for widow & needy

430

902.

Well wishers

448

-t75.

Looking-after orphans

431

903.

Allah's judgement is at the creatures

448

876.

Muslims should behave like one

431

Allah will put off the Fire from you

tongue

physical body
877.

Muslims can become invincible

432

904.

Pay respectto rank

449

905.

Sectionlll

449
449

878.

Good to intercede for others

432

906.

Speak, the truth & be honest

879.

Helping the oppressor

433

907.

Ignoring a hungry neighbour shows lack 450

880.

Muslims are brothers in religion

433

881.

Do not belittle a Muslim

434

908.

Warning to a tude woman

450.

Kinds of those who will enter paradise

434

909.

Perfect Muslim &: perfect beliewr

4~2

910.

Mutual love leads to unity

~32

911.

Fulfilling need of a Mtislim

-!53

912.

Removing a Muslim's difficulty

453

436

913.

Creatures are dependants of Allah

453

Two must not talk privately in presence 437

914.

Quarrelling ·~eighbours

454

915.

Cure of har~eartedness

454

Care for widowed daughter

454

882.

of faith

&hell
883.

Like for your brother what your like for

435

yourself
884.
885.

Do not inconvenience the neighbour

of third
886.

0

Virtue of exhorting others

437

916.

887.

Section II

439

917.

CHAPTER- XVI

455

888.

The wretched has no mercy

439

918.

Love of Allah & for Allah

455

889.

Have mercy on earthlings Allah will be

439

919.

Section I

455

Unity or divergence here will be

455

merciful to you
890.

920.

reflected in the next world

He is not the follower of prophet's who 440
is not merciful to the young & respectful

921.

Creatures be friend whom Allah endears 455

to his elders

922.

Love of each other for Allah's sake

456
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923.

Love for Allah's sake

457

924.

Those who love the righteous will be

457

Pious & evil companions

926.

Section II

927.

Virtue of joining mutual ties to please

1ie who dies after alienating from a

473

Keeping apart for a year

473

460

956.

Virtue of working a rapprochement

473

460

957.

Jealousy & hatred condemned

474

958.

Jealousy devours piety

475

461

959.

Do not cause ill will between two people

476'

Allah
928.

Rawh not rooh

929.

The hadith as in the Masbih

461

960.

Do not harm a Muslim

476

930;

Virtue of love for Allah's sake & hatred

462

961.

Do not degrade a Muslim

476

962.

Do not play with a Muslim's honour

·477

963.

Defaming someone' s honour is like

. 478

for His sake

931. . Paying sick visit to a Muslim
932.

Let him know whom you love

462
462

eating human flesh

933. . Do not keep company of the evil

463

964.

Disparaging someone is bad

478

934.

Make sure who you befriend

464

965.

Have good opinion

479

935.

Before assuming fraternal bonds get the 464

966.

Wife's unguarded remark displeased the 480

.936:

Section ill

465

967.

Section ill

480

937.

Merit of loving or disliking for the sake

465

968.

Believe someone' s oath

480

969.

Poverty & jealousy are condemned .

481

465

970.

Accept excuse of another

482

938.

Alternative meaning

466

971.

CHAPI'ER ':"' xvm

483

940.

Merit of loving each other for ~ah's sake 466

972.

Caution & deliberation in affairs

483

941.

How ~o gain blessings in both ~orlds

466

973.

Section I

483

942.

Reward for joining ties of kinship

467

974.

A wise principle

483

.943.

CHAPTER""" XVll

468

975.

Excellence of caution & deliberation

484

944.

What is prohibited about keep~g apart . 468

976.

Section II

485

severing ties of friendship searching for

977.

485

faults

978.

Merit of composed approach ---Stumbling is experiencing

979.

Do only what looks like having good

486

939. .The best people

945.

Section I

946.

Not allowed to keep apart from another 468

468

for over three days

947.· Avoid suspicion

469

948.

Evil of hatred

471

949.

Lying for good cause

950.

"\8

.J

'.'8

Prophet

other's antecedents

of Allah. ·

~3

473

955. :Patch up in three days

459

a1

Muslim brother

954.

with them in the hereafter

925.

953.

Vol. 4

485

results

980.

Do not put off

486

981.

Characteristics that are part of

487

prophethood

. 471

982.

Anyone's secret is a trust

488

Section II

472

983.

Offer a good advice

489

951.

Lies may be spoken on three occasions

472

984.

Three things must be disclosed even if

489

952.

Do not keep apart more than three days 472

confidential
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985.

Section ill

490

1020. CHAPTER-XX

508

986.

Position of intelligence

490

1021. Anger & pride

508

987.

Reckoning will be according to

490

1022. Section I

509

1023. Emphasis on restraining anger

509

intelligence
988.

Farsightedness abstinence & good

491

character

1024. The strong man

509

1025. People of paradise & of hell

510

989.

Moderation in spending is half wealth

492

1026. The proud is denied paradise

511

990.

CHAPTER- XIX

493

1027. Reality of pride

512

991.

Gentleness, modesty & good character

493

1028. Three who will be deprived of Allah's

512

992.

Section I

494

993.

Merit of mildness & mercy

494

1029. Arrogance is like polytheism

514

994.

Lack of mildness deppves of' piety

494

1030. Section II

515

Excellence of modesty

494

1031. Arrogance is self-deceit

515

sight

I

995.
996.

An old adage from the Prophets

495

1032. Anger is from the devil

516

997.

Piety & sin defined

496

1033. A simple cure of Anger

516

998.

Virtues of good manners

496

1034. The bad people

517

999.

Section II

496

1035~

517

Section ill

1000. Merit & significance of mildness

496

1036. Suppress anger

517

1001. Modesty is part of faith

497

1037. Anger mars faith

518

1002. Bad manners & rudeness ·

497

1038. Be humble

518

1003. Merit of good manners & evil of bad

498

1039. Forgiving even when able to retaliate

519

1040. Reward for restraining anger

519

1041. Three means of deliverance & three

519

speech
1004. Rank of the good mannered

498

1005. Be kind natured to others

498

1006. A legend

500

1042. CHAPTER-XXI·

521

1007. Hell is kept away from the mild

500

1043. Oppression

521

1008. The pious believer

500

1009. Mixing with people is better than solitude

501

i045. Oppressor will be in the. dark

521

1010. Excellence of suppressing anger

502

1046. Oppressor gets respite

521

1011. Section III

503

1047. Passing through ruins of the Thamud &

522

1012. Merit of mod~sty

503

1013. Faith & modesty are complementary

503

1014. Be good to others

504

means of punis~ent

·1044. Section I

521

advice to sahabah
1048. Oppressor ~II have to repay the

523

·oppressed in the next world

1015. Gratitude for good looks

504

1049. Who is a pauper

523

1016. Prayer to be given· good character

505

1050. Rights of fellow-men will have to be

524

1017. The best people

506

1018. Three things that are true

506

1051. Section II

525

507

1052. Evil is not repaid with evil

525

1019. Benefit of mildness to compassion

paid
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1086. Being unfaithful with Allah's blessing

546

1087. Section ill

546

1054. Section III

526

1088. Relief from cruel rulers

546

1055. Explanation of Zulm in the verse 6 82

526

1089. Why are pious ruined with the evil

547

1056. Do not throw away hereafter for this life 528

1090. Excuse for being derelict

548

1057. Polytheism & oppression are

1091. Deeds will be given bodies & speech

548

1092. BOOK--XXV

550

1093. Ar-riqaq

550

528

unforgivable

1058. Preserve yourseH from cry of the

. 529

oppressed

1094. Words that soften he heart

550

1059. Helping a tyrant is faithlessness

529

1095. CHAPI'ER-1

550

1060. Evil of oppression

529

1096. Section I

550

1061. CHAPI'ER- XXII

530

1097. Two worthy blessings

.550
551

i062. Enjoining what is reputable

530

1098. Example of the wo~ld & the hereafter

1063. Section I

530

1099. This world is worthless

551

1064. Change what is against Shari' ah

530

1100. Sagacious words

552

1065. Who should do it

531

1101. Believer's jail & infidel's garden

552

1066. Degree of enjoining & forbidding

531

1102. A disbeliever is given return for his

552

1067. H trouble could arise

532

1068. Even a sinner must preach

532

1103. Veils over paradise & hell

553

1069. Nawawi' s views

532

1104. Slave of worldly things

554

1070. Not rules only

533

1105. Affluence is not always disliked

554

1071. Qualification

533

1106. The world in a mystic's sight

556

1072. Character

534

1107. Desiring the world leads to destruction

556

1073. Example of the facile

534

1108. Prophet's prayer for sustenance

556

1074. Fate of one who practices not what he

535

1109. He who succeeds & is saved

557

1110. How ummah belongs to the holder

557

preaches

good deeds in this world

1075. Section II

536

1111. No one will be helpful after death

558

1076. Punishment for not preaching

536

1112. Let your property be a treasure for the

558

1077. Be disgusted with sin

536

1078. Exert yourseH to curb evil or face Divine 537
wrath

1113. Wealth is what will benefit

559

1114. Richness of heart

559

1115. Section II

560

1080. A comprehensive sermon of the Prophet 540

1116. Five instructions to Abu Hurayrah

560

1081. General imam

542

1117. Deliverance from worldly worries

561

1082. Sin destroys

543

1118. Abstinence is great

561

1083. Inviting punishment to all

544

1079. Merit of piety during last days

538

here after

1119. Regard five things as great before five

562

1084. Leave no stone untumed to prevent evil 544

1120. Foolish to let opportunity go unutilized

562

1085. Non practicing preachers

1121. Contemptible world

563

545
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1122. World is worthless

564

. 1153. Avoid amassing worldly property

579

1123. Do not involve yourself in the world &

564

1154. Path of the hereafter will be easy

580

forget Allah

1124. Love of the world results in loss in the

without

565

next world

1155. Do not be worldly minded

580

1156. Allah's command to the Jirophet

581

.

1125. · Accursed is the slave of wealth

565

1126. Greed for wealth worse tha'n l¥eed of

565

.

·,.

r

581

1157. Earning w"'rldly wealth lawfully for
pious .purposes

1158. Key~ & loc~ for treasures

wolves for sheep

582

1127. Spending too much on construction

566

1159. Raising unnecessary buildings

582

1128. Unnecessary buildings

567

1160. Foolish to collect wealth

583

1129. Observe contentment

568

1161. Wine is root of all evil

584

1162. Fearful things

585

1130. To be esteemed in the sight of ~lah &• :· 568

1163. World is abode of deeds

585

1131. Prophet's disinterest in Wbrldly tbings

569

1164. Worid is not alasting provision

586

1132. An enviable person

569

1165. Little is better

587
587

His creatures

1133. Nothing to do wittt the world

.570

'1166. Men's greed for worldly possessions

1134. Blessing that match the world

5.71

1167. The hereafte..· is ju~t round the comer

5~7

1135. Food that one may eat

571

1168.. The best person

588

1136. Ten advantages of hunger
1137. Exercise control over belching

571
. 572

1169. Four things make one disinterested with 588
the world

573

1170.' Truthfulness to good character

589

573

1171. Whc.1was Luqman, the Wise

589

1140. Sound health & cool water

574

1172. Pious deeds will intercede

589

1141. An anecdote

574

1173. Give up what reminds you of the

591

1142. Five blessings which will have to be

574

1138. Property is a trial
1139. · The rich who fail to give charity

worldly things
I

1174. Some advice

explained

1143. Section ill

575

1144. Excellence lies not in colour but'in piety 575
1145. Excellence of asceticism
1146. Success & prosperity depends on

1175. Righteousness

591
. 592

1176. Token of opening of h~ of any one of 593

575

Islam

1177. Who gets wisdom

594

1178. CHAPTER-II

595.

576

1179. The excellence of the poor &.the

595

1148. Ascetics keep no property with them

577

1180. Section I

596

1149. The hadith itself

578

1181. Merit of. extreme poverty

596

1150. Another view

578

1182.

1151. An example

579

1152. Waqf of the two Harams

579

. 576

sincerity of faith

1147. Disbelievers are taken to punis~ent

prophet's social life

gradually through their wealth

Weak~r

597

people are black ~one of the

ummah

1183. Tidings of paradise for the poor

~

597'
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1184. Majority in paradise & hell

598

1214. The Muslim who is dear to Allah

619

1185. Excellence of the poor

598

1215. Umar' s righteousness

619

1186. Life of the Prophet's family

600

1216. Poverty during early Islam

619

1l87. · Prophet's example emulated

600

1217. CHAPTER- III

620

1188. Burden of debt

600

1218. Hope&greed

620

1189. Believer d~. not crave for the temporal 601

1219. Section I

620

1190. Poverty of ahl us suffah

1220. Man, his hopes & his death

620

602

-1191. Compare yourself with one poorer than 602

1221. Two things are young in an old man too 621
1222. Allah is absolved if a sixty-year old will

you
1192. Section II

604

1193. The Poor will precede the rich to

604

paradise

621

not repent
1223. Unlimited greed of man

622

1224. Live like a traveller

622

1194. The excellence of the poor

605

1225. Section II

624'

1195. Blessings of the weak to poor Muslim

607

1226.. Work to set right your religious life

624

1196. Do no~ envy the disbelievers ~eir

608

1227. Remember death always

624

1228. Death is nearer than hope

624

1229. Age of the members of the Prophet's

625

prosperity·
1197. World is a believer's prison

608

1198. When Allah withholds wealth hom

609

anyone He loves him
1199. , Less wealth is a blessing

~09

wrtmah
1230. Section III

626

1231. Miserliness & tall hopes condemned

626

1200. Choose poverty if you love the prophet

610

1232. What is yaqeen

626

1201. Persecution fa~ed by the Prophet in his

610

.1233. An example

627

1234. Asceticism in its true sense

628

mission
1202. Preaching at Ta~if

6i2

1235. CHAPTER-IV

630

1203. Supplication of the Weak

·612

1236. Seeking property"& life to be able to

630

1204. Poverty of the Prophet & his Sahabah

613

1205. Who is patient & grateful

613

1237. Section I

630

1206. Section III

614

1238. the dear slave of Allah.

630

1207. Being patient when striken by poverty

614

1239. ·Section II

630

1240. · Long life with good deeds

630

1241. Four men for whom the world is good

631

1208. The excellence of the poor among the

. 615

Muhajirs
1209.

Divin~

trea£?ure

616

·obey Allah

or bad

1210. Three things dear to Allah's Messenger

617

1242. Good deeds before d~ath

633

1211. Not fitting for Allah's slaves to live

617

1243. The wise and the stupid ,

633

1244. Section-III

635

lavishly
. 1212. Virtue of Contentment

618

1213. Allah's assurance to one who complains 618

not to people of difficulties

i245." Wealth is not bad for the God-fearing

635

1246. Wealth is the shield of a believer

635

1247. Sixty years of age is old age

636
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1285. What is Sumu'ah

664

1249. Life of a worshipper

637

1286. Section I

664

1250. _CHAPfER-V

638

1287. Allah looks at hearts & deeds

664

1251. At-tawakkul & patience

638

1288. Deeds lacking sincerity are useless

665

1252. Sabr or patience

639

1289. Warning to performers of deeds to be

665

1253. More about tawakkul & sabr

639

heard&see~

666

1254. Complaining

642

1290. Gaining fame without desiring it

1255. Who is qualified

642

1291. Section IT

666-

1256. Sabr

642

1292. Associators will be put away

666

1257. Kiitds of.sabr

643

1293. Showiness condemned

667

1258. Section-1

644

1294. What is not riya

667

1259. Excellence of those who observe

644

1295. Double-dealing & ostentation in religion 668

tawakkul

1296. Fame sinks to nothingness

670

1260. The believer's distinction

647

1297. Section III

671

1261. Words of guidance

648

1298. Sumahcondemned

671

1262. Section II

649

1299. Ostentation is tantamount to polytheism 672

1263. Place trust in Allah in a complete way

649

1300. Sincere slave of Allah

673

1264. Nearer paradise or nearer hell

650

1301. Hypocrites before Last Day

673
674

1265. Whatiszuhd

652

1302. Showing off is polytheism

1266. People cannot benefit or hurt you

653

1303. Ostentation is worse than mischief of the 675

1267. Man's happiness & misfortune

656

dajjal

f

\
\

1304. More about ostentation being

1268. lstikharah

656

1269. Section ill

657

676

1270. Placing complete trust in Allah

657

1305. Deed done in secret

676

1271. The verse to get ample provision

658

1306. Hypocrisy is very harmful

677

1272. Allah alone provides sustenance

659

1307. Virtue of good intention

677

1273. Earnings are not the real thing

659

1308. CHAPTER- VII

678

1274. Trust in Allah & He will Suffice

660

1309. Weeping & fear

678

1275. More on it

660

1310. Section I

678

1311. Laughter is a sign of disregard of the

678

polytheism

1276. An amazing example of tawakkul

660

1277. Provision looks out for the person

661

1278. Unmatched patience of a Prophet

662

1312. What lies in store for us

678

1279. CHAPTER-VI

663

1313. A peep into hell

679

1280. Hypocrisy, ostentation & fame

663

1314. Result or rampant evil-doing

680

1281. Definition of riya

663

1315. Swallowing. & metamorphosis of this

681

1282. Kinds of riya

663

hereafter

ummah

1283. Difficult to fight off

664

1316. When punishment comes down

683

1284. Be pleased on being seen

664

1317. What matters is how one dies

683
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1318. Section II

684

1319. Man's foolishness

684

1320. Laugh little weep much

684

Muhammad

1321: The destination

685

1355. Wine by other name

710

1322. Merit of dhik.r

1353. Section II
'1354. Excellence of this ummah of

706
706

686

1356. Section III

711

1323. Who vie each other to do good deeds

687

1357. State of Muslims in future

711

1324. Trumpet, first and second

688

1358. BOOK--XXVI

712

1325. ~of death & the grave

689

1359. Fitnah

712

1326. Fear of the hereafter made the Prophet

691

grey-haired

'1360. CHAPTER-I

712

1361. Section I

712

1362. The Prophet mentioned all that would

712

1327. Section III

691

1328. The sahabah' s righteousness

691

1329. More about that

692

1330. About Umar & Abu Musa

693

1364. Faith will be removed from hearts

713

1331. Nine commands

694

1365. Retire away from people during fitnah

716

1332. Weeping for fear of Allah

695

1366. The first evil

717

1333. CHAPrER- vm

695

1367. Obey ruler

718
718

transpire till the last hour
1363. Temptations unlimited

1334. Change of the people for the worse

695

1368. Take precautionary measure through

1335. Section I

695

good deeds before fitnah arises

1336. Scarcity of men

695

1369. With draw into seclusion when trials &

1337. Muslims will imitate Jews & Christians

696.

713

719

mischief spread

1338. Pious people disappear gradually

696

1370. Turmoil like down pour

722

1339. Seqi'on II

697

1371. Destruction of the ummah at hands of

722

1340. !he worst will take over

697

1341. The Last hour

697

1342. Comfortable life hinders religious

698

1343. Sticking to religion when sin in rampant 699

1345.

Lov~

1372. Limitless turmoil & killing

724

1373. Keeping to religion during turmoil

725

1374. Ensuring oppression knowing the future 725

obligations

1344. When life is better & when death

Quraysh youth

699

of world & fear of death are uses of 700

weakness

will be worse than the present
1375. Section II

726

1376. The Prop~et named the mischief

726

managers till the Last Hours

1346. Section III

701

1347. Some evils & their repercussions

701

1378. The Khilafah will last for thirty years

727

1348. CHAPTER- IX

701

1379.. About. the 30 years

728

1349. Warning & admonition

701

1380. Time to come

728

1350. Section I

701

1381. Frightening evenfs after the Khufa

731

1351. Same Divine commands

701

1352. The Qurysh invited to Islam

703

1377. Leader who mislead

726

Rashidah "Righteous caliphs"
1382. Harrah

733

(
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1408. Coming of a man from Qahtan
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761

138.3. How to act during turmoil

733

1384. Trials before the Last Hour

735

1409. Kisra' s treasures

762

1385. The best man during turmoil

736

1410. Conquest of the Byzantine & Persia

762

1386. More about the fitnah

737

1411. Six things before the Last Day

764

1387. Some more commotions

738

1412. Byzantines & the dajjal against Muslims 765

1388. Martyi:dom of Abdullah ibn Zubair

740

1413. Will be conquered without fighting but

1389. About fitnah mukhtar .

741

with declaration of Allah's Unity &

1390. The story about Marwan

743

greatness

1391. Fitnah ad-Dahayma

744

1414. Section n

769

1392. Evil draws near the Arabs

745

1415. Sequence of events before the Last

769

1393. He who keeps away from fitnah is

746

Hours

1416. Great war, conquest of Constantinople & 770

fortunate

1394. Reverting to idol worship

768

746

coming of the dajjal

1395. The period of Islam

747

1396. The martyrdom of Sayyiduna Uthman

750

1397. The Battle of Jamal

752

1418. Leave the Ethiopian alone

772

1398. The Battle of Siffin

773

1417. Peace treaty with the Byzantines will be 771
violated

754

1419. Turks will be driven off

1399. Section ill

755

1420. Future of Busrah

774

1400. Dhat ul Anwat & god for people

755

1421. Basrah in this hadith means Baghdad

775

1401. Some fitnah & thereafter

756

1422. More about Basrah

776

1402. CHAPfER-ll

757

1423. ·Excellence of a mosque in a village of

778

1403. Al-mulahim "battles"

757

1404. Section!

757

"1424. Section ill

779

1405. Those things that will necessarily

757

1425. Umar kept fitnah away

779

Basrah

1426. Conquest of Constantinople will be near 781

happen before the Last Hour

1406. Battle will be fought with some nations

760

1407. A decisive battle with Jews in future

761

the Last Hour

1427. Well c~mpleted

781
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BOOK-XIX ·

t~,,~,y6$'
GAME & ANIMALS THAT MAY BE SLAUGHTERED
RULING: It is lawful to hunt game anywhere outside the limit of the Haram (sacred
·
territory) provided the hunter has not assumed the ihram.
The permissibility of game is established from the Book and the sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice) (meaning, Quran and ahadith) There is also a consensus of the ummah on it.
However, it is stated in a book Risalah (prayer) Ibn Abu Zayd which is on the school of
Imam Maalik .&1~J, that it is makruh (disapproved) to hunt game merely for pleasure and
play but allowed o~erwise.
.
As for as the Prophet ~J.PlJn,jJ is concerned, it is not known that he ever took active part
in hunting game. It is known however, that when any one was engaged in hunting, he did
not forbid hini to do so.
SECTION I

TRAINED DOGS & ARROWS
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4064. Sayyiduna Adi ibn Hatim ~ Al1 ~J. narratecl that Allah's Mes~enger ~J~ ~j.J
said to him, 11when you set off your (trained) dog (to hunt) mention Allah's name
(saying, Bism.illah Allahu. Akbar).· If it catches anything fo~ you and you get it alive,
slaughter it. (If y~u do not mention Allah 4eliberately, the~ it is unlawful to eat it). If
you get it while the dog has killed it but has eaten· nothing of it, then you may eat it.
If it has eaten some of it, then do not eat it, for it ~aught" it only for itself~ (Nothing
else can be presumed in this case). If·you find an~ther dog with yours and the game is
killed, do not eat .it, for you cannot know which of them has killed the game.
When you shoot your arrow, mention the name of Allah. If the game evades your
sight for. one day and you find on it (nothing else but) only the mark of your arrow,
then you may eat it, if you wish. If you find· it drowned in water, then do not eat it
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(even though there is on it the mark of your arrow for it may have died of drawing).1
COMMENTARY: To set off the dog is tantamount to using the knife. The name of Allah is
mentioned in each case, bismillah AllahuAkbar. If anyone forgets to mention it, then it is
lawful to eat the game but if he deliberately omits to say so on sending the dog and stops it
after it goes and he mentions Allah's name, after which the dog catches the game and kill it,
then it is unlawful to eat it.
The person who set off the dog must be a Muslim or one of the people of the Book Oew or
Christian).
:
If the dog goes on its own and brings the game in a wounded condition then it is not lawful
to eat it. If anyone does not mention Allah's name on sending the dog but gets the arumal
alive and slaughters it, then it is not a game.
Just as game hunted by trained dhunaab animals, like dog, cheetah (panther) is lawful, so
too game hunted by trained dhu mukhlab, birds, like hawk, eagles, etc is lawful.
The sign of dhunaab being trained is that it nabs the game three times and lets go without
eating it.
The sign that a dhu mukhlab is trained is that when it is called after it releases the game, it
comes back promptly. Hence, if the dhu makhlab, like the hawk etc, eats from the game,
some of it, the game remains lawful to eat. But, if a dhunaab, like the dog, eats something
of the gatl)e then it does not remain lawful.
If a trained dog (or any other) catches the game and lets go and eat~ something of it even
once, then it is like an untrained dog till it is trained again.
The Hanafi ulama (Scholars) say that a game is lawful only if the name of Allah is
mentioned when shooting an arrow and the animal is wounded with that. If it runs away
out of sight the hunter must not give up search. Musannaf Ibn Abu Shjaybah and Tabarani
have the hadith of Abu Razin ~l»1~.J that the Prophet ~J~..1!1~ said about the game that
evades the sight of the hunter: (.U~~ .J~'~'J"J-1) (Perhaps, the warms of the earth killed it).
Musannaf Abdul Razzaq has a similar hadith from Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~.J too.
We learn from this hadith that it a dog (or any hunting animal) or a hawk, etc is set off
on a game and it kills it, then the game is lawful, provided the dog, etc. was trained.
The game is lawful, provided the dog, etc was trained. The game hunted by an
untrained animal is not lawful.
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4065. Sayyiduna Adi ibn Hatini ~..11~~.J narrated that he submitted, 110 Messenger

of Allah, we set of trained dogs (to hunt). He saidJ 11 You may eat what they catch
for you." He asked, ''Even if they kill the game?" He confirmed, 11Yes, even if they
have killed the game." Then he submitted, 11We shoot the mu'rad (featherless
arrows)." He said, 11You may eat what the arrow woun4s (meaning, strikes straight
with its points and pierces and it dies). lf the arrow strikes with its middle or side
Bukhari # 5484, Muslim# 6. 1929, Tirmidhi # 1470 (1472 to 1475), Nasa'i # 4269, Darimi # 2002,
Musnad Ahmad 4-456, (Bukhari also # 5414, 54838-175).
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(but not the poi~t without wounding it) and kill it then it is waqidh ·(beaten to
death). Do not eat it."t
[mi'rad (j''..,.u): a heavy stick with a ·sharp pointed end and thick middle used for
hunting] (from glos~ of Tirmidhi p 750 02 - Darul Isha'at Karachi)
COMMENTARY: In fact, waqidh or mawqudh is .the animal that is killed with the broad
side of a stick or weapon, not wiUl its sharp point or with a stone or any other thing. The .
ulama (Scholars) go by this hadith ~d deduce from it that any game killed by a· gun,
meaning a bullet, or a catapult is not lawful.
The animal is also not lawful to eat if it is struck by the broad side of a mi'rad and killed
because it is necessary to wound it so that it bleeds and the sense of slaughtering is upheld.
The broad side of the mi' rad does not wound the animal. A bone may be broken by it but it
does no cause a bleeding wound. If a bullet has a fine edge and kills the animal through a
bleeding wound then the animal is not unlawful to eat.
H anyone throws a knife or a sword on an animal and it strikes it from the pointed side and
the animal dies then it is lawful to consume. If it does not sbike from the pointed edge then
the animal is not lawful to eat.
If a sharp-edged stone is thrown· on a game and it kills it after woun~ it, then it is
allowed to eat the animal. Its death occurred through bleeding. But, if a heavy .stone is
thrown and it kills the animal then it is not allowed to eat the animal even if it bleeds
because it may have died of the blow (like a bone breaking).

_;§:~Jf JJfuAI ~l:.~\ 1.)-'L..o~ 1)3J~ ~tJ.H est~~ jli ~.,., ~11 ~-='''I":rJ 6£J (i•\\)
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4066. Sayyiduna. Abu Tha'labah Khushani ~ .&! ~J narrated that he asked, ''0
Prophet of Allah, we reside in a land whose folk are the people of the Book. May
we eat out of their vessels? We are ~ a land where there is plenty of game, I hunt
with my bow, my untrained dog and my trained dog. What is p~oper for me?" He
said, 11 As for your question about the vessels of the people of the Book, if you find
other (vessels) then that, then do not eat out of them. But, if you cannot find (other
vessels), then wash them and eat out of them. (As for hunting,) the animal that you
hunt with your bow and mention Allah's name (when you shoot it), you may eat
that. Eat also the ~~ that you have caught by your trained dog if you have
mentioned Allah's name (on sending dog after it). As for the game you catch with
your untrained dog and get it when you can slaughter it (meaning, when it is alive
and you slaughter it), then you may eat it."2
1 Bukhari # 5477, Muslim# 1-1929, Abu Dawud # 2847, Nasa'i # 4205, Ibn Majah # 3214, Musnad
Ahmad 4-380.
.
2 Bukhari # 5478, Muslim# 8-1930, Abu Dawud # 2855, Nasa'i # 4266.
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COMMENTARY: The command not to use their vessels was only to observe the best course
in the light of the Prophet's ~J~~~ saying. "Leave what causes you doubt." Secondly,
even if the vessels are washed, it is better to abstain from them as far as possible. Thirdly, it
should be ingrained in the minds of the Muslim that they sho~ld abhor mingling with the
people of the Book At the same time, this command to not use their vessels is to observe
taqwa (piety)(righteousness). But, the ruling is as the hadith says; they must be washed and
scrubbed. It will be wajib (obligatory) to obsezye this command if one is more incli\}_ed to
believe that the vessels are impure. But it will pe of the kind of mustahab (desirable) when
there is no likelihood of the vessels being impure.
Ibn Maalik ~ ~.J said that if one is not sure that the vessels are impure then using them
· unwashed is makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer to lawful) (nearer lawful than
unlawuful).
Burmadi ~~~.J said that the apparent meaning of this hadith is that if other vessels are to be
had, ~en their vessels (of the people of the Book) must not be used at all (even after
washing).
However, jurists say that it is allowed to use these vessels after washing, in any case,
whether other vessels are available oi not. They say that the dislike is when the vessels
~ave been used for cooking pork and consuming pork or wine.
FLESH THAT STINKS

~oi.JJ)-~

4067. Sayyiduna Abu Tha'labah Khushani ~li11~.J said that Allah's Messenger li11~ .
~J~ said, "If you shoot your arrow (mentioning the name of Allah) and (after
being struck) the animal vanishes out of sight (dying.somewhere), when you find it,
you may eat it provided it does not change its adour (into a stench)."t
COMMENTARY: The Hanafi ulama (Scholars) say that the commanding the hadith
'provided ... ' is by way of mustahab (desirable), for, if flesh has a stench then it does not
become unlawful.
According to a tradition, the Prophet~J~lill~ had eaten flesh that had a stench.
Nawawi ~~.J said that the disallowance to eat bad-smelling meat is merely nahi tanzihi
. (forbidden nearer to lawful) (nearer lawful than unlawful). The same coinmand applies to
every such food that has a stench, unless eating· it might cause harm.
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4068. Sayyiduna Abu Tha'labha Khushani ~lill~.J narrated that the Prophet ~.au~
~J said about the ltunter who finds his game after three days. "(He may) eat it
unless it stinks."2
WHEN UNCERTAIN ABOUT SLAUGHTER
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Muslim# 9-1431, Musnad Ahmad 4-194.
Muslim# 10-1930, Nasa'i # 3404.
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4069. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ili'~J narrated that the sahabah (Prophet's Companions)
11
~.&!~J submitted. 0 Messenger of Allah, some people here have been polytheists
till recently. They bring to us meat but we do not know whether they had
mentioned the name of Allah over it, or not." (For, they are not very familiar with
the commands of Islam. So, may we eat that or not?) He said ''you should mention
the name of Allah yourselves and then you may eat."l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4Js.illl~ told the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) .ili1~J
~ that they might mention the name of All~ before eating meat sent to them by. those .
who were until recently polytheists. It will be as good as having taken Allah's name at the
time of the slaughter. In fact, he said that it is mustahab (desirable) to say bismillah at the
time of eating food.
As for the uncertainly whether Allah's name was ·mentioned at the time of slaughter, it is
allowed to eat such meat provided ~e who slaughtered it is one of those whose slaughter is
allowed to be eaten, by Shari'ah (divine law). The essential point is that one must have a
good opinion of Muslims always. A Muslim is surely expected have mentioned Allah at
the time of slaughter.
·
MENTIONING NAME OTHER THAN ALLAH'S

to
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4070. ~ayyiduna Abu Tufayl .il11~J said that (Sayyiduna) Ali 1$..\1~J was asked, "Has
Allah's Messenger ~J4r)s.iJJI~ given you (people of his family) any specific thing (at
the exclusion of the others)?" He said, ''He did not distinguish us with any thing
that was not common to all people. Only that which is in the scabbard of my sword
(is what he gave us. But, I do not know if they are for us exclusively or common to
all people)." Then he took out (from the scabbard of his sword) a piece of paper. It
read; "May Allah curse him who slaughters an animal and mentions over it a name
other than Allah's. May Allah curse him who steals a landmark." According to a
version. 11 (May Allah curse him) who changes a landmark. May Allah curse him ·
who curses l;lis father. May Allah curse him who shelte~s an innovator." (1)
COMMENTARY: The landmarks are the tablets erected ori. land to mark the limits and to
identify different plots of land. One who steals them or changes them is one who usurps
neighbouring land.
A person who curses his father may 1do it directly or he may curse someone else's father
who then retaliates and curses his father. So, he gets another person to curse his father.
The innovator is a bid' ati. He introduces novel ideas is religion such as alter Shari' ah
(divine law) and sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice). If anyone shelters an innovator then· he
1

Bukhari # 5007, Muwatta Maalik # 1 (Bukhari)
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honours him and helps him. So, he is ans~erable f~r it.
ENOUGH TO SLAUGHTER WITH WHAT CAUSES BLEEDING
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4071.. Sayyiduna Rafi' ibn Khadij ~ill~; narrated that he submitted, "0 Messenger
of Allah, we shall meet the enemy tomorrow and we do not have a knife (with us to
slaughter an animal). May we kill animals with reeds or canes?"t
He said, "Mention the name of Allah and use any thing that shed blood and you may
eat - but not tooth or claw. I shall tell you about that A tooth is a bone and a claw is
the knife of the Ethiopians." They got some booty consisting of camels and sheep.
One of the camels ran away. So a man shot an arrow and (Allah) resbicted the camel.
Allah's Messenger ~J~.1llj-P said, "Indeed. among these beasts are some that run
wild. So, when any of them escapes from you, dQ this to them (as this man did)."2 · ·
COMMENTARY: A tooth is a bone. It is not allowed to kill with a bone, so ~ything
slaughtered with it may not be eaten.
:
Shaykh Ibn Salah (prayer) ~~J and Shaykh Abdus Salaam ~~J have said that tJ;ley could
not find out the sense of disallowing slaughter with a bone. But Imam Nawawi ~~; said
that the bone will become impure with blood and we are disallowed to do it because the
· bone is provision for the jinns.
.
.
Oaws may not be used to slaughter an animal because that will resemble the Ethiopian
non Muslims. They tore up the animalS with their nails. Muslims must not adopt the ways
of non-Muslims.
While the other three imams 'go by the hadi_th to the latter, Imam Abu Hanifah Ji1 ~J
maintains that it is disallowed to slaughter with teeth and nails (claws) as long as they are
in their places (in the mouth and firigers) but if they are outside their positions and
independent (or extracted), it is allowed to use them to.slaughter but even this permission
is not without dislike. But, th~ meat of such animal may be eaten. He cites the words of the
Prophet ~J ~ ~ J..P: 'use any thing that sheds blood.' He says that the Ethiopians
slaughtered with teeth and mills when they were in their places.
When a domesticated animal flees be it a camel, cow or sheep; it may be slaughtered in the
same way as a wild animal. Recite biszni11:ah and shoot an arrow at it. When the arrow
strikes it anywhere oil its body and kills it, the animal will be deemed to have been
·
slaughtered. Its meat will be lawful to eat.
Bukhari has reeds
Bukhari # 2488, 5509, Muslim#. 20. 1968, Tirmidhi # 1496, 1497 Abu· Dawud. # 2821, Musnad
Ahmad 3-463..
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The same command applies when animals falls in a well or a pit. Only the camel is
mentioned here perhaps because it is more wild then other.
There are two kinds of slaughtering. (i) voluntary and (ii) imposed. In the first kind the
animal's jugular vein is cut with a sharp knife or any other sharp object, or by hitting a
spear, etc in the camel's chest. The second kind is to cause a wound an any part of the
animal's body.
SLAUGHTERING WITH STONE
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4072. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Maalik ~~~ J said that he had (a herd of) sheep that were

pastured at sale (a hillock near Madinah). One of his slave girls observed (One day)
that a sheep was dying, so she broke a stone and severed its throat with it. Ka'b ~J
~..111 then asked the Prophet ~J4Js.~~ about it. He ordered him to eat it.t
DO NOT SLAUGHTER WILDLY
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4073. Sayyiduna Shaddad ~li'~J ibn Aws narrated that Allah's Messenger 4Js..&l~
~J said, "Stirely Allah, blessed and Exalted, has de~reed kindness in everything

(that you do). Hence, (even) when you kill, show kindness (and do it iri. a good, civil
manner- even when awarding a punishment). When you cut an animal's throat.
Show kindness (and be gentle). Each of you should sharpen his knife and cause the
animal the minimum of pain."2
COMMENTARY: The animal may be killed with a sharp knife and it must be done rapidly.
Mter slaughtering the animal it must be left to· cool down (before removing its hide, etc).
The Hanafis say that it is makruh (disapproved) to skin the animal.before it cools down
well. The mustahab (desirable) way it not to s}larpen the knife within sight of the animal. It
should not be slaughtered in front of other animals and it ~hould not be pulled by its l~gs
to the place where it will be slaughtered.
ANIMALS MAY NOT BE FEITERED & USED AS TARGET
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4074. Sayyiduna Ibn Um~ ~.&~~J narrated that he heard Al~ah's Messenger 4Js.~~
~J forbid binding an animal or any other thing before being killed and using it as .

1
2

Bukhari # 2304~ Ibn Majah # 3182.
Muslim# 1955, Tinnidhi # 1409.
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target.1
COMMENTARY: the hadith could mean:
(i)
It is disallowed to tie an animal and strike it with arrows, stones or bullets. Or,
(ii)
It is disallowed to tie an animal and deny it fodder and water till it is killed.
.
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4075. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&'~.J·narrated that the Prophet ~J~,&,~ cursed him
who (fetters and) uses a living being as· a target.2
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4076. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.iut~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J~lbl~ said, "Do
· not. use a liying being as a target."3
COMMENTARY: It is disallowed to the point of being unlawful. The animal is inade to
suffer. Also it is wasteful pursuit.
DO NOT BRAND THE FACE
A • .·A
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4077. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~ forbade that
any one should sbike another's face and brand anyone on the face. 4
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4078. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~.J narrated that an ass passed the Prophet ~~J4r).t.im,)J. It
· had been branded on its face. He said, 11Al.ah's curse be on him who has branded it.''S
COMMENTARY: It is not allowed to curse a Muslim, so the man may not have been a Musliffi.
Or, the Prophet~~.&!~ may have conveyed to us that the man deserve Allah's wrath.
No living being- man or animal - should be branded on the face. It is disallowed. As for
. animals being branded on other portioris of their body some ulama (Scholars) say that it is .
mustahab (desirable) in order to distinguish them as animals of zakah (Annual due charity)
and jizyah (tribute). As for other animals, it is merely allowed to do so.
As for human being branding themselves, we have different akhbar6 and asthar7 of the
Prophet ~J~...\1~ and the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~,&,~.J and others about
thls, bot~ oral and practical examples. Some sayings call it as not a good deed, some laud
Bukhari # 5514.
Bukhari # 5515, Muslim# 59-1958.
3 Muslim # 58-967. ·
4 Muslim # 106-2116.
5 Muslim# 107-2117.
6 Plural of Khabar: traditions.
7 Traditions that come to us as .originating from the sahabah (P~ophet's Companions) ~.1!1 ._rpJ as
distinguished from hadith that. originate from the Prophet ~J4Js~~- (plural of athar.)
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giving it up and some clearly disallow this practice. But, the Prophet's ~J4#JiJI~ action
suggests permissibility. He sent a physician to Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b who opened this
vein (to make it bleed) and branded him. When Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Mu'adh ~bi~.J was
wounded, the Prophet ~J4#.\l~ gave permission for him to be branded. When there w~s
a swelling on him, after that, he was branded again.
Also, Sayyiduna Jabir ~.\1~.J and Sayyiduna Abu Zurarah ~.\1~.J are known to have been
branded.
The ulama (Scholars) explain that the sayings that disallow branding pertain to deliberate
and necessary branding. It is allowed when branding becomes essential to cure a disease,
etc.
The ulama (Scholars) also say that branding a human body (with. intention to cdre) is a
Allah
kind of superstition. It is not r~asonable to adopt it because it defeats reliance
while other remedies are not against reliance on Allah being conventional mean~. But, if
there is a strong presumption that branding is a beneficial remedy for a particulati disease
then it is not unreasonable to u se it. Hence, the jurists rule that by itself brariding is
makruh (disapproved) tahrimi (disliked to the point of being unlawful) but when there is a
strong presumption reported by an adept physician that there is no other remedy for an
ailment,. then branding is not makruh (disapproved)_ tahrimi.
i
Some people say that branding is disallowed because the Arabs of pre-Islamic period
believed in it firmly. They regarded it as a definite, unfailing remedy, Islam does not
tolerate such belief. So, Muslims are disallowed to use branding and thus keep away from
concealed polytheism.
ANIMALS MAY BE BRANDED WHEN NECESSARY

f
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4079. Sayyiduna Anas ~ bl ~.J narrated that one morning he took Abdullah son of
Abu Talhah ~.\1~.J to Allah's Messenger ~J4#..ln~ that he might perform his
tahneek (by chewing a place of date and applying the juice to the child's palate). He
found him holding a branding iron and branding the camels of sadaqah (charity)
(or zakah (Annual due charity)).l
COMMENTARY: Abdullah ibn Talhah ~.\1~.J was the brother of Anas ~bl.sJ'.J from his
other's side. The practice of tahneek is sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
The camels of zakah (Annual due charity) were being branded to distinguish them from
'
other camels.
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. 4080. Sayyiduna Hisham ibn Zayd ~~~~.J narrated that from (Sayyiduna) Anas ..1dc.rPJ
~that when he visited the prophet ~J4#i»1~ one day, he was in the shed of the
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Bukhari # 1502, Muslim# 109-2119.
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animals branding sheep~ Hisham li11~J thou~t that he said, "On their ears."1
COMMENTARY: The ears are not included in the face otherwise they would not have been
branded.
SECTION II

.;\thJ..aill

MAY SLAUGHTER WITH THAT WHICH SHEDS BLOOD
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4081. Sayyiduna Adi ibn Hatim ~~~~J said that he asked, ''0 Messenger of Allah, if
one of us catches a game but possesses no knife ·then may be slaughter it with a
piece of stone or a.reed?" He said,. 11You may shed blood with whatever you like and
mention the name of Allah."2
SLAUGHTERING WHEN COMPELLED
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4082. Sayyiduna Abu Urshara ~~~J reported that his father said that he asked, "0
Messenger of Allah, must the slaughtering be restricted to the throat and the upper
portion of the breast?" He said, ''If you pierce the thigh (of the game) that would
suffice you." Abu Dawud explained that this kind for slaughter is resorted to when
an animal falls into a well.
Tirmidhi explained that it is done when it becomes necessary.3
WHEN GAME DIES

(Jjby.l oi.J.J) _,:; ~

4083. Sayyiduna Adi ibn Hatim ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.11~~ said,
'~en you train a dog or a hawk and set it off on mentioning the name of Allah,
eat the animal they have caught for you." He asked, "Even if they have killed the
animal?" He said, "When they have killed but not eaten any of it for they have
·
caught it for you alone."4

Bukhari # 5542, Muslim# 111-2119.
Abu Dawud # 2824, Nasa'i # 3404.
3 Tirmidhi # 1481, Abu Dawud # 2825, Nasa'l, Ibn Majah.
4 Abu Dawud # 2851.
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WHEN AN ARROW IS SHOT

~....!...Jl ·' :!f ll!Jli ~6 ....~1 ~;;! -4li 1:1H <.ljl ;iJ1 JJ-!.5 ~ ,t.ii Jli~j (t•At)
(Jj b~I o 1__,.;) -$i ~ )T ;;i,J3 _,;lj :J.:j
4084. Sayyiduna Adi ibn Hatim ~ ~ ~J narrated that he asked, "0 Messenger of
Allah, I shoot (my arrow) at a game and find (it with) my arrow in it the next day
(may I eat it)?" He said, ''If you are sure your arrow killed it and find no mark of a
beast of prey on it, then you may eat it." (But, if you see marks of teeth or claws on
it, or another arrow. Then do not eat it.)I

(<.S.i.a_jUI oi.JJ) -~~~ ~ J:~(;. ~ jli-/tl?-(;.j (t •AO)
4085. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .&1 ~.:, narrated: We were forbidden to eat the animal
11

caught by a dog belonging to the Majusis (Majians)."2
COMMENTARY: Any game caught by a Magian with his dog or a Muslim's dog is
disallowed to Muslims but, if game is caught alive and slaughtered then it is allowed to eat it.
If a Muslim kills game with a dog belonging to a Majusi then it is allowed to eat it. But, if
both Muslims and Majusis are together and shoot arrows or set off dogs then that game is
not lawful.
If game .of
non Muslim is not lawful then the game that he kills with dogs etc is also
not lawful.
VESSELS OF NON-MUSLIMS
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4086. Sayyiduna Abu Tha'labah Kushani ol$li!I~J said that he asked. "0 Messenger
of Allah, we travel often. We come across (habitations of) Jews, Christians and
Magians. We do not have any vessels but theirs." (May we use theni?) He said, 11If
you can get nothing else, wash them with water and eat and driitk from them."3 ·
(See hadith # 4066)
EATING WITH NON-MUSLIMS

(Jj!J~I.J <.Sio..)UI oi.J.;) -~I~ I
4087. Sayyiduna Qabisah ibn Hulb ~ .&1 ~J narrated that from his father that he
asked the· Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ about the food of the Christians. {According to a
version a man asked about it.} He asked, ''There is a kind of food from which I
Tirmidhi # 1468, Nasa'i # 4300.
2 Tirmidhi # 1466.
3 Tirmidhi # 1464.
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abstain.: He (the Prophet) ~J4-)s.ir.I.)J said, Let not doubt enter your mind (or heart)
about any thing. By this deed, you have adopted resembles to Christianity."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~""J 4~ .1!1 ~ said to him, "Your abstaining from food
prepared by the Christians itself makes you resemble them, because it is with them that
they have burdened themselves with unnecessary restrictions concerning food and drink.
Their priests have made their religion difficult for them. Hence, you must not declare any
thing unlawful without investigating. Your religion is straightforward and easy.
The concluding words are translated by some: 'Let not doubt arise in you that by eating
food of the Christians you would resemble them." In this case, it would mean that you
should not abstain from food of non Muslims for fear that you would resemble them. This
cannot happen with food unless the intention to resemble is there.
Only Christianity is mentioned simply because the Sahabi ~ir.t~J asking the question was
Adi ibn Hatim ~.11~~ J who had been a Christian before embracing Islam.
In short, a Muslim should not abstain from food of a non Muslim. He should not fear that
food becomes impure on anyone touching it. But, of course, if he knows that forbidden
things are mixed in it then he should refrain from that. Also, he must keep away from
every unlawful food, impure vessels, meat of un slaughtered animals and carrion, swine,
wine, etc. - all that which is forbidden.
MUJATHTHAMAH IS FORBIDDEN
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4088. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~J»,~J said that Aiiah's Messenger ~J~Jil1~ forbade
eating mujaththamah. It is the animal that is tied and made to stand as a target on
which arrows are shot.2
COMMENTARY: The definition of mujaththamah in the hadith is in the words of a
narrator. The foolish and merciless people bound animals and birds and used them for
target practice. Shari'ah (divine law) forbids this deed as also the meat of the animal that is
targeted in this manner. The reason is that such an animal is not slaughtered according to
Shari'ah (divine law), so its meat is unlawful.
THE ANIMALS THAT ARE FORBIDDEN TO EAT

1

Tirmidhi # 1565 (1571), Abu Dawud # 3784.
1473 (1478)

2 Tirmidhi #
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4089. Sayyiduna Irbad ibn Sariyah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that, on the day of Khybar,
Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ forbade every carnivorous beast with canine teeth
(with a fang), every bird with a claw, flesh of domestic asses, the mujaththannah
and the Khalisah. And (he forbade) sexual intercourse with pregnant slave women
till they had given birth to their child.
Muhammad ibn Yahya ~~ ~J said that Abu Aasim ~~ ~J was asked about the
mujaththamah. He said, A bird or something (grazing animal) is tied up and used
as a target. And he was asked about Khalisah. He said, An animal, snatched by a
man from a wolf or a beast of prey that dies before he can slaughter it."
(Muhammad ibn Yahya J»>~J was the Shaykh and teacher of Imam Tirmidhi ~~~J
and he was one of the narrators of hadith. Abu Aasim .an~~ was his teacher.)l
COMMENTARY: The day of Khaybar refers of the year in which khaybar was conquered.
Or, it could refer to the time when it was conquered. Or it might refer to the days when the
jihad was going on.
The beast that the Prophet~1 •#~~~ forbade have carnine teeth with which they tear open
their pray. They include the lion, wolf, cheetah (panther or a small leopard), bear, monkey,
pig. Fox and badger (hyena). Some authorities say that if the ox and badger are not
carnivous then their meat is lawful (to eat).
The birds with claws hunt with their feet. They include the hawk, sea hawk or falcon,
hyena, bat or owl, eagle, vulture, etc.
The pomesticated asses are those that frequent human habitation. The meat of wild asses is
lawful to eat. Before this disallowance, the meat of domesticated asses was permitted.
Sexual intercourse was forbidden with pregnant female captives. It was not allowed with
other femal~ captives till they experienced their first menstruation.
DISALLOWED TO CONSUME SHARITAH
11
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4090. (Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~ .111 ~J and Abu Hurayrah 4.o&- i.l1 ~J said that Allah's
Messenger ~1 ~.111~ forbade the Sharitah of the devil.
Ibn Easa (a sub narrator) said further that it is to slit the animal's hide (above the
jugular vein) and not to sever the jugular vein and to leave it till it dies.2
COMMENTARY: During the jahiliyah (ignorance period), the idolaters caused an animal
such cruelty so that it went through severe pain before it died. It is called Sharitah because
it is from the word shart (J,r) meaning 'incision' or 'scarification'. Shart also means 'a
mark.'
It is ascribed to the devil because he is the one behind this savage act.
feels elated when
any one slaughters in this manner.
THE EMBRYO & ITS MOTHER

He

# 1474 (1579)
Abu Dawud # 2816.

t Tirmidhi
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4091. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4P~~ said, "When the
mother is slaughtered, its unborn· offspring is (also) including in the slaughter."1
4092. Sayyiduna Abu S~'eed narrated ~he same hadith.2
COMMENTARY: While Imam $hafi'I ~~J holds that is lawful to eat the unb~rn whether it
has grown hair or not, Imam Maalik ~~ ~J said that it will be lawful to eat the unborn
offering only if it has developed the physical structure, and hair have grown on its body.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~J said that it is not lawful to eat this urborn child unless it is alive
in its mother's womb, then it may be eaten after slaughtering it. Of the Hanafis, Imam
Zufar ~~4.\.:0-J and I:r;nam Hasan ibn Ziyac;l ~~J hold the same. opinion. Their argument is that
the Prophet ~J4P~~ disallowed eating· game that fell into water after being struck and
was retrieved dead, because it could not be ascertained whether the unborn died when its
mother was slaughtered or because of suffocation.
Also, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J said that it is debatable whether this hadith is sahib or not.
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4093. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~~J narrated that they asked, 110 Messenger

of Allah, we sacrifice a she camel an4 slaughter a cow and goat. It happens that we
find in its womb an urbom offspring. Shall we throw it away or eat it?" He said,
"You may eat it, if you wish because slaughtering its mother amounts to
slaughtering it."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith has the same comments as the preceding.
NEHR & SLAUGHTER: We have stated earlier that slaughter is of two kinds: the
voluntary or by choice, and the necessary or driven by compulsion. The voluntary too has
two aspects: nehr and dhabh (~,; J..f"'l)
Nahr is to strike a spear in the hollow of the throat, near the breast bone of a camel. It is
mustahab (desirable) to use this method for the camel though dhabh is also allowed, but with a
dislike.
. Dhabh, is to cut the veins of the animal. The veins that are cut-in this case are four. They
are: narkharah or hulqum (the windpipe)1 mari (the gullet). Waridan or wadajan (the two
jugular veins) to the left and right of narkharah. The cutting of these four veins is dhabh in
Shari'ah (divine law), even if three of these fo~ are cut off, the dhibh is correctly
performed, and it is lawful to eat the meat of this animal. But, if only two veins are cut then
the animal is carrion and it is unlawful to eat its meat.
Just as it is musthab to make nahr for camels, it is.mustahab (desirable) to resort to dhabh for
cows and sheep, but nahr is also allowed with a dislike.
If anyone slaughters a sheep or any animal at the nape and it remained alive till it veins
were cut by him then it is allowed to eat its meat but it is disliked because this is not a
1

Abu Dawud # 1828, Darimi # 1979.
Tirmidhi # 1476.
3 Abu Dawud # 2827, Ibn Majah # 3199.
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sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) method. If the animal died before the veins could be cut
then it is disallowed to eat its meat.
If anyone slaughters an ~al, like a hen and takes the knife right up to the care be llum,
cut ting its head, then it is allowed to eat its flesh. It is allowed to eat its flesh. It is not
mukruh (disliked). But, if he overdoes it and separates its head then it .i.::; makruh
(disapproved).
DISALLOWED TO KILL ANIMAL OR BIRD UNNECESSARILY

,
(<.J_···~' ,<JL.UI_, ..1..o>l ol.,.;) -~tCIPi l6l~J
~

4094. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas ~..111~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger
~J~.1!t.}.P said, ''If anyone kills a sparrow or any bird or animat (smaller or) greater
than it for· no re~son (whatsoever) then Allah will question him .about killing it
(unnecessarily)." He was asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, what is reasonable (in this
matter)" He said, "It should be slaughtered (at the throat a~· in dhabh) and eaten.
But, its head shoUld not be severed and thrown apart."t
COMMENTARY: Islam teaches us that every creature in this wid.e unh erse of Allah has a
right to survive and protect ~ts l.ife, be he the noblest of the creatures - man - or an animal.
Just as it is a grave sin to kill a human being, so too it is most unreasonable and extremely
merciless to take the life of an animal.
If Allah the Omnipotent, has given man power and subjugated the-animals to him, it does
not follow that he must make it his pastime to hurt and kill them.
If he slaughters or hunts the animal whose meat Allah has made lawful for him and
eats it then he. uses his authority in a permitted manner. But, if he plays with the life of
an animal only to enjoy and does not use its flesh but throws it away, then he uses his
authority in a wrong, disallowed way and shows cruelty to a living creature. As the
hadith s~ys, for this deed, he will be answ~rable to Allah. On the day of resurrection,
Allay will punish him for that.
Ibn Maalik .&! ~J said that in the light of this hadith, it is makruh (disapproved) to kill an
animal for any reason other than its meat for eating. Other scholars say that the dislike is to
the point of being unlawful This is why the Prophet ~J~.l!1~ disallowed the killing of
such animals as are not eaten, or whose meatis not lawful, as we shall see later.
Teebi .1!1~J said that the right of an animal is attached to deriving benefit from it just as it is
to violate an animal's right when its head it cut off and thrown away. This is what this
·
hadith disallows: 'Its head should not be severed and thrown apart.'
ANY'(HING CUT OFF FRO A LIVING ANIMAL IS DEAD

t Nasa'i # 4445, Musnad Ahmad.2-166.
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4095. Sayyiduna Abu Waqid Laythi ~~~~J said that when the Prophet ~J~.iil1~
came to Madinah (on emigrating from Makkah), its people used to cut off humps of
camels and sever the fat tails of sheep. He said, "That which is cut off a li~ng
animal is (forbidden like) dead. It must not be eaten."1
COMMENTARY: In pre Islamic days, of the many savage practices that belied common
sense, the people of Madinah cut off Humps of camels and fat tails of rams whenever they
wished to do so. They roasted them to eat. This was extremely cruel to the animal and a
very unnatural act. The Prophet ~J~f»ljJ told them that they were eating that which was
dead and hence unlawful.
SECTION III

ESSENCE OF SLAUGHTER IS TO DRAIN OUT BLOOD
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4096. Sayyiduna Ata ibn Yasar ~.iD1~J narrated from a man of the tribe of the Banu
Harithah that he was pasturing a pregnant she camel in a pass of the several passes
of the Uhud (mountain). He observed that she was on the point of death but he
could not find anything with which to nahr. (slaughter) her (as prescribed), so he
picked up a peg and (with its pointed end) he stabbed her near her breast bone till
he caused her blood to flow. Then he informed the Prophet ~J ~ .111 jJ who
instructed him to eat its meat.2
·
According to a version; he slaughtered it with a pointed piece of wood.3
COMMENJARY: It was a piece of wood (.uJ) (watid) that is pitched in the earth or a wall,
while (shizaz) {.1;tlw} is one with both its ends pointed. The latter is used to keep the bags on
the camel intacts.
OF SEA ANIMALS ONLY FISH IS LAWFUL

(~J I..U I o I,JJ) -~SI'

4097. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ 1»1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ f», ~ said,
"There is no animal of the sea that Allah has not slaughtered for the children of
Aadam. ~".>W,~"4
COMMENTARY: It is lawful to eat the creatures of the sea without slaughtering them. It is
enough to catch them and bring them out of water alive. That is their slaughter.
The hadith does not specify, But the ulama (&;holars) agree only on fish that it is lawful
1

Tirmidhi # 1480, Abu Dawud # 2858, Musnad Ahmad 5-218.
Abu Dawud # 2823.
3 Muwatta Maalik # 24. 2-3.
4 Daraqutni # 4 (Sayd- Dhaba'ih)
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whether it dies by itself or is killed. But there are differing opinions about other creatures of
the sea.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J says that none of the creatures of the sea other than fish is lawful.
And, that fish is not lawful too which dies its own death and comes to the surface of water
without the ordours of the climate. The fish that dies of the severity of the climate and
surfaces is lawful food.
SOME RULINGS ABOUT THE SACRIFICE: It is not allowed to eat the animals or birds
that hunt for themselves and eat their prey or feed merely on filth. Example are lion, wolf,
fox, cat, dog, monkey, hawk, falcon, etc.
Other ani"mals or birds that are not like this are lawful to eat. Example are parrot, starling,
dove, sparrow, wild-duck,. pigeon, deer, duck, rabbit, etc.
It is not allowed to eat the Q.leat of hyena, iguana, tortoise, mule, ass, etc and to drink milk
of the she ass. While the horse is a lawful animal and its meat may be eaten yet it is better
not to eat it. Apart from fish and locust, it is not proper to eat any animal or bird without
slaughtering it.
Any animal that is otherwise lawful and dies a natural death is carrion and it is forbidden
to eat it.
If ants fall in some food and die then it is not proper to eat that food without removing the
ants, If anyone swallows even one and deliberately then it is a sin of eating carrion.
Slaughtering by a Muslim is correct always. A Muslim man or woman may slaughter. They
may be in a pure state or impure. It is lawful to eat the animal slaughtered by them in any
condition.
It is forbidden to eat an animal slaughtered by a disbeliever, an apostate, fire-worshiper,
idol - worshipper, etc.
If any disbeliever sells meat saying that he has had it sacrificed by a Muslim then he must
not be believed and his meat must not be bought nor eaten if a Muslim has slaughtered an
animal and another Muslim was present at the time and is constantly there himself or if he
goes then another Muslim takes his place, then that meat may be eaten.
If an animal that is not lawful to eat is slaughtered then its hide and meat become lawful
(so that it is proper without dislike to use them for anything but not as food to eat). This of
course, excludes a human being and a swine. The hide of a human being is impure because
of his dignity and of a swine is impure because it is filthy and no amount of exercise to
purify can purify it.
If a hen has been eating filthy things around then it must be enclosed for three days before
slaughtering it. It is makruh (disapproved) to eat its meat without placing it in an enclosure
for three days.
It is makruh (disapproved) and disallowed to slaughter an animal with a blunt knife
because it will cause the animal much pain.
It is makruh (disapproved) to begin to remove the hide break its limbs, continue to cut its
·
throat even after the four veins are cut, before the animal has cooled down.
It is allowed to eat locusts. It is not necessary to slaughter it just as fish is not slaughtered.
It is allowed to hunt all animals whether. their meat is lawful or not. But, hunting should
not be merely in vain, to play and to amuse oneself. Rather, the aim should be to derive
some benefit from it. The greatest benefit from the lawful animal is its meat. As for the
unlawful animal, there is no harm if the hunter aims to use its hide.
In short, the lives of the animals must be valued. It is not good to kill them unnecessarily or
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to hunt them with no purpose.
The masnun method of slaughtering an animal is to turn its face, towards the qiblah, to take a
sharp knife, to·recite Bismillah Allahu Akbar and cut at its throat till the four veins are severed.

CHAPTER-II
ABOUT DOGS
This chapter has ahadith concerning commands about dogs;
for what purpose may dogs be kept,
what kind of dog is it allowed to keep,
what kind is disallowed,
what dog is it permitted to kill,
and, what may not be killed.
Jj~tj.;aj\\

SECTION I

DO NOT KEEP DOG UNNECESSARILY
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4098. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~; nanated that Allah's Messenger ~ J"#.&l~ said,
"He who keeps a dog - other than a sheepdog or a trained hunting dog will have
two qirats deducted from (the reward of) his deeds, every day."t
COMMENTA~Y: Qirat is a measure of weight (.248 grams). However, the sense in the
hadith is known only to Allah. Some ahadith say that it is like Mount Uhud.
Dogs may be kept for protection of animals (houses, fields) and for hunting. They may not
be kept for any other purpose. If anyone does that he will lose two qirat of his deeds every
day and that night mean two shares from a large share of reward daily.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the reasons include: angels of mercy do not come to that
home where a dog is kept. He who keeps dogs hurts other people. Also, the dog may lick
vessels in the house unknown to the owners.
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4099. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»1~
said, "He, who keeps a dog - others than a sheep dog, a hunting dog or a farm dog,
will have one qirat deducted from his reward every day."2
COMMENTARY: the measure of qirat is as known to Allah so, deduction is rewara may be
one qirat or two.

1

2

Bukhari # 5400, Muslim# 50. 1574, Tirmidhi # 1487.
Bukhari # 2322, Muslim# 58-1575.
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KILLING·DOGS

. 0J.-Aoi.JJ)-~lfG~1:,:J~i~l
4100. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .&1 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ·~J ~ .&! .).P
commanded them to kill dogs, (so they killed· dog in Madinah and its surrounding
areas) they killed ·even the dog that any woman brought with her from the desert.
Thereafter, Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1.)-P ·forJ.,ade them to kill dogs telling hem,
11
You must only kill the pure black with tWo spots on it, for it is the devil.''I
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the command to kill dogs was restricted to
Madinah only. The city was sa~red. The prophet ~J ~ .&1.}-P lived· there. Revelation
descended on him there. And angels also came to him there.
Women who cared for sheep had a dog with them.
·
Beside, they are mentioned in passing otherwise dogs carried by anyone were killed.
The dog with two spots is very naughty and harmful. So it is called a devil sucP, ~ dog it not
useful to·look after sheep and to hunt. Imam Ahmad .&1~J and Ishaq .&1~J said that game
caught by this kind of a dog is not lawful.
Nawawi .&1 ~J said that the ulall.la (Scholars) are unanimous about the dog that bites
whether .it is black coloured or otherwise.
Imam of the Harmayn said that eventually .the Prophet ~J~.&l.).p forbade killing of dogs,
even the black dogs, unless a dog is harmful and bites.
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4101. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~.J narrated that the Prophet ~JA.:)s..&l.).p commanded
them to kill dogs except hunting dogs or sheep dogs, or dogs to look 'after animals.2
COMMENTARY: The specified command to spare sheep dogs is followed by the general
command to spare dogs that watch over all animals. This could also be the narrator's doubt
whether the prophet~J~.&t~ said sheep dogs or dogs looking after animals.
SECTION II

~&,j.Aiil

REASON WHY ALL DOGS MAY NOT BE KILLED

t
2

Muslim # 47. 1572, Tirmidhl # 1486.
Bukhari # 3323, Muslim # 16. 157.
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4102. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mughaffal•~~~~.J narrated that the Prophet~J":l~~~~ ', _

said, "Were dogs not among the communities (of creatures of Allah).I would have
commanded that they should be exterminated. But kill the black dogs among them."
11
And, there are no people in a house who have a dog other than a hunting dog, a
farm dog, or a sheep dog, but a qirat of their good deeds is deducted every dog."1
COMMENTARY: The prophet ~""J~~~~ refers to this yerse of the Quran when he says
about the dogs being one community of creatures:
J
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{And there is not an animal in the earth, not a bird that flies on its two wings, but
they are communities like yourselves) (6: 38)
Like human beings, animals and birds too are different ummahs (or, communities). They too
get their provision, and their lives are also worthy. They must not be killed unnecessarily.
The Prophet ~J~~~~ went by this verse and said that not all dogs must be eliminated.
Only the black dogs who cause damage everywhere and hurt people must be killed.
STAGING ANIMAL FIGHTS DISALLOWED

oi.J.J}
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4103. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~""J~~~~ forbade

putting animals to fight one another.2
COMMENTARY: People must not get animal to fight one another. They should not stage
camel fights, elephant fights, etc. or cock fights and other birds fights.

CHAPTER - III
ANIMALS THAT ARE LAWFUL TO EAT &
ANIMALS THAT ARE UNLAWFUL
Those t~gs that are knows to be forbidden and unlawful from the Quran - the Book of
Allah are:
(i)
Carrion or dead creature.
(ii)
Blood that flows.
(iii)
Park, or flesh of swine.
(iv)
Meat of animal that is slaughtered in the name of other than Allah.
This is established from this verse too:
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{Say: I find not that which is revealed to me anything forbidden to an eater who
eats thereof, except it be carrion, or blood poured forth, or the flesh of swine- for
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tAbu Dawud # 2845, Darimi (only the first part) Tirmidhi # 1489,1495 (both parts).
Tirmidhi # 1708, Abu Dawud # 2562.
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that surely is foul, or the profaned (flesh of an animal) which has been immolated
to the name of other than Allah.} (6: 145)
The Prophet's rl""J~.iis'~""' sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) then included some other things in
the list of the forbidden or unlawful things. Examples are dhu naab with (canine teeth) and
dhu makhlab (with claws), domesticated donkey, and so on. Therefore, where the ahadith
are categorical about certain animals being forbidden, the ulama (Scholars) are unanimous
about their being unlawful. But, the ulama (Scholars) differ about the unlawfulness of
certain animals because the ahadith do not declare them forbidden categorically. Further,
the ulama (Scholars) differ about certain animals because of this verse:
J
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(and make lawful for them the good things, and prohibits for them the corrupt
things} (7: 157)
On the basis of this verse, the Hanafis declare every creature of the sea unlawful except the
fish, because they think that everything of ·'the sea, apart from the fish, is corrupt. Sound
nature is repulsed by them and regards them as filthy.
According to the Hidayah, Imam Maalik li!1~.J and some ulama (Scholars) hold that all
living creatures of the sea are lawful to eat. But, some of these ulama (Scholars) make an
exception of the sea hog. Sea houndl [and (perhaps) mermaid. (and merman)}2
Imam Shafi'I holds that all sea creatures are lawful food. He cites this verse:
1-.' J
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(Lawful to you is the game of the sea and the eating thereof.} (5: 96)
He also cites the f!rophet' s ~J~li!1~ words about the sea;
_:, .. ~ .. a ~~.J oJL, .J.,..WI_,A

'Its water is pure (and purifies) and its dead (creatures) are lawful." (Tirmidhi # 69)
jj~1j;a~i

SECTION I
DHU NAAB BEAST IS FORBIDDEN
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4104. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1JI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, 11 Every dhunaab (fanged) beast of prey is forbidden (to eat)."3
DHU MUKHLAB BIRD IS FORBIDDEN

{..P.Woi.J.J)-~
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4105. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1JI~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~li!1~ forbade
fabled natures
Narman (after from funk 2 Wagnall's new standard Buttoning of the English Language Vos LP.
3 Muslim# 15-1933 Tirmidhi # 1476.
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every beast of prey with a fang and every bird with a talon (or claw, dhu makhlab).l
DOMESTIC ASS IS FORBiDDEN

,~ \ "J!A .. ~ ... ~dilil ~,
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4106. Sayyiduna Abu Tha'labah ~ .111 ~; said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~

forbade. the flesh of domestic asses. 2
COMMENTARY: However, he allowed the flesh of wild asses, All the ulama (Scholars) are
unanimous about it.
HORSE'S MEAT IS PERMITIED
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4107. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~J narrated that, on the day of Khaybar, Allah's Messenger
~J•~.&l~ forbade

the flesh of domestic asses, but he permitted horseflesh.3
COMMENTARY: While other imams say that it is permitted to eat horseflesh, Imam Abu
hanifah .1!1~; and Imam Maalik .111~; say that it is makruh (disapproved) to eat horseflesh.
According to Kifayah ul Muntaha, some ulama (Scholars) assert that three .days before his
death, Imam Abu Hanifah a1~; had reversed his first opinion to say that it is allowed to
eat horseflesh. The Hanafis go by this verdict. The Durr Mukhtar also confirms that In:tam
Abu Hanifah .1J1 ~; had reversed his precious verdict and confirmed that horse meat is
perinitted. Imam Shafi'I 1»1 ~;, . and of the Hanafis Imam Abu Yusuf .&1 ~; and Imam
Muhammad .1!1 ~;, had already said that horse flesh is permitted and is lawful. Mawlana
Shah Muhammad Ishaq .1d~; also confirmed that Imam Abu Hanifah .1d~; had revised his
verdict to say that horseflesh is lawful.
WILD ASS IS PERMITIED
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4108. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~.111~; narrated that he saw a wild ass and killed it

(They asked Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1J1 ~ about eating its flesh whether it was
lawful.) So, the Prophet~J~lJ,.,~ asked them, 11Do you have some flesh of it?" He
(Abu Qatadah) ~.&~~;said, 1We have a leg piece." So, he took it and ate it.4
RABBIT IS LAWFUL FOOD

Muslim # 16. 1934, Abu Dawud # 3603.
# 5527, Muslim # 23. 1936.
3 Bukhari # 5524, Muslim # 1941, Abu Dawud # 3808.
4 Bukhari # 1921, 5490, Muslim# 63-1196.
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4109. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~~ ~J said that at Mar az-Zahran (a valley near Makkah)
they chased a hare and he caught it and took it to Abu Tahah ~~~~J He slaughtered
it and sent its hipbone and two hind legs to Allah's M~ssenger ~J 4,ls ~ j...p who
accepted that.t ·
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ accepted the flesh of hare. Hence, it is clear that
this flesh is lawful to eat.
FLESH OF LIZARD

4110. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..11'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said,
11
Neither do I eat lizards nor forbid eating them."2
COMMENTARY: It is said that the lizard lives for seven hundred years. It does not drink
water and subsists on air. It passes only one drop of urine in forty days and it never loses
its teeth.
·
The Prophet pol""J ~ ~~~ did not eat it because. he did not like it and he did not forbid it
because till then he had not received revelation prohibiting it. Another hadith (# 4119,
4120) which we shall narrate later disallows the eating of lizards. So, Imam Abu Hanifah
~~~J goes by it and says t hat lizards are forbidden.
Imam Ahmad ~~~J and Imam Shafi'I ..1!1~J say that there is no harm in eating lizards. They
go by this hadith.
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4111. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~J reported that Khalid bin Walid~..li'~J informed
him that he visited Sayyidah Maymunah ~~~~J with Allah's Messenger~J~i!As~.
She was his maternal aunt and also of Ibn Abbas ~~~~J· He found that she had a
roasted lizard. She presented the lizard to Allah's Messenger ~j4~~~~, but the
withdraw his hand from· it. So, Khalid ~ i»1 ~J asked, 11 Are lizards forbidden, 0
Messenger of Allah? He said. 11No! but there were not any in the land.of my people
(the Hijaz), so I find a repulsion within myself for it." Khalid ~~~~J·~~id, ''I drew it
nearer to myself and ate it Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!'~ looked at me."3 '
COMMENTARY: A hadith (# 4119 &4127) following prohibits eating of lizards. The
present hadith, there fore, stands abrogated.
Bukhari # 2572, M.uslim # 53.1953, Tirmidhi # 1789.
Bukhari # 5536, Muslm # 40. 1943, Tirmidhi # 1790.
3 Bukahri # 7735, Muslim# 44. 1946.
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HEN MAY BE EATEN

<~~> -?;4-ili~~~J~ful ~~lj_;.!J ~fJ j~ uJ-;.& Cff6&-J <t' '·n
4112. Sayyiduna Abu Musa .w:.~~J narrated that he saw Allah's Messenger~~~
~J

eat fowl.t
LOCUSTS MAY BE EATEN

4113.

(~~)-Sij.l
Sayyiduna Ibn Abu Awfa .w:.~~J narrated, "We participated in seven battl~s

along with Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~· We used to eat locusts along with him."2
COMMENTARY: The words (4u) (with him) are not found in Muslim and Tirmidhi and in
most narrations. Hence, wherever they are found (we used to eat locusts along with ~m),
they mean that while they were ,in his company, they ate locusts in his knowledge. He pid
not eat them and did not forbid them to ~at.
EATING A DEAD WHALE
1
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.w:. ~~ ~J narrated that he had participated in a battle with the
jaysh al-khabt (who beat leaves off trees to eat) which was under the command of
Abu Ubaydah .u~ .&1 ~J• They faced severe hunger till the sea threw out a dead fish.
They had never seen such a large fish. It was called Anbar (.r.~~ll) or spermaceti whale.
They at~ from it for half a month (very lavishly). Abu Ubaydah .u~..lu~J then took one
of its bones (and put it up) so that a camel rider passed under it (without difficulty).
When returned .(to Madinah) they mentioned the experience to the Prophet 4,.l~~'J..P
~J· He said, "B~t from the sustenance that Allah brought out for you. (you did well
and if you find such, eat it). If you have (saved) any (of it), let us have some of it." (He
meant to please them and to let them know that the fish was definitely lawful, lest
they presumed that it was permitted only because of there peculiar necessity.)
Jabir .w:.~~J said that they sent some of the fish to Allah's Messenger ~J~~~··.:
and he ate it.3
COMMENTARY: This took place in 6 AH before the Peace treaty of Hudaybiyah. These\
people had exhausted all provision and were driven to beat leaves off trees. Their'~ips were'

4114. Sayyiduna Jabir

1

Bukhari # 5517, Muslim# 9-1649, Tirmidhi # 1827.
# 5595, Muslim# 52.1952, Tirmidhi # 1822, Abu Dawud # 3812, Musnad Ahmad 4. 380.
3 Bukhari # 4363, Muslim # 1735, Musnad Ahmad 3. 378.
2 Bukhari
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bruised because of their eating.
Anbar (ambergris)- according to the Qamus (and the lexicon of lane's) in an odoriferous
substance; also, an excrement in the belly of a great fish (the spermaceti whale); also, a
vegetable found in the bottom of the sea and driven to the shores by the waves .. (there are
other opinions). Shields are made of the skin of the·fish.
They ate the fish for half a month. But, some versions have 'one month' and some 'eighteen
days.' The fact is that different men of the army ate it for different periods of time.
WHEN A FLY LANDS IN SOMEONE'S FOOD OR DRINK
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4115. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 40toi»>~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, ''When a fly lands in the vessel (containing food or drink) of any of you, let
him immerse all of it inside before throwing it away, for, in one of its wings is cure
and in the other disease."t
COMMENTARY: See also hadith # 4143. It is said there that the fly lands on the wing tha
carries disease. So, if all of it is immersed, the adverse effects of the wing will be offset b:
the other wing. (See hadith # 4143)
MOUSE FALLING IN GHEE (CLARIFIED BUTIER)
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4116. Sayyidah Maymunah tp.\I~.J narrated that a mouse landed in some clarified
butter and died. Allah's Messenger ~J 4Js. .\1 ~ was asked about it and he said.
"Throw it and (throw) the clarified butter around it. You may eat (the rest of) it."2
COMMENTARY: This applies to the thick frozen clarified butter. If it is thin and liquefied
and melted then all of it will becon:te impure and it will be disallowed to eat it or to sell it
too. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J however, said, that it is allowed to sell it.
While most authorities assert that such an impure clarified butter must not be used for any
purpose whatsoever, some say that it might be used to burn in lanterns, to rub on boats, or
to do some other such things. This is what Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~.J said and Imam Shafi'I
~~ ~; in one of his verdicts. But, this permission is with dislike. Imam Maalik ..1it ~; and
Imam Ahmad ~~~.J have also two opinions and the former has also said that it cannot be
used to burn the lanterns of a mosque.
KILLING THE SNAKES KILLING SNAKES

1
2

Bukahri # 5782, Musnad Ahmad 2-229.
Bukhari # 5538, Tirmidhi # 1805.
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4117~ Sayyidw1a Ibn Umari$Jill~.J narrated that he heard the ·Prophet~;~Jiii;J..P say,

"kill snakes. And kill (particularly) those ·that ha~e two black stripes (on their
backs) and the abtar (~hat have a short tail), for, they impair the eyesight and cause
misc~iage." (One·who sees tl\em turns blind and a pr~gt)ant woman who sees·
them suffers miscarriage.) ·
..
· .
Abdullah (ibn l!Tmar ~.&'.s-PJ) ·said that (once) he ch;tsed a snak~ to kill it, but Abu
Lubabah I$Jill.s-P.Jicalled him; "Do not kill it." He said," Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
has: commanded that snakes should be. killed." He said, 11 After that, he. had
disallowed killing of house snakes. For they inhabit homes."t
COMMENT~RY: These snakes have a long life and inhabit homes for a long time- all their lives.
·Turpushti Jil1~J said that the :word translated 'live long' (awamit) applies to the jinns.. The
snakes fol.ind to the jinns. The snakes found in .homes are actually jit;ms in the form of
· snakes. So snakes in the house are not allowed to be killed for the night really be jinns.
Tabarani .iill~J has transmitted a marfu ~adith from Ibn Abbas ~$Jill~J·
·
·

-i_,ull J;..lli'~JJ 9~lj ~I~~
(kill the snake and t~e scorpion even if you are engaged in salah (prayer)).
Abu Dawud and Nasa't have tr~mitted from IbR Mas'ud ~lin~J and Tabarani from Jamir
~Jil1~J who from Ut~an ibn Abu Aas ~$Jill~.J in a_marfu form:
;

-lfA~UAJ~IJ~u-.-9~ ~~ll_,l:il
retaliation.- so does not kill them - does not

(kill all snakes. H~ who fears tliedr
belong to me.)
/
I
· ·
However, these traditions that call for killing SI).akes exclude the snakes in the houses. This
Is clear from the haclith of Ibn Umar ~.1ii~J and from the ahadith to follow.
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# 3297, Muslim # 128. 233, Tirmidhi # 1483.
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4118. S.ayyiduna Abu Sa'ib .1!1~J (the freedman of Hisham i'f?n Zahrah) A.:s.~~J said
that they visited Abu Sa'eed A.:s..&l~J• WJ:ill.e .they w~re sitting, they detected something
stir undeJ," his couch. They looked and fo~d a snake under it. He (Abu Sa'ib) got up ·
to kill it but Abu Sa'eed A.:s..1il~J .who was engaged in salah (prayer) gestured to him
.that he should sit down. So, he sat down. On finishing (his salah (prayer)), he pointed
to a room there and asked, "Have you seen the room?" He said, "Yes!" ,He s~d, 11A
young man of ours· who had married recently lived in it we set out along with Allah's
Messenger~J~.),~ to the Battle of the Trenches (~e young man, also). Evetyday ~
.the noon (after half the day), he got permission from Allah's Messenger ~J4#-.1!1~ to
go and remain..with his wife. One day, when he asked permission of Allah's:
Messenger~J~Js.~~, he fustructed him to carry with him his weapons lest the. Banu
Qurayzah hurt him. He took his weapons and went home .~nly to find his wife
standing between the two doors. He wa5 ~ed with jealousy and prepared to stab. her
with his lance. However, .she asked him to put it down, come in and see· (for himself)
why she was outside. He went in·. aDd saw a huge snake coiled on the bed. He
attacked it with his lance and pi~ced it With the. lance. Then, he came out and fixed
the lance·in the ground (of the courtyard) of the house. The (dying) snake trembled
and attacked him. But, no one could say who died first, the snake or the yo911g man."
Abu Sa'eed said that they went to Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .111 ~ ant:( teported to
him what had happened. They requested him to pray to Allah to restor.~ th~ youl'lg
man to life for them. He said, "Seek forgiveness for your man." Then, he said,
11
There are in these houses (of M~dinah) the awamir (the jinp.s who reside in them).
When you see one of them, main him three times. If he ·goes away, that is good. If
not, then kill him, for, ·he is an infidel." (Actually, make if difficult for him.)
Then, he said, "qo and bury your companion."
According to another version, he said: There are· jinns in· Madinah, who have
accepted Islam. When you see ~y of them, warn him for three days. If he comes to
. you after that, then kill him, for, it is nothing but. a devil/'1
COMMENTARY: The·ulama (Scholars).say th.at the sahabah (Prophet's Co~panions) .1!1~J
~ were not of such mind as to req~est the prophet ~J ~ .111 ~ to pray for 'hiS revival.
Rather, they were under the impression that he was precon8cious because of the poisoning.
So they ·asked him to pray. · · ·
·
1

Muslim # 140. 2236.
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This is why he instruct ed them to seek forgiveness for him, for , he was dead.
According to one version, on seeing a snake, you must say:
-
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(We adjure you by the covenant that Sulayman ibn Dawud r-J-J' ~ had got from
you, do not hurt us and do not come before us).
H he does not disappear even after that then he is not a Muslim. He is either an infidel jinn or a
real snake. Or, he may be an offspring of Iblis. In any of these cases, he must be killed forthwith.
He was called a devil because of his disobedience and unruly behaviour. Such conduct is
called devilish.
KILL THE GECKOS
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J», ~ J said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ lilt ~
commanded them to kill the geckos. He said ''It had blown on Ibrahim." r-J-l'~ 1
COMMENTARY: When Prophet Ibrahim ~-J-Jt~ was thrown in to the fire by Nimrud, the
gecko blow on it to stir it up.
This creature is very poisonous. It can poison eatable and cause great damage to people.
4119. Sayyidah Umm Sharik
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4120. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~.\'~J said that Allah's Messenger A.:)s.i»J~
~J, Commanded that geckos should be killed. He called them fuwaysiqah
(mischievous creature).2
COMMENTARY: The gecko is called fuwaysiqah (small fasiq) because it is one of the five
evil animals and reptiles. They should be killed under any circumstances, even within the
limits of the Haram.
Actually, fisq (from which this word is derived) is to 'go out.' In Shari'ah (divine law) it is
'to go out of obedience.'
·
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4121. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah J..;t.iilt~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J.Y,:.iilt~

said, 11 He who kills the gecko with the first blow, one hundred good deeds are
recorded for him. If he kills at the second blow then fewer (are recorded), and at. the
third blow fewer than that."
COMMENTARY: In other words, one is encouraged to kill it as quickly as possible.

1

2

\

Bukhari # 3359, Muslim# 142-2237.
Mt,'·litn # 144. 2238.
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KILLING ANTS
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4122. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iils~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1.~

said, 11A Prophet of the Prophets (who have gone by) was stung by an ant. So, he
ordered thaf. the (entire) colony of the ants should be burned. That was done. So,
Allah, the exalted, revealed to him: One ant bit you, but you burned an ummah
community that glorifies me."t
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet ~"1-JI4# had got the tree burned
in which the ants resided. This particular Prophet ~";A..J14# had prayed to Allah, "0 Allah,
you eliminate a whole community of people because of their sin, but among them there are
pious people too ... " Allah made him rest in the shade of a tree when it was very hot. He
fell asleep there and ant stung him. So, he got all the ants burned because he could not
locate the one that had stung him. He thought perhaps that all the ants were harmful so he
eliminated them all.
Allah then sent him a revelation to reprimand him. In the Shari'ah (divine law) of Islam, it
is not allowed to burn any animal or insect, any living creature, not even lice and bed bugs.
Ibn Abbas ~.1s~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~ forbade that any living creature
should be burned unless it causes harm and hurts.
Muhammad ibn Muslim .&! ~J wrote in Mutalib ul Muminin that if an ant has hurt you
then you may kill it. But, if it has not hurt you, then do not kill it. The jurists have issued an
edict accordingly in this manner.
It is makruh (disapproved) to put ants in water. Moreover, if one ant has hurt you, you
mt:tst not take revenge from all by burning them or destroying them.
SECfiONII
RAT LANDING IN GHEE
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4123. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.aa~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, ''When a mouse falls into ghee (which is clarified butter) when it is in a solid

state, throw away the mouse and the portion that is around it. But, if it is in a liquid
state then do not go near it."2

4124. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&1~J also narrated it.3

1

Bukhari # 3019, Muslim# 148-2241, Musnad Ahmad 2-402.
Dawud # 842, Musnad Ahmad 2-32:
3 Darimi # 2085.
2 Abu
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:. BUSTARD IS LAWFUL ·
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4125. Sayyid~~ Safinah.l$.&1~_, said,

''.i and the·.messenger of Allah ~J4,1t-~l._.l.,P ate

the flesh of a bustard."t

'

!

CO~MEHTARY: The bustard (Hubcu:a) is the most foolish of all birds.

FLESH OF JALALAH IS FORBIDDEN .
•
•
.
.
• r .t'
',J 1 -.p(
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f "" r: J
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412~. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 1$ .&s ~J · n~ated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4,.lt- lk1 ._.1..P
· forbade. eating al-jalalah (the animal that feeds onJilth) and drinking its milk. · ·
According to· a version: he forbade riding al-jalalah.2
.
.
COMMENTARY: 'Jalalah is the animal whose flesh may· be lawful to eat, but it is
ac~tomed to eat filth. So, if it eats filth rarely then it is .not 'called jalalah ~d its flesh is
- not.forbidden. Examples are hen. But, if this animal eats filth always and it's meat and milk ·
have the stench, thEm it is not allowed to eat it,s meat, unless it. is enclosed and given good
things' to eat till its flesh and milk becom~ pure, in w]lidl case it is lawful to eat it. Imam
Abu Hanifah ~~.,. Imam Shafi'l lid~J and Imam Ahmad .i~Jl_~_, hav~ .given thiS opinion.
lmam·Maalik ~~~J said that even ~eep~g it enclosed, its meat should be washed.tq
the point of exaggeration.
Fatawa Kubra has the ediCt that it is allowed to eat flesh of enclosure for three days. and the
jalalah for tert days. It is disallowed to ride a jalalah because its ,per~piration too has a ba~
odour. The rider will get on }$n.
. .
··
.
. · '
.

. LIZARDS ARE·DISAL~OWED

(.)JJ.)~Ioi.JJ)"i-Jll~$f~~~j~fui~&)Jt~f~~~~Jl·l#~j(f.\YV)
4127. ·Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Shabll$.&1~_, ~a!d that the prophet ~J4,1t-.&s._.i..P
-: fotbaa·etltEf eating of ~e flesh of.lizards.3
COMMENTARY: Perhaps it was allowed to ~at lizar~s (see ha~ith. # 4111). Later· the
permission was r~voked. Imam Abu Hanifah .&~~J abides .by this hadith.
CAT IS FORBIDOEN

(lS.l.fiJI_,,Jb~lol.JJ)l6;~$fJiJ.:J.l$f~~ ~j~AlJi~&)Jt~f.~~~j (f. nA)
4128. Sayyiduna Jabir

It;$

.&1-~_,

cats and cQnsuming its price.4

narrated that the prophet
.

~J 4,1t- .&1._.1.,P

.

forbade eating
.
.

.

COMMENTARY: While it is forbidden to eat· flesh of cat, it is ~akruh (disapproved) to'
spend its price on eatables and drinks.
# 1828, Abu Dawud # 3797.
(first portion) 18!3, Abu Dawud # 3785.
a Abu Dawud # 3~96, Tirmidhi # 1824.
4 Abu Dawud # 3796, Tirmidhi.
1 Tirmidhi

2 Ti11nidhi
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·WHAT
. WAS FORBIDDEN ON THE DAY OF KHAYBAR
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4129. Sayyiduna Ja~ir ~..111~J said that on the day of Khaybar, Allah's Messenger ,)-P
0

~J ~ .\1 forbade domestic asses, the flesh of mules, every beast of prey having a

fang and every bird of prey haviJ;tg a talon.I
(Their meat is ~awful to eat.)

0
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\ HORSE FLESH DISALL~WED
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4130. Sa:fyiduna Khcllid ibn Walid ~ ..111-~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .\1 ,)J
0

forbade the eating of the meat of horses, mules and asses.2
CQMMENTARY: This hadith is- da'if. It cannot contradict the hadith of Jabir ~l!i'~J (#
0

0

0

4107). See the comments against it. Most ulama (Scholars) say that the hadith·of.Jabir ..r'J
~.1. overrides -this hadith.
PROPERTY OF THOSE UNDER COVENANT
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· 4131. Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Walid ~..111~ J said ~at he went with the Prop~et ~;..)J
~J to fight on the day of Khaybar. The Jews came (to him) with the c.omplaint that

.. the people had hastened tb pick up their dates (fro~ the trees. against the covenant).
11
So,All~'s Messenger ~J~.111.)J said, Beware! Th~_Property of those with whom a
covenant is concluded is. not lawftb, exc~pt for the right on the property (towards
·
any kind of levy on it)."3
. COMMENTARY: The right on the property can be the jizyah (tribute) on dhimm'is or the
0

ush± bn trade merchai'\~Se of one given protectio:r:t.
FISH, LOCUST, LIVER & SPLEEN. '
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4132. Sayyiduna Ib~ Umar ~.aao~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~isl't sai~,
lTirmidhi # 1478.
Dawud # 3790.
3 Abu Dawud # 3806.
2 Ab_u
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"Two kinds of animals that have died (without being slaughtered) and two kinds of
blood are made lawful for us. The two kinds of unslaughtered dead animals are the
fish and the locust. The two kinds of blood are the liver and the spleen."t
FISH THAT DIES IN WATER DIES IN WATER & SURFACES

~~ ~ .....::..;JJ1~~~ ~~ ~ J~J 4lA ~~j sjls~r &ljj :flu ili lil;j ~i ~lA uj &foi
r ..

\~ ~ I.

--it'-:" rJ' "-'j.9JA
4133. Sayyiduna Abu Zubayr ~~~J reported that (Sayyiduna) Jabir narrated that
Allah's Messenger ~J~iil~ said, "That (fish) which the sea throws (at the shore)
or is left without water (when it dries up or changes course), you may eat (that fish).
But that (fish which dies in the sea and surfaces, do not eat it."
Muhyi us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) says that many (scholars) have
contended that this hadith is mawqit at Jabir ~~~J (meaning, these are not words
of the Prophet~J~J»t~ 2
COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah il1~J abides by this hadith and rules that the fish that
dies in water (and surfaces) is unlawful. But, Imam Maalik ,&,~.J and Imam Shafi'I ,&,~J
contend that this fish may be ea~ en because of the categorical statement (without making
an exception) of the Prophet~J4#lll~:
r~::::.Jf '.>.J.
1-: 'l - I
-~
. ,~I
.. >
~../"'?
1

(Two dead animals that have died without being slaughtered are lawful to you previous hadith).
The Hanafis contend that these words mean the fish that the sea throws and they die
because of that. Those that die a natural death in the water are not included in the
Prophet's ~J4#.\t~ saying.
ABOUT LOCUSTS

_; !:,~~~~J~J:5JI:i~l:ljJU~l
4134. Sayyiduna Salman ~ ~ ~J n~ated that the Prophet ~J 4# .&! ~ was· asked
about the locusts (whether they m~y be eaten). He said, "They are the largest of
Allah's hosts (among birds). Neither do I eat them (for personal tastes) not do I
declare them to be unlawful." (For Allah has made them lawful in the light of the
hadith # 4132).3
COMMENTARY: Locusts are Allah's hosts because when He is angry at any people, He
sends swarms of locusts on them. They devour their fields and trees bringing in their wake
famine and drought. Entire habitations have been wiped out previously.
Ibn Majah # 3815, Musnad Ahmad.
Dawud # 3813.
3 Abu Dawud # 3813.
t

2 Abu
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As for eating them, all the four imams rule that it is allowed to eat locusts. They go by most
ahadith. The locust may have died a natural death, or may been slaughtered, or died
during hunting by Muslims or the Majusis. Also, something may or may not have been cut
off from them.
COCK MAY NOT BE REVILED
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4135. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Khalid 4$~~J s~d that Allah's Messenger~...~~.\1~ forbade

that the cock should be reviled. He. said, "Certainly, it calls (men) for the salah
(prayer)." 1
COMMENTARY: This refers to the salah (prayer) of taHajj (pilgrimage)ud (supererogatory
prayer). The Prophet ~J ~ i»1 ~ woke up for taHajj (pilgrimage)ud (super erogatory
prayer) when the cock crowed.
But this might also refer to the salah (prayer) of fajr.
We may ponder how bad it is to revile a human being when a good quality in a bird or
animal precludes one from reviling it.
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4136. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Khalid ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a.~

said, "Do not revile the cock, for, it wakens (us) for salah (prayer)." 2 .
ON FINDING SNAKE IN THE HOUSE
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4137. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abu.Layla .J.~J reported that (Sayyiduna) Ablf
Layla ~..:&-ilia~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~lil1~ said, 11When a snake is seen in

the house, say to it, 'we ask you by the covenant made with Nub ~'j..J1 ~ and the
covenant made with Sulayman ~"j...JI~ son of Dawud ~"j...JI~, do not harm us.' If it
comes back then kill it."3
COMMENTARY: Prophet Nuh ~'j..J'~ had got an assurance from the snakes, when he had
taken them on his ship, that they would not hurt anyone.
WARNING AGAINST SPARING SNAKE FOR FEAR OF REPRISAL

~ JliJ~t;'ll ~;.&~~~ iJI ~~I Fr.iJ-Jl~I'J jli u:~~l y£~~6£j
Baghawi in Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 327, Musnad Ahmad 5-192.
Abu Dawud # 1510, Musnad Ahmad 5-192.
3 Abu Dawud # 5260, Tirmidhi # 1485.
t
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(~lr_;!.Joi.J.J)-~J=4li;u!::.tW'.ft
4138. Sayyiduna Ikrimah·Ji,~; reported from Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.iii'~; sa~ing.
11
1 d~.ldfuw but he traced it back to the Prophet ~J~.,l,,~ that he c~mman\fed
that snakes should be killed _and he would say, 11 1£ anyone spares them fearing a
r~prisal, then he does not belong to us.'' (He does not eliminate a harmful. animal
and· does not rely on Allah.)t
COMMENTARY:· Fearing a reprisal mearis one may be afraid lest ·other snakes seize
revenge for killing their mate. During the jahiliyah (ignorance period), the Arabs believed
that if they killed a snake, its mate W9-uld sting the killer. So they refrained from killing
1
·1
snakes.
·
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~139. Sayyiduna Ab~ Hurayrah ~.iii'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iis~

said, 'We have not made peace with them (snakes) ever since we began to fight with
them. Hence,~ any one spares any of theni because of fear (of reprisal by itself or
its mate) then he does not belong to us.'~2
·
COMMENTARY~ The word~ in another version a~e: 'ever since the snakes and we have
antagonized oner another.' Their antago~sm is natural. Each tries to hurt the other. The
ulama (Scholars) say that this .fight and enimity dates back to the hostility between
Sayyiduna Aadam ~~~~ and the snake. When the accursed -lblis decided to enter paradise
to entice Sayyidt#la Aadam, ~~~~,he was prevented to go in by the gate keeper. So, the
snake come to the aid of Iblis. It took him in its mouth and conveyed him into paradise. ·
There, Iblis trapped both Sayyiduna Aadam ~~~ ~ and Sayyidah Ha\.vwa ~~~ ~ ·in· his
net. He lured the~ into eating from the tree to approach which they were forbidden.
Consequently, they- were expelled. from paradise.· Allah told them -meaning Sayyiduna
Aadam ~~~~, S~yyidah Hawwa ~~~.~ ar:td Iblis and the snake:
1)1
1
ill{~ ~I
• • U ~~~~~~
.,_t~•"'>
.. ~ ...

!.1

(Get you down, all with enmity between yoursel\Tes ..• l (2: 36)
It is said that the snake used to 'J:>e good looking. _When he. became a tool in· the hands of
Iblis, his appearance was transformed. So, the ·snake deserves. to be despised and
"'
.
.
antagonized.
The pronominal suffix used for snak~s is the one reserved for intelligent beings. This. is
·
because peace is ascribed to thelll: '.~e have not made peace with them.'
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4140. Sayyiduna Ibn. Mas'ud. ~ .1!1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 .jJ

1

Musnad Ahmad 1-348.
Dawud # 5248.
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. said, 11 kill the snakes - ail of them! He wh~ apprehends their retribution does not
belongs to me/(t
·
·
·. COMMENTARY: While this hadith calls for- killing all snakes, the awamir must be spared.
The awamirare they who live in homes. Or, we may say that this hadith calls for ki11ir\g them
after-Jirst sotinding a warniiig as statect in a previous hadith ~f Abu Sa'ib ~.\!~., (# 4118)
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4141 •. Sayyiduna.Abbas 4.:&-.&t~J is reported t~ have said (one day), 110 Messenger of
. Allah, we· inte~d to clean the -{well'
zamzam, ·but there are in it the jinan,
·meaning_ the s1:11all sn~es. So, Allah's Messenger -~J~.\1~ conunanded that the .

of)

·
snakes should be killed.2
COMMENTA,RY: _Smce the well could be cleaned only when _all the srtak~ were -~
eliminated, the Prop~et ~J ~ .\1 ~ had that done. When it was possible to make an
exception of some, he mentioned ~t as we shall see in the next hadith.
·
DO NOT KILL THE WHITE SMALL SNAKES
•

•

•

0

~~\ ~! ~ ~~~ t_,illfj~j_Lj ~ ili1.~ ;!Jt:j~ ~~;;fa'~ ~I c;f-J (lHl)
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· //
· .(Jj\J~I·oi.J.J)-~·!.:·;i~~~,}ll~~j
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.
·4142. Sayyiduna I~n Mas'ud /.w:-.\1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.\\-~
~J said, 'Kill all the_ sn~kes but. not_ whlte jaan, meanlng the small that looks
like a silver wand. "3
· ·
..

,/_.

COMMENTARY:· Perhaps·~ snake wa~. made an -exception beca~se they did not hurt
anyone..
WHEN A· FLY DROP IN FOOD,& DRINK

';lli[j_d~r~~1Q*411f<!JilL&J~ilil~;illj~J~J~;_;u!'/l~j(lH1"l
(JJb~lol,.,~)-&~,, !jit1.1Jt;:!~~,""~~:J~t'U;~~'j.,tTs~~~fJ~~i / ·
4i43. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated· that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
· · sciid, 111£ a fly lands in ~e vessel of one of you, immense it in it (completely), for, in

one' of its wings is disease· and in the other healing. Since it lands_on_the diseased
widg, .P~t all of it it\."4 (See hadith # 4115)
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Abu Pawud # 5249~
2 Abu O~wud # 5251.
3 Abu Da\vud # 5261.
4 Abu Dawud # 3844.
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said, 11 If a fly drop in food, put it in (completely), for, one of its wings has poison
and the other an antidote. It lands on poison first and defers the antidote."t
FOUR CREATURES MUST NOT BE KILLED

(t.JJI..UI_, ,Jby.l oi.,J) -~lj~~ilj~IJ,
.
I
4145. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4~.3i~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~~ forbade'-~
the killing of four creatures: Ants, bees, hoopoes sparrow hawks.2
COMMENTARY: The ants should be killed only wherf t~ey sting. That is allowed. Some
people say that the disallowance is to kill the ants that hj:lye long legs because they do not
. :~
cause harm.
The bees or honey bees are benefidal to man. They provide honey and wax.
The hoopoe and the sparrow hawks are forbidden to be killed because their meat is
forbidden to eat, anyway. Besides, the former is bad-smelling and comes under the
category of jalalah.
The Arabs used to attach bad omen to the cry of these two birds. The Prophet ~J~.1!1~
disallowed that these two creatures should be killed so that the people may give up their
superstion about them.
SECTION III

PERSONAL WHIMS DO NOT DICTATE WHAT IS LAWFUL & UNLAWFUL
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4146. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that the people of the jahiliyah
(ignorance period) ate some things and gave up some other things (going by their
personal likes and dislikes). Then Allah sent His prophet ~J4#.i»l~ and revealed
His Book (to His Prophet ~J4#.&1.)..P for his ummah) declaring His lawful as lawful
and His unlawful as unlawful. So that He declared as lawful and what He declared
unlawful is unlawful is unlawful and when He said nothing about something, it is
permitted. And, Ibn Abbas ~.11~~J recited:

':! Ji

':!v-:

J.j~lus~l~- -: ,,_$:j_
~ ,,~,:.:;;,WI-~
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\r:.u~'''">~i~ihl~
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.J

.. .,

{Say: 'I find not in the Message received by me by inspiration any (meat) forbidden
to be eaten by one who wishes to eat it, unless it be dead meat, or blood poured
forth ... J3 (6: 145)
COMMENTARY: Through His Prophet whom He sent and His Book that He revealed.
1

Sharh us Sumrall (Holy Prophet's practice)# 2815, Ibn Majah # 3504.
Abu Dawud # 5267, Darimi.
3 Abu Dawud # 3800.
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Allah made clear what is lawful.
The entire verse that Ibn Abbas ~~~~J had recited is:

,

',

~
,
~
,
....
(11"0 :"1...-W~I) -~;ll1pJ,.,1li!.!JI ~~:U~9

{Say, I find not in the Message received by me by inspitation any (meat) forbidden
to be eaten by one who wishes to eat it, unless it be dead meat or blood poured
forth, or the flesh of swine for it is an abomination - or what is impious (meat) on
which a name has been invoked other than Allah's But (even so), if a person is
forced by necessity, without willful disobedience, nor transgressing due limits Your Lord is Oft for giving, Most Merciful} (6: 145)
Ibn Abbas ~iiu~ J recited this verse to refute those people who make something lawful or
unlawful at their personal whim. Only the animals named in this verse are unlawful. Other
things that are known through the Prophet's ~J~li~~ sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to
be unlawful are not mentioned by him because they are numerous.
FLESH OF ASS FORBIDDEN

~;iJ1 !.}J-!5 L5~l!.& L5JU j!_rii~Y,.\; .JJ_tl51 ~J:j~y Q1 J~ ~1 {~l.r'lj 6£j (t HV)
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(l.5Jl>..:ll oi_,J) -?1~~6£ .;S~~j~WI ~;lll Jj-!5~\~j~WI
4147. Sayyiduna Zahir al Aslamiy 4:$li!l~J said, "I was kindling fire under the vessel
containing flesh of ass (to cook it) when the crier from Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
~J announced,."Surely Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ forbids you (to eat) the flesh
of asses."t
KINDS OF JINNS
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4148. Sayyiduna Abu Tha'labah Khushaniy 4:$li!l~J narrated in a marf~ manner (that
Allah's Messenger said:) "The jinns of three kinds.
1. a kind that have wings and fly in the air,
2. another that take the form of snakes and dogs, and,
3. another that halt at places and travel ahead."2

1
2

Bukhari # 4173.
Sharh us sunnall (Holy. Prophet's practice).

I
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· CHAPTER- IV
...

THE I AQIQAH'

:1

4"""' ~:7iiJiuLJ'
... ,.

. .

The word 'aqiqah (liP) is derived from 'aqq

(~)-which means 'to ~ip,' 'to tear' In the
terminology of Shari'ah (divine law),· aqiqah means the hair on the head pf the new-born.
~ese hair are shaved oft .on the -seventh day. Accordmgiy, this word, aqiq~h,· is also
applied to the sheep or ,goat that is sacrificed on the day when the hair is shaved· of~.
SHARI'AH (DIVINE ~AW} POSmON: According to Imam Ahmad .1!1~;, Imam Maalik
iii~; and Imam Shafi'I ..\u~J aqiqah is a sunnah'(Holy Prophees practice). Most ahadith also·
say so. Imam Ahmad .\l~J is ·aiso known to have called it wajib (obligatory)~ Imam.Abu
Hanifah ..&1~J·is said to have termed .it mustahab (desirabie), n9t a sunnah (Holy P~ophet's ·
practice) and he said that~ verdict is based on the Prophet's ~J~.\1~ traditions... ·
The well known mujtahid. ·of the Hanafis, Imam Muhammad .1!1 ~J, has· stated· in his ·
.
.
muwatta:
"As for the aqiqah, it has reached us that it used to be done in the jcihlliyili (ignorance
p~riod) and was done in the beginning of Islam, but that later. the adha (sact1fice··of.the Hajj
(pilgrimage)) abrogated ev:ery sacrifice that had been p~fore it, arid fa~ting the month. of
Ramadan abrogated every .fast which· there had b_een oefore it, _and the ghusl. (bath)· after
sexual act_ivity abrogated every ghusl which u~ed to be done before it, arid :z~ (Aimual
due. charity) abrogates every sadaqah (charity) that was done before it. That is how. it-has
reached us."t
·
·
·
·
·
·
-COMMENTARY: The same commands and conditions apply to .aqiqah as the commands
·
· and conditionS. that apply to ~acrifice.

SECTIQN I
jji1~i
COMMAND TO OBSERVE AQIQAH ·
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4149. SayYiduna Salman ibn Aamir Dabbiy ~.1!1~; narrated th~t h~ heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~ say, 11Th~re is along with a_ son an aqiqah. _So, shed blood on
his behalf (by slaughtering an animal for him) and remov~ from him the harm
(meaning, the h'llr on the head and the impurities)."2.
'
T AHNEEK IS MAS NUN (HOLY PRQPHET'S PRACTICE)
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4150. Sayyida_h Ayshah ~~ ~~ ~.J narrated that new born ':¥ere brought to Allah's
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The M watta of Im~ Muhammad, p 285, Darul Isha' at Karachi.
Bukh · # 5469, Tirmidhi # 1515.
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Messenger ~d he invoked b.ess~gs on them (by praying (~.&1JJ4)',- ~~y Al~ah. I
shower blessing and mercy on you). And he ·performed their t~eek (by chewing
and softening some dates and rubbing their palates with their juice).l · .
COMMENTARY: Dates or anything sweet is chewed and applied to ·~e child's palate. It is
musnun and it is preferable if a pious and righteous man does it.
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4151. Sayyidah Asma bint Abu Bakr ~a'~J narrated that she conceived Abdullah

ibn Zubayr ~~~~J in Makkah. She said that she gave birth to him_in Quba. She
took him t_o A~ah' s Messenger ~J~.&ljJ and put him in his lap. Then he asked for
a date, chewed it and inserted his saliva in his mouth (after it waslmoist with.his
saliva). Then he rubb~d.Jhis palate .(with it). After that, he made ·!Jupplication for
him and prayed for ble~sing on him. He (Abdullah) was the first child born in (the
.
·
. time of) Islam.2
COMMENTARY: Quba is aboutl. 5 miles to the south west of Madinah. The Prophet .~iJ,~
~ j had made his f~ stop here ]?efore procee~ing to Maclin~ when he emigrated from
Makkah. He· stayed here for three 6r four days and built the -mosque, Masjid Quba; where he
had stayed. Though it is outside the limits of Madmah,· yet it is .regarded as· part of it. It is a
fertile place producing much fruit. The well, Bir Aris, is situated her. It iS at this place that the
Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ ~ad given glad tidings
paradise to some :s~bah .: (Prophet's
Compani~ns) ~,&,~J· the Prophet~J~.&l~ ring that he and the caliphs after him us~d as ·a
seal had dropped in this well in the time of Sayyiduna Uthman ~.&'~J· Its.water was very
brackish but after the Prophet ~J~op.&l_jJ put his saliva into it, the water become very sweet.
.
.
. Now a days, however, it is dry.
The first child born to a muhajir (emigration) from Makkah was Abdullah ibn Zubair .&1~J
4;$, But, even ~efore his birth, the first Muslim child, after hijrah, was to .an ansar. The child
was Nu' man ihn Bashir ~)»,~J·
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~~~~j..;Jr.

SECUON II

NUMBER OF ANIMALS FOR AQIQAH -
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·4152. SayYidah Umm Karz \p.&l~ J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger ~l»'jJ
~J
1

2

say, 11 Le_t the birds be peaceful in their. nests." She said that she heard him say

Muslim # 101-286, Abu Dawud # 5106.
Bukhari # 5469, Muslrn # 26. 2146, Musnad Ahmad .6-347,
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also, 11TWo sheep may be sacrificed on behalf of a male child (in aqiqah), and one on
behalf of a female child. But, it does not harm you if the sheep are- male or female."
Tirmidhi and Nasa'i transmitted it from ''two sheep" to the end.l
COMMENTARY: Birds must not be disturbed in their nests, nor when they are hatching
their eggs. It could also mean, 'do not take ill omen from them.' The Arabs used to come to
a nest and disturb it. H the bird inside took flight to the right side that was a good omen
Llnd the man went ahead with the work in his mind. If it flew to the left side, he abandoned
his plans. This is called tatayyur {,r-l:ai). The Prophet ~J~.&t~ said that the bird must be
left to itself and not made to fly away.
IMPORTANCE OF AQIQAH
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4153. Sayyiduna Hasan ~' ~J (Busri) reported that (Sayyiduna) Samurah ~ .ils1 ~;
narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said, 'Every child is in pledge for its
aqiqah. On the seventh day a sacrifice is made for it (for its aqiqah), a name is given
to it and its head is shaved."
A version is: "Every child is a pledge" (~;) instead of 'in pledge' (~f1,o). Another
version is: "is smeared with blood" (~.i.U) instead of 'a name is given'(~). Abu
Dawud, however, says that (~) is correct.2
COMMENTARY: The new born is not responsible in any way. So, if his aqiqah is not
performed he cannot be blamed on punished. As for being pledged, Imam Ahmad ~~ o\.-;
said that if his aqiqah is not performed and he dies in infancy, then he will not be allowed
to intercede for his parents unless they perform his aqiqah.
Some others say that if they do not perform his aqiqah, he is precluded from everything
good, peace and ideal growth. The evil consequences are borne by the parents.
Yet others say that the child will continue to remain in filth and injury or harm.
According to a hadith:
1(."

,

,,

lS.))/1~ l~l9

(Remove from him the impurity, meaning hair, dirt, blood, etc.)
When a child's aqiqa is performed, he is relieved from harm and injury.
The child is also given a name. Some versions say the child is smeared with blood. Abu
Dawud .&1~; says that the former version is correct. But Qatadah .&144>; said that sorne .it.;ir
of the child may be soaked in the blood of the animal when it is slaughtered. Then the h;dr
must be placed on the crown of the child's head so that the blood forms a strf:'a!-. 11n 1!1·
crown of its head. Then the child's hair must be shaved off. However, the contpiler of ':!<-1f.1r
us Sa' adah writes that this practice should not be followed and the word (IS'..~.!) in the
Abu Dawud # 2835, Tirmidhi # 1516, Nasa'i # 4217, Ibn Majah # 3162, Darimi # 1966, Mu·mnd
Ahmad 6. 381.
2 Musnad Ahmad 5-7, Abu Dawud # 2837, Tirmidhi # 1522, Nasa' i # 4220.
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version is a narrator's slip. It is not known at all from the Prophet ~J~;,,~ and he never
did it too. He performed the aqiqah of Imam Hasan ;,,~; and Imam Husayn ~~~; but he
did not do this thing. This practice pertains to the jahiliyah (ignorance period) and w"as
abrogated as is evident from the hadith # 4158 (to follow).
Khattabi ~~~; said that filth and injury must be removed from the child, then how will he
condone smearing of blood on his head? Some ulama (Scholars) say that, instead fragrance
like saffron (or Khuluq) should e applied to the child.
ONE SHEEP/GOAT ON BEHALF OF MALE CHILD

-~lbrl.TLA
'\~~.)~ .JIW
,,
;.~~'
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4154. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Husayn .1!1 ~; reported that (Sayyiduna) Ali ibn
Abu Talib ~;,,~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iis~~ sacrificed one sheep for
the aqiqah of Hasan ~ .i s1 ~; (his grandson and Ali's .ut. .i»s ~J son). He said (at the
time), "0 Fatimah shave his head and give silver of the weight of his hair as
sadaqah (charity)." They weighed it and it came to a dirham or part of a dirham.t
COMMENTARY: This hadith confirms that one sheep or goat may be slaughtered for a
boy's aqiqah. The next hadith upholds this point, but Nasa'i mentions two vams in its
version of the .next hadith. However, the compiler of Safar us Sa' adah says that while one
animal is allowed, the stronger opinion, and more correct, is about the Prophet's directive
to slaughter two sheep on behalf of a male child. So, what is known as his saying is
stronger and preferable than what he is said to have done, for, it may have been an
exceptional case. Oral directive means both permissibility and a preferred course while an
action is mere evidence of permissibility. Tirmidhi .i s1 ~J states that in this case the
traditions are narrated that by these sahabah: .ut.i»t~; (Sayyiduna) Ali, .ut..i»s~J Ayshah .i»s~ J
~ Umm Kurz, ~ .i s1 ~; Buraydah A.:S- .i»s ~ J, Samurah .ut. .i»s ~;, Abu Hurayrah A.:S- .i s1 ~ J,
Abdullah ibn Umar A.:S-~'~J, Anas .ut..i»s~J, Salman ibn Aamir A.:S-1»1~ J and ibn Abbas A.:S-.i»l~ J·
Mulla Ali Qari A.:S-.i»s~; said that perhaps the mustaltab (desirable) course for a male child may
be one sheep and the perfectly mustaltab (desirable) two goats. Besides, it is not necessary
that both the sheep or goats must be sacrificed on the same day. Hence, the Prophet ~i»>j.J'
~J may have sacrificed one sheep or ram on the birth of his grandson and the second on
the seventh day. Or, he may have sacrificed only one and may have instructed his son-inlaw (Ali) A.:S-lil!~; or his daughter to sacrifice the second sheep or ram. Hence, the traditions
that mention that he sacrificed sheep or one ram state the facts and those that say that he
sacrificed two. State the legal position figuratively (one by himself.and the other by his sonin-law or 4aughter).
Then he instructed his daughter to have child's hair shaved off ~nd weighed against silver.
t

Tirmidhi # 1519.
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. 4155. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~...J":l~.i»1~ sacrificed
for the aqiqah of (his grandsons) Hasan~.&~~J and Husayn ~.&~~J one ram, each.l
Accordingly to the other version of Nasa'i: (he sacrificed) two rams, each.2
AQIQAH TO PREVENT UQUQ

(~L.lll_, Jjb.J':'I oi.JJ) _gl!,~.;~lc:}-j ~(.!,
4156. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb lis144>J reported on the authority of his father that
his grandfather narrated: Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ was asked about the
aqiqah. ~e said Allah does not like Uquq. Perhaps, Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~
did not like this deed to be ascribed to the noun (or name) aqiqah. Then, he said,
"He who has a child born to him, it is desirable that he must offer a sacrifice on its
behalf. He must offer two sheep for a boy and one for a girl."3
(uquq is breaking ties of kinship.)
COMMENTARY: Allah does not like uquq because if anyone does not perform the aqiqah
of his child then he is severing ties of kinship with his child (making uquq with him) and
then the child will grow up and be disobedient to his parents and keep away from them.
That will be his uquq. Hence, the first portion of the hadith is a warning.
The words 'perhaps Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~ did not like this deed to be ascribed to
aqiqah' are the sub narrator's. He meant that the Prophet ~J~.&!~ did not like the word
aqiqah lest anyone be confused with its being derived from uquq (and aq) (~), which
means being rebellious to parents. He preferred to call it by the name(~~) (dhabihah) or
(~~)

(nasikah)- N~ayah.
Toorpushti .i»1 ~J however, said that it is not proper to attribute these words to Allah's
Messenger ~J~.i»1~ because he has mentioned aqiqah in many of his sayings. He said
that it is possible that the man who had put the question was concerned about the root
word of both aqiqah and uquq· being common. He may have been confused that, in this
case. Aqiqah was not much important. The Prophet~J~,&,~ set his confusion at rest.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi· . lt1 ~ J has explained the foregoing words of
Nihayah that the Prophet ~J4#.i»l~ may have used the word aqiqah in certain ahadith
before he dislik~d its connexion with uquq.

Abu Dawud # 2841.
Nasa'i # 4219.
3 Abu Dawud # 2842, Nasa'i # 4212, Musnad Ahmad 2-182.
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MASNUN TO CALL THE ADHAN IN CHILD'S EAR

-k>,o ~~~~ \.:ik~~$3\ jlij Sj\S_#lj ~~$)\ &\jJ§_,ljl~ ~lill.llj
4157. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi ~li11~J said that he saw Allah's Messenger ~J~.iiu~ call
the adhan in the ear of Hasan ibn Ali ~li11~J when Sayyidah Fatimah ~.iiu~J gave
birth to him. It was the adh~ (that is called) for the salah (prayer).t
COMMENTARY: It is sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to call the adhan in the ear of the newborn. Sayyiduna Husayn ~li11~J narrated that in a marfu form (the words of the Prophet)
~J~li11~ as transmitted by Musnad Abu Yala that if the adhan is pronounced in the right
ear of a new born and the iqamah in its left ear then umm Sibyan will not cause it harm.
(Umm sibyan is a kind of epilepsy. The child gets nocturnal fright.)
Imam Nawawi lilt~ J wrote in Kitab-ur Rawdah that it is mustahab (desirable) to utter these
words in the child's ear:

(I seek protection for her and for her progeny with you from the accursed satan) These are words of supplication for Sayyidah Maryam ~~~~by her mother, the
wife of lmran (maternal grandfather of Prophet Easa ~~~~. {Aal Imran, 3: 36) .
.

.

SECTION III
THE DAY OF AQIQAH
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4158. Sayyidah Buraydah ~ li11 ~J narrated: when a boy was born to any of us
during the 'jahiliyan, he slaughtered a sheep and daubed his head with its blood.
When Islam was here, we slaughtered a sheep on the seventh day, shaved his head
and spread saffron on it.
Razin added: And we named him (on the seventh day).2
COMMENTARY: According to most ahadith, a new born's aqiqah must be preformed on

the seventh day of its birth.
Imam Shafi'I ~~J and Imam Ahmad lilt~J say that if it is not possible on the seventh day
then it may be performed on the fourteenth day and so on in weekly additions: 21st, 28th,
35th ....
According to a tradition, the Prophet ~""'J ~ .iilt ~ performed his own aqiqah after he was
commissioned as Prophet because he could not know if his aqiqah had been performed on
the day of his birth, or not. However, the sanad (l~e of !JaiJ~l)liss~~n) of this tradition is
: :~! ~ :.. '.

1

2

Tirmidhi # 1514, Abu Dawud # 5105.
Abu Dawud # 2843.
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weak. Besides, it seems for fetched.
According to Imam Maalik, it. is not proper to break the bones of the aqiqah. Rather, the
·
flesh mu~t be separated and the bones must be buried.
Imam Shafi'I ~~J said that it is proper to break the bones. It is written in the books of the
Shafi'is that if the meat of aqiqah is cooked and given· away as sadaqah (charity) then it is
better. If something sweet is prepared with it and given in charity that is· best. It augurs
well for the child's good character.1

..,_.

See Bringing .u,p .dtildren in Jslam abridge by Mawlana Doctor Habibullah Mukhtar, pp 22 followirlg.
Dar ul Isha' ~t~.~·
·
1

·~·.
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BOOK-XX

"FOODS"
In these chapter, such ahadith are narrated· as disclose the things that the Prophet ~~~
~J ate and those that he did not eat.
These ahadith also speak of manners of eating and drinking.

SECTION I

JjjtjJarri

THREE THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN EATING
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4159. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Abu Salamah A:S-..1.""'J narrated that he was a boy under
the care and guardianship of Allah's Messenger ~J~lbt~ (While eating with him,)
his h~d stretched all around the dish (one day). So, he said to him, ''Say bismillah
(meaning, begin with Allah's name), eat with right hand. Eating from what is
nearest to you."l
COMMENTARY: Three basic manners of eating are mentioned in this hadith. The ulama
(Scholars) say that they are of the kind of mustahab (desirable). Other ahadith say that after
eating are must say al-hamdulillah (praise belongs of Allah).
Imam Shafi'I .&!~J and others say that if one says bismillah when many are seated then it is
enough for all. Bismillah is also recited when drinking water and taking medicine. Some
ulama (Scholars) say that the command to eat with the right hand is wajib (obligatory).
SIGNIFICANCE OF SAYING BISMILLAH

...
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4160. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah AJS.li!l ~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said,
11
Surely, the devil regards such food lawful for him on which the name of Allah is
not mentioned."2
COMMENTARY: When bismillah is not recited the devil becomes capable of eating that
food. Or, it is as if the devil devoured it. Or, the food was wasted against Allah's will.

1

Bukhari # 5376, Muslim # 108-2022, Tirmid.hi # 1857, Abu Dawud # 3777, Ibn Majah # 3267, Darimi
# 2019, Muwatta Maalik 32 (Sifatun Nabi).
2 Muslim# 102-2017.
:t._·.
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4161. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ ~~ ~J narrated that· Allah's Messenger ~""J ~ ~~ ~ said,

,'When a man enters his house (meaning, his bedroom) and mentions Allah's name
and so when he eats his food, the devil says (to his associates), 1 There is no place
for you (in this house) for the night and no dinner.' But, when he enters and fails to
mention Allah, the devil says (to them). 'You have found a place here to spend the
night.' When he does not mention Allah at his meal, the devil says (to them), 1you
have found here a place for the night and food too for dinner."t
USING THE RIGHT HAND TO EAT & DRINK
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4162. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~1~ said,

When any of you eats, he must eat with hi~ right hand. When he drinks, he must
drink with his right hand."2
COMMENTARY: The command in the hadith seems to be of the nature of wajib (obligatory).
A tradition in Muslim supports it. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn Akwa ~ ~~ ~.J narrated that
Allah's Messenger ~J4:)s.IJ,.1~ saw a man partakiitg food with his left hand, so he instructed
him to eat with his right hand. The man pleaded that he was unable to use his right hand to
eat. (The narrator said that his right hand was unimpaired and strong. He merely boasted
and was haughty.) so, the Prophet ~J~~~ said, May you never be able to use your
right hand." Thereafter this man could not use his right hand at all.
Tabarani has a tradition that the Prophet ~J~~lj...P saw salbiyah Aslamiyah eating with his
left land. So he prayed for his downfall. As a result, he fell a victim to plague and died of it.
In spite of that, the majority of the ulama (Scholars) say that the command to eat and drink
with the right hand is of the nature of_mustahab (desirable), not wajib (obligatory). They say of
these traditions that they are to encourage and to 'fam.
DO NOT USE LEFf HAND FOR FOOD & DRINK
11

11
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4163. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:)s.Jiu~ said,
11

Let not any of you eat with his left hand, nor drink with it, for surely the devil eats
with his left hand and drinks with it."3
Muslim # 103-2018.
Muslim # 105. 2020, Tinnidhi # 1800.
3 Muslim# 105-2020, Tirmidhi # 1799.
t
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COMMENTARY: Toorpushti .111~J said that the hadith means that those who eat and drink
with the left hand are influenced by the devil and follow him. He entices them to eat and
drink with their left hand.
Teebi .1!1~J however, said that the meaning is exactly as the hadith says.
Hasan ibn Sufyan .au~J reported from Abu Hurayrah ~..:a~~J this tradition ~~when any of
you eats, he must eat with his right hand and he must drink with hi~ right hand. He must
take something from another with his right hand and give with his right hand, because the
devil eats and drinks and takes and gives with his left hand."
USING THREE FINGERS TO EAT

, '
0J-,a o I..J..J) -~J' ......!.,.>1, J-;9

4164. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Maalik .u~..:a~~Jsaid that Allah's Messenger~""'y.Js..1t'J~ ate with
three fingers and (after eating, he) licked his hand before wiping it (or washing it).1
COMMENTARY: Nawawi.- .1!1~J said that it is sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to eat with
these three fingers. So one must not use the remaining two fingers.
The fingers that must be used to eat are: the thumb, the index finger and the middle finger.
The other two fingers must be used only when necessary.
To lick the hand is· to lick the fingers that were used to eat beginning with the middle finger
and ending with the thumb.
Tabarani .1!1~.J has transmitted from Aamir ibn Rabi' ah .,~.&!~.J that the Prophet ~J"-#.&1~
used to eat with three fingers but also joined the fourth finger to support them.
According to a mursal hadith, the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ ate with all five fingers. Perhaps he
did it to show admissibility. However, he often ate with only three'fingers.
Some versions have 'wiped it (his hand) with something.~ And also: 'then he washed it.'
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4165. Sayyiduna Jabir .&1 ~ J said that the Prophet ~J"-# .&1 ~ commanded them to
lick their fingers and the plate (after eating). He said, ''You cannot say in which
portion blessing lies."2
You cannot say where blessing lies and in what food, the one you have eaten or that which
you will lick. So, the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) is to lick the fingers and clean up what
lies on them, not merely to put the fingers in the mouth.
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4166. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas #$.&1~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J"-:rl".lil'~ said. "When
any of you has eaten (his food), let him not wipe his hand (or wash it) till he licked
1

2

Muslim # 131-2032, Musnad Ahmad 3-454.
Muslim # 133-2033.
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it (meaning its fingers), or has someone else lick them."t
If he does not himself lick his fingers then he must get one who is not
repulsed by it to do it. Examples are family members and slaves who will not repulsed but will
be happy to do it. Student and those who deem it to be an honour will also be happy to do it.
~OMMENTARY:

IF ANY FOOD YOU DROP, CLEAN & EAT IT
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4167. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that he heard the Prophet ~J~.il!1~ say,
11

Surely, the devil remains with one of you in whatever he does; even when he eats,
the devil is (with him) there. Thus, if one of you drops a morsel, he must dust off
anything harmful that has come on it and then eat it. But, he must not leave it for
the devil. When he finishes (eating), he must lick his fingers, for, he cannot know in
what portion of the food blessing rests."2
COMMENTARY: He must wipe clean and eat that which he had dropped. If it has dropped
on an impurity then he must wash it and eat it, if it is possible to wash it and one is inclined
.
to eat it, otherwise he must feed it to a dog or cat.
To leave the food that one has dropped is to waste-that food and to regard it as poor. It is a
sign of arrogance. Proud people will not pick up what has fallen down to eat because that
will be below their standing ~aignity.
Similarly, to lick fingers ~r eating is a symbol of humbleness and contrary to arrogance.
It is also an admission ofpne's dependence on Allah's blessing and bounty.
0

•

DO NOT RECLINE WHILE EATING

(LSJ~I oi.J.J) -l!~Jf~~j~AlJI ~~I J~ J~ti:~ '-/\ ~j

(t '"\A)

.4168. Sayyiduna ,A-bu Juhayfah ~ ~ ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ ~ jJ said,

'"When I eat (my Ateals), I do recline."3
COMMENTA~Y: 'The writer of Safar us Sa' adat Writes that there are three kinds of
0

reclining wl}ile having one's meals. The side may be rest ed on the floor. One may squat
down. Sit, with one hand resting, and eat with the other hand. All these three kinds are
condemneq. The fourth kinds, described by some, is to sit leaning on a pillow, a wall or
some such support.
The masn1p1 m~thod is to sit bowing towards the food and turned to it.
Most people define 'reclining' as bowing to one of one's two sides and supporting oneself on
it. This is not sf1muzh (Holy Prophet's. practice) because eating in this way is harmful. The food is
not digested w~U.
Suyuti has wfitten in Amal alyawn wal layl that one must not eat reclining, lying face
down or in a· standing· posture. Rather one must sit on the hams or squat or sit on his
t Bukhari
2 Muslim
3

# 5456, Muslim # 129-2031.

# 135. 2033.·
Bukhari # 5399.
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bottom with legs raised, or sit on his legs in an erect posture, or sit on his left leg (side) with
the right leg erect.
EATING AT TABLES
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4169. Sayyiduna Qatadah ~~~1 narrated that (Sayyiduna) Anas ~~~~1 said that the
Prophet ~y.,#~~ did not ever eat at a low table (khawan), and he never ate from a
small.bowl (sukurrujah). And never was fine bread baked for him.
Qatadah ~~ ~ 1 was asked, 11 At what did they eat?" He said, 11 At dining mats (as
·
saufar, as leather cloth spread out on the floor)." 1
COMMENTARY: Here Khawan means a low table at which one may dine. Actually, it is a
mat or cloth spread on the ground on which food is laid.
The (low) table is a symbol of the arrogant and luxurious people. It is an un Islamic practice.
Sukurrujah is a small dish or plate in which appetisers (like sauce, pickles, etc) are kept.
The Prophet ~ J~~~ did not have any such thing at his meals.
The Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ never had fine bread baked for him and he never ate it. But,
Shaykh Abdul Haq ~~J has written that when it was baked for someone else and he
presented it to the Prophet ~J"-.#.111~ he ate from it and did not decline. However,.this
opinion is not supported by evidence and the next hadith (# 4170) states categorically that
the Prophet~J~i»1~ never ate fine bread.·
The masnun method of having meals is to spread out a piece of cloth or leather mat at
which 9ne may eat.
•
To eat at a table is bid'ah (innovation) and a non Islamic practice. However, if one is not
arrogant then he may eat at it out of compulsion.
NEVER ATE FINE BREAD
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4170. Sayyiduna Anas ~111~; said, "I do not know whether the Prophet ~J~li~~
had ever seen a fine -loaf till he met Allah. ·And he never saw with his eyes a sheep
roasted in its skin. "2
COMMENTARY: Samit (~) is a sheep, or its kid, that is roasted on steam after shaving
off its hair. Those days, it was a Chinese relish.
The words 'with his eyes' are used for emphasis·. The meaning is that he never .saw these
things all his life.
NOTHING PREPARED WITH FINE FLOUR

t Bukhari # 5386, Tirmidhi # 1788 (1792), Ibn Majah # 3292.
2

Bukhari # 4385.
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4171. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa' d "'~.1!1~ J said that from the time Allah commissioned

him till Aliah took him away, Allah's Messenger ~J"',.\&-.111~ did not see superfine
flour (or white bread). He added that from the time Allah commissioned him till
All~ took him away, Allah's Messenger ~J"-:1~.111~ did not see a sieve. Someone
asked him, "How could you eat barley without sifting it?" He said, "We ground it
and blew on it. Some of (what should be blown away from) it flew off. Then we
moistened (and kneaded) and ate what remained."1
COMMENTARY: Asqalani said that perhaps the narrator :did not mean to include the
period of the Prophet's ~J .t.,.\&- .1!1 ~ life before he was commissioned. The reason is that
before he was made Prophet he travelled with trade caravans twice to Syria. During the
journey, he was invited to a meal by the monk Bahirah. The Prophet ~J.t.#~~~ n1ay have
seen these things there. But, his life from the time he was made a prophet till he died was
not an easy life. He went through a very difficult time.
He did not live a life of comfort, not even so much as a man of ordinary means lives. His
life is a message to us that it is foolish to keep food and drink on one's mind constantly. It is
the pursuit of the negligent.
PROPHET~..., J.t.#~~~ NEVER FOUND FAULT WITH ANY FOOD

u.J -....uJJ :J5f &16-:::.·1-....;. J!ili u~ ~.5 ~~ill~ &1J1 ~~ lA jli i~..:;..' r.;\ ~.5 <t ,v·o
(~~)-:&';1
4172. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah A:S~~~J said that the Prophet ~J4#.1!1~ never

found fault with any food. If he had an appetite for it, he ate it. If he did not like
it, he did not eat it.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J.t.#.iill~ did not criticize or say of any food that it was not
good. If it was to his liking he ate it, otherwise not.
UN BELIEVER EATS VORACIOUSLY

1
2

1
I

Bukhari # 5413.
Bukhari # 5409, Muslim# 187-2064.
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4173. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~.&'~J narrated that a man ate too much (as long as

he disbelieved. Then, he embraced Islam and began to eat little. The Prophet .1!1~
11
~J •:1~ was tQld of this and he said, The believer eats in one intestine but the
unbeliever in seven."t
4174. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ol..l&-.111~ J (also) narrated the same hadith.2
4175. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ol..l&-.i»'~J (also) narrated (it but) only the saying of Allah's
Messenger~""J~.11~~.3
.
4176. According to another version: Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ;,.;&.~'~J narrated that
a disbelieving man was the guest of Allah's Messenger ~J~.11~~. He had a sheep
milked (for him) and he drank all that was milked. Then a second sheep was
milked at his (the Prophet) ~J ~ .&1 ~ command and he drank all of it. Again, he
commanded and a third was milked. and he drank all of it. In all, he drank milk
drawn from seven sheep. In the morning, the man embraced Islam, and when
Allah's Messenger ~J"~.1!1~ had a sheep milked for him, he dank all of that but
could not finish all the milk from the second sheep Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~
had commanded for him. So, he said, ''The believer drink in one intestine but the
disbeliever drink in seven."4
COMMENTARY: The seven intestines against one signify the greed of the infidel. This
statement applies to a majority of them, or it described the particular man only. Or, it refers to
a perfect Muslim who is engaged in remembering Allah constantly. Because of blessing and
an aw.areness of faith, he is satiated all the time so he has no craving for food and drink.
In fact, this hadith prepares a believer to be patient and content. He must pursue the path
of piety and abstinence. In food and drink, he must stop at what is enough to survive. He
must keep his intestine empty enough to permit radiance of heart, a clean inside quality,
vigil in the right and other devotional exercises.
A bagger came to Sayyiduna Umar ~.11~~J and when he gave him food, he ate very heavily
before departing. Umar ;,.;&. .&1 ~; said, "Do not let him come to me again." The ulama
(Scholars) explain that the beggar resembled the infidels in his eating habits. Anyone who
emulates then must be kept at a distance.
The intelligent, the brave and the realistic people regard eating little as a good and
praiseworthy habit. The opposite of it is condemned.
However, such hunger and deprival as reaches the extremes and causes exhaustion and
prevents proper working of the affairs of religion and the world is disallowed. It is contrary
to the wise course.

Bukhari # 5396.
Muslim # 184. 2061.
3 Muslim # 185. 2062.
4 Muslim # 186. 2063.
1
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SHARE FOOD WITH OTHERS EVEN IF LITILE
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4177. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J reported that Allah's Messenger ~J.ys.)»,~
said, 11 Food of two is enough for three and food of three is enough for four people.t
COMMENTARY: When two people can eat some food to satisfaction, that should be
enough to remove the hunger of three people; They would get strength to worship and
obey Allah's commands. The message of the hadith is that if you have sufficient food,
observe contentment and feed something of it to one who is in need.
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4178. Sayyiduna Jabir ~i»t~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~J.ys.~~
· say, ''Food of one person is enough for two. Food of two is enough for four. And,
food of four is enough for eight."2
COMMENTARY: The same interpretation applies to this hadith as to the previous. This
hadith has double the numbers to show that natures differ. All people do not need the
same amount and also some can offer a greater sacrifice.
During drought conditions and scarcity once, Sayyiduna Umar A.:S< 1»1 ~J declared that he
intended to bind every family to feed as many poor and needy people as their own
numbers because leaving half the stomach empty will not kill anyone.
Anyway, these ahadith teach us to look after the poor and to practice contentment. Of
course, the evil in man might lead him to be gluttonous, but humanity expects him to share
blessings with the deprived.
TALBINAH IS EXCELLENT FOR THE SICK
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4179. Sayyidah Ayshah ,~.,:.,~J narrated that she-heard Allah's Messenger .ys.fll,~
11
~J say, At-Tabinah gives comfort and strength to the heart of the sick and
removes some for the grie£."3
COMMENTARY: Talbinah is meal prepared from flour and milk. (According to the
Advanced Leamer's Arabic English Dictionary, it is a dish of meal, milk and honey.) It gets
its name from milk (laban) which is its chief ingredient.
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Bukhari # 5392, Muslim # 178-2058, Tirmidhi # 1820.
Muslim # 179-2057.
3 Bukhari # 5417, Muslim # 90. 2216.
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4180. Sayyiduna Anas

1$~~J narrated: A tailor invited the Prophet ~J~'i»1~ to a
11

meal that he had prepared. I went along with the Prophet ~J ~ .&! ~- He placed
barley bread and stew containing pumpkin and dried sliced meat. I saw the Prophet
~J~'i»>~ pick up the pumpkin from around· the dish. Since that day, ·I have not
ceased to like pumpkin."l
COMMENTARY: As the person se!Yant of the Prophet~J~'i»1~. Sayyiduna Anas 1$..111~ J
went along with the Prophet ~J~'i»>~. An invitee is permitted to bring him along. We
learn from this hadith:
(i)
If a bowl or dish contains miscellaneous items, it is not necessary to take only
what is nearest to the eater. He may stretch his hand to pick up what he desires
from the other end, provided other guests are not irritated by this conduct.
(ii)
The invitation of the poor and skilled workers must be accepted and whatever
is presented by them must be eaten.
(iii)
If a servant accompanies, he must be made to sit along with oneself.
(iv)
Pumpkin should be taken as one's favourite food as also every thing else that
the prophet~J~~~~ liked. This is masnun to like everything he liked.
USING KNIFE AND FORK
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4181. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Umayyah 1$'1»1~J narrated that he saw the prophet ~lJJ~
~J

cut slices from shoulder of mutton that he had in his hand. Suddenly, he was
called for the salah (prayer), So, he dropped the shoulder and the knife with which
he was cutting it and stood up and offered the salah (prayer). He did not perform (a
fresh) ablution (l1tcause he was in a state of ablution).2
COMMENTARY: While eating, it is allowed to cut meat or anything into slices with a
knife, if that is necessary. But if the meat, etc. is soft or malleable, then it is makruh
(disapproyed) to use a knife because of its resemblance to non Muslims. We shall read
about it in a hadith in the next section.
When one is called for salah (prayer) and one is eating, one may suspend eating and go for
the salah (prayer) unless there is possibility of food being wasted or one is more covetous to
eat, and hungry. Otherwise he will not concentrate on the salah (prayer).
The hadith clarifies that ablution does not nullify on eating anything cooked on fire. Some·
people have a wrong conception of this and say that ablution breaks in this case.
THE PROPHET(..l-J~'i»>~ LIKED SWEETMEAT
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4182.. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~~ ..1!1 ~ J said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ..1!1 ~ loved
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Bukhari # 5379, Muslim# 144-2041.
Bukhari # 5363, Muslim # 93-355.
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sweetmeats and honey ·(considerably).I
COMMENTARY: The word in the text halwa ('-'Jll'") means sweetmeat, as also any sweet food.
Khattabi .i»1~; said that it does not mean that he craved for sweet dish. Rather when it was

there with other food, he liked to eat it.
· VINEGAR IS GOOD CONDIMENT
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4183. Sayyiduna Jabir ~2»1..,.P; narrated that the Prophet ~J~,&,~ asked his family
for condiments. They said, "we do not have anything but vinegar." So, he asked for
that. Then, he began to eat it with his food, saying the while, "Vinegar is a good
condiment vinegar is a good condiment."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~JA.~.i»'~ meant to praise vinegar. This hadith emphasizes
that one must exercise moderation in eating habits and check oneself from rich food.
If anyone vows not to eat bread with condiments and then eats"with vinegar then he will be
guilty of breaking his vow.
Before him the Prophets ~".>W' ~ used vinegar, all of them, always. Also, there are many
benefits of; vinegar even medically. The physicians confirm it in their books.
.
EXCELLENCE OF TRUFFLES (MASHROOMS)
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. . ~"Sa' eed ibn Zayd ~ l»1..,.P; said that the Prophet ~J ~ ,&, ~ said,

4184. Sayyiduna
"Truffles are a kind of n;tanna. Their juice is an elixir for the eye."
Another version is: "It is from the manna that Allah, the exalted, had sent down to
Musa. ~".>W,~"3
COMMENTARY: Truffles are a kind of vegetables. They are like fat and grow in rain by
themselves. They are also called shahmul-ard besides kamah (ifJ~'~). It is lawful food,
but at many places it is thought to be makruh (disapprovea).
It is like the manna that Allah had sent to the Banu Isra'il the people of Prophet ~J"#l»'.}-P
Musa ~")I...JI~. The verse about it is:
,
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{and we sent down to you manna and quails} (2: 57)
Manna came down from the heaven while truffles grows on the earth and is a kind of
manna. Manna was a blessing of Allah which they got without effort and so is truffle had
without any kind of work from ~he earth. It resembles manna because of its advantages too.
It is good for eyes when its juice is applied to them. It make poor eye sight better.
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»'..,.P.J said that he had kept some of its juice in a phial. One girl
put it in her eyes and she recovered.
·
Muslim# 11-1474.
Muslim # 166. 2052.
3 Bukhari # 5708, Muslim # 157. 2049, (2nd version also Muslim)
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We shall discuss it in the chapter on at-tabb (medicine), insha Allah.
EATING DATES & CUCUMBER
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4185. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn }afar ~..11~~J narrated that he saw Allah's Messenger
~j~..ll'~ eat fresh dates with cucumber.1
COMMENTARY: He ate them together so that cucumber could offset the heat of dates. The
mixture produces moderation and is very beneficial.
The hadith shows that it is allowed to prepared and eat more than one thing for one meal.
However, some ulama (Scholars) say that it is makruh (disapproved) to have many kinds of
food at one time as a habit and that not being motivated by a religions exigency, but merely
to enjoy delicious meals.
RIPE FRUIT OF THE ARAK TREE
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4186. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:S- ..1!1 ~ J said that they were at Murr az zuahran with
Allah's Messenger ~ J~.&!~. They were plucking the ripe fruit of the arak tree.
He said (to them), 11 collect its black fruit. They are the best." Someone asked
him, "Had you shepherded sheep?" He said, "Yes, And, he there a Prophet who
has not shepherded them?"2
COMMENTARY: The fruit of the arak tree is the diet of those people who live in the desert
or herd sheep. So they know its worth.
The prophet ~J~..ll1~ made clear that every Prophet r~,4~ has been shepherd. Allah has
never commissioned as a Prophet anyone associated with the w_orld, a king or an arrogant
man. He has handed down this responsibility to one who has looked after sheep, the poor
and the humble, and who did handiwork, Prophet Ayyub r~'~ was a tailor. Prophet
Zakariya r~' ~ was a carpenter. Prophet Musa r"J...JI ~ worked on wages for Prophet
Shu' ayb r"J...J'~ looking after his sheep.
Allah choosen this section of the people for His Prophet because they live on the lawful
sustenance. This is not achieved without strong effort. There are many opportunities to do
righteous work. A shepherd "is able to concentrate and gets more time to be· alone with
Allah. He learns how to deal with people and be kind and compassionate with the weak.
According to a tradition, Allah asked Prophet Musa r"J...JI 4~, "Do you know why have I
granted you prophethood?" He said, "My Lords, only you know it." Allah remi~ded him
of the day he was shepherding sheep in the valley Al-Ayman and one of his sheep
disappeared. He chased it and was fatigued-beyond endurance. Finally, he found it but he
did not beat it or show displeasure over it. Rather, he treated it with kindness and
addressed it, "0 poor one! You put yourself to unnecessary trouble and caused me fatigue
Allah then commissioned him as a Prophet a~d His chosen slave.
1

2

Bukhari # 5440, Muslim # 147. 2043.
Bukhari # 5453, Muslim# 163-1605.
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PROPHET'S ~J~~~~ MANNER OF SITIING

(_;,..L..o 0 '-'.))
4187. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~.J said that he saw th_e Prophet ~1 ~.&1~ sitting in the~
form of iqa and eating dates.
According to a version: He was eating some of them quickly.t
COMMENTARY: Iq' a (,w1) is to sit on the hips with both legs resting on their soles and bent
at the knees.
DO NOT EAT TWO DATES TOGETHER
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4188. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ forbade
that a man should take two dates together unless he has the permission of his
companions.2
COMMENTARY: Suyuti ~~~.J said that the Prophet ~J~.&l~ forbade taking tw.o dates
together when the Muslims were poor and faced difficult times. When their condition
improve and they were strong economically, the Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ revoked this
prohibition with his words, "I used to disallow you together dates (and eat more than one
together), but now Allah has bestowed on you a large provision, you may collect them. It is
not disallowed or makruh (disapproved) to eat more dates then one at one time."
However, where few people are concerned and food is shared by them, then it is good manners
to be mindful of their needs and 11:ot ea~ more unless the others express their willingness.
Hence, the prohibition persists (both in poverty and affluence) and the permission applies
in cases other than (partnership) being in a group of people.
EXCELtENCE OF DATES

J~~lj~dJ~I.J.l~·: :!~l P,~'} J~_kj~dJ!j..o~l-..iJTi.4~~j (UN\)
(_;,..L..o o '-'.) >_t.h>J JT ,:f.1~ ~ ~ ~uJ ~~ ~~~ '1, ~ :1 i!.!l~ ~
4189. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ ~~ ~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ said, 11The
people of a house that has dates do not remain hungry." According to a version, he
said, "0 .Ayshah, a house that has no dates, its people are hungry."3
·
COMMENTARY: The ulama. (Scholars) say that this refers to the people of Madinah and the
people whose diet is dates. Nawawi isll•~.J said that this hadith actually describes the merit of
dates and permits the stocking of dates satisfy the n~ds of the house.

to

Muslim# 148, 149-2044.
# 2488, Muslim# 151-2045.
3 Muslim # 153. 2046
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AJWAH DATES HAVE NUTRITIONAL VALUE
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4190. Sayyiduna Sa'eed narrated that he heard Allah~s Messenger ~J~~~ say, ''If
anyone begins his morning by having seven ajwah (da~es, before eating any other·
thing) then poison or magic will not harm him that day."t
COMM~NTARY: Ajwah is the best kind of the dates of Madinah. It is said that the Prophet
~J~~~ had planted its tree.
This is an antidote for poison even from the sting of poisonous creatures. It also prevents
effects of magic. Allah has put these qualities into it as He has put certain characteristics in
some plants and herbs.
The prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ learn~ of this through revelation. Or, he made a supplication for
this and it was through its blessings that these qualities were put into it.
As for the number of seven dates, only the Prophet ~J~)»,~ knows the reason for it. He
did not tell any one about it.
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4191. Sayyidah Ayshah t~i»>~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said,
11
Surely, in the ajwah dates. of Aaliyah there is healing. They ar~ an antidote
(against poison, if eaten) first thing in the morning (on an empty stomach)."2
COMMENTARY: Aaliyah- or Awali as it is also called- is a high place near Madinah;
·towards Quba. On this basis, the villages around are called Aaliyah or Awali. Najd too is in
this direction. On its opposite side is a lowland called Safilah. Tahamah lies in this
direction. The nearest of the villages of Aaliyah to Madinah was about three or four miles
and the farthest was seven or eight miles.
The ajwah dates of Aaliyah may be having more healing power than .the others, or this
hadith specifies that the particular characteristic of ajwah lies in the ajwah of Aaliyah.
HARD TIMES THROUGH WHICH THE PROPHET ~J~~~ WENT
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4192. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~,.i:,~J narrated that, 11 There would come upon us a month
when we would not kindle a fire (during all of it and cook nothing) but have only
dates and water (to subsist) unless a little meat was brought (to us)."3
COMMENTARY: If they received some cooked meat they ate it. Or, if they received some
raw meat, they cooked it.
·
t Bukhari # 5445, Muslim # 155-2097.
2
3

Muslim # 156. 2048.
Bukhari # 6458, Muslim # 26. 297.
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<~~> -~~~.4-IJ~!.F..r.l~~~ ~~:jt ~u~li~~ ~..,<t ,~,.,>
.\1 ~J said, Never did Muhammad's family satiate
themselves with wheat bread on two successive days, but on one of those they had
(to subist on) dates."t
COMMENTARY: Perhaps they did get barley bread.
4193. Sayyidah Ayshah
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4194. Sayyidah Ayshah t\p.lai~J said, 11 Allah's Messenger ~J4)s.~t~ died and we

did not have (while he was alive) the two black things (date and water) for a full
meal."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet and his fa~y lives in straitened circumstances though he
could have had all the means of a happy, comfortable life at his command. But, he
practiced self sacrifice and abstinence.
The two black things are aswadayn, water is mentioned with dates. This is common usage
in Arabic language and is termed taghlib other examples are abawayn (for father and
mother). Qamarayn (for moon and sun).
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4195. Sayyiduna Nu'man ibn Bashir ~~~~J asked (once). Have you not available to

you) he food and drink that you desire? Indeed, I did observe that your Prophet
could not find enough poor dates to fill his belly."3
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Nu'man ibn Bashir ~~~~J spoke these words to the Tabi'un.
Or, he may have recollected the life of the Prophet ~J 4)s. ..1!1 ~ to the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~~~~ J·
He rebuked them for having given up the ways of the Prophet ~J 4)s. .iii~ and having
adopted a life of luxury.
These consecutive ahadith tell us that the Prophet ~J4#.lll~ did not give any importance to
the luxuries of life. In fact, he was not even interested in living a life of ordinary c:omfort too.
Allah made him steadfast on a life of strict abstinence, even when the Muslims became
affluent. He gave away to others whatever was brought to his house, or presented to him, by
others. He was mindful of the comfort of other people. He sought the pleasure of his Lord.
His aim was to teach his ummah to ~ead a simple life of contentment and reliance on Allah,
to practice abstinence and to endure hardship.
GARLIC MAY BE EATEN

Bukhari # 455, Muslim# 25-2971, Musnad Ahmad 6. 159.
Bukhari # 5383, Muslim # 31 .. 2975.
3 Muslim# 34.2977.
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4196. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub 4:.$>.1»1 ~J said, "whenever food was brought to the
Prophet ~J~li11~ he ate from it and sent to what was left over. One day, he sent to
me a dish from which he has not eaten any thing, because it had garlic. I asked him,
'Is garlic unlawful.' He said, 'No. I only dislike it because of its odour.' So, I said, 'I
dislike what you dislike."t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub Ansari 4:$~~) was a great, glorious companion of
the Prophet ~J ~ .1»1 ~- He was an ansar. He has the similar distinction that when the
Prophet~J~~~ emigrated to Madinah from Makkah, he stayed with Abu Ayyub ..111~J
4:$ at his house. He had the honour of being the host of Allah's Messenger ~J~iiu~.
Perhaps, it was during these days that the Prophet ~J 4# ill~ sent to him what was left
over from his meals.
The Prophet ~J~iiu~ did not express dislike of food but said that he did not like to go to
the mosque and before the angels with the odour.
Nawawi .iil~J said that this hadith makes clear that garlic is permitted food. However, it is
makruh (disapproved) (to eat) for OIJ.e who intends to join the congregational salah (prayer).
The same ruling applies to everything that gives out a bad smell.
As for the prophet ~J~lil,~, he anticipated revelation every moment. So, he abstained
from garlic (and every such thing with a bad odour).
The ulama (Scholars) are divided on whether garlic, onion, etc were unlawful to the
prophet ~J~l»!~ alone or not. Some Hanafi ulama (Scholars) say that these thing were
forbidden only to him. Some others say that they were makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer
to lawful).
It is mustahab (desirable) for a person to leave something from what he eats or drinks for
those in his neighbourhood who are needy.
Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub .u~~J and either vowed never to eat garlic in emulation of the Prophet
~""J",l-=-ill~ or h~d said that he would not go to congregational salah (prayer) after eating garlic.
DO NOT GO TO MOSQUE & GATHERINGS AFrER EATING GARLIC

4197. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:S>.iil~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~li11~ said, "He who
eats garlic or (raw) onion must keep away from us." Or, he said, "he must not come
to our mosque." Or, he said, 'Let him stay in his home."
A bowl (or vessel) full of green vegetables was brought to the Prophet ~J~-&1~.
(It had garlic, onion and such things) He smelled an odour in it, so he gave
instructions that it should be given to one of his sahabah (Prophet's Companions)
~ .1!1 ~J (pointing him out). He said to him, "Eat. (I shall; not eat it because) I

1

Muslim #

170~2053.
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converse with whom you do not have secret conversation."1
COMMENTARY: The command applies to all mosques, not merely Masjid Nabawi,
because the possessive pronoun is in the plural 'our mosque,' though 'mosque' is in a
singular form. Other reasons are that this command applies to all gatherings of learning
religious talk remelllbrance of Allah, discourses of righteous and saintly persons. Besides,
some versions have 'mosques' in the plural.
The s~ntences introduced in the hadith with the word 'or' could be the narrator being·
unsure what the Prophet ~J~~~ said, or the Prophet ~J~~~ giving the alternative
to the person who eats garlic or raw onion; "It is makruh (disapproved) to come to the
mosque after eating garlic because .Allah's Mes~enger ~J~li11~ the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~~~;:and the (angels) ~">\..JI~ are in the mosque."
The reference to one Jith whom the prophet ~J~,&,~ converses is to Sayyiduna Jibril ~
~">\..JI. So it was not proper for the Prophet ~J~l»1~ to eat garlic and speak to him. This
shows that man must have regard for the temperament of his companion. He must let him
have his wishes.
WEIGHING & MEASURING PROVISION
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4198. Sayyiduna Miqd~ ibn Ma' di Karib ~~~; narrated that the Prophet ~2»1~
~J said, 11Measure youi- food, for you will receive blessing in it."2
COMMENTARY: Such things as are measured or weighed should be subjected to that
when borrowing or buying and selling or changing hands. There is good and blessing in it
because of abiding by the command of.the prophet ~J~.&l~ if the intention is to follow
the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice). (Shaylfh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Pahlawi.)
Mull~ Ali Qari .&~~;reported the like of it from Mazhar. He ~lso writes about the hadith of
Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1!1~; in Bukhari the gist. of which is. that they only had barley bread
from which they ate bits every day. It lasted as if unused beaause of the blessings till the
one day she measured it. From that day blessings were removed from it. He explains that
she had measured to see how long it lasted but the measurement mentioned in this hadith
(under discussion) is for buying and selling, etc. to measure at the time of spending is a
·
kind of miserliness.
.
The Prophet ~J~.iid~ had said to Sayyiduna Bilal ~l»'~"' "Go on spending, Bilal. Do not
worry about decrease by the Lord of the Throne.
To conclude, Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi .1!1 ~; says that weighing and
measuring is done both while buying and selling and changing hands, and also when
spending. On the other hand, Mulla Ali Qari 2»1 ~; says that weighing and measuring is
necessary only at the time of buying, selling and ·cl1anging hands.

t Bukhari # 855, Muslim # 73. 564.
?

Bukhari # 2128.
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PRAISE ALLAH AFTER EATING
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4199. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.\1~; narrated that when t~e Jl.lat (or cloth on which
his food had placed) was removed from the ~ophet ~J•~~~~, he wo~d say:
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[Praise belongs to Allah - praise! Abundant, p~e and blessed (with sincerity and
no ostentation), never ending never cut off and never sufficient, with no
indifference, 0 our Lord!]t .
COMMENTARY: Different meanings have been suggested for this prayer.
(i)
The words 'never sufficient ... ' qualify Allah's Praise. Men must praise an
glorify Altah in this way. Howsoever and to whatever degree he praises Allah,
it is not sufficient, nor ~ust he cease to praise Him, nor must he be inattentive
(or aloof) to it. Rather, just as Allah turns towards, man with His mercy
continuously and showers blessings on him ceaselessly, so ·too man must
praise and glorify Allah every moment and at all times causelessly. This is an
expression of gratitude to his true Benefactor and praise of his Lord, too.
(ii)
Or, these words qualify the food, It is a great blessing of Allah and is never
sufficient. One must know that one is always dependent on his blessing.
Desire and demands for it can never be·given up and one can never show
indifference to it.
(iii)
Or, these words express the glotious attributes of Allah. There is no Being like
Him and noting like Him as might suffice this great, Mighty Being. Rather, He
suffices the entire universe and all things. No one can give up the desire and
need to seek nearness to Him and no one can become independent of His
favours and m~rcy.
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4200. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~~ ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said,
''Surely Allah the Exalted, is pleased with the man who eats a morsel and praises
Him for it~ or who drinks a little and praises him for it. "2
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word {4lr1) (may be read) ukiah (a morsel) or aklah (to a full belly).
We shan n:tention the hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah tp~~J and of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ·
~~~;about the Prophet's ~J~~~~ family not having sufficient (food) and the Prophet
~J4#.\1~ leaving the world at # 5237 and 5236.
.

t

2

Bukhari # 5458, Tinnidhi # 3456.
Muslim # 89. 2734.
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SECTION II
BISMILLAH BRINGS BLESSINGS
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4201. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub ~Jis~; narrated: We were with the Prophet~J4:)s.la1~
when food was brought to him (while we were eating I realised that) I had never
seen food that had greater blessing when we began to eat. And (in the same food) at
the end when we finished (I had not seen food that had) lesser blessing So, we
submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, how is this?" He said, ''We did mention Allah's
name when we began to eat. Then, another person sat down who ate but did not
mention th~ name of Allah, So, the devil also ate food with him."t
COMMENTARY: The sunnah (Holy .Prophet's practice) of mentioning Allah'~ name is
observed by saying simply (.&1!"-f) Bismillah. But, it is better to recite the full bismillah (iis!"-f
~)'~ )') (Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim).
It is mustahab (desirable) to say bismillah at the beginning of eating food. Even if anyone is
sexually defiled or a woman experiences menstruation or is subject to lochia, the recital of
bismillah is mustahab (desirable) for them intention of reciting the Quran an intention of
reciting the Quran, when saying bismillah. Their intention should be to remember Allah
otherwise it will be unlawful (because bismillah, too, is part of the Quran and it is unlawful
to recite it in an impure state).
If such things are eaten as Shari'ah (divine law) has termed makruh (disapproved) or
unlawful then it is not mustahab (desirable) to recite bismillah. In fact, if anyone recites
bismillah while consuming wine, then he will become a disbeliever. (Some ulama
(Scholars) say that this applies to eating or drinking whatever is unlawful. If anyone recites
bismillah at such times then he will beco~e a disbeliever)
Most ulama (Scholars) of the past and present say that the devil' s eating with the man is
based on facts. The devil truly joins in he meal with a person who does not recite bismillah
on beginning to eat, and this removes blessings from the food.
This hadith is evidence against the contention of those ulama (Scholars) who say that if one
person recites bismillah before eating, then it is enough for all of them. Rather, everyone
who sits down to eat must recite bismffi.ah individually.
MAY RECITE BISMILLAH DURING MEALS
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4202. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ .&! ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said,
''When any of you begins to eat but forgets to mention Allah's name over his food
(and remembers it while eating), he must say
1

Bayhaqi Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 2844.
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(In the name of Allah the first of it and the last of it - from beginning to end of it).l
COMMENTARY: It is enough to mention Allah's name when beginning to eat, but is better

to say bismillah.
According to muhit, if anyone who performs ablution says (instead of saying bismillah):
("'"'J'~''J) (There is no God but Allah), or(~~') (Praise belongs to Allah), or (411'J~'~'
lii'JI) (I bear witness that there is no God but Allah), then he will be deemed to have
abided by the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
The same ruling applies to sitting down to eat.
However, if anyone forgets to say bismillah while commencing the ablution but remembers
it in the course Qf it and recites bismillah, then he will not be one who observes the sun~Jah
(Holy Prophet's practice). As against this, if anyone remembers to say bismillah while eating
and recites it, then it suffices him for observing the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
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4203. Sayyiduna Umayyah ibn Makhshyi ~"'"~.J narrated that a man sat down to eat

but did not mentions Allah's name till nothing remained from his food but one
morsel. (He remembered that he had not called Allah's name.) So, when he raised it to
his mouth, he said: (of''J41J'~l""""f) (In the name of Allah, the first of it and the last of it.)
The Pro.phet ~J~~j..P laughed (on observing him do that). Then, he said, "The
devil did not cease to eat with him, but, when he mentioned the name of Allah, the
devil vomited what was in his belly."2
COMMENTARY: The devil's vomiting whatever he had eaten is a fact. It could also mean
that the blessing that were lost bec~use of forgetting to say bismillah, were recovered on
saying bismillah and when the devil vomited.
GRATITUDE AFTER EATING
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4204. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.&~~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger

~J~.&1~ had eaten his food, he would say:
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(Praise belongs to Allah who gave us to eat and be drink and caused us to be Muslim).3

# 1858 (1865), Abu Dawud # 3767.
Dawud # 3768.
3 TD:nUdhi # 3457, Abu Dawud # 3850, Ibn Majah # 5283, Musnad Ahmad # 11276.
1 Tirmidhi

2 Abu
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4205. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ..... .1!1~j nan:ated that Allah's Messenger~-J":l".1!'~ said,
11
He who eats and expresses gratitude is like him who fasts and remains patient."t
4206. Sayyiduna Sinnan ibn Sanna .&~~.J narrated the same hadith from his father.2
COMMENTARY: The least degree of expression of gratitude is to begin eating by saying
bismillah and on finishing declaring praise of Allah.
The least degree of. being patient while fasting is to keep away from everything that
nullifies fasting.
Describing the grateful as the one who shows endurance while fasting is in their receiving
similar rewards, but not identical rewards. There is a suggestion in this that a poor beggar
who shows endurance is superior to a rich man who shows gratitude that to which
anything is compared is stronger than that which is compared to it.
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4207. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub ~.1!·~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger 4_,l$.i»>~
~J had eating or drink something, he would pray:
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(All praise belongs to Allah who has fed (us) and given to drink, and made it easy
to swallow, and caused for it a way out).
BLESSING LIES IN ABLUTION BEFORE & AFfER MEALS
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4208. Sayyiduna Salman ~.1!·~.J said, ''I read in the Torah that blessing of the food
is through ablution after (eating it. So I mentioned that to the Prophet ~J4_,l$..1!•~.
On that, he - Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .i1u ~ said, 'Blessing of food is through
ablution before (eating) it and after (eating) it.'3
COMMENTARY: In this case wadu or ablution means washing hands before having a meal
or eating something·and washing hands and rinsing the mouth after eating. Allah causes
the food to be plenty for one who w~shes his hands before eating. And, he gives peace and
contentment to one who makes this kinds of ablution after eating food, also it gives energy
to the man to worship, observe good manners and do righteous deeds. It also allow for·
Tirmidhi # 2494.
Ibn Majah # 17~5, Darimi.
3 Tirmidhi # 1846, Abu Dawud # 3851.
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being steadfast in one's actions. ·
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4209. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1n~J narrated that (once) the Prophet ~J4#.\!1~ came
out of the privy and food was offered to him. The sahabah (Prophet's Companions)
~~~J asked him, 11Shall we bring you water for ablution?" He said, 11 I have been
commanded to perform (wajib (obligatory)) ablution (after it is nullified) when I
stand up to offer salah (prayer)."t

-B~.;.' c;T 0£ 4LA (A I : IJJJ (t Y' •)
4210. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..1n~ J narrated the same hadith.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J 4# 1»1 ~ mentioned· only salah (prayer) when it is

obligatory to perform ablution because this is the predominant and most common case.
Apart from it, ablution is also necessary (as wajib (obligatory)) to offer prostration on reciting
a verse that calls for it to touch the Quran and to perform the tawaf (or circumambulation
· of the ka'bah). The Prophet ~J 4# ~ ,}J meant to remove any idea in the minds of the.
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~J that ablution was wajib (obligatory) to be made
before eating. He did not deny that it is not only allowed to perform ablution before having
meals but also mustahab (desirable). Hence, the ~ord wadu (ablution) here refers to the one
that is performed for salah (prayer), not that made for eating which his to wash hands and
sense the mouth.
The hadith, therefore means: "If I neglect the ablution made for eating (which is to wash
hands and mouth), then it is not a wajib (obligatory). No harm will result. But, of course, the
ablution f~r salah (prayer) is different and. it is wajib (obligatory)."
EAT FROM THE SIDES .
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4211. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~lilt ~J narrated that (once) a bowl of tharid was
brought to the Prophet ~J ~ i»t ,)J. He said (to his shabah) ~ ~~ ~J• 11Eat from Its
sides, not from its middle, because blessing descends in its middle.
According to another version (in Abu Dawud). ~~en any of you eats food, let him
not eat from the top of the dish. But, he must eat from the bottom of the di~h
because blessing descends from the top of the food."3
Tirmidhi # 1854, Abu Dawud # 3760.
Ibn Majah # 3261.
3 Tirmidhi # 1805, Abu Dawud # 3772.
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COMMENTARY: Tharid is a meal prepared from meat and bread. The middle of the food in
a dish should be left to be eaten last of all to let blessing remain till then.

The top of the dish is the middle of it and the bottom refers to its sides.
RECLINING WHILE EATING A-GAINST SIINNAH (HOLY PROPHET'S PRACTICE)

(.)j\Jy.l oi.J.J) -~~j
4212. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~a'~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~

was never seen reclined while eating (his food). And, never did two men walk
behind him.t
·
COMMENTARY: See comments to hadith # 4168 and 4187 on the manner of sitting while
eating.As for walking somewhere, the Prophet ~J~~~ did not have even two men at
his heels. He 'Yalked with his sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ ~~ ~J with extreme
humility among them or behind them ~J~~~ According to a hadith: (4tb...piJJ-tJ) (he
walked behind them) .. He never walked ahead of his companions or fellow walkers in the
fashion of the amirs, chiefs, kings and ostentatious men.
This hadith mentions two men because sometimes one man, like Sayyiduna Anas ~.l!~~J,
followed the Prophet ~J ~ .1. ~- Even that was for some necessity and not contrary to
humble conduct.
HAVING MEALS IN THE MOSQUE
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.,.,4213. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Harith ibn Jazz 4:$~'~J said, ''(A meal of) bread and
meat was presented to Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ while he was in the mosque.
He ate and we too ate with him. Then he got up and offered salah (prayer) and we
too offered salah (prayer) with him. We did not go beyond wiping our hands with
pebbles."2
COMMENTARY: The food was not sticky so they did not need to wash their hands.
Besides, they had to hurry for the salah (prayer) and they took the advantage of the
concession to do away with washing hands. When an act is not wajib (obligatory), one may
avail of the advantage sometimes. Allah likes it on he loves following a lofty, ambitious
path most of the times.
It is stated in Ahya ul uloom that some of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J
used their heels as handkerchiefs to dry their hands.
This hadith confirms that it is permitted to eat in mosques, particularly dates. The ulama
(Scholars) say that it is allowed subject to the condition that mosques are not dirtied, for, if
that is done then it is forbidden or makruh (disapproved) to eat in mosques. The books of
fiqh say that is anyone is not observing I' tikaf in the mosque then he must not eat or drink
r

J

1
2

Abu Dawud # 3770.
Ibn Majah # 330~.
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in the mosque and he must not sleep there and must not buy or sell, for, these things are
m~kruh (disapproved) (for one not observing I'tikaf). However, a traveller who has no
other pla~e besides the mosque is an exception to this edict.
The ulama (Scholars) say that one who enters the mosque must form an intention of
observing I'tikaf. All these things will become permitted to him and he will earn there
ward of i' tikaf too.
PROPHET ~J~.1~~~ LIKED THE MEAT OF FOREARMS

(4l.A~I.JlS.l.ofiJioi.J.J)-~~i
4214. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J said that some meat was brought to Allah's
Messenger ~J~iia1~. He was presented the foreleg and he took a bite of it, for he
liked this part of it much.t
COMMENTARY: He bit off meat from the bones with his teeth. It is mustahab (desirable) to
eat in this manner. He liked this part because it was away from impure parts of the body
(like intestines).
Sayyidah Ayshah llf:t-liai~J said that he did not like this piece very much but since he got
meat after a long time and the foreleg could be cooked soon, he ate it. (Shama'il Tirmidhi)
NOT PREFERRED TO USE KNIFE
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4215. Sayyiduna Ayshah n~iia1~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\1~ said, ''Do
not cut meat with a knife (and eat in this manner) because it is alien practice.
Rather, bite, for, that is more pleasing and more beneficia1."2
COMMENTARY: The Arabs call all non. Arabs ajami (dumb), but here it refers to the
Persians, If the meat is soft then it may be bit by the teeth but if it is hard then a knife may
be used. Moreover, the disallowance is nahi tanzihi (forbidden nearer to lawful) (meaning,
never lawfulness).
THE SICK MUST ABSTAIN
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4216. Sayyidah Umm Mundhir ~.l»>~J narrated "Allah's Messenger ~J~.ll~~
visited me a ~ommpanied by Ali. We had some ripening dates hung up. The
1

(Bukhari # 4712, Muslim # 1941 _3270 - Lengthy), Tirmidhi # 1837, Ibn Majah 3307.
Dawud # 3778, Bayhaqi Shu' ab ul Eeman # 5898.
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prophet ~J~.f»,~ began to eat (from these bunches). Ali too began to eat, but
Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said. to Ali, 'Not you, 0 Ali, for you are not yet
recovered." Then, I prepared for them some beetroot and barley. So, the Prophet ~
~J~.ii!t said (to him). 'Eat some of this, 0 Ali, This is more beneficial for you."1
COMMENTARY: The sick and he who is recovering must observe abstinence.
PROPHET~S ~J~.f»,~ LIKES

I

4217. Sayyiduna Anas ~.1!'~; said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ liked that

which was at the bottom of the pot (stuck to it).2
COMMENTARY: It was the Prophet's ~J~.l!1~ habit to let other people have what they
neeqed and he put aside his own needs and preferences. Thus, he let his family members,
companions, guests, the poor and needy whoever was there with him have the top and
cream of the dish. Then, he made do himself with what was at the. bottom. People who
throw away the ford at the bottom of the dish must take a.less?n from this.
WIPING CLEAN THE DISH
~

~ ~jb!' ,,! ,, .. ,Ji ~' oi ~~ 6-A jG~j ~WI~ ;1J1
I
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I

J..;-!5 (.;.! ;:::{ ~j (tr\A)

-~.f~~ 1lies~ju JliJ&.;IiliJ4~~~J ts~$JIJ 1~1 &ljj 5,:JJI
4218. Sayyiduna NubAyshah. ~.1!'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ll~~
said, ''He who eats from a dish and (on finishing) licks it (with his fingers) has the
dish seek forgiveness for him."3
COMMENTARY: One who licks the dish clean demonstrates his humility. He has no pride
in him. These things are a means to forgiveness of sins. The dish is said to ask for his
forgiveness because it is the means for it.
WASHING HANDS AFTER EATING

(4lA&~I.J J.Jby.I.JlS.l.o)JI oi.J.J)-:. .. ii';)!&.o~~it~
4219. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.l!~~
said, 11 He who passes the night with a greasy hand not having washed it '(after
meals), must blame only himself if he faces any trouble (if an animal, etc. is
attracted to his greasy hand).4

1

Tirmidhi # 2037, Musnad Ahmad 6. 364.
Tirmidhi, Bayhaqi, Musnad Ahmad 3-220.
3 Tirmidhi # 1804.
4 Tirmidhi # 1860, Abu Dawud # 3852.
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THE PROPHET ~ J4Js.iJJ'~ LIKED THARID

'
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( J.J IJY.I oI.JJ) -u.. !a, I&-,~~ lj
4220. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:$ iJJI ~.J said that the food most liked by Allah's
Messenger ~J4:)s-1Jl1~ was tharid prepared fr'?m bread and tharid made. from hays.t
COMMENTARY: Bread was soaked ih stew or dates were mixed with butter oil or cheese
to prepare tharid from bread or from. hays.
·EXCELLENCE OF OLIVE
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4221. Sayyiduna Abu Usayd Ansari 4:s.iJJ,~.J narrated that Allah's Messe~ger 4Js.~1~
~J said, "Eat olive oil and used it to massage yourselves with it, for it comes from a
blessed tree."2
COMMENTARY: There is much good in olives. The Quran speaks of this blessed tree in its .
verse (24: 35):
·

~ltfif'}ljy~IJ_;jful
The best kind of it is found in Syria. Allah also mentions it in surah at-Teen (95). The Arabs,
particularly the.Syrians, used it in theii fqod (as the sweet oil). They use its bitter oil to
·
kindle their light and lanterns.
It is medically established that applying olive oil to the body is very beneficial to it.
MERIT OF VINEGAR
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4222. Sayyidah Umm Hani 4:$~~~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~ come to her

home (one day). He asked. "Do you have anything?" She said, 11 A stale (loaf of)
bread and some vinegar." He said, "Bring thatf A house that has vinegar is not
without condiments."3
',
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4Js.lb1~ asked Sayyidah Umm 4:s.lbl~j·Haru for w~atever
she had to show that one must be content with even the little necessities of life. (She was
the sister of S~yyiduna Ali 4:s.li!1l~ J·

DATES AS CONDIMENT

Abu Dawud # 3783.
Tirmidhi # 1852.
3 Tirmidhi # 1843.
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4223. Sayyiduna Yusuf ibn Abdullah ibn Salaam ~~~J said, "I saw the Prophet ~

~J~lill take a piece of barley bread and put a date on it. Then, he said, "This, is the .
condiment of this.' Then he ate it."t
MAY CONSULT A NON-MUSLIM PHYSICIAN
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4224. Sayyiduna Sa'd ~.&'~J recalled, ''I fell very ill (once). The Prophet ~J~.\,t~
paid me a sick visit and put his hand on my chest so that I sensed its coolness on
my heart. He said, 'You are one who suffers from a heart disease. Go to Harith ibn
Kaladah. He is from the tribe of) Thaqif. He (is a physician who) prescribes
medicine. Let him take seven dates from the ajwah of Madinah and grind them
together with their stones, and put them in your mouth."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~,&,~ advised him to go to the healer and advised him of
a cure that he had known for his malady. He was thus not left at the mercy of the physician.
A sick person may consult a non Muslim physician in the light of this hadith. Harith ibn
Kalabah had died in the early days of Islam and was not known to have become a Muslim.
LET ONE KIND OF FOOD OFFSET EFFECTS OF THE OTHER
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4225. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ..111 ~J said that the Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ ate melon with
fresh dates.3
Abu Dawud added: He would say; 'The heat of this (dates) is offset by the coolness
of this (melon) and the coolness of this by the heat of this."4.
COMMENTARY: Most ulama (Scholars) say that the Arabic word(~) (bitteekh) stands
for water-melon not melon. Teebi ,&,~.J sa.id that it could be unripe melon which is more
cool (like water-melon).
WORMS IS EATABLES
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4226. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .&! ~.J narrated that some old dates were brought to the
Prophet ~J~..ld~. He began to split them (to look closely at them) and cast out the

Abu Dawud # 3830.
Abu Dawud # 3875.
3 Tirmidhi # 1843.
4 Abu Dawud # 3836 (full hadith).
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worms from them.t
COMMENTARY: Tabarani ~~ J has transmitted a hadith from Sayyiduna Ibn Umar .\!~J
~ that the Prophet ~J ~ .ili1 ~ before teanng open a date. So, perhaps the prohibition
applies to fresh dates while old dates may be split. Or, the hadith of Anas ~.ili'~J merely
means that it is allowed to tear open dates and of Ibn Umar ~.iii~~J that the disallowance is
,
tanzihi (near permissibility).
Teebi ..1!1~J said that the hadith is evidence that if worms are found in food items then the
food. does not become impure. According to Matalib ul Mumineen if there are worms in
cheese or apple (and swallowed by the eater) then that is lawful because it cannot be
avoided. But if tl:te worms are taken out the food then the same command applies as for fly,
wasp, flea and every creature with blood that does not flew. It is forbidden to eat it, but
when it falls in water or food that does not become impure.
VENTRICLE OR GUT IS PURE

(.)Jb.Y.\ o\.J.J)
4227. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..1!1~J said that a piece of cheese was presented to
the Prophet ~J~.\11~ in Tabuk. He asked for a knife, mentioned the name of
Allah and cut it.2
COMMENTARY: The mentioning of Allah's name was to begin eating, not to cut anything,
as some ignorant people imagine that when a pumpkin is cut bismillah must be recited as if
for slaughter.
Mazhar says that this hadith is evidence that the gut of the young of a camel or sheep is
pure othetwise cheese would be impure because ~heese cannot be made without it.
THINGS ABOUT WHICH SHARI'AH (DIVINE LAW) IS SILENT ARE PERMISSIBLE
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4228. Sayyiduna Salman ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger r1-J~~..1!1~ was asked
about clarified butter, cheese and Zebra or wild asses (are they lawful food or
unlawful). He said, 11The lawful is that which Allah has declared lawful in His Book.
The unlawful is that which Allah has declared unlawful in His Book. And that of
which He has said nothing is such as He has forgiven (and it is allowed to use it)."3
COMMENTARY: The. sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~J had asked about ghee
(clarified butter) because in early Islam much was not known about it and there were some
doubts, perhaps. As for cheese, by itself it was a doubtful case because in those days it was
prepared from ventricle or gu~ of camel or sheep)., They also asked about zebra. As for the
Abu Dawud # 3832.
Abu Dawud # 3832.
3 Tirmidhi # 1726, Ibn Majah # 3367, (Darul Isha' at edition of Tirmidhi # 1732)
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Arabic word, it is (s.',;il') which can be plural of{~)) (zebra or wild ass), or of (J;e) (wearing
apparel of animal's hide). which is why Tirmidhi has placed it in the chapter on clothing
(libas) and said, they asked about f~ur," which the infidels use for their coats, etc. without
dying, so they may not do the some thing as the disbelievers did.
What' Allah has declared- a~ qnlawful in His Book is either what He forbids clearly or has
given a general statement in his verse.
"

J"

lJ

J

"'

J I

l~lilli. _;.s::.i lAj:j.l>..OJJ-!~IJ,S:lt lAj

{And whatsoever he Messenger gives you, take it, and whatsoever he forbids,
abstain (there from).} (59: 7)
·
·
This clarification is necessary because many things are forbidden, but not all are mentioned
in the Quran as disallowed. The ahadith declare that they ~re forbidden.
The concluding sentence of the hadith is evidence that all thing are essentially allowed. So
whatever Shari' ah (divine law) has not declared as forbidden is permitted.
This hadith is muwquf according to Tirmidhi, meaning that it is the saying of Salman ~~~~J
not of the Prophet ~J~~~. In the terminology of hadith, the sayings of the sahabah are
termed as mawquf just as the saying of the Prophet~~.\!~, as also his deeds, are marfu.
~ ..

PROPHET'S DESIRE FOR WHOLESOME
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4229. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ·~ ~~ ~; narrated that Allah's ·Messenger ~J ~· .Ja jJ
expressed a wish to b.ave a white loaf prepared froin yellowish brown wheat
softened with clarified butte~ and milk. One of the men of the assembly stood ·up
and procured it and brought it: He asked him, ''In what was it (meaning, clarified
butter) placed?" He said, 11ln Ute skin of a lizard." He said, 11Take it away (I shall not
eat it)."t
.
(Abu Dawud said that this hadith is munkar).
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~'jJ had a natural dislike for lizards,.so he had the
bread removed from him. We have read "in a hadith of khalid.ibn Wali~ ~a'~; that.the
Prophet ~J~..11~~ did not like lizard because if was not found in his region(# 4111). He
did not rriean that lizard skin was impure. If it was impure, then he would have asked for
the bread to be thrown away and forbidden others to eat it.
This particular incident of his asking for the bread and desiring what his soul· wished is
quite contrary to his temperament. Hence, Abu Oawud has called. this hadith munkar. But,
if we term it to be sound then we might suppose th~t he had expressed his desire only to
show that it is allowed to do so.
UNCOOKED GARLIC.IS FORBIDDEN

.
1
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Dawud # 3818, Ibn Majah # 3341.
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4230. Sayyiduna Ali ~iiii~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.lil~ forbade eating

garlic u nless it was in a cooked form.1
COMMENTARY: In the cooked form, the odour disappears so it is allowed to eat it. The
same ruling applies to onion and such other things. Besides, the disallowance of raw garlic
is of the kind of nahi tanzihi (forbidden nearer to lawful) (forbidden but nearer to lawful).
ABOUT ONIONS
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4231. Sayyidah Abu Ziyad ~lilt~J said that he asked Sayyidah Ayshah ~lilt~J about
onion. She said, "Indeed the last food that Allah's Messenger ~J~lilt~ ate (in his
life) had some (cooked) onions in it."2
COMMENTARY: The traditions say that the Prophet ~J~i»>~ did not eat garlic and onion.
Some traditions say that he even forbade the ummah to eat them. In the light of this tradition
of Sayyidah Ayshah lf~.lin~J, we might say that the disallowance is about uncooked garlic,
onion and the like, not such as cooked with the meal as an ingredient of food.
Moreover, the disallowance too is of the kind of nahi tanzihi (forbidden neare~ to lawful), not
nahi tahrimi. And Tahawi lilt~J has reproduced in Sharh Aathar such ahadith has prove that
it is allowed to· onion, garlic, leek, etc whether cooked or uncooked. This permission is for
such a person who remain within his home after eating them and does not go to the mosque
till its odour remains in his mouth. Because it is makruh (disapproved) to go to the mosque
after eating these things. Imam Abu Hanafah, lilt~J Imam Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad
also say the some thing.
Ibn Maalik i»>~J said that the last meal of the Prophet~J~i»t~ in which he ate onion was
too clarify that it is allowed and that the prohibition was not beyond nahi tanzihi
·(forbidden nearer to lawful).
BUTTER WAS DEAR TO THE PROPHET~~~~
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(Jj!Jy.loi,JJ)-~Ij~JJI·~ i:....!..J~J
4232. The two sons of Busr who are Sulami(S), namely Abdullah and Atiyah ~i»>~.J

narrated, "Allah's Messenger ~J~lilt~ visited us (one day). We presented to him
butter and dates. (He ate them). He did lie butter and dates (always)."3
A PLATI'ER WITH MANY VARIETIES OF FOOD

Tirmidhi # 1808, Abu Dawud # 3828.
2 Abu Dawud # 3829, Musnad Ahmad 6-59.
3 Abu Dawud # 3837.
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4233. Sayyiduna Ikrash ibn Dhuwayb I$ Jil1 ~J narrated that: 11A large platter
containing tharid and boneless meat was brought to us. While eating, I let my hand
travel all over the platter, but Allah's· Messenger~-J"~Ji!,~ ate from what was nearest
to him. With his left hand he held my right forearm and said, '0 Ikrash, from a single
place, for, it is all one food.' After that, we were brought a dish containing a variety of
dates (or fresh dates). I (followed his instructions and ate from that which was nearest
to me, but the hand of Allah's Messenger ~J",l~.i»>~ moved all over the dish. He said,
11
0 Ikrash, eat from wherever you like, for, it is not of one kind.' (He meant to teach
by his action and words what one should do.) Then water was brought to us. Allah's
Messenger ~J~Ji!,~ washed his hands with it and, with his wet palms, he stroked
his face, fore arms and head, saying, 10. Ikrash, this is the ablution for what is
modified by fire.' (It is an ablution called wadu tu'am.)t
COMMENTARY: If all food on a dish is one kind then there is no point in picking up from
different sides but if there is a variety of food then one may pick up from the sides of the
dish. The centre may be untouched till the last because blessings descent there. However, it
is also possible that if food is of different kinds, like dates many coloured, then there is no
harm in eating from the centre too.
WHAT MAY. THE SICK HAVE
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4234. Sayyidah Ayshah 'lt-~..1J,~J narrated that when any of his family members fell
ill. Allah's Messenger ~J~..1J,jJ instructed that hasa should be prepared and then
he had the patient sip from it. He would say, 11lt enlivens the grieved and cleans the
heart of the sick as one of you clears dirt away from her face with water."2
COMMENTARY: Hasa is prepared from flour, water and clarified butter. Sugar may or
may not be added to it. The Makkans call it harirah and talbinah. This is mentioned in an
earlier hadith in section I(# 4179).
The Prophet ~ _,4#Jil1~ mentioned women in this ~aying because they are more particular
about cleanliness and they were his listeners at that time.
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Tirmidhi # 1848 (1855), Ibn Majah # 3274.
Tirrnidhi # 2039 (2046)
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AJWAH BELONGS TO PARADISE
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4235. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$.&1~; narrated that, Allah's Messenger ..~J~lils~
said, 'Ajwah is a date from paradise. It has an antidote for poison. Truffles are
allied to manna and their juice is cure for the eye."1
·
COMMENTARY: Ajwah is a date from paradise. It is very beneficial and comforting.
The remaining portion of the hadith is a~ explained in hadith # 4184.
SECTION III

(lS.lo_;01 oi.JJ) -~I_H~~Jl ~~_H~~AJi{ <JJlii tlij~.Jl!,~~j
4236. Sayyiduna Mughirah ibn Shu'bah 4$.&1~J narrated that he was a guest one night
along with Allah's Messenger ~J ~All jJ. (The host had a sheep slaughtered for
them.) He (the prophet) ~J~.&tjJ asked for a side portion of the meat to be roasted.
He then took a knife and began to cut off slice for him (Mughirah) 4$~~J· At this
moment, Bilal 4$,&,~J came to inform him that it was time for the salah (prayer). So,
he put down the knife and remarked, 'what is wrong with him. May his hands be
dusty!"
Mughirah 4$.\ll,s>; said, ''My moustache had grown long, so he said, 'shall I clip
them for you over a siwak?' Or, 'clip them over a siwak."2
COMMENTARY: The words 'may his hands be dusty; are not spoken in their literal sense.
They are used to reproach the addressee. The prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ did not like that
Sayyiduna Bilal4$Ail~; should call him for salah (prayer) when there was ample tina.e for it
and he was having his meal. He also observed the disappointment of the host, so thought
that Sayyiduna Bilal4$Ail~; could have waited.
The words that the moustache 'had grown long' are explained in many ways. They could
be Mughirah's 4$.iil~; (as translated in the hadith because the text is in the third person 'his
moustaches' but Shama'il Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud call it 'my ... ' meaning the narrator's).
Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ asked him if he should trim them. Or, he instruCted
Mughirah 4$.iil~; to trim them himself.
Some exponents say that the Prophet's ~J4#.&1~ moustache had grown and he decided to
trim them and let Mughirah ~.fbi~; have the hair as a token. Or, he instructed Mughirah
4$.1!1~; to trim his (the Prophet's) ~J~-&1~ moustache.

1
2

Tirmidhi # 2066.
Abu Dawud # 188, Tirmidhi (Shamail) # 167 description if the cury ...
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FAILING TO RECITE BISMILLAH BEFORE HAVING MEALS
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4237. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~ ..1!1 ~J narrated that whenever they were at a meal
with the Prophet ~..,J4~ i»t..}J they did not stretch their hands before he had begun
and put his hands (in the food). Once, while they were at food with him, a girl came
(to it) as though she was pushed (to the meal because of uncontrollable hunger).
She stretched her hand to the food (without saying bismillah) but Allah's
Messenger rl-J ~ i»1 ,)J seized her by her hand. Next, a villager came (in similar
hurried, compelled fashion) as though he was pushed (to it, failing to mention
Allah's name). He seized his hand (too).
Allah's Messenger ~J~i»l~ then said, "The devil considers (such) food lawful (to
him) on which Allah's name is not mentioned. So, he brought this girl in order that it
might be lawful (to him) because of her (not reciting bismillah) but I held her hand
away. Then he brought this villager in order that it might be lawful (to him) because
of him (forgetting to say bismillah), but I held his hand (too). By Him in whose hand
is my soul, the devil's hand is in my hand along with hers (at this moment)."
According to a version, the narrator also said, "Then he mentioned the name of
Allah (saying bismillah) and ate (the food).l
COMMENTARY: According to another version (the devil's hand is in mine) along with
their (girl's and villager's) hands. But, even as it is in the hadith, it does not preclude the
villager's hand also being these.
OVER EATING REMOVES BLESSING

-(~~j:;Jt.;.

,;d

4238. Sayyidah Ayshah '~iii'~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~ii11~ intended to
buy a slave. So (to try him), he placed some dates before him, but he ate them all
(greedily). Allah's Messenger ~J~iil'~ said, "Surely, too much eating removes

1
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blessing (and is a sign of ill-omen)." Then, he had him sent back. t
SALT IS THE BEST SEASONING

(4lA ~I oi.JJ )#.,JI;.S:,IS!~~j~ilil ~ttl jj-!5 jli j~ ~lA ~ ~~ ~j

(f. TY'")

4239. Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Mesr:~P~t;c.l" 4#-~ ~
~J said, "The best of your condiments is salt."2
COMMENTARY: Salt is available easily. Most men of Allah subsisted on it. The Prophet
~J4#.&1~ also described meat as the best condiment in the two worlds.
REMOVE SANDALS BEFORE EATING

J

t."

(JJIJ )->~ 1.!9';i
4240. Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.&1~
~J

said, ''when food is placed (before you and you sit down to eat), take off your
sandals, for, that is more of a relief to your feet." 3
LET FOOD COOL DOWN BEFORE EATING
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4241. Sayyidah Asma hint Abu· Bakr ~ .111 ~J is reported to have instructed that

tharid should be covered when it was brought to her till the force of its steam had
gone. She said that she had heard Allah's Messenger ~J~.&·~ say, "It meaning,
the subsiding of the heat from the food) is a· great source of blessing."4
COMMENTARY: Though tharid is mentioned, the same may be said of all kinds of food.
There is a tradition in jami us Saghir;

;:!lf.;H'i 5l:i1-..1.;1i~t~\~ IJ~.,f.l
(Let food cool down - before you eat it - for there is not blessing in the hot).
There is a mursal tradition in Bayhaqi:

s~Js..J~I~t;:!!Hc~"~
"(The Prophet) ~J~.iill~ forbade eating hot food unless it has cooled down."
LICK THE VESSEL
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Bayhaqi in Shu' at ul Eeman # 5661.
Ibn Majah # 3315.
3 Darami # 2080.
4 Darimi # 2037.
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4242 Sayyiduna NubAyshah ~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JAJs.iJI~
said, ''If anyone eats from a dish and licks it (with his fingers), then the dish says to
him, 'May Alah preserve you from hell just as you have protected me from the devil
(eating out of me)"t
COMMENTARY: The version in Tirmidhi (# 1811), Musnad Ahmad, Ibn Majah (# 3271)
and Darimi has the words; 'The dish seeks forgiveness for this person (who licks it)."
Tabarani has reported from Irbad .u&-li!I~J to the effect that if anyone licks the dish (or plate)
and licks his fingers (after eating) then Allah will give him to satiation point in this world
and the next.

CHAPTER-II
HOSPITALITY

The word (~w,) (Daaf) meaning; 'to be a guest.' (~WI') (adaaf) is 'to entertain a guest.' (~)
is 'a guest' and(~) (and(~)) mudeef (and mudayif) is 'a host.'
These ~hadith will emphasize the merits of hospitality. They will tell us merits as outlined
by Shari'ah (divine law) and the positibns of the host and guests relative to each other.
How should one behave with the other?
COMMAND TO BE HOSPITABLE: Most of the ulama (Scholars) say that giving the
rights of guests and observing the manners thereof are sings of possessing good manner
and courteous behaviour. It is also mustahab (desirable). Most ahadith lead us to it. Some
authorities say that it is wajib (obligatory) to entertain a guest for one day, at least. After that
it is mustahab (desirable).
The eight, kinds of hospitality that the ulama (Scholars) have mentioned have been enumerated
in the chapter on valimah or the wedding feast, in its initial portion. (Book xm Marriage,
Chapter IX)

jjjtj..Atn

SECTION I

BEING HOSPITABLE IS SIGN .QF PERFECT FAITH
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4243. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u&-Jiii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a.~
said, "He who believes in Allah and the last day must (honour and) serve his guest.
He who .believes in Allah and the last day must not inconvenience his neighbour.
He who believes in Allah and the last day must speak what is good or keep quiet."
According to another version: instead of mentioning the neighbour, (he said;) 11He
who believes in Allah and the last day must join ties o~ relationship." (He must be
1
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kind to his relatives and associates.)t
COMMENTARY: This does not mean that only these things are signs of faith and belief in
anyone. It is not that if anyone does not abide by these things he is not a believer. The objective
is to stress the importance of these things and to exhort Muslirn&,to put them into practice.
Anyone with a perfect faith will follow these things.
Honouring guests is to receive them warmly and with a good nature. The host must
converse with them in good tones. He must feed a guest according to his ability for three
days provided the people of his own house are not put to difficulty. If the guest stays
beyond three days, then to serve him is a sadaqah (charity) which means that he may or
may not entertain him. He may even refuse to show hospitality (beyond three days).
The least a man may do with his neighbour is not to inconvenience him, otherwise, rights
of neighbours are very vast. According to a hadith of Bukhari and Muslim, a ntan must
honour his guest. And, according to another, he must help his neighbour in such things as
he requires his he~ and he must remove his difficulty. Imam Ghazali .&~~.J has reported a
tradition in his Arba' een that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~ asked, liDo you know what the
rights of a neighbour are? If he asks you for help, help him. If he seeks a loan, give it to
him. If he is needy, give him something, if he is il, visit him. If he receives something good,
congratulate him. If he faces a calamity, console him. If it is death of someone, go to him
and condole with him. Do not raise your house, above his lest he be deprived of sunlight
and wind. If you buy fruit, sent some to him, but if it is not possible, then bring them to
your house secretly and instruct your children not to go out while eating them. Do not
cause him harm with the smoke of your cooking vessels but send some of it to him." He
asked again, "Do you know what rights a neihghbour has? By him in whose hand my soul
is, only he knows the rights of his :q.eighbour on whom Allah's mercy descends."
One must utter only what one knows to be good on which reward may be expected. If
there is no good in what one intends to say or it is forbidden or makruh (disapproved) then
one must abstain from speaking such thins. It is best to keep quiet as for as possible but if it
is necessary to speak then it is disallowed to engage in makruh (disapproved) and
unlawful conversation. Rather, it is wise to abstain from pen:nissible talk lest they lead one
to what is disallowed.
It is emphasized that ties of relationships must be joined and not severed. If anyone breaks
ties of kinship then he is as though he does not believe in Allah and the last day because he
does not care about the punishment of which one who severs ties of kinship is warned.
GUEST MUST NOT STAY MORE THAN THREE DAYS
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4244. Sayyiduna Abu Shurayh al Ka'bi ~..lit~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..lit~
11
~J~ said, He who believes in Allah and the last day must honour his guest. The
formal and kind treatment (with full provision or jaizah) is for one day and one
1

Bukhari # 6018, Muslim # 75-47, Tirmidhi # 2500, Musnad Ahmad 2-267.
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night. Then hospitality lasts for three days. (Whatever is given) after that is sadaqah
(charity) (or gift and charity). It is not allowed to a guest to stay with the host (after
three days) and become a nuisance (causing him difficulty and hardship)."1
COMMENTARY: According to Jazri, the guest should be served on the first day to the
utmost possible and as best as can be. On the second and third days, whatever is easily
available without being formal must be presented to him. After that provision may be
given to him to suffice him for a day and a night during his journey.
The word Jaizah in the hadith (o;J\:1:-) has this very meaning. Its dictionary meaning is 'a
present,' 'a gift' or 'a reward.' Here, however, it is provision for a day's journey enough to
last him till he arrives at the manzil (a stage of the journey).
Whatever is given beyond that is an excess, a sadaqah (charity) and kindness. This implies
that jaizah will be after hospitality (but the hadith mentions it before hospitality). This
jaizah will be in excess of hospitality.
It is also possible that jaizah is nothing beyond being hospitable after three days. The
hadith refers by it, perhaps, to the extraordinary reception for the guest on the first day.
This is what is also deduced from the version of Abu Dawud - jaizah is the serving of the
guest lavishly on the first day. Mawlana Shah Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi li!1~J said
the same thing.
The guest should not stay more then three days. But, if the host requests him to prolongs
his stay then he may stay.
The ulama (Scholars) say that if a traveller has to stay with someone but is compelled- by
illness or something else - to remain there for more then three days, then he must get his
provision himself after three days and not force the host to hardship.
HOSPITALITY IS NOT WA]IB (OBLIGATORY)
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4245. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~lill~J said that he submitted to the Prophet ~
11
~J~lill, When.you send us out (for battle or any other mission), we come across
some people (sometimes) who do not give us hospitality. What do you command us
to do (at such time)?" He said, 111£ you meet such people who give you what is
suitable for a guest, take it. If they do not do it (and do not give what is deserving
for a guest), then you may take fro~ them that which behaves them and is the right
of a guest."2
COMM~NTARY: Apparently this hadi.th says that a gue~t may get hospitality from a host
by force if he does not receive him w~ll. This means that those who say that it is wajib
(obligatory) to be hospitable to a guest rely on this hadith. However, a majority of the ulama
(Scholars) do not say that it is wajib (o,bligatory). So they interpret this hadith in different
ways.
1
2

Bukhari # 6019, Muslim# 15-48, Tinnidhi # 1907, Abu Dawud # 2748, Muwatta Maalik.
Bukhari # 2461, Muslim# 17-1727, Tinnidhi # 1589 (1595)
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This hadith concerns one who is driven by extreme hunger and is on an empty
stomach and so restless. It is wajib (obligatory) to serve this guest. If the host
fails then he must seizP his right forcibly.
This command was valid in early Islam. It was then wajib (obligatory) to look
after the poor and needy. But, when poverty among Muslims gave way to
abundance, this command was withdrawn.
This applies to the dhimmis who were under protection of the Muslims and
bound, under agreement, to treat and serve the Muslims who visited them. In
this sense, it was wajib (obligatory) on them to show hospitality to the Muslim
guests. Hence, that right which is wajib (obligatory) may be seized by force.
This hadith is based on return and reimbursement. When some people (say,
travellers) come to some people who do not welcome them as guests, they may
offer to buy from them provision because they are driven by strict necessity
and hunger. If they refuse to sell them those things then the visitors may take
them from them by force.
MAY TAKE ALONG MORE GUESTS TO A FRIENDLY HOST

-~)I ~4 0-dt£'}1 &; ~5 ~g ~!, ~ c;l ~~~ljJ 1, &&lj5;:,~31
4246. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4,:&. .&1 ~.J narrated that one day or night, Allah's
Messenger ~J~lill~ went out (of his house). He met Abu Bakr ~iii'~.J and Umar
~lilt~.J· He asked them, "What has brought you out of your houses at this hour?"
They said, 11Hunger!" He said, 11And I* (too)i By Him in whose hand is my soul, that
which has brought you out has brought me out. Get up!" They both up (and walked
with him);- He brought them to the house of a man of the ansars. He was not at
home. His wife saw him and said, 11Welcome!" Allah's Messenger ~J~.\1~ said to
her, 1"Where is so and so?" (He was Abu Haytham) ~.&~~.J She said, ~~e has gone to
fetch some fresh water for us." At that very moment, the Ansari arrive. On seeing

I
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Allah's Messenger ~J 4#- ~~ ~ and his two companions (he was delighted and
exclaimed, 11 Praise belongs to Allah! There is no one to day who has guests more
honourable than I have!"
Then he went and brought them a bunch of dates - ripening, dried and fresh,
saying, ''Eat from these!" He took a knife. Allah's Messenger ~J~.ln~ said to him,
"Beware, (do) not (slaughter) a milk yielding sheep!" He slaughtered a sheep.
(when it was cooked) they ate from it and had eaten from the bunch and had drunk
water till they were satiated. Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ said to Abu Bakr ~~~~J
and Umar ~~~ ), "By Him in whose hand is my soul, you will be asked about this
bounty on the day of resurrection! Hunger drove you out of your homes, but you
had not (yet) returned that this bounty come to you (from Allah)."1
COMMENTARY: This hadith establishes many rulings.
(i)
If one is confident of the host being friendly then one may take one's
companions along to his home.
(ii)
It is proper to disclose one's difficulty to one's friends and acquaintances
provided it is not in the manner of a complaint, unwillingness, displeasure or
impatience. If one is hungry and unable to devote to worship then it is not only
allowed but also necessary to go out of the house and look for lawful means of
sustenance. Not only may one go to one's such friends who are certain to help
but it is also allowed to ask such people for food frankly, for this kind of
informal request results in closer friendship.
When the poor sahabah (Prophet's Companions)-~&·~~~~J could get nothing to eat,
they came to the Prophet ~1...J":l~~~J~. When they saw his bright face and visited him, their
hunger and affliction disappeared. The radiant light of truth made them independent of
food and drink.
In times of need, it is allowed to speak to an unknown and unrelated woman
(iii)
and to listen to her.
(iv)
A woman whose husband is not at home is allowed to let visitors. Into their
home, provided there is no risk involved if the gu~st comes in, and provided
she is confident of her husband's permission.
(v)
It is mustallab (desirable) to praise Allah when a blessing of bounty descends on
one. It is also mustahab (desirable) to express delight on the arrival of the guests
in their presence.
(vi)
It is mustahab (desirable) to present to the guests fruit or anything sweet before
bringing them the meal.
Nawawi .1!1 ~J said that even in the time of the prophet ~J ~ .1!1 jJ people ate to a full
stomach. It is allowed to eat in this way. However, as we know from many ahadith, it is not
allowed to eat to satiation point regularly as a habit; for that will be tantamount to
forgetting the plight of the needy and the poor and to be hard hearted towards them.
On the day of resurrection. Allah will ask His slaves about the blessings He gives them in
this world. Some will find it difficult to account for them, if they had misused them. Some
others will be reminded of the favours and blessings. In either case, He will get them to
reckon for the favours and to say how they had used them.
1
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SECTION II

£1l\btj.Ajjl

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HOSPITALITY

-<"..ri~~ ts'1~~ :J .....:!..)~ u~fti t.:.,;iJW~J ~11J:J ~'J.Jd§
4247. Sayyiduna Miqdam ibn Ma' dikarib ~~~.J narrated that he heard the Prophet
~J ~ ..lu ~ say, 'H any Muslim is a guest of a people but morning finds him
deprived of hospitality, then he has a right over every Muslim that he help him by
taking for him from their property and fields the equivalent of the h~spitality
which he deserved to get (which is as much as a guest would eat and drink)."
Another version is: "H anyone is a guest of some people who do not serve him ~ a
guest (giving him no hospitality), then he has the right to pursue them and take
from them (meaning, from their properties) enough to equal the hospitality that
was his due."t
COMMENTARY: This hadith also seems to say that hospitality is wajib (obl4gatory) on the
hosts, however, the facts are otherwise and the same explanation is applicable in this case
as was in the hadith of Uqbah ibn Aamir ~.&~~.J (# 4254).
EVIL IS NOT REPAID WITH EVIL
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4248. Sayyiduna Abu Ahwas al-Jushami li!1~.J narrated that on the authority of his
father (Maalik ibn Fudalah) ~liii~.J that ~e submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, if I
go to a man (as a guest) and he fails to give me a reception or hospitality, and .
(afterwards) he comes to me, shall I give him hospitality or repay him ·in the same.'
coin?" He said, 11No, let him have (your) hospitality."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone has treated you badly, it is not for you to treat him as he did.
Rather, the best form of recompense is to do good to him. It is easy to pay back in the some
coin but better to be kind to the unjust.3
ENTER NOT WITHOUT PERMISSION

_;~I jliiss~~ J' "·~.....:!..)l~L~J~ilit~;iJIJ_;.!,j..J...>I ,p..;lu;JI~J <tYt~)
Darimi # 2037, Musnad Ahmad 4-131, and (both version by) Abu Dawud # 3751.
# 2006 (2013)
3 See Bringing up children in Islam, Darul Isha'at, Karachi p 141-144 for examples of Harun Rashid
Zayaul Aabideen etc. on forgiving and overlooking.
t
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(~17'"y!Joi.J.;)...._u~ljji;.S'.l!.s;;~ilji.S::l ~~_;.~~,z 1~jJI~~IJ.S:A~JI j~ ~;i
4249. Sayyiduna Anas ~lilt~J or a sahabi ~lilt~J other than him narrated; Allah's .
Messenger ~J~ii:t~ (on going to his house) asked permission to enter the house
of Sa' d ibn Ubadah ~ .i»t ~J· He said, (while standing at the door), "As salaam
alaykum wa rahmatullah!" (peace be on you, and Allah's mercy.) Sa'd ~..1:1~J did
answer, ''wa alaykum us salaam wa rahmatullah!" (And, on you be peace, and
Allah's mercy), but he did not speak loud enough for the Prophet ~J~ii:t~ to hear
him. He offered the salaam three times and Sa'd 4$ii:t~J responded three times but
did not let him hear. (He deliberately kept his voice down) So, the Prophet~.&!~
~J turned back to go. Sa'd 4.:toii:t~J follow him and submiHed, "0 Messenger of
Allah, may my parents be ransomed to you, every time you gave the greeting of
salam, my both ears heard you and I did, indeed, respond to you, but did not let you
hear me because I loved to receive more of your (greeting of) salaam (peace) and
blessings.
Then, they entered the ~ouse and he presented to him raisins. Allah's Prophet lilt~
~ J~ ate them. When he had eaten, he prayed (for Sa' d) ~.i»t~J:
'May (Allah's) pious people eat your food! May the angels invoke blessings on you!
And may they who are fasting have iftar with you!'1
BETTER TO HAVE GUESTS WHO ARE RIGHTEOUS
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4250. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~..1:1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~ii:1~ said, ''The

believer and faith are like the horse that is tethered to its stake. It circles round only
to return to its stake. So, too, the believer errs and is negligent only to returns to
faith. Let the pious partake of your food and let the believers have your favours." 2
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word aakhiyah (Y.-') is a hitching stake with a ring, or a post,
to which animals are tethered. Fodder is placed around for them to graze. Just as a horse
moves around the pole, a believer is attached to faith. He may go further or come closer to
it but he never detaches himself from faith. Sometimes he attains nearness to Allah by
performing righteous deeds and sometimes he is distanced bec~use of his sins. But, he
1

Sharh us ~111111nll (Holy Prophet's practice), Musnah Ahmad 3-138.
ul Eeman of Byhaqi # 10964, Musnad Ahmad 3-55, AI Hilyah of Abu Nu'aym 8/179.
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never separates from faith. If he falls into sin, he regrets and seeks forgiveness and makes
amends for him missed acts of worship. Thereby, he regains the degree of perfect faith.
The next sentence; 'Let the pious partake of your food' is actually a resultant clause of a
concealed conditional clause. It is Adopt means to reinforce such things as are links
between you and faith. One of the best ways to do it is to be hospitable to guests and
entertain them. While it is allowed to feed any hungry person, it is best to feed such a
hungry perso~ who is pious and God fearing. Moreover, when a pious person engages in
worship after eating your food then some of the reward will be given to you too. Besides,
he will pray for you and his supplication will be approved.
Apart from that, kindness and help may be extended to every Muslim. It is as the
concluding sentence sums up: 'Let the believers have you favours.
SilTING ON THE KNEES
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4251. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Busr ~~~~J said that the Prophet ~J~~~~ had a
large (tub like) dish called gharra. Four men had to carry it. When it was past the
hour of duha and people had offered the salah (prayer) of duha, that dish was
brought, tharid having been prepared in it. The people gathered and sat around it.
When their numbers were very many, Allah's Messenger ~J~.1Jl~ sat on his
knees (because there was no enough space to sit on (once) a villager asked, "What
kind of a sitting is this?" (It is not worthy of your station to sit in this manner). The
Prophet ~J~~~~ said, ''Indeed, Allah has made me a humble servant (of His). He
has not made me a rebellious tyrant." (This kind of a sitting posture is a means to
observe humility). Then, he said (to those present), "Eat from its sides (the portion
nearest to you) and leave its top (which is the middle portion, till the last). You will
get blessing on it."t
COMMENTARY: Gharra means radiant and bright. The large dish was so called because it
was wide-open and spacious.
EATING TOGETHER
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4252. Sayyiduna Wahshiy ibn Harb ~~ ~ J reported from his father that his
(Wahshiy's) ~~ ~J grandfather narrated that the sahabah (Prophet's Companions)

1
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0 Messenger of Allah, we do
eat (much) but we are not satiated. He asked, 11Perhaps you eat separately." They
submitted, 11Yes!" He said, 11 So, sit together at your food and menti~n the name of
Allah. There will be blessing in it for you."1
COMMENTARY: The grandfather of wahshiy ibn H~ub .1n~J had also the same name,
Wahshiy ibn Harab ~lilt~J· He is the same Wahshiy who had fought in the Battle of Uhud
on the side of the infidels and had killed the uncle of the Prophet ~J4:)s.i»J~, Sayyiduna
Hamzah ~ius~J son of Abdul Muttalib. He (Hamzah)· ~.111~J was the Sayyidus shuhada chief of the martyrs.
Afterwards, Allah guided him and he embraced Isla~. As a Muslim, he achieved a great
things for Islam. He killed and consigned to hell thereby the notorious false claimant to
prophethood, Musaylamah Kadhdhab.
Jt is established through, this hadith that eating all by oneself in isolation removes blessings
from food. Eating in company with other people is a means of blessings. To sit together for
a meal and mention Allah's name while eating by saying Bismillah is each by itself a means
of attracting blessings. If both these things are done and people sit together to eat and also
mention the name of Allah at the time of eating then together they will get more blessings.
It will also be a means of making abundant dhikr of Allah.
However, Allah has said in the Quran:
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(There is no blame on you whether you eat together or separately.) (24: 61) ·
This verse perhaps makes a concession or an exception to make it convenient at times.
Also, it make allowance for those who are alone in life.
SECTION III
BASIC NEED & RIGHT OF MAN
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4253. Sayyiduna Abu Aasib ~..1a~~J narrated that: one night, Allah's Messenger .i»1~
~J~ went out (of his house). He come to me and called one. So I went out to him.

1
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He next went to Abu Bakr J.:s-.111~ J and called him, so he came out too.· He then went
to Umar 4:s-.1i1~ J and called him and he too came out. Then he set off (with us) till he
had entered a garden owned by an ansar. He said to the owner of the garden. 11Give
us some fresh dates to eat." He fetched a bunch and laid it down (before us). So,
Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ ate as did his sahabah (meaning, we). Then he called
for some cold water, and drank it (as did we drink). Then, he said, 11 0n the day of
resurrection, you will be questioned about this bounty." Umar took the bunch and
struck it on the ground till the fresh dates were scattered in front of Allah's
Messenger ~J~.1!1~ and asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, shall we be asked about
this on the day of resurrection?" He said, "Yes (about every bounty small or large)
· but not about three things; a piece of cloth with which a man covers his private
parts, a scarp of bread with which he alleviates his hunger and a room which he
enters to escape heat and cold."1
CO.MMENTARY: The ansar could be Abu Haytham ~.:s-.1!1~ J mentioned in hadith# 4246 or
someone else. Umar 4:s-~1~ J was driven by awe of the day of requital when he would have
to give account for every little blessing.
The word translated 'room' is(~) (hujr). In some copies of the Mishkat it is(~) fjuhr) which
means a burrow or a den. Hence, in either ease, we should see that it refers to the smallest
possible refuge in which one may retire with difficulty to protect oneself from heat and cold.
STOP EATING NOT BEFORE OTHERS STOP
I
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4254. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:s-.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.1!1~ said,
"When the (dining) mat is placed (and people have sat to eat), no one must get up
from it) till it is removed and no one must withdraw his hand (fro~ eating) even if
he is full, till the other people have finished. If (he has a valid reason and) he does,
the11: he should present his excuse (for withdrawing from eating or getting up), for,
his companion is embarrassed (when he withdraws) and he (too) will not stretch
out his hand (to eat) though he may have need for more food." 2
COMMENTARY: If anyone eats little habitually, then the best course for him is to eat
slowly and with pauses. In this way, he will give company to the others till the end.
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4255. Sayyiduna {Imam) Ja'far .1!1 ~J (Sadiq) son of (Imam) Muhammad 4:s. .1!1 ~J
narrated on the authority of his father that when Allah's Messenger ~J"#i»>~ ate
together with other people, he was the last of them to finish eating.3
1

Musnad Ahmad 5-81, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman $4601.
Ibn Majah # 3295, Bayhaqi in Shu' abut Eeman #· 58~4.
3 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 6037 in mursal forffij
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COMMENTARY: Imam Muhammad Baqir ~~~J was a tabi and he had the honour of

listening to ahadith from his honoured father, Imam Zaynul Aabide~n ~ ~ ~J and from
Jabir ibn Abdullah ~~~J· So, this hadith is mursal.
The Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ timed his eating in such a way that he ate till the last of his
companions ate at the meal. He was considerate to the others.
COMBINING FALSEHOOD WITH HUNGER
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4256. Sayyidah Asma bint Yazid ~~~J narrated that some food was brought to the
Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ,)J and then (it ~as) offered to them. They pleaded, We do not
have a desire for it." He said, "Do not have a desire for it." He said, "Do not put
together hunger and falsehood."t
COMMENTARY: If anyone is hungry and desires to eat food but pretends not to need it,
then it is a lie. He is foolish and suffers hunger as well as subjects himself to punishment
for speaking lies..
BLESSINGS DESCEND WHEN PEOPLE EAT TOGETHER
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4257. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said,
"Eat together. Do not eat separately, for blessing is with the company."2
RECEIVING & SEEING OFF GUEST

<4u~I&IJJ).;Iili'T'~~~
4258. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~.)J
said, ''It is one of the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) that a man should go to the
door of the house alongwith his guest (to see him off and so to receive him)"3
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4259. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~Jand Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~Jii1~J narrated
the same hadith.4
·.
COMMENTARY: It is a way to honour and serve the guest to receive him at the door and see
him off. In this way, other people of the house too wilfknow that the guest is not a stranger.
It is one of the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) in the sense that it is an ancient practice and
Ibn Majah # 3298.
Ibn Majah # 3287.
3 Ibn Majah # 3358.
4 Bayhaqi in Shabul Eeman
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part of sound human nature. Also, it is one of the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) of the
prophet~J~.\1~.

Bayhaqi has pointed out to a weakness in the isnad but this hadith is transmitted through
many lines of transmission, so it has a strong base. Even otherwise a weak transmission is
accepted to bring out the merits of deeds.
EXCELLENCE OF FEEDING FOOD.

(4lo~l oi.,J) -~~~~J1~1
4260. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~Jill~ said,
11
Good comes rapidly to the house where food is served (to guests) - more rapidly
then the knife comes to the hump of the camel."t
COMMENTARY: The hump is the part of the camel from which its meat is cut off. It is very
delicious and eaten with pleasure. Blessings arrive in a house w.here a guests is served
quicker than the knife arrives at the hump.

CHAPTER - III
MORE ON THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER

yl~

Some copies of Mishkat have the caption for this chapter:
CONCERNING THE EATING OF ONE WHO IS COMPELLED
But most have no ~aption at all.

(This chapter has no first section).
Some copies of Mishl<at have This chapter has no section I and III.
The correct thing is that he should write "There is no section I,·. As for section III that is not
at the discretion of the compiler of the Masabih but the compiler of Mishkat himself
decides that. We have examples of this elsewhere.
11

SECTION II
WHEN COMPELLED
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4261. Sayyiduna Fujay' Aamiri ~.&'~J narrated that he come to the Prophet"-#~'~
11
~J (once) and asked, What is lawful for us (to eat from) among the animals that
have died a natural death?" He asked, "What (quantity) do you eat?" They said,
1
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We get a cup of milk in the evening and one cup of milk in the morning.
Abu (Nu'aym said that his teacher Shaykh Uqbah explained the words of hadith
naghtabiq and nastabih to mean these two cups.)
So, he {Allah's Messenger) ~J•#.&t~ said, "By my father, this is hunger." So, he
made it lawful for them to eat what had died a natural death given the condition as
they described.l
COMMENTARY: Food is necessary to keep man alive. If he does not get it, or gets it to
such a low level as does not remove his hunger but threatens his very existence, then it
creates a situation which in the terminology of Shari' ah (divine law) is called a condition of
idtirar (compelled by necessity. It is compulsion through physical power). Shari'ah (divine
law) gives permission to one who experiences the condition of idtirar and..who can save his
life by eating something forbidden, he must eat it.
·
In the hadith under discussion, the question asked pertained to this physical compulsion.
What of carrion was lawful for them? The information sought was about the kind of
compulsion that could be defined as a condition of idtirar when the compelled could eat a
naturally dead animal or any other forbidden thing. What is the limit of idtirar and kind o'f
hunger that would make it lawful to eat the forbidden· things. Though the question was
only about the animal that had died a natural death, it covered the forgoing aspects too.
The Prophet ~J4.)s.~~ gave him a complete answer.
The hadith is translated according to Abu Dawud's version (~1\:J~\A) (the ya having a fathah).
The version of Tabarani is (~tl<IJ~l..) (the ya with a dummah): what condition will make it
permissible to us to eat the forbidden? This makes the intention of the question very clear.
The Prophet ~J•#.i»t~ asked him how much they got to eat, if at all. If they got nothing,
then it was clearly a case of dire need and compulsion - idtirar. But, if they got something
to eat in some quantity, then it should be seen how much they got to be able to judge
whether that was enough to subsist or their hunger reached a level of compulsion. The
plural form of you was used by the Prophet ~J~;.,~ in asking this question to from out
about the community concerned though only one man ·had asked the question. (He was
fujah Aamiri) ~~~J· The Prophet ~J~.iilt~ lneant.them to know that the ruling applied
to all people experiencing such circumstances. In his reply, fujay ~.i»t~J, too used the same
number: 'They said .... '
The words nastabih, and naghtabiq are derived from (J,-.l') and ghabuq, eating in the
morning and eating in the evening, respectively, one cup of milk each.
The Prophet's ~J4#.iilt~ words, 'By my father ... ' may seen surprising but at that time, it
was not forbidden to swear on others besides Allah. Or, since it had been a custom with the
Arabs, the Prophet ~J~.i»t~ spoke these words out of habit, without intention.
Since they had only one cup of milk in the evening and one in the morning, the Prophet ~
~ J4#.iilt declared that it was lawful for them to eat an animal that had died of natural death.
He meant that the two cups were not sufficient for them, and they were through a
condition of idtirar.2
11

Abu Dawud # 3817. ·
See verses: 2: 173, 5: 3 and 6: 138-144 and explanation thereon in the Ma'ariful Quran Mufti
Muhammad Shafi ~~ J
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4262. Sayyiduna Abu Waqid Laythi 4;S. ~ ~J narrated that a man submitted, '0
. Messenger of Allah, sometimes, we come to a land where we (do not get anythingto
. eat and we) suffer hunger. When does it become lawful for us to eat animals that
have died a natural death?" He said, 11When you do not find anything (to eat or
drink) till morning or till evening, or nothing is found there of vegetables (where
you have landed), you are in the condition of idtirar (compulsion and it would be
lawful for you to eat carrion."
(The narrator of the hadith expounds it briefly) This means that if you do not get
anything to drink (or eat( during the day or during the night, and do not get
vegetable (of any kind grass, leaves of trees) that you might eat from (and save your
lives), then carrion is lawful to you.1
COMMENTARY: These two traditions, one after the other, have been interpreted by the
·
imams in different ways.
Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~J said that it will be lawful to eat the animals that have died a
natural death when one is likely to die of hunger and it will be allowed to eat only
enough to survive.
Imam Shafi'I .&!~J says the same thing in one of his verdicts.
So, on the face of it, this ruling depends on severity and scarcity. But truly taqwa (piety)righteousness - lies in observins it.
On the other hand, Imam Maalik .&1~J Imam Ahmad .&1~J and In::tam Shafi'I .&1~J, in.his
second verdict, say that if anyone does not get· so much to eat (or drink) as would fill his
belly and he has a desire for food then it is lawful to him to eat animals that have died a
natural death, till he fulfils his need. This ruling is more lenient and more easy.
Thus according to Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~J the criteria is extreme compulsion in which the
compelled may eat only what will enable him to survive. The other imams say that the
criteria is to gain strength or energy and to eat to the point of satiation. They rely on the first
hadith (# 4261) in which the man could get a cup of milk in the morning and a cup of milk in
the evening. Surely, that was not enough to Satiate though it could save his life. This means
that when one is driven by compulsion, it becomes permissible to eat an animal that has died
a natural death but it does not satiate yet it is lawful to eat enough to get energy.
Imam Abu Hanifah ..1!1 ~J on his part, relies on the second hadith as explained in the
foregoing lines. As for the first hadith, he says that the single cup of milk in the morning
and in the evening was available to the entire community there, not to each person. The
plural number in (~lAb) (food of you all) makes it clear.
The question of Fujay 4;S.lisl~J Aamiri was not for himself. Rather, he had asked on behalf of
all the people. This is why he too used the plural number (t.:J~t..) (what is lawful for us) and
did not say (for me). Clearly, one cup cannot be enough to save lives of many people. In
1
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fact, it is not sufficient to remove hunger of even one man unless each one of them gets one
cup each. That can save the life of each.

CHAPTER-IV
DRINK
jji1~ili

SECTION I

DRINKING WITH THREE PAUSES FOR BREATH
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4263. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~ paused

three times to breath while drinking.
.
The version in Muslim adds: He used to say, ''It quenches thirst better, gives more
health (to the body) and is better digested."1
COMMENTARY: This· is as the Prophet ~J~~j-P did often. Sometimes, he· took two
breaths. At each breath, he removed his mouth from the glass.
NOT FROM MOUTH OF WATER SKIN

·4264. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .1l1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1l1 j-P

forbade that one should drink directly from the mouth of the water skin.2
COMMENTARY: To drink water from the mouth of water skin of any source means that

more water is poured out than necessary, water will drop on garments, water will be
swallowed suddenly in large gulps in the belly causing harm, and it is contrary to sunnah
(Holy Prophet's practice).
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4265. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~..11~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..lilj-P
~ J forbade the ikhtinath (which is to invert the heads) of water-skins (and drink
from their heads).
In another version it is added that this means: to turn the mouth of the water skin
and then. to drink from it.3
.
COMMENTARY: This disallowance is with the reasons as mentioned against the previous
hadith. Another reason is that there could be in the water skin at its mouth a poisonous
insect and it might be swallowed with the water. According to another tradition, the
prophet ~J ~ .1l1 j-P did drink from the mouth of a water skin (# 4281). That sounds
Bukhari # 5631, Muslim # 123-2028, Tirmidhi # 1884, Musr.3d Ahmad 3. 211.
Bukhari # 5629, Musnad Ahmad 1-226.
3 Bukhari # 4265, Muslim# 111-2023.
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permission to drink in this way:The ulama (Scholars) explain that the prohibition applies
to larger water skins that have a wider mouth. The Prophet ~J"#-&1~ had drunk from the
mouth of a small water skin with a narrow head.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that the disallowance pertains to making a habit of it and
drinking from the mouths of water skins regularly. If anyone drinks fHJm their mouths
regularly, a bad odour is created there. But, it is not disallowed to drink from them seldom.
It is also suggested that permission pertains to necessity and emergeney when there is no
other means to drink. Once, a snake is reported to have emerged from mouth of a water
skin. There also is a suggestion that in the beginning people drank from the mouth but it
was forbidden thereafter.
DO NOT DRINK STANDING

0J-.ooi~J)-~li~jli~A---.ui~Alt~J~ilil~~lif"~l~j(tl"\"\)
4266. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&~~.J reported about the Prophet ~J~-&1~ that he forbade
that anyone should drink standing.t·
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4267. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#-&1~
said, ''No one of you must drink standing. If any of you forgets then he must vomit."2
COMMENTARY: The command the vomit is not wajib (obligatory). Rather, it is mustahab
(desirable).
Qadi .&1~.J said that the prohibition to drink standing is actually to encourage one to follow
a better way (which is to sit and drink). This prohibition is not nahi tahrimi.
One must not imagine that is haram (unlawful) to drink standing. Hence, this hadith does
not contradict the hadith that the Prophet ~J~-&1~ drank standing once or twice.
PROPHET ~J"~./»1~ DRANK ZAM ZAM STANDING

(~~)

4268. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.i»~~.J said, ''I brought the Prophet ~J".,1~.1»1~ a bucket
bf zamzam water and he drank it standing."3
COMMENTARY: He drank it standing to respect the water of zamzam. Or there may have
been a crowd of people making it impossible to sit. Or, the place may have been wet with
water leaving no place to sit. Or, he merely wanted people to know that it is allowed to do so.
MUSTAHAB TO DRINK RESIDUE WATER OF ABLUTION & ZAMZAM STANDING

1

Muslim # 113-2024, Tirmidhi # 1879.
Muslim # 116. 2026.
3 Bukhari # 5617, Muslim # 120-2027.
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4269. Sayyiduna Ali ~ .&t ~J is reported to have offered the salah (prayer) of zuhr
and then sat down over an assembly to look into the problems of the people in a
spacious and elevated ground Kufah (giving order and passing judgements) till it
was time for the salah (prayer) of asr. The, water was brought to him. He drank
some of it and (to perform ablution) washed his face and hands.
The narrator added (that he wiped) 1 his head and' (washed) 'his feet.'
Then, he stood up and drank the remaining (water) while standing, saying, 11 Some
people hold that it is disliked to drink while standing but th' prophet ~J~.&~~
had done what I have done (now to emulate him)."1
COMMENTARY: The sub-narrator may not have remembered whether the preceding
narrator mentioned wiping of head and washing of feet or wiping feet. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~J
~may have washed his feet lightly. (One tradition mentions in this manner). Or, ~e was
wearing socks that allowed him to wipe his feet.
He was already standing when he drank the remaining water and this is mentioned again
for emphasis.
The Prophet ~J~.&t~ and the sahabah are known to have drunk water standing too. We
have mentioned this about the Prophet ~J~,&,~
It is reported by Jubayr ibn Mut'im ~.&t~J in Muwahib Ludayniyah that Abu Bakr (RO also
did so. Imam Maalik .&1~J has mentioned the same thing about·umar ~.&~~J, Ali ~.&~~J
· and Uthman ~.&~~J·
So, the u lama rule that the disallowance to drink water standing is of the form of nahi
tanzihi (forbidden nearer to lawful) (not unlawful, but nearer lawful). Or, it is disallowed
to make ct habit of drinking in a standing posture.
The water of zamzam and the residual water of ablution a~e exceptions. Rather, it is
mustahab (desirable) to drink them standing. This is asserted in some juristic rulings.
MUKRUH TO PUT MOUTH ON THE VESSEL
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4270. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.\1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.&1~ visited a man of
the Ansar (once, meaning Abu Haytham ~.&~~ J as stated previously) along with a
companion of his (Abu Bakr) ~ .&t ~J He offered salam and the man who was
watering his garden, gave a response. The Prophet ~J~~~ asked him, ''If you
have water left overnight in an old water skin, we would drink it, otherwise we
·'
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shall sip some from a streamlet (or a river)." He submitted, 111 do have water that has
remained overnight in an old water skin." He went to a make shift shed (for plants,
etc.) and poured some water into a jug and added some milk to it after milking a
domestic sheep. (He presented it to the Prophet.) ~J~~~~ And, the prophet li1~
~J ~ drank it. Then, he returned (with another of the same) and t!';,c man (Abu
Bakr) ~li~~ J who was wit h the Prophet~ J~~~~ drank it.t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~-J~li~~ said, "We shall drink water from a (t.l) (~ura)."
It is a pond where rain water accumulates. A streamlet is also so called. The meaning is that
they would drink directly from the reservoir without a vessel. Some people say that (t.l) is
to drink directly into the mouth as animals do without hands even.
Suyuti ~~~ J says that, according to this hadith, it is allowed to drink in this manner. But, a
hadith in Ibn Majah forbids (t.l) (drinking directly with the mouth). 2
This means that the hadith in Ibn Majah is based on nahi tanzihi (forbidden nearer to
lawful) while this hadith merely shows that in exigencies it is allowed to drink in this
manner. (Normally, it is makruh (disapproved) to drink with the mouth, licking like
animals but in times of need, it is allowed).
FORBIDDEN TO USE GOLD &SILVER UTENSILS
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4271. Sayyidah Umm Salamah """~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~J said, 11He
who drinks from silver vessels has nothing but the fire of hell bubble in his belly."
Another version in Muslim has (his words): 'He who eats and drinks from vessels
of silver and gold..' (the same thing happens to him).3
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) and the imams are unanimous that eating or
drinking in silver vessels is forbidden to all, man and woman. It is also forbidden to use
these vessels or containers, for ablution, to keep in them and apply there from scent (itr) to
keep in them a huqqah and smoke from them, and to put them to other such uses. If any
eatable or drink is preserved in a gold or silver vessel but taken out of it and put in another
vessel from which it is eaten or drunk then it is allowed. If oil or scent is taken out (from
the gold or silver container on to the left palm and thence applied with the right hand, then
that is allowed. But, it is not allowed to take it out of the gold or silver container onto either
.hand and apply it there from directly.
According to the Hidayah, it is allowed to drink from a silver vessel, provided it is silver
plated (and there is no silver) at the place on it that will touch the mouth. The same applies
to a vessel of gold or silver on which the place that will touch the mout~ is plated or gilt
·
with gold or silver to strengthen it (not to decorate it).
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Ibn Majah # 3431.
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4272. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ol$i»I~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger i»1~
~J4#

say, ''Do not wear silk and do not wear brocade. And, do not drink from gold
and silver vessels and do not drink from such (gold and silver) plates and dishes (or
bowls). (This is because) they are for them (the disbelievers) in this world but you
will have them in the hereafter."I
COMMENTARY: The prohibition to wear silk does not apply to such as forms the hem on
other kinds of clothing and does not exceed a br~adth of four fingers. It also does not apply
to such clothing in weaving which silk was used crosswise but yam lengthwise. But, if yam
forms the crosswise weaving and silk the lengthwise then such clothing is not allowed to
wear. During war, however, one is permitted to wear it. He too is allowed to don it who
has itching or is heavily infested with lice.
DISTRIBUTE FROM THE RIGHT SIDE
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4:$ All~ J said that (when he visited their home one day). A
domestic sheep was milked for Allah's Messenger ~J ~All~ and its milk was
mixed with water from a well ~at was in the home of Anas ol$.1il~ J• Then Allah's
Messenger ~J~.1il~ was presented a bowl (of it) and he drank some. On his left
was Abu Bakr 4:$ i»1 ~J and on his right a villager. Umar 4:$ i»1 ~J requested, "0
Messenger of Allah, give it to Abu Bakr 4:S-.1il~J," but he gave it to the villager who
• right. Then he said, "The one on the right. Then the ~ne .on the right
was on his
(and soon)."
According to another version (he said): "Those on the right followed by those on
the right! Know, begin with those on the right; (They have precedence)"2
COMMENTARY: While Sayyiduna Anas ol$.&1~ J narrated the hadith he did not use direct
speech to say 'the well in my house' but he said ·in the house of Anas. In Arabic grammer, it
is putting aside the explicit to let the subject be understood.
The direction was to let the person o~ the right have it followed by him who was on his
right and so till the last man, to the rig]1t. In this case the word (~~1) has a dummah on the
(6) but in some versions it has a fathah on the (b) to mean; 'I shall give to him who is on my
right. Then to the one on the right.' But, the second version with (~J4't~1) uphold the one
with a dummah on the (6).
It is mustahab (desirable) to give what is given first to one who is on the right side of the
giver if the one on the left is a senior.
This hadith is evidence of the prophet's ~J~.1il~ periect justice and his recognizing the

4273. Sayyiduna Anas

1
2

Bukhari # 5633, Muslim # 4-2067.
Bukhari # 2352, Muslim# 125-2029.
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right of the rightful.
As for the submission of Sayyiduna Umar ~..11~~;, he merely wished to remind to Prophet
~ J~..ll~~ of the presence of Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~..111~ J·
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4274. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd narrated that a drink was presented to the Pr9phet
~J"#iill~. He drank from the cup. To his right was a lad, youngest of all people
present there while the old men sat to his left. He asked the young boy (who was
Ibn Abbas) ~..111~;, "0 lad, do you permit that I give it to the Shaykhs (to my left
side)?' He said, ''l shall not give preference. to anyone (over me) in a favour from
you, 0 Messenger of Allah." So, he gave it to him alone.1
COMMENTARY:. This case was differen~ from the previous. There the man to the left of the
prophet ~J~..ll~~ was known to him and to the right was a villager. In this case, the man
to the right was the young Ibn Abbas ~..11~~; and to the left were strangers, old man of the
Quraysh who had to be won over.
In the previous case, if the villager had been asked, he might have been embarrassed and
would have thought that he was being overlooked.
The jurists, hold that it is not allowed to give preference to anyone in religious affairs and
worship. A more clear picture in this regard is that preference in what is wajib (obligatory) is
forbidden. If it is given in any thing pertaining to merits or mustahab (desirable) things then
it is mukruh to do so. We may see in more explicitly in an example. Support a man has just
enough water with which only he may perform ablution. He gives that water to another
person and himself makes tayammum (dry ablution), and offers the salah (prayer). Or, he
has just so much of garments as he may cover his body, yet he gives that to another person
and himself offer salah (prayer) in the nude. This kind of sacrifice is not allowed. It is
forbidden This was sacrifice of one's rights in the wajib (obligatory) things. An example of
the same thing in the musthab or merits is that a man stands in the first row behind the
imam for the congregational salah (prayer). But, he surrenders his privileged place to
. another and goes behind to the second row. This kind of sacrifice is makruh (disapproved).
However, in contrast, it is praiseworthy to make a sacrifice in worldly affairs.
As for some Sufis who are known to have made sacrifice in religious affairs, perhaps they
may have done that when overcome by ecstasy.
And the hadith of Abu Qatadah ~~~J is reproduced at number 5878, insha Allah Ta'alah.

1

Bukhari # 2358, Muslim# 127-2030, also in bringing of children in Islam by Sh Abdullah Nasih ul
waan, English translation Darul Isha' at Karachi p 116. The lad Ibn Abbas refused the sacrifice my
·fortune (of your left overs).
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SECTION II

EATING & DRINKING WHILE MOVING ABOUT & STANDING ALLOWED IN
ESSENCE
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4275. Sayyiduna Ibn Ulnar ~.iii,~_, said, 111n the days of Allah's Messenger, ~.iii~~
~J we ate while walking about and drank while standing."1
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that in principle it is permitted to eat while
walking and moving here and there. But, it is better to refrain from these things because it
is against etiquette. This has been stated earliest.

(LS.l.A_;UI oi.J.J) -l.~lij

4276. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb reported from his father who from his

grandfather that he said, 111 did see Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ drink both while
standing and sitting."2
COMMENTARY: Perhaps he did observe him drink while standing a couple of time. This
may have been to establish that it is allowed or may have been forced by circumstances.
Apart from that he always drank sitting.
DO NOT BREATH IN THE DRINKING CUP

(."4--lo&:'\.JJjby.l
4277. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.i»,~_, said that Allah's lYfessenger ~J~.i»1~ forbade
breathing into a vessel (cup, bowl, etc.) or blowing into it.3
COMMENTARY: Breathing or blowing in a vessel will cause repulsion to another person.
It might also create a bad odour in the drink if the drinker's mouth smells. Besides,
breathing into a drink is what animals do.·
Some authorities say that if the drink is hot, it must be put aside to cool down but not
blown into. If anything drop into it, then it must be removed with something but not one's
finger or by blowing it out.
DO NOT DRINK IN ONE GULP
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Tirmidhi # 1880 (1887), Ibn Majah # 3301, Musnad Ahmad 2-12, Darami # 2125.
1883 (1890).
3 Tirmidhi # 1888 (1895), Abu Dawud # 3228, Ibn Majah # 3428. ·
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4278. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~

said, 11 Do not drink in one gulp as the drinking of a camel, but drink in two or
three sips. Mention the name of Allah when you (begin to) drink (Saying (iill~)
bismillah) and praise him (saying (ill~') al Hamdulillah) when you remove the
vessel (after drinking)."t
COMMENTARY: It is better to drink in three sips but if anyone drinks in two, that is the
minimum.
It is state in Ahya ul Uloom that, after the first sip, .one must say (i».wJ1) (praise belongs to
Allah), after the second, (iJ~''":".J) (Lord of the worlds) and, after the third, (~)'~)') (The
Beneficent, the Merciful). After finishing drink, this supplication is suggested:
J J
J
,
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l
, "'
' ~ J ,..,
_l!.,,·.L~~I~'
,l"'r~~l31"'9~~~.,~..lJiill~l
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(Praise belongs to Allah who made it sweet palatable with His mercy and did not
make it Saltish, bitter because of our sins),
REMOVING PARTICLES FROM DRINK

J4_5 jli~ yl;iJI ~~I lf~ ~j ~dJ1 ~ &D1 ~~ ~5Ji1 J:, "'· '-}1 (.;.j (tYV~)
(<.J..>I..UI..J LS.i.AjUI oi..J.;)
4279. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~
forbade blowing into a drink. A man submitted, 11What (may I do) if I see dirt in the
vessel?" He said, 11 Pour them out" (by pouring out some of the water or any drink
from the top). He then asked (thinking that he could not pause for breath while
drinking). 111 cannot quench my thirst without breathing (in between)." He said,
"Remove the cup from your mouth and take a breath."2
NOT FROM A CHIPPED PORTION
J
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4280. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~..1a'~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~iill~
forbade drinking from a cup (or any vessel) at the plac~ that is chipped and (he also
forbade) blowing into a drink.3
COMMENTARY: This hadith does not forbid drinking from a broken vessel. But, it forbids
drinking from the point that is chipped (and putting it to the lips).
MAY DRINK FROM MOUTH OF SKIN SOMETIMES

Tirmidhi # 1885.
# 1887 (1894), Darimi # 2121.
3 Abu Dawud # 3722, Musnad Ahmad 3-80.
1

2 Tirmidhi
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4281. Sayyiduna Kabshah ~.ii~~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii~~

visited her, he drank standing from the mouth of a water skin that was suspended
(from top). She went up to it and cut off that portion (where he had drunk.).1
COMMENTARY: She cut off the portion to keep it as a relic of the Prophet ~J~.ii1~. Or,
she did it out of respect that no one else's mouth may touch that place as Sayyidah Umm
~.iii~~ J salamah had done and explained in her hadith.
PROPHET ~J4:Js..ii1~ LIKED COLD SWEETWATER
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4282. Sayyiduna zuhri ~~ ~ J reported that from Sayyiduna Urwah .1!1 ~ J that

Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~J said, 11The drink dearest to Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii~~
was a sweet cold drink."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J•#iill~ like sweet drink be it water, milk or honey. This
is like in the two other traditions that say that he liked most milk and (according to the
other) he liked most honey.
This hadith in another version has bee~ reported that by Sayyiduna Zuhri .1!1 ~J without
naming Sayyidah Ayshah ~.ii~~J and not even Sayyiduna Urwah .i»1~J· Tirmidhi (# 1896
or.1803) says about it that it is more sound.
MILK IS BEST FOOD
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4283. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.ii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii~~ said
1

'When one of you eats food, let him pray:
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~~~lj~~~~.J4J.lill
(0 Allah, bless us in it and give us food better then this).
And when he is given milk to drink, let him pray:

(0 Allah, bless us in it and give us more than this to drink)
There is nothing of food or drink that satisfies like milk. (So, he must not pray;
1
give us better to drink)3

1

Tirmidhi # 1892 (1899), Ibn Majah # 3423, Musnad Ahmad 6-434.
2 Tirmidhi # 1895 (1902)
3 Tirmidhi # 3455, Abu Dawud # 3730.
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SWEETWATER FOR THE PROPHET~_., J~~~~

~~~J:i l:a~H ~(01~ y\,:: ,l_;..L~j~rlJI ~ ~lJI ~lS ~li~l~&£j (t rAt)
(Jj!J_,~,! oi.,.J) -~LA~~~~ $J
4284. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~ J said that water was brought for the prophet ~~~~
~J from Suqya. It was the sweet~st water. Some people said that it is a spring
b~tween which and Madinah is two days' journey.I

SECTION III

(~.;I..UI oI.J.;) -_; ~ 6?-JIJ ~ Q~..* ~~~i ~j
4285. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ J~~~~ narrated that the Prophet ~ J~~~~ said, 11 He
who drinks from a vessel of gold or silver, or a vessel made of something of that,
nothing but the fire of hell will bubble in his belly."2
COMMENTARY: A vessel made of something of that includes one whose spikes or pins are
of gold or silver. Nawawi ~~o\.o.:l- J said that if they are tiny and not more than the necessary
number then they are neither forbidden nor makruh (disapproved). If they are in excess or
large then the vessels are forbidden.
The Hanafis say, however, that it is allowed to use such vessels for drinking that have nails,
spikes, pins etc, of gold or silver provided there is no gold or silver where the lips are placed.

CHAPTER- V
NAQI' & NABIDH OF DIFFERENT KINDS

The prophet used to drink naqi and nabidh. Both of these are of the kind of sweet drinks.
Naqi is made by soaking grapes or dates in water without boiling them. This turns the
water to be sweet. It becomes a palatable drink that benefits the body.
Naqi made from dates improves digestion. Naqi from grapes cools drown the body
temperature.
Nabidh is made in the same may except that the dates ·or grapes are left in water for some
time so that a little sharpness and pungency is created and there is some change in it but
not so much as to cause intoxication. However, that kind of nnbidh is intoxicates is
forbidden. That is why Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ did not drink the nabidh that had
been stored for more than three days. We shall read bout it shortly.
Naqi gives strength to the body and preserves normal health.
Nabidh is made from things other than grapes and dates too. It is stated in Nihayah that
nabidh is made from dates, grapes honey, wheat barley, etc.
The compiler of Mishkat has used the plural form of nabidh in the heading- (o~"Jt). The

1
2

Abu Dawud # 3735, Musnad Ahmad 6-100.
Bukhari # 1 (Taharah).
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word (o~l) anbadhah is the plural of nabidh (.Y). This is done to indicate its many kinds
and forms.
SECTION I

THE BOWL OF ANAS ~..1!1~J

0-l-o o I.J.J >-~ IJ iWIJ
4286. Sayyiduna Anas ~.i»>~J said, "Indeed, I have served Allah's Messenger ~..1!1~
~J in this, my cup all kinds of drink: honey, nabidh, water and milk."1
COMMENTARY: Nasr .i»> ~ J the son of Anas ~ . 1!1 ~ J had bought the cup from his
inheritance at eight hundred thousand dirhams. Bukhari ..1!1~J later saw it in Busrah and it
was his great good fortune that he was honoured to drink water in this cup.
NABIDH FOR THE PROPHET ~J~.i»>~
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4287. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ . 1!1 ~J said, 'We used to prepare nabidh for Allah's
Messenger ~J~.i»1~ in a water skin that was fastened at the top and had a mouth
(lower down). We would put dates (or such ingredients) in the morning into it) and
he.drank in the evening. Then we would put dates (etc.) in the night and he drank
in the morning."2
·
COMMENTARY: The water skin had an opening on its top that was fastened and a mouth
at the bottom.
The narrative that say that dates were soaked for a day and a night- or even three days
and there nights - concerned the days of winter.
·

0-l-o o I.J.; >-·: .tai ~;AI
4288. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ . 1!1 ~J said that the n~bidh that was prepared for
Allah's Messenger ~J~)»,~ in the beginning of the night (by soaking dates), he
would drink from it in the morning and the night following, the next day and the
next hlght, and again the next (meaning third) day up to asr. If there still remained
something, he ·gave it to the servant to drink or had it poured out.3
COMMENTARY: On the third day, the preparation became somewhat strong, so the
prophet ~J~)»,~ did not drink it himself. If it turned into an intoxicant then he had it
1

Muslim# 89.2008.
Muslim # 85-2005.
3 Muslim # 79-2004.
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thrown out and did not allow a·nyone to drink it.
Mazhar said that the master may eat from the top and give the remaining food to the
servant or slave.
J
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4289. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.ii!'~J said that nabidh was prepared for Allah's Messenger
~ J~.ii!~~ in a water skin, but when they did not find a water skin, they prepared it
for him in a stone vessel.t
VESSELS THAT MAY NOT BE USED FOR NABIDH
., ,
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0J.-A o\.J.;) -~$)'\ ~:-9-,1 ~ ·l:i:!......UI..JAij
4290. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4~.1!~~J said, "Allah's Messenger ~J4:l~.ii!'~ forbade the use
of pumpkins (as containers), vessels smeared with pitch and hollow stumps (to prepare
1_1abidh) but gave instructions that nabidh should be prepared in water-skins.2
COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J~.ii!~~ had forbidden preparation of nabidh in these
containers in early Islam. The reason was the assumption that they would hasten the
quality of intoxication of nabidh without anyone knowing it. When the people were well
aware of the prohibition of intoxication, it was allowed to use these vessels as the next
hadith (# 4291) tells us. We have also seen this in detail in the Book of faith.
PREVIOUS COMMAND WITHDRAWN

ts ~ , ,
l. .. ,:f
' ,.. r o! ~
GJ.-Aoli.J.J)-\..r~ IJ$~ ~ -.,.!.)I~J~-31.J"'

4291. Sayyiduna Buraydah 4:$.1ii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~.1!'.)-P said,
"I had forbidden you (to prepare nabidh in) certain vessels. (you had presumed that
permissibility or disallowance depends on vessels and containers but it is not so.)
No vessel makes anything lawful or unlawful, but every intoxicant ~s unlawful." (It
does not matter in what container it is kept.)
According to another version: (He said,) 'I had forbidden you (to prepare and drink
nabidh from) certain vessels but not drinks from water skins. But now you may
drink from water skins. But now you may drink from any kind of vessel, yet do not
drink any intoxicant."3

Muslim# 62-1999.
Muslim # 46. 1997.
3 Muslim # 65-977.
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SECTION II

EVERY INTOXICANT BY WHICHEVER NAME IS FORBIDDEN

(~l.a~I.J .)JIJY.I oi.,J) -~!f-!t (jJ ~ "1~1
4292. Sayyiduna Abu Maalik Ash'ari ~ ~~ ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J4#iil1~ say, 11Surely, (a time will come when) some people of my
ummah will drink wine but call it by a name other than its name (wine)."1
COMMENTARY: People with a perverse mind will use different interpretations and take
cover behind names. For instance, nabidh is permitted or sweet water prepared with honey
is permitted but they will tum them into an intoxicant and convince themselves that they
are not forbidden because grapes and dates are not used to prepare them. But, they deceive
themselves and will be punished for consuming wine.
There will be those too who will drink wine but give it a different name. they will try to
fool people, for the real thing is not the name but that which is named. 2

-411 ...........• twl~!~-...u!
{These are nothing but name which you have devised ... for which Allah has sent
down no authority. They follow nothing but conjecture and what their own souls
desire! .... } (53: 23)
.t!~,

~~~r.J"'

~···············~.,..~'?'1
(Dispute you with me over names which you have advised - you and you fathers without authority from Allah} (7: 71)
There are other examples too, some of a lighter nature in 12: 40, 13: 33, 17: 73 (for
example).
~l\iltj.;atli

SECTION III
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4293. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa ~iii'~J sa~d that Allah's Messenger~~~
11
~ J"'~ forbade nabidh prepared in green jars. He asked, May we drink it from the
white jars?" He said, 11 No!"3
COMMENTARY: The green jars were mentioned only· by a coincidence. Actually, this
colour jar was more commonly used for nabidh. So, colour was immaterial. The command
·
·
was to abstain froin nabidh made in any jar.·
However, as we have seen previously, this command is abrogated.

Abu Dawud # 3688, Ibn Majah # 4020, Musnad Ahmad # 5-342.
It is worth citing the verse 23 of surah An Najm and 71 of Al-Araf about deceiving oneself with name.
3 Bukhari # 5596, Musnad Ahmad 4-353.
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CHAPTER- VI
COVERING VESSELS AND OTHER THINGS
The hadith narrated in this chapter are about things to be done before going to sleep in the
night, like covering vessels, shutting doors, extinguishing lights, and such other things.
JJi•~
. SECfiON I
THINGS TO DO WHEN IT IS MIGHT FALL
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4294. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ 1»1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ 1»1 ~ said,
1
'When darkness of the night spreads - or when it is evening - keep your children
indoors bt~ause the devil (or jinn) is all around when a little (or an hour) of the
night passes, leave them alone (to themselves), mention the name of Allah
(bismillah) and shut the doors, because the devil will not open any door that is shut
(after mentioning the name of Allah). And, mention the name of Allah and fasten
your water skins. And, mention the name of Allah and cover up your vessels, even
putting something on them (crosswise if there is nothing to cover the full opening,
even a piece of stick). And extinguish your lamps."1
4295. He said, 11 Cover up the vessels, fasten the water skins, shut the doors and
detain your children in the evening because the jinns are all around and (may) take

1

Bukhari # 3280, Muslim# 97.2012.
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them away, and extinguish the lamp because a mouse often (or sometimes) drags a
wick and bums the people of the house."1
4296. He said, 11Cover up the vessel, fasten the water skin, shut the doors and
extinguish the lamp, because the devil does not unfasten a water skin, open a door
or uncover a vessel (if the name of Allah is mentioned). If any of you cannot find
but a piece of stick, he may put it across over his vessel, mentioning the name of
Allah, (and he may extinguish the lamp) for a mouse may set a house on fire (by,
dragging a wick) over its people."2
4297. He said, 11 Do not send your animals and children out when the sun sets till the
intense darkness of the night has passed, because the devil is sent out when the sun
sets till the intense darkness of the night has .passed."3
4298. He said, "cover up the vessel, and fasten the water skin, becC}Use there is a
night in the year when pestilence comes down. It does not go by an uncovered
vessel or an unfastened water skin without some of that pestilence entering it." 4
COMMENTARY: In the fist versio'fi; these things may be done with the onset of night, or, in
the evening, the children may be detained indoors and the other things as night begins.
These versions may differ in wording but they can be easily reconciled by interpretation. ·
As for devils picking up children, this is a fact and is bome out by experience; though there
are rare cases of it. They also cause the children to lose their senses.
The jinns and the devils are alike. The rebellious jinns are devilish.
The word (~) (fahmah) translated as intense darkness (Arabic English dictionary,
wortabet) is the initial part between maghrib and isha. From isha to morning is (~)
(as' asah). See the Quran (surah at-takwir, 81: 17).
These commands are not wajib (obligatory) to observe. They are a guidance and, at most mustahab
(desirable) to follow.
Nawawi ~~ ~ J said that these are a set of manners and etiquette. The best teaching is to
mention Allah's name at every action. This is a protection from every trial and mischief. It
is a very easy way to get safety and protection.
CARRY A VESSEL WITH COVER ON IT IF FOOD IS INSIDE
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4299. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.a,,~J narrated that Abu Humayd 4ot.ib'~J one of the ansar,

came from Naqi with a vessel containing milk for the Prophet 1"1""J ~.a,,~· The
Prophet ~""J4#.a,,~ asked him, 1 why did you not cover it up, even with a piece of
wood across its top?"S

Bukhari # 3316.
Muslim # 96. 2012.
3 Muslim # 98. 2013.
4 Muslim# 99. 2014.
5 Bukhari # 5~05, Muslim # 95-2011.
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EXTINGUISH FIRE BEFORE SLEEPING
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4300. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..lil~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, 11When

you prepare to sleep, do not leave a fire burning in your houses.I
COMMENTARY: The fire that must be put off is the one that is likely to spread and burn the
house. But, the fire in a Lenten that is suspended and not likely to break out may not be
extinguished. So, the command does not apply to such things as are not likely to spread fire.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi .i»1 ~J said that even a stove and a fire place may be left
burning if they are safe.
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4301. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ .i»1 ~J narrated that a house in Madinah caught fire

during the night and tumbled over its dwellers. The Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ was
informed of it and he· said, 11This fire is nothing but an enemy to you So when you
prepare to sleep, extinguish it (and preserve yourselves from its rage)"2
~littj.4tli

. SECTION II

ON HEARING DOGS BARK & DONKEYS BRAY
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4302. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger say, "When

you hear the barking of dogs and the braying of the donkeys at night, seek refuge
in Allah from the accursed devil because they see what you do not see (meaning,
the devil and his offspring). And reduce your coming out (of Your house) when
people outside are scarce because Allah who is Mighty and Glorious, scatters about
at night such of His creatures as He wills (like the jinns, devils and harmful
animals). And, shut the doors and mention the name of Allah while doing it), for,
the devil will not open a door that has been shut while the name of Allah is
mentioned. And, cover up the vessels (that contain food or drink). Invert (those)
1
2

Bukhari # 1293, Muslim# 100. 2015.
Bukhari # 2694, Muslim# 101-2016.
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vessels (that contain nothing). And fasten the mouths of water-skins."1
EXTINGUISH LAMPS AT NIGHT LEST A MOUSE MAKE MISCHIEF
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4303. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:$- ~~ ..sJ'J narrated that a mouse dragged a wick and
dropped it in front of Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~~ ~ on the mat on which he was
sitting so it burned it through the like the size of a dirham. (on seeing that) he said,.
"when you are about to sleep, put off your lanterns, .because the devil leads one like
this to this thing and it put~ you on fire."2
COMMENTARY: There is no third section in this chapter but it is not declared by the
compiler of the mishkat. The reason for not declaring it is as we did explain earlier in the
chapter III heading before the chapter 'on drinks'.

1

Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) 11-392, Abu Dawud # 5703, Musnad Ahmad 3-306.
Dawud # 3060.
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BOOK-XXI

"CLOTHING"
The word ('-"'\,!) (libas) is a verbal noun but is used in the sense of (Mulbus) ('-"'.r.L-) (that
which is worn). It is like ("':"\:S) (kitab - book) which is a verbal noun, yet used in the sense
of (muktub) (~P:,.) (that which is written).
The post and present tense of libas are on the form of the chapter (~~)
Its verbal noun is also lubisa and labasa, on the pattern (~~-~,rA!).
Jj~tj.iaAii

SECTION I

PROPHET'S ~J~.ii~~~ CHOICE CLOTHING

(~~)-S.UII&--:11-...!.-Jt~J~ilil~~ljl~l;ill~T~~J~u;JI~<tr··t)
4304. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ..1!1 ~J said that the clothing the Prophet ~J ~ ..1!1 ~ liked
most to wear was hibrah (a yemini cloak with red stripes).t
COMMENTARY: Hibrah was one of the best cloaks made in yemen in those times. It has
stripes mostly red or green. It was made of pure cotton.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet ~J~ii1~ liked it because it was green coloured -./"-·
and green clothing will be worn by the people of paradise. Tabarani has written in Awsat.
Nusay and Ibn Nusay and Abu .Nu' aym in Muhib (the tradition):

-B~I~!~Ijl~I~T~~Al!
(The colour dearest to him was green).
Some authorities said that the Prophet ~J~iil~ liked it because it had red stripes. Red
rejects dirt.
NARROW SLEEVED CLOAK
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4305. Sayyiduna Mughirah ibn Shu'bah ~.as~~J said that the Prophet ~J~.iil1~
wore a Byzantine cloak that h-ttd narrow sleeves.2
COMMENTARY: During a journey, the Prophet ~J~.iil1~ was wearing this cloak. When
he had to perform ablution he could not roll his sleeves higher, so he bought his arms from
under the sleeves to wash them. It is mustahab (desirable) to have narrow sleeves during a
journey but the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~..1!1~J wore wide, flowing sleeves at
home when not travelling. However, Ibn Hajar .iil1~ J said that it is a bid' ah (innovation) to
1

Bukhari # 5813, Muslim# 32-2079.
# 363, Muslim # 77. 274.

2 Bukhari
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wear wide sleeves and he interprets the sleeves of the sahabah being broad in a different
way. His sharh may be consulted for that. However, we might say that if the sleeves are
extraordinarily broad then they may be said to be a condemned bid' ah (innovation)
(innovation) but the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) l"~..lii~J wore sleeves wide within
limits. It is stated in Muntaqa that it is mustahab (desirable) to have the sleeves one span
wide.
CLOTHES IN WHICH THE PROPHET ~y.~..ll~~ DIED

4306. Sayyiduna Abu Burdah ~..11~~J said that Sayyidah Ayshah ~..11~~ J brought out

to them a patched cloak and a coarse lower garment and said "when the soul of
Allah's Messenger~ J~i'J~~ was taken away, he was wearing these (garments}. 1
COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J~..ll~~ had prayed to Allah for himself:
l!l~
-

I'

I
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I "l!i~
,., , ~~~
- , ~ (.i~

~ ~ .J

(0 Allah, cause me to live like a needy, poor and cause me to die a needy, poor).
He died accordingly. It is commendable to be unconcerned of worldly things. So, the
ummah is expected to emulate the Prophet~J~~~.
PROPHET'S ~J~.1tl~ BEDDING

(~~)
f

llp . li1 ~J narrated that the bedding on which Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~~ slept was made of leather stuffed with palm fibre (instead of
cotton wool).2
COMMENTARY: Shama'il Tirmidhi has transmitted from Sayyidah Hafsah ~..11~~ J that the
prophet's ~J~is.l~ bedding was of sackcloth. So, he may have used both kinds of bedding.

4307. Sayyidah Ayshah

PROPHET'S ~J~jj,~ PILLOW

-~~J :. , ..-,sl ~ ~~ es.J.J1 ~J ;;JJ, ili1 ~ ;iJ1 JJ-!5 5t..:=,~ .....:..;~ ~ li ~J (l ~.A)
0J.-o oi.J.;)
4308. Sayyidah Ayshah llp~~~J said that the pillow on which Allah's Messenger ~
~J~~1leaned was

of leather in which coir of the palm tree was stuffed.3
COMMENTARY: It is mustahab (desirable) to have a bed and a pillow without being
extravagant. The Prophet ~J"'~~~~ said that one ~ust not turn down a gift of a pillow
and of a scent.
1

Bukhari # 3185, Muslim # 34-2080.
Bukhari # 6456, Muslim # 38-2082.
3 Hadith # (312)-2
2
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We learn from these ahadith that the Prophet ~J"·~i»'~ lived a humble life. He was not
concerned with worldly comfort and he had adopted a simple and unpretentious attitude
to the affairs and things of the world he wore coarse and patched garments and wore
whichever dress was available to him. He never was choosy about it, yet sometimes when
he was presented nice clothing, he did put it on to make it clear that it is permitted only to
remove it after a while and give it to someone else.
Thus it is contradictory to sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to bind oneself to wear only good
clothing and be particular about it, though it is permitted. Nevertheless, if one can effort to
wear good clothing but shows stinginess and keeps to tom, untidy garments, or pretends to
be an ascetic then it means nothing. It is ostentatious. Rather, it is known of some pious,
austere and self discipline people that they concealed their righteousness and high spiritual
standing by donning elegant clothing, Some did it to make known the blessings of All_ah on
them.
In short, if Allah has made any one. affluent and comfortable, then there is no harm if he
wears elegant garments. But, he should not be wasteful and extravagant and arrogant. The
desired course is to observe moderation in all affairs. 1
PROPHET'S VISIT TO ABU BAKR'S ~..1n~; HOUSE

(LS,_;l>..:Jioi.J.J)-'':a:::&~~j~
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4309. Sayyidah Ayshah n.-~l»~~; said, '~ile we were seated in our home at noon on
a very hot day (before hijrah, in Makkah), someone said to Abu Bakr, ~..1n~; 1 This
is Allah's Messenger ~ 1 4#..111~ coming (here) shading his head (with the edge of
his cloak)."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J·~i»'~ may have intended to cover his head from the
heat or to cover his face from enemies of Islam so as not to be recongnised by them.
This hadith is part of a lengthy hadith in which the hijrah is detailed. After the pledge of
Aqabah, the Prophet ~...1 ·~ i»1 ~ awaited Divine command to set on the emigration to
Madinah. Abu Bakr c~l»'~; had requested him to let him accompany him on the journey.
So, when the command was received to emigrate, the Prophet ~ J~lil1~ came to his house
at noon in the heat and told him that he had been commanded to depart from Makkah and
·to take Abu Bakr ~i»'~; along.
Then, in the night, the Prophet ~ 1 ~1»'.}-P went with him from his house from the window
that opened towards the low land of Makkah facing the Mount Thawr. They hid
themselves in the cave Thawr.
KEEP ONLY THREE BEDDINGS
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Shama'il Tirmidhi has transmitted thirteen ahadith on the humbles of the Prophet ~J~~~ in the
chapter on it (# 313, etc).
2 Bukhari # 5807.
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4310. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J "-# ll1 ~ said to

him, "let there be a bedding for a man, a bedding for his wife and the third for the
guest. The fourth (if there is) will be for the devil."1
COMMENTARY: When there is no one in the house besides husband and wife and they are
well-off, they must keep three beddings. It is sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) for them to
sleep on one bed, but the second is in case she is unwell and prefers to sleep alone. The
third bedding should be for a guest if he stays overnight. Any extra bedding will be
extravagance and so is said to be for the devil. It will be c";tentations and so blame worthy.
Everything blameworthy is from the devil. However, if the man is generous and large
hearted and many guests visit him, then excess of such things is not blameworthy.
DRAGGING LOWER GARMENT
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4311. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~

said, 1'0n the day of resurrection, Allah will not look dt one who drags his lower
garment (below his ankJes) out of pride and arrogance."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone trials his lower garment but is not arrogant, then it is not
forbidden. However, it is makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer to lawful) to do so. If he has
an excuse for that like feeling cold or being ill, then it is not makruh (disapproved).
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4312. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.11~~ J narrated that the Prophet~J"-#~~~ said. "On the

day of resurrection, Allah will not look (with a merciful sight) at one who drags his
garments (on the ground) arrogantly."3
COMMENTARY: It is general statement for any kind of garment whatsoever that one trials.
It may eyen be a head scarf.
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4313. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~.il~ said, 11A
man was trailing his lower garment (proudly on the earth). So, he was swallowed by

the earth and will continued to be swallowed it till the day of resurrection."4
COMMENTARY: Perhaps this person who is mentioned may have been a member of this
very ummah. The Prophet ,..t...J"-#~~ may have foretold about him. Or, the person may
have been of one of the past ummah. Some people say that it is about Quran (Korah), but it
does not seem plausible.
Muslim# 41-2080.
Bukhari # 5788, Muslim # 48-2087.
Bukhari # 5784, Muslim # 44-2085.
4 Bukhari # 3485.
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DISALLOWED TO USE EXCESS CLOTH
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4314. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ..~..ll'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..,J":l~lii,~.P said,
"The portion of the lower garment that extends below the ankles will be in hell."t
COMMENTARY: All the foot be' ow the ankle on which the lower garment flows will go to
hell Some people interp.::-et it to mean that this is a blame worthy deed and will lead to hell.
Most of these ahadith mention trailing the izar (trousers, pyjamas, and the like), and they
would a severe warning to these people. So much that when the Prophet ~..,J~l»>~ saw a
man offer salah (prayer) while his izar was dragging below his ankles, he instructed him to
makt:~ a fresh ablution and offer salah (prayer) all over again.
According to a tradition, all (Muslims) are forgiving on the night of 151h Sha'ban, but not
one who is dis,'1bedient to parents, consumes wine, trials the izar. The truth, however, is
that these warnings apply not merely to one who drags the izar but to these who trial any
kind of garment. lt means every excess cloth on the body more than necessary, and outside
the limits of sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice). In fact, we have seen a hadith earlier the
mentions garments in general, not merely izar. Also, we shall see another hadith of Ibn
Umar ~.11~~J that mentions other apparel besides izar in Section II.
The best course is to keep the izar, or any kind of lower garment, down to half the shin. The
Prophet's ~J"#lil'~ lungi (waist wrapper reached half his shin. However, one is allowed
to keep the izar, waist-wrapper or any g=.rment down up to the ankles not more. The same
~ommand applies to the hens of shirt, aba, shirwani, coat, ate.
The length of the sleeves of the shirts, etc. should be up to the closed ,first. The trail of the
turban should not exceed half of one's back. If it exceeds that will be bid'ah (innovation)
_
and will r .";) counted among the forbidden.
Thus, what some people do by using more than necessary cloth is against sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice). They have very long sleeves, very broad shoulders shirt with very
broad sides, lower garments having many metrss of cloth at waist large turbans. If that is
done out of arrogance then it is forbidden. If that is done to imitate other people ~en it is
·
makruh (disapproved).
Woman too are forbidden to have excess length and breadth of garments. But, they are
allowed to keep more kn~th and breadth by one or two spans relative to men. Infect. So
much is mustahab (desirable) as is necessary to observe the veil. We shall see it in the
hadith of Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~l»'~J (# 4334)
DISALLOWED M!- :~NERS OF DRES .. lNG
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4315. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.iis'~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i;s,~ forbade that a
man should ::!at with hi:= left hand, or walk with on (font in a) sandal, or wrap
1

Bukhari # 5787.
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himself in a single garment thoroughly (with both hands enclosed), or sit with a
single garment wrapped on him with his hands round his knees (that are erect),
disclosing his private parts.1
COMMENTARY: It is nahi tanzihi (forbidden nearer to lawful) to eat with the left hand, but
some people say nahi tahrimi.
To walk with one sandal only is a bad thing and below one's dignity. If the sandal has high
heels, one may storable and fall. Hence, it is disallowed.
It is disallowed to wrap a single piece of cloth around oneself because that makes one
immobile. One cannot even use one's hands Ibn Hammam ~~ ~ J said that his thing is
makruh (disapproved) in salah (prayer) because that leaves no way for hands to move, but.
Imam Muhammad lilt~ J said that it is makruh (disapproved) only when he has not worn
an izar or a waist-wrapper. Others say however, that it is makruh (disapproved) all the
same. Imam Nawawi lilt~ J has described this kind of wrapping oneself in a single garment
(~~ J~t) as not having any other garment on oneself, and picking up the edge of this
wrapped garment on one's shoulder. This thing is forbidden because it uncovers some
portion of one's satr (that must be covered in all cases). So, in short if satr will be uncovered
by using thing attire, then it is forbidden. But it is merely a possibility that satr will be
uncovered then it is makruh (disapproved).
Sitting with knees raised and buttocks on the ground and hands round the knees is
disallowed in certain cases. It is disallowed when only a single garment is used to cover
oneself (and there is no other clothing on the body). It might uncover one's private parts. If
any other clothing is worn then such kind of sitting is allowed. In fact, it is then mustahab
(desirable) to sit in this manner apart from salah (prayer). It is said that the Prophet 4:-\~lil~~
1"1.,.,J used to sit in this manner apposite the Ka'bah. If the cloth covering is large enough not to
uncover the ~ody then it is allowed to sit in this manner even with only one sheet of cloth
round oneself.
MAN WEARING SILK
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4316 to 4319. (Sayyiduna) Umar ~~~~ J, Anas ~..111~ J, Ibn Zubayr ~~~~ J and Abu
Umamah ~:.~~J narrated that the Prophet~~~~~~ said, 11 He who wears silk in
this world will not wear it in the next world." 2
COMMENTARY: This applies to one who says that silk is lawful to ll}en. Or, it might be by
way of a warning. Or, this man will be prevented from entering paradise for some time
because the dress of paradise includes silk. Suyuti ..l!t~ J said that the u lama interpret this
hadith to mean that if a man wear silk in this world then he will not enter paradise with
those people who will be eligible to enter it in the beginning and go to it. This is supported
by the hadith of Sayyidah Juwayriyah ~..1!1~ J in Musnad Ahmad:

Muslim # 30. 2099.
Bukhari # 5832, 5833, 5834, Muslim# 21-2073, 11-2069, 22-2074, Ibn Majah # 3588 (Anas)
Musnad Ahmad 4-5 (Ibn Zahayr).
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(He who wears silk in this world, Allah will make him wear a garment of fire on the
day of resurrection.)
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4320. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..l!t~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lilt~ said,
11
He alone wears silk in this world who has no portion in the hereafter."t
COMMENTARY: This is an indication that he who wears silk in this world will not enter
paradise because the Quran says that the dress of the dwellers of paradise will be silk. This
means that the infidels will not enter paradise and the Muslim who wear silk in this world
will enter paradise only when all sinners are admitted to it after their punishment is
awarded to them, the chastisement of the fire of hell.
MEN DISALL.OWED GOLD & SILVER VESSELS & SILK GARMENTS

o

~iliJ ~ 4il ~r y.;.!l ~~ ~J ~ ili1 j..D ;iJ, JJ!J u~ jli ~k 6&-J <trr' >
4321. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~ill'~; said, 11Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»,~ forbade us
to drink from a vessel of silver or gold and to eat there from, and to wear silk and
brocade and to sit on them."
COMMENTARY: According to Fatawa Qadi Khan, even children are forbidden from
we~ring silk. One who gives them to wear commits sin. Imam Abu Hanifah lilt~; said that
there is no harm in using silk in beddings and sleeping on them. The same applies to
pillow covers and curtains. But, Imam Abu Yusuf lilt~; and Imam Muhammad l»t~; said
that these things are n1akruh (disapproved). So, taqwa (piety)demands that we must
abstain from these tliings. One must keep away from what is doubtful too. A hadith says:
,

~ 1~~..f- 'iLA J!· ~ 1~~.f. LA ~s

(Abstain from what causes you doubt but do what is not doubtful to your mind).
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4322. Sayyiduna Ali w...l!t~; narrated, 11 A hullah (striped pair of clothing) of silk
was presented to Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ lilt~- He sent it to me. I wore the
hullah, but perceived displeasure on his face. He said, 11 did not send it to you
that you might wear it but that you might cut the hullah into veils and give them

1

Bukhari # 5835, Muslim# 7-2068.
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to women." (veils or scarf's.)l
COMMENTARY: The pair of clothing was forbidden to wear if it was made of silk. Or, it

was proper to keep away from if it was part silk, us a righteous person should have done.
But, Sayyiduna ~li ~.1!1~; thought that it was sent to him to wear.
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4323. Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~; said that the Prophet ~ J4,lt..ii!IJ..P forbade wearing silk

except 'so much. Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~~ indicated that by raising his middle
and forefinger and putting them together. (Thereby, he meant that only that much
of silk was permitted to wear.)2
4324. According to a version: He (Umar) ~ .1!1 .,TP; delivered a sermon in Jabiyah
during which he said that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .1!1 ~ forbade wearing silk
garments except to the extent of two, three of four fingers.3
COMMENTARY: The maximum that men may wear of silk is as in the second version.
TIYALSIYAH MANTLE OF BROCADE OF THE PROPHET ~J~.iil~~
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4325. Sayyidah Asma bint Abu Bakr ~lit~~; brought out a tayalisah4 Royal robe. Its
collar had a piece of brocade stitched to it in the front and back. She said, 11This is
the robe of Allah's Messenger ~J4,lt..iil1~ that Ayshah t~.bl~; had. When she died, I
inherited it. The Prophet ~J4,lt..iilt~ wore it (sometimes). We wash it for the sick
(and give the water to them to drink) and seek cure by means of it.''S
COMMENTARY: Taylisan is the plural of tiyalisah. It is an Arabicised form of talisan (t.b)
with (t ..:,). It is a particular kind of robe of black colour made of wool. In ancient times, the
Jews wore it. The Persian monarchs more this robe too. This is why the Arabic word
kisrawaniyah (from kisra) or royal is used.
Generally, these robes had a slit in the front and the back at the level of the caller. Brocade
was affixed on these two sides.
Sayyidah Asma ~.i»l~; showed that she possessed this blessed robe. She also intended that
people might know that it was permitted to wear this kind of robe with brocade.
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Bukhari # 2614, Muslim# 107-2071.
Bukhari # 5829, Muslim# 12-2069.
3 Muslim # 15-2069.
4 Taylisan is a long coat worn by learned men. The plural is tiyalisah.
5 Muslim # 10-2069.
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This hadith tells us that the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ j..P wore a robe with brocade on it. But, we
shall see the tradition of Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn 1.:$ ~~ ~J (# 4354) in which the
Prophet ~J~~'j..P has said that he did not wear a silk shirt. Perhaps the robe in hadith
may have had brocade less than four fingers on it and he shirt of which he said may have
had more of it. Besides, a robe is not as impressive as a shirt. The hadith of Imran ~.:S~I~J
may have been based on taqwa (piety)and of Sayyidah Asma 4~ ~~ ~ J may have been
motivated to show permissibility.
As for the robe being used to seek cure, perhaps the water on washing it was given to the
patient to drink. Or, ell' robe itself was placed on the patient's head and eyes. Or, the robe has
touched by the hands and they were then kissed. Cure was sought from blessings thereof.
SILK MAY BE WORN IF THERE IS A REASON FOR IT
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said that Allah's Messenger ~...,J 4# ~~ ~ permitted
Zubayr and Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~~~~J to wear silk because they had an itch
(from the lice that had infected them).t
According to another version: He said that they complained of lice and the Prophet
~J~~~j..P permitted them to wear silk.2
COMMENTARY: It is stated in Mujiz (?-".,.-) that if one wears silk, the lice disappear.
4326. Sayyiduna Anas

1.:$

~' ~ J

DO NOT WEAR CLOTHES DYED WITH SAFFRON

_.
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-~J~illl
4327. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas ~~~~ J said, 11 Allah's Messenger 4~~~j..P
~ J saw me donned in a pair of clothing dyed with saffron. He said, 'These are
garments of the infidels. Do not wear them."
According to a version: 11 I asked, 'May I wash them?" He said, 'No burn them."3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~...,J4:1'-~'~ saying 'Burn them' was an overstatement to mean
'Give them away to some woman; for woman are allowed to wear clothes dyed with saffron.
According to a version, he did bum them. When on the next day, he told the prophet ..bl~
~""J•~ about it, he asked, "Why did you not give them to your woman? It is proper for
them to wear these garments."
Anyway, he did not really mean that he should bum the garments.

Bukhari # 5839, Muslim# 5-2076, Tirmidhi # 1722.
Muslim.
3 Muslim# 27.2077.
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As for men wearing clothes dyed with saffron, some ulama (Scholars) say that it is
altogether forbidden to men. Some say that it is permitted to them. Some say that if the
cloth was dyed with saffron after weaving, then it is forbidden to men to wear it, but if
cotton is dyed before being woven, then it is allowed to wear. Some say that it is odour (of
Saffron) has disappeared then it is permitted wearing, otherwise it is forbidden. Others
contend that it is makruh (disapproved) to wear clothing dyed with saffron in public but
proper to wear at home.
The agreed opinion of the Hanafis is that is makruh (disapproved) tahrimi to wear clothing
dyed with Saffron, and makruh (disapproved) to offer salah (prayer) with it. Opinions
differ on other red colours. Shaykh Qasim Hanafi 1»1~ J, a noted latter day Hanafi scholar of
Egypt and teacher of Qastalani issued of fatwa (edict) that prohibition is based truly on
colour. So every kind of red colour is haraam (forbidden) and makruh (disapproved)
(disliked) to men.
We shall narrate the hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~-'(The Prophet ~J~l»~~ went out
one morning ... ") at# 6136.
SECTION II
SHIRT AS PREFERRED CLOTHING
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4328. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~..11~~J said "The clothing Allah's Messenger ~~~~
~J

liked mostwas a shirt."t

COMMENTARY: There are reasons why a shirt is preferred, but the main is that since the

Prophet ~J ~ .1il ~ like''d it, there must have been some exclusive reason for it as in
everything" that is mustahab (desirable).
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4329. Sayyidah As rna hint Yazid ~ .1!1 ~ J said, "The sleeves of the shirt of Allah's
Messenger~ J~~~~

were up to the wrists."2
COMMENTARY: Some traditions say that his sleeves come to the tips of his fingers. l)ley
say about his shi~t that it was higher than his ankles.
BEGIN TO WEAR FROM THE RIGHT SIDE
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4330. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u&-~'~-' said, 11 When Allah's Messenger ~""'J•#~~~

wore a shirt, he began to wear from the right side."3
COMMENTARY: The hadith uses the plural form of 'right side.' This covers the sleeves
1

Tirmidhi # 1762, Abu Dawud # 5316.
# 1765, Abu Dawud # 4025.
3 Tirmidhi # 1766.
2 Tirmidhi
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and the most of the shirt.
LOWER GARMENT SHOULD BETTER BE UPTO HALF SHIN, NO MORE
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4331. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ ~ ..r'; narrated that he heard Allah's

Messenger ~....y.#-~'~ say, ''The believers lower garment should be halfway down
his legs (up to half shins). There is no sin if it extends to halfway between that and
the ankles But, what portion goes lower than that (meaning, ankles) will be in hell."
He said that three times. (And, he added:) "On the day of resurrection, Allah will
not look at him (with a merciful look) who drags his lower garment arrogantly."t
DISALLOWED TO TRIAL ANY GARMENT
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4332. Sayyiduna Saalim ~~~; reported that on the authority of his father (Abdullah
ibn Umar) ~~'..r'; that the Prophet ~J~.11~~ said, '' Al-Isbaal is in the izar, shirt
and turban. He who trials any of these (garments), arrogantly, Allah will not look at
him (mercifully) on the day of resurrection."2
COMMENTARY: Isbal (isbaal) is to let a garment hand down tnore than the limit permitted
by Shari' ah (divine law) or disliked by it. Apart from a lower garment, it can be done witha shirt turban and being extravagant with any cloth. We have elaborated on it against the
hadith of Abu Hurayrah 4.:&-~'..r'; (# 4311).
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4333. Sayyiduna Abu Kabshah 4.:&- ~~ ..r'; said that the caps of the sahabah

(companions) 4.:&-~'..r'; of Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ used to be attached to their
heads (as though fixed on them).3
COMMENTARY: The word (rWJ (£<imam) is the plural of (w) (Kumah). It is a round cap
(or hat).
The word (~) (buth) is the plural of(~) (butha) which means a 'level pebbled land.'
Thus, their caps were round and wide, level with the head, not raised upward, high and
long, like the current Turk and Iranian caps.
1

Abu Dawud # 4093, Ibn Majah # 3573.
Abu Dawud # 4085, Nasa'i # 5334, Ibn Majah # 3526.
3 Tirmidhi # 1782.
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However, some scholars say that kimam is not the plural of kumah but of (kum) (~ which
means 'a sleeve.' This would imply that the sahabah wore broad sleeves, about one span
wide, in their shirts.
WOMAN MAY USED MORE CLOTH
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4334. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~~~~ J said that when Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~

mentioned the izar (or the lower garment), she asked, "And what about a woman, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said, "She may extend it down a span." She submitted,
11
Then, too, that would be uncovered." He said, 11She might let it down a cubit
(according to Shari'ah (divine law) standard), but not more (then that)."1
4335. (According to another version) Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that she
submitted, 11Then their feet would be uncovered." He said, 11Let them then extend it
one cubit, but not more."2
THESEALOFPROPHETHOOD

(Jjb~loi.J..>)-~lil~i~ ,:,;·:. :?-J~~·! \tsti.JIJ)'IJi~
4336. S.yyiduna Mu'awiyah ibn Qurrah ~~~J reported about his father that he said,

1 came to the Prophet ~J~~~ with a group of people of Muzaynah. They swore
allegiance to him. He had his buttons (ofthe shirt) open I put my hand inside his
shirt and touched the seal (of Prophethood)."3
COMMENTARY: The collar of the Prophet's shirt was on his chest. Suyuti .ib1~ J said about
those people who say that it is bid' ah (innovation) to have the collar of a shirt on the chest,
that they are ignorant. Many ahadith confirm that the prophet ~J"~~~~ had it on the
chest.
EXCELLENCE OF WHITE GARMENTS
11

(4lo~l.,c)LiJI__, <.S.io_;ul.,~l oiJ..>) __;5-{JJA ~~ IJ!§s'j
4337. Sayyiduna Samurah ~.:S~'~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, 11Wear

white garments. They are purer and neater. And, should your dead in them."4
1

Muwatta Maalik # 13 (Libas- clothing), Abu Dawud # 4117, Nasa'i, Ibn Majah.
# 1713, Nasa'i # 5336, Abu Dawud # 4119.
3 Abu Dawud # 4082.
4 Musnad Ahmad 5-13, Tirmidhi # 2810, Nasa'i # 1896, Ibn Majah # 3567.
2 Tirmidhi
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COMMENTARY: A white garment is pure because it is washed often. It is neat arfd is

preferred by people of a good disposition and sound nature. However, there can be times
when it is necessary to wear another colour. For example, some Sufis prefer blue (or any
other colour) because they cannot wash white often.
The shroud must be of a white colour preferably because the dead person is among the
angels. It is also better to wear white when going to mosque or the salah (prayer) and
when going to meet the ulama (Scholars) and awliya. However, it is better on eed days to
wear clothing that is more costly to demonstrate Allah's bounties. This is supported by the
tradition that the prophet ~J ~ ..1!1 ~ wore a cloak of red stripes on eed days and on.
Fridays.
LOOSE END OF TURBAN
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4338. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~J»,~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger~J~..lu~
put on a turban, he let down the end between his shoulders.l
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4339. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~.1u~J said, "Allah's Messenger 4-)s-~.)..p
~J tied a turban on me, placing the ends in front of me and behind me (hanging on
both sides)."2
·
COMMENTARY: He had both the ends of the turban hang loose on either side of him, the
chest and back. ·
It is sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to put on a turban. Many ahadith mention its merits.
One of them, though da'if (weak), says that a salah (prayer) of two raka' at with the turban
is more excellent then seventy raka' at offered without the turban.
It is better to. leave the end of the turban hanging but not always. The Prophet ~J~~.).P is
known to have left the end ~anging and also to have not done so. Also, sometimes, he had
the end loose at his neck and, sometimes he tuck one end within the turban, learning the
other hanging.
Often he had the end on his back and sometimes on his right side. Sometimes, he had two
ends on either side of him- on the chest and on the back. Since it is not known that he
suspended it on his left side, so it is a bid' ah (innovation) to do so. According to kanz, it is
mustahab (desirable) to leave the end between the shoulders.
The length of the end should be a minimum of one span and a maximum of one cubit.
More then that is a bid' ah (innovation). It is also a disobedience to the command forbidden
isbal. If it is out of arrogance then it will be haram (unlawful), otherwise makruh
(disapproved). Also, to leave the end only for salah (prayer) is a "contravention of the
sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
1 Tirmidhi
2

# 1736.
Abu Dawud # 4079.
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According to the jurists, it is mustahab (desirable) to leave the end of a turban and an
optional sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice), not a guiding sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
Hence, there is no harm in not leaving an end hanging, though doing it is rewarded and
excellent. It is wrong of some people to say that to leave an end of the turban hanging is
sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) muwakkadah.
TURBAN ON CAP
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4340. Sayyiduna Rukanah ~.:&- ii11 .$P; narrated that the Prophet ~J 4:s. ii11 ~ said, "A
difference between us and the polytheists is (also) that we we~ the turbans over
caps."1
COMMENTARY: Tirmidhi calls this hadith gharib with a weak line of transmission, but
Abu Dawud who has also narrated it says nothing of it.
The hadith could mean:
(i)
We wear the turbans over caps, but the polytheists do not wear caps at all:
(ii)
We wera the turbans over cap, but th~y do not wear turban at all, and only
put on caps.
The exponents of the hadith prefer the first meaning because the polytheist were known to
have worn the turbans.
Mulla Ali Qari iil1~; prefers the second meaning also (with the first) having cited khudri
~.:&- iii1.$P;. He has also said that some ulama (Scholars) contend that both cap and turban
should be worn, only the cap is the symbol of the polytheists.
GOLD & SILK FORBIDDEN TO MEN
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4341. Sayyiduna Abu Musa 4:S-~1.$P; Ash'ary 4:So.iii.$P; narrated that the Prophet~
11
~ J ~ i l1 Said, Gold and silk are permitted to the woman of my ummah, but
forbidden to its men."2
COMMENTARY: The word 'man includes boys. Since boys are not responsible, the
prohibition applies to those who give them to wear for they will be sinning.
As for gold, it means jewellery of gold, otherwise vessels of gold and silver are forbidden to
both men and woman.
As for silver jewellery, it is allowed only to woman. Only a certain limit is permitted to
men, like rings, etc.
PRAYER ON WEARING NEW GARMENTS

1

Tirmidhi # 1784.
# 1720, Nasa'i # 5148, Musnad Ahmad 4. 392.
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. 4342. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~~.J said that when Allah's Messenger .&1~
~J ~ wore a new garment, he mentioned it by name (say) 'turban shirt, cloak.
Then, he prayed:
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(0 Allah praise is for you! Just as you have clothed me with it, I pray to you for its
good and the good of that for which it was made. And I seek refuge in you from its
evil and the evil of that for which it was made.)1
COMMENTARY: Ibn Hibban .&1~.J Khatib .&1~.J and Baghawi .&~~.J have reported that
when the Prophet~J~.&~~ decided to wear a new garment he wore it on Friday.
The Prophet ~J~li11~ mentioned the garment that he decided to wear. It could be one of
there named or any other.
Before making the supplication he would say ... (.&1~~) or (~~~1) or (.&l~W) (Allah has
provided me Allah has granted me ... or Allah has clothed me with ... ) (~n.l.fl) (this shirt)
Then he made the supplication.
l
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4343. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Anas ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.&1~
~J said, "He who eats food and prays afterwards:
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-is forgiven (all) his past (minor) sins.2
And, Ab~ Dawud Adds; He wh~ puts on a dress and prays:
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-is forgiven (all) his past and latter (minor) sins.3
'
(Translation of both supplications follows: )
(i) Praise belongs to Allah who fed me this food and provided it to me without
my possessing power or ability. (to acquire it).
(ii) Praise belongs to Allah who clothed me with this and provided it to me
without my possessing power on ability (to acquire it).

1 Tirmidhi

# 1767, Abu Dawud # 4020, Musnad Ahmad 3-39.
Tirmidhi # 3458, (3469).
3 Ab'!l Dawud # 4023.
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LIVE LIKE A RIDER
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4344. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ said to
her. "0 Ayshah, if you wish to remain with me (in both the worlds), then be
satisfied with only so much of worldly things as (are enough as) a riders provision,
and abstain from sitting with the rich, and do not regard a garment as useless till
you patch it (and it is wearable)."t
Tirmidhi has rated this hadith a gharib.
COMMENTARY: A rider's provision is just enough for his journey and he travel's rapidly
so need little. Hence, we too must do with the ba. e minimum subsisting level.
The Prophet ~J"# .1!1 ~ said that one must avoid the company of the rich because that
could make one crave for worldly possessions. This is why Allah says:

(~'VI)·:o: '5:f~i!s'}
{Strain out your eyes at what we have let some ... enjoy) (15: 88)
Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ said, one day, ''Avoid sitting with the dead." He was asked,
"Who are the dead that we must avoid)?" He said. "The rich people."
·
A torn garment must not be thrown away as worthless. It may be patched up and re used
at least once. In these words, we are urged to be content with old clothing by way of
asceticism. Sayyiduna Umar, ~..:t-~~J during his caliphate, delivered a sermon while he as
wearing a waist wrapper that had twelve patches on it.
r:;
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'1\ ~J'~ ,~ '11 ~J ~ill I~ ;ll1 JJ-!5 jli jli !:1,~ y1 c.r,~l iAui r.;16£J (trto)
(.ljiJ~I oi.J.J) -~l:oj':}l~ SJI.l;51....Ut ~l:oj':}l ~BJI.l;51....Ut ~j!~ ;1
4345. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah Iyas ibn Tha'labah ~..:t-lill ~J narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J~li11~ asked, "Do you not hear? Do you not hear? To stick to worn
out clothes is part of faith! To stick to worn out clothes is part of faith! (It is to
thereby shun worldly luxuries.)"2
COMMENTARY: It does not behave men to be too particular about one's dress l~ke
woman. Muslim man should not do it. If Allah has enabled one to wear decent clothing,
then one may do so but within the limits set by Shari'ah (divine law). Nevertheless, it is
better to put on old, patched clothing sometimes. It is part of faith that the faithful show
humility in matters of dress and shun worldly adornment and non-essentials.
Righteousness is to believe in the hereafter and its adornments.
°

1

Tirmidhi # 1780.
Dawud # 41610
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HE WHO WEARS TO IMPRESS WILL BE DISGRACED
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4346. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:$.1ii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.11~~ said,
"He who wears clothes in this world to impress, Allah will make him wear
disgracing clothes on the day of resurrection."1
COMMENTARY: No one must dress elegantly to get people's respect. If anyone dresses to
earn Allah's pleasure (though people might look down on him) then Allah will make him
wear the dress of honour in the next world.
Some people say that the hadith means, by garments to impress, dress that is forbidden or
unlawfully acquired. Some say that they are garments to tease the poor and boast over
them. Some say that they are clownish garments, or garments to try to show one's piety
and asceticism.
Some people interpret garment' or clothes' in the hadith to refer to deeds. So, if anyone
behaves as a pious man only to impress the people and get their respect, then, on the day of
resurrection, he will be disgraced.
However, the meaning given in the text and explained in the initial lines is more correct
and appropriate.
TAKING UP RESEMBLANCE TO OTHERS
1
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4347. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:$.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.11~~ said,
"He who adopts resemblance to a people will be placed among them."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone imitates non Muslims in dress and attire, for instance, then his
record of deeds will have like their sin against him, too.
If he adopts the style of the ulama (Scholars), then good will be added to his record.
Resemblance can be in dress manners, speech, living style eating etc.
GIVING UP ELEGANCE IN THIS WORLD

4348. Sayyiduna Suwayd ibn Wahb il!1~J reported from the son of a companion of
Allah's Messenger ~-J •# il!1 ~ who from his father (the companion) ~ .1!1 ~J that
Allah's Messenger ~J •# .&1 ~ said, 111£ anyone gives up wearing the garments of
adornment though he has the ability- according to one version: ''out of humility,
1

2

Musnad Ahmad 2-139, Abu Dawud # 4029. Ibn Majah # 3606.
Musnad Ahmad 2-50, Abu Dawud # 4031.
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then Allah ~.ill clothe him with a robe of honour. And, if anyone marries for the sake
of Allah (to please him), then Allah will crown him with the crown of the kings.''1
4349. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Anas 4;,$. .i»1 ~ J narrated that this hadith only about
the clothing.2
COMMENTARY: The man who fears Allah, or seeks high ranks in the hereafter, or regards
the adornment of the world as meaningless, so abandons elegant clothing of this world,
will be honoured by Allah in both the worlds.
If a man marries a woman not for beauty or wealth but only to please Allah and keep away
from sin, then Allah will give bim a crown of royalty to wear in paradise.
PROCLAIM THE BLESSINGS OF ALLAH

(lS~_;UI o\.,.J) -~#~t:~ 'Jftl lSj.~
4350. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb ..1!1~J narrated on the authority of his father who
from his grandfather that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .i»1 ~ said, 11 Surely Allah loves
that the signs of his blessings may be seen on His slave."3
COMMENTARY: A person must show in his living the bounties Allah has showered on
him, but without being extravagant, arrogant or showoff. He must do it in gratitude and
with the intention of drawing the poor and needy toward him to receive zakah (Annual
due charity) and charity from him. It is not good to conceal Allah's bl~ssings. Rather, it is
ingratitude.
A person on whom Allah has showed spiritual blessings must let people benefit from his
grace or his knowledge.
One must, however, strike a balance between extravagance and demonstration blessings.
One must pursue a course between the directions of this hadith and the ones narrated
earlier (like # 4348) calling for abandoning worldly adornments. One must not adopt an
inflexible attitude.
KEEPING ONESELF CLEAN & TIDY
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4351. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ li!1 ~J narrated, 11 Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .i»1 ~ visited us
(once) and (during his visit), he saw a man in an untidy shape with unkempt hair.
He asked, 'Did this one not find something to set his hair right?' He also saw a man
who had dirty clothing on him, so he asked, 'Did this one not find anything with
which to wash his clothes?"'4
Abu Dawud # 4778.
Tirmiclhi # 2481.
3 Tirmiclhi # 2819.
4 Abu Dawud # 4062, Nasa'i # 5236, Musnad Ahmad 3-357.
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COMMENTARY: To shun adornment does not imply that one should remain unclean.

Patched, worn out garments are not dirty and unwashed.
LET ALLAH'S FAVOURS BE KNOWN
I
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4352. Sayyiduna Abu Ahwas ~~;narrated that his father said, ''I went to Allah's

Messenger ~J"-~ •.ln~ clad in a worn out clothing. He asked me, 'Do you have any
property?" I submitted, "Yes!' He asked 'what kind of property?' I submitted,
'Every kind of wealth. Indeed, Allah has granted me camels cows, sheep, horses and
slaves.' He said, 'when Allah has bestowed on you wealth, you must demonstrate
the sign of His favour on you and his benevolence.'"1
COMMENTARY: A person must display his status with his outlook without being
ostentatious. His garments must not be thin as have been disallowed and they must not be
too elegant to show oneself as outstanding. Also, one. must not wear two garments one
over the other~ The Prophet ~J~..l:l~ used to forbid thin clothes as well as thick clothes.
He also forbade hard or coarse clothing, long clothing and short clothing too, unless the
cloth is of a moderate quality.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi ~~ ~J wrote that it is commendable and part of faith that
clothes should be old and patched, provided they are worn to earn Allah's pleasure and to
grow a sincere sentiment of asceticism and humility in the world. However, if one is well
off yet wears such clothing out of stinginess and selfishness, then it will be classed as filthy
and blame worthy.
MEN DISALLOWED TO DON RED COLOURED CLOTHES

;;).f,ful ~ t;:.DI ~ ~i ~~~\ ~4.;§ ;;).f,J ~5j.A jli.J_;.s. 0 ;iJI# t.;.J <tror-)
(Jjby.I.J \Sl.a.}JI oi.J.J) -~l~.;li~j

4353. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~J narrated that a man who has on him a

pair of red garments passed by. He offered salaam to the prophet ~...J"-~~~~ but he
did not give him a response.2
COMMENTARY: This hadith says explicitly that men are forbidden to wear red garments.
Such people who perpetrate the forbidden do not deserve to get a response to their
greetings and to be honoured. As stated earlier, it is makruh (disapproved) in the eyes of
the two disciples (of Imam Abu Hanifah) ~~~J and the three imams, .a~~; but permitted in
the view of Imam Abu Hanifah, ~~~; to sit on silken cloth.
1

Musnad Ahmad, Nasa'i # 5294, Abu Dawud # 4063, Tirmidhi # 2006, Sharh us Sunnah (Holy
·
Prophet's practice).
2 Tirmidhi # 2807, Abu Dawud # 4069.
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ABOUT PERFUME

(Jjby.l) -~ ~..J'} --!.;,.;3 ~l4JI

4354. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~,&,~ said,
''I do not ride on red (coloured saddle), or wear a garment dyed with saffron, or
wear a shirt that has silk on its boarders." And, he said,_ "Know, the perfume that
men apply may have a smell but no colour and the perfulne that women apply may
have a colour, but no smell."t
COMMENTARY: Riding not on 'red' implies a saddle. on which a red silk cloth is placed.
But, according to Nihayah, the word in the text arjuwan (~J'F-J') is the Arabcised of arghuwan
(~J'~J') which is a tree with a red flower. Any colour of this family, like purple or orange, is
also called arjuwan. The Qamus says that arjuwan is a red colour.
However, Mulla Ali Qari .&1~J says that this hadith uses arjuwan to mean any cloth piece
of red colour whether silk or not. Thus, the saying of the Prophet ~J~iil'jJ emphasizes
strongly that men must refrain from wearing red colour. Riding is not the same thing as
wearing something. In spite of that he refrained from riding on a red saddle cloth. So he
was more particular about not wearing red colour.
He also stated that he did not wear any apparel of silk. Either it means a garment with a silken
hem of more than four fingers width, or this saying was based on extreme caution and taqwa.
It is not proper for a woman to apply a perfume with an odour when she goes out of her
house. There is no harm in applying in while she is in her home. (The Urdu translation of
the 'text of hadith at this point adds that if a woman goes out in this manner then she might
distract men). There is a hadith of like meaning in Shama'il Tirmidhi (# 210-4). The
meaning of a perfume with odour is that its fragrance does not spread out. It is narrated by
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J and Quotes the Prophet ~J~ii11~ to have saiq: uThe itr
of a male is the fragrance of which spreads and has less colour in it (i.e. rose, kewrah, etc)
and the 'itr of a female is that which has more colour and less fragrance (hina or mehndi,
zafaraan, etc)." Their fragrance does not spread. (itr is scent, perfume, kewrah is a fragrant
plant, hina or mehndi is henna, and zafaraan is saffron.)
TEN THINGS DISALLOWED

1 Abu

Dawud # 4048, Musnad Ahmad 4-442.
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forbade ten things: (i) sharpening teeth, (ii) tattooing (anywhere on the body}, (iii)
plucking hairs, (iv) men sleeping together without any kind of clothing separating
them, (v) women sleeping together without any kind of clothing separating them,
(iv) men attaching a lining of silk to the bottom of their garments, as the non Arabs
do, (vii) or, attaching a silk cloth on their shoulders as the non-Arabs do, (viii)
plundering (property of other people), (ix) riding on panther skins, and (x) wearing
signet rings, except that one who is in authority may wear it.t
COMMENTARY: Old women of the Arabs used to sharpen the ends of their teeth and
make them fine. The Prophet ~ J~.&!~ disallowed it.
Women also used to tattoo their skins and fill them with blue. (foday, some people do it
especially on their hands and inscribe their names etc.) The Prophet ~J~~~ disallowed it.
He also forbade that any should pluck his hair, like from the face to beautify himself or
whitl' hair on head or beard while women are allowed to beautify themselves, this
pluLking of hair is going to extremes.
Some people say that the hadith refers·to. people in distress who pull out their hair on head,
beard, etc. driven by severe emotion. This is forbidden.
It is disallowed to two men to sleep together covered by a single blanket, either completely
nude or with the private parts only covered. It is also possible that it is disallowed only
when their private parts are also not covered.
The same disallowance applies to woman, too this thing is disallowed whether there is a
possibility of sinning or not. It ce1-tainly is bad manners.
Silk is disallowed to men in any case, even as a lining on a garment. It is also disallowed if
covered with another kind of cloth.
It is disallowed to attach silk to one's clothing on the shoulder as a hem or an embroidery if
it is more than four fingers broad. But, it is could also mean that it disallowed to throw a
piece of silk cloth on the shoulders as scarf to show-off or boast.
To ride on a panther skin is a sign of arrogance. Hence, it is disallowed. Some shaykhs
(learned men) say that if any one sits on the hide of an animal, he develops its habits and
traits, like wildness and brutality.
The signet ring may be worn by only one who is in authority and entitled to use it. He may
be a king, a judge, a governor, etc. It .:.~ makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer· to lawful) to
wear it unnecessarily, onlv to adorn oneself.
Some authorities say that this command is abrogated. It was worn by the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) 1"&:.:.11!1~,) in the time of Sayyiduna Umar 4•.:.11!1~,) and their caliphs. No one raised
an objection against them.
MEN ARE FORBIDDEN GOLD RING & SILK TO WEAR
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4356. Sayyiduna Ali 4.\t-~~~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ forbade him to
wear a gold ring, or a garment qassi, or to use saddle-cloths of red colour, called almayathir.
1

Abu Dawud 4049, Nasa'i # 5091, Musnad Ahmad 4.134.
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According to a version: he said that he forbade him to use red colour saddle-cloths.1
COMMENTARY: All the four imams agree that men are forbidden to wear a ring of gold.
However, before it was forbidden, certain sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.1ls~J used
to wear it. Among them were (Sayyiduna) Talhah ~~~ J Sa' d ~...1!1~ J and Suhayb ~...1!1~ J·
Qassi was a kind of cloth produced in the Egyptian city Qas.
Some authorities say that Qassi was a kind of cloth that had silk stripes on it. In this case
the disallowance is by way of nahi tanzihi (forbidden nearer to lawful).
Ibn Maalik ..1!1~ J said that it is forbidden if the cloth is wholly silk, or if silk formed part in
its weaving. In this case the disallowance will be nahi tahrimi.
Teebi .1n~ J said that Qassi was a cloth of cotton with a mixture of silk.
Mayathir was a saddle cloth that had silk too, generally. So, it was disallowed only when silk
was mixed with it But, it may have been forbidden even as a cotton cloth In that casei it was
disallowed because people may have boasted on being able to use it, by way of nahi tanzihi
(forbidden nearer to lawful).
KHAZZ & PANTHER SKIN MUST NOT BE USED TO RIDE ON
ti:
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4357. Sayyiduna ~u'awiyah ~..l!~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger rl""J"'#lill~ said,
11
Do not ride on (saddle cloths of) Khazz and (of) panther skins."2
COMMENTARY: Khazz was a kind of cloth produced from wool and silk. Pure silk of a
particular kind is also called khazz. In the former case, the use is disallowed to stall a
resemblance to non Arabs who used it out of arrogance. This prohibition is nahi tanzihi
(forbidden nearer to lawful) because it is allowed to wear this khazz. The sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~&·"~~~J and the tabi' un ..1!1.w-J used to wear it. In the latter case, Khazz being pure
silk, the prohibition is nahi tahrimi, meaning as unlawful.
According to another hadith: those will come some people towards the last day who will
declare khazz here, means pure silk cloth.
The ulama (Scholars) say that this cloth (Khazz as pure silk) did not exist in the time of the
prophet ~ J4#li11~. This means that this saying of the Prophet ~J4#..1il~ was a miracle,
for he spoke of a cloth that was introduced much later.
RED SADDLE CLOTH FORBIDDEN
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4358. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~~~~ J said that the Prophet ~J4#i'Jll~ forbade red
saddle cloths. 3
PROPHET ~J4#..1!1~ GREY HAIR

Tirmidhi # 1737, Nasa'i # 5166, Abu Dawud # 4051, Ibn Majah # 3654, Musnad Ahmad 10. 127. The
second version is by Abu Dawud.
2 Abu Dawud # 4129, Ibn Majah # 3656, Musnad Ahmad 4-93.
3 Shrh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
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4359. Sayyiduna Abu Rimthah Taymi ~.i»1~.J narrated that, ''I came to the Prophet
~y.,.t~iil'~· He was wearing two green garments (meaning, either they were of green
colour or had green stripes on them). And, indeed only a few of his hair had turned
grey. The gray was dyed red.'' (It was in the hair of head and beard.)1
According to another version. "He had wafrah and the (hair) had the coliJur of
henna."2
:COMMI;NTARY: We· have different narrations about the grey hair of the Prophet ~1»1~
·~~·. Sayyicl~na Anas. ~ ~~ ~J said that he counted them and they were not more than
·- fourteen in .his head and beard.
Ibn Umar ~.i»>~J said that they were not more then twenty.
Another tradition puts them at seventeen.
'wafrah are the hair on the head, the locks that hang down up to the lobes of the ear. The
prophet ~J4,1&-.i»l~ had these locks .hanging up to the lobes of his ears. So, he had wafrah.
The few grey hair he had on his head had turned reddish because he had applied henna to
them. Some traditions tell us that these hair were not totally grey but seemed to tum
reddish. It is as normally observed that when hair turn grey, they are auburn first before
turning grey totally. The schoiars of hadith and the jurists are not of one opinion on
whether the Prophet ~J4#i»'~ apr lied dye on his hair or not. Most muhaddithin say that
the Prophet ~""J4#.i»l~ never applied on hair dye, nor had his hair turned grey to such an
extent that he needed to use the dye. This is established by the ahadith. As for the few g-ey
hair he had, they were such that when he applied hair oil, they were not visible when no oil
was applied on the head, the grey were visible.
The jurists, on the other hand, venture to prove that the Prophet ~J4#~~~ applied hair
dye. Their submission in this regard may be seen in books of fiqh.
The muhaddithin (scholars of hadith) say of t his hadith under discussion, that the most we
can say on its basis is that he dyed only the few hair that had turned grey, but, there also is
a possibility that he di·1 not apply a dye even on these hair with intention of colouring
them. Rather, he used henna sometimes to wash and clean his head with the result that the.
grey hair turned auburn.
There is a tradition that a strand of hair of the Prophet ~J"#~~~ that Sayyiduna Anas ~J
~.&1 possessed looked (to those who saw it) as if henna was applied to it. The muhaddithin
agree that there was trace of a dye on it but the Prophet ~J4#~~~ had not used it. Rather,
Anas ":;.~~~ .J had preserved it with reverence in perfumes. That had seemed to ·make it look
as though it had been dyed.
Or, Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J had himself applied henna on it to make it strong and durable.
The same may be assumed of the tradition that the Prophet ~""J"J~~~~"" used a red dye or a
yellow dye alternatively. He washed his head sometimes with henna and sometimes with
saffron with the result that his hair which were dark (black) got the colour, auburn or yellowish.
ABOUT THE QITR CLOAK

1 Tirmidhi
2

# 2812, Abu Dawud # 4206.
Abu Da,vud # 420(,,
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4360. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 1»1 ,_rpJ narrated, "when the Prophet ~J ~ .111 ~ was ill, he
came out (to the mosque) leaning on Usamah ~~~,$PJ· He was wearing a cloak of qitr
that he had wrapped round himself placing one end over his left shoulder. Then he
led the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.ib1,_rpJ in salah (prayer)."t
COMMENTARY: Qitr is a kind of cloak with red stripes. Its cloth is coarse.
Some people say that this cloth was from Qitr, a village in Bahrain. Sayyiduna Anas ~~1,_rp J
has narrated this account of the time when one prophet ~J~.ib~~ was ill and it was what
led to his death. This was the last salah (prayer) as imam of the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~l»1,_rp J in the Masjid Nabawi. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~l»1,_rp J had commenced
to lead in the salah (prayer). He came out leaning on Sayyiduna Usamah ;.~..1!1,_rpJ from his
room into the mosque and sat down next to Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.ib1,_rpJ and led the salah
(prayer). The entire account has been narrated in the Book of salah (prayer) in the chapter
on Imamah. (It is actually in chapter 29- on what one who is led in salah (prayer) should
do- hadith # 1140 as narrated by Sayyidah Ayshah) ~l»1,_rpJ.
A RUDE JEW
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4361. Sayyidah Ayshah 1\~l»~~J said, ''The Prophet ~J~.ib~~ had two worn out
garments of Qitr on his body. They were very thick, so when he sat down for long,
he perspired and they proved heavy on his body (and caused him difficulty). So,
when a certain (unnamed) Jew received a shipment from Syria (of clothes, etc), I
submitted to him, 'If only you send someone to him to buy from him a pair of
garments on promise to pay him when it is easier for us to pay him.' He did sent
. someone but, the Jew alleged, 'I know what you intend. You will take away my
property (and then refuse to pay).'
(The man reported that to the Prophet) ~J"-:k-1111~ Allah's Messenger ~""J;.:lr-..1!1~
said, "He lies. He knows definitely (from the Torah) that I am the most righteous of
them and the most perfect of them to repay (debt and) what is· given to me on
trust."' 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J"-:lr-1»1~ used to wear thick clothes but they were very
uncomfortable, so he intended to buy ~other kind. This hadith throws light on the Jew's
hard-hearted conduct.

1

Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice), Musnad Ahmad 3-212.
# 1213, Nasa'i # 4628.

2 Tirmidhi
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REDISH CLOTHES DISALLOWED TO MEN
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4362. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas 4$.1!1~) narrated, 11 Allah's Messenger ,)J
~J ~

.1!1 saw me while I was wearing a garment dyed with (Saffron) a reddish
yellow dye. He asked, 'what is this?' I realized that he disliked it. So, I went away
and burned the garment. Then, (after I came to him again,) the prophet ~""'Ji·:lj;.liii,}J
asked me, 'what did you do with your garment?' I said, 'I burned it,' He asked,
'why? You could have given it to one of your woman to wear, for, there is no harm
in it for women."t
RED STRIPED CLOAK
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4363. Sayyiduna Hilal ibn Aamir ~4~1 reported from his father that he said, 111 saw the

prophet ~..,J 4.,lj:". ~ ~ deliver a sermon. He was riding a she mule and he wore a red
(shiped) cloak. Ali 4~~.1!1~1 stood in front of him repeating his words (for the multitude).2
COMMENTARY: There was a large crowd and the Prophet's ~J4:1~lil'~ voice could not
carry to the distant people. So, Sayyiduna Ali 4:$ .1!1 ~) repeated what he said for those
people to hear the sermon.
A BLACK CLOAK

(JjiJy.l o!_,..)) -~i iii ~;.£31 ~.J
4364. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.111~) said, A black cloak was made for the Prophet i»1,JJ
~J4# which he wore. However, when he perspired because of it and observed the
11

smell of the wool, he cast it aside.3
QARFASA POSTURE

{.ljiJy.l ol-'.;)
4365. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:$.111~1 said, 111 came to the Prophet ~J~.i»1~ (once) while he

was sitting with his hands round his knees (legs resting on his feet). He wore a
Abu Dawud # 4068.
Abu Dawud # 4073.
3 Abu Dawud # 4074.
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cloak whose ends were on his feet."t
COMMENTARY: Qarfasa is to sit on the buttocks, knees upright and hands round the

knees. Sometimes cl~thing is put around them.
GARMENT BELOW THIN DRESS

(JjiJ~I oi.J.J) -{6~~1 '} ~_;j:aJ.
4366. Sayyidwia Dihyah ibn Khalifah

4:$-

..li1 ~ J said, "Some Qubti garments were

brought to the Prophet ~J~..li1j...P. He gave me one of them, saying, 'Divide it into
two. Cut out a shirt from one of them and give the second to your wife to make a
scarf (of it). As I turned to go, he said, 'instruct her to attach below it a garment so
that her figure is not outlined."2
COMMENTARY: Qubti is an exclusive fine, white cloth. It is manufactured in Egypt. A
woman may wear thin clothing but also wear a garment below it, or attach a lining to it.
(Lane's Arabic-English lexicon says that qubti (~)is a kind of thin or fine white cloth of
linen made in Egypt. Qibt is irregularity and Qibti is the man ... ) v7 p2484.
ONE FOLD OF VEIL OVER ONE'S HEAD
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4367. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~li!11S""J said that the Prophet ~J~li!1J..P come to her

house. She had a veil over her head and he said, "Put only one fold (over your
head). Two are not necessary." 3
COMMENTARY: The.Prophet ~y.:r1t-lii1J..P instructed Sayyidah Umm Salamah 4:S-li!1~J to put
her head scarf or veil over the head and round her neck in one fold so as not to be wasteful
and not to resemble the amamah or men's turban. Ancient women used to put the isabah
(~~) on their head. It was a band like a turban.
Woman should not wear garments resembling men's and look like them. So, too, men must
not imitate women in dress and appearance.
SECTION Til
LOWER GARMENT BEST HALF WAY UP THE LEGS
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4368. Sayyiduna ibn Umar 4:$-~~~J said, "I passed by Allah's Messenger ~~~~
Abu Dawud # 4075.
Abu Dawud # 4116.
3 Abu Dawud # 4115.
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and my lower garment was hanging down. He called, '0 Abdullah, raise
your lower garment.' I raised it higher, but he said, 'More!' I raised it more and I
did not cease to raise ·it till someone among the people asked, 'How high?" He
said, 'up to half the legs."t
COMMENTARY: The words of Ibn Umar ~.&~~ J may also be translated: "I have not ceased
sin<:e then to raise my lower garment according to the instruction of the Prophet~""'14.)s.i»lj...P.
PROHIBITION IS TO TRAIL GARMENT ARROGANTLY
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4369. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~1 4#~1j...P said, 11If any

one trials his garment arrogantly, then Allah will not look at him (with a merciful
look) on the day of resurrection." Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ ~~ ~ J submitted, '0
Messenger of Allah, my lower garment hangs down if I. am not always attentive to it
(which is not possible on occasions)." Allah's Messenger ~1 4#.-ltlj...P said to him,
11
You are not among those who do it arrogantly."2
COMMENTARY: The essence of the prohibition to hand down the lower garment is to
forbid arrogance. But, the best thing is to refrain from it always.
MAY HANG LOWER GARMENT FROM FRONT BUT NOT FROM BACK

(Jj!JY.Ioi.J.J)-L&J)~~j~ful~~ljj.!5~5jli~5J;fi 9~Jj3u>J,J.Ji~.).;.&
4370. Sayyiduna Ikrimah ~ ~~ ~J said,

I saw Ibn Abbas ~ ~~ ~ J had his lower
garment with its hem hanging down f!om the front on his feet but raised (above his
ankles) from behind. I asked him, 'why do you wear it in this way (sometimes)?' He
said, 'I saw Allah's Messenger rl""'J~~~j...P wear it this way (sometimes).'3
COMMENTARY: It is enough to have the lower garment raised high from the back side to
abide by this command: Raise high the lower garment.
TURBNS MUST BE WORN
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4371. Sayyiduna Ubadah ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1 4# .&1 j...P said,

Bind yourselves to wear the turban, for, they are the sign of t~e angels (wearing
which they had come to the BattJe of Badr to help the Muslims). Place its and
11

Muslim # 47. 2086.
Bukhari # 3665.
3 Abu Dawud # 4096.
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behind your backs."1
It is the Quran says:
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{Your Lord will help you with five thousand angels marked} (3: 125) ·
BODY SEEN THROUGH CLOTHES IS NAKED
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4372. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~;narrated that (Sayyidah) Asma bint Abu Bakr lD1~;
4.:'- came to them to visit Allah's Messenger ~J A:Js. ~~ ~· She was wearing thin

garments. So he turned away from her and said, 11 0 Asma, when a woman attain the
age when she menstruates, it is never proper that any portion of her (body) should
be seen other than this and this." He pointed to his face aitd his hands.2
COMMENTARY: This is the veil for a woman prescribed by Shariah. But when she comes
out of her house, she must cover her face and hands too. If a woman wears thin clothing
revealing her body features. then she is deemed to be naked.
ON DONNING NEW GARMENTS
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4373. Sayyiduna Abu Matar 4.:'-~t~; narrated, Ali 4.:'-~t~; bought a garment for three

dirhams. When he put it on, 'he prayed (in gratitude);
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(Praise belongs to Allah who has provided me with this raiment with which I adorn
myself before people and with which I cover my naketfness.)
Then, he said, 'This is how I heard Allah's Messenger ~'""J~.11~~ say (after donning
a new dress)."3
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Shu' ab ul Eeman # 6262.
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4374. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah 1$.iisl~.J narrated that umar ibn Khattab
new garment and made this supplication:
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(Praise belongs to Allah who clad me with that with which I may cover my shame
and with which I may adorn myself in my life.)
Then he said that he had heard Allah's Messenger ~ J4#.iis'~ say, "Whose puts on a
new garment and says: 'Praise belongs to Allah who has clad me with that with
which I cover my nakedness and with which I adorn myself in my life, and takes
the old garment and gives it in charity, will be in Allah's protection, in Allah's
shelter, and Allah's cover as long as he lives and when he dies."1
WOMEN DISALLOWED FINE CLOTHING

( ~ lo oi.J.;) _I 1jfiJ~ l,&~ ' t j ~~~~i :;;i~..J
4375. Sayyiduna Alqamah ibn Abu Alqamah ~.1s~~.J narrated on the authority of his
mother whp said, "Hafsah, ~.iis1~.J daughter of Abdur Rahman (ibn Abu Bakr) .iis1~.J
1$ went to visit (Sayytdah) Ayshah n.~.iis'~J wearing a thin head (and chest) cover.
She tore it and put on her a thick head cover."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Hafsah 1$.iisi~J was the neice of Sayyidah Ayshah t~.iis~~.J On
seeing her wear a thin veil, Sayyidah_Ayshah t~li!~~.J flew into a rage over her.
SAYYIDAH AYSHAH'S ~.iis~~ .J ASCETICISM
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4376. Sayyiduna Abdul Wahid ibn Ayman li!1~.J narrated on the authority of his
father who said, 11 I went to visit (Sayyidah) Ayshah '~.iis'~.J· She was wearing a
shirt of Qitr3 whose value was five dirhams. She said, 'Raise your eyes toward my
slave girl and look at her. She is too haughty to wear this cloth in the house too.
(What to say of going out wearing it!) This - (in spite of the fact that) I had a shirt of
this make in the time of Allah's Messenger ~J4#.iis'~· There was not a woman in
Madinah who needed to be adorned (for her wedding or for another's wedding,

# 3540 (3571), Ibn Majah # 3557, Musnad Ahmad 1-44.
Muwatta Maalik # 6 (Libas).
3 See hadith # 4360.

1 Tirmidhi
2
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etc), but she sent to me for this shirt (to borrow it)."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah ,~.f»,~; pointed out how values had changed in a
short period of time. Women had taken something as necessary for their adornment but
soon degraded it as unworthy of wearing at home.
In this way she also showed how abstinent she was.
SILK GOWN

~o\.,.J)-..:Ad~dJ~
4377. Sayyiduna Jabir ~iii'~; narrated that one day Allah's Messenger ~J4#ii11~
wor~

a sleeved gown of brocade that had been given to him as a gift, but he took it
off instantly and sent it to Umar ~iii'~;. The sahabah (Prophe~'s Companions) 1»1~;
11
~"wondered. 0 Messenger of Allah, why did you take it off instantly" He said,
11
}ibril disallowed me to wear it." (It means that this had happened before silk
clothing was forbidden.) Meanwhile, Umar ~ .i»1 ~; (who had learnt of it) came
weeping and submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, that which you did not like, you
gave it to me (that I might wear). What will became of me, now? He said, "I did not
give it to you that you might wear it. I only gave it to you that you might dispose of
it." So, he sold it for two thousand dirhams.2
SILK BORDERS ON THEWARP

,
(JjiJy.l oi.J.J) -~ <}~~i 'T'j!l1 t.,.Sl.::,jJ1,ll
4378. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~iii'~; said, "Certainly, Allah's Messenger ~J4:-l.:..i»l~

forbade a garment made of pure silk. As for the hems (and embroidery of not more
than four fingers) and the warp, there is no harm in it."3
COMMENTARY: If both warp and woof are silk, then the garment is disallowed to men,
The sahiban (the two disciples, Imam Abu Yusuf .i»1 ~; and imam Muhammad) .i»1 ~.J,
however, hold that it is permissible to wear during warfare. If the warp is silk but not the
woof (or weft) which is cotton, etc, then it is allowed to men to wear in the view of all
Imams and scholars. But, if it is the other way about, then it is disallowed to them except in
battles when it is permitted.
In other words, the two disciples permit a pure silk cloth, or one whose woof is silk, during
battles. But, Imam Abu Hanifah 1»1 ~ .J holds that, in battles only such cloth is allowed
whose woof is silk and warp other than silk. As for that cloth whose warp is silk and woof
Bukhari # 2628.
Muslim# 16-2070.
3 Abu Dawud # 4055.
1
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other than silk, it is allowed in all circumstances.
ALLAH'S FAVOUR MUST BE MADE KNOWN

4379. Sayyiduna Abu Raja .a,,~J narrated that (Sayyidun~) lmran ibn Husayn 4.:&-i»I~J
came out to them and he had on him a clock of silk with decorated hems. {It was
mutarraf min khazz). He said that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ said, 11He on whom

Allah has showered favours, (then) surely Allah loves that traces of His blessings
must be seen on his slave."t
COMMENTARY: Mutarraf is a particular kind of cloak whose both sides hQve woof.
According to the Qamus, it is a shawl of striped khazz. Thus, mutarraf min khazz is a cloth
woofed with silk and wool. It is allowed to wear it. So, the word khazz may be interpreted
·
in this manner. (see also hadith # 4357)
AVAIL OF WHAT IS PERMITTED BUT AVOID SQUANDERING & ARROGANCE

(y4 ~.;3 Jl.S.J~I
4380. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4.:&- ~~ ~ J said, Eat what you like (of the permissible
food) and wear what you like (of the lawful things). As long as two things do not
lure you: extravagance and arrogance."2
11
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4381. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb .1!1 ~J reported from his father that his

grandfather narrated. that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ said, "Eat, drin¥, give
charity (what you have beyond your needs) and wear garments (respecting the
lawful and) avoiding extravagance and conceit."3
WHITE BEST FOR CLOTHING

j_;S.;j.':iOJJipJJLo~l ,i.J!~j4£ilil j.DJ_l!jj-!5 jli jli &I$Jlli~Jl
,. (.;.j (tr'AY)
J

,

J

(4lo 6:'1 ol_j.J) -<J:'{;:;.\1 JS~l..:;.A
4382. Sayyiduna Abu Darda .u~..l!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~ said,

"The best clothing in which you may visit your graves and your mosques and meet
Allah is white (clothing)."4
COMMENTARY: The mosque is Allah's house. One who goes to it to worship really goes
Musnad Ahmad 4-438.
Bukhari Book of Dress, Chapter I (heading).
3 Nasa'i # 3559, Ibn Majah, Musnd Ahmad.
4 Ibn Majah # 3568.
1
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to meet Allah's. It is b~tter to go there wearing a white dress.
So too when one dies, he meets Allah. So, the dead should be given a white shroud.

CHAPTER-II
(WEARING) SIGNET RINGS
SECTION I

jJ'.hj.;aili

MEN DISALLOWED TO WEAR GOLD RING BUT NOT RING OF SILVER
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4383. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.~»~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#.iilt~ had a signet
· ring of gold made (for him).
According to a version: He put it on his hand, but then threw it away. Then he had
another made of silver on which he had these words engraved: (.lilt JJ-"'J ~)
(Muhammad, Messenger of Allah). And, he said 11No one must have engraved (on
his ring) anything live this seal of mine." When he wore it, he kept the stone
(inwards) toward the palm of his hand.t
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet~""y.#.iilt~ had got the signet ring of gold cast for him,
gold was not forbidden to men. When Allah revealed to him that gold was forbidden to
men, he threw it away.
Imam Muhammad 4:So.iilt~ J has written in his Muwatta: a man must not wear a signet ring
of gold, nor iron, nor copper. But, he should only take a signet ring of silver. 2
As for women, there is no harm in their wearing signet rings of gold and wearing other
kind of jewellery. Rather, the ulama (Scholars) say that it is makruh (disapproved) for
women to wear ring of silver, because they must not adopt resemblance to men who wear
silver ring. If a woman has to wear it, then she must have its colour changed through
electroplating. According to Hidayah, it is the loop of the ring that counts, not the stone.
The sahabah emulated the Prophet ~""J.Y~.ii!'~ in everything he did. So, lest they have the
same inscription on their rings, he forbade them to emulate him in this regard too. Besides,
he used it as a seal on official letters and if other people had followed suit, foreign
dignitaries would have had doubts about the Prophet ~JA#~'~ seal and a mess would
have been created.
Qadi Khan has said that the wearing of a silver signet ring is permissible to the person who
needs to have a seal. Examples are a judge, and such like. If it is not necessary to have a
seal, then it is better for such a person not to use a silver ring too. Moreover, he who wears
a rings must wear it on a finger of the left hand and keep the stone next his palm.
Suyuti .iilt~J said that some ahadith do say that the ring must be worn on the right hand,

1

2

Bukhari # 5779, Muslim # 53. 2091.
Muwatta, Imam Muhammad 17-6-870 (Published Darul Isha'at Karachi).
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but these ahadith are regarded as abrogated in favour of those that say that it must be worn
on the left hand. Adi .iil144>J arid others have transmitted the hadith of Ibn Umar ~.iii~~J that
the Prophet ~J4~.iil'~""' used to wear the ring on the right hand but then began to wear it on
the left hand.
The author of Safar us Sa' adah writes that ahadith of both kinds are sahih. Tiae l.Jrophet ~
~ J4#-.iil1 wore the. ring on either hand.
Imam Nawawi .iil1~ J writes that the ulama (Scholars) agree that it is allowed to wear a ring
on the right hand as well as the left, but the Shafi' is regard it as better to wear it on the right
hand because it has superiority over the left hand. So, it is more deserving that the ring
should be worn on the right hand. In this way, it is beautified and honoured.
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4384. Sayyiduna Ali ~.iii'~J said that Allah's Messenger~J4#-iil'~ forbade (men) to
wear the garment Qassi and whatever is dyed with saffron, and to wear a gold ring,
and to recite the Quran in ruku' (which is bowing posture in salah (prayer)).t
COMMENTARY: Qassi is a kind of silk garment manufactured in Qass, in Egypt.
The disallowance to recite the Quran in ruku could mean that:
(i)
One should not recite the Quran in ruku (bowing) and sajdah (prostration) in
place of the prescribed tasbih (or glorification) in these postures, or
(ii)
One should not be restless while in the standing posture and hurry through the
recital of the Quran to complete it in ruku.
(This hadith by Tirmidhi has that Sayyiduna Ali ~.iii~~ J said, "Allah's Messenger 4#-iil'~
~J forbade me to 'Year Qassi. ... " And (that he forbade him) to recite the Quran in ruku
and sajdah.)
GOLD RING ON MAN SPELLS COAL OF HELL FOR HIM
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4385. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abbas .u,:..iiii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .iil1~
~J4# saw a gold (Signet) ring on the hand of a man. He took it out (of his hand)
and threw it away, sayins- "One of you is aiming to get a coal from hell and put it
on his h and." (So, a man must not wear a gold ring under any circumstances).
When Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~ departed (from there), the man was advised,
11
Pick up your rins- and derive some benefit from it." (He could have sold it or
given it to a woman of his family.) But, he said, 11 No! By Allah, I shall never take it

1

Muslim# 29. 2078, Tirmidhi # 1737 (1743)
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once Allah's Messenger ~J4:JS-~'~ has thrown it away."1
COMMENTARY: If anyone is able to then he must correct any contravention of Shari'ah
(divine law) by any person and destroy the wrong done. This is adherence to the saying of
Allah's Messenger ~ J4#~'~:

'"When any of you sees something contrary to Shari'ah (divine law) he must change
it."
SEAL OF PROPHETHOOD
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4386. Sayyiduna Anas """~'~ .J narrated that (after the peace treaty of Hudaybiyah, on
coming back to Madinah,) the Prophet ~J 4# k1 jJ decided to write to the Kisra
(Persian emperor), the Qaysar (Roman emperor) and the Najashi (negus of Ethiopia
to call them to Islam). He was told that they would not accept a letter unless it had a
seal (for, they would not regard it as authentic w.ithout it). Hence, Allah's
Messenger ~ J4#~'~ had a seal designed of a silver ring and engraved thereon (the
words;) Muhammad, Messenger of Allah.(- Muslim)
According to a version(- Bukhari): The inscription (engraved) on the seal was in
three lines (in this way): "Muhammad" (the lowest line) "Messenger" (the line in
the middle) and 11 Allah" (the first or topmost line).2
Like this:
(iill)
ALLAH
Messenger (of)
(JJ"".J)
Muhammad
(~)
COMMENTARY: Instead of the word Khatam (~"'"), the word halqah (~) is also used
without mentioning the stone. After all the ring itself is placed on the finger. So it does not
matter. But, other traditions do mention the stone to be silver or Ethiopian (carnelian or
agate) as we shall see in the ahadith to follow(# 4387, 4388).
Nawawi ~~~J has concurred with the description of the (seal's) inscription as we have
described in the hadith. The style has been shown as:
(iiiiJJ"".J~) or (iil,~.ii!IJJ""J~), but Allah knows best.
On the Prophet's ~J4#~'~ death, the ring passed to Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.:~~~~J and he
wore it. After him, Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~ J wore it and after him, Sayyiduna Uthman ~~~ J
~wore it. However, towards the end of his caliphate, it dropped into the well Aris from

1
2

Muslim # 52-2090.
Muslim# 58-2090, Bukhari # 5875, Tirmidhi # 1754.
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the hands of Mu'ayqib .i»1~J, the servant of Othman J.;S..i»I~J· It could not be found though
pains were taken to look for it.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the terrible unrest and civil strife that arose during the final
days of_Uthman "'"'"k'~J and after him, originated because of the loss of the blessed ring.
Allah had placed great blessing in this ring that caused itself been in g~~..-c.-mnent, rule and
adnrinistration .It was like the singularity of the signet ring (with a seal) of (Prophet)
Sayyiduna Sulayman r")'.-liA~.l

STONE IN THE RING OF THE PROPHET r")'.-114~

(lS..>~Ioi_,..>)-~Ui~lSj~~~~li~lS_kj~ililj.DJJI~~~8.j(tY'AV)
4387. Sayyiduna Anas J.;S-..111~ J said that the signet ring of the Prophet ~ J~k~~ was

of silver. And its stone too was of silver.2
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4388. Sayyiduna Anas J.;S.k'~J said that Allah's l\1essenger ~J~k~~ wore a silver
signet ring with an Abyssinian gem on his right hand. He (wore it in such a way
that he) had the gem next to the palm of his hand.3
COMMENTARY: The word Habshi (Abyssinian) means aqiq (~).The reason for ascribing
it to Abyssinia is that the mines of aqiq (carnelian or agate) are located in Abyssinia and
Yemen. Or, the gem may not have been aqiq but of some other kind found only in
Abyssinia. Or, it was of black colour, so it was ascribed to them because of their colour,
black, Or, an Abyssinain may have made the stone and in this case this tradition will not
contradif;t the hadith that the gem too was silver. If we go by the earlier explanation that
the gem was aqiq from Abyssinia, then it would mean that the Prophet ~ J ~ ..1!1 ~ had
.both the rings, one with a silver gem and the other with an Abyssinian gem.
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4389. Sayyiduna Anas J.;S..i»I~J said, 11The signet ring of the Prophet ~JA~.i»~~ was

on this," and he pointed to the little finger of his left hand,4
NOT ON THE MIDDLE OR NEXT TO IT
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4390. Sayyiduna Ali J.;S..i»I~J narrated, 11 Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ forbade me to

wear a signet ring on my this finger or this."
See the lives, of the Noble Caliphs p 247, Life of Prophet Muhammad ~""J4~~~ pp 780-1 (Ibn
Kathir, published Darul Isha'at Karachi) Stories of the Prophet (Ibn Kathir Darul Isha'at Karachi).
2 Bukhari # 5870, Tirmidhi # 1740.
3 Muslim# 62-2094.
4 Muslim# 62-2095.
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And, the narrator said that then he pointed the middle finger and the one next to it.1
COMMENTARY: Besides these two fingers, the Prophet ~J4#-iJlljJ, the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~..11~~; and the tabi'un ~~J are not known to have ever worn a ring on the
thumb or the third finger also. Thus, it is mustahab (desirable) to wear a ring only on the
small finger.
The Shafi'is and the Hanafis tend to abide by it. However, this is as far as men are
concerned. As for women, they are allowed to wear a ring on any of the fingers.
Imam Nawawi .1!1~; said that it is makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer to lawful) for men
to wear a ring on the middle and index finger.
~\;hj.Aiil

SECTION II

PROPHET ~J4#~~~ WORE THE RING ON BOTH HANDS
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4391. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Ja'far ~.111~; said that the Prophet ~J~i»~~ wore a

signet ring on his right hand.2
4392. Sayyiduna Ali ~.11~~; narrated that same hadith.3

(Jjb~t oi.J...>) _,.J~OJg~,l_;i:,J~fut j.o &!Jt-....!.)~ jli;.+lc;HtifJ <tr'\r}
4393. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~;said that the Prophet ~J~i»tjJ wore a signet

ring on his left hand.4
SILK & GOLD ARE FORBIDDEN TO MEN
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4394. Sayyiduna Ali ~.111~; narrated ''The Prophet ri""J~.\~~ took some silk and

held it in his right hand, and took some gold and held it in his left hand. Then, he
said, 11 Both these things are forbidden to the men of my ummah."S
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4395. Sayyiduna Mu' awiyah ~.11~~; said that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#i»l~ forbade

riding on hides of panthers and wearing gold (by men) except in little pieces.6
COMMENTARY: The small quantity of gold that the hadith permitted men has also been
1

Muslim# 65-2098, Nasa'i # 5210, Ibn Majah # 3648, Musnad Ahmad 1-124.
Ibn Majah # 3647.
3 Abu Dawud # 4226, Nasa'i # 5204.
4 Abu Dawud # 4227.
5 Abu Dawud # 4057.
6 Abu Dawud # 4239, Nasa'i.
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forbidden. However, the ulama (Scholars) say that even this permission is taken by the
Hanafis to apply to a plating of gold or any kind of a fixing of gold material for a gem or
stone, or a small gold embroidery on the hem of clothing. The Hanafis hold that it is
allowed to men.
COPPER & IRON RINGS DISALLOWED TO MEN
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4396. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~~~~; narrated that the Prophet ~ J4#~'~ said to a man
who was wearing a signet ring of copper, "why do I perceive the odour of idols in
you?" So, he threw it away (to remove the Prophet's ~J~"~'~ displeasure). When
he came again, he was wearing an iron signet ring, and he asked, "Why is it that I
see you adorned with the jewellery of the inmates of hell?" So, he threw it away
and submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, what material should I choose for my ring?"
He said, 11Silver, but do not let the silver weigh as much as one mithqal."t
Muhyi us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) reported that there is a sahih hadith
narrated by Sahl ibn Sa'd ~~~J concerning a (woman's) dower that the Prophet
said to a man contemplating marriage 11Find something (for her) even though a
signet ring of iron."
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4#~~ said, "The silver must not weigh as much as one
mithqal." This is by way of caution and righteousness. It is to be on the safe side to have the
silver less than one mithqal. Besides, this is because gold and silver are in essence disliked
things, so they must not be used beyond the necessary amount. This is why it is makruh
(disapproved) to wear two or more rings, but it is not makruh (disapproved) to have many
rings provided they are not worn together. They may be worn at different times.
According to fatawa Qadi Khan, it is makruh (disapproved) to wear a ring of iron or
copper, and it is forbidden to men to wear a gold ring.
As for the tradition of Muhyi us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) that an iron ring may be
given in dower if nothing else is available, it does not follow that the ring should be worn
because iron and copper rings are disallowed to wear. They can be kept as regular
property. Besides, it is also possible that the ring of iron may have been forbidden after this
tradition of sahl ~~~~; was narrated, because it is established that sahl' s ~~~~; tradition
dates prior ,to the induction of sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) and ratification of Shariah.
The hadith of Buraydah ~ ~~ ~; is of a later date. So Sahl' s ~ ~~ ~J tradition stands
abrogated. His hadith as been narrated earlier in the chapter on dower(# 3202).2

1

2

Tirmidhi # 2785, Abu Dawud # 4223.
Bukhari # 5135, ML:slim # 76. 1425.
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TEN THINGS DISLIKED BY THE PROPHET ~J~..1!1~
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4397. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.ill~~_, narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ disliked
ten things:
1. Yellow colouring, meaning use of Khaluq.
2. Altering old age, meaning dying grey hair.
3. Trailing the lower garment (beyond the ankles).
4. Wearing a gold signet ring (by men).
5. Women's displaying her adornment where it is not lawful for her to do so.
6. Playing dice games.
7. Using spells other than the Mu' awwidhat (last two suras of the Quran).
8. Wearing amulets and talisman.
9. Practicing azal (which is to withdraw the penis before discharge of semen)
unilaterally.
10. Impairing a child (who is being breast-fed its mother), but he did not
declare it to be unlawful.t
COMMENTARY: Khaluq is a perfume prepared from saffron, etc. Men are disallowed to
use it, but women may use it. Some ahadith allow it to men too but, in the face of many
that disallow it, they are said to be abrogated. Khaluq is purely a woman's perfume.
It is disallowed to alter old age be it by plucking out grey hair or dyeing them black.
However, henna may be applied because there are ahadith that permit it. The Hanafis say
that it is forbidden and disliked to pluck grey hair.
It is lawful for a woman to show her adornment to her husband and in places where her
mahram are, meaning her fat,her, her brothers and son. But, she cannot display her beauty
to other men who are outside the purview of mahram. It is as the Quran says:

,I~ ...\ ~t.'' ~l&lfhJ
.~.3~... ':/.J..
(."L.. l'1)·~41'
~ . .J~~.,
-,'-'-_,
{... and display not their adornment except to their husbands, or their fathers ... }(24: 31)
Games of dice are forbidden. The dice is thrown to play it. This game is disallowed. Most of
the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~..1l'..s-PJ said that it is unlawful. The Hanafis regard
chass too as makruh (disapproved) tahrimi.
The word ruqa (.} J) is to cast spells or blow after chanting some incantation. As for the
mu' awwidhat, they are those verses of the Quran that teach to seek refuge in Allah. They
could be the last two surahs of the Quran (113 and 114) or any other verses. In other words,
it is allowed to invoke by reLourse to the verses of the Quran , the supplication mentioned
in the ahadith and the asma ul husna (beautiful names of Allah). But, it is forbidden to use
other means, particularly words whose meanings are not deciphered for, not only is that
unlawful but it is also likely to fall in disbelief.
Tamaim (~l...J) are beads or bones that Arabs tied together to repel the evil eye and they
1

Abu Dawud # 4222, Nasa'i.
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hung them on the necks of their children. Islam forbade this practice. Some people say that
tama'im are the charms and conjurations with a tint of polytheism. It was common practice
during the pre Islamic days. However, it is permitted to hang on the neck the amulets with
verses of the quran, or approved supplications, or the name of Allah. It is known from the
tradition of Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~1»1~; as reported in Hisn Hasin.t
Azal is to withdraw the penis while having sexual intercourse before semen is emitted to
forestall pregnancy. It is allowed with the permission of one's wife· otherwise it will
unilateral. If the woman is a female slave then her permission is not required because azal
can be observed with her.
To impair a child who is being suckled is to have sexual intercourse with its mother and
she becomes pregnant with another child. This corrupts her milk and it will impair the
body. Hence, to have sexual intercourse with a woman who suckles is to hurt the child.
Having sexual intercourse with a woman who suckles is called ghayl and this has been
mentioned in the chapter on sexual intercourse (see aliadith # 3189, 3196)
However, the Prophet ~J4#i»>~ did not say that it is unlawful to have sexual intercourse
with a woman who is suckling a child. The reason is that it is not unlawful to have sexual
intercourse with one's wife.
BELLS SHOULD NOT BE WORN
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4398. Sayyiduna Ibn Zubayr ~1»1~; said that a freed woman slave of theirs took the
little daughter of Zubayr ~1»1~; to Umar ibn Khattab. ";"1»1~; She was wearing bells
on her Ieg(s). Umar ~1»1~; cut off the bells, saying "I had heard Allah's Messenger
~J~.i»~~ say 'with every bell there is a devil."2
COMMENTARY: The saying means:
• I.Jg~ f" ,~ I -: . . '
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(Bell is the devils pipes).
The devil draws people to every such thing as tinkles. He makes it very pleasing.
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4399. Sayyiduna Bunanah, ~1»1~; freed female slave of (Sayyiduna) Abdur Rahman
ibn Hayyan Ansari ~1»1~;, narrated that while she was with (Sayyidah) Ayshah ~J
~1»1, a girl was brought to her wearing tinkling bells. She said, "Do not let her come
to me unless her bells or cut off (and thrown away) for, I had heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~i»~~ say, 'The angels (or mercy) do not enter a house that has
1
2

Hisn Haseen, Published by Darul Isha' at Karachi.
Abu Dawud # 4230.
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(anything like) a bell."t
GOLD MAY BE USED IN EXTREME NEED
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4400. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Tarafah """.iii'~.J said that when his grandfather,
Arfajah ibn As'ad """.i»'~J had his nose chopped off in the battle of K1,dab, he got a
silver nose made out (for him), but it gave off a stench. So, the Prophet ~J4#.i»1~
instructed him to have a gold nose made out.2
COMMENTARY: A battle was fought at Kulab (before the hijrah). Sayyiduna Arfajah 4$-i»l~ J
had participated in it. His nose was chopped off in this battle. The Prophet ~""'J ":1~ .i»1 .}JJ
permitted him to have a gold nose made when the silver he had made gave out a bad odour.
On the basis of this hadith, the ulama (Scholars) allow that a gold nose may be made. They
also allow silver wire to be attached to the teeth. In fact, Imam Muhammad .i»1~J said that
even gold wire may be used to bind the teeth.
WEARING TO WOMAN WEARING GOLD JEWELLERY

( .)jl.)y.l o\.J.J)

4401. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$-i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.i»1~
said, 11 He who likes to put a ring of fire on his dear one (like wife or children) may
put on him a gold ring (in his ear or nose). He who likes to put a necklace of fire
round (the neck of) his dear one may put a necklace of gold on him. And, he who
likes to put a bracelet of fire on his dear one may put a bracelet of gold on him. But,
you may use silver and while away with it."3
COMMENTARY: The concluding words of the hadith mean 'play with it,' implying make
silver jewellery for your women and get them to wear them, make a ring for yourselves
and make weapons like swords for yourselves. The adornment of the world, however, are
plaything, even if they are of the permitted class.
Ibn Maalik .i»1~ J said that to play with anything is to employ it at one's will and according
to one's wish. So, silver may be used for the jewellary of ·woman. But, for me only silver
rings, swords and weapons are allowed.
,
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1 Abu Dawud # 4231.
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(~Ll.ll._, Jj IJy.l oI.J.J) -~ l@ I~~ .;WI~~ t,§jf ~
4402. Sayyiduna Asma bint Yazid ~.&~~; narrated that Allah' c; Messenger ~ J~~~~

said, "Any woman who wears a gold necklace will be made to wear the like of it of
fire on the day of resurrection. Any woman who wears, a gold earring in her ear will
be made to wear the like of it by Allah on the day of !esurrection.t
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4403. The sister of Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger
~ J~~~~ said, ''0 you woman! There is for you in silver that with which you may
adorn yourself (making silver jewellary)! Know! Whichever woman among you
who adorns herself with (jewellery of) gold and displays it will be punished for
doing it, definitely. "2
COMMENTARY: The foregoing ahadith say explicitly that even women may not wear pure
gold. If any woman wears gold jewellery, then she is liable to the punishment, mentioned
in the hadith. But, it is allowed to them to wear only jewellery of silver. However, In fact,
women are allowed to wear both gold and silver. As for these ahadith, the ulama (Scholcu:s)
offer different explanations.
Some of them say that, in the beginning, it was as these ahadith declare and woman were
not permitted to wear gold. Later it was replaced by the tradition narrated by Sayyiduna
Ali ~.&1~; that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ said, uPure silk and gold.is forbidden to the
men of my ummah." This saying establishes that woman are· allowed to wear gold and
pure silk.
Some ulama (Scholars) link these ahadith to the payment of zakah (Annual due charity)
and the woman who wears gold jewellery without paying zakah (Annual due charity) on it
is liable to the punishment mentioned.
Some others of them say that the woman who displays her jewellery to men who are not
her mahram are liable to these punishments.
SECTION III
IF YOU WANT THEM IN PARADISE THEN SHUN GOLD & SILK IN THIS WORLD
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4404. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~.&1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
11
~ J used to forbid those who wore jewellery and silk and tell them, If you desire

the jewellery of paradise and its silk then do not wear them in this world."3

1

Abu Dawud # 4238, Nasa'i # 5139, Musnad Ahmad 6. 460.
Dawud # 4237, Nasa'i # 5137.
3 Nasa'i # 5131.
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PROPHET'S ~J~i»~~ RING OF GOLD
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4405. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:Soil!l~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»>~ had a
signet ring made out, and he wore it. Then, he said, "As of today, this has occupied
me from you (and I could not attend to you) because I give a look to it and I give a
look to you." (Saying that) he threw it away. 1
COMMENTARY: It seems that the signet ring mentioned in this hadith was made of gold.
EVEN CHILDREN ARE DISALLOWED TO WEAR GOLD
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4406. (Imam) Maalik i»1"~ .J said, "I disapprove of youths wearing any gold because I
have learnt that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~ forbade gold rings too (on this basis,
other things of gold are forbidden more emphatically). Hence, I disapprove of
males, old or young (wearing gold)."2
COMMENTARY: Just as it is forbidden to men to wear any gold material or to let their
children wear it, so too they are forbidden anything of silver except rings of silver.
Moreover, silk also attracts the same command as gold and silver.

CHAPTER - III
FOOTWEAR (SANDALS ETC.)
The word (Jw) ni'al is the plural of (JN) na'l -shoe, boot sandal. It is that with which feet
are protected from the earth. It preserves feet, and is a footwear. Its shape and style has
been differing from age to age, people to people and group to group. It may be the shape of
a shoe or a sandal or slippers or wooden contraptions.
This chapter means. to describe the footwear of the Prophet ~J~i»~~ that was worn by
the Arabs of that age.
The caption of this chapter is in plural form because the kinds of footwear were many in
those days.
[Shamail TirmidhP refers to, in its chapter on the shoes of Sayyiduna Rasulullah Sallallahu
alayhi wasallam, the booklet of Mawlana Ashrafi Ali Thanawi il!l~.J. Zaadus Sa'eed. It has a
detailed treatise on the blessings and virtues of the shoes of Allah's Messenger 1"1...J":l"i»l~.,p ].

1
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Nasa'i # 5289.
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SECTION I

THE PROPHET'S ~J"-#l»t~ SANDALS
r:;
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4407. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar .u~l»~~J said, 11 I saw Allah's Messenger ~""J":l~l»'~ wear
sandals that had no hair on them."1
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Sayyiduna
, Anas .u~~~J said, ''The sandals of the Prophet ~""J"-#.iill~ had two
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4408.
thongs (each)."2
COMMENTARY: The word (J\J) qibal is the thong or strap of the sandal. It is between the
toes. The Prophet's ~ 1 4#..11•~ sandal had two thongs, between the great toe and the toe
next to itf and (the other) between the middle and next toes. The Arabs used that sandal in
those days as chappal or slippers which we wear generally at home.
NECESSITY OF SHOES

J

~ o 1.,.;) -~H.A ~15 lj~ '1 ~J-H ....i..J1i
4409. Sayyiduna Jabir ~lilt~ J narrated that he heard the Prophet ~1 •:1'- ..1!1 ~ say
during a bat•le that he fought (meaning while setting out for it), 11Take plenty of
sandals because as long as one wears sandals, he is like a rider."3
(The translation by Abdul Hamid Siddiqi of the Sahih Muslim of this hadith says
that one should make it a practice to wear sandals because as long as one wear
them, he keeps riding.)
· COMMENTARY: A person who has shoes on him certainly walks faster than one who is
·without any kind of footwear. Also, he preserves his feet too from harm. This is why he is
compared to a rider. One must keep with oneself such things as are necessities of a journey.
WEAR THE RIGHT SHOE FIRST & TAKE OFF THE LEFT FIRST
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4410. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iis'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#.iill~
said, 11When any of you puts on sandals, let him put on the right sandal first. And,
when he takes them off, let him take off the left sandal first, Thus the right one
should be the first to be worn and the last to be removed."4
COMMENTARY: The procedure is to begin a deed that is more excellent from the right
side. This is mustahab (desirable). However, if it is not of this kind, then it is mustahab
Bukhari # 5851, Muslim# 25-1187.
Bukhari # 5857, Tirmidhi # 1771.
Muslim # 66. 2096 (P 1153 Sahih Muslim Kazi Publication).
4 Bukhari # 5859, Muslim # 67. 2097.
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(desirable) to begin at the left side. Thus, a shoe is put on to go to the mosque which is a
good thing, so the right shoe is put on first. Again, as one steps into the mosque, one puts
the right foot forward. On coming out of it, the left foot is placed out first.
When one goes to the toilet, one puts the left foot forward and on coming out of it, the right
foot precedes.
.
From another angle too, the right foot has more merit than the left. So, it desen!es to precede
the left in putting footwear, and to follow on removing them. The same principle applies on
entering the mosque and going to other such places, and on returning from there.
SHOE ONLY ON ONE FOOT IS WRONG
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4411. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ib~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~

said, 11Let no one of you walk with one shoe. He must remove both of them (anJ be
barefooted), or he must put on both of them."1
COMMENTARY: It is makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer to lawful) to have only one shoe
on and leave the other foot bare. Not only is it uncivilized but also it would keep the feet
unbalanced and cause one to fall down, particularly when the land is uneven.
The ulama (Scholars) say the same thing about having one hand in the shirt sleeve and the
other out of the sleeve that is put up on the shoulder or left dangling.
The same applies to having only one sock on a foot leaving the other without a sock.
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·4412. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.111.s-PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~_,4#1»1~ said, "If

the thong. of anyone's sandal is cut off, let him not walk with one sandal but he
should mend his thong. He should not walk with one sock, nor eat with his left
hand, nor sit with knees raised and feet on the ground when he has only one
garment wrapped round him (and nothing on his private parts), nor wrap himself
up completely enclosing his hands too (which cannot be brought out without
baring his private parts).2
SECTION II
THONGS OF THE SANDALS OF THE PROPHET ~_,4#.1!1~

~lob-'>~~LHJu~':/l:J~J4£ilil ~;.iJIL)J-!5~~~~ Jliu:~~lif (t~ \f)
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4413. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~]»,~ J said that the sandal of Allah's Messenger 4#1»'~
~-'had

two thongs each with dual straps (to make them durable.)3

Bukhari # 5855, Muslim# 68-2097.
Muslim# 71-2099.
3 Ibn Majah # 3614.
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DO NOT PUT SHOE WHILE STANDING

-(S_r,!_;.-' r.;l&£ 4lA (A lj &~jJ I &ljJ j .)J 1-lY.l
4414. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ forbade that

any one should put on shoes while (he is) standing.t
4415. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»>~.J narrated the same hadith.2
COMMENTARY: This is disallowed only when it is difficult to wear the shoes while
standing. If shoes are put on conveniently in a standing position, then one may do so. It is

not forbidden in that case.
DID PROPHET ~""J4#Ji!'~ WALK WITH ONE SHOE?
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4416. Sayyiduna Qasim ibn Muhammad Ji!,~.J narrated that (Sayyidah) Ayshah ~~ .J
~ said, "The Prophet~J4#~'~ walked wearing one sandal sometimes.3
According to another version: He did walk wearing (only) one sandal.4
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) doubt if this hadith is sahih because it contradicts
other hadith that disallow such a thing. If it is sahih then the Prophet ~J4#.1l1~ walking
with one shoe on would be a rare case and only within the house, and out of necessity. Or,
he may have done it too show that it is not outright unlawful to walk with one shoe,·but
allowed. It must be known that it was wajib (obligatory) for the Prophet ~J4#Ji!1~ to
demonstrate the permission of something, like drinking water while standing. The writer
of Muwahib Ladunyah has explained this reason against drinking water while standing.
REMOVE SHOES BEFORE SITTING DOWN
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4417. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J said that it is a sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)

that when a man sits down, he should remove his sandals and put them besides
him.s
COMMENTARY: One must not sit down with his shoes on his feet. He must remove them
and put them to his left side.
GIFT OF THE NEGUS OF LEATHER SOCKS

Abu Dawud # 4135.
Tirmidhi # 1775.
3 Tirmidhi # 1777, 1778 (1784-1785).
4 Tirmidhi # 1777, 1778 (1784-1785).
5 Abu Dawud # 4138.
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4418. Sayyiduna Ibn Buraydah 4:$ ..li1 ~J reported on the authority of his father that
the Negus (of Ethiopia) sent two black (leather) socks as gift for the Prophet ~..11~~
~J without any. pattern (on them). 1
(Ibn Majah transinitted it)
(Tirmidhi added from Ibri Burayd~ ~~~~ J from Buraydahi) ~..11~~J Then· he made
ablution and made masah over them (meaning, wiped over the ·socks).2
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ~J~.ll~~ received the socks,· he did not investigate
whether the leather was dyed or not. Did the leather came from a dead animal (carrion) or
from an animal that was slaughtered.
He asked none of these questions, but wore the socks straight away. He only went by their
outward look which showed that they were pure.
From this a ruling is derived that if no impurity or such other thing is observed on coarse
cloth, socks, mats, carpets, rugs and other similar floor mattings, then they will be deemed
to be pure.
This chapter is without Section III

CHAPTER-IV
COMBING THE HAIR(AT-TARAJJUL)
In Arabic tarajul (~,;) is used for combing the hair of the head or beard. However, it is
understood generally to refer to the hair on the head. For combing the beard, the word
(~~) tashrih is used.
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SECTION I

BODY OF MENSTRUATING WOMAN IS NOT IMPURE
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4419. Sayyidah Ayshah ~..111~) said, 1 used to comb the head of Allah's Messenger
~J"~ii~~~ though I was menstruating."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that the body of a menstruating woman is pure.
Besides, it is allowed to mingle with her is every day life.
.rHATWHICH IS FITRAH
11
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4420. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:S-..lii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..li~~
said Al-fitrah (that which is innate to man) are five things. (They are: )
circumcision, shaving (the hair below the navel) with a razor, clipping the
11

t Ibn Majah # 549.
2
3

Tirmidhi # 2820 (2829) Musnad Ahmad 5-352.
Bukhari # 5925, Muslim # 9. 297.
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moustache, paring the nails, removing (or plucking) the hair under the armpit."1
COMMENTARY: Firtah is what has been masnun in the Shari'ah (divine law) of all the
Prophets ~')l.JI~.
Previously, in the chapter ofsiwak(under'taharah, purification) a hadith (# 379) mentions
ten-things as.firrah. It-must be understood that neither was it intended there to cov.er the
entire characteristics, nor is it intended here. The objective is that the sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice)s of all the Prophet ~')l.JI~ covered those ten things (out of the many).
Five of them are mentioned here again.
DISTINGUISH YOURSELF FROM POLYTHEISTS

_l_,.kljjlJII._,j.!JI ~~11_,l!ll~j~rlJ1 ~;iJ1j~5 jli jli;..l~l ifj (H "')

.!.J 'l.l..kl Q~.JI '!!'II,. SJI ;c;l O.J ,g Q ~.JI ~ i 'I
(~~)"
~~...;.,~.,.~tJ-.J,~.,~

4421. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~ii~~ said,
"Go against the polytheists in what they do. So, grow beard long and clip the
moustache" (b.ecause they shave their beards and let their mousta:ches be thick).
According to another versi~n: 11Cut the moustache down and let the beatd grow.
WHEN TO REMOVE UNWANTED HAIR

~jJ'l ~~~WI~j,¥.)il. ;!tj.J{.li;\7 ~:~~1j'T'.JL!JI~Jl!l~jjliu;-lt~j (U. TT)
e.-...
... ,.
{..tJ.-ooiJ.J)-~~JI~

4422. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ii1 ~J said, 11lt was decided for us that we should clip the
moustache, pare the nails, pluck out hair under armpits and shave the pubes without
letting forty days elapse between every two observations (of these things)."2
COMMENTARY: According to Ibn Maalik ~~~J SayyidunaAbu Umar ~~~~J narrated that
the Prophet ~J~.&!~ pared the nails and clipped the moustache every ·Friday. He shaved
the pubes every twenty days and removed hair under the armpit every forty days.
It is stated in Qaniyah (4i} that it is better to pare the nails, clip the moustache, remove
unwanted hair once a week and have a bath to keep the body clean and neat. If it is not
possible to do it every week then it must be done every fortnight. But, if one neglects it for
more than forty days then it would mount to abandoning it without an excuse. In· other
words the schedule for doing these things is best every week, acceptable every fifteen days,
but forty days is the last limit. If anyone delays beyond that then he abandons it for no
reason whatsoever, and he will deserve the warning according to the Hanafis.
Mazhar says that Abu Umar ;.:'"~~~J and Abdullah ai Asghar ~ii~~ J said that the Prophet ~
~J4#...1JI clipped the moustache and pared the nails every Friday before the salah. (prayer) of
Friday.
Some people say that he removed hair from under the armpits and shaved the pubes every
forty days. Some others say that he did it every month. The version about one month is an
acceptable one.

t

2

Bukhari # 5891, Muslim# 50.257.
Bukhari # 5893, Muslim# 52. 259.
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DYEING HAIR
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4423. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.iil~~ said,
"Jews and Christians do not dye (their hair). So, you do the opposite of what
they do."t
COMMENTARY: This means apply the dye and oppose the deeds of the Jews and
Christians.' But, the dye should not be black because it is forbidden to apply the black dye.
This will be discussed at length later on. The sahabah (Prophet' s· Companions) ~ ~~ ~ J
used to apply henna of red colour and seldom of yellow colour. Authentic ahadith confirm
that henna may be applied to the hair. The ulama (Scholars) say that applying henna is a
sign of the believers and they are unanimous that it is allowed. Rather, some jurists say that
it is mustahab (desirable), both for men and women, to apply henna. They cite ahadith
about its excellences though the muhaddithin have declared those ahadith to be weak.
According to Majma al-Bihar, this hadith does not command those people to use a dye
whose hair are a combination of black and white. Rather, it commands them whose hair are
grey throughout with no trace of black hair. The next hadith is about the hair of Abu
Quhafah ~~~~J·
It is also stated in this book that the ulama (Scholars) have different views about the dye. It
is because circumstances differ. Some of them say that the command applies to the Muslim
area where it is a custom to apply the dye to the hair. If anyone differs from the practice
and habit of these people of his area then it will bring him undeserved fame which is
makruh (disapproved).
Other say that if a person's grey hair bring him respect and he is awe inspiring then it is
better for him not to use a dye. But, if grey hair do not suit a person who looks older than
he is then it is better for him to use a hair dye and conceal his shortcoming.
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4424. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.11~~J narrated that, on the day of the conquest of Makkah,
Abu Quhafah (father of Abu Bakr) ~.iill~J was brought (to the Prophet ~Jl.:)s.~ljJ,
having embraced Islam that very day). The hair on his head and beard were like
thughamah (white like anise plant). The Prophet ~J4:}s-~1jJ said to him ''Change
this (white) wit something, but keep away from black." 2
COMMENTARY: Thughamah is a kind of plant whose buds and flowers are white. In
Persian it is uarmaghah. (Thugham is white, whiteness- Hans wehr Dictionary of Modem
written Arabic). We know from this hadith that the black dye is forbidden. But it is stated
in mutalib ul Muminun that if a warrior uses it to create awe in the minds of an enemy of
Islam then he is allowed to do so. As for o::te who uses it to please himself and impress a
1
2

Bukhari # 5899, Muslim # 80. 2103
Muslim # 79. 2102.
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woman then, most ulama (Scholars) say, it is disallowed. Whatever is said of Abu Bakr ~; ·
4;$1»1, the correct thing is that he dyed with henna and wasmah (indigo leaves). This did not
tum his hair black but reddish black. The same may be said of some other sahabah.
In short, it is allowed to use henna as a dye by all the ula~a (Scholars) but the black dye is
forbidden and makruh (disapproved). In fact, there is·strong warning ag?.i!:~::.t usmg it. We
shall see it Ia ter.
HAIR ON HEAD MAY OR MAY NOT BE PARTED
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4425. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ":~1»1~J said that in such things about which the Prophet ~
1"1""J":l~lil' had not received any command, he liked to do as the People of the Book did.
And, the people of the Book used to leave their hair unparted (which is called sadal, left
to hang down), but the polytheists used to part their hair, Hence, the Prophet~J"~iill~.p
let his forelocks hang dowa (unparted). Then, later on he parted them.l
COMMENTARY: Sadal (J.l..l) is to let hair fall (or, ·hang) down. It is to leave them imparted
on all sides. Farq (J}) is to part them. It is also the parting (or dividing) line.
When the Prophet ~""J4#li11~ emigrated to Madinah, he did as the people of the Book did.
He made sadal with the forelocks, meaning he let them hang on his forehead.
Though only the forelocks are mentioned, sadal is to leave all hair on the head unparted
and as they are all around.
Sirice the final deed of the Prophet ~J"#i»'~ was to part the hair, some people say that sadal
(or, leaving he hair as they are) is abrogated. It w~s a command through revelation to adopt
farq. It was like the permission from Allah to follow the people of the Book where no Divine
command was issue. When the command to adopt farq was issued, it replaced the temporary
permission to do as they peoples of the Book did. It became obvious that to adopt farq
(parting of hair) was final, and do the opposite of what the people of the Book did.
Some authorities deduce from this hadith that, as long as we are not given a command
against it, the Shari'ah (divine law) of the previous Prophet r'}l...JI4# may be observed by us
provided we know that it has not been altered by their ummah and the particular section of
the Shari'ah (divine law) is in its original form as revealed by Allah.
Moreover, it was left to the Prophet's ~ J4#lb1~ discretion to do as the people of the Book
did. If the command to do as they did was of the same category as any command of
Shari' ah (divine law), then it would not have been left at his discretion, but he would have
been bound to obey it as any other wajib (obligatory) command.
Some ahadith say that it was the practice of Allah's Messenger ~J4#li11~ to arrange his
hair and part them if they were dishevelled, otherwise he left them as they were
unarra~ged and unparted. In other words (when his hair were not dishevelled), he
observed neither sadal nor farq, but he left them as they were. This makes it clear that both

1

Bukhari # 3917, Muslim# 90.336.
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sadal and farq are allowed though farq is better.
QAZA IS NOT ALLOWED
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4426. Sayyiduna Nafi A:~.11'~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Ibn Umar A:~.11'~J said,: I heard
the Prophet ~""J"~.11~~ forbid qaza (t})." Someone asked Nafi.' "~.11~~J "what is qaza?"
He said, "It.is to. shave. part of the head of a boy and leave some of it unshaved."
The explanation has· been made a part of the hadith by some of the narrators.t
COMMENTARY: Nawawi ~~"~J said that qaza is to shave part of anyone's head and leave the
remaining unshaven. This is the more correct meaning, so it is wajib (obligatory) to rely on this
meaning. As for specifying the 'boy' it is because of the normal custom, otherwise just as it is
makruh (disapproved) to shave part of a child's head, it is also makruh (disapproved) to shave
some of an adult's head and spare the rest unshaven. This is why this ruling is declared in
justice traditions without exceptions.
The dislike of qaza is because it resembles the disbelievers and it distorts the appearance.
The tail (or ponytail) and such excess of hair which the non-Muslims grow and which is
contrary to the masnun deeds is included in the definition of qaza.'2
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4427. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar "~Jil,~ J narrated that the Prophet I"L,.,J"~~~~.p saw a boy with

part of his head shaved and part of it unshaved. He forbade them (meaning the
guardians of the child) to do that. He said, 'shave it all, or leave all of it (unshaven)."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith indicates that it is allowed to· shave hair on the head, even
apart from Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah. But, it is better not to shave the head except after
performing Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah. The prophet ~J~.11~~ Sayyiduna Ali ~.11~~J
and other sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.iii'~J abided by this. We have mentioned
this in the chapter on janayah.
EFFEMINATE CURSED
f:
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4428. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~Jii,~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.iill~ cursed the
mukhannath among men and the mutarajalat among women. He said, "Expel them
from your homes."4
1

Bukhari # 5920, Muslim # 113-2120.
See also: Upbringing (or Bringing up) Children in Islam, Shaykh Ulwaan, English translationDarul Isha' at, Karachi p 25.
3 Bukhari # 113-2120, Bukhari # 5920-5921, Abu Dawud # 4195.
4 Bukhari # 5886.
2
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COMMENTARY: The word is mukhannath but sometimes makhanruth. It is from khanatha
which means mildress. Mukhaimath ~ a man who dresses -like women, applies henna on
hands and·feet like women and speaks with their accent. In short, he adopts the manners
· and style of women itt everything he does. He is em hermaphrodite .or an· effeminate.
·
The mukhannath are of two kind.
(i)
Born as such. Their organs and ways of living and moving about are effeminate.
(ii)
Some men behave like women deliberately though they are masculine in all
respects. They take up resemblance to women. So much so that some of them have
themselves castrat~d. It-is this kind ofthe·mukhannat]:i tha_t have been cursed.
The first kind· is exempt from the cur~ because they are· helpless. They have no say in
this behavior.
In the same way, those women are cursed ·who assume a resemblance to men in their
manner for living. Mutarjalat are women who assume resemblance to men.
It is stated in the sharh of shar' atul Islam that it is masnun for women· to apply henna but
makruh (disapproved) for men to apply without a valid reason because that will be a
resemblance to women.
We may deduce from this saying that it is makruh '(disapproved) for women to refrain
from applying· henna because that will·be· tantamount to resembling men.

~~ti;~'.!iiJE:l.::.~~y~_JJI~()!§;~'!ilfui&.J_kj~ful~~ljlijli&j(H'f")
( LS.J~ I o!_,.;) :.y~J)

4;L.4J I

4429. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4$Jill~; narrated that the Prophet~J~·~~~ said, "The
curse of Allah is on the men who assume rest!mblance to women and on the women
who assume resemblance to men.t
WIGS

(~~)--4;.,;.',~1j
4430. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4$~~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J4:Js.A~~ said, "Allah
has cursed the woman who pastes false hair and the woman who gets it done, and
the women who tattoos and the women who gets is done."2
COMMENTARY: Pasting hair is to elongate hair.
Nawawi ~~J said that it is absolutely unlawful to add false hair to one's own. There is no
resurrection about it. However, the Shafi'I ulama (Scholars) say that while it is unlawful to
add human hair to one's own, is pure hair of an animal is added to a woman's ponytail
then it is absolutely forbidden to a woman who has no husband or master (meaning that
she is unmarried, 'divorced or widowed, or is a free woman). If she has a husband or a
master, then there are three courses and the best and most correct is that she may add the
animal's pure hair to her owri ponytail after the permission of her master or husband.
Maalik ..l!1~J, Tabari ..l!1~J and most ulama (Scholars) hold that it is disallowed to a woman

1
2

Bukhari # 5885.
Bukhari # 5937, Muslim# 119-2124, Tirmidhi # 1759 (1765) ..
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to add any sort of a thing to her hair - be it hair, black wool, rags or strips, or anything else.
They have come to this conclusion from ahadith. But, the jurist Layth .&1~; says that the
disallowance is only for hair. But anything else like wool etc. may be added to ponytails.
Also, it is allowed to tie such strings to hair as do not look like hair but stand out clearly.
It is stated in Fatawa Aalamgiri that it is unlawful to add human hair to one's own (or to
wear a wig over them). But, it is allowed to add wool to them.
Tattooing is to prick one's skin with needles etc and to fill them with indelible colours.
First, blood is let out. It is an ancient custom of pre-Islamic days. It is still common among
some non-Muslim. The Islamic Shari'ah (divine law) has forbidden it.
Nawawi .&t~; said that is forbidden to both one who does it and one who has it done. The
portion of the body that is tattooed becomes impure. Hence if a Muslim has had himself
tattooed indiscreetly, then he must find out whether the marks can be removed by some
process. If that is possible, then it is wajib (obligatory) to get it done. However, if that is not
possible without hurting oneself, then it is not wajib (obligatory) to have it removed. But,
he must seek forgiveness of Allah and repent to Him to seek removal of the burden of sin.
If there is no likelihood of hurting oneself in having the marks removed then that must be
done expeditiously. If it is delayed then that would be sinful.
ONE WHO ALTERS ALLAH'S CREATION

(~~)-!CLJJ.!;J~ijli~~li~Li
4431. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud

A;t..i»t~J

narrated that (Allah's Messenger .i»tJ..J'

l"l""J":l" said) Allah has cursed the women who tattoo and who have it done, and the

women who pluck hairs from their faces, and ·the women who make spaces between
their teeth to beautify themselves, thereby they change Allah's creation. (When the
women learnt of this tradition,) a woman came and said, 11lt has been conveyed to me
that you have cursed so-and-so, and such and such." He asked, ''Why should I not
curse l'tem whom Allah's Messenger ~J•:l'-.ibt~ has cursed? And (those who) are
mentioned in Allah's book?" She protested, I have, indeed, read it between its two
covers but have not found in it what you say." He said, 111£ you had read it (carefully)
you would have found it certainly." (Then he asked,) 11 Have you not read?
"
' "'
,, " ' , '
\~Li !CL _;.s::.& lAJ &J~i JJ.!J.\1 ..;Su\'lA

(And whatsoever the Messenger gives you, take it. And, whatsoever he forbids,
abstain there from} (59: 7)
She said, ''Of course!" He said, 11Then, indeed, he has forbidden that (which I
mentioned)."t
1

Bukhari # 5917, Muslim # 90. 336.
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COMMENTARY: While it is makruh (disapproved) for a woman to pluck hair from her
face, yet if she has hair on her moustache or beard then not only is she allowed to remove
them but it is mustahab (desirable) to do so. This hadith does not mention one who helps in
plucking hair. It only mentions the one who has it plucked. She is mentioned in a following
hadith (#
).
.
The Arabs liked their women to have their teeth spaced, particularly, the young women.
When women grew old and their teeth lost the Space between them, they took pains to
scrape them with rasp and dirt to create space. They loved to look young. But, Islam
forbids this thing.
The woman mentioned in the hadith as doing various condemned things are all guilty of
altering Allah's creation. They follow their personal whims against Allah's wish and pleasure.
The entire sentence expresses their motive which is what makes the curse wajib (obligatory) on
them.
It is this very motive to alter Allah's creation that makes it unlawful to mutilate a body and
to shave the beard. However, not every change in Allah's creation is unlawful because of a
motivating factor. It is the command of Shari'ah (divine law) that dictates what is unlawful
whether we know the wisdom or motive behind it or not. In short, such changes as the
Prophet ~"" Y·:i'-.&'~"" has allowed continue to be permitted but those that he has disallowed
are unlawful.
The woman who came to Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~..11~~J with her enquiry had not any
misgivings about hadith, but could not find the relative verse of the Quran. Her contention
was that he should not send a curse on those who are not declared as accursed by Allah.
So, Ibn Mas' ud . .:r-..111~ J explained to her the particular verse to her satisfaction.
When the Prophet ~ J"~.&~~.,., has forbidden something, one should respect the command and
keep away from it. He has forbidden certain things in this hadith and some more in other
ahadith. This should be understood as mentioned in the Quran too because of the verse (59:7)
Teebi .&1~; said that the Prophet ~J~..ll1~ cursing those women is as though Allah has
Himself declared them accursed. So, it is waji_b (obligatory) to abide by this Gommand.
EFFECT OF AN EVIL EYE

(LS~l=...:Jioi.J~>-~)Iif~j~~l_kj~ilil~,iJIJj..!JJliJliS~;-''?l~J(HY"O
4432. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ":'" .&1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger 1"1....J ":1"' .&1 ~
said, ''The power (to inflict harm) of the evil eye is true." And, he forbade tattooing.l
COMMENTARY: Allah has made it possible for a person to hurt another by a glance of an
evil natur~.
MATTING HAIR

(\5.J~Ici__,.J)-11:1&_;l.:,j~ful ~,iJij_;.!J~IJJ.a1 Jli~~lifJ (ttrr)
4433. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..11~~J narrated that he saw Allah's Messenger~.&!~
~ J mulabbid (meaning with hair mated).2
COMMENTARY: Mulabbid is to paste the hair on the head to keep off lice and dust. This is

1

Bukhari # 5740, Muslim# 41. 2187.
# 1540,5914, Muslim# 21-1185,

2 Bukhari
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done generally when the ihram is assumed. The Prophet ~J~~~~ may have-been in the
state of ihram or on a journey.
DISALLOWED TO DYE WITH SAFFRON

<~~)-~Jll_;jlA....!...>I~J~ilii~~~~Jliu;JI6£J<ttrt>
4434. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~; said that the Prophet ~ J~~~~ forbade meri to apply

saffron (to their clothing and bodies).1 .
COMMENTARY: Only ·women. are. allowed to use saffron. on their bodies and garment.
Before it was forbidden, some sahabah ·(Prophet's Companions) ~..3d~; are known to have
used khaluq ·which is prepared· from saffron.
COLOURED PERFUME
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4435. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~J said, ''I used to apply to the Prophet ~J~~~ the
best perfume that I could find so that I could detect the perfume shine on his head

and beard."2
COMMENTARY: Men are not allowed to use perfume whose colour is obvious. However,
this hadith says that the shine of the Prophet's ~..,J4:l~Ji:,~ perfume could be seen. The fact is
that the colour that are disallowed to men are bright and bring out adornment, like red,
yellow, etc. Any colour that is different ftom these, like· musk, etc. is allowed to men. This
means that colour of sandal wood and ~uch other things is also allowed. (see hadith # 4443).
INCENSE OF FRAGRANCE
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4436. Sayyiduna Nafi ~.a:~~J said that when (Sayyiduna) Ibn Umar ~~~J wished

incense, he used aloes wood Without mixing anything with it, or he put camphor with
aloes wood, saying, ''This is how Allah's Messenger ~J4~~~~ perfumed himsel£."3

SECfiONII
CLIPPING MOUSTACHE IS ANCIENT SUNNAH (HOLY PROPHET'S PRACTICE)
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4437. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.111~; said, 11The Prophet ~J~.a:~~ used to clip or
remove something off his moustache. And, Ibrahim, ~".>\-JI ~ the friend of Ar..

Bukhari # 5846, Muslm # 77. 2101.
Bukhari # 5923, Muslim # 38. 1189.
3 Muslim # 21-212254, (Rafee: Tralsnation of A. H Siddiqui Muhammad Arshaf # 560).
l
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Rahman (the compassionate), used· to do it too."1
C~MMENTARY: It was the practiCe. of Prophe.t.Ibra~ ~~14# an.d·ef other Prophets~
r~' to clip off the moustache almost all of it. This has been.spoken of when explaining the
word fitrah. See also hadith # 4488.
WARNING TO ONE WHO ·GROWS MOUSTACHE

_Lto~i4.1J~~-ll.G
,'t(r4J'li~e~~ilil ~~JJIJ.. ~'i. ~: ,f>iJI ~~j~c;
(ttr-A)
, • .,"if'
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.. ,Jll-1
, · .,..
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"...,~.,..

~""

..r--'~

(~L.iJ 1.J LS.l.oj:J 1., ..~..o:.l o !.,..>)

4438. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Arqam ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..:W~
said, 11 He who does not take something off his moustache does not ·belong to us/' 2
COMMENTARY: A person who does not belong to us does not abide by our sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice).
Mulla Ali Qari ~~ ~; said, "He is not a perfect believe.r of our sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice)." Such a person is warned that if he neglects our sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)
and dies then he dies not on the creed of Isla:..n.
KEEPING THE BEARD WELL SET

-~.f~~llijlij_~~jll&lj5:..li~j~..J$.
4439. Sayyiduna Amr ibn S4u'ayb ~~ ~; narrated from his father who from his
pandfather that the Prophet-~J~~~~ used to take something off the sides and the
bottom of. his bear.d (cutting a little.from the right and left and bottom ofit).3
COMI\IIEN:TARY: The Prophet ~ J4#~~~ s~t right his beard and cut off any hair·that grew
longer than the others. This is allowed but wi:tat IS disallowed is to shave off the beard or to
keep ft very small· as non-Muslirits do .. Ibn Maalik .cl!1 ~; said that ·it is a sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice) to set the h air of the beard at a proper level (but not to shorten them
all).
According to Ahya ul Uloom, the ulama (Scholars) differ on growing the beard too much in
length. Some authorities say that one may clip the hair when come ·out of one's fist .when
they are held in the fist. This is what is said by Ibn Umar ~..:w~J and a section of the tabi'un
.1!1~;, Shaabi k1~J an<;i Ibn Sirin ~~~; have regarded it as proper. But, Hasan ~~~;, qatadah
~~~; and their followers do not regard it as good for, they go by the Prophet's ~J~.i»1~
saying:

_L\ 'I, e. . ,

e,s-..JA$-

(Let your beards grow). They say that the beard may ·be allowed to grew beyond a fist.
Mula Ali Qari ~~~; agrees with the first opinion.

Tirmidhi # 2760, Musnad Ahmad 1-301.
Tirmidhi # 2761, Musnad Ahmad 4-366, Nasa'i # 13.
3 Tirmidhi # 2762.
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KHALUQ DISALLOWED TO MEN

Jli~ Jli s1;At ~~ jlii ti.;ll~ L)I'J.kJ ~ili1 ~ ~~ ~1sJ.& ~ ~~J (f. f. f.·)
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(~LUI._, L).l.o.JUI oi..,.J) _JJJ')JJj~ljj~IJ,s~li

4440. Sayyiduna Yala ibn Murrah cs...li1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~..ll~~ saw
khaluq on him (his garments). He asked 11 Do you have a wife?" He said, 11 No!" So,
he said, 11Wash it Again wash it. Again wash it. Then do not use it again. t
COMMENTARY: If he was married and his wife had applied khaluq then he was excused
because he might have got it from her.
He was instructed to wash it three times because the colour should go off completely.
,l..At"

~ 0~• ~~~
,q I! "~S~ilil ~
f . . ~~~~.J;w
. . 1"'.~~ilil ~;
~~JJI JJ".,-~
J. "I J"'G J"'G
, "J :'ll.l.£ ~ (U.t\)
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.....,-., (.$"',..,

J J
(J.J"'I .)~ I0 I.J.J) -~fo
4441. Sayyiduna Abu Musa cs...ll1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ll~~ said,
Allah does not accept the salah (prayer) of a man who has on his body traces of
Khaluq." 2
COMMENTARY: Sayyid ..ll1~ J said that one who assumes resemblance to women will not
earn a full reward for his (perfect) salah (prayer). Ibn Maalik ..ll1~ J said that these words are
used to prevent a man from using khaluq.
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4442. Sayyiduna Ammar ibn Yasir cs...li1~J said, "I came to my family after a journey
during which my hands had chapped. So they besmeared my hands with a perfume
of saffron. In the morning. I went to the Prophet ~....J"~..ll~~ and offered him salaam
but he gave me no response and said, 'Go and wash off this from you."l

. . ~t!u~L::.llt~
.. ·~ "':JJ. . . :::t!uJ~'"\I~JJtJ,,
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(~LlJI._, lS.l.o.JUI oi.J.J) -~.J ,j}.J :JjJ
4443. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah cs...li1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~

said, ''The perfume of men is such whose odour is perceived but whose colour is
not observed. And, the perfume of women is such whose colour is observed but
whose odour is not perceived."4
COMMENTARY: As stated earlier (against hadith # 4435), the colour mentioned in the
hadith as disallowed to men is the one applied to adorn oneself, like red, yellow. The ulama
(Scholars) say that the hadith speaks of perfume of a woman who goes out of her home. As
Tirmidhi # 2816.
2 Abu Dawud # 4178.
3 Abu Dawud # 4176.
4 Tirmidhi # 2787.
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for one who stays home, she may apply any kind of perfume as long as she is with her
husband.
SUKKAH OF THE PROPHET~""'y.#l»'~
( Jjby.l o 1__,.;) -~. ~

:.1;::1!b~j ~ili1 ~ JJ1 ~_;.!;J ~~ jli u;;JI ~j (H t t)

4444. Sayyiduna Anas 4:s. .1!1 ~.J said, "Allah's Messenger ~J 4#- .1!1 ~ had sukkah (a
compound of fragrance). He perfumed himself with it."1
PROPHET ~J4#~~ USED HAIR OIL OFTEN

(~I i""__r!Jo!__,.;) -9~j ~_¢~_¢-...!.)~
4445. Sayyiduna Anas 4:s..1!1~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ applied oil
to his head often and combed his beard often. And, he often placed the qana (a
head covering)on his head and it seemed as though it was the garment of an
olive-oil merchant.2
COMMENTARY: He combed his hair often does not mean that he did it every day. There is
also no base in the common belief that it is sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to comb the
beard after every ablution.
Qana is the piece of cloth that is put on the head after applying hair-oil to protect the
turban from becoming greasy. That cloth become very greasy and looked like an oil-seller's
cloth. It was very different from the Prophet's ~J 4# .1!1 ~ temperament and habit of
keeping clean and pure. This is why he wore white garments often.
PROPHET'S PLAITS OF HAIR

(~l.o(r.ll.., ~.S.io)JI.J Jj!Jy.I.J ~I ol__,.;)

4446. Sayyidah Umm Hani ~~~~J said, "Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ came to us
in Makkah (on the day of the conquest. He had four plaits of hair (matted on the
right side and left, two each)."3
COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J"#.1!1~ had divided his hair on head in four parts. Here
the plaits of hair do not mean locks of hair.
PARTING OF PROPHET'S ~J"#.1!'~ HAIR

~

,

~

,

,

(Jjby.l oi.J.;) -~:~ ~~::! 9U~jlj

4447. Sayyidah Ayshah llfa-.~1~ J said, ''When I parted the hair of Allah's Messenger
~J4#.11'~, I made a parting from the crown of his head (dividing the hair into two
Abu Dawud # 4162.
Bayhaqi Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) # 3164.
3 Musnad Ahmad 6-341, Abu Dawud # 4191, Tirmidhi # 1781, Ibn Majah # 3631.
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parts right through) and left the forelock to hang between his eyes."1
COM~ENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah ~.i!~~.J parted the Prophet's.~J~.1!~~ hair fr0m the
crown or ·middle of the head coming~ down·to the forelocks between.his eyes. The hair
were divided on both sides .of the patting at the forehead. Teebi .1!1 ~ J has given ~his
meaning of the hadith.
DO NOT COMB EVERY DAY
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4448. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mughaffal ~.i!'~.J said, Allah's Messenger~.ii1._,L.P
~J forbade that.anyone should comb (His hair) except on alternate days." 2
COMMENTARY: Qadi said that this is nahi tanzihi (forbidden nearer to lawful) and it does
not 'disallow combing when necessary. One must not make a habit of combing every day
because that becomes part of adornment, and is an unnecessary formality.
The hadith covers both the hair on the head and beard. Men who comb their beard after
every ablution must know that it has nothing to do with sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
Similarly, the statement in the Ihya ul Uloom that the Prophet ~J~~.i!~~ combed his beard
twice a day is not corroborated by any hadith. No one apart from Imam ghazzali ·~..3a,~.J in
Ihy~ ul Uloom has cited such a hadith. Rather, Shaykh wali ud din Iraqi ..ll1"~.J .has ~aid that
Imam Ghazali .1!1~J has mentioned certain other ahadith foo in Ihya ul Uioom which are not
found elsewhere.
As for the disallowance to comb· every day, is it only for me or for both men and women? It
seems that only men are not allowed to do it.every day, for, it is not makruh (disapproved)
for women to adorn themselves. Some authorities, however, say that both ·men ~nd women
are disallowed but it-is softer on women who have more liberty to adorn then men have.
SHUN LUXURY
11

"

..

..

.... J , ,

(Jjby.l ob.J) -G~I ~-....!...)1 ll.r~
4449. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Buraydah ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that a man asked
(Sayyiduna) Fudalah ibn Ubaydah -~ ..ll1 ~;, ~~:why .is· .it that I see you dishevelled?"
(Meaning, ~hy are your· hair unkempt and· untidy?.) He said, 11 Allah's Messenger~
~J~..ll1 used. to forbid us from submitting oursel~es to a very 'luxuries life;' (and
.
combing is. part of it).
man. then asked, 11Why is·. it that I see you with01._1t shoes?" He said, 11 Allah's
Messenger·~J~a,~ us~d to contmand us to go barefooted s<;»metimes."3

The

1

Abu Dawud # 4189.
Tirmidhi # 1856, Abu DAwud # 4159.
3 Abu Dawud # 4160.
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COMMENTARY: Giving up luxury and going bare footed, now and then, develop humility

in a person and enable him to ~heck himself. This exercise also prepares him for unforeseen
hard times.
The .Ptophet·~J~i»>~ himself used hair oil and combed his hair and encouraged other
people tQ. follow suit. But, at the same time; he did not censure the ascetics who neglected
these things. He also commanded sometimes that these things should be shunned.
This shows that actual dislike is of luxurious living and going beyond limits in seeking
abundance. One must not over indulge in applying oil and combing hair as irreligious
people do.
Whenever a command is given to adopt simplicity, it does not mean that one should
overdo it and live a bettered. life and give up cleanliness and purity. ;Rather, one should
exercise moderation. Shari'ah (divine law) can never call for going against civil conduct
and a clean and· unblemished life.
One of the objectives of Islam is to make man civilized and purity is a part of religion. The
next hadith (# 4450) speaks .of that.
KEEP HAIR TIDY
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4450. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:&-.lii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J·~.ll'~

said, "He who has hair (on his head) must keep them tidy (washing them, applying
oil on them and combingthem)."l
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4451. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr 4.:&-.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.li1~ said,

"The best things with which grey hair may be changed are henna and katam."2
COMMENTARY: The word katamu (or Kuttam) is. a grass. It is used as a hair dye with

wasamah. Some authorities say that it is wasamah itself
Henna and Katamu may not be combined to dye hair because that would become a black
dye which'is disallowed. Either of the two may be used. Henna or Katam. The colour of
henna is red and of katam is green.
Some people suggest that the dye katam gives out a black colour but with henna it will give a
reddish colour. In this case, the hadith will be interpreted to mean that both henna and katam
should be mixed together. This is confirmed in the hadith of Ibn Abbas 4.:&-..lii~J (# 4454).
Mulla Ali Qari .1!1~ J said that if the ratio of katam exceeds that of henna or, if they are
of equal proportion, them the colour will be black. If henna exceeds katam then the
colour will be red.
WARNING TO USER OF BLACK DYE

t Abu Dawud # 4163.
2 Tirmidhi

# 1753, Musnad Ahmad 1-273, Abu Dawud # 4205, Nasa'i # 5075.
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(~WJI_, Jj!JY-1 oi.J~) -~1 ~15 ~J~ '} ~Ld.l ~lj>S ~lj!JI-4,
4452. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ ~' ,_rpJ narrated that the .prophet ~""J "~ ~' j...P said,
11
Toward the last days, there will be people who will apply the black dye like the
crops of doves. They will not perceive the fragrance of paradise."t
COMMENTARY: The black dye is the unmixed, pure black that they will apply Therefore,
the black with a reddish tinge will be excepted, like katam and henna. They are warned that
if they apply the pure black dye they will not smell the fragrance of paradise. Those who use
it and regard what they do as lawful are covered by the words of the prophet ~J"~"~'~·
Some commentators have written that such people will not perceive the smell even if they
enter paradise and will not derive any pleasure from the fragrance. Some others say that they
will not sense the fragrance at mawquf (the standing place, before entering paradise).
In short, the hadith establishes that black dye is forbidden.

YELLOW DYE IS ALLOWED
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4453. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~"~',_rpJ narrated that the Prophet (EO used to wear leather
(hairless) sandals. And, he used to·dye his beard yellow with wars and saffron. (Wars
is a grass found in Yemen.) Ibn Umar ~"~'~J used to do that (in emulation of him).2
COMMENTARY: The hadith of Anas ~~~J has preceded is kitab Libas that the Prophet
~""J~.1ilj...p never used a dye. See the comments against it (Hadith # 4434) also 4478,4479.
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4454. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~ J narrated that a man who had dyed his hair with
henna passed the Prophet ~J "# ~~ ~ and he said, 'How good a dye it is!" Then,
another man passed him having dyed his hair with henna and katam. He said.
11
This is better than that." Then, another man passed him having dyed his hair with
a yellow dye. He said, "This is the best of all of them."3
MUST APPLY DYE

t
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-P.J.liJ?~Iif~~l:lj5J&~jllglj5-~~~
4455. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»'~
said, 11Change (the look of) old age (with a dye) and do not imitate the Jews (who ao
Abu Dawud # 4212.
Nasa'i # 5243, Abu Dawud # 4210, See hadith # 2678, where wars is mentioned.
3 Abu Dawud # 4211.
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not apply dye).I
4456. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..1!1~ J also narre1.~ed this hadith.2
4457. Sayyiduna Zubayr (though some editions have Ibn Zubayr) also narrated
this hadith.3
COMMENTARY: It is possible that this l:('mmand may have been given to warriors to stir
awe in the hearts of the enemy.
GREY HAIR ARE RADIANCE OF MUSLIMS

t "'"'
(J.J'"1 Jy. I)-4..).)

4458. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb ~~ ~ J narrated from his father who from his
grand father that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ . 1!1 ~ said, 11 DO not pluck out grey hair
because old age (which is having grey hair) is the nur (radiance, light) of the
Muslims. He who advances towards old age (growing a grey hair) in Islam, (finds
that) Allah records for him a piety against it, erases a sin against it and elevates him
a degree against it."4
COMMENTARY: Old age is actually prestige. We shall see in a hadith later (# 4488) that
Prophet Ibra~m 'r'>W' "~ was the first person to find grey hair on him, on his beard. He
submitted to the Grand court, "What is this my Lord?" He received the answer, "It is
dignity." So, he submitted, "0 Allah, let me have more of dignity!"
The Arabic word is waqar (J\iJ). It is a characteristic that keeps a person away from sin and
shameless conduct. It inclines him to repent and be obedient. In t his sense, this
characteristic grows a light in a pers( n which will advance forward in the gathering place,
cutting through darkness. It is as stated in this verse:
., , • ,.,
, ~'L;"'l
... ~., ~ , , ~..., ::ki u.J,.
~

.. ,:.J~ ..... .......... ..-- 'Y~

{---their light running before them and on their right hands .... } (57: 12)
From this point of view, the 'light of old age' refers to 'the t\ldiance on the day of resurrection.'
If the light were said to mean a dignified face and appearance, a clean inside and
unseen life and a pious character which things are associated with old people, then,
too, it is not for fetched.
We know from this hadith that it is makruh (disapproved) top luck grey hair from oneself.

:J ~~~~YI"J ~yl!.&-4 jli~j ~ful ~JJI ~_;2,5 ~ BjA ~ ~ ~j (HO~".)
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4459. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Murrah
1

Tirmidhi # 1752, Musnad Ahmad 2-499.
Nasa'i jt 5073.
3 Nasa'i # 5073, ~Ausnad Ahmad 1-165.
4 Abu Dawud # 4202.
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that he sai~, "If anyone grows old in Islam (having a grey hair), then it will be
light for him on the day of resurrection."1
COMMENTARY: The question arises that if grey hair are light in both worlds then why is
one allowed to apply the dye? There is wisdom behind it. One reason is that one's strength
and power are demonstrated before the enemy. They will not regard the Muslims as weak.
This raises another question: why then disallow plucking grey hair when that can serve
the same purpose? The answer is that not only is it painful to pluck hair but it also distorts
appearance while dye when applied adorns the person who applies it.
There is a wide difference in the two things.
THE PROPHET'S ~J~f»,~ HAIR ON HEAD

J__;i;.:.!iJ~~ ~lj~u!~~j~ilil ~;iHJj..!Jj ut~\ J...!S ~lil.4~ (H"\•)
(lS.l.oj:jl oI.JJ) -ifi) I ~J~j ~I

4460. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~...111~J said, "Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ and I used to
bath from a single vessel (that lay full with water between us). He had hair beyond
al-jummah (~')and below al-wafrah (o))')." (meaning not up to the shoulder but
past the earlobes). 2
COMMENTARY: The hair on the head are described in Arabic in three ways:
(i)
Jummah (~)
(ii)
Wafrah (o)J}
(iii)
Lummah (W)
If they reach up to the ears, they are jummah. If they go down to the ear lobes, they are
wafrah. If they are between earlobes and shoulders, then they are liinmah.
The Prophet's ~ J~~~~ hair were beyond the ears. So they were limmah.
Sometimes, jummah is applied to all hair. This is as stated in Sham' ail Tirmidhi:
~JI4>..!y~~~~j

(His hair was till his earlobes)[# 23(3)]
LENGTHY HAIR OF MEN DISLIKED
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4461. Sayyiduna Ibn Hanzaliyah 4:.S-l»' ~; who was one of the Sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~l»'~; of the Prophet ~.... J"#.i»'~ narrated that the prophet ~....J"#l»'~
said, ''Khuraym al Asadi is one excellent man! Only, he should not have such
lengthy hair that reach his shoulders and he should not let his lower garment trail!"
This was conveyed to Khuraym 4:.S-~'~J' he took a razor and cut his hair in level with

1
2

Tirmidhi # 1634.
Tirmidhi # 1755, Abu Dawud # 4187.
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his ears and wore his lower garment (raised) halfway up his legs.1
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4462. Sayyiduna Anas ~iii·~J said, ''I had long hair on my head. My mother said to
me 'Do not cut them because Allah's Messenger stretches them out and holds them.
(So, I should let them alone for the blessings)."2
IF HAIR CANNOT BE CLEANED THEN SHAVE HEAD

~i h;Alit3~1 U1~51 jlii tt)lll~ l!t~i a-11$ L}ljLll jtiJJ~_;:ll ~ a-1 ~ IJ~~
(t}L.lll.., Jjbj-!1 oi..,J) _l!.;:.jJ.

4463. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn J~'far ""'" ii11 ~J said that the Prophet ~J ~ iii• ~
accorded the family of Ja'far ~ii11~J a delay'of three days (in which they could
mourn his death though martyrdom and he did not visit them during this period).
Then, he came to them and said, "Do not weep over my brother Ua'far) after today."
Then he said, "Bring my brother's sons to me." (They were Abdullah ~iii·~J, Awn
~iii·~ J and Muhammad.) ~iii·~J so they were brought to him as though they were a
company of chicken. He said, "Call a barber to me." (They were very small) He
instructed him to shave their heads. (He did that.)3
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ja'far ~ .1d ~J was the son of Abu Ta'lib and real brother
Sayyiduna Ali. ~iii•~J He was the paternal cousin of the Prophet ~J~iil·~·
This hadith says that it is allowed to weep and be sad over a dead person, without wailing
and shrieking, for three days. After that it is not allowed to weep and not allowed to condole.
It is better to shave head after performing Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah. Apart from that,
however, it is better to grow hair and not shave them. In spite of that, the Prophet ~iii'~
~'""J had the heads of the sons of Sayyiduna Ja'far ~iii·~J shaved. He did it because their
mother "Sayyidah Asma bint Umays ~iii·~J was in sorrow. She could not have cleaned,
oiled and combed their hair, So, lice could have infested their hair and because of that the
Prophet~J"~iil~~ decided to have their heads shaved.
CIRCUMCISION OF GIRLS

I)

~J~

J "
-~
Abu Dawud # 4089.
Dawud # 4196.
3 Abu Dawud # 4192, Nasa'i # 5227, Musnad Ahmad 1-204.
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4464. Sayyidah Umm Atiyah Ansariyah ~ ./»1 ~ J narrated that woman used to
perform circumcision (of girls) in Madinah. (In those days, even girls were
circumcised.) The Prophet ~J",.l".i»'~ said to her, 11 Do not cut (the clitoris) severely
(but, slightly at the top), for that the better for a woman and more desirable to a
husband (but if you cut severely neither of them will gain sexual enjoyment)."t
Abu Dawud noted this hadith as Da'if (weak) and its narrator as unknown.
COMMENTARY: Either all its narrators are majhul (Unknown) or only one of them is
unknown as evidenced from another sahih (correct) copy of the book.
However, this hadith is transmitted by Tabarani through a sound line of transmission, and·
by Haakim in Mustadrak from Dahhak ibn qay~. ~..11~~ J Its words are:
r,: ..CJI ~ ~~~ l'll ..jlJ~Iall~ ..c- 3=!")1-- ,. -:-:,I
...J
.. ,_r-.J ·-' "
.. ~ .J~..

(This saying asks her to be careful and not severe lest the later married life be not
enjoyable). See also Manners in Islam# 1245, etc. 2
WOMEN MAY NOT PREFERABLY DYE WITH HENNA
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<~WJ 1_, JJby.l ob.J -~.; :;.~ ~J ~w 1~> L5J :5· ~s4465. Sayyidah Karimah hint Hammam .i»1 ~J narrated that a woman asked
Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .i»1 ~ J about dyeing (her hair) with henna. She said, "Though
there is no harm (in it), yet I do not like it because my beloved (the prophet ~.1!1~
~"l""'J did not like its odour."3
COMMENTARY: It seems that the Prophet ~J~.l!~~ did not like women to apply henna
on their hair but he did not dislike them to use it at all. If he had disliked it absolutely then
he would not have refused to get the pledge of allegiance from Hind ~ ~~ ~J ~imply
because her hands were not coloured with henna. (See hadith # 4466).
MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO APPLY HENNA ON HANDS OF WOMAN
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4466. Sayyidah Ayshah 1\~" ~1 ~J narrated that Hind ~" ~1 ~J hint Utbah said, "0
Prophet of Allah, accept my (pledge of) allegiance." But, he said, 11 Not till you
change (the colour of) your palms (by applying henna). Your palms look like paws
of a beast of prey."4
COMMENTARY: Hind ~"~'.so" J was the daughter of Utbah, w;fe of Abu Sufyan ~..11~~ J and
mother of Mu'awiyah """.i»'~J· She had embraced Islam on the day of conquest of Makkah.
Perhaps, the allegiance mentioned in the hadith was one other than that given on the day

Abu Dawud # 5271.
PP 761f. Darul Isha'at Karachi, (Translation of Al-Adab al Mufrad, Bukhari).
3 Abu Dawud # 4164, Nasa'i.
4 Abu Dawud # 4165.
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of the conquest.
The hadith establishes that woman should apply henna on their hands, it being mustahab
(desirable). To neglect it is makruh (disapproved), because it resembles men.
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(~Llli.J JjiJ_,:I oi.J.J) -~l!J.~ ~~~5~\yj11
4467. Sayyidah Ayshah -1l~ . 1!1 ~J narrated that a woman gestured from behind a
curtain to communicate that she had a letter (in her hand) ~or Allah's Messenger ~
t"i... J":l'-~1 (from sonteone). But, the Prophet ~...J"~k1~ withdrew his hand (and did
not take the letter). Saying, "I do not know whether this hand belongs to a man or
to a woman." She submitted, "Rather, it is a womants.'' He declared, 111f you were a
woman (knowing their ways), you would have changed your nails with henna)."1
COMMENTARY: This hadith emphasis that woman must apply henna on their hands. It is
mustahab (desirable). And they must observe their ways of livin~ and manners of living.
TATTOOING ALLOWED AS A REMEDY

i;;..,;:: . !ilj i;;.I_,Jij J 4-;.:Cllj ~ lDij ~J:: .. ~lj ~I_,Jt I: . . ,1 Jli ~~~I ifj

(H \A)

(Jjb_,:l oi.J.J) -~ISp~
4468. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas -w:-..1!1~ J said that these women are cursed:
She who adds false hair,
She who asks for false hair to be added,
She who plucks out hair for others,
She who gets it done,
She w~o tattoos, and
She who has it done without there being a sickness necessitating it.2
COMMENTARY: This has been explained against hadith # 4430. If it is expedient, then it is
allowed to tattoo and have it done even if the marks remain.
CURSE ON WOMEN & MEN WHO WEAR GARMENTS OF OPPOSITE SEX

sl;jlj ~\.;.:;il ~ w':h ~jJI ~j ~ ili1 ~ ;iJ1 Jj.!j ~ jli S~j.! c;l6£j
(f.t\4\)
>
0

(Jjb_,:l oi.J.J) -~J31 ~u':\1
4469. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .w:.k1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~k~~
cursed the man who dons garments of woman and the woman who wears
garments of man.3
·

~ili1 ~;!J1 JJ-!5 ~ ~li ~~ J:\1 iT_:;..& I ~!i!.J~~ jli l.~·ul
6&-J <ttv·)
>
Abu Dawud # 4166.
Abu Dawud # 4170.
3 ibid (Abu Dawud # 4170.
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4470. Sayyiduna Ibn Abu Mulaykah ~iii~~J said that Sayyidah Ayshah R) was told
of a woman who wore (men's) sandals, She said, ''Allah's Messenger ~J~iil1~ has
cursed women who assume resemblance to men."1
COMMENTARY: The resemblance that is condemned is the one in dress, get up, spe~ch
and general living. If a woman acquires knowledge, intelligence and wisdom like men then
it is not condemned.
It is said about Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~; that her intelligence matched men's.
PROPHET ~J~..l!~~ DID NOT LIKE HIS FAMILY TO HAVE GOOD THINGS OF
LIFE
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4471. Sayyiduna Thawban ~iill~; narrated that whenever Allah's Messenger ~Jill~
~J went on a journey, the last of his family members he met (to bid farewell) was
(Sayyidah) Fatimah ~Jill~; and, on his return, the first (of them) he visited was (also
Sayyidah) Fatimah ~iii~~;. Accordingly,. once when he returned from an expedition
(of jihad), she had hung up a curtain (perhaps as an adornment) at her door and she
had adorned (her two sons) Hasan~~~~; and Husayn ~Jill~; with silver bracelets
(one each or two each). So, when he came, he did not enter (her house). She
understood that he had been prevented from coming in by that which he had seen
(of the curtain and bracelets). So, she (pulled down the curtain and) tore the curtain
and removed the bracelets from the sons and broke them. They (took the broken
bracelets and) came to Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ..1!1 ~ weeping. He took that from
them and said, "Thawban take this to the family of so and so (They are needy.)
These (boys) are my family. I do not like that they should have good provision in
their worldly life. Thawban, buy for Fatimah a necklace of asb (~) and two
bracelets of ivory (for the boys)." (That they !l'ay be pacified.) 2
APPLY COLLYRIUM
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Abu Dawud # 4213.
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4472. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ ~~ ~; narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .i»1 .)J said,
Apply collyrium (of Isphahan) the ithmad kind, it is good for eyesight and grows
hair (at the eye brows)."
Ibn Abbas ~.1d~; believed that the Prophet had a case for collyrium from which he
applied to this eye three times and to this eye there times, every night.1
COMMENTARY: Some people say that ithmid is collyrium itself of any kind. But, the
correct thing is that it is a particular kind of collyrium. Some say that it is that collyrium of
lsphahan which cures watery eyes, any injury in the eye and any kind of swelling in it. It
gives strength to the veins of the eyes, particularly in old age and in childhood.
According to one version, it is (~J.rJI.W~l!) (collyrium with pure musk).
There is wisdom in applying it before going to bed. It is more effective.
BEST.KIND OF MEDICINES
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4473. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ ~~ ~; said that the Prophet ~J ~ .1d .)J applied
collyrium three times in each eye (every night) before going to sleep.
And he narrated that the Prophet ~J~~'.)J said, 11The best medicine with which
you treat yourselves are ladud, sa'ut, cupping an purgatives. The best thing you
apply to your eyes is ithmid, It sharpens vision and causes hair to grow. The best
days for cupping are the seventeenth, nineteenth and twenty first."
(He also narrated: ) when Allah's Messenger ~J~.ib'.)J was taken up (for the miraj)
to visit the heavens, he did not pass by any company of the angels without their
asserting, "You must continue to resort to cupping." 2
COMMENTARY: Ladud is the medicine poured into the mouth of the patient at the
comers, in drops. Sa' ut is put into the nostrils drop by drop or snuffed up. Hajj
(pilgrimage)amah is cupping. And mashiy is a purgative.
The dates mentioned are ideal for cupping. We shall speak on length on cupping in Kitabut tibb wa ar raqi (Medicines & spells), insha Allah.
BATHS

1

2

Trip1dhi # 1753 (1763), Abu Dawud # 4061 Ibn Majah 349.
Tirmidhi # 2048.
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4474. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~..li~~J said that the Prophet ~J~..li1~ forbade men and
women from going to the baths (hammams). Later, he permitted men to go in (to the
baths) wearing the lower garment.t
COMMENTARY: The baths mention in the hadith are public Baths. In ancient times, there
was no privacy and a number of men bathed in a single place, so it was impossible to cover
one's body. Hence, the Prophet ~J~..l!~~ forbade Muslims to go to the baths. Afterwards,
he permitted only men if they wore a lower garment up to their knees.
Mazhar said that he did not permit women because their entire body is satr and needs to be
covered. However, they are allowed in cases of dire necessity when hot water must be used
or when they have to have a purifying bath.
Wmnen were not allowed to use public baths for women covering their private parts, becaus~
women generally -..1ndress themselves before other women even stranger women and more
so before related women. So the Prophet~""J~..:u~~ disallowed them to go to baths.
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4475. Sayyiduna Abu Malih ..1!1 ~J narrated that some women came to Sayyidah
Ayshah ~..:u~~J from Hims. She asked them, 11 From where have you come?" they
said, "From Syria." She asked, "Perhaps from the region where women go to the
baths?" They said, 11 Yes!" she said, ''I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J"'#iiiiJ..,p say.
'No woman sheds her garments any where outside her husband's house without
tearing down the screen between her and her Lord." According to another version:
'anywhere outside her house without tearing down her veil (that is) between her
and Allah, Mighty and Glorious.'2
COMMENTARY: A woman must remain in her veil and be careful not to let herself be seen
by strangers. Not even in her house when her husband is not there may she undress though
she be alone. So, if she goes to a bath unnecessarily and removes her clothes before strangers
then she tears down the screen in which Allah has commanded her to conceal her body.
Yahya ..1!1"'~J said that Allah has sent clothing to conceal one's body. It is a means to obey His
command. Any woman who uncovers her body tears down the screen betwen her and Allah.
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4476. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr 4.:&-..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~1~
~J said, ''Soon, the land of the non Arabs will be conquered for you. You will find
in them houses called hammamat (baths). Men must not go into the~ without
wearing the lower garntent Forbid women from going into them unless. they are
sick or had gone through child birth bleeding."1
COMMENTARY: (See comn1ents against hadith # 4474. They are similac)
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4477. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ . 1!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~..,J ~ . 1!1 ~ said, "He who
believes in Allah and the Last Day must not enter a bath without wearing a lower
garment. He who believes in f\;}ah and the Last Day must not let his wife enter a
bath. And, he who believes in Allah ~nd the Last Day must not sit at the dining mat
at which wine is circulated."2
COMMENTARY: A tnan must not let the women who are dependent on hin1 to go the
bjths. He must also not pay for their entry into the bath. If he does, then he will be abetting
a makruh (disapproved) cause.
Some books of fiqh say that the Prophet ~ J"~..l!1~ had gone into a bath, but the scholars of
hadith say that it is not correct. They rate a hadith cited in this regard as mawdu (invented
because it has been confirmed that the Prophet ~J~..l!1~ had never gone into a bath.
Rat:ber, he did not even see a bath at any time. As for the bath in Makkah that is well
known as Hammam un N:tbi ~_,~..1!1~ (Bath of the Prophet ~_,~..1!1~, perhaps·he may
have had a bath at sometimes at some place and it may have been converted later on as a
bath and given this name. There also is. the possibility that it may have been so calle~ to
give its location because it was situated near the birth place of the Prr..~t"'het ~_,~..1!1~.
Nevertheless, ahadith do mention hammam (bath). We do see this in related tradition.
As for not sitting on the dinning mat where wine is served, one must not go at such places
where wine is circulated and people indulge in drinking wine. If a Muslim goes to such a
place and does not drink wine, he will, nevertheless, be required, and it is wajib
(obligatory) on him, to prevent them from pt'rpetrating the evil and drinking wine. If he
does not stop then1, or disassociates with them nor demonstrates a dislike for and anger
pver them, then he is not a perfect believer.
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SECTION III

PROPHET ~"" -'"~~~~ NE \1 ER USED A DYE
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Abu Dawud # 4011.
Tirmidhi # 2801, Nasa'i # 401, Musnad Ahmad 3-339.
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4478. Sayyiduna Thabit 4;$- .&1 ~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Anas 4;$- .&1 ~ J was asked
whether the Prophet ~ J4s-iJJ1~ used a dye or not. He said, "If I had wished to count
the grey heir on his head, I could have done so. (they were negligible in number.
So, why should he have applied a hair dye?)" He added, He did not dye his hair."
According to another version Anas 4;$-iJJI~J or Thabit 4;$-.i»l~J from Anas 4;$-.i»l~J, said
further, Abu Bakr 4;$-iJJI~J dyed his hair with henna and Katam while Umar 4;$-i»l~ J
used only henna."t
COMMENTARY: This does not contradict a previous hadith (# 4453) that he applied dye to
his beard, for this refers to hair on head. We shall also see that in the next hadith (# 4479)
narrated by Ibn Umar 4;$-.i»l~ J·
11

11

HE APPLIED DYE TO BEARD

I
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4479. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4;$-.i»I~J dyed his beard yellow with yellow dye because
of which his clothes also got the yellow colour. He was asked, ~~y do you use the
yellow dye?" He said, I did see Allah's Messenger ~J 4s .1!1 ~ dye with it. There
was nothing he liked better then it (to dye his beard), so that he dyed all his clothes
with it, even his turban."2
COMMENTARY: The yellow dye was wars, a kind of grass resembling saffron. At times,
saffron was mixed with it.
Ibn Umar 4;$-.iii~J means that the Prophet ~J4s-.ii1~ dyed his beard yellow. But, some
people say that he means that the Prophet ..-l-J4s-.ii1~ dyed his clothes.
Suyuti .i»1~ J said that the correct thing is that he did not dye his hair. Mulla Ali Qari .1!1~ J
points out that since the Prophet ~J~iJJ1~ did not permit wearing clothes dyed with
kasam and saffron, then how can we say that all his clothes were dyed yellow? So, the
more correct thing is what the author of Nihayah has written that the Prophet ~-J4s-.iil~
dyed his hair sometimes but did not dye them very often. So, the narrators reported
whatever they saw honestly.
The hadith does not mean that the Prophet ~ J"~".i»IJ."" dyed his clothes deliberately he has
explicitly disallowed wearing clothes dyed yellow. The real thing is that then he applied
the dye to his hair, some of the colour spilled over his clothes.
11

t Bukhari # 5895, Muslim # 100-2351.
2

Abu Dawud # 4064.
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4480. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Abdullah ibn Mawhib ~il~~J narrated that he visited
(the mother of the believers, Sayyidah) Umm Salamah ~ il1 ~J (one day). She
brought out for them a hair of the Prophet~J~il~~ that had been dyed.t
COMMENTARY: Mirak ~~~J said that in t}leir versions of this hadith, Ibn Majah (# 3623)
and Ahmad have qualified 'dye' with henna and katam.
Shamail Tirmidhi has a hadith of Sayyiduna Anas ~ii~~J (# 47-4) that he saw the hair of
Ailah' s Messenger~J~.1!1~ that had been dyed.
The apparent contradictions in the ahadith could be explained in these ways:
(i)
The Prophet ~J"#ill~ did not apply dye often but very seldom.
(ii)
He may have applied henna to his head to fight off a headache and the colour
may have been retained by the hair. Or,
(iii)
This particular strand of hair may have been preserved in perfume because of
which it looked as though it was dyed.
Mulla Ali Qari il1~J said that the denial about the Prophet ~J~il~~ using a dye is based
on the fact that he did not intend to conceal his few white hair on his head. As for the
ahadith that say that he applied a dye, they could refer to his covering the grey hair on his
beard. As for the hadith of Bukhari that Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.au~ J had a hair of the
Prophet's ~J~.1!~~ beard that had the dye of henna and katam, we may cite the hadith of
Abu Hurayrah ~il~~ J iri Shamail Tirmidhi {# 45-2) that he was asked whether the Prophet
~J~.1!1~ used a dye. He said, ~~Yes"
AN EFFEMINATE EXILED
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4481. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ il1 ~J narrated that an effeminate man was
brought to Allah's Messenger ~J~i»>~ having dyed his hands and his feet with
henna. Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ asked, 11What is wrong with him?" they (the
sahabah) ~il~~ J said, "He imitates women." So, he commanded and he was exiled
to Naqi. They asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, may we not kill him?" He said, 111 am
disallowed to kill those who offer salah (prayer)."2
COMMENTARY: By referring to salah (prayer) the Prophet ~J~il~~ inade clear that a
Muslim should not be killed. Salah (prayer) is a deed that demonstrates a man's Islam. If
anyone does not offer salah (prayer) he seems to say, I have no concern with Islam.
Hence, the ulama (Scholars) take literally the saying: 'If a Muslim does not offer salah
(prayer), kill him.
COLOUR PERFUME NOT FOR MEN

1
2

Bukhari # 5897, Ibn Majah # 3623.
Abu Dawud # 4928.
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4482. Sayyiduna Walid ibn Uqbah 4:$~1~; narrated; 11When Allah's Messenger~~~
~J~ conquered Makkah, the citizens of Makkah began to bring their children to
him. He invoked blessing on them and stroked their heads (lovingly and
compassionately). I too was brought to him but I was perfumed with Khaluq (a
mixture of Saffron), so he did not touch me because of the Khaluq." 1
COMMENTARY: Khaliq is used by women. If a man applies it, then he would have
assumed a resemblance to women. It is disallowed to men to use Khaluq
ABOUT TAKING CARE OF HAIR
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4483. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah

~~ ~ J

narrated that he submitted to Allah's
Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~- "My hair come down up to my shoulders. May I comb
them?" He said, 11Yes, And, honour them."
Then (the narrator added) Abu Qatadah 4:$ ~~ ~ J applied oil to them ·often twice a
day because of the saying of Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~ 11Yes, honour them!"2
COMMENTARY: It is disliked to over indulge in oiling and combing hair in order to adorn
oneself. But, Abu Qatadah 4:$~1~; did it only to obey the Prophet ~J~~~~ command. It
is praiseworthy. It resembles the idea of the mother of Anas 4:$~~~J that the Prophet ~.ik~~
~ J may continue to pull and stroke his hair that were long. She did not let him cut them
short as we read previously.
(See hadith # 4462)
DISALLOWED TO FOLLOW STYLE OF NON MUSLIMS IN HAIR DO
4:$

(.)j\.)~1 oi..,.J) -~~~~.Jill
4484. Sayyiduna Hajj (pilgrimage)aj ibn Hassan ~~ ~J narrated ''we visited

(Sayyiduna) Anas ibn Maalik 4:$ ~~ ~ J (meaning myself and my other family
members, I being a child then and do not remember the details of the visit). My
sister, Mughirah ~~~;,said to me, You were a child and had two plaits of hairs. He
stroked your head and invoked a blessing on your and said that those two (plaits of
1

t

Abu Dawud # 4181.
Maalik #51. 2-6.

2 Muwatta
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hair) should be shaved or clipped because that was the hair do of the Jews." 1
COMMENTARY: The sub narrator had doubts whether Hajj (pilgrimage)aj .i»1~ J had used

the word

(~JU))

(Qaman) or (~Jt:.ai) for plaits of hair on the side or forelocks.
FORBIDDEN TO WOMEN TO SHAVE HEAD

(~Lllloi.J.J)-~iJgt_;.:jl~~t~J~ful~;iJijj.!J~jlScf~j(HAO)
~

4485. Sayyiduna Ali ~.11~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#~'~ forbade that
a woman should shave her head.2
COMMENTARY: Just as it is disallowed to a man to shave his beard, a woman is
disallowed to shave her head.
HAIR SHOULD NOT BE UNKEMPT

(~La 0 !_,.;)-~{.La:~

4486. Sayyiduna Ata ibn Yasar ~.111~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J4#-i»'~ was in
the mosque when a man came in with dishevelled head had beard. Allah's
Messenger ~J4#.i»1~ indicated to him with his hand as though he ordered him to
set his hair (on head) and his beard. He did that and came back, and Allah's
Messenger ~J4#.i»1~ said, "Is this not better than that one of you comes with his
unkempt (hair on) head as though he were a devil?" (He looked like a jinn with
those untidy hair.)3
KEEP YOUR COURTYARDS NEAT & TIDY

.: :1 ~.J ii~l.: 1:: !:~'{ ·: ;t:'l·: 1:: ·~ ;b alJI,...£;! jfo. ~ ·, ;--!11 ~I ifj (ttAV)
I

,

, ..

(lS.l.a)JI oi.J.J) __;,$::'!:91

4487. Sayyiduna Ibn Musayyib .i»1 ~ J was (reported to have been) heard saying,
'Indeed Allah is pure and he loved the pure. He is clean and loves cleanliness. He is
generous and loves generosity. He is benevolent and loves benevolence. So, keep
yourselves clean and tidy" the narrator said that he thought that Ibn Mtisayyib .i»1~ J
also said, 11 keep your courtyards clean; and do not imitate the Jews." He (Salih .i»144> J

Abu Dawud # 4197.
Nasa'i # 5049.
3 Muwatta Maalik # 51-2-7.
1

2
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the narrator) said that he mentioned that he muhajir ibn Mismar ~~ ~.J and he
confirmed that a hadith was narrated to him by Aamir ibn Sa'd .&1~ .J from his father
(Sa'd ibn Abu waqqas) ~.&~~.J from the prophet ~J"-~.&1~ of like manner, but he
(did not say, "I think, but) confirmed "keep your courtyards clean ... "1
COMMENTARY: Allah loves the pure. These words encompass ·good character, kind
spe~ch. Fragrance, proper and correct belief, pious words and deeds. And he loves
cleanliness both outward and inward.
Teebi .&1~.J said that the words, "Keep your courtyards clean" are an idiomatic expression
for the con:unand to be noble, kind and munificent. A clean house sort of welcomes guests.
PROPHET IBRAHIM ~'}W14# WAS HE FIRST MAN TO CLIP MUSTACHE

!lilA~
"l:i J"lii ,.·. ,iH ~~·--;J~u.:;..J
lfl1 '~~-- :c~ul!.
'I .. -:'d 1 WI JJ
.. 'I... ., J
~, !J1,
~' ~
;:.;.).... ~ ~ WI J..~..J~~
_(~ Lo oi..J;.;) -l.)lij Q5.J ~5 jli ~I~!~ Jlij JWj ~jl;j ~jJI jli
4488. Sayyiduna Yahya ibn Sa'eed .&1~.J narrated that he heard (Sayyiduna) Sa'eed
ibn Musayyib ~..1!1~ J say: Ibrahim ~'}W14#, the friend of the compass~onate, was the
first man to show hospitality to a guest, the first man to be circumcised, the first
man to clip his moustache and the first man to detect old age (meaning, grey hair);
So, he submitted, "0 my Lord! What is this? The Blessed and Exalted Lord said, ''It
is dignity, 0 Ibrahim!" He said, "My Lord, increase for me dignity."2
(Or, increase me in dignity.)
COMMENTARY: In the marginal notes to Muwa_tta Suyuti. .1iu ~.J has enumerated other
things that were begun by Prophet ~J 4# ..1n ~ Ibrahim ~'}WI 4#. They are Pairing nails,
parting hair on head, using the razor, wearing the lower garment (trousers), using the dyes
henna and kasam (or wasmah, d~livering the sermon from the pulpit, waging jihad in
Allah's path, arranging the army on the battlefield and preparing tharid.(Tharid is small
pieces of bread moistened in broth.)

1
2

Tirmidhi # 2799 (2808).
Muwatta Maalk # 49. 3-4.
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CHAPTER- V
TASAWIR (PICTURES)
The word tasawir is the plural of taswir (picture). It means to make a form. Here, the word
tawasir stands for pictures or representations of animates or living creatures, such as
depicted, knit or embroidered on curtains.

SECTION I

jjt.Jtj-4411

DRAWING OR KEEPING PICTURES

-~~W ':/j. ~ W;;~~iS::\ ~I Jt jj':J~j ~dJ1 ~ &lJ! jli jli ~ Cfl (.;. (t tAQ,)
(~~)

4489. Sayyiduna Abu Talhah ~.an~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~..ll1~ said, 11The
angels do not enter a house in which there is a dog and (not in which is) a picture."t
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that this hadith refers to dog and pictures that
one is forbidden to keep in the house. The dog that is kept for farming, huntiTig or security
of domestic animals is exempted from this command. Similarly, thqse pictures that are
trampled under foot as on bedding, they are exempted too.
It is forbidden absolutely to draw picture of living creatures anywhere whatsoever - on
beddings, coins, currency notes. It is a grave sin to keep such pictures. But, to make
pictures of in animate objects is proper.
Some authorities say that this command is universal. The angels (of mercy) will not enter a
house in which there is a dog or a picture even if the dog and picture are not forbidden to
be kept in the house.
By angels, the hadith means those angels that are not deputed to record deeds of the human
beings or to protect them. They (who record deeds or protect) never part with their charge.
UNNECESSARY DOGS SHOULD BE KILLED
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4490. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ . 1!1 ._rpJ narrated on the authority of Sayyidah
Maymunah \f.;t...lll._rpJ that (she said:) one morning Allah's Messenger was quiet and

1

Bukhari # 5949, Muslim# 83-2106.
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concerned. He said (to her, or to somebody else or to himself). 11}ibril ~">....J' w had
promised to meet me last night but did not come to me. By Allah, he had never
broken his promise to me ever before." Then (suddenly) he remembered a puppy
that had been under his tent (meaning, a cot or a bunk). So, he gave instructions
(that it should be cast out) and it was taken away. He tot•~ some water in his hand
and sprinkled it where the puppy had been. In the evening, Jibril ~')L.J~~ (came and)
met him. So, he complained, 11 You had promised to meet me Yesterday!" He said,
11
0f course! But we do not enter a house that had in it a dog or a picture."
.
Next day, Alhh's Messenger ~J ~ ..li1 ~ gave a command that dogs should be
eliminated, so much so that he even ordered that dogs guarding small gardens
should be exterminated too, but (dogs) guarding large gardens should be spared
(because it is necessary to keep them).l
l'ROPHET ~J~i»~~ DESTROYED ANYTHING WITH PICTURES ON IT

(lS.J~I oi.J.J}

4491. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ill'~; said, ''The Prophet ~J~k1~ did not ever leave

in his house anything with a picture on it without destroying it." (She has used
the word tasalib which it the plural of taslib, 'a cross.' But, here it is a picture of
a living creature).2
THOSE WHO MAKE PICTURES FACE PUNISHMENT

4492. Sayyidah Ayshah '\f." ..li1 ~ J narrated that she bought a pillow with pictures on
it. When Allah's Messenger ~ J~o#k'~ saw it, he stood at the door and did not enter

(the house). She detected on his face signs of disapproval and submitted, 11 0
Messenger of Allah, I repent to Allah and to His Messenger (to seek their pleasure
and to obey rhem). What wrong have ) done?" He asked (her), 11why is this pillow
here?" She said, ''I l1ave bought it for you that you may sit on it and rest (your head)
on it." Then Allah's Messenger ~ J~o#k'~ said, "Surely, the people who make these
pictures will be punished on the day of resurrection. And, they willl?e asked, "Give
life to what you have created!"' He also said, "The angels do not come to the house
that has a picture in it. (So, it is not proper for the prophets and Allah's friends to
1

2

Musilm # 82-2185.
Bukhari # 5952.
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enter them too.)"l
DO NOT HANG DECORATIVE CURTAINS
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4493. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ .iil1 ~J narrated that She had hung a curtain over a store-

room of hers. The curtain had pictures on it. The Prophet ~J~.iil~~ tore it down.
So, she made two pillows out of it and had them in the house to sit on.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~""J"~".iil'~ had tom down the curtain not because of the
pictures but the curtain was not necessary over the wall. Allah has not directed that
curtains should be put over stone and mud. This will be explained in the next hadith. The
pictures were not of the forbidden kind so were tolerated on the two pillows whereas
previous ·hadith was of living beings and so forbidden. Or when the pillows were made,
the pictures were cut off. Or, the prophet ~ J~..11~~ had tom them off on the curtain.
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4494. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~..111~J narrated that the Prophet ~""J"#..11'~ went out to

wage jihad. She procured a piece of cloth and hung it as a curtain at the door. When
he retuqted and saw the curtain, he pulled it and tore it down. He said, "Allah had
not commanded us to clothe stones and mud."3
COMMENTARY: The piece of cloth that Sayyidah Ayshah l~..1I1~J had hung was a very
exquisite carpet or bedding. It is also placed on a howdah or used as a curtain. If she had
put it up as a screen from unwanted sight, the Prophet ~J~~~ would not have disliked
it. So, she must have hung it as an adornment.
Some people have written that the curtain had pictures of horses. But, this opinion does not
tally with the text of the hadith because the Prophet ~ J~.i»>~ said that wall~ ..:tre not to, be
clothed.
Yahya said that this prohibition is of the kind of nahi tanzihi (forbidden nearer to lawful),
because there is oncommend of Allah prohibiting it. The Prophet ~J~~~~ held that this
was not compatible with his family's righteousness and god-fearing attitude. The hadith is
evidence that one should disallow clothing of walls. It is also evidence that if anyone finds
anything bad then he must destroy it and express his anger over it.
WARNING TO MAKER OF PICTURES

1

Bukhari # 5961, Musilm # 96-2107. ·
Bukhari # 2479, Muslim # 9-2107.
3 Bukhari # 5954, Muslim # 92-2107.
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4495. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ ..li1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .111 jJ said, "The ·
people who will get the severest punishment on the day of resurrection will be
those who (try to) copy the creation of Allah."t
COMMENTARY: To create pictures is to try to resemble Allah's creation of form and
appearance. The artist seems to make his work resemble Allah's. He makes something that
resembles Allah's creation. Ibn Maalik ..111~J said that if he does it with intention to imitate
Allah's creation of giving form and shape, then he is a disbeliever. In that case, the hadith
will be interpreted to mean; He will face a punishment more severe than other disbelievers
because of his filthy or ugly disbelief.
If he does not hold that intention, then this hadith should serve as a severe wearing to him.
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4496. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..:»~~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger jJ
11
~J~.f», say, Ailah, the Exalted, says, Who can be more wrong than he who goes
about creating like My creation. So, let him create a gnate, and let him create a grain
or a grain of barley."' (He make faces as I create and in reality he cannot, yet he tries
and claims to do it).2
11

(~~) -~JJ.j_ Q!JI ;iJ1-11;
4497. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud 1\$ ..li1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ .f», ~ say, 11 ln Allah's sight, those who deserve the severest
punishment are they who create likeness (of creations of Allah)."3
COMMENTARY: The people who make pictures will be punished most severely by Allah.
some ulama (Scholars) say that they are those who make idols to be worshipped by men,
for such a one is definitely a disbeliever.
Some other say that if anyone draws or makes pictures with intention to imitate Allah's
work then he too is a disbeliever and deserves the harshest of chastisement. If he has no
such intention but makes resemblances nevertheless, then he may not be a disbeliever but
is a great sinner, and will deserve treatment as such.
The ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that the hadith refers to pictures or resemblances of
living creatures, not to inanimate objects. But, Mujahid said that it is makruh (disapproved)
to depict fruit-bearing trees, too and other scholars hold that it is disliked to make pictures
of non living, inanimate things and it is art of vain play and amusement and a meaningless
pursuit.
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Bukhari # 5954, Muslim # 92-2107 (as previous).
Bukhari # 5953, Muslim# 101-2111.
3 Bukhari # 5950, Muslim# 98-2109.
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4498. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~~~~
11
~J say, Everyone who makes a picture 'or replica will go to hell. A soul will be
create for every picture of replica he has made, and it will punish him in hell." Ibn
Abbas ~~~~J said, 11If you cannot do without perpetrating it, then make pictures of
trees and such things as have no soul."1
COMMENTARY: It is disallowed to make every kind of a picture or statue, but some ulama
(Scholars) make an exception of dolls for girls. However, Imam Maalik ~~~J said that it is
makruh (disapproved) for men to buy them. Some ulama (Scholars) have asserted that the
·
aforesaid permission is withdrawn.
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4499. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~~~~
11
~J say, If anyone claims to have seen a dream that he has not seen then (in the
hereafter) he will be made responsible to fasten together two barley seeds which he
will not be able to do. If anyone eavesdrops oi:t other people's conversation when
they do not approve of his overhearing, or (they) try to avert him, then lead will be
poured into his ears on the day of resurrection. And if anyone makes a picture of
something then he will be punished and asked to breath life into it, but he will not
be able to breath (into it)."2
COMMENTARY: The men will never be able to put two seeds of barley together. So, he
will contiriue to be punished because he faces an impossible task, Describing a false dream
is to join lies together, so the task assigned to him is to join seeds. The punishment on
reporting a false dream is greater than on telling lies because a dream is from the unseen
world, and a true dream is a portion of the many portion of prophethood. It may be
compared to a kind of wahy or inspiration. So, one who relates a false dremn forges a lie
against Allah which is the most serious kind of lie.
Some authorities say that the hadith refers to a man who lays claim to prophethood or
righteousness. 3
For instance, he might claim that he dreamt that Allah made him a prophet or a wali4 or, he
might say that Allah's Messenger 1"1""_,.~~~~ gave him a certain command, but he lies about it.
As for the eavesdropper, if he hears conversation stealthily to prevent mischief and protect
innocent people, then he is not blameworthy.
PLAYING BACKGAMMON IS BAD

~ cj h~ ~ ~f~i_j! ~~ ·~ ,1 (.,A jli~j ~ rl.JI j..o ~1-..i,>T S~~ c)£j (io· ·)
1

Bukhari # 2225, Muslim # 99-2110.
Bukhari # 3916.
3 It is Wali, meaning friend (of Allah).
" Friend of Allah.
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4500. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~ilt~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#ilt~ said, "One
who plays backgammon (nard sheer) is like one who has immerses his hand in the
flesh of swine and its blood."1
COMMENTARY: Nard sheer is a game of dice. It was invented by a king of Iran, shapur
ibn Ardesher ibn Babek. It is as repulsive as swine flesh and swine blood.
All the ulama (Scholars) declare that it is unlawful to play backgammon in whatever form.
SECTION II
PICTURES ON ONE'S BEDDING NOT DISLIKED

.~ p!p\ Jti~~~ ~ ~~, ~~~ ~J 4~ ili1 ~ ,lJ1 j_;2,5 Jli Jti B_.~_;k ol 6S- (to·')
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(.)jiJ~I_,LS.lA_jUiol..,.;)-~j~WI ~;lJI
4501. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.i»1~
said, "Jibril r">LJ'4# said, "I came to you last night, and nothing prevented me from
entering (the house) but that there were at the door pictures on a curtain made out
from a decorated cloth. There was a dog (too) in the house. So give instructions for
the removal of the head from the picture at the door of the house so that it may look
like a tree. And, give instructions that the curtain be cut off and made into two
pillows that may be cast down and trampled underfoot. And, give instructions for
the dog to be shown out." Allah's Messenger ~""J~i»~~ did that. 2
COMMENTARY: It is stated in Fatawa Qadi Khan that it is makruh (disapproved) to offer
salah (prayer) when there is a picture in front of the worshipper, or above his head or to his
right or left, or, on his clothing. However, there are two different opinions on a picture
being on one's bedding. The more correct opinion is that it is not makruh (disapproved) if
there is a picture on one's bedding, provided it is not on a place at which the worshipper
will prostrate. Moreover, this discussion is about large pictures that are visible clearly to
any one. If the pictures are small, or their heads are cut or obliterated, then there is no harm
in that.
PROTRUDING NECK FROM HELL WILL SEE, HEAR & SPEAK

y~ til~ ;~;li...A~.;WI ~ P f.;l; ~J ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 JJ-!5 Jti Jti ili.j (to· n

1

2

Tirmidhi # 10. 2260.
Tirmidhi # 2806 (2815) Abu Dawud # 4158, Musnad Ahma Ahmad# 10197.
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4502. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#..li1~
said, 11 A neck will emerge from hell on the day or resurrection. It will have two eyes
to see, two ears to hears and a tongue with which it will speak. It wH! ~u y, ·t am

appointed over three kinds: every rebellious tyrant, everyone who calls another
god besides Allah and the artists who make or draw pictures.'1
THREE THINGS ARE FORBIDDEN
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4503. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..li1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..li~~ said,
11

Surely, Allah, the exalted, has forbidden wine, gambling and kubah." He said,
also, Every intoxicant is unlawful." And it was said, 11 Kubah is a drum."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) describe the kabah as;
(i)
backgammon,
(ii)
harp or harmonica
(iii)
drum not the one used by warriors.
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4504. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~iii'~J said that the Prophet ~'""J•#iill~ forbade wine,

gambling, kubah and ghubayra. Ghubayra is wine made from millet by the
Ethiopians. It is called sukurkah.J
PLAYING BACKGAMMON IS DISOBEDIENCE

( Jj b~ 1._, ~I o I.JJ) _A)j.!.Jj
4505. Sayyiduna Abu l'ylusa Ash'ary ~iit~~J narrated thatAllah's Messenger 4#.cl,1~
~'""J

said,"He who plays backgammon disobeys Allah and His Messenger."4

COMMENTARY: As stated earlier (hadith # 4500) to play backgammon is absolutely
forbidden. If it is played with stakes then it truly is gambling otherwise it is gambling

in appearance.
FLYING PIGEONS

--..!_.)!!:;~~ jlii i4~ ~ ~J LSI'J ~j ~ dJ1 ~ ,iJ1 jj-!.5 -..i.Jl S~_;l, uT
, c;.j (to•\)
Tirmidhi # 2574 (2583)
Abu Dawud # 5696, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman.
3 Abu Dawud # 3685.
4 Abu Dawud # 4938.
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(0loJ ~l ~J~l.J 4l.o ~~~ .)jby.l~ ~~ ol.J.)) _i;l 10~1:, ~
4506. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ii!~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#..1!1~

saw a man occupied with pigeons. So he said, 11 A 4evil pursues a she devil.I
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~""'J~..1!1~ called the man a devil because he was engaged
in vain pursuit and a frivolous game.
He called the pigeons she devils because they occupied him a betting and play. He was
drive away from remembrance of Allah, and religion.
Clearly, playing with pigeons is a forbidden game. Nawawi ~..1!~~ J said that it. is permitted
without reservation to domesticate th'em for their eggs and young and as a hobby and as
messengers. However, it is makruh (disapproved) to fly them for sport.
SECTION III
DRAWING PICTURES AS A PROFESSION
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4507. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Abu Hasan ~~~ J narrated, ''I was with Ibn Abbas ..1!1~ J
~(one

day) when a man came to him and said, '0 Ibn Abbas! I am a man and my
profession is the work of my hand with which I make these pictures. (tell me what
would I do, for, I know not another means of livelihood?)' Ibn Abbas ~~~J said to
him (knowing that it was difficult to get him out of it), 'I shall tell you only what I
had heard Allah's Messenger ~J;.,.lt-..1!1~ say. I had heard him say that he who
makes pictures of anything, then Allah will punish him till he blows life into them
which he shall never be able to blow into them." The man was agape and worried,
so he said to him, 'Woe to youl If you reject any other profession, then make
pictures of these trees and of whatever has no life."2
ABOUT A CHURCH

(~~)-JJI
4508. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.ii!~~J narrated that when the Prophet ~J~.ii!~~ was ill.
1

2

Abu Dawud # 4940, Ibn Majah, Bay haqi in Sha' ub ul Eeman.
Bukhari # 2225.
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Some of his wives ~iii'~.J spoke of a church, called Mariyah. (Sayyidah) Umm
salamah and (Sayyidah) Umm Habibah had been to Ethiopia and they mentioned
its beauty and the statues lying in it. (on hearing them,) he raised his head and said,
"They (the Ethiopians or the Christians) build a house of worship over his grave
when a pious man among them dies. Then they make those statues in it '!'!·,c:y are
the worst of Allah's creatures."t
COMMENTARY: They are the worst of the creatures because they build worship houses on
-. graves and pray facing the graves.
THOSE WHO WILL BE PUNISHED MOST SEVERLY

4509. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&t~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&t~ said,

''On the day of resurrection, the severest punishment will be awarded to one who
kills a prophet, or one who is killed by a prophet (in a battle - jihad), or who kills
one of his parents, and they who draw or) make pictures (or replicas), and a scholar
who does not use his knowledge to benefit (meaning, does not act according to his
learning)."2
COMMENTARY: Another tradition also establishes that one whom a Prophet kills will be
awarded the severest of punishment. It says:

~IJ:.:-j~IJ_,-.;~~.;~~~~.l:!l
(Wrath of Allah will be severest on a man whom a messenger of Allah kills in. the
path of Allah.)3
This is because a Prophet will kill only him who intends to kill the Prophet. The proviso of
in Allah's path excludes those put to death when given the punishment of hadd (a
prescribed punishment) or in qisas (retaliation).
EVIL OF THE GAME OF CHESS
_
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4510. Sayyiduna Ali "~iilt~.J said often, "Chess is the game of chance of the aliens."4
COMMENTARY: This is played by non-Muslims and is gambling in reality or in
resemblance. It is forbidden to do as they do in any thing like this.

-&~~1lP5r;f,~,~

d1'1 Jli&_r!'il ~_;.:~f ~~"t~~lifj (to'')
4511. Sayyiduna Ibn Shihab ~~ 44>-J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Abu Musa .u,:. il!t ~J
Ash' ary said, "None but a sinner plays chess.''S

1

Muslim# 16. 528, Bukhari # 3873.
Bayhaqi in Shu'abul Eeman # 7888.
3 Bukhari # 4073 to 4076, Muslim, Muwatta Maalik.
4 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 6518.
s Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 6518.
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4512. Sayyiduna Ibn Shihab .as,~_, said that when he1 was asked about the game of
chess, he said, "It is things. And, Allah does not like that which is vain." 2
The last four ahadith are transmitted by Bayhaqi in Shu'abul Eeman'
COMMENTARY: It is stated in the Hidayah that is makruh (disapproved) tahritni to play
backgammon and chess, on he basis of the saying of the Prophet ~'""J-':1'-~'.)..P.
"He who plays chess or backgammon is as though he puts his hand in the blood of swine."
The hadith is reproduced in Jami Saghir that he who plays chess is accursed and he who
looks at it with interest is as though he eats swineflesh.
As for the writing in some books that Imam Shafi'I ~ ~ _, has declared that this play is
permitted with some conditions, Imam ghazzali .as,~_, has written in Nisab ul Ihtisab that
Imam Shafi'I .iis1~J too, held that this game is makruh (disapproved). So, perhaps in the be
ginning he may have regarded it as permissible but later he revised his verdict against it.
The book Durr Mukhtar and others write that all such games are makruh (disapproved).
DOG IS IMPURE BUT CAT IS NOT

jts_;!&J~J.JLaJ~I~/'JiJIStl~.kJ~~iH ~;Ltjj-!J~~ jlis~J!GI~J <to,r)
~

;.

(J

(~.bi.JI..UI oi.J.J) _;c.:;..::,

4513. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.as~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"·:l'-.iisl~

visited the house of some of the ansar often. But, there was a house in their
neighbourhood which he never visited They found it very painful. So, they
submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, you visit the house of so and so but do not come
to our house. (Have we have some wrong?)"
The Prophet ~ J 4# .31, ~ said, ''It is because there is a dog in your house." They
submitted, "There is a cat in their house." (Both cat and dog are beasts of prey) The
prophet ~J"-:l'-.11'~ said," A cat is a beast of prey."3
COMMENTARY: The dog is mischievous (devilish) and impure. The cat is not so and the
angels do not stay away because of it. The Prophets r"J.-l!"-.:l'- have the same nature as the angels.

He meaning Ibn Shihab ~'"-J (for perhaps Abu Musa) ~.i»>~J
2 Bayhaqi in Shu' abul Eeman # 6518.
3 Daraqutni # 5 (Taha'rah).
1
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BOOK-XII

KITABUT-TIBB WA AR RUQA
MEDICINE & SPELLS
The word (~) is generally spelt tib~:.
However, Suyuti ~~~J said that it is spelt also tibb, tibb and tubb
It means 'to undergo treatment,' 'to take medicine.'
Sometimes, tibb is used in the sense of 'spell' or 'sorcery.' Hence, matbub (o..:Jr.k--) is a person
on whom a spell is cast, one who is enchanted.
Tibb is concerned both with the outward body and the inward self. The former is physical
treatment (by a physicic~m) and the latter is spiritual treatment (by a spiritualist), to cure bed
thoughts and deeds and evil habits that cause inward run of the spirit or self, which are
made to be given up.
Medicine, too, is of two kinds:
(i)
Physical and natural, both uncompounded and mixtures 'or compounds. (It is
as general medicines are).
(ii)
Spiritual and oral. It is from the noble Quran and from other things that come
...
under the same category.
The Prophet ~ J4#~'~ opted for both the normal and apparent physical medicine as well
as the unseen and spiritual medicine for the treatment of the members of his ummah.
The word (~J) ruqa is the plural of ('-:iJ) ruqyah. It is enchantment, incantation. Sorcery,
charm or a spell. The ulama (Scholars) are unanimous that invocation may be made in
this regard by means of verses of the Quran, known supplication and Al-asam Al-husna
(the beautiful names of Allah). It is also allowed by means of such incantation whose
words and expressions are known for their meaning, if they are not contrary to religion
and Shari'ah (divine law). However, if the words and expressions of the incantation are
· vague and indiscernible and their meanings are uncertain, or they are contrary to and
incompatible with the teachings and commands of religion and Shari'ah (divine !aw),
then it is absolutely forbidden to use them as incantation.
Similarly, the practice of the astrologers and soothsayers who incant by means of astrology
or divining and geomancy and who go by set times and hours, is makruh (disapproved)
and forbidden.
SECTION I

jj'itj..A.Ui

ALLAH HAS CREATED CURE FOR EVERY ILLNESS

:J JjJI ':11 ~l:i JW ili1 jjJilA ~J ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 Jj.!J jli jli B~~ ol
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4514. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ y.:).s.i»lj..; narrated that Allah's Messenger 4:)s.lillj..;
~ J said, 11 Allah has not set down (and created) a disease without sending down a
cure for it." (It means that Allah has created with every disease its cure too so that it
may be used and the disease remedied.)l
ALLAH IS HE WHO CURES

I

GJ-o

G \..,.))

_;!J I

4515. Sayyiduna Jabbir ~ .1l1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J ":).s-1»1 ~ said,
"There is a medicine for every disease. When the treatment is suitable to the
disease, the patient recovers at Allah's command."2
COMMENTARY: (i) Allah makes the treatment easy.
(ii)
Medicine does not work without Allah's permission.
(iii)
It is mustahab (desirable) to use the medicine. This is the opinion of the
,majority of the ulama (Scholars) (Teebi).
Allah is the one who cures and no one should regard medicine as the means of cure of
itself. Medicine is only an outward means of remedy.
It is stated in the tradition of Humaydi that Allah has created a remedy for every disease
and there is no illness or malady without a cure. When a person falls ill, Allah sends down
an angel who has a screen with him which he puts between the medicine and the disease.
Only when Allah decides to cure him, He commands the angel to remove the screen and
the medicine begins to be effective. This indicates that to use medicine is mustahab
(desirable). This is as the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~l»~~.J contended.
This hadith rejects the contention of the Sufis (mystics) who say, "We rely on Divine decree
and we do not need any medicine."
Rather, we must believe that Allah is the Doer and medicine is also by His decree. It is the
same as making a supplication and fighting with the infidels though Allah can suppress
them without fighting.
In short, to use of the means does not reject trust in Allah. It is like eating that satisfies
hunger. The Prophet ~J 4:)s.i»> ~ was the chief of those who trust in Allah, yet he had
recourse to medicine.
REMEDY IN THREE THINGS
4.:;
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4516. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas~)»~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:}.s-.i»l~ said,
"Remedy lies in three things:
the incision of a cupping - glass, or,
a drink of honey, or cauterization by fire.

1

2

Bukhari # 5678.
Muslim # 69-2204.
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But, I forbid my ummah to cauterise."1
COMMENTARY: The first thing is cupping with a lancet or razor.
The ulama (Scholars) say, according to the writer of Safar us Sa'adah, that the hadith
guides towards all physical ailments. Some ailments are plethoric so the excess blood is
removed by cupping. Other ailments are biliary, sluggish temperament, or melancholy
which are cured by purgatives. Honey serves the purpose.
When a physician gives up and cannot suggest a remedy, the last resort is to cauterize by fire.
The prophet ~ J~~~ forbade his ummah to cauterize because the Arabs had given it too
much importance and had relied on it as a guaranteed remedy. Clearly this belief was
contrary to Islam. Nothing can be a sure cure, it is only an outward means of remedy. Real
cure lies in Allah's hands, and His command.
This disallowance is of the kind of nahy tanzihi. If any one uses this method with the belief
that it is merely an outward means, and places hope in Allah for the cure, then he is
allowed to employ cauterization.
Some ulama (Scholars) .say that if there is a risk to life or of being harmed by cauterization,
then it is forbidden. There are ahadith that permit one to cauterize as also those that
disallow one to do it. In principle, this form of remedy is allowed but it does not follow that
one cannot dislike it. There are many things that the Prophet ~ J~~~~ did not like but he
did not disallow them to other people. If cure can be had through other means then
cauterization must be avoided. The Prophet ~""J "'~" ~' ~ did instruct some sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~.1!1~; to cauterize themselves because that seemed necessary.
In short, it is makruh (disapproved) to cauterize a limb unless prescribed by a physician.
MORE ABOUT CAUTERISATION

v.L--oi.,.;)_;.Lj~fulj.DJHJJ.!j&lj.S:i~~~~~\J\~~t\~JJ~Ji4-~J(f.O'V)
4517. Sayyiduna Jabir c&-.1!1~; narrated that in the Battle of Ahzab (also called Battle
of Khaduq - confederates and trenches, respectively), Ubayy was hit by an arrow in
the median vein of his arm (and it bled). Allah's Messenger ~ J "'~ .1!1 ~ had him
cauterized (or he did it himsel£).2

{.JJ-o o\.,.J) -~\!11 ~i
4518. Sayyiduna Jabir "':s.~l~; narrated, Sa'd ibn Mu'adh c&-.1!1~; was hit (by an
arrow) in the median vein of his arm. The Prophet ~ J4#~'~ cauterized it with his
own hand with a broad arrow head. But, it swelled up, so he cauterized a second
time."3
11

Bukhari # 5680.
Muslim# 74.2207.
3 Muslim# 75.2208, Tirmidhi # 1582.
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4519. Sayyiduna Jabir ~iil'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~ sent a
physician to Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~.a,,~J· He cut one of his veins and cauterized it.1
KALUNJI IS CURE

~l:iJ' &§ ~~ ~l:ij!JI ~I JJ~_;.Lj ~~ful ~ ;L1 jj..!J ~ :Jis~;.' ~~ ~j
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(~~) -~_;i31tTs_,!JI i;iiJ ~_;j1.;W1 y~~~ jli~l!ll ~1
II

4520. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»'.rP J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~
~J~.a,, say, ''There is in the black seed cure for every disease but sam."
Ibn Shihab .a,,~ J said that sam is 'death' and the black seed is shuniz (nigella seed).2
COMMENTARY: Teebi .a,, 4...:o- J said that though the hadith is of a universal nature, yet
nigella seed is of benefit in only such diseases as are moist and sluggish natured because
kalunji (nigella seed) is dry and hot. So it is good for the diseases that are of an opposite
kind to it.
However, some authorities maintain that hadith is of a universal nature, so that kalunji is
good for all diseases. If it is added to a medicine in a specified ratio then its remedial effects
catne to surface.
Kirmani .a,, ~J said that this hadith should be understood to be of a universal nature
because it makes exception of only death.
The writer of safar us Sa'adah says that it was the practice of a section of the shykhs that
they used kalunji (nigella seed) as a medicine for all their ailments. Their good faith was
rewarded and their ailments were cured.
REMEDIAL POWER OF HONEY
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4521. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.a,,~ J narrated that a man came to the Prophet
~J"·:k-.i»'.J.P and submitted, "My brother has loose bowels." Allah's Messenger .i»'.J.P
~J~ said, "Give him honey to drink." He gave it to him, but came again and
submitted that he had given it to him yet it had not but made his bowels more
loose. He gave him this instruction three times, but the man came a fourth time and
he said, ''Give him honey to drink," to which he submitted, "Indeed, I have made
him drink it but it has only made his bowels more loss." Allah's Messenger J.#.i»'.J.P
~1..., J said, "Allah has spoken the truth and your brother's stomach has lied." He gave
him honey to drink and he recovered.J

1
2
3

Muslim # 73. 3307.
Bukhari # 5688, Muslim # 88-2215.
Bukhari # 5684, Muslim# 91-2217, Tirmidhi # 2052, Musnad Ahmad 3-19.
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COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ali "~~k~~ J said that if anyone falls ill then he must request his

wife for some money from her dower and he should use it to buy honey. Then he must put
some rain water into it and drink the mixture. Insha Allah, he will be cured.
The Prophet ~ J ~ ~~ ~ referred to Allah's words (J'lill r.lA.!. "~) {Where in is healing for
mankind (16: 69)} when he said, ~'Allah has spoken the truth." Or, Allah has revealed to
him that the patient would cover on drinking honey. Hence, he insisted that the patient
should drink honey. He would recover.
By saying that his stomach lied, the prophet indicated that the man's case was serious and
he had acute indigestion. If a proper portion of honey was given to him that would get
good results. The Arabs often used the word ('":-'..lS'") kazab (lied) to mean (r.l~) khata
(mistake, wrong), or 'he has not arrived at the facts: 'it has made a mistake by not
responding to the medicine (honey).
PROPHETIC SYSTEM OF MEDICINE & THE CUSTOMARY SCIENCE OF MEDICINE
Though the ulama (Scholars) have tried to reconcile Prophet's ~""J~..li1~ medicine and the
customary science of medicine, there certainly is a wide difference between the two. The
author of Safar us Sa' adah has written that in fact there is not relation between Prophetic
medicine and the rules and principles of the physicians. Prophetic medicine has as its
source Divine revelation, the Prophet's ~ J "~ ..1!1 ~ heart and perfect intelligence.
Obviously, this kind of treatment is surely to be successful. It will cure, definitely. In
contrast, the customary form of treatment cannot be a guaranteed cure. It is not immune
from mistake and failure. It cannot be at per with a treatment that is based on Divine
inspiration.
It is this difference between the two that creates confusion in some minds. People must
realize that there can be no mistake in the Prophetic method of treatment. It is possible that
our imperfect thinking does not understand and the medicine prescribed by the Prophet
~J~~~~ but it is not possible that his prescription is not according to the ailment.
In the case reported in this hadith, clearly honey gave him more loose motions, but that
was good for him because the accumulated evil matter was thoroughly discharged from his
belly. He was relieved. It must be understood that the patient must have complete faith on
the physician and his prescription. This is a fundamental principle.
The same applies to Prophetic medicine. If any one uses it but does not get relief then it
means that he does not have faith in it. So any one desirous of following the prophetic
medicine, must make his belief perfect and then use it with true intention and sincere
devotion. He will get relief without any doubt.
It is like the Quran. It is a perfect cure for internal diseases, spiritual ailments and corrupt
heart and mind. Any one who learn it sincerely and recites it, believes in its teachings and
abides by them, then surely his heart and soul are cured. If any one is not sincere and lacks
faith then the opposite results are observed and he goes deeper into evil Hence, some
scholars said that the Prophet's ~""J~..l!~~ words about the man's stomach having lied
mean that he lacked faith and sincere intention with the result that, instead of relief, he was
getting worse.
USES OF AL-QUST AL-BAHRI
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4522. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~;.~~ said, "Of
what you use as medical treatment, the best are cupping and sea cost us al qust al
bahri)."l
COMMENTARY: Sea costus has many benefits. It is good for women who experience post
childbirth bleeding and it eradicates poisonous gems. It is good for the mind and for
general health. Qust is of two kinds: of the sea which is white and the Hindi variety which
is black. The former is better and has lesser heat.

(~~)-~~il~
4523. Sayyiduna Anas ~ii1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, "Do
not hurt you children by pressing the tonsils to treat the quinsy (swelling in the
uvula}, but use costus."2
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word in the text (oJ..iAII) al-adhrah3 is an inflammation of the
tonsils afflicting infants. There is stimulation of blood which mothers try to soften by
inserting their finger in the child's mouth up to the throat. This augments the pain rather
than reducing it. The Prophet ~J~li11~ disallowed this practice but suggested the use of
costus. It should be dissolved in water and poured into the nostrils drop by drop.
However, the physicians question how this treatment could be effective because costus is
hot and the affliction is also heated requiring something cool. The answer is that al-ahdra is
blood compounded with phelgm which outweighs blood. So custus offsets the moisture of
phelgm. Besides, this treatment is part of the miracle of Prophetic medicine.

PLEURISY

(~~)-·~ ~4-t
4524. Sayyidah Umm Qays ~ i11 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ i11 ~
asked, "Why do you squeeze the uvula like this? You should use Hindi aloes wood.
It has seven kinds of remedy including a remedy for pleurisy. Drop (it) in to the
nostrils for an inflammation of the uvula and pour (it) into the side of the mouth for
pleurisy."4
·
COMMENTARY: In this hadith too women are disallowed to try to pres~ the inflammation
by inserting a finger in the infant's mouth. Rather, aloes ·wood may be put in its nostrils, ·
after diluting it with water.
1

Bukhari # 5696, Muslim# 63-1577.
Bukhari # 5696, Muslim# 63-1577. (Both 4522 & 4523 are Single hadith in Bukhari & Muslims).
3 quinsy.
4 Bukhari # 5713, Muslim # 84-2214.
2
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The hadith mentions avul hindi. Perhaps, it is the same as qust bahri. It may also be that
qust hindi is referred to as awd hindi.
Pleurisy can take many forms, like inflammation in the chest. It becomes very dangerous
when it emerges from the inner organs. It is one of the serious, life-threatening diseases.
The second kind of pleurisy is the one in which wind does not pass out. It causes pain in
the side. The hadith refers to this second kind because awd hindi is given for this malady.
While the Prophet ~J4#~~~ mentions seven diseases, he has named only two. It does not
mean, however, that qust is effective in only these seven diseases. Rather, it is good for a
large number of illnesses. Some people do say that, according to Arab idiom, seven' stands
for several', numerous'
FEVER COOLED WITH WATER
1

I

I

(~~)-~8~
4525. Sayyidah Ayshah llp ~~ ~ J and Sayyiduna Rafi' ibn Khadij 4.;t. ~~ ~ J narrated
that the Prophet ~J"',.\~~~~ said, ''The fever is from the vehemence of the heat of
hell. So, cool it with water."1
COMMENTARY: The high fever is compared to the heat of hell. Or the words of the hadith
may be understood in their literal meaning. A similar tradition(# 590) has been narrated in
the chapter 'Offering salah (prayer) early' that the severity of the heat of summer is from
the vehement raging of the heat of hell. Cool water is best for fever either poured on the
body or drunk with medicine.
Some authorities suggest that the person who has fever must provide cool water to the
thirsty people. Because of its blessings Allah will put the fever of(
PERMISSION TO USE SPELL TO CARE

0J-...o oi.J.J)
4526. Sayyiduna Anas o~,.;t../»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#~~~ permitted
one to resort to a spell for the evil eye, sting (of a scorpion) and pustules.2
COMMENTARY: The permitted spell is made up of approved supplication and of verses of
the Quran to get relief.
The evil eye is a fact and some people say that it is a poison like the sting of a scorpion.
Allah has placed poison in the eyes of some people. When their look falls on any one or
anything, it devours what it falls on. ~ot only is incantation and charms and supplication
allowed for the evil eye but also the Prophet ~J"~~~~ hast aught supplication for the
purpose as we did see in the chapter on supplication.
The sting of a scorpion also includes snake-bite and sting of other poisonous creatures.
The word (A.W) numlah in the hadith is used for ants. Here, it means pustules, boils, blisters
1

Bukhari # 3263, Muslim# 81-2210, (the first sentence is reproduced verbation from Lane's Lexicory

under(~).
2

Muslim # 58. 2196.
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such as grow in anyone's side. The affected person feels as though ants sting him. Perhaps
this is why it got its name namlah. .
It must be understood that it is allowed to use a spell and incantation for every illness. The
hadith mentions only three because these three respond to this treatment more effectively
than the others. The same meaning may be given to the tradition that say that spells and
incantation is allowed in these three things only.
In the beginning, the Prophet ~J~iis1~ has forbidden the use of spells and incantation.
Then, initially, he allowed people to resort to spells and incantation for these three things
provided polytheistic and ambiguous words are not used. Later, this permission was
extended to all sort of diseases and approved supplication and verses of the Quran may be
invoked.

(~~)-~1~~--..ul,.oLj~ilil~~ljAI~lii!.J~~j(torv)
4527. Sayyidah Ayshah n.-:~iisl~; said that the Prophet ~J~iis1~ gave instruction

that spells may be used to ward off the effect of the evil eye.1

·

(~~)-S~J~~~1ili}ljij.;,ljlii
4528. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~lis'~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~.ii:l~ saw in

her house a girl whose face had turned yellow. So, he said, 11 Use a spell for her
because she has the effects of an evil eye.'2
COMMENTARY: The girl was under the effect of an evil eye. It could be a human evil eye
or a jinn's evil eye. The eye of a jinn is sharper than the edge of a lance.
J
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4529. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ iu1 ~; said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ iis1 ~ disallowed
spells, so, the family of Amr ibn Hazm ~;u,~; came and submitted, 110 Messenger

of Allah, we have a spell that we used for the sting of scorpion. Now you- have
disallowed spell." They then read it out to him (that he might decide about its
veracity) He said, 111 do not find any harm in it. He among you who can benefit his
brother (even by using a spell approved by Shari'ah (divine law)), let him do that."3
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4530. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik Ashja'I ~iu'~; said, 11We used to resort to spells

1

Muslim #59. 2195, Bukhari # 5738.

2 Bukhari # 5739, Muslim# 59-2197.
3

Muslim# 63-2199.
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during the jahiliyah (ignorance period). So we submitted, '0 Messenger of Allah,
what do you say abou. it?' He said,. 'Read them out to me. There is no harm in the
spells as long as they are without polytheism."t
COMMENTARY: The words 'without polytheism' imply also that the spell should have no
naqte of the jinns and the devils and no appeal for help to any bf them. They should have
no inkling of disbelief in them. If they are devoid of such things, then it is allowed to use
them. The ulama (Scholars) say that when such. words and expressions are used as are
ambiguous, then these spells are disallowed, but when the wording of a spell is known to
be from the Prophet ~J.y&..iitt~ even though the meaning cannot be deciphered then it is
permitted to apply such a spell.
Just as the devi~ bears animosity to mankind from the beginning of time, so too the jinns are
natural enemies of mankind. In this sense, the devils and jinns are allies of each other. Thus
when a person is taken over by a jinn and such incantation is applied as has names of the
devils ·and calls on them for help then the jinns release that person. Sometimes, a person
suffers from snake-bite and seems to be poisoned, but in fact it is a jinn who had taken the
form of a snake. When a spell with names of dev.ils and an appeal to them help is used, the
jinn withdraws and the poison disappears from the person. In this way, both jinns and
devils mislead mankind. Therefore, the ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that it is not
permitted to use a spell that contains something other than verses of the Quran, names and
attributes of Allah.
The most glorious of all is the noble Quran itself to make an invocation. Each of its words,
each of ~ts expressions is a treasure for mankind as healing, cure, goodness and blessing, with
a guaranteed benefit. Some of its verses and Surahs (chapters) are more suited for spell and
'incantation, like surah al-Fatihah, al-falaq, an-Naas and the verses aayat ul Kursi and aayat ul
Karimah. They are based on seeking refuge in Allah. At the same time, the supplication and
incantation that are known from the ahadith are also appropriate and beneficial.
The writer of satar us Sa' adah has quoted a hadith that if a person desires to protect his
property or children from the evil eye, then he must recite:
J,

~ ....

t

.... J,

-

~~ ~!SJ! 'i ill\ ~L!.lA

{That which Allah will (will be)! There is no power except in Allah.} (18: 39)
(His property and children will be preserved from the evil eye.)
It is reported that Sayyiduna Othman ~.ibt~J saw a very beautiful lad. He recommended
that a little blackness should be applied to the lad's chin to preserve him from the evil eye.
THE VERSES OF HEALING (AAYAT UL SHIFA)
Shaykh Abu al-Qasim Qushayri .iitt~ J said, "My son was seriously ill so that we lost hope
of his survival. Meanwhile, I saw Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ in my dream and
submitted to him that my son was ill.- He asked, 'why is it that you are unaware of the
verses of healing?' I woke up and looked up the Quran for the verses of healing. I found
them at six places in the Quran. They are: 2
( 1)

~_;J~;iJJ.L.. ~j

Muslim # 63-2200.
Respectively: 9: 14, 10: 57, 16: 69, 17: 82, 26: 80, 41: 44.
completion of the quotation of Qushayri ~"-J discourse.)
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(2)

.JJ.i.!l1JI4tll;j

(3)

l.ft6.l:U;~~:Jij.il~::.;.fylft~~~f.~

<4>

~j.!llk;Jt'U;jl.u~t;il,~j}UJ

<5>

~~U-1" llJJ

VoL4

<6>
iU.;jiSll IJ!.dUJ.4j1.ji
I wrote down these verses and soaked the writing in water and gave it to my son to drink.
He recovered rapidly as if his letter were released."
Qadi: Baydawi li!1~; has also pointed out to these verses in his tafsir as verses of healing
Sa' d Hulaybi li!1.~J has mentioned Abu al-Qasim Qushayri .1!1 ~J and his dream in his
exposition of Tafsir Baydawi, but he has mentione~ that Qushayri li!1~ J had seen Allah in
his dream and that the verses should be recited and the reciter should blow on the patient.
They should also be written down on a porcelain utensil, washed with water which should
be given to the patient to drink.
Shaykh Tajuddin Sabuki li!1~J said that many scholars wrote down these verses to get relief
from illnesses.
As for writing down for healing, should only these portion be written down or the whole
verses that contain them? It has been reported that the Shaykhs and elders wrote down
only these portions as verses of healing. The foregoing verses are translated:
(1)
{He will grant relief to the hearts of the believing people} (9: 14)
(2)
{... and a healing for whatever (disease) is in the hearts.} (10: 57)
(3)
{There comes forth out of their bellies a drink of diverse hues,- wherein is
healing for mankind} (16: 69)
(4)
{And we send down, of the quran that which is a healing and a mercy to the
believers} (17: 82)
(5)
{And when I am sick, He heals me} (26: 80)
(6)
{Say: "For those who believe, it is a guidance and a healing".} (4: 44)
EVIL EYE IS A FACT
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4531. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:&-li!l~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ y.,ir-li!l~ said, ''The
evil eye (meaning, its influence) is a fact. If any thing was likely to overtake decree,
the evil eye would do it. And, When you are told to bathe, do so."1
COMMENTARY: If anyone's sight of a person or thing delights him and he is overwhelmed
then it does have an effect on what he has seen (and stared at) and this is attached to the
decree. Allah has given the eyes of some people the peculiarity that even they see something
they cause its destruction in the same way as magic and sorcery have their effect.
Nothing in the universe is outside the ambit of decree, not even the smallest thing and not
even the largest, not the weakest and not the strongest. Nothing can escape out of the orbit
of decree, but if, by a stretch of imagination, anythin1; could slip away, then the evil eye
t

Muslim # 42-2188.
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would do it. This thing abqut the evil eye has been stated merely to emphasize, the
influence of the evil eye.
It was customary among the Arabs that the person whose evil eye had hurt someone was
asked to wash his hand and feed and the portion below his navel. That water was poured
on the one who was hurt by the evil eye. At least, .the effected person gained some
confidence and his doubts were removed. The Prophet ~JA.Js.~jJ gave permission for this
thing to be done. He said, "If your stare has had the effect of an evil eye and anyone and
you are asked to wash your limbs and pour the water on the effecter person, do that."
The method of doing it, is outlined in the hadith of Abu Umamah ~..1!1~; (# 4562).
While the ulama (Scholars) agree that an evil eye can have an effect on living beings- men
and animals- and on property, some people like the mu'tazillah reject it, just as they reject
the effect of supplication and charity. They assert that which is decreed cannot be averted.
Of course, decree has not a different path from the working of cause and effect. Allah has
given the evil eye the ability to hurt and the ulama (Scholars) follow the Prophet's Saying:
(~1~1) (the evil eye is a fact). It is wajib (obligatory) on us to believe in this saying.
WHO IT WORKS: The ulama (Scholars) have dealt with this question at length. They have
quoted some of the people who possess the evil eye as having said, "When we are
delighted by a sight and we look at it, we sense heat coming out of our eyes." Some people
say that it is a venomous heat and it absorbs in the air which blow up to the subject and
causes him harm and ruin. It is like a snake that hurts every one with its poison when it
looks at it. In short, something invisible shoots out from the evil eyes and strikes the subject
if there is no obstruction between then. But, if there is an obstruction like an amulet or
talisman and medicine, etc. then that invisible thing does not make it to the subject. In fact,
if the amulet or talisman is strong, then the invisible weapon reverts to the source. It is like
a strong shield that causes an arrow to rebound to the striker.
Moreover, just as Allah has enabled some people to possess the evil eye. So, too He has enabled
some perfect souls, like the men of Allah and Shaykhs, to repel the evil eye so that they may
help th~ masses with supplication and amulets to ward off the effects of the evil eye.

(1!\illjJ&iil

SECI'ION II

ALLAH HAS CREATED REMEDY FOR ALL ILLS
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4532. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Sharik ~..1!1~; narrated that some sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~ . 1!1 ~J asked, 0 Messenger of Allah, may we resort to medical
treatment (during illnesses)?" He said, 11Yes, 0 slaves of Allah, use medical
treatment because Allah has not created a disease without creating a cure for it,
other than one disease, namely, old age."t
COMMENTARY: By his words, the Prophet ~JA.Js.~~ assured the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~.iii~~ J that to get medical treatment is not against servitude and reliance on
Allah, provided the treatment is not thought to be the only and direct cause of relief.
Rather, it is a necessary procedure and true healing comes only from Allah.
11

1
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DO NOT COMPEL THE PATIENT TO EAT OR DRINK
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4533. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir 4$..lsi~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..ls~~
~J

said, "Do not compel your patients to take food, for, Allah, the exalted, gives
them food and drink." 1
COMMENTARY: If the patient is unwilling, do not force him to eat or drink, even if it is
medicine.
Allah gives energy and stamina. Survival of anyone is not dependant on food and drink
but on Divine Power. So, if anyone is forced to take food and drink against his will then
instead of benefit, it might harm him.
CURING REDNESS

jl!J &~jJI :IJJ :.f_;ili~SJUJ~~~L>JS'~J~ful ~~1-...!.Jiu;SI~J <toro
4:S- . ls1 ~ J said that the Prophet ~J 4# . ls1 ~ branded
(Sayyiduna) As'ad ibn Zurarah 4:S-.i»I~J because of Shawkah (whilow, redness) that
had afflicted him.2
COMMENTARY: Either the Prophet ~J 4# . ls1 ~ cauterized As' ad himself or had him
cauterized by someone. Besides it cannot be said where on the body was this done.
CURE OF PLEURISY

4534. Sayyiduna Anas
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4535. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Arqam 4$ . ls1 ~J said, "Allah's Messenger ~J ~ . ls1 ~

instructed us to treat dhat ul janb (pleurisy) with sea costus and olive oi1."3

(lS.l.oj:JI oljl.))

4536. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Arqam 4~..ls'~J said, ''Allah's Messenger ~J~..ls1~ often

spoke highly of alive oil and wurs for pleurisy."4
COMMENTARY: Wurs (~JJ) is a kind of grass of yellowish colour inclining on red. Its
fibres are like Saffron and it is used to colour and dye just as saffron is used. The physicians
have prescribed it for many illnesses. It seems that both these things are used for pleurisy
by inserting their drops in the mouth.
1
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SENNA AS A PURGATIVE
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4537. Sayyidah Asma bint umays ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~....y.,.l~~~~ asked
her, 11What purgative do you use?" She said, "I take shubrun (spurge)." But, he said,
''That is very hot, terrible." So, she used sana (senna) and the Prophet ~ J ~ ~' ~
said, "were there on antidote for death, that would be senna." 1
COMMENTARY: Shubrum is a plant. Its seeds are boiled in water to use as laxative. The
Prophet ~J~~~~ used the world for hot (Jl,..)- hear) twice to say 'very hot.' To mean that
it is not proper to use it as a laxative. The physicians say that it makes the bowels very
loose so it must be used under proper supervision.
Senna is a very beneficial medicine, particularly senna (sana) Makki. The physicians
prescribe it for many illnesses. Its greatest characteristic is that it has no side-effects. It is
good particularly for bile, melancholy and phelgm. It also gives strength to the heart.
DO NOT USE FORBIDDEN THINGS AS MEDICINE

~~J ~TJil!J iiill JjJT illi....U!~J ~ ilil ~ ;lJ1 J~J j~ j~ ~T:us '-?10£J (torA)
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4538. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"Surely Allah has sent down the illness and the medicine. And, He has created for
every illness a cure. So, take medicine for treatment. But, do not treat yourselves
with anything unlawful."2
COMMENTARY: The unlawful could be wine, swine or any other forbidden thing. There
are many ahadith on this subject, particularly on using wine. Not only they forbid them but
also make clear that there is no benefit in using the unlawful for treatment of any disease.
There is a hadith narrated by Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J that Allah has not placed cure
in those things that are forbidden to you.
It is also reported that Sayyiduna Tariq Ja'fi .u" ~' ~J sought the Prophet's ~J "~ ~~ ~.,p
pern1ission to make wi:tie. He forbade him. When he submitted that he wished to make it
for use as medicine, the prophet ~ J"#~'~ said, ~~wine is not a Inedicine but it is pain and
a disease." He also said:

JJ ILA.!.~9 ..;.:1-4 LS.J l..u VA
(He who resorts to wine as medicine, Allah will not give him cure).
However, some juristic traditions permit the use of wine as medicine then reliable and
adept physicians confirm that there is no alternative means of treatment for a disease. But
this is very unlikely. First, it is difficult to find reliable and competent physicians. Secondly,
1

2

Tirmidhi # 2081 (1236), Ibn Majah # 3461.
Abu Dawud # 3874.
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it is not easy to get their unanimous opinion.
IMPURE MEDICINE DISALLOWED
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4539. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~l..J•#~'J.~ forbade
medicine that is Khabith (noxious, impure or forbidden or unpleasant, bad smelling).I
COMMENTARY: Such a medicine is not regarded as good. If the patient is repulsed with a

medicine, then it will not be efficacious as desired. This disallowance is of the kind of nahi
tanzihi (forbidden nearer to lawful) (more lawful than unlawful).
HEADACHE & ACHING LEGS
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4540. Sayyidah Salma \p~'~J the (female) servant of the Prophet ~J~~',).J said,
'"When any one complained to Allah's Messenger ~J~~',).J of a headache (because

of blood pressure), he said to him, "Get cupped.' And when anyone complained
about pain in his legs (because of heat), he said, to him, 'Dye them with henna,"2
COMMENTARY: This command applies to both men and women, but men should
preferably apply henna only to their souls. They must not apply it to their nails so that they
avoid resemblance to women.
HENNA ON WOUND
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4541. Sayyidah Salma \p.&'~ J said that Allah's Messenger r1-J~.&l,j.J never received

a wound (on his body from anythiiig) or had a bleeding foot (caused by a stone or
thorns) but he asked her to apply henna on it.3
COMMENT~RY: Henna has a cooling effect. It cures illness rapidly particularly wounds.
BENEFITS OF CUPPING
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4542. Sayyiduna Abu Kabshah Al-Ammari ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger
~ J A.# .&1 ,jJ often had himself cupped on the crown of his head and between his
shoulders. He would say, "He who ha~ this blood poured out will not suffer if he

1

Tirmidhi # 2045 (2052), Abu Dawud # 387 0, Ibn Majah # 3459.
Abu Dawud # 3858.
3 Tirmidhi # 2154 (2061) related by her grandspn Ubaydullah .&s~J.
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does not have medicai treatment for any illness."t
COMMENTARY: It is possible that the Prophet ~-J~.ll~~ may have had himself cupped

on the head sometimes and between the shoulders sometimes. Or, he may have had it done
at both places at one time, together.
He said that this blood should be poured out "sometimes. It could mean fro~l ilte two places
mentioned or fr~m anywhere on the body where impure blood has accumulated and
should be drained out.
t
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4543. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.111~J said that the Prophet ~J•#.lil~ had himself cupped
on his hip because of an internal injury (or a bruise) he suffered.2
COMMENTARY: The injury is watha meaning pain from sprain but not fractured bone.
The Prophet ~ J~i»>~ had himself cupped high up on his thigh.
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4544. Sayyiduna· Ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
recounted to them the account of the mi'raj (meaning, the night he was taken up to
the heavens). He said that wh.ichever group of the angels he passed they instructed
him to command they instructed him to command his ummah that they should have
themselves cupped.3
COMMENTARY: There are other ways of having blood poured out but copping is. the best
in hot regions because these people thin, dilute blood.•
As for the urnmah, it could be the people of that age, or the umrnah in the real sense, all
followers of the Prophet~J~~~~.

FROGS MAY NOT BE USED AS INGREDIENTS FOR MEDICINE
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4545. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Uthman ~~~~J narrated that a physician asked
the prophet ~J~~~~ whether he may use frogs as ingredients of medicine. The
Prophet~ J~~~~ disallowed him to kill frogs.4
COMMENTARY: According to a tradition in Jarni the prophet ~J~~~~ forbade that
·
frogs should be killed to use in medicine.
Qadi ~~J said that the Prophet ~J~~~~ forbade the killing of frogs Perhaps because he
did not think it proper to use frogs for medicine. It was either because frog is impure and
forbidden or because one is repulsed by the frog. Whether benefit the physician may have
imagine was offset by the frog's repulsive nature.
1

Abu Dawud # 3859, Ibn Majah.
Abu Dawud # 3859, Ibn Majah.
3 Tirmidhi # 2052.
4 Abu Dawud # 2871.
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HAD HIMSELF CUPPED ON 17TH, 19TH 21ST
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4546. Sayyiduna Anas ~'"~'~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J":it.~'.}-P had himself
cupped in the two veins of the neck at either side of it and between the shoulders.
According to another version: He had himself cuptJed on the 17th, 19th and 21st (of
the month).t &2
DATES ON WHICH HE HAD HIMSELF CUPPED

(."l:.-ll r'_r!.joi,J.J) -~.AJL5~jj

4547. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that the prophet ~""J~~~ liked to
have himself cupped on the 17th, 19th, and 2tst.3
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4548. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~"~'~
said, ''He who has himself cupped on the 17th, 19th, and 2tst will find it to be a

remedy for every disease."4
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4549. Sayyiduna Kabshah hint Abu Bakrah ~~,~J said that har father disallowed

his family to have themselves cupped on Tuesday. He emphasized that Allah's
Messenger ~J4#.1l1~ regarded Tuesday as the day of blood and at a moment on it
blood keeps flowing out unceasingly. (It might happen to coincide with the
cupping and blood might not stop flowing thereby causing death.)S
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4550. Sayyiduna Zuhri i»1~ J narrated that in a mursal form that the Prophet "-#~~
~J

1

said, He who has himself cupped on Wednesday or Saturday and is afflicted
11

Abu Dawud # 3800 (1st version).
(1st and 2nd version) Tirmidhi # 2051, Ibn Majah # 3483.
3 Baghawi in Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) # 3225.
4 Abu Dawud # 3961.
s Abu Dawud # 3862.
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by leprosy must not blame anyone but himself."1
COMMENTARY: Though the musnad hadith is not regarded as sound, yet it makes the
mursal form stronger. Moreover, the Hanafis and the analyses regard a mursal hadith
worthy of evidence (and observing).
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4551. Sayyiduna Zuhri ..1!1~; reported in a mursal form that Allah's Messenger ..1!1~
11
~ J~ said, He who has himself cupped or smeared with something on Saturday or

Wednesday must not blame anyone but himself if he is afflicted by Ieprosy."2
CHARMS DISALLOWED
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4552. Sayyidah Zaynab ~ . 1!1 ~ ;, wife of Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ . 1l1 ~;
narrated. Abdullah saw a thread on my neck and asked, ''What is it?" I said, ''A

thread over which an incantation has been recited for me." He took it, cut it (to
pieces) and said, 'you, the people of Abdullah's house, are unattached to
polytheism. I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J4~..11~~ say, 'Spells, tawalah charms
and tawalah (love charms) are polytheism.' I remarked, "Why do you say so? I had a
painful bulging eye and I used to go to a certain Jew. When he recited a spell over
it, it soothed." Abdullah said, 11That was nothing, but the devil's work. He picked
your eye with his hand. When a spell was recited, he stopped. It will suffice you if
you say as Allah's Messenger ~... J~..l!1~ used to say:

(Remove this harm, 0 Lord of Mankind! And, heal! You alone are the healer! There
is no healing, but your healing that will leave behind no sickness.)"3
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~ . 1!1 .$P; said that his family was safe from
polytheism because Allah had blessed them with faith and they were Muslim. So, they did
not have to resort to such things: He knew that the spells that were recited in those days
·1

Musnad Ahmad, Abu Dawud, Bayhaqi (in Shu'ab ul Eeman) part of heading 12-151 (one version is
Musnad) Abu Dawud regards it as unsound.
2 Bayhaqi in Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3235.
3 Abu Dawud # 3883.
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were polytheistic and ambiguous.
Mulla Ali Qari ~~~ J said that it is a light form of polytheism to believe that the spells and
charms are a means (possess sufficient efficacy to) remove illnesses. But, it is a strong
polytheism to believe that these things are by themselves real removers of illnesses.
The spell that is considered polytheism is one that has named of idols, devils and jinns and
words of disbelief. It is made up of such things as are disallowed by Shari'ah (divine law).
It also includes spells whose meaning are confused are undeciphered.
The thread or talisman put on the neck is tama'im (plural to tamimah). The one mentioned
in the hadith did not have Allah's names, verses of the Quran or approved supplication.
However, some people say that tamimah signifies certain beads that the Arab women of
the desert hung upon their children to repel the evil eye etc. Or, it is a necklace upon which
are put thongs and amulets, or it is the amulet itself. (sometimes,) the beads are perforated
and thongs or strings are inserted into them and they are thereby suspended. 1
The word tawalah is a kind of spell or charm that is said to promote love between man and
woman. All these things are done by the polytheists.
The trouble in her eye was nothing but the devil's mischief. This is as Ibn Mas'ud said to
his wife.
NUSHRAH IS THE DEVIL'S WORK
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4553. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.11s~ was asked about
nushrah. He said, 11lt concerns the devil's work."2
COMMENTARY: Nushrah is a charm or enchantment to put off the ·evil spirit. Or, an
insane is treated with the charm. It is, therefore, the spell that does not have Allah's names,
verses of the Quran, or approved supplications. Rather, it was a spell in pre-Islamic times
made up of names of the idols and the devils and an appeal to them to help.
It could also be that the words were in Hebrew, beyond the understanding of people.
THE DOINGS OF THE HEADLESS
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4554. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~~~~;said that he heard Allah's Messenger
~J~.li1~ say. "I am an indifferent, easy-going type of I drink a antidote, or put an
amulate in my neck, or compose poetry (of my own accord and intention, putting
heard and intention, putting heard into it)."3
COMMENTARY: Those people who do such work are unconcerned whether they should
do it or not. The result is that they do every disallowed and unrecommended work. Only
1 This portion is adopted from Lane's Laxicon (Arabic English) vi p 316 but conforms to relative Urdu
Text.
2 Abu Dawud # 3868.
3 Abu Dawud # 3869.
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such persons will engage in the pursuit mentioned in the hadith who do not hesitate to
abide by the unlawful and unsuitable.
The antidote contains snake-flesh and wine which are forbidden. If the ingredients of an
antidote do not contain the unlawful things then it may be used without harm. Some
scholars, however, say that it is better to abstain from it altogether.
The other thing (amulet) snacks of the jahiliyah (ignorance period) and ·must be avoided
too. But, amulets made up of names of Allah and verses of the Quran are permitted and
are, in fact, mustahab (desirable). There is hope of benefit through their blessing. Poetry is
condemned in the light of the verses of the Quran:
~_,

'

, Lo~ .. !.·'~&l~~'-lA
"'
_, .......
~
.J..

~

{And we have not thought him poetry, nor is it meet for him.}
Allah had kept the Prophet ~J~l»>~ free from the above poetry. So, he was unable to
compose poems. His words were by themselves more eloquent than poetry. It is a different
things quoting other people. It is good to dress. Commendable subjects with poetry and
present pious thought thereby. But to express evil thoughts in poetry is not only wrong but
also a waste of time.
Ibn Maalik iil1~; said that these things were forbidden to the Prophet ~J~iill~. They are
not forbidden to his ummah. But, the poetry must not deride the Muslims and must not be
made up of lies and of bad things. The amulets and spell should not be unlawful. Also, the
antidote is not forbidden to the ummah provided it has no unlawful ingredients like flesh
of snake, etc.
SPELLS & CAUTERIZING ARE AGAINST TRUST IN ALLAH

. & ill
(4l.o 0-!I.J t5.i.o.)JI.J ..l..o>-1 oi.JJ) -J'j.:ll
4555. Sayyiduna Mughirah ib Shu'bah narrated that the Prophet ~J~iil1~ said,
11
He who cauterizes himself or uses a spell distances himself fr~m bust in Allah."1
COMMENTARY: While it is allowed to cauterize oneself and use a spell, yet the rank of
trust in Allah and reliance on Him is for superior to it. Allah says: ·
.,

I

~~_;.!31 J #i ;1.11 ~j
{And in Allah should the believers put (their) trust}
(3:122,3:160,5:11,9:51,14:11,58:10,64:13)
In other words depending too much on means is evidence of being mindless of the Lord of
all lords. This is why Imam Ghazali ~~~J said that if anyone goes out of his house and puts
two locks at the door, or puts one lock and also asks his neighbour to keep a watch then he
gets out of the orbit of tawakkal (trust in Allah) .
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Tirmidhi # 2055.
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4556. Sayyiduna Eesa ibn Hamzah ~ .ib1 ._rpJ narrated that he went to (Sayyiduna)
Abdullah ibn Ukaym ~ .ib1._rpJ· He was suffering from humrah (erysipelas). So, he
asked him, 11Why do you not suspend an amulet?" He said, 'We seek refuge in
Allah from that. Allah's Messenger ~""J~ii~~~ had said, 'He who hangs (or ties)
anything (on himself) will be entrusted to it.'1
COMMENTARY: Teebi .ib1~ J said that Abdullah 4:&-.ibl~ J sought refuge in Allah from doing
such a thing as wearing an amulet. He had attained a high degree of tawakal (trust in
Allah) and regarded use of an amulet as contrary to tawakkal, though it may be proper for
others to use it.
The words of the Prophet ~_,~.iii'~ means that one who uses an amulet or resorts to a
spell with the belief that these things are profitable and avert harm then he will be left to
amulets and spells and he will be deprived of Allah's help. He will not be healed because
nothing, other than Allah, can cure or hurt. In other words, this saying of the Prophet .ib1~
~""J":l&- encourages us towards tawakkal and tafweed. (trust and reliance in Allah).

Jj. ~ ~1 %:iJ~ Jli .kJ ~ fu\
~
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-(S~~ 0i- 4L4 ~~ giJJJ ~JISY.IJ &~jJIJ { ~~ giJJ) ~_;I
4557. Sayyiduna lmran ibn Husayn 4:&-~.$PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.ib1~
said, 11 Ruqyah (spell) is not permitted except for the evil eye or a scorpion sting."2
4558. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~.ib1._rp J also narrated this hadith.3

<.)Jby.l oiJ.;)~SJl ~_;I Jj-~~1%:iJ'i .kJ~ilil ~;i.J1 Jj-!5 Jli Jli~T~J (too~)
~

4559. Sayyiduna Anas 4ot- ~~ ._rpJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .iil1 ~ said,
11
Ruqyah (spell) is disallowed except for an evil eye, a scorpion bite, or blood."4
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that blood means nose bleeding. But, if blood is
understood in its general sense then it will mean all diseases of blood. They may be
connected with flowing blood, blood pressure, excess blood or impure blood, etc.
According to one version of Abu Dawud the words (.:,.~j':lt) are replaced by (~j':lt) but the
ulama (Scholars) insist that the word(~)- self, soul means(.:,.~) eye (evil).
Also (r.:~ _,,) are replaced by (~.U _,,) to mean being bitten by the teeth as snakes and other
animals bite with their teeth.
It must be understood that spells and incantation are proved means of healing nearly all
sicknesses, like headache, toothache, etc. The ahadith vouch for this statement. According
to a version in Bukhari and Muslim, when the Prophet ~""J~.ib1~ was ill, Sayyiduna Jibril
r')L.J'~ came to visit hiin and prayed;

1

(Abu Dawud). Tirmidhi # 2072 (2079), Musnad Ahmad # 8804. The words in Tirmidhi are. Death is
nearer from that.
2 Tirmidhi # 2057, Abu Dawud # 3884, Musnad Ahmad 4-436.
3 Ibn Majah # 3513.
4 Abu Dawud # 3889.
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(In the name of Allah, I use a spell for you against every disease that hurts you). Hence, the
foregoing ahadith that restrict spells to three things actually etnphasise that spells are more
beneficial in these three things then in others. Even in conunon practice, spells are used
most for these three things.
RAPID REMEDY FOR EVIL EYE

~ ~lil ~I~! t~-1~:.-?- .llj -.i.,.>!;ill jj.-!5~ ~o.~.Jtj u-.JoJ ~t £[;..:.! ~j (tO\•)
(.t:;..l.o ~1_, ~l.ojJI.J ~I oi.J.J) -~1 ~ !;: --\ J.llil Jtl.::. ~~~l5) ~1i ~ jli
4560. Sayyidah Asma bint Umays l.f~ ~~ ~J (has narrated that she) asked, 110
Messenger of Allah, the children of Ja'far (Tayyar) ~ ~~ ~ J are very prone to the
effect of the evil eye. May I use a spell for them?" He said, "Yes! If any thing will by
pass decree then the evil eye would."t
COMMENTARY: Ata ~~~ J said that just as there is an evil eye that hurts so too there is an
eye with blessing. Just a glance by righteous man of Allah works as an elixir and guides the
misled to the right path, the ignorant to scholarly knowledge and the infidel to belief.
SPELL FOR PUSTULES
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4561. Sayyidah Shifa bint Abdullah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that while she was with
Sayyidah Hafsah ~ . 1!1 ~ J Allah's Messenger ~J 4# . 1!1 ~ came in. He asked (her),
"why do you not teach this one (meaning Hafsah) ~..1!1~ J the spell to cure pustules
as you taught her how to write?"2
COMMENTARY: Shifa ~ ~~ ~ J was the daughter of Abdullah ibn Shams. She was a
Qurayshi, Adwi. Her real name was layla. Shifa was her sobriquet, and she was known by
it and it had replaced her real name. She had embraced Islam before hijarah and was a high
ranking intelligent woman. The prophet ~ J4#lill~ used to go to her house for a nap in the
afternoon. She had kept aside a bed and a waist wrapper for him.
We have spoken earlier about pustules (# 4526). Sayyidah Shifa l.f•~lill~ J used to recite the
spell for pustules in Makkah before she embraced Islam. When she came to Madinah, at the
footsteps of the Prophet ~ J4#~1~, she asked the Prophet ~ J4#~~~ if she may continue
the practice. He heard its words from her and let her use it, instructing her to teach it to
Sayyidah Hafsah. ~..1!1~J
The actual spell for pustules was a collection of vague indistinct words and was disallowed
by the Prophet ~""J"',l~~~. But the one Sayyidah Shifa l.fo~lili~J and other women of Arab
recited are a few expressions and permitted by the Prophet~ J4#~~~. They ~ere:
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(meaning: a bride must adorn herself and part her hair, dye her hands and feet and
1

2

Tirmidhi # 2059 (2064), Musnad Ahmad 6. 439, Ibn Majah # 3510.
Abu Dawud # 3887.
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apply collyrium, but not disobey her husband).
Some people say that the Prophet's ~J "~ ~~ ~ instruction to Sayyidah Shifa ~ ~'..s>.J to
teach the spell to Sayyidah Hafsah tt:~-iil'..s>.J actually were a hint to her (Hafsah) ~~'..s>.J that
she should not disclose her husband's secret to anyone. The Quran has mentioned it in
surah al-Tahrim.
There is a hadith that says (~~~~~) - (women should not be taught to write). Perhaps the
hadith under discussion(# 4561) may have been of an earlier date. Some people say that
the noble wives l.iP~~..s>.J of the Prophet ~J~~~~ were exempted to learn to write because
they were not prone to fall into mischief like other women.
Khattabi says, on the basis of this hadith, that it is makruh (disapproved) for women to
learn to write.
Mulla Ali Qari ~~ ~.J said that perhaps it was allowed to women to learn to write in the
. _times of the Prophet ~J~~~. But, for fear of mischief, the permission may have been
withdrawn afterwards. Some people say that the command to teach writing was only for
Sayyidah Hafsah lf.:t-~~ .J- Other women were precluded from learning to write.
AN EXAMPLE OF AN EVIL EYE
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4562. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ibn Sahl ibn Hunayf """ ~~ ~.J narrated that
(Sayyiduna) Aamir ibn Rabi' ah """~~..s> .J saw (his father) Sahl ibn Hunayf """~~ ~.J
having a bath, and he (could not help) comment (ed). 11By Allah, I have not seen a
skin to compare with what I see today, not even the skin of a girl in confinement."
(Barely had he spoken these words when) Sahl """~~~.J fell to the ground (as though
thrown down. He was carried and brought to the Prophet ~J~~~ and the people
who went to Allah's Messenger ~J ~ i11 ~ said to him, 11 0 Messenger of Allah,
what do you sugg~st for Sahl ibn Hunayf? By Allah, he cannot raise his head." He
asked, 11 Do you--suppose anyone has cast an evil eye on him?" They named Aamir
ibn """~~ ~.J Rabi'ah. Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ called for Aamir """il1 ~ .J· He
spoke to him angrily and asked, ''why should one of you kill his brother? Why did
you not invoke a blessing (on him, saying (~~h..S'.Jlf)? Now, have a bath on his
behalf." (F~~lowing his instructions,) Aamir bathed on his behalf washing his
(own) face, liands elbows, knees, toes and inside his lower garment. He collected
that water in a vessel and poured it over him. He recovered (at that vezy movement
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as though nothing had happened to him) and he walked away with the people
without any harm.
The version by Maalik also has. ''The evil eye is true. Make ablution for the one
hurt by it." So, he made ablution for him.l
COMMENTARY: Nawawi ~~ J said that the method of ablution by the person whose evil
eye has hurt someone for the one who is afflicted is to first verify that his evil eye has really
hurt him. Water should be brought to him in a vessel which should not be placed on the
ground. Then the evil eyed should take a handful of water and rinse his mouth into it.
Next, he may take more water from it and wash his face, then wash his right wrist and
elbow with his left hand, then his left wrist and elbow, but not the arm between the wrists
and elbows, then the right foot and left foot, then the right knee and left knee. Finally, he
must wash inside his lower wrapper below the navel. All these limbs may be washed in
that vessel. After that the water in the vessel should be poured on the person afflicted by
the evil eye on his head from his back side.
This kind of treatment is a mystic form with wisdom which we cannot fathom by our
.minds. So, there is no point in trying to reason it out.
Marzi ~~4~J said that it is wajib (obligatory) to wash these limbs. So, the. person whose evil
eye had done the damage must be compelled to do the washing as prescribed. It is inhuman
to disobey this command because the afflicted person may die if this is not done for him.
Qadi Iyad ~~ ~J said that if anyone is known to possess an evil eye then he should be
avoided and people should keep at a distance from him. Care must be exercised when
coming across him. It is recommended to the ruler that he should disallow such a person to
haunt gatherings and public places. Rather, he must bind him to stay home and not come
out of it. If he is poor and needy and must come to people to get help from them then the
ruler must appoint for him a stipend, from the state Treasury, enough for his survival.
In short, the harm such a person may cause is more serious and severe than the harm a
lepor may cause. So it is necessary to be careful in this regard. Imam Nawawi .1!1~ J) agreed
with whatever is said here, saying. "We do not know of any word of dissent from any of
the ulama (Scholars)."
SEEKING REFUGE
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4563. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~
r1-J used to seek refuge in Allah from the jinns and the evil eye of men till the
mu'wwadhatan were revealed. Then he took to reciting them and gave up whatever
was besides them (the suahs al Falaq and an-Naas, 113 and 114).2
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Muwatta Maalik # 2(ayn (~:r")), Ibn Majah # 3571, Musnad Ahmad 3-484.
# 2058.

2 Tirmidhi
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4564,4565. Sayyidah Ayshah ·~ ~' ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# lilt~
.asked her, "Are the mugharribun seen among you (human beings)?" She asked,
"And what are the mugharribun?" He said, "They are those with whom the jinns
(meaning, devils) associate."t
COMMENTARY: According to a hadith, if a man does not mention Allah by praying:

At the time he has sexual intercourse with his wife, then the devil attaches himself to his
body and has sexual intercourse with his wife at the same time as he does. Their sperms
penetrate together and the devil has an influence on the offspring.
The Quran says about it:

~ 'iJ~j ~ ly~l J~_;l!,j
{.... and share with them in the possessions and children I (17: 64)
Therefore, the mugharribun are they who do not mention Allah when they have sexual
intercourse with their wives. One should not neglect to pray at the time of sexual
intercourse. The young men we see today seem to be the result of neglect of remembrance
of Allah at the time of the approach of the spouses. They are devilish and misled.
Some authorities interpret the hadith to mean that the devil leads people to adultery. ;He
makes it look good in their eyes, The result is the misguided offspring.
Th~ hadith of Ibn Abbas 4/S.l»t~ Jon the best medicines ... has been reproduced at # 44732.

SECfiON III
STOMACH & VEINS
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4566. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»•..s.P; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#l»•~
said, "The stomach is the point of the body and the veins go down into it (to quench
their thirst). When the stomach is healthy, the veins return (to the limbs) in a sound
state, but when the stomach is infected, they return with disease."J
COMMENTARY: A men's body is to his stomach as trees are to water in a pond. The trees
at the edge of a pond get water through their roots, so too veins get the required food from
the stomach. Just as pure, sweet water causes the tree to flourish, so too a healthy stomach
nourishes healthy body.
The hadith must be placed under Prophet ~J4#~1~ medical treatment. In that case, the
Prophet ~J 4# 1»1 ~ saying would mean that a person's words and deeds, habits and
1 Abu Dawud # 5107.
2 This time Mishkat has
3

given a separate number to it. This (is not been done before for such notes) references:
Bayhaqi Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 5796.
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manners and general living will depend on his diet and intake of food. If he lies an
unla"'!'ful earnings and nutrition, then his limbs perform forbidden deeds and speech.
Unnecessary intake produces unnecessary words and deeds. If his food is lawful and pure
then.his words and deeds are lawful and pure. It is as.the saying (~Lw.~.r.u') (A vessel gives
what it contains). Allah says, therefore:
J

"'

"'

JJ.

~~I~IJ·: :~1~1~
...
{Eat of the good things and do righteous deeds} (23: 51)
The Prophet~J~.iil1~ said:
-'U
,,

J ~~ Jl!J Li ~~!}.A :d. I::
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'-""""....
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(He whose flesh is nourished by the unlawful, deserves hell as more suitable to
him) - Bayhaqi in Shu' a~ ul 'Eeman.
However, some scholars have questioned the soundness of this hadith (# 4566) and some
have called it mawdu (invented). But, we do not agree with them, for it has been
transmitted through many lines of transmission by Tabarani and Bayhaqi.
CURE FOR SCORPION BITE
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4567. Sayyiduna Ali 4$.iill~; narrated that while Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil1~ was
offering salah (prayer) one night and as put his hand on lhe ground he was stung by
· a scorpion. He struck it with his sandal and killed it. When he( finished the salah
(prayer) and) turned offering the salutation (to the right and left), he said, 11 May
Allah curse the scorpion! It does not spare one who offers salah (prayer) and anyone
else, or a j_)i:'ophet ~J~.iil1~ and anyone else." He then asked for salt and water.
Then he immersed them in a vessel and began to pour that (mixture) on his finger at
which it had stung him. He wiped it and sought refuge in Allah, reciting the
mu'awwidhatan (the last two surahs of the Quran, 113 and 114).1
PROPHET'S ~J4#lil'~ HAIR

1

Bayhaqi in Sha' ab ul Eeman # 2575.
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4568. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Abdullah ibn Mawhab ~ ~~ ~; said that his family
members sent him to Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~ ~~ ~; with a bowl of water,
whenever any one was overtaken by an evil eye or any other disease, he sent a bowl
to her and she brought out some hair of Allah's Messenger ~J~ls.~~ that she had
preserved in a small silver container. She (dipped the hair into the bowl and)
turned them round into it for him. Then he drank from it. (Allah cured him because
of their blessings).
11
(Uth~an fs.,~; said: ) I peeped into the container and saw some red hair."t
COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~~J said that silver was used in order to respect the ble~sed hair.
It is like the silk curtain on the Kabah.
Perhaps the hair.were red naturally or were brownish that seemed to him to be red. Or
they were dyed with henna. Or, they were placed in, perfume which changed their colour
and they looked reddish.
TRUFFLES

4569. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~ ~; narrated that some sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) I"P~'~; of Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, ''Kam'ah (truffles) is
the ·smallpox the earth." ~lab's Messenger ~J~fs.,~ said, "Kam'ah is a kind of
mann. Its extract is a cure for the evil eye. And, ajwah dates are from paradise and
are a cure for poison.
Abu Hurayrah ~~~; said, 11I took three, five or seven kam'ah, extracted their juice
in a phial. I applied it as an eye lotion to my female slave who was blear eyed. She
recovered."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~JI.:)s.ls.IJ..P praised truffles as the mann, a blessing of Allah.
it can be had without effort. It .grows on earth by itself and serves as food for many people.
Some say that the Prophet ~""J ~ .1n ~"" compared it to the mann that was sent down to the
people of Prophet~J"#~'J"" Musa t'"}l.-114,1~ because that, too, was available to them without any
effort on their part. According to a tradition, truffles is a kind of mann and is from paradise.
Nawawi .1!1~_, said that some ulama (Scholars) said that merely the juice of truffles cures
the eyes. Others said that some medicine of the eyes must be mixed with it for it to serve as
cure. But, the correct thing is the former saying. Some of the righteous men whose eye sight
was on the verge of failure, used the juice only on good faith. Allah cured them because of
their faith and blessings of the Prophet's ~ J4#.1!1~ saying.

1

Bukhari # 5896.
# 2075,2076 (and 2074).

2 Tirmidhi
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MERIT OF HONEY

4570.-Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.\&o.\I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li!1~
said, "He who licks honey three mornings every month will not suffer any serious
·
difficulty."t.
COMMENTARY: The blessing of honey wards off great hardships like serious illness or
any other kind, what to say of minor trouble.
It is stated in Safr us Sa'dah that the Prophet ~J~,&,~ mixed hon"ey with water in a bowl
every day and sipped it gradually. The ulama (Scholars) and the physicians say that there
are many benefits of honey. Most of all it is health giving. It is an irreplaceable blessing of
Allah Jalinus said that there !s nothing better than honey for diseases. The physicians say
thflt it must be taken first things in the morning (on an empty stomach). It is very
efficacious for many kinds of illnesses and weaknesses. Oalinus is the physician, Golen.)
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4571. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud "-l&oli!I~.J said that Allah's. Messenger ~J~li!1~ said, "It
is incumbent on you to use the two remedies: honey and the Quran." Bayhaqi said
that this hadith is mawquf at Ibn Mas'ud "-l&oli!l~.J•2
COMMENTARY: The efficacy of honey is known from tl}e Quran. Allah says: (lSoU~I.f'\.:.\l,.w.4,i
.JJ.LASijW~.tA.:~J) (In it is healing for mankind) -16:69.
The Quran, too, is healing and mercy for mankind:
(The Quran is guidance and healing for hearts) -10:57.
However, while honey is healing for outward illnesses, the quran is cure for both inward
and outWard illnesses.
UNNECESSARY CUPPING CAUSE LOSS OF MEMORY
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4572. Sayyiduna Abu Kabshah 4.\&o li!1 ~.J al Anmari 4$ iil1 ~.J narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J~,&,~ had himself cupped on the top of his head because of having
eaten) the poisoned sheep. Na'mar li!1.w--.J (sub narrator of the hadith) said, ''I had
myself cupped in like manner in the middle of my head without (having eaten)
poison, so I suffered loss of good memory so that I had to learn the fatihtul kitab in

Bayhaqi in Sha'at ul Eeman # 5930.
2 Ibn Majah # 3452, Bayhaqi Sha' ab u 1 Eeman # 5930.
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the salah (prayer)."t
COMMENTARY: One must not have himself cupped for blood to be drawn out of the head

without any need for it whatsoever.
DAY TO REMEMBER
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4573. Sayyiduna Nafi .i»1~ J narrated that Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.iii'~J said, "0 Nafi,
I am suffering from blood pressure. So bring to me a cupper. But let him be a young
man and let him not be an old man or a boy."
He added that Ibn Umar ~.11~~J said, "I had heard All~h's Messenger ~J4#.1i'J..P
say. 'Cupping while fasting (meaning, before eating anything in the morning) is
most ideal. It raises the intelligence, makes memory stronger (if it is weak) and
increases the memory of one who has a good memory. He who has himself cupped
must call the name of Allah, the Exalted, and do it on Thursday. But, he must
refrain from cupping on Friday Saturday and Sunday. Have yourselves cupped on
Monday and Tuesday but refrain from cupping on Wednesday because it is the day
on which Ayyub r">\...J14,lt- was overtaken by trial and hardship. Tubercular leprosy
and leprosy do not.begin to afflict (anyone) but on Wednesday at day time or in the
night preceding which is of Tuesday)"2
COMMENTARY: It means perhaps that Prophet Ayyub r">\...JI4,1t- had cupped himself on
Wednesday and, so a result, was afflicted with brother and trouble. The exegetes have
mentioned some more reasons for his suffering, so we may say that cupping might have
been one of the reasons.
A previous hadith narrated by Sayyidah Kabshah ~.i»'~J (# 4549) disapproves cupping on
Tuesday. So, perhaps this hadith refers to a Tuesday that coincides with the 17th of the
lunar month as clear from the next hadith.
The assertion, that tubercular leprosy (Elephantiasis) 'and leprosy set in on Wednesday, is
on the basis of often, not always. (The Urdu text has Wednesday and night of Wednesday,
as the Arabic text, but Ibn Majah # 3487 has Tuesday. We may not that in hijrah calendar
night precedes day).
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(faith a til Kltab is sarah al Fatihah, the first surah of the Quran).
Ibn Majah # 3487, 3488.
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4574. Sayyiduna Maqil ibn Yasar ~.iil~~J narrate.~ that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~
said, "Cupping on Tpesday (corresponding to) the 17th of the montla is a cure for a
year's illnesses. "I
Harb ibn lsmail.iili~J Kirmani narrated it He was one of the companions of Imam
Ahmad~~~ J but his isnad is not reliable. This is how it is stated in Muntaqa.
4575. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iil~~J also narrated this hadi~h.2
RULINGS ABOUT SORCERY
This chapter dealt with spells, incantation, charms etc. We deem it necessary to conclude it
with the comn1ands and rulings on different kinds of sorcery and magic. We choose to
reproduce from the comn1ents of Shaykh Shah Abdul Aziz Muhaddith Dahlawi ~"~Jon
the verses (102) of surah al Baqarah:

We also include some add.itional comments.
There can be different forms of sorcery.
• If the sorcerer uses words or deeds that are definitely part of disbelief, then such sorcery
is without doubt infidelity. Examples are (i) calling with respect that is due only to Allah,
the names of idols, devils and evil spirits, like ascribing to them overall knowledge,
absolute power and authority, awareness of the unseen and ability to remove difficulties,
etc. Or, (ii) slaughtering and offering in the name of other than Allah, Or, (iii) making
prostration to other than Allah.
One who practices this kind of sorcery is an apostate. And, one who has it done
deliberately to achieve his ambition will also be a disbeliever and the commands of
apostasy will be applicable to him. If the person is a man, he should be allowed a respite
for three days and if he does not make the prescribed repentance after three days then he
should be killed and his corpse must be thrown away. He should not be given a Muslim
shroud and burial, not be buried in a Muslim graveyard and reward may not be consigned
to him be re.citing surah al-Fatihah or durood, etc. or by giving charity.
If the person concerned is a woman, then, according to Imam Shafi'l ~~~J, she to may be
allowed three days to repent and killed thereafter (if she does not relent). But, Immn Abu
Hanifah ~~ ~J holds that she Must be imprisoned perpetually till she make a sincere
repentance.
• The sorcery may not have words or deeds that smack of disbelief or apostasy, but the
sorcerer may clain1 ability to do what Allah does, like metamorphosing a human being into
an animal, changing stick into stone or stone into stick, or ability to do what a Prophet can
do and show miracles as Prophet do, like flying into air, or covering a month's journey in a
n1oment. In this case, too, he may be termed an apostate and disbeliever because of his
claim, not because of sorcery. If he claims to posses a spell of magic whereby he may kill a
1

Harb ibn Ismail Kirmani.

2 Razin.
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living person, or make a healthy pe~son sick or a sick person healthy, or change minds to
good or to bad, then this sorcery of his will be termed as falsehood, false speech and ·
committing sin. He will be declared a sinner and a liar. If he kills an innocent person
through his spell (of sorcery) then he will be sentenced to de~th like a pirate or bandit and
a murderer, and put to death. His aim was to spread mischief and to kill innocent people. ·
In this case, no distinction will be made between a sorcerer and a sorceress.
According to one opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~J if anyone is known to practice
sorcery and this knowledge is confirmed beyond doubt, then he must be killed. It is not
necessary to ask him to repent or to give him time for that. If he declares that he is giving
up sorcery and is making a repentance then his words must not be believed. But, if he
assets, "Surely, I used to practice sorcery but have given it up since some time and fed up
with it, then he must be believed and forgiven.
Imam Shafi li11~ J said about a man who casts a spell of sorcery and the man, on whom it"
was done, dies that he should be questioned If he confirms that he had cast a spell and
mostly his spell of magic causes the subject's death, then it is wajib (obligatory) to seize
qisas (retaliation) from him. But, if he confesses that he had cast a spell and his spell takes
someone's life s.ometimes but not always, then this will be regarded as murder which
cannot be confirmed to be deliberate. The commands of(~~) (quasi- deliberate intent or
Quasi- intentional killing) will apply on him.
If he confirms that he had cast a spell on another person with the same name, or he passed
by the same path as the other was expected to go and this one was afflicted accidentally,
then it is qatl Khata (accidental killing). The commands of accidental killing will be
enforced on him. ·
KHARQ AADAT: Some minds get perplexed at this stage at the I<harq aadat (contrary to
custom) happenings that occur at Allah's command at the hands of the awliya. They are
similar to the miracles performed by the Prophets tt".>W'4# like transposing sight, changing
appearance, reviving the deeds, covering long distance in a moment. There are many other
examples and may be seen in the biographies of these men of Allah under their merits and
exceptional deeds. So, the question arises that if it is infidelity to ascribe deeds of Allah to
others then the same things must be said of t~ese contrary to custom deeds, performed by
religious man. If it is said. that such deeds are not perpetrated by them but occur at Allah's
command and power while the righteous men are merely an outward means for that, then
why call the sorcerers disbelievers" They too are an outward means of their deeds, not the
real doers. Also, why are they not called disbelievers who do mind boggling deeds through
supplication, amulets and charms like sorcerers? They are very much like the sorcerers, yet
why are they differentiated from the sorcerers?
The answer to this question is that all deeds of Kharq aadat (contrary to custom) are in the
power of Allah and done at His will. He creates them. Whatever the righteous men do (of
the exceptional) also occur at Allah's command and will. The ·same applies to the doings of
the sorcerers. The difference and the command of disbelief that applies on that account is
that the deeds of the righteous men· and those who make pious supplication are not
ascribed to others than Allah. they are ascribed to Allah's power and His name~. On the
other hand, the sorcerers relate their doings to others than Allah like the evil sprits, idols,
jinns and devils and to peculiarities of their chants. ·They think of their doings to be at their
commands and will and they ask for wages for what they do, and for offering to their idols
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and evil spirits. Cleat"ly these things are disbelief and polytheistic. It is like children,
provision, cure of illness, etc. which are at Allah's will and command, but the misled
people credit evil spirits, devils idols m~ntors, etc with them. They do not regard Allah as
Bestower but others than Him as the give.rs of ~eir needs. These people are qisbelievers. In
contrast, those who believe in Allah and who obey His commands, affirm that what they
get after supplication, lawful amulets and spells, is from Allah alone. If i.hey get well after
medication, they .believe that Allah has cured them. Of course the outward influence of the
names of Allah, the supplications, the amulet, etc is ·recognized as the superficial means.
This does not dater their faith in the least.
SORCERY - DEFINITION & REALITY
It is appropriate at this to define sorcery and its reality, to state what kind of it involves
disbelief, what kind is sinful and what kind is permitted (and allowed by Shariah).
Rather go into details, we must understand briefly that the reality and definition of sorcery
is that instead of seeking Allah's help with supplication, with Allah's names and with
spells, etc, one attempts to call on secret powers and to attribute unusual occurrences to
others than Allah or to oneself and not to the omnipotent Allah' since there are many kinds
of secret, concealed means in the universe, so the kinds of sorcery are also manifold. In
brief, they may e>rigin from spiritualism or from materialism. The former may be absolute,
like the spiritualism of the stars, heavenly bodies or elements. Or they may be partial like
the spiritual effects of illnesses, )inns and devils, and the souls that depart from the human
bodies, and they are subdued and employed for one's objectives.
As for materialism, it may influence through composition and chemistry or through ecstasy
and rapture. Strange and unexplained things come to surface because of that. Or, the influence
manifests itself directly without any intervening meaps, as a magnet pulls iron to itself.
There are many ways to gain access to these spiritual (unseen) forces and to control their
influences. ·smne people keep repeating their names and plead to them, for their desires.
Some others make offering before their pictures and do such things as can be agreeable to
them. Or, they chant in a particular manner and particular conditions some latter or words
haphazardly whereby they point out to the might of one of the spirits or to a strange doing
or action that it had perpetrated and because of which everyone of the masses and the elite
had eulogized it with an unceasing delightful tongue.
Because of the various forms of practicing sorcery and its spells, there are many kinds of
sorcery that show themselves to us. However, the very well-known kinds are few. (I) The
first and the most prominent of them is the magic of Caledonia and Babel. Sayyiduna
Ibrahim r')L.Jt4# was sent to put an end to it. It was introduced to the people by Harut and
Marut. The inhabitants of Babel (Babylonia) used the knowledge to get their desires. They
had gone deep into its study and in putting it into practice. The knowledge was thus
enlarged upon and broadened. The Caledonians who resided in Babel began to put in
much effort an study in this subject~ Thereby they created new kinds of things.
Authentic books of history say that the kings of Babylon of the times of Nimrod had
created along with e~perts through sorcery six amazing talismans or wonders. They were
such that they stupefied people.
(l)They had built a duck of copper It gave out a peculiar voice whenever an undesirable
person, like a spy or a robber, tried to enter the city. The inhabitants became wary of
strangers and nabbed the unwanted intruders.
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(2)Thy had built a drum. If one of them lost anything, he struck the drum with a stick and it
gave out a voice telling him where he might find his thing.
(3)They had made a mirror. If any person was lost, his family members came to it and
could locate their misplaced person in it wherever and howsoever he was, even if he was
travelling or was in any other city, or ill or dead.
(4)They had made a pond at whose banks they held a festival once a year. The chieftain and
nobles came to it with their refreshments which they poured out in the pond. Later when
the men responsible to serve took out pitchers from eh pond, everyone get the very same
drink that he had brought.
(S)They had set aside a pond where people's disputes were settles. If two men fought over
something and a decision was not workable, they went to it and got down into it. The man
who was just remained erect in the water which did not rise above his navel but the other
drowned into it. If he confirmed that his opponent was correct and he was unjust, then he
to was delivered safe.
(6)They had planted a tree in the palace of Nimrud. The courtiers sat down in its shade. As
their number increased, the shade expanded to cover all of them until they were one
hundred thousand. After that, even if one more man sat down, the shade vanished and all
of them were left in the sun.
Not only were the citizens crazy about such things, but also Nimrud was fanatical about it.
He kept an eye on these doing to give a boost to them.
This kind of sorcery is the most difficult kind but if anyone achieves mastery over it by
continuous effort then he is capable of doing and getting done things contrary to custom
and of preventing normal things from taking place. Thus, such maladies could also be
cured as were deemed incurable by the physicians. Examples are leprosy and so on. This
kind of sorcerer works through spirits (like jinns and devils) while the physicians work on
physical treatment. When Allah created Prophet Ibrahim ~~..J14,.l~ and He disclosed to him
the realities of bodies and spirits, he observed that all of them were helpless before the
Powerful Hands of the Mighty and the Supreme Creator. So, he turned away from all of
them and bowed before the One Supren1e Being. Allah says in the Quran:

~_..)..:jl&,ullAJ----lJ'------lfiJYIJy~I~_;.S:lo~I~!Zs)~kJ
{And thus did we show to Ibrahim the kingdom of the heavens and the earth that
he might be of those who are convinced. So when the might outspread over him, he
saw a star. He said, "This is my Lord." But when it set he said, "I love not the
setters." Then, when he saw the moon rising, he said, 11This is my Lord." But when
it set, he said, 11lf my Lord does not guide me, I would certainly be of the people
gone astray." Then, when he saw the sun rising, he said, "This is my Lord; this is
the greatest!" But when it set (too), he exclaimed, 0 my people, surely I am quit of
what you associate (with Allah). Surely, I have turned my face, as a man of pure
faith, to Him who originated the heavens and the earth, and I am not of the
associators"} (6: 75-79)
It must be understood that the kind of sorcery mentioned in the forgoing lines is purely
disbelief and polytheism. The reason is that le~ming it is dependent on those fifteen
conditions, the first of which -and the basic - is to believe that the sprits have knowledge of
the unseen and of the conditions of the heart. If this is not done, then the spirits will not do
what one requires and will not get him to his goal.
1
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The method to get the attention of the power of the stars and planets is to first get the
spiritual power of the moon to tum to oneself by chanting these words: (4A.:S'---~'lf!').
The attention for the planet mercury is got by chanting (~ ___ l ..JSJ.
We may surmise the words used to get help from other planets on the pattern of these.
However, it is obvious that such belief as these words suggest and repetition of such
expressions are definitely contrary to monotheism, Islamic teachings and the upright nation.
(II)The second kind of sorcery is the one in which the jinns and the devils are subjugated.
They are called upon to help one get one's desires. This kind is easier to acquire and is
more commonly practiced. Offerings are made to them and they are approached through
particular words and a special perfume is applied for them where they are expected to
come. The disciple sits with hands clasped in submission where they are likely to sit and
weeps beseechingly and presents his need. These things are clearly disbelief.
(III)The third kind is one in which human souls are subjugated after they have departed
from the bodies. This thing too is disbelief or near disbelief. It is very likely that these souls
are of disbelievers who had died as such. They become enslaved and do what the person
subjugating them commands them to do.
(IV) The fourth kind of the manipulate someone' s mind with the help of jir)ns. Some
exegetes say that the sorcery of pharaoh's sorcerers was of this kind (see surah TaHa, 20:
66). If it is done to change the mind of a Prophet or righteous man then it is unlawful" and a
grave sin. If it is done to cheat someone then it is a grave sin. Since it is necessary to
subjugate ·and please jinns to achieve this objective, this exercise involves disbelief if the
changing of their names goes against monotheism.
(V)It is the use by man of his own five senses. He concentrates deeply and thereby procures
such a strength. He uses mesmerism to achieve his ends. This kind is not obsolete. It is
common in India. It necessitates a very small diet and seclusion from people. It is allowed if
used for pious purposes, but unlawful if evil is intended, like growing discord between
husband and wife, or killing an innocent person.
(VI)The sixth kind is to use unknown properties of medicine. In this way, the common
people would be deceived into believing that the men who practice it are sorcerers or
supernatural.
.
(VII)The seventh kind is to make use of inventions and discoveries.
(VIII)The eighth kind is stealth of the hands of jugglery.
The last three kinds are not disbelief and not forbidden. However, if they are used for
unlawful ends then they will be forbidden.
These eight kinds of sorcery and merely theoretical other wises in Arabic, Sahar (~) is
every such thing as puzzles the mind and its cause is concealed from people If we go by its
definition strictly then there are only three kinds of sorcery. (i) That sorcery which uses the
power of the stars. (ii) That sorcery which relies on the jinns, devils and souls of dead
human beings. (iii) That sorcery which uses the five senses of the mind.
WHAT SUBSTITUTES SORCERY
The pious men of the Ummah have removed the disbelief and polytheism from most of the
kinds of sorcery mentioned in the foregoing lines. They have modified them to be
compatible with Shari'ah.(divine law), and so benefits can be derived from them.
(i)
The first kind is replaced by subjugating the angles of the higher world by
invoking Allah's names and verses of the Quran.
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(ii)

The second is modified by determination and subjugation of the supernatural
and jins of the lower world without being involved in disbelief or polytheism
and without giving anyone more respect that, or like, Allah. Rather, devils and
jinns are subjugated by command and dominance.
(iii)
There are practices and devotions to Allah whereby a link is established with
souls of righteous and pious man. Purity and cleanliness is necessary for it, as
well as recitation of the Quran and rota of supplication and devotional
exercises. These souls are consigned reward of charities.
(iv)
The forth kind of correction is courage and resolve of the Sufis and the
righteous. They concentrate on the names of Allah, choosing one of them for
pondering. They immerse themselves it.1
(v)
The fifth kind of reformation are the spells and talismans for which verses of the
Quran and names of Allah are studied and pondered over and written down
observing certain conditions or a fixed number of writing, or, they are uses as
spells by making supplications. Their method may be seen in relative books.
In short, the evil in sorcery is because it is based on disbelief and polytheism. The stars,
plants, jinns, devils and evil sprits are thought to cause benefit. Allah's might and power
are totally ignored. Once, this evil is removed, then the criteria for lawful or unlawful will
depend on the intention behind it. If there is a pious intention that prompts it, then it is
allowed to use sorcery and spells and incantation. But, if the motive is evil then it is
disallowed to resort to sorcery and charms. .
WISE TO KEEP AWAY FROM UNGAINFUL KNOWLEDGE
In his exegesis, Maw lana Shah Abdul Aziz li!1~ J writes against the portion of the verse:

{... yet they learned that which harmed them and profited them not.} (2: 102)
The Jews do not content themselves with learning only these two kinds of sorcery as are
very condemned and evil. Rather, they also used their time and capabilities· to acquire such
learning as removed the learner far away from Shari'ah (divine law) and the revelations (or
Books) of Allah. They learnt that which harmed the~ though may not have harmed other
people and that which did not profit them though may have penefited other people. Hence,
it is commonsense that one must refrain from acquiring such knowledge as gives no profit
but hurts him. Knowledge is not recommended to anyone for one of three reasons:
(i)
It is likely to hurt himself or anyone else, like sorcery, astrology because such
knowledge is misleading and grows a wrong faith. People begin to imagine
that movement ·and conjunction of the stars dictate their lives. This hinders
them from thought of Allah.
(ii)
It may not be such as hurts the s~eker, but he is not competent enough to reach
its finer points. Clearly, he will not be able to become an adept in it but will
become involved in ignorance and foolish ideas. This is why the unknowing
and unaccomplished must not discuss finer point of religion, philosophy.
Divine decree p.nd such other things. Such discourses mislead them.
It is not proper to analyze and probe the praiseworthy knowledge of Shari' ah
(iii)

1

The fourth is omitted in the original urdu text.
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(divine law). One must not go to extremes in discussing it. The mystic way of
life too must not be examined and one should not try to inject into it unlslamic
thought of Hindus and their jogis. Also, one must not introduce into prescribed
supplications and names of Allah, any thing corrected with sorcery.
Similarly, it is wrong to add Judaica to the account of the Prophets ~':>W,~.
In short, the kinds of knowledge mentioned here are such as do not benefjt anyone. Rathei,
they cause harm to people. The Jews generally occupied themselves in this kind of
knowledge and remained aloof from beneficial knowledge.

CHAPTER-II
AUSPICIOUS & INAUSPICIOUS OMENS
The word faal {Jli} actually stands for omens. Generally, however, it is applied to good or
auspicious omens. It is to see .or to hear something good which grows hope in one of
attaining one's desire. It is like a sick person in a hopeless condition hearing someone say,
Ya Saalim (0 sound One), or, a warrior who is losing he~s someone call, '0 Zafar Khan'
or'O Fath ali' (0 victorious one), and so on.
Some people say that .the word faal is used sometimes to denote evil or in auspiciousness,
as attributing bad omen to something.
Teerah (o,r-k) is ill omen. It is also used in the sense of omen, good or bad.
The reason for using tatayirah (tayyirah or. tayyarah) for evil augury or omen is that in
ancient times when an Arabs decided to set on a journey, or do something, he shooed a
bird or a deer. If it flew or ran towards the right side, that spelt an auspicious augirry and
he went ahead with his task or journey. However, if the bird flew on the left side or the
deer ran on the left side, he abandoned whate~er was on his mind.
The game that is encountered from the left side going to the right is called sanuh k._r...) or
saanih (~l...,) - fortunate, good omen. If it goes to the left from the right side then it is baarih
k.J~) or (c_J..*-) buruh - ill-boding, ominous. Accordingly, somej:imes, the words sawanh
(~'-""')and bawarih (c..J'Y.) are used to take an omen.
It is praiseworthy, rather mustahab (desirable), to take a good omen, but blameworthy and
forbidden to take a bad omen. Accordingly, the _noble Prophet~J~.cll1~ very often took a
good omen, particularly with names of the people and places. The difference in the two is
that a favourable omen initially breads contentment and happiness. Then there is hope for
goodness and improvement by Allah's mercy and favour. Further, the heart only thinks of
goodness and prosperity. This hope and set of mind is better for a person at every time,
even of his wish is not fulfilled.
It is disallowed to ciraw an ill omen because it will grow grief unnecessarily. One loses
hope in Allah's mercy and it is contrary to wisdom. Iri any case only that will happen what
Allah wills.
In this chapter, ahadith are reproduced a concern omens, good and bad. These are
described in the foregoing lines. The compiler of the Mishkat has included in this chapter
ahadith about adwa (infection), hamah (owl) and such other things. All of them concern a
bad omen.
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SECTION I
TAKE NO OMENS

lojl_;hijWT~~jS~-:J J~~j~ful~,iJij_;..!JL!A~ ~.jlis~J.-'c;l~ (toY\)
<~~)-_;5-klle!~ ':!4Lill~l :Jli~ JWI
4576. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»'~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~
11
~""J4#ii11 say, There is nothing like a bad omen. The best kind is a good omen." The
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~iii'~ J asked, "And what is a good omen?" He
said, 11 A good word that one of you hears (and gets hope thereby to get his wish)."t
COMMENTARY: If anyone takes an ill augury, it has no effect on decree and it will not
advance the good that is in store or put off the misfortune that is impending. Shari' ah
(divine law), too, does not regard it as a cause of anything. Hence, there is no point in
fretting over it. (The Arabs of old used to regard bad omen too as desirable, so taking a
good omen is better. Or, the saying simply says that it is good to take fortunate augury. The
'better' is not a comparable degree, because taking a 'bad omen' is not a good thing.)
Hearing a good word is hearing smnething that gives hope of getting one's desires .
.FALSE BELIEFS
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4577. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#iii'.).P
said, 11There is no infection (or contagious disease), no evil augury, no hamah (owl
that sits on one's residence), no safar (a serpent, or the month of safar), but run
away from one who is afflicted with tubercular leprosy as you would run away
from a lion."2
COMMENTARY: The Arabs used to think that if anyone sat down with a sick person, then
he would get his sickness on him. The physicians say that seven kinds of ailments are ·
contagious. They are: (i) leprosy, (ii) itching, (iii) smallpox, (iv) blisters, (v) foul mouth, (vi)
redness of eyes and (vii) epidemics, plague or pestilence,
The Prophet ~J4#iil'~ n1ade it clear that sicknesses are not contagious. But, he made an
exception about leprosy. We shall speak on this later on (against hadith # 4581).
Hamah means 'head' but here is refers to a bird that the Arabs imagined grows from the
bones of a dead person and flies. They thought that when a person is killed, the hamah
rises out of the head of the murdered person and complains, 'water!' 'water!' Or, it tries to
seek vengeance. This goes on till the murderer dies or is killed when the bird disappears.
Some people said that the soul of the murdered person takes the form of a bird and
demands or seeks vengeance. When that is done, it disappears. The Prophet ~J~iil~~
said that there is no such thing at all.
Some people say that the hamah is an owl. If it sits on a residence, the house becomes
deserted, or someone in the house dies. The Prophet ~ J4#iill~ rejected it too. It also falls
1
2

Bukhari # 5754, Muslim # 110. 2223.
Bukhari # 5707.
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under taking an omen from a bird, which too is rejected
Safar is explained in many ways. It could be the lunar n1onth that follows Muharram. It is
regarded as inauspicious and some people associate with trials and trouble. This belief.
Too, is rejected.
Some people say that there is a serpent in everyone's belly, called safar, when he is empty
stomached, the snake bites for food. The pain that a hungry person feels is because of this
bite. Nawawi ..lit~ J quoted some people as saying that the worms in a person's stomach are
safar. They bite when the person is empty stomached, leaving him pale and causing his
death sometimes. But, all these superstitions are baseless.
THERE IS NO INFECTION
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4578. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..11'~.> narrated that when Allah's Messenger ..llt.).P
said that there is no infection, no hamah and no safar, a villager asked, "0
Messenger of Allah, but these camels that stride in the sand like (running) deers
(they are sound) until a mangy camel joins them, it passes on the mange to them."
Allah's Messenger ~J~..llt.).P asked, "who gave the mange to.the first camel?"1
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4579. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..lit~.> narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~t~
said, "There is no infection, no hamah, no nawa (star that brings rain), and no
safar."2
COMMENTARY: Nawa is the setting of a star and rising of another. The Arab of old
presumed that this caused rain. They also ascribed rain to the stages of moon.
The Prophet ~J4#..ll1~ said that their belief in this regard is false. But this does not reject
the apparent clear signs when rain is expected. Allah is Omnipotent and He may withhold
rain even when there are all indications for it.
MISLEADING PHANTOM
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4580. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.i»t~J said that he heard the Prophet ~J4#.i»t~ say, "There
is no infection, no safer and no ghul (devi) or jinn who leads men astray in the
wilderness)."3
COMMENTARY: The plural of ghul is gaylan. It is a kind of jinns and devils who, the
Arabs presumed, let astray the travellers in the desert. They took different forms. The
Prophet ~~ J~..llt~ assured them that there is no such thing.
Some :-~uthorities say that this saying does not reject the existence of ghul. Rather, it rejects
1

Bukhari # 5770, Musilm # 121-2220.
Muslim # 106. 2220.
3 Muslim # 107-2222.
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that the ghul takes various forms and misleads people to destroy them. They are not
of d0ing any such thing without Allah's will.
LEPROSY AFFLICTION

c~pable
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4581. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shurayd ~' ~ J reported that his father said that a

deputation of the Thaqif included a man who suf{ered from leprosy. So· the Prophet
11
~J ~ ~' j..P sent a message to him, 1ndeed, we have accepted your oath of
allegiance. You may return.''. (He did not let him come to the assembly that .the
people might not be repulsed).!
COMMENTARY: A hadith (# 4577) also speaks of contact with a leper. These ahadith differ
from those that assert that there is no infection. Shaykh Ibn Hajar Asqalani ~~~J reconciled
them in this way: The assertion in those ahadith is of a general nature and does also apply
to diseases of the kind of leprosy. It is not that if anyone mingles with a leper, he will get
fhe disease but supposing he is destined to be afflicted with it,·and gets it at a later time, he
might blame it on his mingling with a leper not believe that he would have got it even
without mingling with a leper. The Prophet ~J~.1.1j..P disallowed them· to have contact
with anyone afflicted with leprqsy, only to preclude them from having polytheistic ideas if
one of them happened to. catch the disease. This is why he himself did not abstain from
meeting lepers: He had· trust in Allah to the highest degree. In fact once he did hold to leper
by. his hand, took him along and -had a meal with him (Hadith 4585). In short, the
command not to mingle with a leper is only for one who is likely to waver and falter in
belief and there is a possibility that if he is destined to suffer from the some disease then he
might lose conviction and the polytheistic ideas. This is a hidden form of polytheism to
suppose, 'If I had not rriingled witl;l him, I would not have been afflicted.' Kirmani ~~ ~.J
said that the Prophet's ~J~~j..P words, ..,There is no infection excludes leprosy. Nawawi
~~~.J said that the. odour in the leper's body is caught by one who keeps too much contact
with him and then he gets the· disease. It is like eating somethihg known to be harmful or
smelling a very bad, pungent odour that will harm: In this sense. Keeping away from such
things is a medical advice and a precautionary measure, not because they are contagious.
In reality, a disease afflicts only at Allah's cqmmands.
SECTION II

;Jt~JI~jji

PROPHET ~J~.fa,j..P TOOK GOOD OMEN

(,;;.;_JI ("'~joi.J.J) -~1
4~82.

Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:t-~'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~j..P took
good amei:ts. He did not take evil omens. And, he used to like good names (and take

t

Muslim# 126.2231.
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omens thereby). 1
TAKING ILL OMEN IS D.EVIL'S WORK
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4583. Sayyiduna Qatan il?n Qabisah .&1~; reported from his father that the Prophet
~J4:).;-.iill~ said, "Taking omens from the flight of ~irds, omens by throwing stones,
and taking evil omens are all from t~e devil."2
·
COMMENTARY: Birds were made to fly of to draw augury from that, or that was done by
observing their natural flight and their sound. This was a regular art known as iyafah. The
names of birds had a great part in the exercise. Thus the iqab (eagle) stood for uqubah
(repercussion), ghurab (crow) for ghurbah (poverty) and hudhud (hoopoe) for hidayah
(guidance). While (o.r-k) (tirah or tayrah) has a general connotation to draw an ill omen,
iyafah is done from the voice of birds to draw good or bad omens. Nihayah says that a bird
is made to fly and an omen is drawn from its name, voice and flight.
Stones were thfown to draw augury. Mostly, Arab women used to hurl pebbles ·to take
omen Some authorities say that the Arabic word tarq also means divination or use of
geomancy by drawing lines on sand. This is. as is done in raml to tell fortune on sand.
The concluding word is jibt. It stands for sorcery and sooth saying. Or, it is everything that
has no good in it, or that which is· worshipped, other than Allah which means polytheism.
Or, it is the work of the devil.
The hadith means that the things enumerated are pflrt of sorcery and soothsaying. They are
all polytheism. The more correct meaning is that they are work of the devil.
TAKING ILL OMEN IS POLYTHEISM
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4584. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.&~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .&1~
~J 4:).;- said, "To take ill omen is polytheism." (He said it thrice) There is none
among us who does not get it, but Allah removes it by trust in Him."
Tirmidhi .&1~; said that Muhammad ibn Ismail (Bukhari) .&1~; said that Sulayman
ibn Harb .&1 ~; opined that the words "There is none... in Him" were spoken by
Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.&~~;.3
COMMENTARY: Taking an ill-omen is what the polytheists do and it merely leads to
concealed polytheism. But, if one really believes finuly that it will transpire in that manner
Bayhaqi in Sharh un Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice), Musnad Ahmad 1-257.
Abu Dawud # 3907.
3 Tirmidhi # 1614 (162) Abu Dawud # 3910.
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then certainly the omen will be bracketed with disbelief.
FOOD WITH A LEPER
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4585. Sayyiduna Jabir 4$iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~-J4#~'~ held a
leper afflicted by tubercular leprosy by the hand. Then, he put it in the dish with
his own hand and said, 11 Eat! I rely in Allah and have trust in Him."1 ·
COMMENTARY: When anyone at~ains the degree of trust in Allah, it is no more necessary
to flee from him or keep apart from him.
ILL OMEN IN THREE THINGS
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4586. Sayyiduna Sa' d ibn Maalik ~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~ii11~
said, 11There is no hamah, no infection and no ill omen. But, if there is any thing
which ill omen touches, it is a house, a horse and a woman."2
COMMENTARY: A hadith differ on the fact of ill omen. Most of them reject the reality of ill
omen and belief in it. Some of them say .that its evil is found in women, horses and houses, ·
mentioning it in clear words, like (Bukhari and Muslim) hadith (# 5772 and 115. 2225
respectively). Another version names the three things as a piece of land, a servant and a
horse. Some ahadith name the three things with words of reservation (condition) as in the
hadith under discussion: "If there is an ill omen ....."
Some ahadith reject ill omen outright, even in these three things some ahadith attribute that
the belief of ill omen in these things dates from the time of th~ jahiliyah (ignorance period).
However, the gist of the subject is that it is absolutely disallowed to believe that an ill omen
is effective. If there are some exceptions - supposedly - then one may only make
allowances for that assigning the situations and conditions for that. It is exactly like the
hadith; there anything to outstrip decree, it would be the evil eye.
Qadi .i»1~J also said the same things. He pointed out that the mere conditional clause, 'If
there were an ill omen .. ' is enough to prove that there is no ill omen at all, for the ill omen
is not found in the three things.
Some others say that if there is anything inauspicious, then it is a woman who is rude,
impudent, indecent, barren, disobedient to her husband or ugly and offensive to look at.
Or, it is a house that ~s cramped, dark dingy or with evil neighbours and unpleasant
atmosphere. Or, it is a horse that is stubborn, unyielding, gluttonous, lazy, of poor quality
but high priced and not useful to its owner. Or, it is a servant of the same description· as a
horse.
Some authorities say that evil .augury in anything refers to its natural and Shari'ah (divine
law) - based repulsiveness. In this sense, the rejection of a ·bad omen is regarde? in a
1
2

Ibn Majah # 3542.
Abu Dawud # 3921.
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general and true sense. It means that in fact there is no such thing as an ill omen, and no
such thing as is effected by it. But, the ahadith that speak of an evil omen in some things,
they mean a repulsion or dislike which is natural or prompted by a Shari'ah (divine law)
command.
GOOD AUGURY FROM PLEASANT NAMES
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4587. Sayyi~una Anas ~~~~J said that the Prophet ~J~~~~ was pleased to hear.
someone say, '0 Raashid' (Guided one!) or '0 Najeeh' (successful one!).l
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4588. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~~~~J·narrated that the Prophet -~J4#l»t~ never took
an-omen from anything. However, when he sent anyone on a mission, he asked him
his\ name~ If his name pleased him, he ·was delighted on it and his delight was
visible on his face for that. But, if he was not pleased with his name, his dislike was
apparent· on his face for that. And, when he entered a village, he asked about its
name and if its name pleased him, he was delighted with it and his delight for that
was visible on his face,· But, if its name did not please him, his dislike for it was
apparent on his face.2
COMMENTARY: Displeasure on hearing a name was not because of an ill omen th~
prophet ~J~~~ took fr<?rn it. If that has been so, then he would not have gone ahead
with whatever he had resolved to do, but would have abandoned it. The reaction apparent
. ~n his face was the result of a natural feeling.
Ibn 'Maalik .iilt ~ J said that this hadith is evidence that it is a sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice) to give a good na'me to one's children and one's servants. Sometimes, bad names
reflect for-reaching influences, If, for instance, a man gives his son the name Khasar (loss)
and he himself, or his son, suffers ·a loss by a str9ke of fate, then people will presume that
he suffered loss because of the name and might regard him as ominous. They might keep
away from him. .
UNPROPITIOUS HOUSE

1
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Tirmidhi # 1616.
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4589. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that a man submitted, 11 0 Messenger of
Allah, we used to reside in a house where we were many members and our
belongings were many. Then, we moved to a house in which we have become few
and our belongings have also dwindled. So, Allah's Messenger ~J4~~~~ said,
11
Leave it because it is unsuitable."l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ did not ask them to have that house because it
was affected with bad omen but because it was unsuitable to them. Its surroundings and
atmosphere were not congenial.
Khattabi Jill.,~; said that they had made up their minds that the house was the cause of their
was the cause of their downfall. So the Prophet ~.... J~#ibl~ instructed them to change their
house. This would set their minds at rest.
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4590. Sayyiduna Yahya ibn Abdullah ibn Buhayr ~~ ~ J narrated that he was
informed by one who had heard Sayyiduna Farwah ibn Musayk ~~~~J say that he
submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, we own a piece of land called Abyan. It is our
land of our cultivation and our crops (and fields we use it for trade and grain is
brought here from elsewhere to export to their cities). But, (the atmosphere is
unfavourable and) the place unhealthy." So, he said "Leave it. (Do not stay there
because it is a plague infested area). Being near disease spells ruin."2
COMMENTARY: Teebi .1!1~ J said that the command to move away from that land was on
medical grounds to protect health. If the surroundings and atmosphere are not healthy
then sickness and destruction will take over.
Those people who advocate that one should flee from a place that is infested with
pestilence perhaps rely on this hadith. However, it is not correct to make that deduction
from this hadith. No pestilence had spread there but that man had merely submitted that
the place was generally threatened by pestilence. In other words, the man thought that his
land was inauspicious and repulsive. So, since he was weak inwardly, the Prophet~~~~
~ J decided that it was better to let him move to another place in this, he protected him
from falling into disbelief (or concealed) or light polytheism.
As for a place where pestilence has spread, the ulama (Scholars) offer different opinions.
The most correct one which should be observed that before it begins one must refrain from
staying or going there. But, once it has begun, one must submit to practice willingly If
plague spreads in a city or a village then the people who are there already must not flee
from there. They must stay there and seek forgiveness of Allah and make repentance to
Him. They must pray to Allah to put away the trial and pestilence from them. There are
ahadith in Bukhari and Muslim that forbid one to flee from the place where pestilence has
struck.
1
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Abu D~wud # 3924.
Abu Dawud # 3923.
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Those who cite this hadith to insist that one should flee from a place where pestilence
begins must know that this hadith is transmitted by Abu Dawud. On the other hand, the
ahadith that forbid that one should flee from such territory are from Bukhari and Muslim
and are stronger. (Moreover, this hadith, as stated previously, does not say that pestilence
had besides, Sayyiduna Farwah ibn Musayk ~111~~ J had not narrated many ahadith. He is
credited with only a couple of ahadith. Moreover, they are transmitted by a narrator who is
majhul, and absolutely unknown to the extent that his name is not known. Besides, there
are doubts about yahya ibn Abdullah ibn Buhayr iis1 ~ J whether he was trustworthy
narrator or not.
To sum up, it is forbidden beyond any shqdow of doubt to flee from pestilence out of fear,
and it is a sin. If anyone runs away imagining that if he stayed there showing patience then
he would fall a prey to the malady and die, but if he got away from there then he should be
safe, then such a person is not only guilty of disobedience by running away but, because of
his perverted opinion, he becomes a disbeliever.
If anyone runs away without this disbelief then he is a sinner nevertheless.
Those who compare running away from pestilence out of fear to running away from home
after earthquake tremors, or a fire when it erupts, actually display an absurd idea. First of
all, this ·surmise contradicts the text and clear words. Secondly, if the earth quakes and the
house falls down and the house is on fire, then it is surely suicidal to remain in the house.
However, if o1\e does not run away from pestilence then it is not certain that he will die.
Rather, it is doubtful and uncertain that he will perish.
SECTION III
J?O NOT LET ILL OMEN OBSTRUCT YOU
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4591. Sayyiduna Urwah ibn Aamir ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that taking omens was
mentioned in the presence of Allah's Messenger. ~J~.i»>~ He said, "The best kind
of it is the good omen. And, let not a Muslim hesitate when he faces an omen. When
any of you sees wheat he dislikes, let him pray.
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(0 Allah none can bring good things but you. And none can avert bad things but
you. And, there is no might and no power save in Allah).t
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CHAPTER - III
SOOTHSAYING(OR DIVINATION)
Kahanah is to divine. One who divines is the Sooth sayer,
Teebi ~~ ~; said that a soothsayer predicts future events and claims knowledge of the
unseen.
Before the prophet ~J .ys.lilt jJ was commissioned, the Arabs were much accustomed to
soothsaying the Arabs relied on what the soothsayers predicted. Some of the soothsayers
claimed that the jinns conveyed to them news of the heavens. It is known from traditions
that before the Prophet ~-J4~lil'jJ was sent, the devils went to the heaven stealthily and
eavesdropped on the conversation of the angels about what they had to do and the
commands they had received from Allah. The devils thee added gossip to that and told
their henchmen on earth all they had to say.
After the Prophet ~ J-Ys-..111jJ was sent, the devils were not allowed to go up to the heaven,
so this thing ended.
There also used to be the diving one or the astrologer the arraf. The ulama (Scholars)
contend that knowledge of these things and others allied to them is unlawful, both to
acquire it. and to practice it. Shari' ah (divine law) has strongly forbidden such knowledge
so whatever is earned thereby is also forbidden. Both the person who makes payment for it
and the recipient are sinners.
Those men who are responsible to guide the .masses in worldly and religious affairs ar~
bound to prevent people from indulging in such tings and· to impress upon those who are
involved in these things to desist.
SECTION I
SOOTHSAYING IS FORBIDDEN

0J-..o oi.J.)) -~11i .fi,I;i,
4592. Sayyiduna :Mu'awiyah ibn Hakam ~ ..1!1 ~; narrated that he submitted, ''0
Messenger of Allah, we used to do certain things during the jahiliyah (ignorance
period) (Period of ignorance). We used to consult soothsayers." He said, "Do not go
to the soothsayers (and their likes)."' He (Mu'awiyah) ~lilt~ j submitted, "We used
to take omens." He said, "That is what comes to the mind of 9ne of you. But, let is
not prevent you from any task (on hand). "He submitted, "There are men among us
who practice divination by drawing lines on the ground." He said, "There was a
prophet amongst the Prophet r~-lt~ who drew lines. Hence, if any one does it as he
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had drawn lines (then that is a~lowed)." 1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet who is mentioned in the hadith was either Prophet Danyal
?-;....J1 ~ or Prophet Idrii ~~~ ~. The concluding portion of the hadith says that the
knowledge of lines that the Prophet drew is no more known but if anyone does it in the
same way as he had done then it is allowed to take advantage of it_ !-Ivwever, it is
confirmed that the knowledge of the Prophet ~J~.iil1~ has been withdrawn and no one
know it any more, so there is no question of being able to do the same thing. Hence it is
forbidden to draw lines for diving. This has been explained previously (hadith # 978).
SOOTHSAYING IS FALSEHOOD
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4593. Sayyidah Aysha~ llf:".iii'~.J narrated that some people asked Allah's Messenger
~J ~ ~~ j.J about soothsayers. Allah's Messenger ~ J ·~ ~~ ~ said to them, "They
have no standing, indeed!" They submitted, "But, Messenger of Allah, sometimes
they do say that which turns out to be true." Then Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!~~
. said," That word is the truth that a jinn snatches and put into the ear of his friend
(the soothsayer) like a hen (puts into another's) like a hen (pu~ into another's ear
calling for grain). Then they add to it one hundred lies." 2
COMMENTARY: The jinns and the devils manage to overhear the angels. Then they
convey it to the soothsayers who add many lies to it and tell them to the people. Some
interpret the words of the hadith to mean that they are so quiet with the soothsayers that
they are like .the cock and hen who cohabit very quietly.
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4594. Sayyidah Ayshah llf.:"~~~.J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger ·~.iii~~
~J say, "The angels do descend in the clouds and tell (each other) of that which has
been decreed in heaven. The devils listen secretly and convey what they hear to the
soothsayers who pass it on adding their or on one hundred lies (of their own mind)
to ~t."3
COMMENTARY: This is why some of the things that the soothsayers say come out to be
true. But falsehqod exceeds truth. This is why Shari'ah (divine law) has forbidden that the
1 M~slim

# 121-537.
Bukhari # 3210.
3 Bukhari # 3210.
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soothsayers should be believed.
WARNING TO THOSE WHO VISIT SOOTHSAYERS
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4595. Sayyidah Hafsah \pi»'~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~l»'~ said, 111£
any one visits as astrologer (or such like predictor) and asks him about anything (of
the unseen) then his salah (prayer) of forty (days and nights are not accepted."t
COMMENTARY: Salah (prayer) is the most superior form of worship. It will not be
accepted from that person. It could also mean that if salah (prayer) is not accepted what
may one say of other deeds. They too will not be accepted. Of course, this person's
obligation to offer salah (prayer) may be discharged but he will not earn any reward for
that.
It is the Arabic idiom that they say 'so many nights' to mean 'so many days and nights.'
REGARDING STARS AS RAIN-GIVERS IS DISBELIEF
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4596. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Khalid Juhanni ~.&~~J narrated: Allah's Messenger .&1~
~J~ led us in the salah (prayer) of fajr at Hudaybiyah after it had rained during
the night. When he finished, he turned to the worshipers and said, 11 Do you know
what your Lord has said?" They said, ''Allah and His Messenger know best." He
said that He has said, "My slaves began the morning with some of them as believers
in Me and some as disbelievers. As for him who says, 'We have been given rain by
Allah's grace and mercy he is the believer in Me, and he disbelieves in the star. But,
as for him who says, 'We have been given rain because of a certain star (on its
rising) and a certain star (on its setting), he is disbeliever in Me, and the believer in
the stars."2
COMMENTARY: If any one believes that stars alone bring rain or cause such conditions as.
are inductive to rain then he is a disbeliever. But, if he believes that Allah brings rain and
the stars are only a symbol of impending rain from which one might expect rain then he is
not a disbeliever though even this kind of thinking is makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer
to lawful).
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4597. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#iilt~
said, 11Whenever Allah sends down a blessing from the heaven, a section of the
people indulge in disbelief thereby (ascribing i~ to other sources). Allah sends
down rain but they say,.,'It comes down because of this or that star."t
SECTION II

LEARNING ASTROLOGY IS LIKE LEARNING SORCERY

<4la~t__, J.Jby.I__,J..o:.l oi.J.J) _$IJlA $IJHI~

4598. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#iilt~ said,
11
He who acquires some knowledge of astrology is as though he acquires
knowledge of sorcery, increasing one as he increases the other.2
THE REJECTED THREE
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4599. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iilt~
said, 11 He who goes to a soothsayer and believes him in what he says, or he who has
sexual intercourse with his wife while she is menstruating, or he who has
intercourse with his wife at her anus- then he (each of them) has nothing to do
with has come down to Muhammad (of the Quran, sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)
and Shari'ah (divine law))."
COMMENTARY: This means that he becomes a disbeliever if he regards these things as
lawful when he does them. If he does not regard them as lawful, then this is a stem
warning to him.
SECTION III

WORKING OF SOOTHSAYERS

t
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Muslim# 126.72.
Musnad Ahmad 1-311, Abu Dawud # 3905, Ibn Majah # 3726.
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4600. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said,
11
When Allah decrees a matter in heaven, the angels flutter their wings in
submission to His word that sounds like a chain on a smooth stone. Then when
their hearts are at rest from fear, they ask (each other), 11What did your Lord say?"
They (the angels close in ranks to Allah) say, 11He spoke what is the truth and He is
the Exalted the Great." (And they convey the decree to them.) Then those (devils)
who listen by stealth listen to it." Here, Sufyan (a sub-narrator of this hadith)
demonstrated it with the palm of his hand, twisting it and putting his fingers apart.
(He thu.s showed how the devils and jinns lined up one over the other between the
heaven and earth.)
11
They are thus, some above. He who hears the word (on top) passes it on to him
who is below him, and he conveys it to him who is below him. Thus it goes on till
the (last) one conveys it to the tongue of the sorcerer or ·the soothsayer. (Flames of
fire are thrown on them to repulse them) sometimes a flame strikes one before he
can conveys it (to another), but sometimes he manages to convey it before the flame
nabs him. He adds one hundred lies to it. (Thus when any one belies the soothsayer
when a false saying is detected, others reprimand him and) they remark, 11 Did he
not say to us on such and such a day this and that?' So, he is (confirmed and)
believed because of the word that was heard from heaven (and conveyed to him by
the jinn)."t
COMMENTARY: Most of the predictions of the soothsayer prove false, but if one of them
turns out to be true, then he is approved a_s a correct astrologer. They turn a blind eye to the
wrong predictions and this appJies to the soothsayer as well as anyone who predicts.
The next hadith (# 4604) declares explicitly that a soothsayer is a sorcerer. Hence the words
in this hadith 'to the tongue of the sorcerer or the soothsayer use to 'or' because the sub
narrator may have been unsure which of the tw~ words was mentioned.
As for the flames of fire, whoever of the jinn or devil was hit by it was either reduced to
ashes or pQt to immense pain.
SHOOTING STARS:
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4601. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4.;$. .1!1 ~ J narrated that an Ansar Sahabi ~ .1!1 ~ J of the
Prophet ~ J "# .1!1 ~ informed him that while they were sitting with Allah's

Messenger ~ J "# .i»1 ~ one night a s tar shot down and there _:was bright light. He
asked them, "what would you have said during the jahiliyah (ignorance period) if
such a star had shot then?" They submitted," Allah and his Messenger know best.
We used to say that someone great has been born on that night, or that someone
great had expired." Allah's Messenger ~J~iil~~ enlightened them, "It is not shot
at the death of any one or life of anyone. When our Lord, whose name is blessed
decree.s an affair, the bearers of the Throne Hymn His glory. The inhabitants of
heaven next to them extol Him till (hymning and) extolling resounds at the lowest
heaven by its inhabitants. Then those angels who are near to the bearers of the
Throne ask them what their Lord had decreed and they inform them what He had
decreed. Then they ask each other (about it) till it is conveyed to this lowest heaven.
The jinn try to catch some words and convey them to their friends (the soothsayers).
They are struck by (the flames) shot at them. What they come out with is true, but
they change it with things- and add to it."t
WHY ARE STARS CREATED
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4.;$. .i»1 ~ J said, ''Allah created these stars for three reasons.
(i) He made them as adornment for the sky, (ii) missiles for the devils, and (iii)
signs by which travellers may locate their bearings, Hence, if anyone mentions a
reason other than these, then he commits wrong, wastes his portion and occupies
himself in what he does not know."
(This is as in Bukhari without a complete isnad. Razin has).
''He occupies himself with what is of no concern td him, of what he has no
knowledge and what the Prophet~-J".#i»l~ and angels cannot know."2
4603. Ar Rabi (ibn Ziyad) 1»1 ~ J narrated the like of it but added also: 'By Allah,
Allah has not determined in any star anyone's life (meaning birth), provision or

4602. Sayyiduna Qatadah

1
2

Muslim # 124-2229, Musnad Ahmad # 1-218, Tirmidhi # 3235.
Bukhari heading of Chapter 3 (Book 59 - Beginning of the creation verse 67: 5) Razin.
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death. There is nothing but that the soothsayers forge lies against Allah and
attribute causes (of occurrences) to the (rising and setting) of the stars.t
ASTROLOGY IS SORCERY
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4604. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~~ said,
11

If anyone learns something of the science of the stars (astrology) for reasons other
than those Allah has mentioned (in the Quran - the three things mentioned in the
hadith # 4602), then he has learn (acquired) some (knowledge) of sorcery. The
astrologer is a soothsayer. The soothsayer is a sorcerer. And the sorcerer is a
disbeliever."2
COMMENTARY: Astrology, soothsaying and sorcery are of one kind. These are pursuits of
the disbelievers and irreligious people.
DISBELIEF TO ATTRIBUTE RAIN TO MOON
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4605. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed "~ ~~ ~.J narrated that A!lah's Messenger ~- J 4# ~~ ~

said, 11Were Allah is withhold rain from His slaves for (say) five years and send it
thereafter,_ some of mankind would continue to be disbelievers, saying, 'We are
given rain because of the stages of the moon.' (or al-Mijdah)3
COMMENTARY: Mijday is one of the several stages of the moon. During the jahliyah, the
Arabs regarded this stage as a means of rain for them. It is disbelief to believe that the
rising and setting of the stars and the stages of the moon are real causes of rainfall.

1

ibid.
Razin.
3 Nasa'i # 1526.
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BOOK-XXIII

AR-RUYA

VISIONS
(DREAMS)

A dream is what one sees or experiences in his mind while one is asleep. Scholars classify
dreams into three kinds.
(i)
Mere imagination of whatever a person has gone through during the day.
These events are seen in a dream.
(ii)
A reflection of devil' s influence, like nightmares.
(iii)
Glad tidings and improvement shown by Allah. This is called ar-ruya assalihah (true dreams). The ulama (Scholars) say that Allah creates in the heart
of the sleeping one knowledge of Divine awareness and radiance of perception
and kindness in the same way as He bestows on one who is awake, Allah is
Able to do that, there being no doubt about it, for neither is a wakefulness a
means of creating light of insight in a human being's heart nor is sleep an
obstacle to it.
Whatever one perceives in one's dream while asleep and his insight observes re actually
symbols of what will happen. This is the means by which the dream is interpreted.
Sometimes the symbol is obscure and only great scholars in the field can fathom them.
Sometimes it is very obvious so that even an ordinary mind can grasp its meaning like
thinking of rain on observing clouds.
SECTION I
A GOOD DREAM OF A MUSLIM IS TRUE

4606. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, 11 Nothing remains now of the signs of prophethood but mubashshirat (glad
tidings). They (the sahabah) ~ ~~ ~J asked, "What are mubashshirat?" He said
"Good dreams."t

_AJ<.S~JI._~I~jJil.4>1~~~c;f.~~~IJ.;tclJ.lA:iljj(t"\•V)
.4607. Maalik added in the version of Sayyiduna Ata ibn Yasar

1

Bukhari # 6990.

~ ~~ ~ J:
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Muslim man sees (about himself), or someone else sees for him."t
COMMENTARY: 'Mubashshirat' means 'glad tidings.' The word basharat is generally used
for 'goodness but sometimes for 'evil' too. Similarly, ruya is generally a good dream but for
a bad dream hilm (~)is used. But, this difference and application is only from the point of
view of Shari'ah (divine law), otherwise lexically ruya applies to dreams. Accordingly, this
hadith uses it in the sense of dreams but if we say that it stands for good dreams then the
qualifying noun salihah (good) is brought in for emphasis or to mean 'true' - 'a good
dream that is true.'
GOOD DREAMS

&

(~~)-~j.;lll

4608. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .fil1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J"# .fil1 jJ said, "A
good dream is forty sixth part of prophethood."2
COMMENTARY: Here, a good dream stands for a true dream. Though prophethood has
ended, the knowledge of prophethood remains. One who sees a true dream may not be
prophet but a good dream is indeed, a reflection of prophethood.
The number forty sixth is not a limitation but it means only abundant.
SEEING THE PROPHET ~J"#l»ljJ IN A DREAM

~~

~

'

(~ ~) _,l}5_;..b dJ 1 ~ '1~ --...!..)( 12:""
4609. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .fil1 ~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .fil1 jJ
said, "He who sees me in a dream, has indeed sees me. The devil cannot take my
form."3
COMMENTARY: The meaning is; "He who sees me in a dream is as though he has seen me
in awakening." But, those commands will not apply to him as apply during seeing him and
being with him. So, he will not regarded as a companion and he will not be bound to do
what he has heard from the Prophet ~""J"~l»~~ in the dream. Some authorities say that the
Prophet ~J~l»1~ spoke these words for the people of his times to mean, "whoever of my
time sees me, Allah will enable him to emigrate and meet me." Or, it could mean, "He
would see me in the next world." Some others say that this saying implies that the dream
is true and not a confused false dream because the devil cannot "take my form."
Some authorities say that the devil may demonstrate lies about Allah, confusing the
dreamer into believing that he sees Allah's form. But, the devil can never take the Prophet's
~""J"~lil~~ appearance. And he can never tell lies about the Prophet ~""J"#.fill~ because the
Prophet ~J ~ l»1 jJ is a guide and stands for guidance while the accursed devil leads
astray. The difference is as between water and fire which are opposites. As for Allah, His
attributes cover different aspect including guidance and error. If a creatures claims divinity
Muwatta Maalik # 3 Ruya.
# 6983, Muslim# 7-2264.
3 Bukhari # 110, Muslim# 10-2266.
1

2 Bukhari
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it is clearly false and cannot be doubtful, but the attribute of prophethood is not of the same
rank. If anyone claims divinity he may be able to do something that is not customary but if
any one claims to be a prophet, he can never demonstrate a miracle.

(~~) _Jil t,.SI j ..Ui ~l'j &A ~j~ilil ~,iJI Jj.!j Jli Jli B:ilS c;l ~j (t,'.)
1

4610. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~ ..1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ..1!1 j-P
said, He who has seen me (in his dream), has indeed seen me truly." 1
COMMENTARY: These ahadith of different narrators emphasise that whoever sees the
Prophet ~ J "# .i»1 j-P in a dream truly sees him. There cannot be any confusion or devil' s
mischief.
The ulama (Scholars) maintain that this thing is peculiar to the Prophet ~J~iit1~ and it is
a distinction of prophethood. Some of them say that it pertains to seeing him in the form he
has been described at whatever stage of his life: youth, middle age or final age. But, some
people limit it to his last days in the appearance in which he departed from this world, so
much so that they mention his grey hair on his head and beard which did not number even
twenty.
It is said about Sayyiduna Muhammad Ibn Sirin, .&! ~ J who was an adept interpreter of
dreams, that when anyone told him of having seen the Prophet ~J"#.i»lj-P in his dream, he
asked him to describe him. If he gave a description not associated with the Prophet ~.i»lj-P
~J then he told him that he had not seen the prophet ~J4:)s..i»lj-P at all.
However, Imam Nawawi .i»1~; said that if anyone saw the Prophet ~J~ilt1j-P in a dream
then he did really see him even if not in his known description. Besides, it also depends on
the standard of faith of the dreamer. On the basis of it, a person can correct his inner self.
While seeing the Prophet ~J~.i»lj-P is genuine but difference iri his appearance and saying
from what is known reflects on the weakness of the dreamer's faith.
Shaykh Ali Muttaqi .i»1~J reported about a beggar who dreamt that the Prophet ~J~.i»1j-P
commanded him in his dream to drink wine. This man was confused terribly so he resorted
to the ulama (Scholar~). They gave him different answers until Shaykh Muhammad ibn
Arab .111~;, a great scholar,_ told him that he had not heard correctly. The Prophet's ~.&!j-P
~J words were: (_riJ1~_r.~) (Do not drink wine) but he had heard {_riJI~ _r.t) (Drink wine).

~ l!a:H 0 ~ 1~i ~~~ J ~ 1'5 ~ ~J ~ ilit ~ ,iJ1 JJ-!5 Jli Jli s~~ r.;T ~J <t,,,)
(~ ~) -Cf 01 !:;: ,' \1 J1 ~ r-f:J_,j
.~~

4611. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»lj-P
said, "He who has seen me in a dream will see me soon in awakening. The devil
cannot assume my likeness."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith concerns people of the time of the Prophet ~J~isl1j-P Allah
will enable them to meet the Prophet ~J~.i»lj-P and embrace Islam. Or, they will see him
in the next world.

1
2

Bukhari # 6996, Muslim# 2267.
Bukhari # 6993, Muslim# 11-2266.
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DREAMS: GOOD & BAD
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4612. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah 4:S- ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ lis1 ~
said, 11 A good dream is from Allah and a bad dream is from the devil. So, when any
of you dreams what he loves, he must not disclose it (to anyone) but to one whom
he likes. And, when he dreams what he dislikes, he must seek refuge in Allah from
its evil and from the evil of the devil, he must spit three times, and he must not
disclose it to anyone. In that case, it will not harm him."1
COMMENTARY: Both kinds of dreams are created by Allah. A bad dream reflects the devil's
influences and worries the person who sees it. So, the devil feels very happy about it.
If the dreamer follows the instructions in the hadith then the bad dream will not cause him
worry. It is like charity that will remove hardship and trials.
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4613. Sayyiduna Jabir .u~ lis1._rpJ narrated that Allah's Messenger. ~J 4,1" lis1 ~ said,

"When any of you sees a dream that he does not like, he must spit on his left side
three times, seek refuge in Allah from the devil three times and turn from the side
on which he was lying."2
·
COMMENTARY: The previous hadith merely mentioned he must spit three times. This one
says three times to the left side. Beside, the Arabic word in the previous meant merely to
spit from the mouth while this one means 'from inside tl:te throat.'
The ulama (Scholars) say that turning sides has an effect on the dreamer's condition.
SOME DREAMS INTERPRETED

1
2

Bukhari # 3292, Muslim# 4-226.
Muslim # 5-2261.
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4614. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~....J4#.ils'~
said, "As the hour draws near, the believer's dream will not be fals.e. A believer's
dream is one forty sixth part of prophethood, and that which is related to
prophethood cannot be false."
Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Sirin .i»t~J (an adept interpreter of dreams among the
tabi'un) said, "I contend the dreams are of three kinds:
1. Internal thoughts,
2. Fear instilled by the devil, and
3. Glad tidings from Allah.
H anyone sees that which he dislikes, then he should not disclose it to another. He
should get up and offer (optional) salah (prayer)." He said that the prophet l.#.iis'~
~1 did not like to see a shackle (on the neck) in a dream, but they liked to see a
fetter. ''It is said that the fetter stood for being steadfast in the religion."1
As for the final portion of the hadith, they differ about it.
4615. Bukhari .1!1~J said that Qatadah li!1~J, Yunus .1!1~J, Hushaym .1!1~J and Abu
Hilal .1!1 ~ J transmitted it on the authority of (Sayyiduna) Ibn Sirin li!1 ~ J who
narrated from.(Sayyiduna) Abu Hurayrah ~.iis'~J· While Yunus .i»t~J ascribed the
saying about the fetters to the Prophet ~J 1.# .i»t ~, Muslim ,&, ~J was unsure
whether it is part of the hadith or words of Ibn Sirin .&!~ J·
According to another version which is alike the words from the Prophet ~1 1.#l»'~
did not lie to see a shackle ... ' to the end are part of the hadith.2
COMMENTARY: The Hour could be said to draw near in one of these ways:
·(i)
The last portions of the days before the last Hours. This is also stated in
another hadith.
(ii)
The last days of a person's life, near his death.
(iii)
The period of time during which days and nights are of equal length, during
which human temperament is moderate.
(iv)
When time passes very rapidly and days go by as hours. The ulama (Scholars)
say that this period will be experience in the time of Imam Mahdi .&1 ~J· He
will dispense justice and people will live a very peaceful, content life. Dreams
will be true in his time. According to a hadith, the more a person is righteous,
the more will his dreams be true.
Sayyiduna Ibn Sirin .iis1~J explained the Prophet's ~Jl.#.iist~ words that only those dreams
are true as are glad tidings from Allah.
The first kind of dreams mentioned by Ibn Sirin .&14~J pertain to a person's self. He has in
his mind his activities and interests, This kind of a dream is unreliable.
The second kind is a nightmare. The devil frightens the dreamer in many ways. This kind
too is unreliable and also beyond proper interpretation.
The third kind is from Allah, glad tidings. Allah let s those of His slaves know about what
will happen in the future. This kind is reliable and worth interpreting.
1
2

Bukhari # 7017, Musalim # 2-2269, Tirmidhi # 2280.
Bukhari # 3017, Muslim# 4-224.
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One should not disclose to others such dreams as are disliked because they cannot be
interpreted and the person to whom it is told will be confused. It will create doubt in
minds.
As for the words about the shackles, one interpretation is as given in the translation. The
Prophet ri-J~~~~ did not like it, because this is done with the iQmates of hell..It could
also mean that the shackles were disliked .by Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah """~~;,because he
may have heard it from the Prophet r1-J~~~~. Another possibility is t hat Ibn Sirin """~'~J
did· not like them. The third possibility is preferred because Ibn Sirin ~~~; was known for
interpreting dreams and is known to have spoke~ in this manner.
As for liking fetters in the legs, Bukhari's verb is in the plural form- they liked. So it relates .
to the Prophet ri-J~~~~ and his sahabah (Prophet's Companions)~~~~;, Or, it pertains
to Abu Hurayrah """~'~;and his followers, or to Ibn Sirin ~~~;and the ulama (Scholars) of
his times. The fetters symbolize keeping away from sins, etc. and being steadfast in
religious affairs. However, if a sick person, a prisoner, a traveller or a distressed one sees
fetters in his dream,· then it means that he will remain as he is.
Similarly, if two people see the same dream and their conditions are different then the
interpretation will vary for each. Thus, if a merchant dreams of sitting in a ship with his
merchandise, and it sails smoothly with the wind, then it means that he will not suffer loss
and will be safe and will gain profit. If a scholar of religion sees the same dream then it
means that he will follow Shari'ah (divine law) and attain high rank.
NEVER DISCLOSE NIGHTMARE TO ANOTHER
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4616. Sayyiduna Jabir """~~;narrated that a man came to the Prophet ri-J~~~~
and submitted, "I drea~ that my head had been severed." The Prophet ri-J~~~~
laughed and said, 11When the devil makes fun of any of you in his dream, he should
not disClose it to the people."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet r1- J~~~~ may have known through a revelation that this
dream was a confused one, otherwise the interpreters say that it means a cessation of
blessings, separation from community etc.
A DREAM OF THE PROPHET ri-J4Js.~'~
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4617. Sayyiduna Anas """~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ri-J4Js..&'~ said, 11 0ne

1

Muslim # 16-2268.
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night, I saw what a person sleeping sees (in this dream) that I was in the house of
Uqbah ibn Rafi (with my sahabah). Some fresh dates of Ibn Tab variety were
brought to me. I interpret ed it to mean that we wili be raised and ·prominent in this
world :-.:-td get good reward in the hereafter and our religion is good."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~y.~.i»~~ took the meaning of :raise' from Rafi (~J)- raise)
and of the 'hereafter' from Uqbah ((~)-(~~)-hereafter), and good (Taab) (~U,) from Ibn
Tab. The Prophet ~J"-#i»l~ always took a good omen .from names for instance, while he
was et:IDgrating to Madinah, he came across a man Buraydah Aslami with some riders. The
Quraysh h~d sent him to bring back the Prophet ~J ~ .&! ~ and had promised him one
hundred camels as reward. The Prophet ~J~.\1~ asked him, 'Who are you?" He ga':'e l,Us
name, "Buraydah," The Prophet ~j~.1!1~ exclaimed to Abu Bakr ~.1!1~J; (li_,al~r..li} (qad
bared amr~a!) '0~ case had cooled d~wn' (the enemy has failed). Sharada is (ha~ cooled).
PROPHEJ''S DREAM ABOUT HIJRAH
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4618. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~..1!1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.&!~ said, 'I saw
in my dream that I was emigrating froll.l Makkah to a land known for its palm trees.
I surmised that the emigration was to Yamamah or to Hajar. But, behold it was to
the city of Yathrab (now called Madinah)! And, I also saw in this dream that I
swung my sword but its top part was severed and this reflected (the set back an_d)
the loss of the believers at Uhud. Again, I swung it and t his time it was restored to
perfection (and was better, too then before). This reflected the victory (at
Hudaybiyah or at Makkah) and the unity of the believers."2
·
COMMENTARY: Yamamah was a fertile land witt abundant palm-trees. Now, it is a little
village near Riyad, Hijr is a village to the east·of Yamamah with many palm trees.
In pre Islamic times, Madinah was known as Yathrib. With the arrival of the Prophet .1!1~
~J~, it got the names of Madinah, Tabah and Taybah, but the first name become wellknown.- The Prophet ~J~.1!1~ forbade that it should be called Yathrib because tts root
word mean 'mischief,' However, the Prophet ~y.,1j;..\1~ himself used its name Yathrib in
this hadith and in other ahadith because the people had not become familiar with the new
name. The Quran has also quoted the hypocrites as using the name Yathrib:

.:.'I
k
n''"} :~, .!5 I !.llJ
(~ >.).J....,..o~ Y-?"• u- :1

{0 people of Yathrib, there is no place for you} (33: 13)

1
2

Muslim # 18-2270.
Bukhari # 3622, Muslm # 40.1779.
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ANOTHER DREAM
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4619. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:.S-iJI,~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.,.11~~
said, "During my sleep, I was presented the treasures of the earth and two golden
bracelets which were put on my hands, but they proved heavy on me (because they
are unlawful for men). Then (while still asleep), it was revealed to me that I should
blow on them. As I did that, they flew away. I interpreted them to stand for the two
liars between whom I am (in respect of my residence)- the ruler of Sana and the
rider of Y amamah."t
·
·
According to another version: "One of them was Musaylimah, the man Yamamah
and the other was Ansi, the man in Sana."2
The compiler of Mishkat said that he did not find this version in bukhari and Muslim and
the compiler of Jami ul Usul has reproduced it from Tirmidhi.
·
COMMENTARY: The treasures of the earth imply the keys to them. This was news that his
u mmah will dominate over the world and his Shari' ah (divine law) will spread on all fo~r
'comers of the world.
Sana is a well-known city of Yemen. Its ruler was Aswad Ansi who had claimed to be a
Prophet ~J"~.,.11~~ while the Prophet ~J~.,.11,~ was alive, and when he was ill and on
bed, (Sayyiduna) Firoz Daylami 4:$..,.111.$PJ killed Aswad Ansi. The Prophet ~J~.,.1l,j..; was
informed of it and he said: (jJ_r-i ju) (faaz firoz) - Firoz has triumphed.
In the same way, Musaylimah Kaththab3 of Yamamah laid claim to prophethood. He was
l_<illed by Wahshi 4:.S-.,.111.$P.J in the times of Abu Bakr 4;$..,.11'..$".J· Before he had embraced Islam,
Wahshi had slain the Prophet's ~ J~.,.11,~ uncle, Hamzah 4:$.~1..$".J·
The two bracelets represented chains that imprison a person to make his hands immobile.
The two liars were bound so that they might refrain from mischief. The golden bracelets
instead of iron showed that they had in mind the worldly possessio!ls and position.
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4620. Sayyidah Umm al-Ala al Ansariyah 4:$. .,.1l1 ..$".J narrated that she saw a dream
showing a spring flowing for Uthman ibn Maz'un 4:$. ~ ..$".J· She told Allah's
Messenger ~J~.,.11,~ of this dream and he said, 11This pertains to (the reward of)

Bukhari # 43i5, Muslim# 22. ,.2274.
Tirmidhi # 2292.
3 Musaylamah, the liar.
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his good deeds that are made to continue for him."t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Maz'un 4-"~'~J was a prominent sahabi, a very

early Muslim and a great name among the muhajirs (emigrants). The Prophet ~J4#~'~
had appointed him to guard the frontiers during battles. This is a very meritorious duty in
Shari'ah (divine law). When any of such guard dies, his deeds continue to be multiplied till
the Last Day. This is what the Prophet ~J4#~'~ meant when he interpreted the dream of
Sayyidah Umm Ala. 2~.l»1~ J
THROUGH THE INTERMEDIARY WORLD
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4621. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub 4$1»1~J narrated that that it was the practice of
the Prophet ~J~i»1jJ that whenever he finished the salali (prayer) (of fajr), he
turned his face to them (the worshippers behind him) and asked, 11 Has a~yone of
you seen a dream last night?" If anyone had seen he narrated it and he interpreted it
as Allah willed. Accordingly, he asked one day, 11 Has anyone of you seen a dream?"
They said ~hat they had not seen any. He said, 11But, last night, I saw two nlen. They
came to me, took me by the hand and led me to a sacred land, I saw a man sitting
and another man standing (over him) with a piece of hooked iron in his hand. He
inserted it -into the jaw of the man sitting which he split open up to the back of his
neck, and then did the same thing with the other jaw. The Jaw recovered and he
repeated what he had done (again and again). I asked them, 'what is this?' But, they
said, 'Come away! We went ahead and came to a man lying on his back. Another
m.an stood over him with a stone or a rock in his hand and of that size which he
struck on his head. The stone bounced away aft~r hitting him and he went after it to
bring it back. When he returned, the man's head was ·healed and restored to its
earlier state. He came back and struck him again (and this was repeated) I asked,
'what is this?" But, they asked me to walk ahead. So, we went ahead. We came to a
hole like an oven, narrow at the top but wide at th~ buttom with a fire under it.
There were naked men and ':\'Omen inside. They came up as the fire rose and were
nearly outside but they returned inside as the fire subsided. Again I asked about it
and was told to move ahead. We came to a river (that had no water but was) full of
blood. A man stood in the middle of it. Another man stood at its bank having some
stones in front of him. As the man in the river ventured forward and wished to step
out, the one at the banks threw a stone into his month sending him back where he
had been. He ve~tured to come out again (and again) but he threw a stone into his
mouth till he went back where he was. I asked, 'what is this?' But they said, 11Come
along.' We proceeded till we were at a green garden with a huge tree at whose foot
was on old man and some boys. Nearby was a man in front whom was afire
kindling.
My two companions took me up the tree and took me into a house in the centre of
the tree. It was more beautiful than I had ever seen any In it were old men,· youths,
women and boys. Then, the two took me higher up the tree and into another house
more beautiful and better (than the first) with old man and youths inside. I told
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. them that they had taken me around that night and asked them to inform me about
all that I had seen. They said 'Yes!" They told me that the man whose jaw I had seen
being split was a liar who lied. The lies told by him were· Circulated round the
world. That what I had seen would be done to him till the day of resurrection. As
for the man whose head I had seen being smashed, was one whom Allah had taught
the quran but .who used to sleep Jn the night and neglect it and not· ~bide its
teachings during the day, which I had seen would continue to be done to him till
the day of resurrection. The people' whom I had seen in the hole were fornicators.
The man wh<?m I had seen in the river was he who took usury (or interest). The old
man whom I saw at the foot of the tree was Prophet Ibrahim ~"}L.JI ~. The boys
around him were the offspring of men and he who was kindling the fire was
Maalik ~"}L.J1~, the keeper of hell. The first of the houses that I had entered was the
house of the common believers, but the other was the house .of the martyrs (in
paradise).
One of them told me that he was Jlbril ~~14,# and that the second was Mika'il ~
~"}L.JI and asked me to r&ise my head. As I did that, I saw something resembling a
white cloud - according to version: a heap of clouds one above another - which,
they said, was to be my home (in paradis-=). I asked them to let me enter my home,
but they said to me that I still had some time to live that I had not completed. If I
had finished that, then I would have entered my house."1
COMMENTARY: The man who was taught the Quran neglected it by day and night. He
did not esteem the blessing of Allah. One who abides by it is like one who recites it,
otherwise his recital is not counted as such.
Yahya said that the one who slept in fact turned away from the Quran as if unmindful of it.
If anyone is not unconcerned but is. simply negligent then he is not covered by this
warning.
The house that belongs to the martyrs refers to the house of the Prophet ~'}\...JI~, the awliya
and the ulama (Scholars). It is stated that the ink of the scholars will dominate the blood of
the martyrs.
Imam Nawawi ~~~J said that it is mustahab (desirable) for an imam to turn towards the
worshipers after the salah (prayer) of fajr. It is also mustahab (desirable) that he ask them
about their dreams and an interpreter of dreams interpret them early during the day.
The hadith of Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~..11~~; - on the dream of the Prophet ~.i»>~
~J about Madinah has been narrated•previously - # 2735.
SECTION II
DO NOT DISCLOSE YOUR BAD DREAM BUT TO THE WISE

1

Bukhari # 1386, Musnad Ahmad 5-14.
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4622. Sayyiduna Abu Zarin Uqayli narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,

The dream of a believer is one forty-sixth part of prophethood. It stays at the feet
of a bird as long as he does not disclose it to anyone. When he speaks of it, it settles
(meaning occurs). The narrator thought that he also said, 'Tell it only to a friend or
to a wise, sagacious man."1
According to another version; He (the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, 11The dream remains
on the feet of a bird as long as it is not interpreted. When it is interpreted it settles
•
(or occurs). " 2
COMMENTARY: The words, 'It stays at the feet of a bird' are an idiom in Arabic to mean
'does not settle.' is in a disturbed stated.' It is like the bird that keeps flying from place to
place. So, one .must not narrate one's dreams to anyone. This applies to bad dreams that the
dreamer fears.
A wise person will give it a good meaning as will a friend do.
If any one wonders that if it is decreed how will it be averted by not disclosing it, then the
answer in brief is that this too is according to a decree. It is like the case of supplication,
charity and such other means.
PROPHET'S ~J~~~~ DREAM ABOUT WATER WARAQAH IBN NAWFAL
11
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4623. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ was

asked about Wa'raqah (ibn Nawfal) and (Sayyidah) Khadijah ~.&'~;said to him,
"He used to confirm you (as a Prophet) but died before your prophethood was
declared." So, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, "I was shown him in a dream. He
wore white garments. If he has been a.n inmate of hell, then he would have worn
different kind of garments."3
COMMENTARY: Waraqah ibn Nawfal ibn Asad ibn Abdul Uzza was the paternal cousin
of the mother of the faithful, Sayyidah Khadijah ~ ~' ~;, He had acquired knowledge of
Christianity during the jahiliyah (ignorance period). He had translated the lnjil into Arabic.
He was very averse to idol worship but worshipped Allah in his own way. He was very
aged and lost his eyesight .during the last days of his life.
When the Prophet ~J~~~~ received his first revelation and Sayyidah Khadijah ~~~~J
took him to waraqah, he confirmed his prophethood and gave him tidings that he is the
last Prophet mentioned in the heavenly Books. This meeting is mentioned in the books of
seerah (Prophet's ~J~.&~~ biographies).
The writer of the well known book Asad ul Ghabah has named waraqah ibn Nawfal
Tirmidhi # 2278.
Dawud # 5020.
3 Musnad Ahmad 6. 65, Tirmidhi # 2288.
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among the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) t*"~~J since SayY,idah Ayshah ~~~~J was
not a wife of the Prophet ~J~~~~ during the life time of Sayyidah Khadijah ~l»~~J, she
narrated this hadith (under discussion) from the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~l»~~J· ·
When the Prophet ~J 4# . 1!1 ~ was asked about waraqah, Sayyidah Khadijah ~ . 1!1 ~ J
described her cousin to him before he could say anything to those who had asked him. At
the same time, she took care to respect the authority of the Prophet ~J4#..1!1~. Waraqah
had coilfirmed that the angel who had come to the Prophet ~J4~.i»~~ was the one who
had brought dow:Q. revelation from Allah to the Prophet ~~~ ~ previously, to Prophet
Musa ~~~~and to Prophet Easa ~~~~.He confirmed that Muhammad ~J~l»~~ was
Allah's Messenger. He said, "If I am alive when you declare you prophethood, I shall help
you and strengthen you." In this way, Sayyidah Khadijah ~.11~~J disclosed waraqah' s faith
and also said that he would die before the declaration of prophethood.
The ·Prophet ~J~~~ made it clear with his aforesaid words that he was a believer. This
hadith is evidence that waraqah ibn Nawfal was believer. When he confirmed the Prophet
~""J~.i»~~ after he had been commissioned, then there ~s nothing to doubt about his faith.
If he had confirmed his prophet hood before he had been made a prophet then there could
have been a dispute.
PROSTRATED HIMSELF ON THE FOREHEAD OF THE PROPHET~J~.i»~~
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4624. Sayyiduna Ibn Khuzaymah ibn Thabit ..1!1~ J reported from paternal uncle Abu
Khuzaymait 1.:$ . 1!1 ~J that he saw in what one who sleeps sees (in a dream) that he
prostrated himself on the forehead of the Prophet ~J~.i»1~. So, he informed him
and he lay down for him and said, 11Let your dream be true." (meaning, do what you
had dreamt). So, he prostrated himself on his forehead.1
COMMENTARY: If one dreams of such a thing as worship or obedience then on
awakening he must undertake that thing. For instance, offering salah (prayer) or giving
charity, etc. for, it is mustahab (desirable) to do so.
The hadith of Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah 4;$..1!1~J about the scale descending from the heaven is
at # 6066, in the chapter on muraqib of Abu Bakr 4;$..1!1~ J & Umar ~.;$~~~J·
SECTION III
MORE ABOUT THE PROPHET'S ~J~.i»~~ DREAM OF THE BARZAKH
1
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Musnad Ahmad 5-215, Shrh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) (Bayhaqi)
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4625. Sayyiduna Sumurah ibn Jundub ~ .1!1 ~.J narrated that among what Allah's
Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ often asked his sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.a,,~.J
was, "Has any of you seen a dream?" So, one whom Allah willed to show a dream
would narrate it to him. Thus, one morning he (himself said to them, 11Two men
who had to come came to me last night and woke me up and asked me to
accompany them. I went alongwith them." The narrator then narrated nearly the
same lengthy hadith as in section I(# 4621), but it has some more material that is
not found in the said hadith (# 4621 and it is that he said) 11We came to a large
garden with all kinds of plenty of trees (because of which it seemed terribly dark)
with spring blossom all around In its centre, there was a tall man, so tall that I could
barely see his head. It was so high that it was nearly lost into the sky. Around this
man, there were children so many as I had never seen. I asked them, 'what is this?
And who are they? But, they said to me, "came along!' So, we went ahead till we
were at a huge garden larger and more beautiful than that I had ever seen. They
said to me, 'Go up into it. So, we went up into it and ended up at a city built of gold
and silver bricks. We came to the gate of the city and asked for it to be opened, so it
was opened and we went in. We met men half of whose body was like the most
beautiful you might hope to see but the rest of the half was like the ugliest you
might see. There was a river on the opposite side flowing with water as white as
pure milk. The two men (who had led me) instructed them to go and jump into the
river. They did so and, indeed, returned to us with their ugliness gone from them
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and having become the most beautiful and could see."
Then, in explaining these additional words of the hadith, the Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~
said, ''The tall man in the garden was Prophet Ibrahim ~~~ ~ and the children
around him were all those who were born and had died on fitrah (which is natural
religion)." So, some of the Muslim asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, and what about
the children of the polytheists?" And the children of the polytheists, too (were with
them)."
(Then he said: ) 11 As for the people who were beautiful and ugly, half and half, they
were a people who had mixed a righteous deed with another evil (deed). Allah had
forgiven them."t
DO NOT FABRICATE A DREAM
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4626. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ said,
11

Among the great lies is that a man shows with his eyes that which they have not
seen."2
·
COMMENTARY: It is forging a lie against the eyes by saying that they have witnessed
something while, in fact, they have not seen anything of that. It is wrong to concoct a
dream. It is a great falsehood because dream is a kind of inspiration and is concerned with
Allah, the Exalted. So it is like forgoing a lie against Him. According to a hadith, Allah
sends the angels to show dreams.
THE HOUR AT WHICH THE DREAM IS TRUER
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4627. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~l»t~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J~l»t~ said, "The

dream seen just before daybreak is the truest."3
COMMENTARY: Just before d<;>wn, one is composed and at peace. The angels descend and

prayers are answered. So the dream seen at this time is truer.

1

Bukhari # 7047, Musnad Ahmad S-9. See previous hadith of this bok # 4621).
Bukhari # 7043.
3 Tirmidhi # 2274, Darimi· # 2146, Musnad Ahmad 3-29.
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BOOK-XIV

ADAB
MANNERS
Adab <~~') is the saying or deed is tenned 'good' and 'praiseworthy.' Or, it is to always
speak well and politely at a proper time and to do everything carefully and in a prudent
and discerning way.
Some people define it as noble manners: faith, contentment, perseverance, gratitude,
knowledge good nature, generosity, modesty, courage and politeness.
Others describe it as adopting piety, kindness, etc. and abstaining from sin and evil.
It is also said to mean to honour and venerate the aged and the learned and to be kind and
loving to the young.

CHAPTER-I
SALAAM (SALUTATION)

Salaam means to be cleared or delivered from defects and shortcomings. As-Salaam is also
(an attribute or) a name of Allah, the Exalted, meaning: the being who is free of all defect,
harm, change and destruction - and also safe from them.
Salaam (greeting or salutation) is an essential part of the Islamic etiquette and social living.
The words in which it is expressed are: (~~~..J1) (as-salaamu alayk) meaning, Allah is
Aware of your condition and affairs. So, do not be negligent. Or, they mean; 'you are
under the shade of Allah's name,' so that you are under the protection of Allah, the
Exalted. It is like saying: {~.&1) (Allahu ma'aka)- Allah is with you!
Most of the ulama (Scholars) hold that the words mean; 'peace of Allah be on you.' 'you are
safe from me,' and 'keep me safe from you.' In this sense, salaam will deemed to be derived
from(~) Salama to mean 'well-being,' 'reconciliation.' The expression would imply; 'be
safe and secure from me and keep me to safe and secure.'
The offering of salaam (or greeting) was made lawful in the earliest days of Islam. The
objective was to initiate a symbol whereby Muslims and infidels should be distinguished
from one another, so that a Muslim may not turn away from another Muslim, when he
utters this expression, he declares, 'I am a Muslim.'
Then, this practice became a regular affair.
(Observation: While translating the ahadith in this chapter, and the subsequent ones in this
Book of (Adab) Manners, recourse is had to 'Manners in Islam.'- al Adab al Mufrad by
Imam Bukhari- published by Dar ul Isha'at, Karachi, pp 6299) (Abbr used M.l.)
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ANGELS OFFERED SALAAM (SALUTATION) TO SAYYIDUNA AADAM ~~\....h"#
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4628. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#~~~
said, 11Allah created Aadam ~~~ ~ in His form and a height of sixty cubits. So,
when He created him, He said, 'Go and offer salaam to that company and pay heed
to the response they offer, for, that is going to be the salaam for you and for your
offspring! As also the respo~se to the salaam.' So, he went (to them) and said, 'asSalaam u Alaykum' (peace be on you .all). They responded 'as-salaam u alayka wa
. rahmatullahi,' having added in the response wa rahmatullahi (and Allah's mercy)."
He (the Prophet) ~J~~~ said, "Thus, all who enter paradise will have the form
of Aadam ~~~~with a height of sixty cubits. But, the creatures have continued to
diminish (in height) after him till now (at the current height)."1
COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) say that the initial words are from the hadith sifat
(description) of Allah. The true meaning of which is possible to derive. Hence, it is better
not to venture to analyse or interpret it but one must accept it as it is. The predecessor or
ulama (Scholars) observed this stance.
Some others try to explain it in some way. For instance, they say that there is no form of
Allah but only attributes. So, the meaning is that Allah created Sayyiduna Aadam ~~~~
on (the form of) His attributes and gave him tho~e qualities that match His attributes. He
gave him inspiration, knowledge, power, speech, hearing and sight.
Some of them. say that (41;JooP) (His form) is only to show his nobility and rank. It is in the
same (way) as the epithet Rooh Allah Bayt Allah to honour the person of prophet Easa ~
~')L..J' and the House as the spirit and house of Allah. It implies that Allah created him on the
beautiful form that is based on mysteries and finer points with Hs perfect power.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that the pronominal suffix of (.u;JooP) (his form) applies to
Sayyiduna Aadam ~~~~. Allah created him in the form that he possesses and in which he
is seen. It rejects gradual growth from the sperm drop, clot, lump of flesh, bones, flesh, etc.
Rather, straightway, he was created in full form with all limbs developed as an adult with
the height of sixty cubits. The height was exceptional so only it is mentioned.
RESPONSE TO SALAAM: The answer to someone' s salaam should be with the added
words wa rahmatullahi wa barakatuh. One version also has the words wa maghfiratuhu after
wa rahmatull~i. It is also proper to respond with as salaamu alayka (alaykum) instead of wa
1

Bukhari # 6227, Muslim # 28-2841, M.I # 978.
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alayka (wlayum) as salaam. The meaning does not change. But, it is better to respond with wa
alayka as salaam or wa alaykum as salaam.
It must be understood that the response should be given after the salaam is offered, not at
the same time as the offering of salaam. Some people are very careless about it. If two
persons offer the salaam at the some time, then both will have ~o giveth response as wajib
(obligatory) on each.
The height of mankind has been coming down. When they enter paradise, the height of all
of them will come up to the height that was of Sayyiduna Aadam ~")L.J14#.
THE BEST DEED
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4629. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~ ~~ ~J narrated that a man asked Allah's

Messenger ~J4#.&1~, 11 which characteristic of Islam is best?" He said, ''You should
feed food and should greet not only those you know but also those whom you do
not know ."t
COMMENTARY: Only two characteristics are mentioned to satisfy the state of mind of the
man asking the question. At different times different deeds have been meptioned as the
best, depending on the circumstances and the temperament of the person asking. Thus, a
miser is advised to feed food - as the best deed for him.
To offer Salaam to another Muslim is among the right of fellow Muslims. It is like paying a
sick visit and such other things.
RIGHTS OF FELLOW MUSLIMS
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4630. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~1c).P

said, ''A believer must have six characteristics for another believer.
(i) He should visit him when he is sick.
(ii) He should participate in his funeral salah (prayer) when he dies.
(iii) He should accept his invitation when he extends it to him.
(iv) He should offer him salaam when he meet him.
(v) He should pray (.&1~.J!) Allah have mercy on you) when he sneezes (and
praises (<~»~1) - Praise belongs to Allah).
(vi) He should be well -wishing towards him whether he is absent or present."2
I have been unable to trace this hadith in the two sahih Books and in Al-Humaydi's
Book. But, the compiler of Al-Jami has mentioned it as the version of Nasa'i.
COMMENTARY: Well-wishing is that it is wajib (obligatory) on the Muslim to be kind and
1
2

Bukhari # 6236, Muslim.
Bukharri # 1630, Muslim# 5-2162, Nasa'i # 1938.
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generous to each other even those that are not there before them.
SALAAM IS THE BEST MEANS OF FRIENDSHIP
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4631. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated dtat Allah's. Messenger ~J~~~~
said, 11you shall not enter paradise until you believe, and you shall not be perfect in
belief unless you love each other. Shall I not guide you to that, which ·if you
practice, you shall love each other? Spread salaam among yourselves (offering
salaam to acquaintanc~s and strangers alike)."l
WHO SHOULD GREET WHOM

'*WI~ ~l:JIJ ~l:JI ~ ~ljJI A "1 ~j ~ ri.H ~ JJ1 Jj-!5 jli jli l&j (t 1rn
(~~) -fos::ll ~J:liltj
4632. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J·~.i»~~
said; 11Salaam should be offered by the rider to one who is on foot and by him who is
on his feet to one who is sitting, and by a few people to a large number of people."2
COMMENTARY: The underlining message is to adopt humbleness in greeting others.
Nawawi ..1!1 ~J said ·that if anyone meets a few people and· ir}tends to offer salaam to a
selected number of them, then it is makruh (disapproved) to do so. The objective of salam
is to selected number of them, then it is makruh (disapproved). to do so. The objective of
salaam is to create friendship, so to single out some defeats this objective. It might even
grow animosity. In public places, however, one cannot offer salaam to everyone, so it
suffices if one offers salaam to some people.
.

~lj'*Wtj£Jl:JIJ_f-;5:Jt~~IJ1"1~J~ilit~JJIJJ.!5Jlijli~j(t\rr)
(LS..;~I oi.JJ) :_.fos:Jt ~
C633. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~ii1~
lAid, 11Salaam should be offered by the young to the old, one who is walking to one
who is sitting and a few people to a large number of people."3
COMMENTARY: This command applies to meeting to the through fares. However, when
one visits some person or persons, the visitor (s) offers salaam whether he is (or they are)
younger or older (fewer or more numerous).
PROPHET'S ~"""J•#~~~ HUMBLENESS & LOVE
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4634. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ii1 ~ J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~

1 Muslim

2
3

# 93-54.
Bukhari # 6232, Muslim# 1-2160.
Bukhari # 6231.
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passed some youths, he offered them salaam.1
(This reflected his humbleness and love for them.)
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4635. Sayyiduna Abu Huraytah ~.11~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.#..l!'~·
said, 11 Do not take the initiative in greeting the Jews and Christians. And when you
come across any of them on the road compel him to take the narrowest part of it." 2
COM.MENTARY: Only the adherents of Islam deserve to be offered salaam the first thing
on rffeeting them. Enemies of Islam cannot be given this honour. At the some time, it is not
proper to keep good relations of friendship with such enemies and rebels of religion, for
Allah says:
"
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{You shall not find a people who believe in Allah and the Last Day befriending
those who oppose Allah and His Messenger} (38: 22)
Of course, if they greet you then you may respond with alayka or alaykum (on you the
same thing). The ulama (Scholars) say that it is better to respond to a non Muslim with
(AI1 t....)"'.lA) may Allah guide .you (hadak Allah). They also say that if necessary or when
compelled, it is allowed to take the initiative in greeting to take the initiative in greeting a
Jew ·Or a Christian. And, the same ruling applies to those Muslims who are innovators and
sinners.
If a Muslim resident of an Islamic state offers salaam to a stranger and then realizes that he
was a dhimmi, then it is mustahab (desirable) for him to demand back his salaam.
The hadith concludes with the instruction to push the Jews and Christians to the narrow
path because they are enemies of Islam. This will make the power of Islam felt by them. In
some marginal notes to Mishkat, it is stated that they should be commanded to walk along
the edge of the road. The middle of it should be allotted to the Muslims.
MISCHIEF OF THE JEWS

i~i.~ l1£
(~·ti::.a).
.. ....,....---- _.~ p"~,
.. ~u.. ~'WI

4636. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.11~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#iil'~ said,
11
When the Jews greet you, o.ne of them says nothing but 'as-saam alayka (death to
you).' So, you must respond, 'wa al~yk (and to you).'3
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Bukahri # 6247, Muslim # 15-2168.
Muslim # 13-2167.
Bukhari # 6257, Muslim # 8. 2164.
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4637. Sayyiduna Anas 4:S- i.l1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ iM1 ~ said,
"when the people of the Book greet you, respond with 'wa alaykum (~d the same
to you)'t
COMMENTARY: The response is with wa (and) or without it and in the singular or plural.
Nawawi i.I1~J said that if the Jew or Christian is only one person, then the singular form
should be used in response with or without wa- (~)'on you' so as not to show respect
with the plural.
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4638. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ i.l1 ~J narrated, "A group of Jews sough~ permission to
visit the Prophet ~J~i.l,~, saying (as they came in), 'as saam alaykum (death came
to you).' I retorted, 'Rather, death be upon you and the curse.' He said, '0 Ayshah,
surely Allah is Mild. He loves mildness in all affairs!' I submitted, .'Did you not
hear what they had said?' He said, 'Indeed, I did say: and the same be on you!'
According to another version: 'the same be on you,' without mentioning, 'and!
According to a version pf Bukhari, she said that the Jews came to the Prophet i.l1~
~""'J4~ and said, 'as sa~m alayka" Prophet 1"1""'J4#~'~ and said, "as saam alayka1
(death be on you) and he said, "Wa alaykum (the same be on all of you)." And,
Sayyidah Ayshah t~.i»'~J said, "As saam alaykum (the same be on all of you) and
the curse of Allah be on you and His wrath be on you." Then Allah's Messenger~
~J 4~41 said, "Be mild, 0 Ayshah! You must be mild and keep away from rudeness
and harshness.: She asked, "Did you not hear what they said?' He asked in return,
"Did you not hear what I did say in response to them? My prayer is heard
concerning them but their prayer is not heard concerning me." According to a
version of Muslim: He said, "Do not be a rude speaker. Surely, Allah does not like
rudeness and the rude speaker."2
HOW TO OFFER SALAAM TO A MIXED GATHERING

# 6258, Muslim# 6. 2163.
2 Bukhari # 6401, 6030, Muslim # 10-215, Tirmidhi # 2201, Musnad Ahmad 6-37.

1 Bukhari
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4639. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..1!1~
~J

passed by a ga~hering of different people; Muslims and polytheists including
idol worshippers and Jews. He offered them salaam.1
COMMENTARY: Nawawi . 1!1 ~J said that if a Muslim encounters a gathering of mixed
people of different religion in which three are Muslims too, or only one Muslim, then it is
masnun that he offer Salaam, forming an intention to offer it to the Muslim or Muslims. He
may say as-Salaam alaykum (peace be on you), or (~~~~ii~~~":A-11) (as salaamu ala man
ittuba' alhuda)- peace be on him who follows guidance.
The ulama (Scholars) say that if a letter is addressed to a non-Muslim, it is masnun that
instead of as-salaamu alaykum one must write the words that the Prophet ~J~..1!1~ had
written to the emperor of Rome: (~~~~~~~":A-11) (peace be on him who follows guidance).
THE RIGHTS OF J'HE ROAD
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4640. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ . 1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ . 1!1 ~
said, "Refrain from sitting in the roads." They (the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ·~ . 1!1 ~J who were present)_ submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, we
have no other place to sit together and converse." So, he said, ''If you deny that
there is no alternative but to sit there, then let the road have its due." They asked,
"And, what is the road's right, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, "Keep your gaze
low refrain from annoying anyone, respond to greetings (of salaam), enjoying the
reputable an~ forbid the disreputable."2
COMMENTARY: Instead of giving instructions to offer salaam, it is commended that a
response should be given to the salaam. (It is wajib (obligatory) respond) The etiquette is
that the pedestrian should offer salaam to one who is sitting, so this command to respond
is given here to those who sit on roads.

SJIS_,$1 &lj5 y:>''l ~l!.Jl§ j~ ~~I ,~O~J~ilil

~~I if i~;!qi6&-J (t"\t ')

4641. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~- . 1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ . li1 ~ said
about the same subject (as the foregoing hadith), 11 And, guide people (who have lost
their bearings) to the correct way."3
1

Bukhari # 6254, Muslim# 116.1798.
Bul<hari # 6229, Muslim# 114-2121, Abu Dawud # 4815, Musnad Ahmad 3-47.
3 Abu Dawud # 4816.
2
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Abu Dawud reported it after the hadith (# 4640) of Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.&~~.J·
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4642. Sayyiduna Umar ~.&~~.J na..Tated that the Prophet ~J~.&1~ said. about the
sanae (foregoing) subjecf ton the rights of the road), "Get relief to the oppressed and
guide those who have lost their way."t
Abu J?awud reported i~ after the hadith (4641) of Abu Huray;.-ah ~.&~~.J but I could
not find the two traditions in the two hadith Books.
SECTION II

- ~tillj.;Jri

SIX RIGHTS OF PEOPLE ON EACH OTHER

~ Jl "1~J~4 J ;~I~ ~~j ~ili1 ~;i.H jj-!5 J~ J~ ~6£ (f.\f.Y')
,

tJ

(,J..J I...U \_j lS.l.ofl I o I.J..;)

4M3. Sayyiduna Ali ~Jill~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ said, "A
Muslim has six rights over another Muslim.
(i) When they meet, he should offer him salaam.
(ii) When he invites, he should accept his invitation.
(iii) When he sneezes (and says al-Hamdulillah - praise belongs to Allah), he
should pray yarhamak Allah - Allah have mercy on you.
(iv) When he is ill, he should visit him.
(v) When he dies, he should join his funeral (salah (prayer)). And,
(vi) He should like for him what he likes for himself.2
WORDS THAT INCREASE REWARD OF SALAAM

s_;.i_;.~_;~ljlii~J~ilii~~IJ1~4.~5~1~~~1~6$-j(f.\H)

(~JI~_Jo:)I.J l.S.l.o_;UI oi.J..;) -~.,;.W
4644. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~.&~~.J narrated that a man came to the Prophet
~J4:ls-i»l~ and said, As salaamu alaykum!" He gave the response to it. The man sat
down and the Prophet ~J4:ls-li.l~ said, 'Ten!" Then another man came and said, As
salaamu alaykum wa rahmatullah." He gave the response and the man sat down. He
said, "Twenty!" Then another man came and said, "As salaamu alaykum wa
rahmatullah; wa barakatuh." He gave the response and the man sat down and he
1

11

t Abu Dawud # 4817.
2

Tirmidhi # 2245.
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said, 11Thirty!"1
[assalaamu alaykum: peace be on you!
Wa rahmatullah; and Allah's mercy!
Wa barakatuh; and His blessings!]
COMMENTARY: The reward to one who offers salaam is according to the words he uses
increasing by ten. If he adds wa maghfiratahu (and His forgiveness), he will get ten more,
forty rewards in all.

(Jji.,Y.Ioi_,J)-~l~\L.J...>__,.~ li~J~J-...!..J~JI jlii:d~~j:d~..HJJJI~jj
4645. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Anas 4;S. .1!1 ~ J reported the same thing about the
prophet ~J ~ ~' ~ and added that later another man came and said, 'as salaam u
alaykum wa rahmatullah wa barakatuhu wa maghfiratuhu. So he (the Prophet) .1!1~
11
~J ~ said, 11 Forty!" And, added, ln this way will the good deeds go on getting
more reward!"2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the most excellent form of offeriJ::tg salaam
is to say as-salaamu alaykum wa rahmat ullahi wa barakatahu in the plural form even if
there is only one addressee. The response given by the addressee should be wa a.laykumus
'
slaam. He too should use the plural form and add the wa (and).
While the lowest form of Salaam is as-salaamu alaykum, yet only as salaamu alayka (in the
singular form) would be enough too.
The lowest form of response is wa alayka as salaam and wa alaykum as-salaam. It would
suffice even if the wa (and) is dropped.
The ulama (Scholars) say that a response with only alaykum would not be complete. If the
answer is wa alaykum, then the opinion is divided either way.
MERIT OF TAKING PRECEDENCE IN GREETING

(Jjb.-':11-' 15.l,a):.li.J ~~ oi.JJ)
4646. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah 4:S-.&1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ y.# .1!1 ~
said, "The nearest of people to Allah are they who are the first to offer salaam."3
COMMENTARY: These are the men who encounter one another on the road, for, the duty
to offer salaam is imposed on both of them equally, both are presumed to be walking. If
anyone is sitting and another comes to him, then the visitor or the standing one will offer
salaam and will not and will not gain an excellence for being the first to offer salaam. If the
one sitting takes precedence in offering salaam then naturally he is qualified for the merit.
Sayyiduna Umar 4:S-liJ, ~ J used to say that three things are a means to create stability in
mutual relationships of the Muslims, and growth in their mutual love for one another.
They are:
Tirmidhi # 3689, Abu Dawud # 5195.
Abu Dawud # 5196.
3 Abu Dawud # 5197, Tirmidhi # 2694.
1
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To take precedence in offering salaam on meeting one another.
To call the other by his name that he likes.
To receive him with warmth and respect when he comes to a meeting.
DISALLOWED TO OFFER SALAAM TO STJ.!ANGER WOMEN
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4647. Sayyiduna Jarir "'~~~~~J narrated that the Prophet t"l...J"-:i~.1n~ walked by some
women and pronounced the salaam to them.1
•
. COMMENTARY: This thing was exclusive to the Prophet ~... J"~~~~ because there was no
fear of his :t)eing tempted. But, for any other Muslim to offer salaam to an unknown,
unrelated woman is makruh (disapproved). But, if a woman very old so that there is no
likelihood of mischief then a man may offer salaan1 to her, particularly if that will not cause
doubts in other mind (see also hadith # 4663)
SALAAM OF ONE MEMBER OF A GROUP SUFFICES
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4648. Sayyiduna Ali ibn Abu Talib 4o&-~'~ J said, "If some people pass together, the it
is enough for one of them to offer salaam. And it is enough for one of those who are
sitting to give a response."2
COMMENTARY: The command includes those people who visit someone or stop at .a place
where other are present, or there only is one man there. It is sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice) kifayah to precede in offering salaam but to respond to anyone's salaam is fard
(compulsory) kifayah. All will be absolved of offering salaam and of giving response if
only one of them does it. However, it is better for all of them to offer salaam and all of the
others to give a response.

-<· !:, :, &!~!J~J ~~jll &~J5 )~4 sJL!,YI
4649. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb .&1~J narrated from his father (Shu'ayb) that his
grandfather (Abdulllah ibn Amr) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ said,
''He is not one of us who imitates people other than us. Do not imitate the Jews and
not the Christians. The greeting of the Jews is to make a gesture with the fingers
and the greeting of the Christians is to make a gesture with the palm of the hands." 3
COMMENTARY: Muslims must not adopt resemblance to Jews or to Christians.
The words of Salaam is the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) of Sayyiduna Aadam ~~~~
Musnad Ahmad 4-357.
Abu Dawud # 5210, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eman marfu. But Abu Dawud traced it to Hasan ibn Ali,
hisShaykh.
3 Tirmidhi # 2695.
1
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and from his progeny, the Prophets ~':A..JI~ a11~ the a.wliya. The noble Prophet ~J~#~'~
had alerted his ummah having realized that they would give up the words and follow
people of other religion~ to gree~ through signs of the ·hand. He said that those of his
ummah who adopted a resemblance to non-Muslims truly did not belong to it.
vVhile Tirmidhi has decleared this 'hadith as of weak isnad, it is also transmitted through a
strong sanad.
OFFER SALAAM _\T EVERY MEETING
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4650. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~' ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said,
~~en one of you meets his brother Muslim, let him offer him salaam. Then, again,
if he meets him dt~r a tree, a wall or a stone had intercepted them, he must offer
him salaam."t
·
COMMENTARY: It is mustahab (desirable) to offer salaam even after d very brief pc:rring.
However, in spite of its importance, it is makruh (disappr:>ved) to offer salaam sometimes
like when relieving oneself, having sexual intercourse, etc. It will not be wajib (obligatory)
to respond to anyone's salaam in such cases. Also, one who is sleeping, ;·offering salah
(prayer), calling the adhan, is in the bath room, having his meal with a morsel in his mouth
- in these cases, if anyone offers salaam to hlm then a response is not due. When the
sermon is delivered, it is neither allowed to offer salaam nor to give a response. If anyone
recites the Quran, then salaam must not b~ offered to him, but if it is offered, then he must
&top the recital and give a response, Before resuming the recital, he must recite the
ta'awwudh.
OFFER SALAAM ALSO TO YOUR FAMILY
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4651. Sayyiduna Qatadah ~.a,,~J narrated that the. Prophet ~J"#.iill~ said, "when
you enter a house, offer salaam to its inmates and when yot.. come and bid farewell
pray for its inmates with salaam. "2
COMMENTARY. If there is no one inside, then it is mustahab (desirable) to say:

to include the angel there.
Some ula1na (Scholars) say that it is not wajib (obligatory), but merely mustahab (desirable)
·
to give a response to the salaam on departing and bidding farewell.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi said that the farewell salaam is a trust with the
inmates you will get back in the hereafter. Yahya said that by means of that you sive
salaam in their trust and will take it back on cominy back.
1
2

Abu Dawud # 5200.
Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 8845.
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In other words, the one who departs will return safely and get an opportunity to offer
salaam again
J
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4652. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J",k-.&1 ,..l..P said, 'My
son! When you enter your house, offer salaam. That will be a blessing to you and to
the inmates of your house."t

SALAAM BEFORE CONVERSING

llljtij&~j.\l&lJ.5)~~~~_;~I~j~rlJI~;iJijj..!.5jtijti~4-~J(t."\oY')
4653. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .&1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .&1 j..P said,
"Offer salaam before engaging in conversation."2
THE GREETING OF THE JAHILIYAH (IGNORANCE PERIOD)

(.)Jby.l ob.J) -~j~ ~_;~'jl
4654. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~ .&1 ~; said, "During the jahiliyah (ignorance
period), we used to greet: (U# ~ .&1 ~1) (May Allah keep the eyes cool because of
you!) and (l~~~ ~1) (May you be with blessings every morning!) When Islam came
we were forbidden to say that."3
·
COMMENTARY: The first greeting could also mean 'May Allah keep you happy!'
In the second, morning is specified because after that the day would f lllow a<; good.
GREETING IS ABSENTIA

~~I,:;: u~ ul
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465~.

Sayyiduna Ghalib

~.1.11~;

said, ''We were sitting by the door of Hasan Basri

.&1 ~J when a man came and said that his father told him (the man's grandfather)

said, 'My fa~her sent me to Allah's Messenger ~,4#.&1~, saying: convey to him my
salaam. So, I came to him and said: My father. sends you the Salaam. He said; To
you,and to your father be salaam (Peace)."4

Tirmidhi # 2698.
Tirmidhi 2699 (Says it is munkar hadith)
3 Abu Deowud # 5231.
4 Abu Dawud # 5227, Nasa'i.
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COMMENTARY: It is masnun to give a response of salaam to one who brings it as well to
sender. The version in Nasa'i has the response;
(i) (~'>\-l~~J....5..:Js.) or - (ii) (~'>\-l'~J~~J....5..:Js.)
CONVEYING SALAAM THROUGH LETTERS
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4656. Sayyiduna Abu Al-Ala Hadramiy ~.1!1~ J said that Al-Ala Hadrami ~.1!1~ J was
a governor on behalf of Allah's Messenger ~J~.1i,jJ. When he wrote to him (the
Prophet) ~J~.1isjJ he began (the letter) with his own name.1
COMMENTARY: The real name of Abu Al-Ala was Yazid ibn Abd. Some copies of Mishkat
have his name as Ibn AI-Ala.
Hadrami reverts to the famous city Hadramawt and Al-Ala was its resident.
In one copy of Mishkat AI-Ala Hadrami is named as Al-Ala ibn Hadrami.
It is stated in Taqrib that Al-Ala ~.1!1~J was an ally of Banu Umayyah and was a glorious
learned sahabi.
The Prophet ~J~.1!1~ had made him governor of Bahrain, After him, the caliphs Abu Bakr
~.1!1~J and Umar ~.1is~J retained him at that office. He was governor there till his death.
He hagan his letters; 'From Al-Ala Al-Hadrami to Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1u ~ - assalaamu alaykum wa rahmatullah.' Then followed the borly of the letter. This style of letter
writing, he had adopted from the Prophet's ~J~.1!1~ letters which began with his name.
If the addressee was a Muslim the salaam was addressed to him in the singular form ( ~~
~).If he was not a Muslim, then a general salutation was offered. (IS~~~~~~) peace be
on him who follows guidance. This is how he had written to Heraclius. The letter that he
had written to Mu' adh ~.1!1~J condoling the death of his son was on this pattern.

This hadith and the three that foJlow do not seem to pertain to this chapter, but the
compiler of the Mishkat includes at the end of a chapter such ahadith as have a distant
connexion with it. For instance, this hadith has a reference to salaam.
SPREADING DUST ON LETTER
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4657. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.111~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.1iljJ said, 11When any
of you writes a letter to someone, let him sprinkle dust on it (and blow it off). This
is very instrumental in getting one's objective."2
1

Abu Dawud # 5134.
# 2713, the words in parenthesis are an ataractic meaning: Sprinkle dust and blow it off.
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·COMMENTARY: Dust was sprinkled on the paper since ancient times. The purpose was to

dry the ink. However, the fact is that this method is very productive for one's objective.
But, no one apart from the Prophet ~J ~ . 1!1. j-P knows what the .objective is. Some
knowledgeable people said that it implies that the writer should not rely on his writing and
on the addressee for redress of grievances or for any need. Only Allah will get one one's
needs.
The words of the hadith also mean 'sprinkle dust and blow it off.' This is evident from
what Imam Ghazali ..1!1 ~J has written in Minhaj ul Aabideen. A man was residing in a
rented house.· He wrote a letter and thought of using the dust on its wall to sprinkle on it
but was precluded from doing it by the conviction that it was someone else's house. On
rethought, he did take some dust and sprinkled it on the letter, but heard a voice say, 'He
who takes this dust to be lawful will know tomorrow when reckoning will take place.'
This hadith is munkar (unknown) on account of its narrators but there is no adverse
comment on its text. Tabarani ..1!1~J has narrated a hadith in his awsat in a marfu form with
a similar message.
PLACING PEN ON EAR WHILE WRITING
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4658. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit 4;$. . 1!1 ~J said, "I went to the Prophet ~J ~ . 1!1 j-P.
There was a scribe witting with him. I heard him say, 'Place the pen on your ear,
for, it keeps the mind sharp for (correct) expression!"1
COMMENTARY: The writer picks up correct and appropriate words when he places the
writing instrument on the ear. Why this happens? Only the Prophet ~J~.iillj-P know.
Some ulama (Scholars) have tried to explain it, but the gist of all is that the power of
expression improves.
This hadith is gharib and its sanad is weak. How·~ver: it is supported by a marfu hadith of
Anas 4:S-.ii!I~J transmitted by Ibn Asakir and another L~f Zayd ibn Thabit 4:S-.ii!I~J transmitted
by Jami Saghir of the same words.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE MAY BE LeARNT

(LS.l.o)31 oi.J.;) -~~iJ ~.S;i~! l#lllJ, e
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::e

4659. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit 4;$. . 1!1 ~J said, "Allah's Messenger ~J ~ . 1!1 j-P
instructed me to learn stiryani (Hebrew)."·
According to a version: "He commanded me that I should learn the writing of the
Jews, saying, (By Allah) I do not trust the Jews for their writing correctly. And half a
month had not passed by when I learnt it. So, I wrote to the Jews when he had to

t

Tirmidhi # 2714.
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write, and read out their letters when they wrote to him."1
COMMENTARY: Hebrew is one of the most ancient languages. The Torah is revealed in
.Hebrew. However, most ulama (Scrolars) say that the Torah was revealed in the Ibrani
(~t;) language, n·Jt Suryani. Both these language are similar and are called Syrian or
Hebrew.
Hence, it is necessary then it is &llowed to learn the language of the non-Muslims. But, it is
not allowed to learn it when there is no necessity berause that will amount to taking up a
resemblance to them which is disallowed. The Prophet ~J ~lilt ~ has said, 'He who
adopts resemblance to a people will be counted among them."
Yahya lilt ~J said that it is haraam (unlawful, forbidden) to learn another's language
unnecessarily.
OFFER SALAAM WHILE MEETING & WHEN TAKING I.EAVE
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4660. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lilt~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~lilt ~ said,
"When oue of you ends up at a gathering (or meeting), he must offer salaam. If he is
inclined to join them, he may sit down. Then, when he gets up to go, he must offer
salaam, for to offer salaam the first time is not in any way better then offering. the
second salaam."2
COMMENTARY: It is sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to offer salaam at the time of taking
leave just .as it is to offer it on meeting. Also, it is wajib (obligatory) to give response to both
these greetings. Some authorities maintain that it is mustahab (desirable) to offer salaam
and respond to it while departing.
SITIING ON THE ROADS
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4661. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lilt~; narratPd that Allah's 1\-lessenger ~J~lilt~
said, 'It is not good to sit in the roads, except for him who directs people on their
way, respowtds to (Salaam) greetings, keeps his gaze low, and helps him who carries
a burden."3
COMMENTARY: The concluding sentence has the word humulah (11~) but one copy of
Mishkat has it Hamulah (11~) to mean the animal of burden, so he helps the one who puts
the load on the beast.
And the hadith of Abu Jurayy has been mentioned in the chapter on the excellence of
Sadaqah (charity) (# 1918).

Tirm.idhi # 2715.
# 2706, Abu Dawud # 5208.
3 Bayhaqi in Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3339.
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SECTION III

SALAAM WAS INTRODUED THROUGH PROPHET AADAM ~".>W~~
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4662. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&•~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4P.\•~
said, ''When AJlah created Aadam ~".>W·~ and blew into him the sp1rit, he sneezed
and said (t~~~l) 'Praise belongs to Allah.' He praised Allah with His permission and
His Lord said to him (.&1 ~Jt). 'May Allah have mercy on you! 0 Aadam! Go to
those angels the angels who are seated yonder - and say. (~~".>WI) (Peace be on
you!)' He went and said, 'as-salaamu alaykum! (peace be on you),' and they
responded (Ji•w-JJ~~~~J) (and on you be peace and the mercy of Allah)! Then, he
returned to his Lord who said, 'This is to be your salutation and the salutation of
your children to each other.' And, Allah said to him, closing His fists, 'choose
whichever of the two you wish!' He said, 'I choose the right hand of my Lord - and
both the hands of my Lord are right and blessed!' Allah spread it open, and behold!
There were in it Aadam and his progeny. He asked, '0 Lord, who are they?" He
said, 'They are your off-springs.' With regard to each of them, his lifespan was
inscribecl between his two eyes. And behold! There was a man among them, most
radiant of all of them - or one of the most radiant of then ... He asked, '0 Lord, who
is he?' Allah said, 'He is your son Dawud. I have decreed for him a lifespan of forty
years.' He said, '0 Lord add to his age!' He said. 'That is what is decreed for him."
He said, '0 Lord, then indeed, set aside for him from my age, sixty years! Allah said,
'That is for you to decide.' Then, he lived in paradise as long as Allah willed. Then,
he was sent down (to earth) and he kept count of his age. The angel of death came
to him and Aadam reminded him, 'surely, you have shown haste! One thousand
years have been allotted to me ha the decree.' The angel agreed, 'of course! But you
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did set aside for your son Dawud sixty years.' But, he denied and his offspring
denied. He forgot and his offspring forgot."
The prophet ~ J~.&~~ said, 11since that day the command is issued to write down a
document duly witnessed."t
COMMENTARY: The Lord's fists were closed holding something inside. It is among the
matashabihat to ascribe a hand and a right hand to Allah. [mustashabihat means consimilar
or open to different interpretations. See verse 3: 7 and vocabulary of the Holy Quran by Dr
Abdullah Abbas Nadwi- Darul Isha'at, Karachi] for instance, the ulama (Scholars) hold
that Allah's hand describes an attribute but not the real limb itself. This is why both His
hands are right meaning full of blessing and goodness.
It also implies that there is no weakness in Allah's power and grip. He is not weak in any of
His attributes. All of them are perfect.
Furthermore, His munificence and compassion are brought into focus by those words:
'both His hands are right.' The Arabs generally say of a generous man; 'both his hands
are right'-

4:!..1.:! l:l5
The fact that prophet Dawud ~".>\..JI~ was the most radiant at that time does not mean that
he was more excellent then all other Prophets ~">\..J' ~ Allah only willed that Sayyiduna
Aadam ~".>\..JI~ may put that question, so that the rest of the events may follow. Also, being
most radiant does not imply excellence over all others in all attributes. Each of the Prophet
~".>\..JI~ had been blessed with one or other exClusive attribute and was know because of it,
but that does not imply that he had distinction over all other Prophet ~".>\..JI4#.
The Prophets ~'j...J14Js never spoke a lie deliberately and very explicitly. Sayyiduna Aadam
~".>\..JI~ knew that his life span was one thousand years and that he had given sixty years of
that to Prophet Dawud ~"}LJI ~- Rather, he may have recalled the past to say that he was
allotted so many years and had given away some of them. Or, he may have forgotten that
he had given him sixty years. [See also 'Stories of the Prophets ~".>\..J~~ by Ibn Kathir and
'stories from the Quran 2vols by Mawlana Hifzur Rahman seoharvi - both Darul Isha' at,
Karachi.]
GREETING WOMEN
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4663. Sayyidah Asma bint Yazid ·~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.&~~
walked by them when they were among other women and he offered them salaam.2
COMMENTARY: Only the Prophet ~J~.&,~ was permitted to offer salaam to women.
No o~er Muslim is permitted to greet women who are not mahram. (see hadith # 4647)

1

2

Tirmidhi # 3368 (3379) Reproduced from Tirmidhi V2 P 491, Darul Isha' at, Karachi.
Abu Dawud # 5201.
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MERIT OF SALAAM
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4664. Sayyiduna tufayl ibn Ubayy ibn Ka'b .&1 ~J said that he often went to
(Sayyiduna) Ibn Umar ~.&'~J and accompanied him to the market in the morning.
He said, 11When we came to the market in the morning. Abdullah ibn Umar ~.&~~J
offered salaam to the peddlers (or wrathless men), sellers of goods, poor men, and
indeed everyone he encountered."
Tufayli»>~ J added, ''One day, I came to Abdullah ibn Umar ~.&1~ J and he prepared
to take me along with him to the market, I asked him, 'what do you do in the
market? You do not mean to sell anything, or ask about prices, or verify weights
and measures, or sit with any group of people. So, do sit with us here. We shall
converse.' He said to me, '0 stout one!' - indeed, Tufayl was obese! - 'I go out in the
morning only to be able to offer salaant. I give salaam to all those I encounter."l
STINGY REFRAINS FROM GREETING
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4665. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&'~J narrated that a man came to the Prophet ~J4~.&~~
and said that a certain person had a palm tree in his garden and its presence was
disturbing to him. The Prophet ~y.~.&1~ sent to the man asking him to sell him
his palm tree. He declined. Then he asked him to give it to him (as a gift). He again
declined Then, he asked him to sell it to him for a palm tree in paradise, but he
persisted in declining. So, Allah's Messenger said, 11I have not seen anyone more
stingy than you except the man who is stingy with offering (or responding to)
salaam."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ did not command
1
2

Muwatta Maalik # 6 (Salaam), Bayhaqi inShu'ayb ul Eman # 8790.
Musnad Ahmad 3. 328. Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman 3-328.
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this man to do any thing but he merely recommended him to accept one of those things If
he had given a command the man would never have declined. He was r. Muslim, after all.
This is apparent from the offer the Prophet ~J4)s.fJJ1~ made to him to get a tree in paradise
for the one he had. rlut, he was stubborn man, nevertheless
MERIT OF TAKING INITIATIVE IN OFFERING SALAAM
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4666. Sayyiduna Abdullah~.~»~~J (ibn Mas'ud) narrated that the Prophet~ J4)s..i»1~
said, 11 He who is the first to offer salaam, is free from pride."1
COMMENTI..RY: If two people meet and are in the same position, meaning both are
pedestrians, or riders, then the first of them to offer salaam is not proud.
As stated earliest, it is sunnah (Holy Prophet's pracfce) to offer salaam but fard
(compulsory) (or wajib (obligatory)) to give a response to it. If any one offers salaam a
second time to the same people then ifis not fard (compulsory) but mustahab (desirable)
for them to respond.
The offering of the salaarA • and its response must be in the plural form, even if the
addressee is an individual so that the angels who are with every one may be included.
According to a hadith, a man who had donn~d red coloured garments offered salaam to
the prophet but he did not give him a response. This is evidence that if any one perpetrates
what is disallowed by SI-.ri'ah then he does not deserve a response to salaam.

CHAPTER-II
SEEKING PERMISSION(TO ENTER A HOUSE)
It is part of etiquette that one should not enter anyone's house witbout his permission.
Shari'ah (divi.Pe law) has declared that it is mustahab (desirable) when going to anyone's
house to stand at the door and seek permission to enter. If the owner of the house invites him
in then he may step in otherwise return from there. This is based on the verse of the Quran:

(0 you who believe, enter not houses other than your own until you have asked
permission and saluted those in them.) (24: 27)
The masnoon method is to stand at the door and address the inmates of the house and say,
'as salaamu alaykum, may 1 came in?"
SECTION I

SEEK PERMISSION THRICE
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4667. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.&~~J narrated, Abu Musa ~~~~;came to mL

and said that Umar ~ ..1!1 ~J had summoned him to him. He went to his door and
offered salaam three times, but he gave no response to him, so he returned. Then,
he asked, 'what prevented you from coming to me?' He told him th1t he had come
and offered salaam at his door three times but no response was given to him so he
went back, saying, 'Indeed Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ had said to him that when
any of them sought permission three times and it was not forth coming then he
should turn back.' Umar ~.&~~J had insisted that he give him evidence of what he
said, So, I got up and went with Abu Musa ~.&~~J to Umar ~.&~~J and bore witness
(to that)."t
COMMENTARY: Since Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed Khudri ~.&~~; had heard the Prophet's ..b1j-P
~J ~ words just as Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ ..1!1 ~ J had heard, the latt£.r took him to
Sayyiduna Umar ~.&~~J to support him.
Umar ~.&~~J had asked fo. evidence to make certain and to impress upon others that it
was necessary to be careful in na-rating and accepting ahadith, otherwise there was no
reason to doubt Abu Musa' s ~.&~~J words.
The salaam three times allowed to people of the house (i) to recognize the visitor, (ii) to
decide whether to permit hin1 entry, and (iii) to let him in (if decided).
,
EXCLUSIVE PERMISSION
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4668. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud "~.&1~J n~ated that the Prophet ~J~~.&Ij-P

said to him that the indication that he had permission (to come in) lvas that he
hearC: him speak softly when he raised the curtain unless he (expressly) forbade
him (to enter).2
COMM.:NTARY: The curtains at the door ot the Prophet's ~...J~.&~~ house '"'ere of sack.
Ibn Mas'ud ~.&~~J was honoured with an exclusive permission to come into his house. He
was not bound to stand at the door and ask for permission. All he had to as was raise the
curtain and see if the Prophet ~ J~.&~~ was inside, or if he knew that he was inSide, then
he could come in.
Howeve4·, when he did not want him to enter, he would forbid him.
1

Bukhari # 6214, Muslim # 2153.
# 16-2169.
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This shows the standing of Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.&~~J with the ·Prophet ~J4#.i»>~. The
Prophet ~J4#.&1~ regarded him as a member of his household. However, this exclusive
permission was only at hours when women did not come into· the Prophet's ~J~.a~~~
room. The restriction was more strict after the verse (24: 27) was revealed.
GIVE YOUR NAME

<~~>-W>.fJJ~uTuTjliiul~il5
466.9. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&~~J said, "I went to the Prophet ~J4#i»1~ about a debt
my father owed. I knocked at the door (of his house). He asked. 'Who is it?' I said,
'I' So, he repeated, 'I! I!' in a disapproving manner."t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Jabir' s ~iii~~J father, Sayyiduna Abdullah Ansari ~.&~~ J was
martyred in the Battle of Uhud. He had some unpaid debt against him. The creditors
demanded their money from Jabir ~i»'~J, so he came to the Prophet ~J~i»'~ for help.
He only had a few dates but the Prophet ~J4#i»'~ blessed them so that they multiplied to
such on extent that not only was his debt repaid, the dates did not dinish in quantity. This
was one of the mir~cles of the Prophet~J4#~~.
The Prophet ~J~i»1~ did not like the visitor identifying himself, 'It is 1.' That does not
remove doubt. He should have given his name or kunyah even if his voice was recognized.
Also, he ought to have offered salaam, the masnun way to seek permission.
SEEK PERMISSION OF THE HOST TOO
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4670. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .&1 ~J narrated that, "I went in with Allah's
Messenger ~J~.&1~ (to his house). He found some milk in a bowl and said, 'Go,
Abu Hirr, to the ahl-us-suffah and bring them to me.' I went to them and invited
them. When they arrived, they sought permission (at the door) and he allowed them
(to come in) ahd they came in."2
COMMENTARY: According to another hadith, all the visitors- the ahl us suffah- drank
milk from that bowl. This was another of the Prophet's ~....J~Jil1~ miracles.
The ahl us suffah comp;rised those men of Madinah who had no house of their own and no
source of living. They lived outside the masjid Nabawi on a plat form or bench in dire
poverty. They were constantly at the service of the Prophet ~'""J"Js..i»l~ and gained blessing
of his company. They included both the ansar and the muhajirs (emigrants). The Mu.slim
looked after them, but most of all the Prophet ~....J4,1~.i»l~"" served them meals very often.
If anyone is invited, he is not.absolved of the need to seek permission to enter unless both
inviting and entering are at the same time or very close by. According to a hadith (# 4672)
if the person who had invited is along with the invitees, then they may go in with him, for,
1
2

Bukhari # 6250, Muslim # 2153.
Bukhari # 6246.
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his presence is tantamount to permission. The ahl us suffah asked for permission to enter
though they came with Abu Hurayrah "~":. .r.; either because they were modest to the
extreme or they had not learnt of the other hadith (# -!672). [Ahl us suffah (or ashab us
suffah) mean 'people of the bench or Flatic'nTL. lt \\·as to the north of the Masjid Nabawi.
Outstanding among them were: 1Sayyiduna · Bilal ..;.;.:._r;, Abu Dharr Ghifari ~~~~; Zayd
ibn I<hattab ~iii~; and Abu Hurayrar. .,.;,;_ ..._..;.The n~mes of All of them are reproduced
·
below:
1. Abu Hurayrah
2. Abu Dharr al ghifari
3. Wathilah bin Asqa
4. Qays bin Tahfah al Ghifari
5. Kab ibn Malik al Ansari
6. Saeed ibn Aamir ibn Hazim
7. Salman al Farsi
8, Asma ibn Harithah ibn Saeed al Aslami
9. Hanzalah ibn Abu Aamir al Ansari (He wac, the one whom the angels gave a bath
when he was martyrd at Uhud)
10. Hazim ibn Harmalah
11. Harithah ibn Numan al Ansari al Najjari
12. Huzafah ibn Usayd Abu surrayhah AI-Ansari
13. Huzayfah ibn Yaman
14. }ariyah ibn Jamil ibn Shabah ibn Qirt
15. Juayl ibn Suraqah al Dumari
16. Jurhad ibn Khuwaylid al Aslami
17. Rafaah Abu Lubabah al Ansari
18. Abdullah Dhar al Bijadayn
19. Dukayn ipn Saeed al Mozane
20. I<hubayb ibn Yasaf ibn Anabah
21. Kharim ibn Aws al Tai
22. Kharim ibn Fatik al Asadi
23. I<hunays ibn Hazafah al Sahami
24. Khabbab ibn al Art
25. AI Hakam ibn Umiayrat Thamali
26. Harmalah ibn Ayas
27. Zayd ibn al Khattab
28. Abdullah ibn Masood
29. AI-Tafawi al Dawsi
30. Talhah ibn Amir al Nadir
31. Safwan ibn Bayda al Fari
32. Shuayb ibn Sanan al Rumi
33. Shaddad ibn Usayd
34. Shaqram the freed slave of the Prophet
. 35. Al-Said i'"''l Khalad
36. Salim ibn Umayr
37. Salim ibn Ubayd al Ashjai
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Safinah the freed slave of the Prophet
Salim the freed slave of Abu Huzayfah
Abu Fazin
Al-Agharr al Mazani
Bilal ibnFabah
Al-Barra ibn Malik al Ansari
Thawban the freed slave of the Prophet
Thabit ibn Wadiah al Ansari
Thaqif ibn Amr ibn Shamit al Asadi
Sa' d ibn Malik Abu Saeed al Khudri
Al Arbad ibn Sariyah 1
Section II
~lillj.JJii
SEEK PERMISSION TO ENTER A HOUSE
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4671. Sayyiduna Kaladah ibn Hanbal ~.1!1~J n~ated, "Safwan ibn Umayyah .1!1~;
~sent

me to the Prophet ~J~.\i~~ to deliver (to him) when he was in the upper
part of the wadi (called Mu'alla) some milk, a young gazelle, and some cucumbers."
Kaladah ~.1!1~; said further, 11I went in to him without offering salaam and without
seeking permission. So, the Prophet.~J~~~~ said, 11Go back and say as salaam u
alaykum, may I come in."'2
COMING WITH MESSENGER SUFFICES FOR PERMISSION

-~.H!~J.ll J!~J.ll Jj-!5 J~Al ~IJ.J ~ SjiSAl &\jj -...!...llVJ ~3..!..J}i
4672. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\i~~

said, ''When one of you is invited and he accompanies the messenger (who had
brought the invitation), that suffices for permission to enter."
According to another v~rsion:
He said, ''The messenger of a man to the (invited) man is his permission."3
COMMENTAR¥: H the inviter sends someone to invite and the invitee comes alongwith
him that is enough for a permission.
THE PROPHET'S ~J~~~~ MANNER OF SEEKING PERMISSION

Names pp 44-47 Darul Isha' at, Karachi.
# 2710, Abu Dawud # 5176.
3 Abu Dawud # 5190.

1 From Treasury of Muc:;lim
2 Tirmidhi
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4673. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Busr said, "When Allcth's Messengel' ~J~..l!~~ came
to the door of anyone, he never faced it directly. Rather, he stood to the right or left
side (of it) and would say ,as salaam u alaykum, as salaamu alaykum (thrice). That
was becaus~ the houses in those days did not have curtain on their doors."t
COMMENTARY: He offered the salaam twice to make himself heard. However, this does ·
not mean that he said it only twice, for, it was his practice to offer salaam at someone' s
door thrice (hadith # 4667).
The hadith of Sayyiduna Anas ~..11~~J 'as-salaamu alaykum ....' Is at # 4249.
SECTION III

SEEK PERMISSION FROM MOTHER TOO
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4674. Sayyiduna Ata ibn Yasar ~..11~~.J narrated that a man asked Allah's Messenger
~J~~~~, 'Shall I seek permission· to go where my mother is?" He said, "Yes" The
man submitted, ,,I live with her in the house." Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
1
'Get her permission." The man submitted. ,,I am her servant (who serves her and
have to come and go often)." Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said, "Get her
permission. Would you like to see her naked?" He submitted, 1'No!" So, he asserted,
11
Then, get her permission!"2
COMMENTARY: This edict applies to all mahram women as applies to visiting one's own
mother.
ANOTHER WAY TO SEEK PERMISSION
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4675. Sayyiduna Ali ~Jli1~.J narrated that he visited Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
often, by night and by day. (He said,) "When I went at night, he cleared his throat as

1

2

Abu Dawud # 5186.
Muwatta Maalik #54. 1-1.
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an indication (to me to enter)."1
COMMENTARY: Perhaps it was the other way about by day. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J may
have cleared his throat himself to seek permission.
However, according to another hadith Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J said that when the Prophet
~J•~~~~ cleared his throat, on his arrival at night, he went away back home. This means
that there certainly was some other sign apart from clearing the throat, which Sayyiduna
Ali ~~~~ J obeyed and either entered or returned.
DO NOT ALLOW WHO DOES NOT OFFER SALAAM
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4676. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, "Do not
allow him who does not first offer the salaam to come to you."2
COMMENTARY: H anyone enter without offering salaam or meets you without doing it,
then i;\Sk him to go back to the door and first offer salaam.

CHAPTER - III
SHAKING HANDS & EMBRACING
MUSAFAHAH: It is defined as two men shaking hands mutually.
MU'ANAQAH: It is two men placing their hand on one another's neck or embracing one
another (by touching the bodies at the chest).
COMMANDS OF THESE TWO PRACTICES
It is sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to shake hands, on meeting one another, with both
hands. To shake hands with only one hand is not masnun. It is against Shari'ah (divine
law) to presume that it is necessary to shake hands on a special occasion or a particular
ceremony or function. For instance, there is nothing like shaking hand after the salah
(prayer) of asr or Friday as some people do it in some areas . .Rather, the ulama (Scholars)
hold that if anyone regards it necessary to shake hands at particular times then it is makruh
(disapproved) and bid'ah (innovation) to do so. But, if any one enters a mosque where
worshippers are engaged in salah (prayer) or about to begin and, after the salah (prayer) is
over, he shakes hands with them then certainly this is a masnun musafahah (handshaking
as per Prophet's practice), provided he had offered salaam before shaking hands.
Moreover, though it is makruh (disapproved) to shake hands at a particular time, yet if any
one extends his hand to do it, we must not withdraw our hand or show unconcern because
he will be pained and it is more important not to hurt a Muslim than to observe etiquette.
It is unlawful to shake hand with a woman, but there is no harm in shaking hands with an
old woman to whom one is not sexually inclined. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.i»l~J as caliph,
used to shake hands with those old women who had suckled him. Similarly, the aged men
who has no sexual desire may shake hands with young women. It is also not allowed to
shake hands with a beautiful man. Besides, whatever one is forbidden to see, one is also

1

2

Nasa'i # 1211.
Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman # 8516.
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forbidden to touch. Rather, touching is more severely forbidden than shaking hands. This
is stated is Mutalib ul Mumineen.
It is stated in salah (prayer) Mas'udi that when a man offers salaam, he must also stretch
his hand. It is a sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to give one's hand to shake hands. The
palms should be placed on palms when shaking hands and one must not merely hold
fingers because that is termed a bid'ah (innovation) (an innovation).
MU' ANAQAH: Mu'anaqah or embracing one another is allowed by Shari'ah (divine law)
particularly when anyone returns from a journey as stated in the hadith of Sayyiduna ]a' far
ibn Abu Ta'lib ~i»'~J· This is allowed only when there is no likelihood of falling into
mischief or causing doubts and suspicion to arise.
Imam Abu Hanifah Jil1 ~ J and Imam Muhammad .1!1 ~J are known to have termed
mu'anaqah and taqbeel (which is to kiss han~s at the mouth and the eyes) as makruh
(disapproved). They say that mua'naqah (embracing) is disallowed. This is e·stablished in
the hadith (# 4680) of Sayyiduna Anas ~i»'~J· They contend that the traditions that permit
mua'naqah date prior to the disallowance of mua'naqah. Anyway, there are ahadith both
allowing and disallowing it. Sometimes it is clearly on expression of love and respect and,
in these cases, it is permitted without any doubt. Some jurists hold that mua' anaqah is
disallowed \\I hen there is no shirt on the body. There is not disagreement that when a shirt,
robe, etc is worn mua' naqah is permitted.
T AQBEEL: It is to kiss the hands or forehead, etc, and is allowed. Rather some say that it is
mustahab (desirabie) to kiss the hand of religious elders and the ulama (Scholars) who
abide by the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice). But there is no evidence of kissing one's
own hand after shaking hands with someone. Rather, it is the practice of the ignorant and
is makruh (disapproved).
It is forbidden to kiss the earth before the chiefs of the states and the ulama (Scholars) and
mushaykh. The one who does it commits sin and the one who is pleased at this being done
is also a sinner. The jurist Abu ]afar ..1!1~J wrote that one who kisses the earth before a king
or a ruler and prostrates himself before any of them is a disbeliever, if he does it as a form
of worship. If he does it only as a form of greeting then it is not disbelief, but a grave sin.
But, some ulama (Scholars) say that he is a disbeliever whatever his intention. Some ulama
(Scholars) say that kissing the earth is a lesser evil then putting the head or cheek on the
ground.
The ulama (Scholars) contend that if anyone kisses the hand of a scholar or a ruler because
of his knowledge and justice, then there is no harm in it. But, if it is done to acquire worldly
benefits, then it is strictly makruh (disapproved).
If anyone wishes to kiss the feet of a scholar or an elder, then he should not be allowed at
all.
It is allowed to kiss children even children of other people. It is masnun to kiss them.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the kissing that is allowed by Shari'ah (divine law) is of five
kinds:
Caress of love, like the parents do on their child's cheek.
(i)
Kiss of reverence, as children do on their parent's forehead.
(ii)
(iii)
Kiss of romance as the spouses exchange.
(iv)
Peck of greeting exchanged between two Muslims.
(v)
Peck on the forehead of a brother by a sister.
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Some authorities say that it is makruh (disapproved) to kiss ~ne another's hand and face~.
Some others maintain that it is wajib (obligatory) to kiss little children.
Imam Nawawi .1!1 ~J said that the romantic kiss may be exchanged only between the
spouses. It is forbidden and unlawful between any two people other than them, even to a
·
father.
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SECTION I
SHAKING HANDS IS PERMISSIBLE
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4677. Sayyiduna Qatadah ~~~J said, 1 asked Anas ~.lsi~J, 'Did the companions of
11

Allah's Messenger ~J~41.)..P shake ·hands (on meeting after exchanging slaam)?'
He said, 11Yes,"t

CARESSING CHILDREN

{>i-o-' LS.J~ I)
4678. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1s~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ls~~
kissed (Sayyiduna) Hasan ibn Ali ~.1!1~ J· (Sayyiduna) Aqra' ibn Habis ~.1!1~ J who
was there (at the time) remarked, 11I have ten children, b~t I have never kisses any
of them." Allah's Messenger ~J"-:l~.ls1~ looked at him and said, "He who does not
display kindness is not shown kindness."2
We shall present Abu Hurayrah's ;..:&..lst~J hadith (~~1) at# 6143, Insha Allah And
the hadith of Sayyidah Umm Hani ~.ls~~J has been narrated that at# 3977.
SECTION II

~\illj~ili

MERIT & BLESSING OF HAND-SHAKE

1

Bukhari # 6263, Tirmidhi # 2729.
Bukhari # 5997, Muslim # 2318 (See also Upbringing of children in Islam (asridg) Mawlana
Habibullah Mukhtar ..l!'"'-J, Darul Isha' at Karachi. Pp 11 etc.
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4679. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ...~...1!1~.J narrated that the Prophet~'""J":l~.ii!l~.p said, 11When
two Muslims meet and shake hands, their sins are forgiven them before they part."
According to the version of Abu Dawud: He said, '-'When two Muslims meet and
shake hands, praise Allah and seek His forgiveness, they will be forgiven."1
COMMENTARY: Hakim Tirmidhi ...1!1~.J and Abu Shaykh ...1!1~.J have transmitted a hadith
from Sayyiduna Umar ~.1!1~.J in a marfu form that the Prophet ~J"~..l!~~ said, ''When two
Muslims meet and one of them offers salaam to the other, the Muslim of the two who is
very cordial and warm hearted is dearer to Allah. When they shake hands, Allah sends
down on them one hundred blessings, ninety of these on him who had taken the initiative
and ten on the other with whom he shook hands."
DISALLOWED TO BOW
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4680. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .ld ~.J narrated that a man submitted, 1'0 Messenger of
Allah, if anyone among us meets his brother or his friend, may he bow to him?" He
said, 11 No." He asked, 11May he embrace and kiss him?" He said, 11 No" He asked,
May he take his hand his and shake hands?" He said, ''Yes!"2
COMMENTARY: It is a custom among some people to bow to others when they greet
them. This is contrary to sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) and resembles the ruku or
bowing in salah (prayer) which is an exclusive worship of Allah.
Yahya wrote in Muhiy us sunnah ~oly Prophet's practice) that it is makruh (disapproved)
to bow the back at the time of greeting. Though some scholars do it, their doing is not
reliable and not worth emulating.
Shaykh Abu Mansur Maturidi .1!1 ~.J has stated in Mutalib ul Mumineen that if any one
kisses the earth before another or bows to him then he does not become a disbeliever but is
a sinner, nevertheless because reverence cannot be shown to anyone in this way. (But if it is
done as a form of worship then it is an act of disbelief and he becomes a disbeliever)
Some shaykhs say that bowing to anyone

is very near disbelief.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~.J and Imam Muhammad ...1!1~.J cite this hadith when they say that
embracing and kissing hands or forehead are makruh (disapproved). Others, however,
maintain that these things are makruh (disapproved) only when done to flatter anyone and
give him undue respect, or when they are likely to cause mischief. It is allowed to do these
things otherwise, like when bidding farewell to someone or welcoming anyone who return
1 Musnad

Ahmad, Tirmidhi # 2727, Abu Dawud # 5212.
2728.

2 Tirmidhi #
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from a journey after a long time, or when they meet after a very long interval, or are
overcome by love for one another for Allah's sake.
SHAKING HANDS PERFECTS SALAAM

4681. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.&!~..)narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~)»,~

said, 11The perfect sick visit is that one of you puts his h ands on the sick's forehead,
or on his hand and asks him how he feels. Arid the perfect form of your greetings of
·
one another is the handshake." (it is after giving salaam).1
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4682. Sayyidah Ayshah '~i»>~J narrated, "Zayd ibn Harithah arrived in Madinah.

At the time, Allah's Messenger ~J~i»ljJ was in my house. He came and knocked
at the door. Allah's Messenger ~J~fJ,,~ got up for him bare-bodied (except for the
lower wrapper), trailing his garment. By Allah, I had not seen him naked (except for
the wrapper) before that and have not seen him so after that He embraced him and
kissed him."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith and the one of Ja'far ibn Abu Talib ~)»,~..) (# 4686) affirm
that it is 'allowed to embrace and kiss on the hand or forehead. The jurists say that it is
allowed to embrace and kiss anyone returning from a journey.
EMBRACE IS PERMITTED
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4683. Sayyiduna Ayyub ibn Bushayr i»1~J reported that from a man of Banu 'Anzah

that he asked Sayyiduna Abu Dharr, ~ i»> ~J "Did Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ..1!1 ~
shake hands with you when you people met him?' He affirmed, 11I never met him
without his shaking hands with me. And, he sent for me one day but I was not at
home. When I arrived, I was informed of it, so I went to him and he was on a couch.
H~embraced me and that was better- much better- (then a handshake)."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that embracing is allowed even with one who has
not returned from a journey.
1

t Tirmidhi # 2731.
2 Tirmidhi

# 2732.
# 5214.

3 Abu Dawud
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WELCOME TO ISLAM

(LS.i.aj.ll oi.J.)) -..J't'\+!31
4684. Sayyiduna Ikrimah ~.:~lb'~; son of Abu Jahl narrated that on the day he came to
him, Allah's Messenger~-"~iii'~ welcomed him, 11Welcome to the emigrating rider!"1
COMMENTARY: Suyuti iii!~; has stated in Jama ul Jawami that Sayyiduna Mus' ab ibn
Abdullah 4.:t-.iill~;..narrated: "when Allah's Messenger ~J~ii11~ saw Ikrikah 4.:t-.ibl~; come
toward him, he stood up and walked up to him, embraced him and spoke the words of
welcome.
Before embracing Islam, Ikrimah was, like his father Abu Jahl, a sworn enemy of the
Prophet ~J~lbl~ and he was in the forefront in every battle against Islam. He was an
adept cavalier, and was very brave. On the day of the conquest of Makkah when the
enemies of Islam were routed thoroughly and Muslims gained perfect authority, Ikrimah
fled fro•n Makkah with some others and went to Yemen. His wife, Umm Hakim hint
Harith went to him and brought him to the Prophet ~J~.il!1~ and he regretted his past
conduct and sought pardon. He accepted Islam at the hands of the Prophet ~J ~ .ib1 ~·
Then he was such a good Muslim that he was worth envying and he .fought bravely for
Islam till he gained martyrdom in the battle of Yarmuk.
This ha•lith has been placed in this chapter of handshake because of its application with a
returnee from a journey.
KISSED THE PROPHET ~J~lb1~ ON THE PLEA OF SEEKING RETALIATION
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4685. Sayyiduna Usayd"ibn Khudayr 4.:t-.ibl~; was a man of the Ansars who used to
jest often with others. He was talking to them and making them laugh. The Prophet
11
~J ~ .ib1 ~ poked him under the ribs with a stick. He exclaimed, 1 want to take
11
retaliation (for it)." He said, ''Take it!" But, he said, You have a shirt on while I do
not." The Prophet ~J~lbl~ raised his shirt, and he began to embrace him and kiss
his side, saying afterwards, 11This is what I wished to have, 0 Messenger of Allah."2
(The urdu text explains that there could be a man other than Usayd 4.:t-li!l~; who was
a narrator see (commentary).
COMMENTARY: The translation is based on the text of the Masabih, but the Jami' al Usul
is clear that the jester was another man and usayd 4.:t-lbl~; is the narrator.

1

Tirmidhi # 2735~
Dawud # 5224.

• 2 Abu
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Teebi ~~~J points out that Usayd ~~~~J was a great, high ranking sahabi and he could not
have made people laugh.
Anyway, whoever was the one jesting, the Prophet ~J~~'jJ joined with him in good
h~mour and poked the stick in his side. This means that it is allowed to engage in good
natured conversation and light humour, provided one does not perpetrate what is
disallowed by Shari'ah (divine law).
EMBRACE FOR JA'FAR IBN ABU T ALIB ~is~~~ J
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4686. Sayyiduna shabi ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4~~~~ met (Sayyiduna)
Ja'far ibn Abu Talib ~~~~J and embraced him and kissed his forehead.t
COMMENTARY: This is about Ja'far's ~l»~~.J return from Ethiopia as mentioned in the
hadith # 4682.
Bayadi (see footnote) was Abdullah ibn Jabir Ansari ~..111~.J, the sahabi.
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4687. Sayyiduna Ja'far ibn Abu Talib ~..111~.J recounted the story of his return from
the land of Ethiopia, saying, "We set out (from Habshah, Ethiopia) and came to
Madinah where Allah's Messenger ~J ~ l»1 ~ met me and embraced me. He
remarked, 'I cannot say whether I am more happy at the conquest of Khaybar or at
Ja'far's arrival. This (my arrival) coincided with the conquest of Khaybar."2
COMMENTARY: The teacher of Imam Shafi'l .iii~ J shaykh sufyan ibn Uyaynah l»1~ J went
to meet Imam Maalik .iii~J who shook hands with him and pleaded, 'If embracing was not
a bid'ah (innovation), I would have embraced you." Shaykh Snfran l»1~J pointed out the
people better that them had embraced one another. He narrated that tradition of the arrival
of Sayyiduna Ja'far ~.\i~~J and the Prophet~J~l»~~ embracing him. Imam Malik l»1~J
sciid, "That was exclusive for Ja'far ~l»~~J.'' Shaykh Sufyan ..1!1~.J said, 'No. That is general
practice. H we are among ~e righteous then we and }afar ~l»~~.J are on the same platform
concerning this issue. If you permit me, I may narrate this hadith to your gathering." He
said, "Yes, you may narrate it." He then narrated that hadith with his line of transmission
and Imam Maalik .\i1~.J observed silence.

1

Abu Dawud # 5220, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 3227, Both in mur3al form. Some text of Musabih
and the Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) have it from Bayudi with a sound isnad.
2 Bayhaqi in Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3327.
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FEET MAY NOT BE KISSED
.l:J.
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4688. Sayyiduna Zari ~.ili1~J,who was a member of the deputation of Abd al Qays,

said, '"When we came to Madinah, we began to alight from our riding beasts rapidly
and (raced to the Prophet ~J4#~1~ and) vied with each other to be the first to kiss
the hand of Allah's Messenger~J4#.1l1~ and his foot.'t
COMMENTARY: The jurists say that it is disallowed to kiss anyone's foot. They explain
this hadith thus:
(i)
It was exclusively allowed to kiss the Prophet's ~J~..1!1~ foot; or,
(ii)
It was permitted in the beginning but the permission was withdrawn later; or,
(iii)
Those people were unaware of the disallowance; or,
(iv)
They were overtaken by their love and did this thing in their excitement or
elation.
KISSING CHILDREN
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4689. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.1!i~J narrated, "I did not see anyone resembling Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ .1l1 ~ in seriousness, calmness and pleasant disposition" according to a version that includes: - "in talk and speech - more than Fatimah .ill1~J
~.t~ whenever she came to visit him, he got up and welcomed her, took her by her
hand, kissed her (on her forehead) and offered her his seat. And, whenever he
visited her, she got up welcomed him, took him by his hand, kissed him (on his h
and, and offered him her seat where she had been sitting.2
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4690. Sayyiduna Bara ~ .a,, ~ J narrated that, "I came with Abu Bakr ~ .1l1 ~J to
Madinah (from an expedition) and we came first of all (into his house, directly).
Behold! Ayshah, ~~~J his daughter, was lying down suffering from fever. Abu
Bakr ~.&~~J came to her and asked, 'How are you, my daughter?' and, he kissed her
on her cheek."3

uuti

Abu Dawud # 5225.
Abu Dawud # 5217.
3 Abu Dawud # 5222.
1
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FOR THE SAKE OF THE CHILDREN

l

(.t:....llr~ J oI.J.J) -;lJ I~l:£~
4691. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.&1~J narrated that a child was brought to the Prophet ~
~J~..1!1.

He kissed the child and said, 11Know! They are a cause of miserliness and
cowardice, but they are bestowed as Allah's bounty and provision."1
COMMENTARY: It is the love of the children that drives parents to do things that may not
be proper. They become niggardly and avaricious as also cowards who keep away from
jihad.
But the children are also a fragrance. Without children, parents are barren and restless like
a hungry person seeking provision.
They are like flowers. Parents are delighted on seeing them, loving them and caressing
them in the same way as anyone is delighted with a sweet smelling flower.
SECTION III
~

'

MAN & HIS CHILDREN
'

,.
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4692. Sayyiduna Ya'la ~..11~~ J said, Hasan and Husayn raced one another to Allah's
Messenger ~J~..1!1~. He held them in his arms affectionately and said, 'Surely,
children are a cause of niggardliness and cowardice."'2
COMMENTARY: This hadith expresses love and compassion for the children. But, the
previous hadith has brought out their drawbacks using these very words.
HANDSHAKE & GIFTS
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4693. Sayyiduna Ata Khurasani ~..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..111J..P
said, 11 Shake hands with each other, Hatred and animosity will be removed. Present
gifts to each other, for, it removes malice (and grows love)."3.
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4694. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lia~

said, ''He who offers four raka' at salah (prayer) before noon is as though he has
1

Bayhaqi in Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) 3448.
21bn Majah # 3666, Musnad Ahma d4-172.
3 Muwatta Maalik # 16, in mursal form.
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offered them in the night of power (laylat ul qadr). When two Muslims shake
hands, there remains no sin between them, but is shed away."t
COMMENTARY: Teebi .&1~J said that sin's refer to malice, hatred and enmity. It is as in the
hadith # 4693.

CHAPTER-IV
STANDING OF (FOR SOMEONE)

This chapter is about standing up out of respect for someone. Some ulama (Scholars) say
that it is masnun to stand up for someone coming to a meeting or to anyone, as a mark of
respect and reverence for the visitor.
They cite the saying of the Prophet ~J~-&1~ (Stand up to your leader). See hadith # 4695.
Some authorities, however, say that it is makruh (disapproved) and a bid'ah (innovation).
And the disallowance for it is established. The Prophet ~J~-&1~ said, "Do not get up as
the ajamis (non Arabs) do." He said, ''This is the custom of the ajamis."

JjiljJaili

SECTION I

STANDING UP TO RESPECT THE MERITORIOUS
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4695. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~t:S- .111 ~J narrated that when Banu Qarayzah
submitted and agreed to (have Sa'd) ~t:S-.&I~J as an arbitrator and to) abide by Sa'd's
judgment, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ sent a messenger to him (to bring him to
pass judgment). He was residing near his ho.use, and came riding a donkey. When
he appr~ached the mosque, Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~ said to the Ansar, "Stand
up out of respect for your chie£."2
[This hadith is narrated at length earlier (# 3963)]
COMMENTARY: Banu Qurayzah were a tribe of the Jews of Madinah. In 5 AH, they
betrayed the Muslim in the Battle of the Trenches and changed sides to support the infidels
of Makkah. So, after victory at the Battle of Trenches, the Prophet ~1 ~.&1~ declared war
against them. They were compelled to lock themselves up in their forts, the Muslims
besieged them for twenty five days when they submitted and agreed to accept the decision
of Sayyiduna Sa' d ~t:S-.&1~J ibn Mu' acih ~t:S-.&1~J who was the chief of the tribe Aws, the allies
of Banu Qurayzah. Though he was living near to the house of the Prophet ~J~~~ yet
he was wounded seriously in the Battle. of Trenches, so he came riding an ass. He decided
that their fighting men should be put to death and women and children should be enslaved
and their properties should be divided. This resulted in some peace.
t Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul Eeman # 8955.
2

Bukhari # 4121, Muslim# 1768.
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Most ulama (Scholars) go by this hadith and say that if an honourable man comes then
people must stand up as a n1ark of respect for him. But, some ulama (Scholars) contend
that the Prophet :tol.,.,J"'~~~.;.., did not mean by:
1.-

.,

, I.

!'....:...::, v,.,J
1\U!_g
..r

~"'::

that they should stand up to honour Sa' d ~ ~~ ..r'; as was the custom to stand up for a
prominent man, for that is clearly disallowed. The prophet ~-J "-:l'" ~~ ~ said, "It is the
practice of the ajan1is." He did not approve of it all his life. Yahya ~'"4o? J said that if it was
for Sa' d's honour, the Prophet ~-J",.l'"~'.}""' would not have said: (~-J",.l'"~'jJ), but he would
have said (:•.S'~II_,.-_Ji) -stand up for your leader!). They say that the prophet ~J~~~~
rather instru(ted them to get up and help their leader dismount because he was
incapacitated.
These ulama (Scholars) also say about (i) the tradition that the Prophet ~J~~~~ stood up
for Ikrimah """~'~J (son of Abu Jahl) or (ii) the tradition of Adi """.a,'~J ibn Hatim that
whenever he went the Prophet ~J"#.a,,~ stood up for him or moved from his placethese traditions are weak and it is not proper to deduce evidence from them. ·
However, the former ulama (Scholars) point out to the tradition that the Prophet ~4.1 ~
~J stood up for Sayyidah Fatimah \f:."~~J and she for him. They maintain that it is farfetched to say that they stood up for love for one another and to show affection and to
receive the visitor. Moreover, Teebi "'"".\,'~J has stated in Muhiyus sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice) that the majority of the ulama (Scholars) agree that in the light of this hadith, it is
allowed to stand up to honour the ulama (Scholars), righteous and religious elders.
Nawawi .1!1 ~J said the standing up for the respected men is mustahab (desirable).
"Besides," he said "the disallowance to do so is not established from any sahih hadith."
Mutalib ul Mu'mineen quoted Qaniyah that it is n~t makruh (disapproved) to stand up to
honour a visitor. The standing up by itself is not makruh (disapproved) but desiring it and
being pleased with it is makruh (disapproved).
Qadi Iyad .i»1~J said the prohibition to stand up is for one who is sitting and people keep
standing before him still he sits. It is as a hadith says.
The gist of this discussion is
that it is allowed to stand up for a person who is learned and of outstanding
ability. There is no harm in it,
that it is makruh (disapproved) to stand up for one who does not deserve the
honour yet craves that people should stand up for him,
that it is makruh (disapproved) to stand up in order to flatter someone,
that it is extremely makruh (disapproved) to stand up to honour world- oriented
people and, in fact, a strict warning is given for this.
DISAPPROVED TO OCCUPY SOMEONE'S PLACE
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4696. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar """.1n~J narrated that the prophet ~J~a,~ said, ''No
man must get another to vacate his place and then occupy it himself. Rather, you
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should spread out and make room (for others voluntarily).I
COMMENTARY: Some people say that the tacit meaning is 'No man must get another to
vacate his place then occupy it himself. Rather, he should say 'you may spread out ... '
Imam Nawawi .1u~; said that this prohibition is nahi tahrimi. Whoever occupies a place
has a right to it. No one else must dislodge him from there. It is unlawful for anyone else to
forcibly occupy his place.
tEAVING ONE'S PLACE FOR A WHILE
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4697. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.l»'~
said, ''If anyone gets up from his place where he was sitting and returns then he is
more rightful to it."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that it applies to one who has left his place with
intention to return there soon. The Prophet ~J4Js.iil'~ used to leave behind his sandals at
his place if he had to go out for a little time.
However, if anyone goes far off or for a longtime then he has no right to his place even
though he may have left behind some sign.
. £s!lihj.J&4il

SECTION II

PROPHET ~J~~~~ DID NOT LIKE ANYONE TO STAND UP FOR HIM
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4698. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~~ ~; narrated that there was not anyone dearer to them
than Allah's Messenger ~J4Js...1!1~, yet when they saw him they did not stand up
because they knew that he did not like that.3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4Js.~~ did not like to put on airs and affected manners
in anything, walking, sitting, eating, drinking, etc. He said:
&... ,
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(I and f.he members of my ummah are fed up with pretensions)
Teebi ..1!144.>; said that reflected perfect love, a clean inner self and unity at heart.
In short, to stand up or not to stand up out of respect depends on individual situation and
conditions and on the people concerned. In some cases, it is proper not to stand up
particularly when the person coming does not approved it, or when mutual relations are
not subject to formalities. Also it is not al1owed to stand up for one who possesses no
·
religious merit but holds a worldly position.

1

Bukhari # 6269, Muslim # 2177.
2179.
3 Tirmidhi # 2754.

2 Muslim #
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BEING PLEASED WHEN MEN STAND UP LIKE STATUES
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4699. Sayyiduna Mu' awiyah ~Ji.!,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4,)s.Ji.IIJ-.P said,
11
He to whom it pleases that people should stand up like statues for him must
prepare his seat in hell."t
COMMENTARY: The words 'he must prepare his seat in hell' actually tell him that he has
made~himself deserving of hell. This applies to the arrogant one who cherishes that people
must stand up to honour him. But, if anyone has no such desire, yet people stand up on
their own to honour him, or to earn a reward, or out of humbleness, then there is no harm
in it for him. Khattabi Ji.!,~J has pointed out the hadith of Sayyiduna Sa' d ~~J (# 4695) that
it is mustahab (desirable) to stand up for a chief, a just ruler like a student stands before a
teacher; and it is not makruh (disapproved) to do so. Bayhaqi has said that this kind of
standing up is to earn reward and to honour. It is like the standing up for Sa'd ~~~~J (at
the command of the Prophet ~J4,)s.Ji.IIJ-.P or like the standing up of Talhah ~~~~J for Ka'b
ibn Maalik ~J»,~J· However, even a person who deserves that people stand up for him,
should not crave it and should not be displeased if anyone does not stand up for him.
DISALLOWED TO STAND UP
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4700. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~Ji.!,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~J»>~
came out (one day) learning on a staff. So, they stood up for him, but he said, "Do
not stand up in the manner of the standing of the ajamis, some of whom show
respect for some others."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith does not forbid standing up for others by itself, for, this is
know to be permitted through other ahadith. Rather, it is disallowed if done to boast and
be ostentatious. Also, the :t;'rophet ~J4.)s.iJij-P forbade the sahabah (Prophet's Companions)
~.1:1~J to stand up for him out of humility as also mentioned in the hadith (# 4698).
DO NOT OCCUPY ANOTHER'S PLACE

(Jjby.l oi.JJ)A.!$:a.;J&;~J!t
4701. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Abu Hasan JJ, ~J (a glorious tabi'ee and brother of
Hasan Basri) Ji.l1 ~J said, 11 Abu Bakrah ~ iJ1 ~J came to us in connection with a
1 Tirmidhi
2 Abu

# 2755 (2764), Abu Dawud # 5229, Musnad Ahmad 4-100.
Dawud # 5240.
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testimony (he had to give). A man stood up from his place for·him (to sit on) but, he
declined to sit in it and said, 'The Prophet ~ J ~ ~1 ~ has forbidden it, And, the
prophet ~J~A~~1~ also forbade that one should wipe his hand on the garment of
another person to whom he had not provided clothing."t
COMMENTARY: One may wipe one's hand on the clothing of one's children, slave,
servant, etc. whom one has clothed. It is more correct that there is not harm in wiping
hands on the clothing of a stranger too if he does not object to it.
As for sitting in the place of another, if he gives it happily then ~ere is not harm in taking
it. The man who had offered his place to Abu Bakr "'"".1!1~; may have been prompted to do
it or may have done it to observe formality. Or, Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah may have
construed the Prophet's ~J~.\i~~ saying to be of a general absolute application.
LEAVE SOMETHING ON YOUR PLACE IF YOU HAVE TO GO FOR A SHORT
WHILE
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4702. Sayyiduna Abu Darda 4:$~~; narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
~J was seated and they were seated around him and he got up, intending to return,
he would take of his sandals (and put them in his place, going home barefooted) or
something else from his person (like a sheet of cloth on his shoulder or a kerchief).
His sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .1!1 ~J would understand· that he would
return, so they remained seated at their places.2
·
COMMENTARY: The sahabah (Prophet's Companions)~~~~; were seated around him.
This means that they were to his right and left, and in front of him but it would not be right
to say 'on all four sides' because tt is not permitted to sit in the centre of a circle.
PROHIBffiON TO SQUEEZE ONESELF BETWEEN TWO
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4703. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr 4:$~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
~J said, ''It is not lawful for a man that he separate two men (and squeeze himself

between them) without their permission.''3
COMMENTARY: This is applicable when those two men are friends and could converse .
with one another.
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Abu Oawud # 4828.

2 Abu Dawud # 4854.
3 Tirmidhi # 2752 (2761),

Musnad Ahmad# 7078, Abu Dawud # 4845.
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4704. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb li11 ~.J narrated from .his father from his
grandfather that Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»,~ said, "Do not sit between two men
(\\ ho are already seated) without their permission."1
~~t~1jJaili

SECTION III

THE SAHABAH (PROPHET'S COMPANIONS)~.&~~.J DISPERSED AS THE
PROPHET ~y.~.1~~~ STOOD UP
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4705. Sayyiduna Abu Hurahrah 4:~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger l'"l....J"~lil'~
would sit with them in the mosque and converse. When he rose, they too stood up and
remained standing till they saw him go into the ~ouse or one of his wives 2ioJf:~.f»,~.J
COMMENTARY: The sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ li11 ~.J did not arise to show
respect, but because the meeting had concluded. They kept standing lest he remembered
something or returned when they saw him go, they dispersed .
. MAKEROOMFORTHENIDNCOMER
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4706. Sayyiduna Wathilah ibn Khattab ~lil'~.> narrated that a man came to Allah's
Messenger~J~.1!1~ when he was sitting in the mosque. So Allah's Messenger ~
~-J"#lill shifted a bit to make room for him. The man submitted, "0 Messenger of
Allah, there is enough space!" And, the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ said, "Indeed, a Muslim
has the right that when his brother sees him, he should shift somewhat to make
·
some space for him."3

Abu Dawud # 4844.
Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 8930.
3 Bayhaqi in Shah ul Eeman # 8933.
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CHAPTER- V
:1

SITTING, SLEEPING, WALKING

iii

:1

I

:1

~.o.J IJr.,;~J lj~_,~J ly li

JJi1jJJII.

SECTION I

SITTING WITH KNEES UP

4707. Sayyiduna Ib~ Umar ~l»~~J narrated 11I saw Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~ in
the courtyard of the Ka'bah sitting in the manner of ihtiba (which is knees drawn
up, legs drawn against the belly) supporting his legs with his hands.t
COMMENTARY: Ihtiba is to sit with knees drawn up, feet & heels resting on the ground
and hands griping the shins. The buttocks either rest on the ground or remain suspended.
Sometimes, a garment or a piece of cloth confines ·the legs, instead of the hands griping
them.
The Arabs were accustomed to sit in this manner. It is allowed to sit so. Rather it is
mustahab (desirable).
(see also Manners .in Islam, Bukhari, hadith # 1178 and 1182. the forms are qurtasa in
which hands grip the legs and hawah or ihtiba in which a garment or piece of cloth
·
enwraps them. - Darul Isha' at, Kar~chi)
LYING DOWN WITH FOOT ON FOOT

(~~)-ls_;.~,~~~,:Sll!
4708. Sayyiduna Abbad ibn Tamim i»1 ~J narrated that on the authority of his
paternal uncle (Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd Ansari) ~ i»1 ~ J that he said, 111 saw
Allah's Messenger ~J ~ i»1 ~ lying on his back in the mosque having placed on
foot over the other." 2
COMMENTARY: When a foot is put on another, the lower wrapper will not be displaced,
but if a leg is put on another the body might be uncovered.
The Prophet ~J ~ i»1 ~ lied down as described in the hadith, sometimes. He did this to
show that it is allowed, or to take a short rest. It was.his custom, otherwise, where people
were around to observe humility to the utmost. He set cross legged in a dignified and
humble manner.
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4709. Sayyiduna Jabir ~l»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~i»~~ disallowed
that a man should raise one leg and place the other on it while he lies on his back3
Bukhari # 6272.
Bukhari # 6287, Muslim # 2100.
3 Muslim # 2099.
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4710. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~.J narrated that the Prophet ~ J4Js.~I.}J said, "Let no o~e
among you lie down on his back raising one leg and plac;ing the other on it."1
COMMENTARY: When lying down on one's back, one may have a leg on another in two
ways.
Both legs may be stretched with one leg on, another. There is no hcthn in lying
(i)
down in this way. The body cannot be uncovered in this way. This is what is
meant by the hadith (# 4708); 'having one foot on another.'
One leg is raised with the knee up and the other leg is on the raised knee of the
(ii)
first leg. This method is disallowed, if there is likelihood o~ the body being
uncovered at the thighs. This can happen with a waste wrapper that is short. If
a pajama is wom, or the waste wrapper is long enough and the body will not
be uncovered, then this form of lying down is also allowed. The point is that
the thighs and private parts should not be bared.
SWAGGERING
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4711. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js.~'~
said, "while a man was swaggering in two striped cloaks feeling pleased with
himself (and regarding others with disdain); he was swallowed up (and consumed)
by the earth. He will continue to sink down into it till the day of resutrection."2
COMMENTARY: It is said that this hadith refers to Quran.3
Nawawi .au~;, however, said that he might be on~ of this ummah or may have been of any
of the past ummahs. Nevertheless, swaggering or strutting which is to walk boastfully,
holding the other people in contempt, is very bad and its consequences are frightening. We
seek refuge in Allah from that!
BEST WAY TO WALK: A man's walk gives out his nature and temperament. There are ten
kinds of walk and each from is given a name by the Arabs. The ideal form is called (~JA)
(hawn) which means 'peace' 'consistency.' While the movement is perfect, short and
deliberate steps are taken somewhat quickly, not aimlessly ambling like a weary one and
not rushing about impatiently flouncing. Both these kinds are bad. They disclose the
morose and foolish nature of the walker. Allah has described hawn as the walk of His dear
slaves:

U~t,}:J'ii~~~1~;JI~jJI!~j
{And the slaves of the compassionate are those who walk on the earth in humility} (25: 63)

Muslim # 2099 (ibid).
Bukhari # 5789; Muslim # 2088.
3 See Quran 28:26-29,29:39,40: 24.
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SECTION II

MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO RECLINE ON PILLOW
iii
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4712. Sayyiduna JC1bir ibn Samurah ~l»·~.J narrated that he saw Allah's Messenger
~J~l»·~ reclining on a pillow his .eft side.t
COMMENTARY: It is mustahab (desirable) to recline o~ a pillow. The Prophet ~J~l»·~
had s~d that if any one presents a pillow, it must be accepted just as he had said about scent.
IHTIBA SilTING

at

~I j
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4713. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~1»~~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger
~J ~ .&1 ~ sat in the mosque, he drew up his knees and griped them with his
hands.2 (This is ihtiba)
A HUMBLE SITTING
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4714. Sayyiduna Qaylah bint Makhramah ~ .1!1 ~) said, "I saw Allah's Messenger
~J~l»·~ sitting in the mosque in the. qurfusa manner."
She said, '"When I saw Allah's Messenger ~J~l»·~ in this humble manner, I was
overcome with fear and trembled."3
COMMENTARY: Qurfusa is to sit with knees errect and gripped by the hands. It is also to
keep them on the ground with thighs touching the belly and the palms in the armpits of the
opposite side. This posture was adopted by the desert Arabs. The Pr,ophet ~J4Js.i»•~ often
sat in this manner (see hadith # 4707)
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4715. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~1»1~.J narrated that after the Prophet~J~.l!·~
had offered the salah (prayer) of fajr, he sat crossed legged in his place till the sun
had risen high.4

Tirmidhi # 2770.
Razin, (Abu Dawud # 4846 But does not mention the mosque).
3 Abu Dawud # 4847.
4 Abu Dawud # 4850.
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LYING DOWN ON RIGHT SIDE
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4716. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah 4;.$- . .1!1 ~J said that when the Prophet ~J ~ . .1!1 ,)..P
alighted (at any place) during the night for a rest, he lay on his right side. And,
when he alighted just before down to rest, he kept hi~ arm erect on the elbow
resting on the ground and placed his head in the palm of his hand.t
COMMENTARY: In the morning before dawn, he did not lie down properly because he
had to remain alert and resume the journey after the salah (prayer) of fajr.
Sleeping on the right side is good because one does not become negligent and ford is also
digested well. Physicians recommend that one should lie on one's right side.
According to some traditions, when much of the night remained, the Prophet ~J4#~1~
, placed a brick under his head. If dawn was approaching then he put his head in his palm
described in the hadith.
·
PROPHET ~J~li11~ SLEPT WITH HEAD TOWARD MOSQUE

( Jjb~I o !..,.; ) -HIJ.l!s:: ~ I.....1..J~j

4717. One of the sons of Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~...1!1~.J said that the bedding of
Allah's Messenger ~J~ . .1!1 ~ was similar to the piece of cloth that was put in his
grave. And (he slept such that) the mosque was towards his head.2
COMMENTARY: The measurement of the Prophees ~J ~ . .1!1 ~ bedding was
approximately equal to the piece of cloth placed in his grave. it was not much in length or
breath. In fact, it was a red cloak on which he lay during his illness. When he died,
Sayyiduna Shaqran 4;.$-...1!1 ~J his slave, put it in the grave without consulting the sahabah
(Prophees Companions) ~lilt~.J· His idea was that no one should use the Prophet's ~~~
~J~ cloth after him. However, the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~1~J removed
this cloth before the grave was covered.
Whenever the Prophet ~J4#liii._)J lied down, he made it sure that his head was towards the
mosque. His room was to the left of the mosque and he lied down in the direction of the
qiblah.
According to one copy of the Mishkat, the word is masjad (not masjid) meaning prayer rug.
This means that he kept it by his head when he lied down to sleep.
DISAPPROVED TO LIE ON STOMACH

1
2

Bayhaqi in Sharah us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3359, Muslim# 313-687;
Abu Dawud # 5044,
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4718. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~.J narrated that Allf:l}t's Messenger saw a man
stretched ouf on his st~mach (on the ground). He said, "Surely this way of lying
down is what Allah does not like."t
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that lying down can be in one of four ways.
(i)
Lying on one's back. This is how those who reflect on the creation lie and they
.
strengthen their faith in this way. They observe the heavenly bodies.
(ii)
Lying on one's~right side. The worshipers lie down this way. They can awake
in the night and negligence may not overtake them. They get up on time to
-·
offer salah (prayer).
·(iii)
Lying down on one's left side. This is how the lethargic lie down. They get a
sound sleep in this way and they rest their body well.
Lyirtg face down on one's belly. This is how the negligent and foolish lie. This
(iv)
is also very disgraceful and evil.
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Sayyiduna Ya'ish ibn Tikhfah Ghafari .a,,~.J narrated that his father who was
among the ahl us Suffah ~...111~.J said, '~ile I was lying on my stomach because of
pain in my chest, someone shook me with his foot and said, 'this kind of lying
down Allah dislikes.' I looked and saw that he was Allah's Messenger ~J4#.iin~."2
COMMENTARY: Pain in chest could have been alleviated in other ways than by lying face
down.
SLEEPING ON ROOF WITHOUT PALISADE IS INVITING TROUBLE
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4720. Sayyiduna Ali ibn Shayban ~...111~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger~J~...\,1~
said, "If anyone sleeps in the night on the roof a house that has no protective wall,
'or according to a version, ''no stone palisade, then no responsibility exists
concerning him."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith has three versions and each uses a different word:
(i)
(~~) (hijab) meaning 'screen'. It refers to the wall that serves as a screen on
the roof and also preserves anyone from falling down.
(ii)
(.J~) (hijar) plural of (J'P') (hijr). It surrounds the roof so that no one may
overstep it and fall down. It may also be a fence.
(~) haja or hija and it means a curtain. In the latter case, it also means
(iii)
'intelligence' which bars a person from what harms. Haja also means edge or
Tirmidhi # 2768.
Abu Dawud # 5040, Ibn Majah.
3 Abu Dawud # 5041, Abu Muslim as sun an by Khattabi has a place of protection.
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comer where the fence of the roof is. (The word is pronounced hajan or hijan
(~).

The hadith says that Allah has taken responsibility to protect every person. It is His mercy
and compassi<?n that He has appointed angels and created such means as a person may use
and preserve himself. But, if anyone cares not to adopt precautionary measures, then Allah
absolves Himself of responsibility.
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4721. Sayyiduna Jabir ~,&,~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&'J-" forbade
that any man should sleep on a roof that has no enclosures.t
.DO NOT SIT WITHIN A CIRCLE OF MEN

(.).JIJ~1_, LS.l..o).ll

4722. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah said that he who sits in the middle of a circle is cursed
by the tongue of Muhammad~J~tJt.J-P.2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) differ on the application this curse:
(i)
A man comes to some people and instead of sitting at the extremes, he hops
over shoulders to get to the centre.
{ii)
Someone sits in the middle of a group of people in such a way that he obstructs
some of them from the view of some others and they find it difficult to carry on
their discussion.
(iii)
A jester leaps over the assembled men into the middle to make people laugh
with his jokes.
ASSEMBLE AT SPACIOUS PLACE
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4723. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.&1J-P
~J said, ''The best places to sit together are the most spacious ones."3
SIT TOGETHER, NOT SEPARATELY

(.)Jb~l ol.J.;) -63-.i'J;

4724. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~.&~~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger
Tirmidhi # 2854.
2753, Abu Dawud # 4826.
3 Abu Dawud # 4820. ~
t

2 Tirmidhi #
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·~J ~ .1!1 ~ came (into. the mosque from his home), the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~.1!1~J were seated (in groups, hither and thith~r). He s~id, 11Why is
it that I see you is separate groups?"I
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word at the conclusion is (~.r) the plural of (o.r) izzah
meaning; 'party.' Band, 'company' (of people). To sit in separate bands create~ separation.
So, the prophet ~J~-&1~ exhorted the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~lii'~J to sit
···
together. That is a sign of unity and togetherness.
Muslims must si.t In a single group or row when they are at one place.
DO NOT LIE PART IN SHADE PART IN SUN
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4725. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~

said, 1'When any of you is (sitting or ·lying down) in the· shade and the shadow
withdraws from him leaving some of him in the sun and some of him in the shade,
let him get up."2 ·
4726. (According to Sharh us sunnah {Holy Prophet's practice)) he (Abu Hurayrah) ~J
~.111 said, ~~en any of you is (sitting or lying down) in the shade and it falls back
from him, let him get up from there), because it is like the sitting of the devil."3
Ma'mar transmitted in this way from Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~; (in a mursal fcrm).
COMMENTARY: The second part is a mawquf hadith, but clearly a sahabi ~ ~~ ~ J will
naqate it only if he had heard it from the Prophet~J~Jil1~.
Some people say that the words 'sitting of the devil' represent a true expression. The devil
really sits there. Only he will choose to ~it part in the shade and part in sunlight. ·
Some others say that the devil compels a person to remain in such a position. The devil
means to harm him. So, just as he is man's enemy in religion, he also is his enemy in his body.
As for sitting or lying down in the sun wholly, it is disallowed or makruh (disapproved)
for another reason which is that it is bad for health. However, if one sit in the sun in winter
to get the heat, then it is allowed.
.
WOMEN SHOULD KEEP TO THE SIDES

oiJ..>) -.;l.l.J..~ ~'-'!l

~_;j~l j.s...;I.Jf~J~1 is1;.;i1 sJl{i~.;IDI yl~ls;&~~.;IDI
(~l.J~I~J~I_,.)j!Jy.l

uslim # 119-430, Abu Dawud # 4823. (See also Mullfler in Islam- Darul Isha'at Karachi)
Abu Dawud # 4821.
3 Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3335.
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4727. Sayyiduna Abu Usayd Ansari narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger li!lj...p
~J~ while he was emerging from the mosque (and speaking of religious issues)
and men and women were mingled in the road. (He heard him that) he said to the
women, 11 keep back (from men). Because it is not proper for you to walk in the
middle of the road. You must stay to the sides of the road." After that, the women
· k~pt extremely close to the wall so much so that their garments clung to the wall
(sometimes)."l
WALK APART FROM WOMEN

(.\jb_,~l oi.J..>)uifl_;ji$~Jll.
~~,.,!.._,tJ ~j~~Alll~&lJI....!J\_rlif.lif'j (tVrA)
,
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4728. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~iiii~J said that the Prophet ~J~iillj...p forbade that one
should walk between two women - meaning, he forbade (any) man. 2
COMMENTARY: It is the narrator who put in the word 'meaning' to explain the hadith,
otherwise 'man' is not a word of the hadith.
Not only between two women, men are disallowed also to walk with women, if there is
fear of mischief or temptation.
SIT WHERE A PLACE IS VACANT
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4729. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn.Samurah ~iii~~J said, "When we came to (a gathering of)
th~ Prophet, everyone of us sat down at the extreme and (where a place was
vacant). "3
COMMENTARY: The etiquette of the assembly were observed by the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~lii~~.J when they went to the Prophet ~1 ~.\ij...p None of them sought a
better and a more conspicuous place. Only he who thinks too highly of himself looks for a
prominent places but the sahabah.(Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J were free from egoism.
They set down wherever they got a seat.
The two hadith of Abdullah ibn Amr ~ .\1 ~ J have been narrated at # 4703(~}J ~'j) and
· 4704(~J~~~J) in the chapter on Standing up.
And the two hadith of Ali ~iii~~.J and Abu Hurayrah ~iii~~J will be narrated insha Allah,

at # 5790(lAS::J J.. IS!.kJ~Alll J_oJ,J, jJ.tJ ....!..~~) and 5795u.LJ~Alll j.oJ,J, JJ.!J u-- u--1 t¥~bu).
SECTION ill
DISALLOWED FORM OF SITIING

Dawud # 5272, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman.
2 Abu Dawud # 5273.
3 Abu Dawud # 4825.
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4730. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shurayd .&1~J narrated that on the authority of his father
(Shurayd Thaqafi) .ut..&t~J who said, "Allah's Messenger ~J~.&t~ passed by me
while I was sitting in this manner; my left hand was behind· my back and I was
leaning on the flesh of my hand. He said, "Will you sit in the manner of these with
whom Allah is angry?"l
COMMENTARY: Those with whom Allah is angry are the Jews according to the Quran,
Surah al-Fatihah. But, it could also mean all disbelievers.
Muslim must not emulate them.
LYING DOWN ON ONE'S STOMACH
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4731. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr .ut.ll!t~J narrated, ''The Prophet ~J~li11~ passed by me
while I was lying down on my stomach. He jerked me with his foot, ·saying
'Junduh! This is how they who will go to hell lie down.'2 aundub was his name)
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~1 ~.&1~ did not call him by his kunyah, but used his
name, Jundub.
He said that only the disbelievers lie down on their stomach. Or he may have meant that
the dwellers of hell would lie in this manner.

CHAPTER- VI
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SNEEZING & YAWNING
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4732. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .ut. .&t ~J narrated that the Prophet """""J ~ .&t ~ said,
"Surely, Allah likes sneezing but dislikes yawning. Thus, when any of you sneezes
and praises Allah, it becomes incumbent on every Muslim who hears him to say,
'May Allah have mercy on you! As for yawning, it is from the devil, so, when one of
1
2

Abu Dawud # 4848.
Ibn Majah # 3724.
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you ge~s the urge to y awn, he should suppress it to the best of his ability, for when
any of you y awns, the devil laughs at him."1
According to another version in Bukhari, additional words are: 11 And; if any of you
say 'Ha,' the devil laughs at him."2
. 'COMMENTARY: Sneeze relieves the mind and improves understanding. This results in
better obedience. Yawning causes lethargy and hampers proper understanding.
Thus, the words that Allah likes sneezing and dislikes yawning are in terms of their resu.lts.
To praise Allah is to say (4»~1) (Praise belongs to Allah) and it is better tO.
... aad
, (~,...L·hyJ)
Lord of the worlds). However, it is best to say:
f·"':r·
~.

Jl:i. J ~ JJ...W I
j:l

"'

(Praise belongs to Allah in all circumstances).
Ibn Abu Shaybah ~~~ J reported that in Musannaf that Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J narrated in a
muwquf form that if any one sneezes and says: (J~~ ~~,.•.1ahyJ.i»~') (Praise belo~gs to
Allah, Lord of the worlds, in all circumstances), then he will never be afflicted with pain in
molar teeth and in ear.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the wisdom in praising Allah on sneezing is that sneeze is
assign of mental health and alert temperament. This is a great blessing of Allah. Obviously
it is most appropriate that one should praise Allah on being bestowed His blessing.
IT IS FARO (COMPULSORY) OR WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) TO SAY MAY ALLAH ...
HAVE MERCY ON YOU
The hadith say that every Muslim who hears the sneezer praise Allah must say 'May Allah
have mercy on you!' (~'~r.). Does it mean that it is fard (compulsory) to say these words?
The Hanafis say that it is wajib kifayah (adiquate obligation) on those who hear the
sneezer' s praise to say 'May Allah have mercy on you!' This means that if one of those who
hear him says(~'~f..), the rest are absolved of the wajib (obligatory duty). But, according
to one opinion it is mustahab (desirable) to respond. 3
However, it is written in Safar us Sa' adah that the apparent meaning of the saheeh
(correctfperfect) ahadith is that it is fard (compulsory) on every Muslim (who hears the
sneezer's praise) to say(~'~ r-). The response of any of them will not absolve the others of
the fard (compulsory). Some ulama (Scholars) follow this opinion .
.The Shafi' s ~~ ~J say that the response to the sneezer' s praise of Allah is sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice) kifayah but it is better that every one who is present should respond.
with (~'~f..) May Allah have mercy on you!
Imam Maalik's .&1~J opinion is not clear whether the response is wajib (obligatory) or sunnah
(Holy Prophet's practice), if the sneezer says (4»~') Praise belongs to Allah and is heard by
those present. If he does not say (4» ~') then he does not deserve a response. Also, if he
speaks so softly that no one hears him them he does not deserve a response. The key word is
(~)'hears it' The same command applies to salaam and all affair's that are fard kifa:yah
Bukhari # 6226 (and # 3289)
Bukhari # 5223 (and # 3289) -not Muslim as the Urdu/ Arabic text say.
3 It is not clear if the response is mustahab (desirable) instead of Wajib (obligatory) kifayah on all who
hear, or it is mustahab (desirable) on the rest of the people who are said to be absolved because of one
person responding (Translator) RAR.
t
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(adequate duty), like sick visits, burial preparations, funeral salah (prayer) and so on.
It is stated in Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) that this hadith is evidence that the
sneezer must say (4~1) in an audible voice for others who are present to hear it and he
may deserve a response.
RESPONSE TO FIRST RESPONSE
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4733. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.Im~
said, "When one of you sneezes, he must say (.s~~l) 'Praise belongs to Allah.' Then,
his brother (Muslim)- or his companion- should say to him (.111~.ft) 'May Allah
have mercy on you!' when he says (.11t~.ft), he (the sneezer) must say:
k
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~
J
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'May Allah guide you and may He put your affairs right! 1111
NO RESPONSE IF SNEEZER FAILS TO PRAISE ALLAH
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4734. Sayyiduna Anas ~.111~J narrated that two man sneezed while they were sitting
near the Prophet ~J~~~~. He gave response to one of them (Saying (~'~.r.)
may Allah have mercy on you!) but not to the other. This man said, "0 Messenger
of Allah, you prayed for him but not for me." He said, "Surely, this one had praise
Allah, but you did not praise Allah." (So, you do not deserve a response.)2
COMMENTARY: If anyone who sneezes does not say (~1~1) then he does not deserve an
invocation of mercy (~~.r.).
Mukhul ~~~J said that he was sitting with Ibn Umar ~.11~~.J in a mosque when someone
sneezed from a comer. ·Ibn Umar ~.&.~.J responded, "May Allah have mercy on you (~.r.
~1) if you have praised Allah."
Shabi .111~.J said, "If you hear someone from behind a wall sneeze and say (~1~1) praise
belongs to Allah then you should give a response to him, saying (.1!1~.Jt) May Allah have
mercy on you!"
l
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4735. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~.&~~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
Bukhari # 6224.
2 Bukhari # 6225, Muslim# 2991.
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say, 111£ anyone among you sneezes and praise Allah (saying (4~1)) then pray
for him (.\1~.t-) Allah have mercy on you). But, if he does not praise Allah, then do
not pray for mercy on him."l
ABOUT OF SNEEZES
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4736. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn Akwa ~.111~ J narrated that he heard the Prophet ~jJ
~Jl.# say when a man sitting near him sneezed, (~'~.t-) 'May Allah have mercy on

you.' The man sneezed again and he said, 11The man has cold."2
According to another version, when he sneezed a third time, he said about him, 11 He
has a cold."3
COMMENTARY: Since the man had a bout of sneezes and though he may say 'Praise
belongs to Allah' every time, yet it was not necessary to repeat 'May Allah have mercy on
you' each time.
According to another hadith of Abu Dawud and Tirmidhi (respectively # 5036, 2753 or
2742); If anyone sneezes repeatedly and praises Allah, a response must be given three times
where after one may or may not give a response at one's direction.
It is wajib (obligatory) or sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) mu'akkadah to respond to a
sneezer who say (4~') three times. After that, if no response is given then it is not wrong
but if a response is given, it is mustahab (desir~ble) not wajjb (obligatory) or sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice) muwakkadah.
KEEP HAND OVER MOUTH WHEN YAWNING
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4737. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#li11~
~J

said, 11When any of you has the urge to yawn, let him put his hand over his
mouth, for the devil enters (if he has a gaping mouth)."4
COMMENTARY: The devil really enters the mouth or influences the man and tempts him.
~&,j.Jaiii

SECTION II

KEEP HAND ON FACE WHEN SNEEZING
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4738. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ li!1 ~; said that when the Prophet ~ J 1.# lilt~
t Muslim # 54-2992.

Muslim # 55-2993.
2743 (2752).
4 Muslim# 57-2995.
2
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sneezed he covered his face with his hand or his garment suppressing the sound
thereby.t
COMMENTARY: It is good manners to cover the face when sneezing and to soften the
sound. Shari'ah (divine law) also demands it. The ulama (Scholars) say that it is mustahab
-(desirable) to suppress the sound of sneeze but to say (4~1) in a Joud voice ..
PRAYER FOR ONE WHO SAY MAY ALLAH HAVE MERCY ON YOU!
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4;S. ~~ .$PJ said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ said,
''When one of you sneezes, let him say: (J~ JS' ~4~1) Praise belongs to Allah in all
circumstances; He who responds must say (~1~.fl) 'May Allah have mercy on you!
Then, he to whom the response was given (meaning the sneezer) should say:

4739. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub
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'May Allah guide you and set_ your affairs right."2
THE JEWS FAKED SNEEZE
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4740. Sayyiduna Abu Musa 4;S.~I.$PJ said that the Jews pretended to sneeze in the
presence of the Prophet ~J~~~~ in the hope that he might (be deceived and) say .

(~'~:Jt) 'May Allah have mercy on you! But, he would say (only); (~4~!J.1n~!..\.f!)
'May Allah guide you and set your affairs rightf'3
SALAAM ON SNEEZING

k
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4741. Sayyiduna Hilal ibn Yasaf ~~~ J narrated: we were with Saalim ibn Ubayd .$PJ

~ ~1 when a man among them sneezed and said (~ ~"j...J1) (as Salaamu alaykum)
'peace be on you.' Saalim 4;S.~I.$PJ said to him," And on you and on your mother!"
1

Tirmidhi # 2754. Abu Dawud # 5029.
Tirmidhi # 2741, Darimi.
3 Tirmidhi # 2739, Abu Dawud # 5038, Bukhari # 6224, Musnad Ahmad.
2
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The man seemed to have felt bad about it, so he said to him, "Mind You! I did not
say anything other than what the Prophet ~J ~ . 11t jJ has said when a man had
sneezed and called out, 'Peace be on you!' So, the Prophet ~ J~oJs.iJlljJ had said, 'On
you and on your mother!' Then, he explained, 'when any of you sneezes, he should
praise Allah" (~tyJ<~~~~t)- praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the worlds! The
one who responds to him should say. (..1!1 ~.r.) - inay Allah have mercy on you!
And, he should respond with (~J..1lt.P!) - may Allah forgive me and you!"l
COMMENTA~Y: There is no point in offering salaam when one sneezes. As for t~e resonse
to one who prays(.&!~;.), the sneezer may add to (~J..111.P!)2
3
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It is better.
If the sneezer says something other (<~~~~') then he does not deserve a response.

REPEATED SNEEZING
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4742. Sayyiduna Ub~yd ibn Rifa'ah ~..11~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4Js-..1lt~

said, "Respond (with ..1lt~jt) to one who sneezes three times (in succession). If he
sneezer more than that,· you may if. you like give a response to him, or you may
not."4 (See hadith # 4736 and 4643)
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4743. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&!~J said, "Give a response (with .&!~.r.) to your

(Muslim) brother when he sneezes three times. If he sneezes more than that then he
has cold in the head.''S
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~1JJ1~ J traced this hadith to the Prpphet ..1!1~
~J4Js.. Even ofuerwise he had heard it from the Proph~t ~J4#~~~~.
·
SECTION III

~llillj:.;Q~

DO NOT ADD TO PRAISE OF ALLAH ANY WORDS ON SNEEZING

1 Tirmidhi

# 2740, Abu Dawud # 5031.
May Allah forgive me and you.
3 May Allah guide you and set your affairs right.
4 Abu Dawud # 5036, Tirmidhi # 2744:.
5 Abu Dawud # 3035.
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4744. Sayyiduna Nafi 1111 ~J narrated that a man sitting next to Ibn Umar ~ 1111 ""'J
sneezed and said:
I

I

JJIJ_,......;~_...o~I_,JJ~I

'Praise belongs fo Allah and peace be on Allah's Messenger ~J ~ 1ll1 ~ Ibn Umar
~1111~; said, ''I too say; 'Praise belongs to Allah and peace be on Allah's Messe~ger
~J~1II1~, but it is not in this way. (It is neither as taught nor is it mustahab
(desirable).) Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ has taught~us that we should say (On
sneezing): (J~JS'~<~~~~1) 'Praise belongs to Allah in all circumstances."'t

CHAPTER - VII
LAUGHING

jJi•j.;afr.

SECTION I

PROPHET ~1 ~1»1~ ONLY SMILED

(LS.;~I oi.J.;) -J ':'1-...!.J~
4745. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~1II'""'J said, "I never saw the :Prophet ~1 ~111~~ laugh so
much that I might see his uvula. He only smiled."2
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4746. Sayyiduna Jarir I,;S.~'""'J narrated: Ever since I became a Muslim, the Prophet
~J~1II1~ did not deny me permission (to meet him). Besides he never looked at
me without smiling.3
·
COMMENTARY: It could also mean that the Prophet ~J~o#~l~ never denied to give him
what he wished to have.
SMILED AT ACCOUNTS OF THE JAHILIY~ (IGNORANCE PERIOD)
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4747. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~~'""';narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.~1»1~
~J did not arise from the place where he had offered the salah (prayer) of fajr till
1

Tirmidhi # 2738.
# 6092.
3 Eukhari # 6689- Muslim# 4-1925.
2 Bukhari
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the sun had risen. When it rose, he got up (and offered the salah (prayer) of ishraq,
or went home. Meanwhile,) they (the sababah) ~ .1!1 ~.J conversed with each 9ther
and recalled accounts of the jahiliyah (ignorance period), and laughed. But, Allah's
Messenger ~J~.&1~ (merely) smiled.1 According to a version: (Meanwhile,) they
recited poetry to each other.2
COMMENTARY: Poetry concerned monotheism and other Islamic aspects.
It is allowed to recall events of the jahiliyah (ignorance period) and laugh at them.
~t~1j..4fli

SECTION II

THE PROPHET ~J~.&~~ SMILED OFfEN
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4748. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Harith ibn Ja'I ~.&~~;,·,I have not seen anyone smile

as much as Allah's Messenger."3
~JtihJ.bfli

SECTION IIJ

THE LAUGHING OF THE SAHABAH (PROPHET'S COMPANIONS)~.&~~;
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4749. Sayyiduna Qatadah ~.&~~.J said that Ibn Umar ~.&·~ J was asked whether the

sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.&1~; of Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ laughed
often. He said, "Yes, but faith was heavier in their hearts than a mountain.
Sayyiduna Bilai ibn Sa'd .&1~; said, 'I found them running between the mounds of
earth at the targets (o( the arrows) and laughing to each other. But, when night
spread, they were (devoted worshippers) fearful of Allah."4
COMMENTARY: The sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .&1 ""'.J laughed when the
occasion called for its but they were not carried off. They did not laugh as the negligent do
and the worldly do. They did not forsake the etiquettes of Shari'ah (divine law) when
laughing.
.
At night, they abandoned all worldly affairs and worshipped Allah with fearful hearts.

Muslim # 2322.
Tirmidhi # 2850.
3 Tirmi~ # 3641 (3661)
4 Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3351.
t
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CHAPTER - VIII
NAMES1
This chapter is about rules for names, what names to give children and the recommended
and disliked names.
SECTION I

·PROPHET'S ~J~~l~ KUNYAH
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4750. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~;narrated that the Prophet~J~~~~ was in the market
when a man called. 110 Abul Qasim!" So, the Prophet ~J~~~ turned to him, but
he ~ubmitted, 'I was (Not calling you but) just calling this man." So, the Prophet~
~J~~~ said 'You may give yourselves my name but do not give my kunyah."2
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4751. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~;narrated that the Prophet ~J~i»l,}.p said 11You may
call your~elves by my name, but do not give yourselves my kunyah, because I have
been made one to distribute. I distribute among you."3
COMMENTARY: Kunyah is an honorific name used with Abu or Umm, or Ibn, etc.
The Prophet ~J ~ i»1 ~ as Qasim, distributed the knowledge and wisdom, religious
commands and rulings as also worldly possessions, like booty, etc among the Muslims. It
also means that he gave glad tidings of paradise and other blessings to the pious, and
waved the evil people of punishment in hell. The other people do not possess this
qualification, so they should not have the kunyah Qasim for themselves. However, they
may give their children his name. He was not Abu al Qasim because of a son named Qasim
but he was Qasim as a distributor to the people of knowledge, etc. and tidings, etc, and
booty and worldly goods. Here Abu does not mean 'father' but 'possessor' or 'owner' of.
Mulla Ali Qari ~~"~; and some others say that this disallowance was only in the times of the
Prophet ~""'J~i»'~·
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi i»1 ~; said that these two hadith make clear that
the name 'Muhammad' may be given to children but it is not proper to use the kunyah Abu
al Qasim (Abu Qasim) whether the person's name is Muhammad or not. This is the opinion

See also 'Treasury of Muslim Names; published by Dar ul Isha' at Karachi.
Bukhari # 2128, Muslim# 3-1683.
3 Bukhari # 3114, Muslim# 4083.
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of Imam Shafi .i»1 ~J and Zawahir Muhammad Shayb~i ~~ ~J however, holds that the
Prophet's ~""'y.#.i»'~ name and kunyah should not be combined in any one man. If anyone
is named Muhammad, then he should not use the kunyah Abu al Qasim for himself. But, if
a man is not named Muhammad then it is allowed to him to be called Abu al Qasim. He
interpret these two hadith to mean this.
According to a third opinion, one who is named Muhammad, may also use the kunyah
Abu al Qasim, This opinion is attributed to Imam Maalik .i»1~J· He holds that the ahadith
disallowing it are abrogated.
Some people say that the disallowance was valid during the lifetime of the Prophet ~~~~
~J and a man is allowed to have his name and kunyah after his death. They. cite the hadith
of Sayyiduna Ali ~.i»~~J that he asked the Prophet ~J~.i»1~ if he might name any son
born to him after the Prophet's ~J ~ ~~ ~ death as Muhammad and also give him the
kunyah Abu Qasim. The Prophet ~J ~ .1l1 ~ gave him his permission to do so. Thus,
Muhammad ibn Hanifah ~~~J who was born after the death of the Prophet ~J~.1l1~ was
given the kunyah Abu al-Qasim by Sayyiduna Ali .ut-~1~ J·
Another opinion is that no one is permitted to have the name 'Muhammad' too. But, this
opinion is not deserving of consideration. (It is unreliable.)
The most CO!fect opinion is that of the Hanafis. It is:
(i)
One may keep the name of the Prophet ~J ~ .1l1 ~· In fact, it is mustahab .
·
(desirable) to do so,
(ii)
But, even after his death, it is disallowed to have the Prophet's ~J ~ ~ jJ.
kunyah as one's own. In this sense, the disallowance was more accentuated
during his life time.
(iii)
In the same way, it is more severely disallowed to keep both his name and his
kunyah.
As for the hadith of Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J that was an excl~sive case with him. It is implicit
in the context of the hadith. Hence, it is not allowed to anyone else besides him to use the
Prophet's ~J~~'jJ kunyah. This is confirmed by the tradition of Ibn Asakir .i»1~J in Jama
ul Jawami as narrated by Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J· One day he and Sayyiduna Talhah ~iii~~ J
were conversing during which the latter asked him why he had given his son b~th the
name and kunyah of the Prophet ~ J~~'jJ though he had forbidden anyone to combine
both. So, Sayyiduna Ali~~~~..) sent for the Quraysh sahabah (Prophet's Companions) i»1~J
~ and they bore testimony that the Prophet ~ J~~~~ had given exclusive permission to
Ali ~~~~J that, after his death, Ali ~~~~J may give his name and kunyah to his son.l
(See also hadith 4769 and 4770)
THE BEST NAMES ARE ABDULLAH & ABDUR RAHMAN
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0J.-.o oi-'J) -~3JI4-J
1 According to Ibn Kathir in Vol16 p 261 of AI Bidayah wa an-Nlhayah, the name Muhamamd was
given to father, son, Son for fourteen generations. According to the Urdu Ba Muhamad Ba Waqar of
Mawlana Muhammad Zahid ai-Husayni this happened in Madinah and the man was of Ayman Abu
al Barakat (p 19) Muktabah Bukhari Karachi.
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4752 Sayyiduna Ibn Umar """..li'~J narrated that ~ah's Messenger ~J4.}s-..lil~ said,
11
The dearest of your names to Allah are Abdullah and Abdur Rahman.t
COMMENTARY: Some people interpret the hadith to mean that both these names are
dearest to Allah after the names of the Prophet r">\-ll ~- This means that both names
Abdullah·and Abdur Rahman are not dearer t<;> Allah than the name Muhammad. They are
less dear"'t:hen, or as dear as, the name Muhammad.
Few disallowed names
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4753. Sayylduna Samurah ibn Jundub """..lit~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..li1~
11
~J4.}s- said; Do not give the name Yasar, Rabah, Najih or Aflah to your son lest you
may ask 'Is he (say Yasar) here, while he is not there and you will get a reply,
'(Yasar is) not here!'"
According to another version from him: ''Do not call your son Rabah, Yasar, Aflah
or Nafi."'2
(The names mean; Yasar is abundance, wealth. Rabah is profit , gain. Najih is
successful, · prosperous, victorious. Aflah is successful, delivered (from
_
predicament). Nafi is beneficial, ptofitable.
COMMENTARY: The hadith forbids these and similar names because if anyone by such a
name is called and he is not there then the answer ~Not here' could' be taken in its literal
meaning; there is no wealth here!'
Not only these but other such names as can be misinterpreted are forbidden, too.
Nawawi .1!1~J said that it is makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer to lawful) to keep such
names.
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4754. Sayyiduna Jabir """..1!'~J narrated, 11The Prophet ~J4#..1!1~ had intended.to
forbid keeping names: Ya'la, Barakah, Aflah, Yasar, Nafi and similar to th~m.
However, I observed that he said nothing cifterwards about it. Finally, he died
without disallowing them."3
COMMENTARY: Yahya .1!1~J points out that Jabir """.1!'~J ad seen signs of disallowance of
such names but had not heard the ahadith that have been narrated disallowing them. So,
he spoke as he did, but such names as mentioned have been disallowed.
Mulla Ali Qari ..1!1~J said that the Prophet ~J4#..1!1~ intention was to disallow it as nahi
tahrimi but he decided against it because that might have become difficult for the people to
t Muslim # 12. 2132.
2
3

Muslim # 10-2136.
Muslim # 13-2138.
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observe. Hence, such names are makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer to lawful) notmakruh
(disapproved) tahrimi (disliked but allowed and not disliked and disallowed).
SHAH IN SHAH IN A DISALLOWED TITLE
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4755. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~

said, "The most wicked name in Allah's sight on the day of resurrection will be that
of a man called Malik ul Amlak (for Shah in Shah) - king of kings."t
According to a version: He said; ''The man who will be subject to most anger from
Allah on the day of resurrection and the worst of all men will be one called Malik
ul Amlak. There is no king but Allah."2
COMMENTARY: There is no king but Allah what to say of 'King of Kings'. The title king
of kings is appropriate only for Allah. No one may even hope to associate himself with
Him in this title.
DO NOT GIVE NAME THAT EULOGIZES
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4756. Sayyidah Zaynab bint Abu Salamah ~~ ~~ ~.J said, "I was named Barah

(meaning, pious). So, Allah's Messenger ~""J4#.&'~""' said, "Do not describe yourselves
as pure. Allah knows best who the pious among you are. Name her Zaynab."3
COMMENTARY: Do not use such names as make the bearer an egotist.
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4757. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .&1 ~.J said that the name of Juwayriyah had been

Barrah. Allah's Messenger ~J4#.iil1~ changed it to Juwayriyah. He did not like that
people might say that he had come out after being with Barrah.4
COMMENTARY: Barrah means 'pious' it is not a good thing to part from the pious and this
would have been implicit if anyone had said, 'The prophet ~J4#.&'~ has come out after
being with Barrah.
Both these successive traditions give two different reasons why the name 'Barrah' is not
recomroended. Another reason is what is said about the names Yasar etc. Similarly, dislike
for those names could also be these reasons, all of them including the one mentioned there.
Bukhari # 2606.
Muslim # 20-2143.
3 Muslim# 19-2142.
4 Muslim # 16-2140.
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MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO CHANGE BAD NAMES
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4758. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..1!1~J said that a daughter of (Sayyiduna) Umar ~.&1~J
was named (4.:J~) Aasiyah (sinful, disobedient). So, Allah's Messenger ~J"~-&1~
gave her the name Jamilah (beautiful).t
COMMENTARY: During the jahilihan, the Arabs kept such names as (4.:J~)- (IS""~) (AasiAasiyah) meaning disobedient, sinful, rebellious to Allah. The Prophet ~J ~ .\1 j-P
expressed disapproval of such names and changed them. It is mustahab (desirable) to
change bad names.

<~~)-J}!.!JI~!&~J'lJ~0~ijli~!LAJlii,~i
4759. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd ~.&1~J narrated that when Mundhir ibn Abu Usayd
~..1!1~ J was born he was brought to the Prophet ~J~-&1~. He put him on his lap
and asked, "what is his name?" The name who had brought him disclosed his
name. But, he said, "No! His name is al-Mundhir."2
COMMENTARY: 'Mundhir' means 'one who warns of Allah's punishment,' 'propagates
commands.'
DO NOT SAY MY SLAVE ...
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4760. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~
said, "No one of you must say (to his slave and slave girl). 'My slave (IS~)' and 'My
slave woman (...s=--1).' You are all slaves of Allah and all your women are slave women
of Allah. Rather, one may say 'My child ('-"'}l.t.)' and 'My daughter (~;":-),' and 'My
servant ('-'t:i) and 'My female servant (~it:i).' So, too, a slave must not say, 'My Lord
(~.¢;), but he may say, 'My master ('-'~)."'
According to a version: "He may say, ''My master (IS~)' and 'My patron('-'~_,..)."
According to a version: "The slave must not say to his master, 'My patron ('-'~_,.),
because your patron is Allah (alone)."3
COMMENTARY: In the days when slavery was prevalent, they masters used to call their
slaves in these words 'Abd (English equivalent slave) has a peculiar sense. In Islamic belief,
Muslim # 15-2139.
# 6191, Muslim.
3 Bukhari # 2552, Muslim# 15-2249.
t

2 Bukhari
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a man is 'abd (~)only of Allah (and slave does not depict its correct meaning): He cannot
be an abd of another man, for, an 'abd (feminine of which is amaH) is one who worships
and worship is made only of Allah. Hence, if a man ccills another 'my abd,' then he
associates himself with Allah and even if he does not do so, at least, hf~ makes it seem that
he does so. Therefore, the Prophet ~J"#.&'~ forbade the use of these words. According to
the Qamus, the word amati v: amah is also someone' s property and in true sense she -can
be only Allah's property.
The words that are permitted to be used (~~) (ghulam) and (~Jb:-) Oariyah), tl~~~' are not
derogatory and (~) (fata) means young man and (oW) (fatah) young woman. The3e words
also express compassion and love for the slave, both male and female.
As for calling them young man and young woman, howsoever old the salves be, the
masters are expected to deal wi~~ them as young and youths. Yney do not give them the
respect normally given to the old people. Where work and labour is concerned, old people
and young are equally alert, so they too were called young men.
In short, if these people have to be distinguished then too derogatory words should not be
used for them. If these words are not used in an insulting manner then using them is not
disallowed, for they are used also in the Quran and the hadith. The Quran says:
(;.~lllJ;S"~l;s;~~UliJ) and (<f~J~~~_;h11~~dlJI~_;......). Many ahadith also use these words.
Similarly, Blaves are advised not to address their masters a..; Lords. Though the masters are
responsible for their upbringing and boarding and lodging, yet only Being is their Lord He
is the (~J) (Rabb, Lord). He is Allah. Here again, it is dballowed to call anyone a Rabb if the
characteristics of the Divine Being are associated w.ith him. If they are not so associated
then the word rabbis used by the Quran too to ref~r to the master, as in:

~j.;ik
?l;S-51
:,
""~
Slaves may use this word for their master provided they do not ascribe Divine qualities to
him. They may also call him (~.S~) Sayyidi- my master!
In this hadith, one version calls upon slaves to address their master as (J ~) (mawla), but
the other forbids them, saying 'only Allah is mawla.' The fact is that this words embraces
many meanings, like authority, administrator. Helper, etc. Hence, slaves may use this word
for their master if they do not hold him to be Divine. They may use it for their master as
long as they have his human weaknesses and traits in mind.
According to a hadith in Bukhari, (~-Ai'~r_,AJIJ~) (the mawla of a people from among them).
.
Tabari has a hadith: (oy.lj;:-jl'Jy') (a man's mawla is his brother).
A master should not be called a mawla if Divine attributes are attached to the word. The
Quran says about Allah

~I _;.J.J..J J_;jl ~
{(Allah is your patron) Excellent patron, and Excellent Helper!} (8: 40)
This discussion reconcile's the two versions. If the word mawla is use to give extreme
respect, then it is not allowed to be used for human beings, otherwise there is no ham in
using it for them.
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4761. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J said that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, 11 Do

not say al-Karam (concerning the vine or grapes) for the Karam is the heart of the
believer."1
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4762. According to another version from Sayyiduna Wa'il ib Hujr )»,~ J, he said; ''Do

not say al Karam, but say al-inab (grapes) and hablah (vine)."2
COMMENTARY: The Arabs used to call grapes or vine 'Karam' because wine was made
from it and they believed that wine grows generosity in man. So, when Islam prohibited
wine and declijred it as impure, the Prophet ~J ~ )»1 ~ disallowed the use of Karam for
vine and grapes. This word could not be used for an impure thing. The word 'karam' is a
word dflc;rnhing great qualities. So it could refer to a believer and his heart, the receptable
of ligh• and Divine aware:ness.
. DO NOT REVILE TIME
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4763. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~)»'~J nalrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~)»,~
said, 11 Do not call grapes karam, and do not ~:ay 'woe to time (dahr),' for, Allah is

Ad-Dhar."3
COMMENTAR'f: During the jahiliyan, when people faced an inconvenience they
exclaimed (_rA-llk~l!) 'woe to time!' Even today, the ignl.!'ant blame the times. The Prophet
~J~~~~ mace it clear that a~-dahr (time) is nothing by itself. Changes and vicissitudes
are in Allah's pcwer and control. So whatever good or bad relief and trouble is attributed
to time really tuntS to Allah who alone is the Doer, so blaming time or ad-dahr is to blame
Allah.

{.;J.-A o I.J.J)
4764. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~)»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~,&,~

said, 'None of you must revile ad-dahr (time), for indeed, Allah is truly Himself adDahr (and He changes times)."4
DO NOT DESCRIBE TRIAL AS WRETCHEDNESS

Muslim# 7-2247.
Muslim# 12-1248.
3 Bukhari # 6182.
4 Muslim # 7. 2247.
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4765. Sayyidah Ayshah ll~~~.ri'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J.ys-.1!1~ said,
"Do not let anyone of you say (~~) Khabuthat nafsi (I feel upset because of over
eating or I am wretched or wicked). But say (~ ~) laqisat nafsi (I have a full
stomach and am upset)."1
COMMENTARY: Both the expressions Khabuthat nafsi and laqisat nafsi are synonyms.
But, the Prophet ~J~.111~ preferred the use of the latter. The word Khabuthah renders
the phrase ugly and is not proper for a believer to apply to his self.
The hadith of Abu Hurayrah ~~~.ri'J about the son of Aadam .. .is at# 22.
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SECTION II

DO NOT USE ABU AL HAKAM AS A KUNYAH
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4766. Sayyiduna Shurayh ibn Hani .1!1~ J reported from his father (Sayyiduna Hani)
~.&~~J that he narrated that when he came with his people to Allah's Messenger ~
~J ~ .111, he heard them addressing him by his kunya, Abu al-Hakam. So, Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~~ called him and asked," Surely, Allah alone is the Hakam
Oudge), and judgement is from him alone. Then, why do you have the kunyah Abu
al-Hakam for yourself?" He said, "When my people fall apart about something,
they turn to me and I judge between them and both disputants accept my
judgement." Allah's Messenger ~J "'# .&1 ~ said, "What a good thing it is! How
many children do you have?"· He said, I have (three children) Shurayh, Muslim
and Abdullah." He asked, "who is the oldest?" He answered, "Shurayh!" So, he
said, 11Then you are Abu Shurayh."2
COMMENTARY: A kunyah is applied sometimes on the basis of profession or distinction
of a person. A man may be called Abul Fadl, or Abul Hakam (same as Abu al-Hakam), or
Abul Khayr. It may also be applied in reference to one's children, like Abu Salamah, etc.
Sometimes, it is applied on the basis of a person's association with something, Thus, Abu
Hurayrah ~~~~J, whose real name was Abdullah, was so known because of a cat that was
attached to him. Once he went to the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ taking the cat in his sleeve.
Because of that, the prophet ~J~~~~ called him Abu Hurayrah and from then on that
became his kunyah. Sometimes, a Kunyah is given merely as a distinguishing name, in
11

1

Bukhari # 6179, Muslim# 2. 2246.
Dawud # 4955, Nasa'i.
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place of the real name, like Abu Bakr ~~~~J, Abu Umar ~~~~J, etc.
As for Hakam, the true Hakam or Judge is Allah. He dictates every judgement. No one can
reject His commands and decision, and they are never without wisdom. Therefore, it is not
proper for anyone else to call himself Abul Hakam, one who decides and commands, or let
himself be so called. This creates an impression of encroaching on Allah's attribute and
associating with Him. It is another thing that he does not become an associate because of
presumed parenthood and childhood.
AJDA IS THE DEVIL
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4767. Sayyiduna Masruq said,"I met Umar ~~~~J and he asked me, 'who are you?'
I said,'Masruq ibn al Ajda.' Umar ~~~~J said, 'I have heard Allah's Messenger jJ
~J~~~ say that al-Ajda is a devil."t (AI ajda mean mutilated.)
COMMENTARY: Ajda is one who is mutilated and figuratively it is given to one whose
words are senseless and incoherent. In this sense, one of the devils is called ajda.
Sayyiduna Umar ~.1n~J spoke in this way to Mahruq ~~~J in a light hearted manner.
Perhaps, he meant to say, 'If your father is alive, change his name.
GIVE YOUR CHILDREN GOOD NAMES

(.)JI.)y.l_, ...\.o> I oi.JJ) __;.SJ~II~li _;.~~I' r:~lj
4768. Sayyiduna Abu Darda 4.:&-~1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"You shall be summoned on the day of resurrection by your names and the names
of your fathers. So, give yourselves good names."2
COMMENTARY: Fathers are reminded in this hadith that they should give good names to
their offspring.
Another hadith says; 'you will be summoned on the day of resurrection by the names of
your mothers.' The reason is that:
(i)
Those born out of wedlock would not be put to shame.
(ii)
This applies to Sayyiduna Easa ~"J-l~~ and sympathizes with his case.
(iii)
This upholds the position of Sayyiduna Hasan ~.11~~J and Sayyiduna Husayn
4.:&-~1~J who were distinguished because of their mother Sayyidah Fatimah ~J
~~~who was the Prophet's ~J~~~~ daughter.
Actually, when parents are spoken of, generally fathers are named. Sometimes, father's
name will be called and sometimes mother's. Or, some people will be called by their
father's name and some by their mother's. At different times, different names will be used.

Abu Dawud # 4957, Ibn Majah.
2 Abu Dawud # 4948, Musnad Ahmad.
t
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DO NOT KEEP PROPHET'S NAME & KUNYAH TOGETHER

(~.S.l.o..~.U\ o\.J..)) -~tal\ 4\\ t :;J
4769. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J said that the Prophet ~ J~./»1~ forbade that

anyone should give himself both his name and his kunyah, in such a way that one
whose name is Muhammad should also be called Abu Al-Qasim.1
COMMENTARY: The translation of the hadith is based on the wordings of Tirmidhi and
Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) and most copies of the Masabih. Howffver(. the
wordings of some copies of the Masabih and of Jami ul Usul suggest this translation and
that no one should call a man named Muhammad, Abu al-Qasim.
In short, neither must one who is named Muhammad call himself Abu al-Qasim, nor is it
proper for anyone else to call him by this kunyah.
(See hadith # 4750 and 4751)
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4770. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~ said, 11When you·

are named after me, do not use my kunyah." 2
.
According to another version: He said, 11 He who is named after me must not use my
kunyah. And, he who uses my kunyah must not use my name."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith permits use of one of two things: name or kunyah. (But see
comments to hadith # 4750,4751)
DISALLOWED BUT NOT UNLAWFUL

-~.f~:l ~H~jlijSj\SAl&\jj
4771. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.1!1~J narrated that a woman submitted (after coming to
the Prophet) ~J ~ .1!1 ~' ''0 Messenger of Allah, I have given birth to a boy and
have named him Muhammad, and have given him the kunyah Abul Qasim. Then, it
was mentioned to me that you do not approve of it." He asked, ''WRat is it that
makes my name lawful and my kunyah unlawful to keep?" Or he asked~-~"What is it
that makes my kunyah lawful and my name unlawful to keep?"4

1

Tirmidhi # 2841.
Tirmidhi # 2842, Musnad Ahmad 3-369.
3 Abu Dawud # 4966.
4 Abu Dawud # 4968, Muhy us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) Teret it (gharib (strange).
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COMMENTARY: The narrator was unsure of the words of the Prophet ~....y.~.\,~~ so he

made his doubt known. A narrator always tries to report the exact words of the Prophet ~
-~J4#~.

According to this hadith the disallowance to use both name and kunyah of the Prophet
~J4#.1!1 is not unlawful but is makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer to lawful).
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4772. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Hanfiyah .1!1~J reported that his father narrated

that he submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, what do you say, if a son is born to me
(from any of my wives, Fatimah ~.1!1~J or any other) after your death, may I give
him your name and your kunyah?" He said, 11Yes."2
COMMENTARY: This has been discussed thread bare earlier (hadith # 4750-4751).
KUNYAH OF ANAS ol$.111~)
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4773. Sayyiduna Anas I$ .1!1 ~J said, 11Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .1!1 ~ gave me my
kunyah from a herb that I used to pick." (It was called hamzah.)3
CHANGE A BAD NAME
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4774. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~.11~~J said that the Prophet ~J4#~~ used to change a

name that was bad.4
COMMENTARY: An example is of a man whose name was Aswad (meaning black). The

Prophet ~JI.:)s-.111~ changed it to Bayd (fair).
DO NOT KEEP DEROGATORY NAMES
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4775. Sayyiduna Bashir ibn Maymun ~ ~ J reported from his paternal uncle,
(Sayyiduna) Usamah ibn Akhdari I$ .1!1 ~J that he narrated; A man named Asram
1 This

is according to the Urdu text, but Abu Dawud has Hanafiyah.
Abu Dawud # 4961.
3 Tirmidhi # 3830.
4 Tirmidhi # 283~.
2
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·

was a member of some people who had come to Allah's Messenger ~J4#lilt~,
So, Allah's Messenger ~J 4# lia1 ~ asked him, '~at is your name?" He said,
11
Asram (~.rP')," He sa.id, "Rather, you are Zurah (4s-;J) (as of today)."t
4776. He said (also, "The prophet ~ J 4# i»> ~ changed the names Aas (..f'~'), Aziz
(r..r), Atalah (~) , Shaytan (~~), Hakam (~t), Ghurab (yt_}-) Hubab (y~), Shuhab
(y~)." He added that he had omitted their isnad for the sake of brevity 2.
COMMENTARY: Asram is from the root word (~.r') (saram). It means to severe times of
kinship. Zurah means generosity, good blessings.
The other names that were changed are: Aas (disobedient), while a believer is obedient.
Aziz (mighty). It is an attribute of Allah and a creature's name should be Abdul
Aziz (servant or slave of Al Aziz).
Atalah is to be uncivil, severe while a believer is mild.
Shaytan is the devil, the origin of all evils. It means to tum down or to be far away
from Allah's mercy.
Al Hakam is the judge and it is the extreme of Haakim (Hakim), Ruler, Judge. Only
Allah is the Hakim (Haakim). His command and judgement are worth enforcing
and implementing. We have seen in a hadith (# 4766) that the Prophet ~J4#lilt~
did not approve the kunyah Abu Hakam, so changing the name Hakam is more
necessary,
Ghurab is he crow. It is a filthy animal that eats carrion and impurity. Besides, this
word means 'being obscure,' Being banished.'
Hubab is the most improper name because it is the devil' s name. The serpent is
also so-called.
Shihab means flames of fire that the angels hurl on the devil. But, if it is
shahabuddin then there is no harm in it. (Shahab also means a man of experience;
hence shahabud din - Dilkash naam - Mawlana Ahmad Muhammad Hathurani Dar ul Isha' at Karachi)
THE WORD (tp,;) (ZE'AMU) IS NOT GOOD

_i13.:U.J.il
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4777. Sayyiduna Abu Mas'ud Ansari ~l»'..r'; asked Abu Abdullah ~.iit~;, or Abu

Abdullah ~.&~..r'; asked Abu Mas'ud ~~~;, "Have you heard Allait.'s Messenger ~
~J4#J»t say anything about he word (tp,;) (za'amu)?" He said, "I did hear him say,
"It is a bad riding beast for a man."3 Abu Dawood said that Abu Abdullah was
Hudhayfah~lilt~; (and t_,..s.,; Za'amu generally means they presumed.)
COMMENTARY: The meaning of the word (~J) is 'to presume.' 'to suppose.' It is also 'to
1
2
3

Abu Dawud # 4954.
Abu Dawud # 4956.
Abu Dawud # 4972, Baghawi # 3392, Musnad Ahmad 4-119.
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say' and it is applied generally to something that is not correct and reliable. It is a saying
that is often baseless and false.
The ulama (Scholars) say that when anyone passes on something that is without ground, he
attributes it to others; 'they say' 'it is heard about someone ... ' But, he never names anyone
lest he be accused of falsehood. His words are unverified and he circulates them.
Thus, one of the two sahabah (Prophet's Companions)~.,;;.,~; asked the other whether he
had heard the Prophet ~""J4,1".1!1~.P say anything about the use and application of this word.
He enlightened him that he had heard him say. 'It is a man's bad riding beast.'
In other words the Prophet ~ J~.iil1~ compared the use of the word to a bad conveyance.
A man spread unconfirmed reports by using the word (1~j) za'amu (they presumed). In
his way unauthenticated reports are circulated, like a story is. One must exercise proper
care in passing on any news because presumed news is generally false.
The Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ gave guidance that no one should spread unconfirmed reports.
However, if one is certain that someone spreads a false report and it might harm others,
then he may caution people about it. This is permitted presumption. The scholars of hadith
do it (to disclose false narrators and inventors of hadith).
WHAT ALLAH ALONE WILLS
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4778. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.111~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~o.}s-.111~ said, 11 Do
not say, 'what Allah wills and so and so wills, but say, 'what Allah wills and after
that so and so wills."l
·
4'779. According to another version: (Its sanad is broken): He said, "Do not say
'what Allah wills and Muhammad wills.' But say, 'what Allah alone wills." 2
A HYPOCRITE MUST NOT BE CALLED 'SAYYID'

!---::
(.)Jby.l oi.J.J) ->~J

4780. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah l,.;j;..1!1~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ said, 'Do
not call a hypocrite Sayyid (~). If he is a sayyid (chief or master), then you will
make your Lord angry (on calling him Sayyid)."3
COMMENTARY: Sayyid means 'a chief' or 'a master.' No hypocrite may be raised to this
position relative to a Muslim. Even if a hypocrite is the chief of a tribe or some people, or a
ITlaster of some slaves, or a ruler and owner yet he does not deserve to be called by
Muslims 'chief' or 'master,' Or, 'Sayyid,' If a Muslim addresses him in these words then he
will be subject to Allah's wrath, because the word Sayyid points to reverence. No hypocrite
1

Musnad Ahmad, Abu Dawud # 4980.
(Holy Prophet's practice)# 12-361.
3 Abu Dawud # 4977.
2 Sharh us Sunnah
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deserves to be honoured by a Muslims. Further, if he does not hold that position then it is
·more severely wrong ·to call him a Sayyid, because the caller not. only disobeys this
command but he also tells lies.
Clearly, the infidels, the misguided ones and those Muslims who perpetrate sin openly also
are subject to this ruling. The hadith mentions only the hypocrites because a· hypocrite
presents himself outwardly as a ·Muslim and the general body of Muslims are more likely
to praise him and flatter him.
Therefore, the hadith disallows that a hypocrite should be called a Sayyid.
[Hypocrisy is the evil that walks invisible, except to Allah alone - john Milton.]
SECTION III
BAD NAMES HAVE BAD RESULTS
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4781. Sayyiduna Abdui Hamid ibn·Jubayr ibn Shaybah .&1~.J said, "I sat down with
Sa'eed ibn Mus~yyib .&1~ J who recounted to lite th~t his grandfather, Hazn, met the
Prophet ~J~.&1~ who asked him1 'what is your name? He submitted, 'My name is
Hazn.' He (the PJ:ophet) ~J.r.,#..lll~·said, "Rather, you are sahl (for Hazn is not a
good .name and means a difficult terrain while sahl is a smooth land).' He (my
grandfather) demurred, 'I shall not change a name that my father has given me."'
Ibn Musayylb .&1~J said, "Mter that, roughness has not ceased to exist among us."t
COMMENTARY: Hazn ·did not accept the name proposed by the Prophet ~J.r.,u..&t~, so
Allah subjugated the family to a boisterous, unruly life style. They were involved in
difficulty constantly.
Hazn dared to reject the proposal of the Prophet ~J .r.# .1!1 ~ first beeause the devil had
prompted him. Secondly, this thing happened in early (Islam in the beginning of the hijrah
(emigration). He had come to the Prophet ~J ~at .)-P but lacked proper training and
manners. So, he succumbed to the devil' s temptation.
GOOD NAMES

L: :...\j E:~~l ~[;.:,~ 1_, ~ .. :; .kJ ~ ilil ~;ill jj-!5 jli jli ~ .:~, ~j (.}\ 6£j (tVAr)
(-'jiJY-1 oiJ..>)

_gj.&jy~ l~:jlj.Jl!~j J..;t.;. ~~lj ~jJ1 ~j;iJ14.;iJ1 J!;~\11

478~.

Sayyiduna Abu Wahb Jushami ~..111~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..,Js-..111..)-P
said, 'Name yourselves with the names of the Prophet ~':>W14,Js.. The dearest of
names of Allah are Abdullah and Abdur Rahman (and Abdur Rahim, Abqul Karim,
etc) and the truest of them are Harith and Hammam. And the worst of them are
Harb and Murrah."2
~J

1

2

Bukhari # 6193.
Abu Dawud # 4950.
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COMMENTARY: If makes obvious that the names of the angels must not be given. Also the
names that were common during the jahiliyah (ignorance period) must also not be given,
like, Kalb (dog), Hlmar (ass), Abd Shams (slave of the sun) and such others.
Harith means 'earning'.
· ·
Hiunmam is 'one who resolves or intends.
No one goes without earning and resolve. So, these names art! described a~ truest.
Harb is war and Murrah is bitter. These are bad because war means bloodshed, and bitter
is repulsive to human nature. Some authorities say that the kunyah of Iblis, the devil is Abu
Murrah. So, Murrah is detested.

CHAPTER-IX
ELOQUENCE & POETRY
The Arabic word is al-Bayan (.;,t-"11). It means to say clearly, explicitly. Or, it is to deliver
fluently and with eloquence that which one holds in one's heart. This is also mentioned in
Sarah. In common parlance, it is said (.;,"jj.JA~J:f'.:>"}\;) (so and so is more eloquent then so and so).
The word (~) (sha'r) is intelligence, wisdom. And {,rl.!o) (Sha'ir) is intelligent, wise. In
general usage, sha' r is rhymed verse of poetry - a metrical composition. It is specifically
and deliberately composed in rhythmic verse. However, the rhyming verses in the Quran
and hadith are not sha' r or poetry because they are not composed specifically or
deliberately, nor is that the objective of the composition.

jj'J•j.Ja4ii

SECTION I
ELOQUENCE CAN BE LIKE A SPELL
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4783. Sayyiduna ibn Umar ~ ~~ ~; narrated that two men came from the East and
spoke to one another very eloquently charming the people thereby. Allah's
Messenger ~ J4~~~~ said, 'Surely, I eloquence there is magic."1
COM~ENTARV: This happened when a deputation of Banu Tamim c::ame to the Prophet
~J4:k-oi1ll~ from the east. Two men among them were very eloquent and they spell-bound
their listeners with their oratory. One of them was Husayn (~~) ibn Hadi with the
sobriquet Zibriqan. The other was Amr ibn Ahtam. These twu spoke to one another in the
presence of the Prophet ~ J~.iil~~ tried to outdo the other by boasting and recounting his
deeds and achievements, and accused the other of being jealous of him.
The Prophet ~""'J4:l~.i»'~~ said, "Surely, in eloquence there is magic.' Some of it influences the
minds of the listeners.
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ meant by his words to
command eloquenre or to condemn it. The truth is that he praised some oratory but
disapproved some. The main thing is that there should be an element of truth in it.
t Bukhari # 5767.
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According to a hadith:
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(Poetry is speech. A good one is good but .:t hetd one is bad).
SOME POETRY IS FULL OF WISDOM
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4784. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~~~; n:urated that Allah's Messenger pl-J~..1d~
said, 11 Surely, there is in poetry wisdom."1
COMMENTARY: Not all poetry is bad. Some are good and provide wisdom. They teach
good things.
DO NOT EXAGGERATE IN SPEECH
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4785. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~ .&1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~... J 4~ .&1 ~
said, 11They have perished who exaggerate when they speak." He spoke it thrice.2
COMMENTARY: It is very wrong to be verbose in speech and in writing, to prolong the
text and exaggerate the words and to be meaningless in conveying the message particularly
with the objective of being ostentatious and boasting, or flattering someone to incline him
to yourself.
THE TRUEST WORD OFA POET
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4786. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger pl-J~l»~~
said, '1 The truest word spoken by a poet is Labid's composition:
1
Know! Everything but Allah is vain.'3
COMMENTA~Y: Labid ~.&~~J was a great poet. His poetry is recognized highly in Arabic
literature. Allah guided him to Islam and he attained the rank of a sahabi. He was held in
high esteem in the jahiliyah (ignorance period) and so in Islam too. He liv~d long and died
at the age of 157 years. The verses that the Prophet ~J~l»~~ mentioned are part of this
couplet:
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[Know! Everything but Allah is vain,
And everything of blessing most inevitably cease.]
These verses are also Labid's:
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[I am fed up of life and its longevity
Bukhari # 6145.
Muslim # 2670.
3 Bukhari 6147, Muslim# 2-2256, Tirmidhi # 2818.
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And of being asked often 'How is Labid?1
MASNUN TO LISTEN TO POETRY THAT PROMOTES KNOWLEDGE

s:.-,
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4787. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shurayd .1!144>J reported that his father narrated that he
was riding behind Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii1~ one day. He asked him, "Do you
know any of Umayyah ibn l...bu as Salt's poetry?" He said, "Yes!" He said, "Recite to
me. So, he recited to him a verse but he asked him to continue reciting. He recited
another, but he against asked him to go on reciting so that he recited (to him) one
hundred verses. t
COMMENTARY: Umayyah ibn As Salt (pronounced Suit as in Sultry) was another Arab
poet of fame. He belonged to the Thaqif. He is said to have learnt from the people of the
book their religion. He believed in resurrection and the Last Day. His poetry was replete
with words of wisdom. The Prophet~J~iil~~ had said of him: 'His poetry reflected faith
though his heart disbelieved.'
He used to frequent the scholars of heavenly Books and ask them about disclosures in their
Books of the Last of the Prophets ~'}\...JI~. He imagined that he himself was the expected
Prophet and someday he would be commissioned as a Prophet. However, When those
scholars disclosed to him that the expected Prophet would hail from the Quraysh whom
they described to him in de tail, he a~andoned his beliefs and ideas suddenly and became
jealous and hostile. He declared that he should never believe in·that Prophet ~J~~~~
who was not from Thaqif.
Ibn Jawzi .111 ~J has written in the book Wafa that initially Umayyah awaited the Last
Prophet ~J~~~~ very impatiently and hoped to meet him and serve and help him. But,
when the light of prophethood shone brightly, he retracted from his pledge and followed·
the course of hatred and hostility.
Nevertheless, this hadith is evidence that it is masnun to listen to educative pdetry and
such as guides and is full of wisdom even if the poet is a disbeliever and a sinner.
THE PROPHET'S POETRY
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4788. Sayyiduna Jundub ~iii'~J narrated that in a battle (of Uhud), the Prophet's ~
~J~.ii1 toe was wounded and became bloody. He said (figuratively);

(You are nothing but a toe bleeding.

1

Muslim # 1-2255.
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It is in Allah's path that which has happened)I
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ urges the M'lslim to endure pain and difficulty

in Allah's path hoping for reward there against.
Allah has said about the Prophet ~ J~~~~ that He did not teach him poetry. In this case,
however, the rendering was not deliberate poetry but the words came out voluntarily.
Some people say that his words were in the 'rajaz' metre which is not poetry. If anyone
delivers some verse voluntarily then he is not a poet. And Allah's words also mean; 'He is
not a poet.'
THE POET HASSAN
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4789. Sayyiduna Bara 4:$- ~ ~J narrated that on the day of Qurayzah when it was
besieged), the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ said to (Sayyiduna) Hassan ibn Thabit 4:$- ~' ~; ,
11
Satise the polytheists. Jibril ~")I....JI~ is with you!" And, indeed, Allah's Messenger
~J~Asl~ used to say to Hassan 4:S-Asl~; (when the infidels satirized him), 1'Give
them a reply on my behalf. 0 Allah, help hint by Jibril (put in words in his
mouth).":..
COMMENTARY: The Banu Qurayzah had conspired against the Muslim in the Battle of the
Trench and had helped the infidels of Makkah. So, the Prophet ~J~~~~ punished them
after that Battle.
Hassan· Ibn Thabit ibn Mundhil 4:$- iis1 ~J was a resident of Madinah. He was a glorious
sahabi and a high ranking poet. He is known as the Prophet's ~J~~~~ poet. He became a
Muslim at a age of sixty.
MUSLIM POETS WERE INSTRUCTED TO SATIRISE THE QURAYSH INFIDELS
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4790. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ iis1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J "~ iis1 ~
instructed (his poets), 11 Satirise quraysh, for, it is more severe to them than receiving
shots with arrows. "3
COMMENTARY: It is allowed to satirise the infidels and enemies of Islam if they begin to
do it. Muslims must not be the first to satirise them otherwise they would retaliate and the
Muslims would be deemed to have invit?d that on themselves. This is as the Quran forbids:

1

Bukhari # 2802, Muslim# 112-1796.
# 3212, Muslim.
3 Musli.n # 157. 2490.
2 Bukhari
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{Revile not those whom they call upon besides Allah, lest they out of spite revile in
their ignorance.} (6: 108)
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4791. Sayyidah Ayshah ttp~'~-' narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger~~~~
~J say to Hasan~~~~_,, ''So' long as you respond (to the disbelievers) on behalf of·
Allah and His Messenger Jibril ~"j..jt~ will continue to help you." She also said that
she heard Allah's Messenger ~J4.}s-~t~ say, 11 Hasan has satirized them (in response
to their initiative) and gave relief and received satisfaction of giving. them pain."t
RAJAZ OF RAWAHAH ON PROPHET'S ~J~.&!~ TONGUE
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4792. Sayyiduna Bara ~ .&! ~_, narrated that at the Battle of Khandaq (Trench),
Allah's Messenger~J~~~~ was putting the earth away (while digging) so that his
belly became sandy and he read out (this rajaz of Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn
Rawahah) ~.&~~_,.

(By Allah, had it not been for Allah's guide ness, We would not have been guided,
Neither would have we given charity, nor offered salah (prayer).

l!4i~ ....uv1.li\f1 ·: ;~J

[0:11.~~~61..;IU

So-0 Allah - descend peace on us, And keep us steadfast when we encounter the
enemy.
Surely, these (infidels of Makkah) have infringed our rights because - when they
intend to tempts us (back to disbelief), we refuse!}
He raised his voice at 'we refuse! We refuse!2

1

2

Muslim # 157-2490.
Bukhari # 4104, Muslim.
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COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~~J said that the Prophet ~J~~~~ raised his voice for the entire

words particularly at 'we refuse.'
PROPHET'S PRAYER AT THE BATTLE OF TRENCH FOR THOSE WHO RECITED
THERAJAZ
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4793. Sayyiduna Anas ~..1l~~J narrated that the muhajirs (emigrants) (emigrants) and
the ansars (helpers) began to dig the trench and put away the earth. The while, they
read;

[We are the ones who have pledged allegiance to
Muhammad To wage jihad for ever as long as we live!]
In response, the Prophet ~ J~~~~ prayed.
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[0 Allah, life is only the life of The hereafter,
So, forgive the ansar and The muhajir!)l
COMMENTARY: Through this prayer the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ exhorted his sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~..1l1~J to be patient for, whatever happens in this world, the
hereafter has many blessings in store for them. It is as Allah's words:
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{The life of this world is but goods and chattels of deception.} (3: 185)
POETRY IS WORSE THAN PUS IN BELLY
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4794. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&lj...P
said, 11That the belly of a man should be full of pus that corrodes it is better (for it)
than being full of poetry. "2
COMMENTARY: Every poetry that distracts a man from the obligatory duties, worship
and recital of the Quran and remembrance of Allah should be abandoned. It does not make
a difference what kind it is, even commendable verses.
Some people say, however, that the hadith is about indecent verses and those that speak of
disbelief and sin.

1
2

Bukhari # 2835, Muslim # 130. 1805.
Bukhari # 6155, Muslim # 7. 2257.
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SECTION II

POETRY THAT PROMPTS TO JIHAD
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4795. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Maalik ~.rll~~J narrated that he submitted to the Prophet
~J~.rli1~. ''Allah has revealed concerning poetry what is clear from (the verse)
that which He has sent down." The prophet ~J~~~ said, "The believer engages
in jihad with his sword as well as with his tongue. By Him in whose hold is my life,
it is as though you shoot at them with it meaning (poetry) as striking with arrows."l
According to Ibn· Abad al-Barr .1!1 ~J in his lsti'ab, he (Ka'b) submitted, "0
Messenger of Allah, what do say about poetry?" He said, "The believer fights with
his sword as well as with his tongue."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) name three noted poets in Islam.
(i)
Hassan ibn Thabit ~.rli1~J·
(ii)
Abdullah ibn Rawahah ~.rll~~J
(iii)
Ka'b ibn Maalik ~.rll~~J
Each of them had a distinctive style and field.
Ka'b ~~~ J instilled fear in the hearts of the infidels and his subject was primarily jihad.
Hassan ~.111~J satirized the enemies of Islam and of the Prophet ~J~.i»>~ and derided
,
their lineage and descent.
Abdur Rahman ibn Rawahah ~.111~J reproached the disbelievers and the polytheists.
When Allah revealed the verse:
.
-...!JjWIJ
,,,.'~ tf;',.&'IJ

{And the poets - the perverse follow them) (26: 224)
Ka'b ~.11~~J felt sorry and sought the Prophet's ~.1ii~J ruling about himself. He made it
clear to him that the verse conqemns indecent and irreligious poetry and poets because
generally poets propagate misleading ideas. As far as Ka'b ~ .1!1 ~ J and the likes of him
were concerned, they did not fall under the purview of the verse. Rather they are among
those who engage in jihad. In fact, Allah has named such poets among the excepted ones:
"'(~

~

J

J

'

'

(~ xl)-l~illi_;S"lj': ~:JI__,l+j I_;.:AI'~J.ll ~!
{Except those who believe and do righteous deeds and remember Allah much ••• } (26: 227)
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Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3409.
Isti'ab # 916.
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FEW WORDS ARE SIGN OF FAITH
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4796. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah A.:S-~1,$PJ narrated that the Prophet ~J~~Ij-P said,
11

Modesty and speaking little (or keeping control over tongue) are two branches of
faith and foul speech and eloquence (or oratory) are two branches of hypocrisy."t
COMMENTARY: Shyness and modesty being a form of faith is very clear. This has been
discussed previously in the chapter on faith. (Hadith # 29, for instance.)
Curtness is a branch of faith while foul speech and talkativeness are two branches of
hypocrisy. By nature, a believer is incapable of unnecessary speech and he is Uflable to
express himself in flowery speech and exaggerated words. He keeps his tongue in check
lest he utter what is condemned and blameworthy.
The hypocrite, on the other hand is glib-tongued and insincere. He is able and daring to
speak indecent and obscene words
[Glib as them art of tongue, Therites, cease.]2
[I want that glib and oily Art To speak and purpose not.)3
MEANINGLESS SPEECH IS MAKRUH (DISAPPROVED)

fl!J.~~ .....!.,.>! jli ~j ~ ful ~ ;il1 JJ-!5 .....!.,.>\ ~~ !:'(,~ (.}\ ~j

(tV4.A.tV4.V)

-(....:UJ~I jli-...::.;Ja~:h'!il ~.....:..;_;i j ~'!iiJ-...::.;JJU)JH~:ysJjJ,Jij~J~ l)li~IJ.;
A.:S- .1tl ,_rp, narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~j-P said, 11The dearest of you to me and the nearest of you to me
on the day of resurrection will be the ones among you possessing the best manners.
And, those of you who will by the most detested to me and the most distant from
me (on the day of resurrection) will be those who possess evil manners who speak
much, and (1)~1) al-mutafayhiqoon.4
·
4798. According to a version narrated by Sayyiduna Jabir A.:S- .11 ,_rpJ they asked, ''0
Messenger of Allah, we understand who the (I)JJU_;dl) those who speak much and the
(l)j.w.:..ll) (those who are loud mo:uthed are, but who are (I)J.if,.¢;..31) the voluble (almutafayhiqoon)?' He said, 11They are (I)J~I) the arrogant (al-mutakabbiroon)."S
COMMENTARY: The fayhiqoon (sing fayhiq) are they who talk too much with an
upturned face, as the arrogant do. They regard the addressee with contempt.

4797. Sayyiduna Abu Tha'labah al-Khushanyi

Tirmidhi # 2027.
Homer Iliad to by Byrant- Funk & Wagnalls New Standard Dictionary of the English Language.
3 William Shakespeare in King Lear.
4 Shu' a ul ee1~an # 4969.
5 Tirmidhi # 2018.
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The kinds of speech mentioned in the hadith are makruh (disapproved). But to speak to
preach, convey the truth and reform the ·people with eloquence and lengthy speech is not
makruh (disapproved). However, even then simple easy to understand language should be
used. It is not proper to use bombastic words beyond comprehension of the listeners.
EATING LIKE COWS

J~f.~~i£l!li.J_¢':/ ~j~rlJ1 ~J.HJrJ Jli JliuiliJ'-}1~ J' '·6£j (iV~~)
.. , .. e.. :: ..\ , .. "'· , _-: f"'
JJ
(..lo>l oi.,.J) -~:' .. '~ zs;::;..l ~u~~ ~ ,--.::.;#~
4799. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~~~J narrated that .f\llah's Messenger~~~
~JIJs. said, "The Last Hour will not come till such people arise who eat with their
tongues as cows do."t
COMMENTARY: These people will flatter others and shower false praise on them. Or, they
will blame them without their fault. They will deliver verbose speeches to net people.
Just as a cow eats without distinguif;hing the different tastes, these people will mingle truth
and falsehood, the permissible and the forbidden, for lawful and the unlawful.
ALLAH DISJ.IKES THE SWEET-TALKER
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4800. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger IJ$.~~
~J

said, 11 Allah dislikes the eloquent among men who (goe~ to extreme
exaggeration) circling his tongue (up and down and sideways) around his teeth as
·
cattle do."2
·COMMENTARY: The wise discern the weakness of talkativeness and unnecessary
conversation. Such speakers are no~ally liars.
Good speech is that which is as much as necessary, straightforward, to the point.
The outward speech is compatible with the inner thoughts.
UNPRACTICING ORATOR
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4801. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JIJs-.&1~ said, 1 0n

the night of isra (my journey to the heavens), passed by people whose lips were
being cut by scissors of fire. I asked, 1 0 Jibril, who are they?' He said, 'They are the
sermonizers of your ummah who preached what they did not practice.'3
COMMENTARY: This hadith speaks of the evil of not practicing themselves what the
1

Musnad Ahmad 10184.

2 Tirrnidhi # 2853, Abu Dawud # 5005.
3

Tirmidhi, Musnad Ahmad 3-180.
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sermonizers preach to others, but it does not call them to task for preaching itself. The ·
ulama (Scholars) say that while enjoining piety, it is not necessary to put that into practice
too. It is not that only he should enjoin piety who himself abides by it, though it is better to
abide by it first because that will produce results too.
CAPTIVATING HEARTS WITH ELOQUENCE
J
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4802. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..11~~

said, ''If anyone acquires the art, of crafty speech to charm (and win over) the hearts .
of men, or of people then Allah will not accept his supererogatory worship or his
obligatory worship, on the day of resurrection."1
SHORT SPEECH IS GOOD
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4803. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Aas ~ . 1!1 ~J narrated that one day when a man stood up
and delivered a lengthy speech, he remarked, 'If he had been brief in his speech

that would have been better for him. I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J~..1!1~ say,
'Indeed, I am convinced (or, I have been commanded) that I should be brief with
my words, for brevity is better."2
SOME KNOWLEDGE IS IGNORANCE

(Jjby.l ol..,_;)
4804. Sayyiduna Sakhr ibn Abdullah ibn Buraydah .&! ~J reported from his father

(Abdullah) who from his (Sakhr's) grand father (I'"uraydah) ~.&~~J who said, "I
heard Allah's Messenger ~J~..1!1~ say, "Surely, there is in some eloquence magic,
in some knowledge ignorance in some poetry wisdom and in some speech
vexation."3
COMMENTARY: As for knowledge being ignorance, there can be two applications ~f this
expression.
(i)
Acquiring such learning as is unnecessary and not beneficial, like astrology,
palmistry, etc, or philosophy. This deprives the learner fTom acquiring
Abu Dawud # 5006.
Dawud # 5008.
3 Abu Dawud # 5012.
t
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productive knowledge, like of the Quran, hadith, etc. So, this is ignorance of
productive knowledge.
(ii)
Not using one's knowledge to purpose. Thus, the scholar himself is an ignorant
man.
Besides, if anyone claims to be a scholar but in reality, he is not, then his claim is ignorance.
Sometimes what one says lands one in hot water, Or, it vexes the listeners. This is
burdensome speech.
~liJ,J.;Jii
Section III
MERIT OF HASAN THE POET
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4805. Sayyidah Ayshah 1\p ~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ jJ had
raised a pulpit in the mosque (Masjid Nabawi) for Hassan ~~~~J (to recite poetry
whereby) to speak in praise of Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~' ~ - or, to (contend
against the infidels who satirized him, and) defend him. Allah's Messenger ~~'jJ
~J would say. "Allah strengthens Hassan through Jibril ~')\...JI~ as long as he recites
in defence - or in praise - of Allah's Messenger ~J~~ljJ.l
HADI IS ALLOWED
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4806. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~.).P had a (cameldriver) hadi (who chanted songs to urge the camels on). His name was Anjashah ~J
~~'and he had a beautiful voice. The Prophet ~J~~~ said to him, "Gently,
Anjashah, do not break the qawarir." Qatadah ~ ~~ ~J said, 11 lt means weak
women."2 (Qawarir means glass vessels,)
COMMENTARY: Hadi <~~)is a raised voice song that is chanted to drive the camels on, or
it is the camel driver's chant. When he notices that his camel is tired. The camel driver
chants the song irl a sweet loud voice. It creates energy in the camel and it picks up speed.
The song of the hadi is permissible. The ulama (Scholars) are unanimous about it.
Qawarir is the plural of qarurah. It means glass (or glass vessel or glass bottles). The
Prophet ~J~~'.).P said, "Do not break the glass." If the camels gallop swiftly, the women
might be inconvenienced. So, he instructed Anjashah ~~~J to drive them gently.
It could also imply that the Prophet ~J~il~~ referred to weak hearts of women. Their
minds might be diverted by his songs. This is a fact that a bad idea may strike any human
· mind. (However, the first meaning is more apt).
1
2

Bukhari # 3212, 313, Abu Dawud # 5015, Tirmidhi # 2846, Musnad Ahmad 6-72.
Bukhari # 6211, Muslim.
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Besides, the Prophet ~ J~.1!1~ had his ummah in mind. So, he meant to guide all of them
by these words. They should be careful whet: women ride camels. The hadi should bear
this in mind.
The conunentators have preferred the second meaning, but we find the wording of the
hadith to express the first meaning.
TOPIC OF POETRY DECIDES ITS GOODNESS OR OTHERWISE
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4807. Sayyidah Ayshah t~.11'~J narrated that poetry was mentioned in the presence
of Allah's Messenger .J....y.#~~- (It was being asked whether it is a good thing or
bad.) so, Allah's Messenger ~J~.11~~ said, 11 1t is a speech. That which is good in it
is good and that which is bad in it is bad."1
4808. Imam Shafi'I ~~~ J transmitted it in a mursal form as narrated by Urwah ..1!1~J·2
COMMENTARY: This subject has been discussed earlier.
PUS BETTER THEN POETRY IN BELLY

VJ.-Aoi.J.J)-~~1-....!..)l(fi~)!.l~:i~.)Jft~
'II

4809. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed Khudri ~..lit ,_rpJ narrated, 11While we were travelling
with Allah's Messenger ~-J~..llt~ in al-Arj, a poet came before us reciting poetry
Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said, 11 Get hold of the devil,' or, 'catch the devil
(meaning, stop him from reciting poetry), because it is better for a man to let pu~ fiH
his belly than to have poetry fill it. "3
'
COMMENTARY: Arj is a place between Madinah and Makkah. It is a valley. It is a S!nall
inhabitation. Travellers stop over at this place. The prophet~J~.1!1~ was here during his
emigration and also during the farewell pilgrimage. This event perhaps took place during
the Farewell pilgrimage.
That poet was lost in his poetry and was aloof from the others around. He had no manners
at all. He had distanced himself from Allah's mercy. This is why the Prophet ~J~.1!1~
blamed him as evil.
SINGING PRODUCES HYPOCRISY

tt.:;ll,! )1~·~ 1ai1JJ~\.! }1t\4JI_;l:,j~dJI~JJijj.!.jjlijli~~~j(tA'•)
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Daraqutni # 2 pooty.
Musnacl Shafi'i.
3 Muslim # 9. 2259.
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4810. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .&1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&! ~ said,
"Singing breeds hypocrisy in the heart just as water grows crops."1
COMMENTARY: Singing is a malady for man's heart and soul that grows hypocrisy.
Daylami .&1~J has transmitted a hadith of Sayyiduna Anas ~.&~~J:

, ,
r -f
,
""
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... ~
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~ll~l·!. ~'1~~1<J·~~)'Iyl'~!1Y..J.llj

"Songs and amusement both produce hypocrisy just as water produces greenery. By
Him who holds the soul of Muhammad, the Quran and dhikr (remembrance of
Allah) grow faith in the heart just as water grows greenery."
Hence, man should abstain from singing and devote himself to rec~tal of the Quran and
remembrance of Allah. They give light to heart and soul and polish faith and manners.
Nawawi ,&,~J has w~tten in Rawdah that it is makruh (disapproved) to sing and makruh
(disapproved) to listen to it, when in both cases singing is not accompanied by music. It is
accentuated when singing is by a women. Anq, if singing is accompanied by music then it
is unlawful to sing and to listen to it.
SHUT EARS ON HEARING MUSIC

(Jj!J~I.J~I oi-'.J}-1~

4811. Sayyiduna Nafi .&!~J narra~ed, "I was with Ibn Umar 4.\$o.iill~J on a road (going
somewhere). Suddel_lly, he heard a mizmar (pipe). He put his fingers in his ears and
moved away to the other side of the road. Then, having gone some distance, he
asked me '0 Nafi, do you hear anything?' I said, 'No!' then, he removed his fingers
from his ears and said, 'I had been with Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~ and he had
heard the sound of a reed-pipe (yara) and he had done as I did just now."
Nafi .&1~J' said further, "At that time, I was young."2
COMMENTARY: Nafi ..1!1~_\ Tnade it clear that he was young at that time, so Ibn Umar .bi~J
~ did not require to not listen to the music, If he· was responsible according to Shari' ah
(divine law), Ibn Umar 4$.1!1~J would have required him to do the same thing as he had
done. It is not that the hearing of this sound is makruh tanzihi (disapproved nearer to
lawful), so Ibn Umar 4.\$o .&1 ~J did not ask the boy not to listen to It. Rather, in fact, it is
makruh tahrimi (disliked and nearer to unlawful)to listen to the sound of the pipe, but he
did not forbid the boy because he was not yet '!"esponsible in Shari'ah (divine law).
As an additional move of righteousness, Ibn Umar ~llll~J also went over to a distance. This
was taqwa.
1

2

Bayhaqi in Shub-ul-eeman # 5110.
Musnad Ahmad, Abu Dawud # 4924.
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This subject demands a deep study. However, the scholars have not found any hadith that
establishes songs as unlawful. Such songs are disallowed as are accompanied by music and
drums. But, the jurists take a stronger, more firm view. The Books of fiqh may be consulted. It
is stated in Fatawa Qadi Khan that all forms of amusement, like musical instruments etc are
unlawful and a grave sin because of the saying of the Prophet~....y.~.i»,~:
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''It is a sin to listen to musical instruments. To sit for them is fisq (grave sin). To
enjoy them is disbelief."
Of course, if anyone hears the sound of music incidentally then it is not a sin, but it is wajib
(obligatory) on him to try his utmost that he does not hear the sound. The prophet ~)»,~
~J had put his fingers in his ears so that he may not hear music.

CHAPTER-X
GUARDING THE TONGUE BACKBITING & ABUSE

Ghibah (V) 'backbiting' is to speak ill of someone behind his back. It is speak of a person
in his absence such things as he would not like if he heard them.
Shatm (~) is to 'revile' or 'abuse'. It is speaking indecently and to someone with such
words as are not approved by Shar'iah and are against etiquette, civil conduct and
politeness.
The ahadith in this chapter emphasise that the tongue should be preserved from bad words
and speech as are not accepted by Shari'ah (divine law) and society. Main among them are
backbiting, abusing and disrespectful talk. These ahadith point out the evil in these things
from the point of view of Shari'ah (divine law) and how much is he looked down upon
who does these things.
SECTION I

Jj~ljJaili

PARADISE ASSURED TO ONE WHO PRESERVES HIS TONGUE & PRIVATE PARTS

~triJ

., ,
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4812. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd ~i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~
said, "He who assures me that he will preserve what is between his jaws (meaning,
, his tongue and teeth) and what is between his legs (meaning, his private parts), I
shall guarantee him (admittance to) paradise."1
COMMENTARY: To preserve the tongue is not to speak an untoward and improper word.
To preserve one's teeth is not to eat the forbidden food. And to preserve oneself from
fornication.
To anyone who guarantees these things the prophet ~J~i»1~ assured entry into paradise
in the initial stage alongwith the forgiven people and assured him the higher ranks there.
t Bukhari # 6474.
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This assurance from the Prophet ~J ~ .lil1 ~ is on behalf of Allah, the Exalted, whose
deputy he is.
KEEP A CIVIL TONGUE
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4813. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~

said, "Surely, a slave (of Allah) may speak a word that pleases Allah without his
realizing its significance (thinking) it to be easy and ordinary), but Allah raises him
several degrees because of it. And, surely, a slave (of Allah) may speak a word that
displeases Allah without his realising its significance (thinking there is no harm in
uttering a petty word), but he continues to sink down in hell because of it."t
According to another version:
11
He will go down into hell farther than the distance between the east and the
.west."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith calls for keeping the tongue in check. It happens often that a
careless word lead to unpleasant repercussions.
ABUSING A MUSLIM IS VERY SINFUL

,1

(~~)-J.1S'
4814. Sayyiduna Abdull_ah ibn Mas'ud ~i»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .lil1~
~J~ said, "To revile a Muslim is wicked (and sinful) and to kill him is disbelief
(meanini, not perfect Islam)."3
COMMENTARY: It does not mean that the murderer of a Muslim become an infidel.
Rather, he shows that he is imperfect as a Mulim, adherent of Islam. According to another
hadith, "A perfect Muslim is he at whose hands other Muslims are safe."
However, if the word 'disbelief' is taken in its real sense, then the murderer will become a
disbeliever if he regards the killing of a Muslim as .lawful and permissible because he is a
Muslim.
DO NOT CALL ANOTHER MUSLIM'AN UNBELIEVER'
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4815. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.lil1~ said,
"If any man calls his brother a disbeliever then the accusation returns on one of
1

Bukhari # 5478, Muwatta Maalik # 5 (Kalam) tirmidhi # 2326, Ibn Majah # 3969,
6477, Muslim # 49, 50-2988.
48, Muslim # 116-64, (The second permthesis are from comments in Urdu).

2 Bukhari #
3 Bukhari #
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them."1
COMMENTARY: There can be only two options in this case: either the accuser is true and
the accused is a disbeliever, or he is false in which case the accuser will be said to a
disbeliever himself.
Nawawi .i»1~J said that some ulama (Scholars) classify this hadith as one of the difficult to
imperpret because the apparent meaning of the hadith should not be considered in the
light of the contention that no Muslim howsoever sinful may be termed a disbeliever unless
he professes that Islam is false. Therefore, various interpretation are forwarded for this
· hadith.
(i) .
The accuser not only calls an other Muslim a disbeliever but is convinced that
it is lawful to do so. In this case, he himself becomes a disbeliever.
The accuser becomes a disbeliever if the accused is not a disbeliever.
(ii)
It is the Khawarij who are meant because they accuse believers of disbelief.
(iii)
But, this third interpretation is weak because it implies that the khawarij may
be called disbelievers while most ulama (Scholars) hold that they are a misled
people, like the bid'atis (innovators) but they are not disbelievers. However,
Mulla Ali Qari contends that the third interpretation about the Khawarij is not
weak because they maintain that not only the ahl us sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice) wa al jama'at but most of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) lilt~)
~ were disbelievers. We seek refuge in Allah from such thought.

DO NOT ACCUSE A MUSLIM FISQ
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4816. Sayyiduna Abu Obarr ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said,
11
No man must accuse another man of fisq (sinfulness) or disbelief, for, it will revert
to him, if the accused is not as he said."2
(Fisq is sin, disobedience, transgression, wickedness.)
COMMENTARY: See previous hadith # 4815.
1
·DO NOT CALL ANYONE 1 ENEMY OF ALLAH'
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4817. Sayyiduna Abu Obarr ~,&,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J",.l&-..111~ said,
11
He who accuses a man of disbelief or calls him an enemy of Allah, neither of
which he is, then the accusation rebounds on him." 3
SIN OF REVILING ONE ANOTHER IS LAID ON THE BEGINNER

Bukhari # 6104, Muslim# 111-60.
Bukhari # 6045.
3 Bukhari, Muslim # 112-61.
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4818. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .iiJ, ~J and Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .i»1 ~J narrated that
Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ said '~at ever two people who revile one another
say is blamed on him who began the reviling as long the innocent one (who is
:
wronged) does not transgress." 1
COMMENTARY: Some authorities say that the second person will be a sinner too because
of his abusive words.
NOT PROPER TO CURSE ANYONE
J
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4819. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u&-.i»I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#.i»l~
said, "It does not behave a siddiq (very truthful man) to be a reviler."2
COMMENTARY: 'Siddiq' is an amplified form of the noun meaning, 'much more truthful.'
There is no variance between his words and his deeds. The Sufis classify the rank of siddiq
as a degree lower than prophethood. It is as Quran says:
'
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IWhom Allah has blessed from among the prophets, the sincere (lover of truth), the
Witnesses and the righteous} (4: 69)
.
One who has attain the rank of siddiq cannot curse another because it amounts to praying
for him to be deprived of Allah's mercy. The objective of all the Prophets ~">WI~ has been
to draw people nearer to Allah's mercy and the creatures who have drawn away should be
brought nearer to Him.
According to Mawlana Abdul Majid Daryabadi .i»1.w-J, 'Siddiq is the intensive form of (JJ.w)
(sudooq), 'the truthful. And implies on invariable habit of veracity, and imperishable love
of truth ... ' (Tafsir ufQuran3 Vol3 p 83 note 151).
.
This is why the Ahl us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) wa al jama'ah refrain from calling
curse on anybody, even if he deserves it. However, there is no harm in cursing the
disbelievers of whom it is known for certain that they died as disLelievers.
There are two kinds of curses.
(i)
To call for removal of someone completely from goodness and Allah's mercy
and to make him lose all hope of Allah's blessing. This kind is only for the
disbelievers.
(ii)
To declare such a person to be removed from Allah's pleasure who abandons
the best curse and high ideals in deed~ and prayers. This kind is also known to
have been called by some of the shabah ~.iiJ,~ J·
The Word la'an (iJW) translated 'reviler' is an exaggerated form to describe 'one who curses.
It is used here because generally even the most prominent believer does not refrain from
calling a little curse. This is why Ibn Maalik .i»1.w-J said that this hadith does not call to task
one V·'ho (curses occasionally and) may have cursed once or twice.
1

Muslim # 68-2597.
# 85-2597.

2 Muslim
3 Darul

Isha' at Karachi.
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4820. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that the he heard Allah's Messenger
~ .ii1 ~ J say, "those who are accustomed to curse often will not be witnesses or
intercessors on the day of resurrection."1
COMMENTARY: On the day of resurrection, the ummah of Muhammad ~J~..l!'~ will be
presented as witnesses over the previous peoples. They will testify that the Prophet ~~~
~J and Messenger r")\..J'~ had conveyed to those peoples the messages of Allah and had
invited them to Allah's path. But, they did not listen to them. Allah says about it:
"" "'\~ ... .~~~!J:O
. ' ' ~~~<1\J\
!--- !:.~
1---!, ~ ..
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.. ....,"' e ,., ~~~~.lS'~
. "' " .._,
{And thus have we made you mid-most justly balanced) community so that you
may be witnesses to mankind.} (2: 143)
The Prophet ~J~..l!~~ said that on the day of resurrection such people who are given to
cursing will not be honoured as witnesses over the past ummahs, they will also be
deprived of the honour of interceding for anyone on the day of resurrection.
DO NOT SAY ABOUT ANYONE THAT HE HAS PERISHED
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4821. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~..l!~~
said, "when a man says, 'people have perished' (and are deserving of hell}, then he
is the one who will perish most."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone sees some people on the wrong path and hopes that they
would mend their ways and sympathizes with them, saying that they have perished, then
there is no harm in it. What he says reflects his inner desire to see them on the right path
and get guidance. He wants them to be safe and not perish.
If anyone ~ays so merely to find fault with them and to frustrate them, then he is the one
who has perished to a higher degree because he seems arrogant and despises the other
people.
This is the meaning, if the word is read ahlukukum (~'). If it is read ahlakakum, then it
would mean that .he who says so ruins them or causes them to perish. Those people hear
him and feel despondent and stop doing whatever good deeds they had been doing. They
plunge deeper into sin. Such words cause them to lose heart and have no hope of being
forgiven.
Shari'ah (divine law) teaches us to be very mild and compassionate and loving to people
who have gone astray. .
The person who is harsh to them and frustrates them is the one who perishes before them.
The Prophet's ~J"~,i»,~ words mean that even the sinners should be given glad tidings.
1
2

Muslim # 85-2598.
Muslim # 13-2623.
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They should be given hope of Allah's mercy and encouraged to seek it.
WORST OF MEN
f
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4822. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li!1~
said, ''you will find that the worst of all people on the day of resurrection will be
the two faced one. He presents one face to these (professing something) and another
face to those (professing a different thing)."t
TALE-BEARER IS WARNED
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4823. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~lii'~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 1JJ1~
~J~ say, "The qattat (..:,\:i)-talebearer) shall not enter paradise. "In the beginning)
A version of Muslim has 'nammam' (r4i) talabearer)2
(qattat and nammam are synonyms)
SPEAK THE TRUTH, SHUN FALSEHOOD
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4824. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 1JJ1~
~J ~ said, 'You must bind yourselves to speak the truth. Indeed, truth leads to
piety and piety leads the doer of pious work to paradise. He who does not cease to
speak the truth and sticks to the truth is recorded with Allah as a siddiq (the most
truthful).
And, beware of falsehood! Falsehood leads to wickedness and sin, and wickedness
leads to hell. He who does not cease to speak lies and sticks to falsehood is recorded
with Allah as a kadhahab (yl.lS")- a great liar."
According to another version: He said, "Truth is piety and piety leads to paradise,
but falsehood wickedness and wickedness leads to hell." (It does not mention
'sticks to ... ' in each case.)3
t Bukhari # 6058, Muslim# 199-2526.
2 Bukhari
3

# 6056, Muslim# 169-105.
Bukhari # 6094, Muslim # 105-2607.
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COMMENTARY: The truthful will be regarded as possessing the attribute of siddiq and

occupying the station of siddiq. Thus he deserves the reward receivable at that rank, Or, his
name is written as siddiq in the book of records with the ange~s in the heavens. Or, he is
known as siddiq by the people in this world. This would mean that he is held in high
esteem in this world and always remembered as truthful and the title siddiq. This meaning
is based on the words:
I
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{Surely those who believe and do righteous deeds, for them the compassionate shall
assign love} (19: 96)
The kadhdhab (liar) is recorded in the same way with Allah. A judgement is passed against
him on the punishment to be awarded. The people know him as a liar and unworthy of
trust, and they dislike him.
ONE WHO PUTS THINGS RIGHT IS NOT A LIAR
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4825. Sayyidah Umm Kulthum ~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~.
said, 11 He is not the Kadhdhab (liar) who reconciles people (who are in bad books of
one another). He says what is good (to one another) and grows what is gooctf
(between their relationship)."1
COMMENTARY: If anyone says something that is not true but hopes to strike a
reconciliation between two man who disagree with one another, then he will not be called a
liar and no sin will fall on him. However, what he says must be based on good and piety
not sin. For example, he may say to one that the other spoke well to him though he may not
have done so.
PRAISING TO FLATTER
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4826. Sayyiduna Miqdad ibn Aswad ~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.&1~
~ J said, '"When you see those who praise people, throw dust in their faces."
COMMENTARY: If anyone praises you on your face hoping to win your favour then pour
dust on his face. This means that you should keep him deprived Or, give him something
paltry to ward him off, because, giving something insignificant is also like throwing dust
on the face, and this giving should be to keep him quiet, and not satirise you.
Some ulama (Scholars) take the words of the hadith in their literal sense. This is borne out
by the action of Sayyiduna Miqdad ibn Aswad. 4;.f, .&1 ~ J When a man praised Sayyiduna
Uthrnan ibn Affan 4;S..&1~J on his face, he picked up a fistful of dust and threw it on that
man's face. The ulama (Scholars) say that this is done to worn him because by his praise he
might cause the man praised to get it into his head and be conceited.
1

Bukhari # 2692, Musilm # 101-2605.
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Khattabi ~~~J said that this refers to those who are accustomed to shower praise to flatter.
They do not consider whether it is fair on unjust, deserving or not. They make it a
profession to earn a livelihood or get a favour.
If anyone praises another justly to encourage him to carry on the good work or to get
others to emulate the good doer, then this hadith does not apply to him.
~
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4827. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~~~~J narrated that a man began to praise another (to
his. face) in the presence of the Prophet ~J~~~~. so, he said, "woe to you! You
have severed the neck of your brother!" He said this three times "If any of you must
needs praise another, then he should say, 1 I consider him to be such and such, for,
Allah is the One (who knows and) who takes account of him.' If he who praises
supposes that the other deserves the praise. (In either case) he must not take upon
himself the right to declare anyone pure. "1
COMMENTARY: The words 'severed the neck of your brother are tantamount to
destroying him spiritually.
If you must praise someone because you find him to be praiseworthy then qualify your
statement with, 'I suppose so.' Allah alone knows the truth. However, those who are
praised in the ahadith and it ~s established about them that they are dear to Allah, like the
ten who are given glad tidings of paradise, - it is correct to praise them.
KINDS OF PRAISE: There are three kinds of praise:
(i)
Praising someone in his presence. This is disallowed in this hadith.
(ii)
Praising a person in his absence hoping that he would be told of it. This kind is
disallowed too.
Praising one in his absence without desire to let him now Besides, the praised
(iii)
one deserves the praise. This kind of praise is permitted. There is no harm in
this kind of praise any person.
WHAT IS BACKBITING
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4828. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# Jil1 J..P
asked (the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~Jil'csJ'J, one day), 11 Do you know what
backbiting is?" They said, 11Allah and His Messenger knows best." He said, "your
t Bukhari

# 6162, Muslim # 65-300.
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mentioning your brother in such a way that he would dislike it (if he heard you)." He
was asked, 'What do you say if that what I say is found in my brother?" He said, '!If
what you say is found in him then you have backbited him. But, if what you say is
not found in him then you have slandered (and defamed) him." (It is a grave sin, too)
According to another version: '~en you say of your brother what is found in him
then you have backbited him. And when you say what is not in him, you have
slandered him."t
COMMENTARY: Backbiting is a sin that is very common among people.
It is to speak of someone behind his back about his shortcomings. It may even be by
gesture or by allusion or in any other form.
If backbiting degrades the person in someone's eyes then unlawful. If anyone's defect is
mentioned in his presence in a way that hurts him then it is a shameless conduc~, hard
heartedness and a grave sin.
The atonement for backbiting is to seek. forgiveness of the victim, provided he has learnt of
it. It is enough to say, 'I have backbited you, forgive me." If he has not learnt of it having
died or being in a distant land, then make istighfar for him. Ask Allah to forgive you and to
forgive him too.
WHEN IS BACKBITING ALLOWED: The ulama (Scholars) say that in some cases it is
allowed to backbite. For example,
speaking about an oppressor's wrongdoings,
disclosing the nature of the narrators of hadith,
describing someone's lineage and state of affairs when consulted for marriage.
Telling a Muslim about another with whom he intends to place some trust, or
transact some business, etc.
In the same way, it is not wrong to disclose to the people that a man who is religious
outwardly is given to hurt others with his tongues and hand.
Also, it is not wrong to inform the state authorities of it and of anyone's deeds that might
harm the masses or anyone.
The ulama (Scholars) say also that there is no harm ih mentioning anyone's defect with the
objective of reforming him. It is disallowed only when the backbiter intends to reveal his
evil and to hurt him thereby.
Similarly, if anyone does not name a section of people a set of villagers or city dwellers and
speaks of their defects, then it is not backbiting. (See also # 4877)
WORST MAN IS HE WHO SPEAKS INDECENTLY
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4829. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~J narrated that a man sought permission to meet the
Prophet ~J~l»'~· He said, "Let him come in. He is an indecent man of his bibe."
When he (came and) sat down, the prophet ~J~.1!1~ received him warmly and
affectionately. Then, when he departed, Sayyidah Ayshah ~)»'~;submitted, ''0
Messenger of Allah, you had said, about him this and that, but then you received
him warmly and affectionately." Allah's Messenger ~J"#l»'~ said, 11 When have
you observed me speaking in an uncivil manner? On the day of resurrection, he
will be in the worst standing in the esteem of Allah who will be avoided by the
people for fear of the harm he might cause them."
According to a version: 'for fear of his indecency."t
COMMENTARY: The rude man was Uyaynah ibn Husayn. He was notorious for his hardhearted, bad-manned and quick-tempered conduct. He was the chief of his tribe and was
among the (yfoJilil_,.-) (mu'allifatulquloob)2 those whose hearts were to be won over, so that
he may be reconciled to Islam and remain steadfast. Even in the life of the prophet ~..1!1~
~J, his faith was shaky, and after his death, he turned away from faith outright and
apostated. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ 1»1 ~J imprisoned him but he returned to Islam and
finally died as a Muslim. The hadith speaks of his visit to the Prophet ~J~l»1~ during his
early Islam. He confirmed his faith before the Prophet ~JA#l»l~ during this visit but the
Prophet~ J~l»1~ had informed those who were with him that the visitor was a rude man
of his community.
Whatever the Prophet ~JA#l»l~ had said about him was one of the signs of prophethood
and a miracle from him. He told people about him so that they might be careful with him
and not fall into trial and mischief. The Prophet ~J4#.1d~ disclosure was not backbiting.
Imam nawawi 1»1~J has said that the reception accorded to this man by the Prophet 4#1»1~
~J was to win and reconcile his heart to Islam. Thus, it is allowed to treat well even a man
who is feared for his rudeness and bad manners and any harm he might cause. It is also
allowed to disclose to others the inner nature of a wicked man and backbite him.
At this juncture, we must make clear the difference, between two behaviours known as
(~';'..l.l) mudaaraat, and {~l..l.l} mudaahanat.
(The dictionary meanings respectively are: hospitality and hypocrisy) in the terminology
of Shari'ah (divine law), the former is to spend worldly possession on someone to reform
his worldly or religious life, or both. This is permissible and sometimes it is a good thing to
do. In contrast, mudaahanat is to spend or sacrifice religion to reform and help someone.
This is disallowed.
This difference must be borne in mind. Many people are unaware of it and have gone
astray because of the unawareness.
The Prophet ~J~l»1~ made it clear to Sayyidah Ayshah ~l»'~J that if he had behaved
with the visitor as a rude man should be treated then that would have been improper while
he had never meted such treatment to anyone else before. He said that he did not call him
evil on his face because he did not want that people should keep away from him because of
his harsh language, and he also wished to avoid a confrontation with the evil man.
1

Bukhari # 6032, Muslim # 73-591.
is mu' allafatah quloobuhun- the people with reconciled heart (Mujan lughatul fuqaha)
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Generally, an evil man should be left alone and not told of his defects.
DO NOT DISCLOSE YOUR OWN DEFECTS

I

-~i~\ ~~ d~ ~ 0~ ....:'.)~
4830. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~
said, 11 All of my ummah are safe but not those who publicise their (defects and)
sins. 11 (He meant that not all sinners of his ummah will undergo severe punishment
but they will endure harsh chastisement who commit sin and then speak about it)
11
Surely, it is very shameful (and bold) for a man to perpetrate sin in the night and,
after Allah has concealed it for him (and not punished him promptly in the night
for it), to go on telling someone in the morning that he had committed a certain (sin)
during the previous night. His Lord concealed it morning, he .begins to disclose
what Allah's concealed (of his sins)."I
COMMENTARY: Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi .&1 ~J explained that all the
members of the ummah are preserved from backbiting. He means that it is allowed to
backbite a sinner, but no one else and not even these whose sins Allah conceals. Teebi :iil1~J
also gives the same explanation.
However, Mulla Ali Qari ~~J disagrees with them. He says that the hadith means what
the translation says.
Shaykh Abdul Haq .&1~; said that it is proper to backbite one who commits sin openly
before people or declares his (daring) doings, shamelessly. But, it is forbidden to backbite
one who has committed a sin secretly.
The ulama (Scholars) say that it is allowed to backbite one who commits indecency and
wrong openly, a wicked tyrant, and a propagator of innovation; and also by one who
complains to the authority against a wrong doer. It is also allowed to correct and report
about witnesses and narrators of ahadith etc. and point out their weaknesses.
The hadith of Abu Hurayrah .w:-.&1~; ''One who believes ... " has been narrated previously
(see# 243: hospitality).
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SECfiON II
THOSE WHO GIVE FALSEHOOD
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4831. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ib~~ said, "He
who gives up lying and the lying is in vain (of no purpose), a castle is built for him
in paradise at its edge. He who gives up disputing though he is rightful, a castle is
built for him in paradise in the centre of it. He who makes his character good, a
castle is built for him in paradise in the heights of it."1
COMMENTARY: The hadith mentions three kinds of people who shall get a prominent
place in .paradise.
As for the liar, sometimes it is permitted to lie, like in war provided there is no kind of
violation of a pledge, or, to reconcile people who are at loggerheads, or to protect a
Muslim's property that he is liable to lose, or to tell each of the two or more wives, 'I love
you most, or to please even the solitary wife promising to get her something.
The second kind give up their disputes even when they are right and the other party is on
the wrong side and unjust. They bow down humbly before the disputant. However, they
must not give in where a religious issue is involved, or when they might have to sacrifice a
religious point. Imam shafi'I .&1~.J used to say that he debated on a religious issue only to
have the truth demonstrated by his opponent,
Imam Ghazali .iii~.J said that if anyone hears what is true then he must vouch for it as true. But,
if it is not true and is baseless and it does not concern religion, then he must observe silence.
As for good manners, our society generally regards it as being cheerful with others, open
hearted, soft spoken and of a kind disposition.
WHAT LEADS TO PARADISE & WHAT TO HELL
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4832. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ib·~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ib1~

asked, 'Do you know what is generally instrumental in leading people to paradise?
It is taqwa (piety)(fear of Allah) and good manners. Do you know what is generally
instrumental in leading people to hell? They are the two hollow things: the mouth

and the private parts."2
COMMENTARY: The lowest form of taqwa (piety)is to abstain from polytheism and the
highest form is to have no other thought but only of Allah and the heart should be oriented
fully to Him.
Being good mannered is to behave well with Allah's creatures. The highest degree of it is to
be good to him who misbehaves and hurts.
In this way, the man who possesses both these characteristics pleases both Allah and
Allah's creatures. Hence, the door to deliverance is open to him. When Allah is pleased
with anyone and the creatures are happy with him too, then there is no doubt that success
smiles at him.
Shaykh Abdul Haq .1!1 ~J has said that good manners too is part of taqwa. The hadith

1

Tirmidhi # 1993, Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3502, Ibn Majah #51.
# 2004, Ibn Majah # 4246, Musnad Ahmad 2-291.
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mentions good manners after taqwa (piety)to speak of the particular and then of the
general. But we also say that taqwa (piety)concerns excellence of the apparent deeds while
good manners imply a polished internal character.
Teebi ~1 ~J said taqwa (piety)calls for abstaining from what Allah has forbidden and
pursuing what He has commanded. Good manners is to be well behaved and cheerful to
the creatures.
The second portion of the hadith says that the mouth and the private parts are the great
sources of sin. If anyone succumbs to them, then he will land in hell.
The unlawful things that a person eats and the indecent and immodest words that he utters
are done by his tongue in his mouth.
The Private parts of a person are the greatest net of the devil. He ensnares people in to it
and casts them into hell. Man disobeys his creator by falling into temptation.
·
SIGNIFICANCE OF GOOD WORD & BAD WORD
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4833. Sayyiduna Bilal ibn Harithah ~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.~..1!1~
11
~ J said, A man utters an expression that is good, not knowing its worth but Allah
records for him His pleasure till the day he will meet him. And, a man utters an evil
expression, not knowing its significance but Allah records for him His displeasure
till the day he will meet Him. "t
COMMENTARY: The man who earns Allah's pleasure is enabled to do such things as
please Allah. He preserves him from punishment in the grave and he makes his grave
specious and he is told, Sleep as a bridegroom sleeps." He will awake on the day of
resurrection together with his good fortune. Allah's mercy will envelop him and he will be
admitted to paradise and enjoy its blessings.
The fate of the one with whom Allah is displeased will be opposed to his.
Allah's pleasure or displeasure is not recorded merely till the day he meets Allah. Rather, it
is forever, It is like the verse of the Quran concerning the devil
11

11

And surely by curse shall be on you till the day of requital/'} (38: 78)
Clearly, the verse does not mean that the devil will come out the curse thereafter. Rather, it
is on him perpetually. The same applies in this case.
Sufyan ibn Uyaynah ..1!1~J said, that the expression that is good' is to speak a just word to a
tyrant ruler. We might base our surmise on this and say that the evil expression is a false
word before a ruler as might cause harm to religion.
However, the text of the hadith seems to be of a general nature.
(

1

Tirmidhi # 2319, Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice), Muwatta Maalik, Ibn Majah.
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MAKING PEOPLE LAUGH WITH FALSE JOKES
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4834. Sayyiduna Bahz ibn Hakim 1»1 ~J reported from his father (Hakim ibn
Mu'awiyah) who from Bahz's grandfather (Mu'awiyah ibn Abdah) ~ 1»1 ~J that
Allah's Messenger ~J~iil1~ said, 'Woe to him who relates stories, faking them up,
to make people laugh thereby! Woe to him! Woe to him!"t
COMMENTARY: The word translated 'woe!' is (J..J) wayI. It means 'ruin to you!' Moreover,
way! is a valley in paradise. If the mountains are put into it, they would melt.
The Arabs use this word for a person who perpetrates some evil. It expresses grief.
The Prophet ~J ~ 1»1 ~ repeated this word at the conclusion and spoke it twice to
demonstrate the severity of the warning for the jester who is used to spin a yarn.
Since the hadith speaks of 'faking' stories, it may be understood that if anyone relates true
stories or jokes to make his listeners happy, then there is no han.n in it. But, he rnust not
make a habit of it, and he must not adopt a profession of jester because in the end it is
damaging to divert all attention to it.
REFRAIN FROM JOKING
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4835. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..la~
said, "Surely, a man speaks a word, not speaking it but only to make people laugh.
Because of it, he falls down (in hell) further than the distance between heaven and
earth. Moreover, he slips by his tongue more than he slips by his foot."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone slips by his foot and suffers pain and wound, that is not as
severe as the suffering after slipping by his tongue, like speaking lies and bearing its
consequences which are borne in religion and the hereafter and more damaging than
physical pain after slipping by foot.
SILENCE WORDS OFF TROUBLE
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4836. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~1»1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~
~J said,''He who observes silence is safe."3
COMMENTARY: If one keeps quiet he saves himself from many worldly troubles and is

Musnad Ahmad 5-65, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud, Darimi.
Bayhaqi # 4832, (Shu' ab ul eeman).
3 Tirmidhi # 2501 (2509) Musnad Ahmad.
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delivered from trials in the hereafter, for, most of his troubles emanate from his tongue.
Imam Ghazali iil1~_, said that there are four kinds of speech in terms of results:
(i)
Only loss.
(ii)
Only benefit.
(iii)
Neither loss nor benefit
(iv)
Both loss and benefit.
One most observe silence when there is likelihood of loss because it is better to avoid loss
than to acquire benefit.
When there is neither loss nor benefit, it is futile to use the tongue. In other words, it is a
total loss.
As for the second kind that is purely beneficial, though it is not bad to occupy the tongue in
this kind yet there is a trial and risk in it. There is sometimes in such speech ostentation,
egoism and unnecessary talk. It becomes difficult to distinguish where one goes wrong.
In short therefore, it is better always to adopt silence. It is a means to safety because there
are numerous pitfalls of the tongue which is difficult for one to avert. Someone did say
well:

The tongue is a small piece of flesh
But its crimes are very many!
MEANS OF PRESERVATION
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4837. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~iii,~_, narrated, "I met Allah's Messenger iill~
~J ~ and asked him, "How may one secure deliverance (in the world and the
Next)?" He said, "Keep your tongue in check, let your home be enough for you and
weep over you sins."t
COMMENTARY: An exponent has explained: 'preserve your tongue from such things as
lack goodness and virtue.' The more correct meaning is: 'keep your tongue in check (and
shut) as though you are a supervisor over affairs.
Clearly, if you are cautious in your affairs and attentive to your conditions and doings and
watching your mistakes and virtues, you will gain deliverance.
As for your house sufficing you, you must get out of it only when it becomes necessary to
go out. Do not fret over being secluded but take it as a blessing, for, it preserves you from
trials. Mischief and evils it is said;
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(It is the time to keep quiet, stay home and be content with the provision till death
comes).
Teebi iil1~ J said that the hadith (tradition) (tradition) tradtion means that one should take
up seclusion in one's home and worship Allah.

t

Musnad Ahmad 5-259, Tirmidhi # 2406.
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One should repent over one's sin sincerely and be ashamed of oneself and ask Allah for
forgiveness. One should bow down in humility and weep or, at least, try to weep humbly.
LIMBS BESEECH THE TONGUE
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4838. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed
.1!1 ~J narrated in a marfu form (that Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ ..ln ~ said: "When the son of Aadam ~~~ ~ wakes up in the
morning, all the limbs plead before the tongue saying, 'fear Allah for our sake, for,
we depend on you. If you are straight, we are straight too. But, if you are crooked,
we too are crooked."t
COMMENTARY: Of course, the entire body depends on the heart ·both apparently and
spiritually. According to a hadith (tradition) (tradition):
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"Surely there is a piece of flesh in the body. If it good, the entire body is good. But,
if it corrupts, the entire body is corrupt."2
However, the tongue is the supreme leader of the body in the sense that it is the spokesman
and deputy of the heart. It announces that which the heart contemplates. The other limbs
obey it. Hence, just as the heart dictates how the limbs will reform or decay, so too the
tongue has a role in reforming or corrupting the rest of the body.
EXCELLENCE OF A MAN'S ISLAM

4839. Sayyiduna Ali .1!1 ~J son of Sayyiduna Husayn ~ ..ln ~J (who was Zayn ul
Aabideen) ..1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J~.1!1~ said, ''The excellence of
a man's Islam is that he abandons that which is meaningless.3
4840. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4JS..iil1~J narrated it (in similar way).4
4841. Both of them narrated it, separately.s
COMMENTARY: The excellence of a person's Islam is that the does not involve himself in
what is unnecessary and what does not concern him and is such that he must not occupy
himself in pursuing it. Whatever is necessary, he may devote himself to it, like seeking
sustenance, food and water, clothing, wife who will keep him chaste, and other dire
necessities of life, but not the luxuries concerned with this life, and not anything that is
1

Tirmidhi # 2407, Musnad Ahmad 3-86.
# 52, Muslim # 107-1599, Ibn Majah # 3986.
3 Muwatta Maalik # 47-103, Musnad Ahmad 1-311. -·
4 Ibn Majah # 3976.
5 Tirmidhi # 2317, 2318. Bayhaqi (Shabul Eeman) # 4887, 4986.
2 Bukhari
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unnecessary. In the same way, he may devote to that which is good for him in the
hereafter. They include faith, Islam and ihsan (doing good) as explained in hadith
(tradition) (tradition) Jibril (# 7). These things are necessary and earn the pleasure of the
Lord so they are not meaningless. All else besides these are meaningless, whether deeds or
words.
Imam Ghazali .&1 ~; said that the least form of the meaningless is that you do not speak
with your tongue such a thing as will not make your silence sinful, nor you lose anything.
An example of it is describing every detail of your journey to your listeners. New, if you do
not describe it to them, you will not become a sinner and will not also lose anything.
Rather, if you speak at length you might slip and say something that makes you a sinner.
DO NOT COMMENT ON ANOTHER'S FATE
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4842. Sayyiduna Anas ~,;$. li!1 ~; narrated that one of the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~ .&1 ~; died. Someone there remarked, 11 Glad tidings to you of
paradise." Allah's Messenger ~J~.ld~ asked, 11How do you know he might have
spoken the meaningless, or he might have been niggardly when spending was not
harmful to him?"t
COMMENTARY: The gist of what the Prophet ~-J~~~~ said is that the man should not
have commented on anyone's outward life.
BEWARE OF SLIP OF THE TONGUE
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4843. Sayyiduna Sufyan ibn Abdullah Thaqafi ~,;$. ~~ ~; narrated that he asked, 0
11

Messenger of Allah, what do you fear most for me?" He held his own tongue and
said, ''This!" (sins are committed often be cause of it.)2
FALSEHOOD CAUSES ANGELS TO MOVE AWAY
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4844. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4$~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ld~ said,
11
When a man lies, the angel (who protects him) distances himseH a mile from him
because of the bad odour it produces."3
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4845. Sayyiduna Sufyan ibn Asad Hadrami ~.;.$. il1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~)»,~ say, "It is a great treachery that you say something to your
(Muslim) brother who takes you to be truthful but you have Iied."1
WARNING TO THE TWO FACED
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4846. Sayyiduna Ammar ~.;.$. 1»1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~"1...J •# .i»1 ~ said,
"He who is two faced in this world will have (in his mouth) two tongues of fire on
the day of resurrection."2
.
COMMENTARY: The two faced man is the hypocrite. But, some people say that he
instigates each of the two wranglers. He makes each seem that he is his friend and
sympathizer.
WHAT TAKES AWAY FROM PERFECT FAITH
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484'].. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.;.$. il1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ill~
said, ''A (perfect) believer is not one who taunts, of curses, or acts immorally, or
rudely."
According to another version:
"(is not one who taunts, or curses,) or acts immorally rude."3
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4848. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar lt;S..l!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~ill~ said,
"He cannot be a (perfect) believer who is accustomed to curse."
According to another version:
''It does not behave a believer that he should curse often."4
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4849. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~J4#ill~ narrated that Allah's Messenger
~J ~ .&! ~ said, 11 Do not invoke on each other Allah's curse, Allah's wrath, pr
1

Abu Dawud # 4971.
2 Abu Dawud # 4873, Darimi.
3 Tirmidhi # 1977, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman, Musnad Ahmad 1-405, (2nd version) Bayhaqi # 5149.
4 Tirmidhi # 2019.
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(consignment to) hell."
According to another version: 11 0r (consignment to) the fire." 1
COMMENTARY: It is not proper for the Muslims to pray against each other. And, it is
more detestable that a Muslim should call Allah's curse or wrath on his Muslim brother, or
to invoke, "May you go to hell!"
. CURSE REVERBERATES

l.q.!. ~I l! 1:d1 -...f.;l j~~j ~ ili1 ~ ;iJ1 j_;.!5 ,l '~ ~ jli jiSJlll 'fl0J.j (f.AO•)
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4850. Sayyiduna Abu Darda #$~~~_,narrated that he heard Allan's Messenger 1Jl1~
~J4# say, ''When a person curses anything (man or an inanimate object), the curse
rises up to the heaven but the gates of heaven are _locked against it, so it comes
down to earth but its gates are locked against it. So, it turns to the right and the left.
If it does not find any point of entry, it comes again to that which was cursed (and
effects it) if it deserves the curse. If not then it reverates on him who had uttered the
curse."2
COMMENTARY: People take the curse very lightly but this hadith (tradition) (tradition)
points out how serious it is and the one who curses is himself liable to fall on prey to it.
Hence, no one may be cursed unless one is confident that he deserves it, but this can only
be known when the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ tells us who deserves it.
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4851. Sayyi~una Ibn Abbas ol$.&1~_, narrated that (one day) the wind blew away the
cloak of a man, so he curse it. Allah's Messenger ~J4#1Jl1~ said, 11Do not curse it,
because it is under cpmmand. If any one curses something and it is not liable to it,
then the curse rebounds to him."3
COMMENTARY: the wind is not independent but it follows a command. Hence, it is very
bad to curse it and it is contrary to servitude.
The same command applies at other like when facing reverses of fortune or grief, etc. One
must keep one's tongue in check. No complaint may be made. It is against Islamic
teachings.

DO NOT CRITICIZE EACH OTHER BEFORE YOUR ELDERS

1

Tirmidhi # 1976, Abu Dawud # 4906, Musnad Ahmad 5-15.
Abu Dawud # 4905.
3 Tirmidhi # 1978 (1985), Abu Dawud # 4908.
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4852. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.a...ri'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.il1~
said, 11Let not any of my sahabah tell me of any wrong in anyone (of his doings or
habits). I like to come out (of my house) to you with no ill feeling or displeasure
(about anyone)."l
_
COMMENTARY: One must not speak ill of anyone before one's elders, shaykh or ruler so
that his mind is not prejudiced against him.
The prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ liked to meet his companions in e cheerful way without any
misgivings
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4853. Sayyidah Ayshah llp.il'..ri'J narrated that she said to the Prophet ~J~.1tt~. 111t
suffices you about Safiyah that she is such and such." She meant to refer to her
short stature. He said, 11Indeed, you have spoken such a word that if it were mixed
in the sea, it would overwhelm it (and change it)."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Safiyah bint Hayyay \p .1!1 ..ri'J was one of the wives of the
Prophet ~J~~~~. She was short-statured and Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1tt..ri'J spoke of it in a
light-hearted manner but that amounted to backbiting and the Prophet ~J"~.ill~ checked
her for that.
Sayyidah Ayshah ~.11·~_,had made fun of her shortcoming both in wor~s and gestures.
ROUGHNESS RENDERS BAD MILDNESS ADORNS
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4854. SayYiduna Anas "~.&!~; narrated that Allah's Messenger~J":l~.iltJ"" said, 11lndecency
in any speech spoils it, but modesty (and mildness) in speech beautifies it."3
·
COMMENTARY: Teebi ~ ~_, said that these words emphasize the evil of rough and
indecent speech and goodness of mild talk. It roughness or rudeness grows in stone or any
inanimate object it renders it defective. Conversely, modesty beautifies it. Thus, bad or
rude speech detracts from personality while politeness makes it dignified.
WARNING TO ONE WHO SHAMES OTHER.PEOPLE

1

Abu Dawud # 4860.
Musnad Ahmad 6-189, Tirmidhi # 2502, Abu Dawud # 4875.
3 Tirmidhi # 1974 (1981), Ibn Majah.
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4855. Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Ma'dan 1»1~; reported that Sayyid~a Mu'adh ~t:S-li!l~;
narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ 1»1 ~ said, "He who reminds his (Muslim)
brother of a sin (to shame him), will not die without committing it himself." It
means a sin for which he has repented.t
COMMENTARY: If a Muslim commits a sin and feels ashamed over it and makes a sincere
repentance for it then it is a sign of his sound nature and good faith. No other Mus~ has a
right after that to disgrace him for his lapse.
If he has not repented and commits the sin, then he may be maligned and warned without
being proud about it, merely by way of guidance to keep him away from committing sin.
Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal 1»1~; has explained at the end of the Prophet's ~J~iJI1~ words.
'It means a sin for which ... '
While Imam Tirmidh iJI1 ~; has commented on the (sanad of this) tradition, Iraqi iJI1 ~;
points out that Ahmad lbl~; and Tabarani iJI1~; have reported it with a proper line of
transmission.
DO NOT REJOICE AT ANOTHER'S PLIGHT

4856. Sayyiduna Wathilah ~.:S-1»1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»>~ said,
''Do not display pleasure at your (Muslim) brother's distress (even if the two of you
are in disagreement) lest Allah have mercy o~ him and involve you in the distress."2
FORBIDDEN TO MIMIC ANYONE

-~J&~jll&ljj
4857. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.1!1~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~iJI1~ said, "I do not
like to mimic anyone even if there is for me such and such."3
COMMENTARY:l It is forbidden to imitate anyone (to ridicule him) both by words and
.action. It is like forbidden backbiting.
DO NOT RESTRICT ALLAH'S MERCY FOR ANYONE
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Tirmidhi # 2505 (2513).
Tirmidhi # 2506.
3 Tirmidhi # 2503.
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4858. Sayyiduna Jundub ~.&'~.J narrated that a villager c.ame and made his camel

kneel and tethered it. Then he entered the mosque and offered salah (prayer)
behind Allah's Messenger. ~J~,&,~ When he finished with the salaam (turning
with salutation to either side), he returned to his riding beast, untethered it and
mounted it. Then he called out (in a loud voice), "0 Allah shower mercy on me and
Muhamm~d but do not associate anyone else in the mercy on us!" Allah's
Messenger ~J "~ ,&, ~ asked, '~at do you say·- he is more off the path, or his
camel? Did you not hear what he said?" They (the sahabah) ~.&'~.J s~id, "Yes, we
did!"l
.
COMMENTARY: We must not limit' the scope of our prayer. Rather, we must include all
believing men and women in it.
And the hadith (tradition) (tradition) of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..ld~.J (~.iS' ;.J~~ is in
the chapter al-I' tisam # 156.
SECTION III
DO NOT PRAISE A SINNER
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4859. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ,&, ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ said,
'~en a sinner is praised, the Lord, who is Exalted, is angry (on the one who
praises) and the Throne shakes because of it. "2
·
COMMENTARY: The throne either truly shakes or this is a figurative way to say how
terrible it is to praise a sinner. He who praises seems to uphold the conduct of the sinner
and commends his doing. It would not be surprising if the man who praises a sinner is at
the borders of disbelief, for, he begins to regard the unlawful as lawful. The same ruling as
for praise of a sinner applies to lauding the worldly ulama (Scholars), misle«;l poets, and
ostentatious reciters of the Quran.
On this basis, we may imagine how worse it is to praise oppressors, tyrants and
disbelievers. Hence, it is very necessary to refrain from it. And, this can only be done by
shunning their company.
TREACHERY & FALSEHOOD ARE OPPOSITES OF FAITH
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4860. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.&'~.J narrated that Allah.'s Messenger ~J"#i»l~

said, "A Muslim is born with every characteristic, except treachery and falsehood."3
4861. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~A~~~.J narrated the same hadith (tradition)

(tradition).4

·

Abu Dawud # 4885, Musnad Ahmad 4-312.
Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 4886.
3 Musnad Ahmad 5-252.
4 Bayhaqi # 48090.
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COMMENTARY: A Muslim is truthful and trustworthy. A perfect believer cannot possess

these two characteristics. So, the Prophet~J4Js..l»1~ has forbidden Muslims to let these two
weaknesses grow in them. They disagree with faith and Islam.
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4862. Sayyiduna Safwan ibn Sulaym 1»1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger AJs-1»1~
~J

was asked, 11Can a believer be a coward?" He said, "Yes (it is possible)!" He was
asked, 111t is possible for a believer to be a miser?" He said, 11Yes!" Then, he was
asked, 11ls it possible for a believer to be a (habitual) liar?" He said, ''No!"1
COMMENTARY: The truth of faith is not complaint with falsehood which is unjust in
essence. The previous explanation applies to this hadith (tradition), too.
The word in the hadith (tradition) is ('-:'l.lS} kadhdhab, great liar or a habitual liar. So, it
makes an exception ot an occasional lapse being the failing or human nature. Examples
include lying for a valid reason. Such exceptions are not contrary to faith.
ABOUT SAYYIDUNA SAFWAN .1!1-w-_,: His full name was Safwan ibn SulaymZuhri lD1~;.
He was the freed man of Sayyiduna Humayd ibn Abdur Rahman ibn Awf. He was among
the well-known, trustworthy and glorious tabi' un of Madinah. He has narrated ahadith
(tradition) on the authority of Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~.11s~ J and others. He was one
of the pious and righteous devout slaves of Allah. It is said of him that he did not place his
side on the ground for forty years to the extent that even while dying he remained seated
and died in the condition. It is also said that since he performed much worship and
prostrated himself before Allah very often, the mark on his forehead had developed a deep
cut.. He was so very content and abstinent that he declined to have royal assistance and
grants. His virtues are many. He died in 132 Ath
DEVIL'S MISC:::HIEF
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4863. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ol$1»1,~J narrated that the devil (sometimes) assumes the

shape of a man and comes to some people. He conveys to them false reports. When
they part from each other, one of them says, 111 heard a man whose face I can
recognize but whose name I do not know. He said (such and such)."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ol$li!I~J means to say that one must be careful to
examine the hadith (tradition) that one hears. In the same way, no report must be
circulated without first verifying the antecedents of the reporters.
1

2

Muwatta Maalik #56. 7-19, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman # 4832, Musnad Ahmad 2-288.
Muslim # 73-46, Musnad Ahmad 3-898.
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This hadith (tradition) has not been narrated in a marfu form. But Ibn Mas'ud ~.11~~J could
never have narrated it without having heard it from tht? Prophet~J~.&l~.
SILENCE IS BETTER THAN TEACHING EVIL
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4864. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Hittan .a,,~J narrated, "I came to Abu Dharr ~.a,,~J and
found him in the mosque. He was sitting with a black cloak wrapped round his
knees. I asked him,'O Abu Dharr, why are you sitting all alone?' He said, 'I had
heard Allah's Messenger ~J ~ iia1 ~ say; (It is better to sit alone than with evil
companjons and better to sit with good companions than to be alone better to teach
what is good than be silent and better to be silent than to teach what is bad.)"t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~.11~~J meant that his companions were not there
at that time, so he preferred solitude.
SILENCE BETTER THAN WORSHIP OVER SIXTY YEARS

4865. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\i1~ said,
"The rank a man attains by observing silence is better than by occupying in
worship for sixty years."2
COMMENTARY: It is better for a person to remain quiet and abstain from foul.speech
regularly than to occupy in worship for sixty years and not abstain from too much talk
Teebi iia1~J said that 'the rank a man attains' is his station nearer to Allah. He said that
there are many trials in worship from which one who remains silent is safe. We read in a
previous hadith (tradition) (t~ ~ iJIS' ~) (He who observes silence is safe). (Hadith
(tradition) # 4836)
.
Shaykh Abdul Haq .1,,~J has said that the rank attained by remaining silent is better and
superior than sixty years devoted to worship. The reason is that silence inspires one to
ponder Allah's Being and attributes, His power and His wisdom in creating the universe
and the creatures. Also, it enables one to engage in remembrance of Allah and getting lost
in the mysteries of Divine working. Even if it is for a moment yet it is wonderful.
PROPHET'S ~J~.1!1~ COUNSEL TO SAYYIDUNA ABU DHARR ~a~~J

jli ~~ J!~~ ~~1;5'1i~J ~rlJ1 ~;ill ~_;.!J ~ ,t. its jli~l f.?T (}.j (tA\1)
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Bayhaqi # 4993.
Bayhaqi # 4953
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4866. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~..l!'~J narrated, "I went to meet Allah's Messenger ~
~J~.iin ••• " Then he (or the sub-narrator) narrated the hadith (tradition) at length
(but it is omitted here) till he came to:
(i) "I said, '0 Messenger of Allah, give me some guidance.' He said, 'I enjoin
you to fear Allah because that is the adornment for everything (worldly and
religious) that concerns you.'
(ii) I asked him, 'Give me more!" He said, 'you must bind yourself to recite the
Quran and make dhikr of Allah, Mighty and Glorious. That will be a means
of you being remembered in the heaven and will be a light for you on
earth.' (The angels and, in fact, even Allah will mention you. And, light of
guidance will shine for you on earth).
(iii) I asked him, 'Give me more!' He said, 'You must observe long silence. It
drives away the devil and helps you irt your religion.'
(iv) I asked him, 'Give me more!' He said, 'Refrain from much laughter, because
it benumbs the heart ·and takes away the brightness from the face.' (The
heart becomes dull and negligent and the face loses the light of awareness).
(v) I asked him, 'Give me more!' He said, 'Speak the truth, even if it sounds
bitter.' (Let it cause loss to Qthers or to yourself).
(vi) I asked him, 'Give me more!' He said, 'do not fear anyone's blame when
you work for Allah (and His religion to propagate it).'
(vii)
I asked him, 'Give me morel He said, 'You must be prevented from
searching for faults of others by what you know of yourself.' (You must
. look at your own faults and not try to fit:td faults of others.)"t
COMMENTARY: Every pious deed and a good thing that is done to gain the pleasure of
Allah, the Exalted, and to earn nearness to Him is part of dqikr, or remembrance of Allah.
In this sense, redtation of the Quran is specific dhikr and the ~ord dhikr following it in the
hadith (tradition) covers the general remembrance, But if dhikr is thought to refer to the ·
hadith (tradition) (.ii~IJI.UI~}".U'J.Ai') (the superior most dhikr is to repeat 'there is no God but
Allah) then it is said to mention the entire followed by .a part of it which is the most
·
excellent of the entire.
The hadith (tradition) states that you :are bound to propagate Allah's religion. If you have
to tum away from the people then do not hesitate to do so. You have to stay aloof from.
their reaction to your work whether they praise you or blame you. Be firm on obedience to
Allah as in the verse:

1

Bayhaqi # 4942.
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{And devote yourself to Him exclusively} (73· 3)
The hadith (tradition) also says that you know your own shortcomings and evils. So it is
most improper of you to pick faults of other people and point them out. However, this
excludes your reprimanding them as part of enjoining piety and forbidding evil. You may
urge the errant to follow the right course. Rather, it is your duty to do so but you must not
disgrace anyone or backbite anyone. Regard yourself as the most imperfect and most
interior.
Teebi ~~~J had quoted Sayyiduna Anas ~lli'~J to have said:

(ftl!JI 'TJ!J-6£~&1; ~.~~_;.J:!
"Fortunate is he whose failurer keep him away from finding faults of others."
SILENCE & INTEGRITY

4867. Sayyiduna Anas ~.i»>~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~-J4#lill~ said, ''0
Abu Dharr, shall I not guide you to two characteristics that are very light on the
back but very heavy in the scale?" He said, Do guide me!" He said, 110bserve long
silence and be good mannered. By Him in whose hand is my soul, the creatures
cannot do anything like these two things."1
COMMENTARY: These two things are very light on the back in the sense that observing
silence does not call for serious effort. Rather, it gives comfort, for, the tongue gets rest and
words are not to be formulated.
The same may be said of 6eing mild and cheerful. No effort is involved while foul
speaking, 9uarrelling and bad temper require effort and cause anxiety to the person.
CURSING OTHERS IS BAD
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4868. Sayyidah Ayshah ,~,&,~J narrated that (once) the Prophet ~y.#.i»>~ came by
(Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr ~~~~J while he was cursing one ofhis slaves. So, he turned
to him and said, Does one see people who curse and are truthful (too)?" No, by the
Lord of the Ka'bah!" (the two things cannot be together!) Therefore, Abu Bakr lb1~ J
~ sat free some of his slaves that very day. Then, he came to the Prophet ~J4#.l!t~
anc:J submitted. ''I shall not do it again."2
11

t Bayhaqi # 4941.
2

Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 5154.
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FEAR OF THE TONGUE
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4869. Sayyiduna Aslam ~~J narrated that one day Umar ~i»'~J visited Abu Bakr
~~~ J Siddiq. He found him pulling his tongue. So, Umar said, "Don't! May Allah
-forgive you!" Abu Bakr ~~~~J said, 11 Surely, this had led me to places of ruin!"1
SIX THINGS THAT TAKE TO PARADISE
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4870. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~i»~~ said,
'Give me an assurance (of observing) six things on your part, and I shall guarantee
you (admittance to) paradise (with the righteous);
(i) Speak the truth whenever you speak.
(ii) FuHil the promise when you make one.
(iii) Be faithful to your trust whenever you are trusted with something.
(iv) Preserve your sexual chastity (and do not indulge in the unlawful).
(v) Lower your gaze.
(vi) Restrain your hands from misuse and injustice."2
GOOD &: BAD PEOPLE
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4871 &: 4872. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Ghanam ~Au~J and Sayyiduna Asma
bint Yazid ~~~~ J (both) narrated that the Prophet ~J~i»>~ said, ''The best slaves
of Allah are they who when they are seen remind one of Allah. And, the worst
slaves of Allah are they who move about slandering (other people) and who cause
fnends to separate and work to falsely accuse the innocent people (of wrong doing
whereby they cause them anxiety)."3
COMMENTARY: The best slaves of Allah are pious and this is depicted on their faces so
that their sight reminds one of Allah.
The look at such people is like engaging in dhikr or remembrance of Allah. The ulama
(Scholars) say that to look at a scholar is itself a form of worship and a good fortune.
Muwatta M~alik # 2 (Kalam, speech).
Ahmad 1-254.
3 Musnad Ahmad 4-227, 6-456, Bayhaqi # 11108 (5hu'ab ul Eeman)
t

2 Musnad
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Sometimes on looking at them, one feels radiance glow in one's inner self and make the
·
heart bright.
It is said in a tradition:
S$l;s. .. \~d .. '~ ~~n
·''F'·'.JtJ"
(A look at the face of Ali ~.1!1~J is worship.)

It is also reported that when he came out of the his house and people saw him, they could
not help say:
'} 1

.vdllll .....,..,
.. \~llA ili1 ~I.. ~I'}
H\ Ill ~...)
"--~llA ili1 ~I, ~I';/
~ !\ l.ik J '...)-1
.. iflA ili1-:J11J1
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I..S"""'
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1

1

Jjlllll~llAilil ':il~l
As it were, looking at him was like reciting the Kalimah tawheed.
BACKBITING NULLIFIES FAST

_l3)ii;e,,~IJ"liJJIJ",~,Ju..

...

4873. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas "~.1!1~J narrated that two men offered (the congregational)
salah (prayer) of zuhr or asr (behind the Prophet ~J":k-.1!'~) and they were fasting.
When the Prophet ~J 4# .1!1 ~ finished the salah (prayer), he said (to them. "Repeat
your ablution and salah (prayer) and complete your fast but redeem it on some other
day." They asked, "Why so, 0 Messenger of Allah? He said, 'You have backbited soand-so."1
·
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) says that backbiting nullifies ablution and fasting.
But the ulama (Scholars) say that the hadith (tradition) means to bring out the evil of
backbiting strongly, for, in fact, none of these things are nullified by backbiting. However,
they are rendered imperfect because of it and the reward is lost. In spite of that, Sufyan
Thawri .1!1~J; maintains that backbiting nullifies fasting.
Hence, it is to be on the safe side that backbiting should be avoided and taqwa
(piety)demands that the ablution must be refreshed. In fact the u lama say that if anyone
has laughed too much or talked too much then·it is mustahab (desirable) for him to make a
fresh ablution so that the gloom on account of laughter and vain talk is erased. One who
fasts must abstain from backbiting completely.
BACKBITING IS WORSE THAN FORNICATION

1

Bayhaqi in Sha' ab ul Eeman # 6729.
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4874 & 4875. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~.111~J and Sayyiduna Jabir ~.111~J narrated
that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!t~ said, 11 Backbiting is worse than fornication." The
Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~i»'~J submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, how
is backbiting worse than fornication?" He said, ''A man commits fornication and
~akes repentance and Allah relents to him."
According to ·a version: 11 And makes repentance and Allah forgives him. "t
'But, the backbiter is not forgiven (by Allah} till he whom he had backbite~
forgives him."
4876. (According to another version:) Sayyiduna Anas ~ .&! ~ J narrated that (the
Prophet ~J4#.1lt~.,p said). "The fornicator repents but the backbiter does not repent."2
COMMENTARY: The fornicator fears Allah and he trembles. ~~If Allah will not forgive me,
I have no way out." So he repents and is ashamed. On the other hand, the backbiter takes
his deed very lightly and does not feel compunction. Sometimes, he does not regard it as a
bad deed, at all. He thinks that it is allowed. In this case, he is entangled in the net of
disbelief.
Besides, it all depends on the person who is backbited. If he forgives him, then Allah might
forgive hi~, too.
EXPIATION FOR BACKBITING
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4877. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»l~ said, "The
expiation for backbiting is that you pray for the one you have backbited to be
forgiven. You should pray, '0 Allah, forgive us and him."3
COMMENTARY: He prays for himself before he does for his victim. Allah has assured that
he will accept the supplication of one who seeks forgiveness. Hence when the backbiter
seeks Allah's forgiveness for himself, he will be purified of his sin and his supplication for
the other will be accepted.
The plural form is used, 'forgive us.' The supplicant includes himself and others who has
joined him, or he includes all Muslims, particularly, the one he had backbited.
It seems that this supplication is made when the victim is not aware that someone has
backbited him. If he knows of it, then the backbiter must request him· to pardon him after
disclosing to him the facts. If the backbiter cannot do it, then he must resolv~ to meet him
whenever he can and ask him to forgive him. Whenever he gets his pardon, he will be
absolved of his sin. If there is no possibility of meeting the victim, like when he has died or
moved over to a distant place, then he must seek All~' s forgiveness and hope for His
mercy and blessings, and that Allah will please and satisfy .the victim to pardon the
backbiter.
.
Bayhaqi # 6741, 6742.
Bayhaqi # 6741,6742.
3 Bayhaqi in Kitab ul Dawat al Kabir.
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The jurist Abu Layth .iilt~J has said that the ulama (Scholars) ask whether the backbiter
may make a repentance to Allah before getting pardon from his victim. Some say that he
may, but we think that there are options. If the victim has learnt of the backbiter's crime,
then the course open to him is to get the victim to forgive him, If the victim has not learnt
of it, then the backbiter must seek forgiveness of Allah and repent to Him, and resolve
never to do it again.
Bayhaqi has termed this hadith (tradition) as Da'if (weak). But, that does not deter is from
being presented to highlight virtues of deeds. Besides, there is in the ]ami Saghir a hadith
(tradition) of Sayyiduna Anas ~..lit~J of the same purport, so that lends it support, the
words of the hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna Anas ~~~J are:

"The expiation of backbiting is that istighfar should be made for one who has been
backbited." (se ~ comments to hadith (tradition) # 4828).

CHAPTER-XI
PROMISES

The word (~J) means 'top make an agreement.' 'to make a covenant' or 'to promise,' For
example, to make a promise to someone to meet him or to do something for him.
Moreover, this word is used to promise either something good or something wrong,
provided it is stated clearly,l~ke ('.r-t~~J) or ('r~JSJ). If the word (r or .r."") is not used, then
the distinction is made by using (JSJ) (for good) and ·(~lldt) or (~J) (for bad).
To honour a promise and fulfil a pledge is the demand of humanity and a basic etiquette of
Islam. Batrayl and breaking a promise is a great defect. One who fails to fulfil his promise
is highly disliked by society and Islam.
Ahadith (tradition) on this subject are narrated in this chapter.

Jj'ltjJ&411

SECTION I

HEIRS MUST FULFIL PLEDGE OF FOREBEARS
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4878. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~J narrated that after Allah's Messenger ~J~.iilt~ died,
some property came to (the first I<halifah) Abu Bakr ~.a.~J from Ala ibn Hadrami
~.&~~ J (whom he had appointed governor of Bahrain). So, Abu Bakr ~~~ J said, "If
anyone has a debt receivable from the prophet ~J~.iilt~, or was promised (some
money to be paid) by him, then he must come to me."
Sayyiduna Jabir ~..lit ~J added, "I said that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ,&, ~ had
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promised me that he would give me so much and so much and so much," and Jabir
spread out his hand.s three times. Then Jabir ~iii' IS""'J disclosed. 11 He (Abu Bakr) gave
me a handful. I counted them, and behold! That was five hundred. And, he said,
11
Take like that twice."t
SECTION II

PROPHET'S PROMISE MADE GOOD BY HIS SUCCESSOR
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4879. Sayyiduna Abu Juhayfah ~l»'IS""' J narrated:
11
I had seen Allah's Messenger ~J4#..l!lj..P. He had a fair complexion and had grown
old. Hasan ibn Ali resembled him. He had ordered that thirteen young she-camels
should be given to us, so we went to collect them. News of his death reached us
before they could give us any of those. When Abu Bakr ~l»>~J became Khalifah, he
announced, 'He who had received a promise from Allah's Messenger ~J ~ l»> j..P
must come.' So, I stood and went to him and informed him so that he ordered them
to be given to us."2
WAITED THREE DAYS FORWORD TO BE MADE GOOD

(.)jb~l oi.J.J)

_aJ ~'{\,: l~ili

4880. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu AI-Hasma ~ l»1 ~J narrated, 11I had bought
something from the Prophet ~J4#..l!lj..P before he was made a prophet. Part of the
payment remained to be paid by me and I promise him that I would bring it to him
at his (that very) place, but I forgot (my promise). Three days later, I remember it
and I went to that place to find him there. He said, 'you have put me to much
trouble. I have been waiting here for you since three days."3
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) write that the Prophet ~J~Jil1~ did not wait that
long to get back the balance of the sales proceeds. Actually, he had also made a promise to
wait for Abdullah at that place and had to keep his promise. In this way, he taught his
ummah that a promise must always be honoured even if it means undergoing hardship to
do it, last the other person suffers the wait.
Even before Islam, all religions enjoined keeping of. promises. All the Messengers and
Prophets ~"}\.....)~~ were careful to honour their promises and ~deed, Allah praised Prophet
1

Bukhari # 2167, Muslim# 60. 2314.
Tirmidhi # 2826 (2835) Bukhari # 3544, Muslim # 2343.
3 Abu Dawud # 4992.
2
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Ibrahim ~":A-ll~ in these words:
~
Jjl)J
..'H~IJH5

{And of Ibrahim who fulfilled his engagements) (53: 37)
IF ONE CANNOT FULFIL PROMISE IN SPITE OF INTENTION
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4881. Sayyiduna Zay~ ibn Arqam ~lil~~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J~lil~~ said,
11
When a man promises to his brother and his intention is to make good his promise
but (for some reason) cannot do it and fails to come at the specified time, he will not
be regarded a sinner (on that account)."~
COMMENTARY: In other words, if anyone has no intention to fulfil his promise then he
commits a sin even if he honours it because his intention was to betray. So, this is
hypocrisy.
This ulama (Scholars) say that if there is no hindrance to honouring a pledge then it is
unlawful to break a promise. If anyone promises to do something forbidden then he must
not fulfil his promise.
IS IT WA]IB (OBLIGATORY) OR MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) FULFIL PROMISE? The
jurists differ on whether it is wajib (obligatory) or mustahab (desirable) to fulfil one's promise.
Most ulama (Scholars) including Imam Abu Hanifah lilt~.J and Imam Shafi'I lilt~.J say that it
is mustahab (desirable) to honour a promise and makruh (disapproved) with emphasis not to
honour it, but not a sin. Some others say that it is wajib (obligatory) to fulfil a promise and
they include Umar ibn Abdul Aziz ~~~.J·
It is said that Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ li11 ~.J used to say insha Allah too,
whenever he made a promise.
It is said about the Prophet ~J~~t~ that he used to add the word(~) (Perhaps).
HONOUR PROMISE TO CHILDREN TOO
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4882. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Aamir ~li11~.J narrated, ,,One day, my mother called
me while Allah's Messenger~J~~~~ was sitting in our house, saying ,Come here,
I shall give you something.' Allah's Messenger ~J~'fs;~ asked her, 'what did you
intend to give him.' She submitted, 'I intended to give him some dates.' He said,
1
know! if you had no intention to give him any thing, then a lie would have been

1

Abu Dawud # 4995, Tirmidhi # 2633.
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recorded against your name."1
COMMENTARY: This is Abdullah's story of his childhood. Generally, parents or elders call
children on the pretext of giving them something.
~1\tiiJ.Aill

SECTION III

NOT IMPROPER TO RETRACT A PROMISE FOR A VALID REASON
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4883. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Arqam ~.1JI~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1JI~
said, 1 1£ anyone promises to· meet a man (at a certain time) but one oE them cannot
make it till the hour of salah (prayer) and he who has come goes away to offer salah
(prayer), then no sin is recorded against him."2 ·
COMMENTARY: He will not be committing a sin because it is prescribed by religion to
offer salah (prayer) at its appointed hour. If he goes away before the time of salalz (prayer)
then he will be deemed to have broken his promise and will be responsible for it. If there is
some other valid reason like the time to eat, or need to go to the toilet, or any other real
need, then he may go without waiting ~ny more.

CHAPTER - XII
JOKING

:r

?" 1-=

.J ll.!•..tl~

L..J ...

Mizah is a verbal noun meaning 'to be cheerful,' 'joking,' Mazah is to have a good
disposition.
However, it is such a joking as does not hurt any one or cause heart break. When anyone is
caused despair or anguish then that is (A!f-) Sakhriya (ostentation)h.
According to a hadith (trad~tion):

~.J~~j~lll..;~~
(Do not quarrel with your Muslim brother and do not joke with him).
The ulama (Scholars) say that it is the forbidden joke, or making fun of him, or it is to joke in
an excessive manner and as a matter of habit. If anyone jokes all the time then it causes
laughter that makes one hard-hearted and neglectful of dhikr and religious duties. Often, it
results in animosity. The person who is so engaged loses respect.
In contrast, if anyone jokes sometimes and in a permissible way then he is recognized as
good natured and cheerful. The Prophet~J~.iillj..P also indulged in light-hearted joking to
cheer other people and grow familiarity and love in· them. This is sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice) mustahab (desirable).
As for the hadith (tradition) of Abdullah ibn Harith ~~~~;: (~ J---~';t.) III have not seen
anyone joking more than Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil1j..P while too much indulgence in jokes

1
2

Abu Dawud # 4591, Bayhaqi # 4822, Musnad Ahmad 3-447.
Razin.
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causes one to overdo it and lose respect, yet no one else can h~ve as much control of
himself as Allah's Messenger ~J":#-.1!1~. Hence, it was allowed only to him to joke often.
Other people must refrain from it. This is supported by a hadith (tradition) to follow from
Tirmidhi that tL · ,:;ahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .1!1 ~J submitted. "0 Allah's
Messenger ~J-Ys-.1!1~, you joke with us." He said, 'But I speak the truth when I joke "
In short, everyone, other than the Prophet ~.... J.ys..1!1~ is disallowed to joke often, If anyone
can keep himself within limits, then he is an exception.

Jj'i1jJaiJi

SECTION I

PROPHET'S ~J-Ys-.111~ CHEERFUL DISPOSITION
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4884. Sayyiduna Anas ~.ii!~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J.ys..ii!1~ used to mingle
with them cheerfully and even said to a young brother of his, '0 Abu Umayr, what
has happened to an Nughayr?" He had a nughayr (a small bird) with which he
riayed and which had died.t
COMMENTARY: The younger brother of Anas ~.1!1~J was named Kabshah. They had a
common mother and Kabshah's father was Abu Talhah Zayd ibn Suhayl Ansari ~.1!1~J·
Nughayr is a small bird like a sparrow with a red beak. Some say it had a red crown and is
a sparrow. Yet others say that it is a nightingale. Perhaps it is what is Laal in Urdu: the
male of Fringilla / ..mandava.2
This boy used to play with the bird and take it to the prophet ~J.ys..ii!1~. One day, he went
to him without the bird because it had died. So the Prophet ~J~.ii!1~ called Abu Umayr
to rhyme with Nughayr.
·
Children may play with birds but without hurting them. It is also allowed to give a child a
kunyah. It is nPt a lie. (see also Upbringing of children in Islam, p 40 Darul Isha'at,
Karachi).
··sECTION II

ut\~l,j.Jatli

SPOKE THE TRUTH EVEN WHILE JOKING
(\S.l.o~I oi.JJ)

_lk ~\j_;il'} Q!Jli ~ 1-ll~!JJI jj.!J ~ 1_;jli jliS~.,;;..'r_;l t_;. (f.AAo)

4885. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated th~t they (meaning, the sahabah)
~.1!1 ~J said, 1 0 Messenger of Allah, you cheer us with (light) jokes." He said. 11 But
(even when making jokes) I speak only the truth."3
COMMENTARY: The sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .1!1 ~J wondered ·why the
Prophet ~y.~.ii1~ joked with them while he discouraged them to do it. ~e said to them
that he never lied even in jest while it was not possible for them to do it. Some lie or
anything disallowed by Shari' ah (divine law) was bound to creep up in their jokes because
Bukhari # 6203, Muslim # 302150.
2 Stemgass, Persian English Dictionary.
3 Tinnidhi # 1990, Musnad Ahmad 2-840.
1
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they were not innocent. Even ~therwise one must not make a habit of jesting. It eats away"
from a person's self-respect.
THE PROPHET'S ~J~,&,~ WI'ITY REMARKS
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4886. Sayyiduna Anas ~ii1~J narrated that a man requested Allah's Messenger .&1~
~J~ for a riding beast. He said, 'I sh~l give you a y9ung one of a she-camel to ride
on." The man asked, "what shall I do with a young of a she-camel?" So, Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ asked, 11Then, do any other than she camels give birth to
camels?"1
COMMENTARY: The man did not pay attention to the Prophet's ~J~.&'J..P words but
thought that he was being given a camel's child.
The Prophet's ~J~.&l~ words were true and light-hearted remark.
THE TWO-EARED ONE!
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4887. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&~~J said that the Prophet ~J~,&,~ called, "0 you, the
possessor of two ears!"2
COMMENTARY: The prophet's ~J4#.&1~ words to Anas ~.&~~J were not only a light
hearted remark but also words of admiration in that he was wise and an attentive listener.
ONLY YOUNG WOMEN WILL ENTER PARADISE.
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4888. Sayyiauna Anas ~ .&! ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J 4# ,&, J..P said to an old
woman (who asked him to pray for her· admittance to paradise). "No old woman
will enter paradise." She used to recite the Quran regularly, so she asked, 'what has
happened to them?' He asked her, "Do you not recite in the Quran:
...
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{Verily We! We have created those maidens by a special creation. And have made
them perpetual virgins)3 (56: 35-36)
COMMENTARY: The wordP1gs in the Masabih are: When the Prophet ~""J~.\i1~ told that

Tirmidhi # 1991, Abu Dawud # 4998.
Abu Dawud # 5302, Tirmidhi # 1992, Musnad Ahmad 3-127.
3 Razin, "Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) with the wordings of al-Masabih.
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woman, 'Old woman will not enter paradise," She went away weeping. So, he said, "Go
tell her that woman will not go to paradise in their old age," and he cited this verse.
ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF LIGHT HUMOUR
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4889. Sayyiduna Anas 4;S. ,&, ~ .J narrated that a man of the desert named Zahir ibn
Haram 4;S. ,&, ~; used to bring gifts for the Prophet ~J ~ ,&, ~ from the desert. So,
when he was about to depart, Allah's Messenger ~J "# ,&, J..P prepared for him
whatever he needed, and the Prophet ~J~.&l~ used to say, 11Zahir is our man of
the desert and we one his men of the town." The Proph~t ~J~,&,~ liked him. He
was an ugly man (in spite of his virtues). One day, the Prophet ~J~,&,~ came to
him while he sold his wares and clasped him from behind. He was unable to see
who had clasped him, so he shouted, 'Leave me alone! .Who is this?" Then he (tried
and) glanced behind and recognized the Prophet ~J"#.i»l~ so he put his back on
the chest of the Prophet ~J~,&,~ (as dose as he could). The Prophet ~J~,&,~
began to declare, 'who will buy the slave?" He put in ·'0 Messenger of Allah, by
Allah, you will find me undeserving (very cheap and useless)." The prophet ~.&1~
~J said, "But, you are not undeserving in Allah's sight."t
.
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4,Js..&1~ called Sayyiduna Zahir 4:S-.&1~; a slave in jest, but
he did not lie because Zahir 4:S-.&1~ .J was Allah's slave, in fact.
The question,'who will buy the slave? Is really asking'?" 'who will appreciate this person's
worth? There is nothing comparable to him,' or, he meant to say, 'No one is worthy enough
to have this man as his slave.'
FRANK EXCHANGE OF CONVERSATION WITH SAHABAH (PROPHET'S
COMPANIONS) ~~,&,~ .J

1 Sharh us

Sunnalt (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3604, Musnad Ahmad 3-161.
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4890. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik al Ashja'I ~ 1»1 ~; said, 111 came to Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ 1»1 ~ at the Battle of Tabuk, He was in a small tent of hide. I
offered him salaam and he gave ine a response and said, 'Come in!' I asked, 'All of
me, 0 Messenger of Allah?' He said, 'All of you!' so, I entered."
Sayyiduna ibn Abu al-Aatik ~)»,~; said, 11 He asked whether all of him should enter
only because the tent was small."t
COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J 4# 1»1 ~ was very kind and loving to his sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~i»l~; so that they spoke to him very frankly
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4891. Sayyiduna Nu'man ibn Bashir 4~.1!1~; narrated that (once) Sayyiduna Abu Bakr
~)»'~;sought the Prophet's ~J4#lill~ permission to come in and he heard Sayyidah
Ayshah ~~~~J speak in a loud voice (to him). When he came iit, he took hold of her
so that he might slap her, saying, 'Let nie not hear you again raising your voice to
Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»,~." The Prophet l"l....J4#liltj...p intervened to prevent him
(from slapping her) and Abu Bakr 4~1»1~J went our in a rage. When he went away, the
Prophet~J~~~ said, "Do observe how I saved you from this man."
Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ lill~; said that Abu Bakr ~lill~; did not come for some days
(because of his anger on her and hesitation to face Allah's Messenger ~J~lis1~.
Then he (came and) sought permission tCJ come in and found that they had
reconciled, so said to them, 'Include me in your peace just as you had included me
in your disagreement." The Prophet ~J~..1!1~ said, "We have done that!" He said
it twice.2
COMM~NTARY: The Prophet ~J4#i»t~ spoke to Sayyidah Ayshah ~..1!1~; in a light
mood and did not-say 'your father but referred him as 'This man.'
AVOID JOKING THAT CAUSES HARM

1~_¥ &1,3 ')!_, ~..jl:& ')!_, ~~~ _;L:&')!

1
2

Abu Dawud # 5000.
Abu Dawud # 4999.
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4892. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4.:~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~1~ said,
''Do not quarrel with your Muslim brother. Do not make j.okes with him (as cause
him displeasure). And, do not make such a promise to him as you break."
(Shaykh Abdul Haq ~144->- J has translated the last sentence: 'Do not make a promise
as is done usually, so that you may not betray. If you promise fulfil it, or abstain
from making a promise outright so that there is no fear of committing perjury.)l

CHAPTER - XIII
BOASTING & ETHNICITY

The word (~) is boast and take pride on one's lineage, family or tribe, or nation or
community, or knowledge or manners or riches and wealth. And, (_rt4;) is to boast over one
another. (~_rtA.e) is to equal one another in taking pride. And (;b;.:il) and(#) is to compete
and out do one another.
.
.
The word (~ _rtA.e) meaning to demonstrate pride is allowed if it is on a just cause, a
religious cause and against the enemies of Islam. This is known from the sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) l"f~~~~J and our predecessors. But, if it is for an unjust reason and
for person'al ego then it is blame worthy. Besides, in common parlance, (~f'Ui.e) is used in
these sense, mostly.
The next word (~) is to be prejudiced for one's religion or ideas. It is to fight for
demonstrating the power and strength of one's nation. So (~) is he who favours and
supports his people or flies into a rage for his nation or community. Even prejudice is
praiseworthy if it is for a just cause and not a oppress and transgress. It is blame worthy if
it is to disagree, oppress or transgress and to display one's strength and glory unjustly.
Normally, it is done for such unjust causes and to oppress and transgress against the
others.
The ahadith (tradition) in this chapter throw light in these things.
SECTION I

jji1j..4ili

KNOWLEDGE OF RELIGION IS BEAUTY OF HIGH L~EAGE

;iJI.l!s; ~;~I jlii.J;~I ~~~ ~~ _;LJ ~ ili1 ~ ;iJ1 j~ J.;.!. jli s~j-t ql (.;. (tA~r)

<~~>-IWil.i!~~?}I~~J'*
4893. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~k~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&!~
was asked, "Which of the people is most honourable?" He said, "The most
honourable of them in Allah's sight is the most righteous of them." They
submiHed, 'This is not what we ask." He said, "The most honourable of the people
t Tirmidhi # 1995.
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was Yusuf, prophet of Allah, son of Allah's Prophet (Ya'qub) ~~~~,son of Allah's
Prophet (Ishaq) ~'}l...J' ~ son of Allah's friend (Ibrahim) ~'}l...JI 4~, But, they agai~
submitted, "This is not what we ask." So, he asked, "Tlten do you ask me about the
tribal nobility and honour?" They submitted, 11Yes!" He said, ''The best of you in
the jahiliyah (ignorance period) are the best of you in Islam provided they are
knowledge in the laws of Islam and Shari'ah (divine law)"1
COMMENTARY: The final answer of the Prophet ~J~lil~~ means that those who were
regarded as best during th~ jahiliuyah because of their personality are regarded as s~ch in
Islam because of their some characteristics provided they believe and embrace Islam and
acquaint themselves with the commands and rulings of religion. During the jahiliyah
(ignorance period), they were under the shade of disbelief in the darkness of sin and
ignorance and they pursued their base desires, So, because of that their personal nobility
had no meaning. Islam, on the other hand, beautified their nobility. This makes clear that
(~Jw) refers to their own characteristics ·as are excellent and lofty. This is like a hadith
(tradition) mentioned in the Book of knowledge:
- ~.t
'
..;.\1~1~'--'jjl
(W "

""

J

>

~ ~ \.)t.,.o. ~lfll~
. '.)~.
~"'
\.1

~"'

11

Men are like different mines just as (mines of) gold and silver." (see hadith
(tradition) # 201)
WHO IS MOST NOBLE

~ ~.J"s:J1 ~ ~.J"s:J1 ~ ~.J"Sjf ~j ~ ili1·~ ;ill Jj.!.j Jli Jli y.i. y11 if.(tAC\t)
(L5Jl>..:Jioi.JJ)~~~~!~I~!~9_;a,l~~jt~.J"s:JI
4894. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~lii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lis~~ said,
"the noble one, son of the noble, son of the noble, son of the noble (if there is
anyone, then he is) Yusuf ~".>WI~ ibn Yaqub, ~".>WI~, Ibn Ishaq ~".>W1~, ibn Ibrahim
~"}t..J·~."2

COMMENTARY: The nobility, greatness and high ancestry of Prophet Yusuf ~~~ ~ is
unmatched. His father, grand father and great grandfather were all Prophets ~"}t..JI ~'
Besides, he was handsome, just, learned, wise and possessed qualities of a good ruler. He ·
was honourble and noble.
RESOLUTE AGAINST INFIDELS

"'l!J\.~..a.~~caJW
(~~)-!!..oll\~:.:;,
""
tS"" ~'-"""
.....,....,..,~
u\li~lh.
, "'
.
4895. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~lil'.s-PJ narrated that at the Battle of Hunayn, Abu
Sufyan ibn Harith ~l»•.s-PJ was holding the reins of his she mule. - meaning, the she-

1

Bukhari # 4689, Muslim# 118-2378.
# 3382.

2 Bukhari
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mule of Allah's Messenger ~J4,1t.~~- then the idolaters surrounded him and he
alighted and began to say:

~~~~~ uTyJf~ t)J1 uT
[I am the prophet- it's not alie- I am the son of Abdul Muttalib.]
He added, 11That day, no one was more daring than he ~as."1 •
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) recalls courage of the Prophet ~J ~ l»1 ~· The
battle was going against the Muslims. TJ.le enemy was very strong. The Hawazin, the
Ghatfan and other tribes .of the Arabs had very nearly defeated the Muslims.
The Prophet ~J~li11~ also joiried the mujahid to fight against the enemy. When his beast
could not move forward, he alighted and continued to penetrate into the enemy till Allah
gave victory to the Muslims.
The Prophet's ·words describing himself as Abdul Muttalib's son are not boastir\g on
ancestry. The kind of it that is forbidden is the one that smacks of the jahiliyah (ignorance
period) while the Prophet's ~J4,1t-.&1~ words speak of the strength of religion to overawe
the disbelievers. This kind of boasting is allowed.
Before the coming of the Prophet ~J4,1t..iilt~, the soothsayers and the people of the Book
used to speak of the Last Prophet and give certain signs and say that h~ would. be a
descendant of Abdul Muttalib.
BEST OF THE CREATURES
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4896. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&~~.J narrated that a man came to the Prophet ~J4,1t.~~
and said, 110 the best of all creatures!" So, Allah's Messenger ~J4,1t.~~ said, 11That

was Ibrahim ~~~4,1t-."2
COMMENTARY: The fact is that the Prophet ~J4,1t-~1~ is the best of all creatures, but he'
had regard for Sayyiduna Ibrahim ~~14,1t. and was humble himself. Secondly, it was not
revealed by Allah till then that the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ was the best of the children of
'Aadam ~~14,1t. Thirdly, Prophet Ibrahim ~~14,1t. was the best of his times and the prophet
~J4,1t.~l~ used words_ in an absolute sense to make it very emphatic.
SIGN NOT HIS PRAISE TO POINT OF EXAGGERATION
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4897. Sayyiduna Umar ~.i»'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4,1t..iil1~ said,:1 Do
not praise me as the Christians praised the son of (Sayyidah) Maryam ~~~ ~
(Prophet Easa ~~14,1t. in an inflated manner). For, I am merely His slave. So, say,

1
2

Bukhari # 3042, Muslim # 78. 1776, Musnad Ahmad 4-280.
Bukhari # 1971, Muslim# 1-2548.
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'Allah's servant and His Messenger."1
COMMENTARY: The highest form of servitude and worship is the chief characteristic of
the Prophet ~JA.:)s-~1~. He is the perfect example of worship and servitude. So, his praise
is made best in recalling these characteristics of his. He must not be praised to the extent
that the station of servitude is left behind and the attributes of the creator begin.
DO NOT BOAST&: OPPRESS EACH OTHER
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4898. Sayyiduna Iyad ibn Himar al-Mujashi'I ;.;s. .1tl ~.J narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J 4# .1!1 ~ said, "Surely, Allah has revealed to me that you must be
humble so that none (of you) boasts over another and no one commits excess over
another."2
COMMENTARY: Arrogance and haughtiness are forbidden characteristics according to
this hadith (tradition).
~d11j.A!11

SECTION II

PRIDE OF JAHILIYAH (IGNORANCE PERIOD) IS IN DUST
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4899. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ;.;s.lbi~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.\!1~ said,
'People must give up boasting on their forefathers who have died are nothing but
fuel of hell. If not, then they will surely be worse than the beetle that makes balls of
dung with its nose. Allah has obliterated from you the arrogance of jahiliyah
(ignorance period) and its boast on forefathers. A man is but a righteous believer or
a wretched sinner. (If he is righteous, then he has no need to take· pride in those
who have gone away. And if he is a sinner then he has no right to bC?ast on them).
All ~f them are children of Aadam ~"}L..JI 4# and _Aadam ~"}L..JI 4# was created from
dust." (Dust is a worthless thing, so man should not declare his greatness).3
COMMENTARY: If one's ancestors were infidels then they will burn in hell- fire. If they
were not infidels or polytheists, even then they will go to hell for their sins. There is no
point in taking pride on such people.
The Prophet ~J4#~'~ has compared them dung, as also those who take pride in their
worldly grandeur to beetle that plays in dung. So, it is highly detestable of anyone to take
Bukhari # 3445, Muslim.
Muslim # 14-2865.
3 Tirmidhi # 3955 (3981), Abu Dawud # 5116.
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pride in the worthless. It is like the beetle playing in dung.l
BE NOT AGENTS OF THE DEVIL
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4900. Sayyiduna Mutarrif ibn Abdullah ibn Ash-Shikhkhir ~.111~.J narrated, ''I was
a member of the d·eputation of the Banu Aamir who came to Allah's Messenger~~
~J~· We addressed hiin, 'Sayyiduna' (our chief) but, he corrected us. 'Sayyid is
Allah!' So, we submitted, 'Better than us in excellence and greater than us in
superiority.' So, he said, 'speak out what you wish to say' (meaning, you say that
'or, better use an expression of a lesser degree, (that is, do not exaggerate when
praising me and do not exceed what you have said just now, but better praise me in
a smaller way) and be carefullest the devil make you his ageilts."2
COMMENTARY: By becoming thE:' devil' s agent a man goes on saying what he likes
without contemplating. Those who is indulge in excessive praise of the Prophet ~J~~~
are on the wrong path. They make him possess Divine qualities in their qasidah when they
celebrate his birtl .. ay.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet ~J~..\1~ is the chief of mankind. They say that
he had corrected the men of the deputation when they called him Sayyiduna (our chief)
because thdr manner was of addressing a tribe's leader when they ought to have called
him 'Prophd' or 'Rasul.' the best form of address for a human being.
TAQWA (PIETY) IS REAL STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
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4901. Sayyiduna Hasan .1!1~; ,eported from Sayyiduna Samurah ~.&~~; that Allah's
11
Messenger~J~.&!~ said, Pride in ancestry is property while generosity is piety."
Pbn Majah's translation is Descent is real property and noble-mindedness is Godconsciousness.)3
COMMENTARY: Tht words(~) (translated ancestry) are the excellences and merits of a
person. He is one who counts his and his ancestors excellences and merits. He raises his
standard thereby.
The word (~.}') (generosity) stands for good qualities and it embraces of all good, piety and
nobility.
So, the saying of the Prophet ~J~~~~ means: The People esteem wealth and property as
the true yardsticks of a person's good ancestry. Only the affluent is excellent and
1

W.S. Gibert writes in the Mikado: I can trace my ancestry back to a protoplasmic primordial atomic
globule. So, my family pride is something in<onceivable
2 Musnad Ahmad 4-25, Abu Dawud # 4806.
3 Tirmidhi # 3271 (3782), Ibn Majah # 4219, Musnad Ahmad # 21022)
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!neritorious and he is respected. Without wealth a person is unworthy. But, true exc~llence
in Allah's esteem is taqwa (piety)(righteousness, god-fearing attitude). No kind of merit is ·
count able without taqwa. It is as the noble Quran says:

{Verily, the most honog.red of you in the sight of Allah is (he who is) tht:: most
righteous of you) (49: 13)
·
DISAPPROVED TO TAKE PRIDE IN DESCENT
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4902. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~.&~~J narrated that, 111 heard Allah's Messenger
~J~~~ say,: He who ascribes to himself his descent as the ascription of the
jahiliyah (ignorance peiiod), let. him cut off his father's han (penis). And, .do not
employ a mild word for it."t
•

,
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COMMENTARY: Han or hann is any dirty thing that is not named directly. So, it may refer

to the penis too. The Prophet ~J~l»>~ said that if anyone takes pride in his ancestry of
the jahiliyah (ignorance period), then do not use figurative language but revile his father.
.
This demonstrates an utter dislike for that person.
Some people translate the hadith (tradition) to mean 'adopting and following the customs
of the jahiliyah (ignorance period), like wailing pulling hair, tearing garments to mourn.
People who do it must be abused by their father, like lyour father was on idol worshiper,'
Ia sinner, and so on. The result will be that they will not dare any more to indulge in such
things.
NEVER BOAST ON YOUR OWN PAST IGNORANCE
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4903. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Uqbah .&1~J reported that Ab~ Uqbah ~J
11
~ .&1 wlio was the freedman of the Persians said, 1 participated at uhud (in the

battle) along with Allah's Messenger ~J~l»1~, during which I struck one of the
idolaters and remarked, 'Here is one from me, the young Persian.' He (Allah's
Messenger) ~J~J»~~ turned to me (on hearing me) and asked, 'Why did you not
say: Here is one from me, the young Ansari?"2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ ..1!1 ~ told the man that instead of recalling his
relationship with the fire worshippers, he ought to relate himself to the ansars, the helpers
of the religion of Islam. Besides a mawla (freedman) is one of the people who set him free.
There are two kinds of mawla
1
2

Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3541 (Bayhaqi).
Abu Dawud # 5123.
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(i)
(ii)

Mawla ataqah is a slave who has been set free by his master.
Those people who belong to non-Arab lands and who embraced Islam and
em~grated to Madinah and who were under the authority of the muhajirs
.
(emigrants) or ansars. They were called mawla muwalah.
Sayyidull... Abu Uqbah ~~~~J whose real name was Rushd (.u.J) was of the second type.
\A/hen he f migrated to Maclilnah, he· was under an ansar' s care. The narrator of this hadith
(traditi,.n), Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman .&1 ~J was his son. He is among the trustworthy
tabi""un.
DO NOT SUPPORT YOUR PEOPLE IN UNJUST CAUSE
~

"I I I
,-: , l. 11 I "
(J.J .)~ 0 .J.J) -~~ P'.NJ-+9 (,$.).)

4904. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud 1$~~ j narrated that the Prophet ~J4Js.~~ said, 11He
who supports his people in an unjust cause is like a camel that falls i11to a well and
is pulled out by its tail."t
COMMENTARY: LU<e a camel that falls into a well and perishes, this man who lends help
to his people in their unjust venture perishes spiritually, He cannot find a way to be
retrieved out of it.
Some authorities say that the people who pursue an unjust cause are like the came! that
perishes. The man who helps them is like the camel's tail. To pull a camel out of a well by
its ta!1 c~nnot r.~ve .it, so thit. man cannot help the people who are unjust by lending them
support.
WHAT IS PARTISANSHIP

,

"

(JjiJ~I oi..,J) -~1 ~' ~ 1'j.i

4905. Sayyiduna Wathilah ibn Al-Asqa ~.&'~J narrated,, ''I asked, '0 Messenger of
Allah, what is al-ashabiyah (p~sanship)?' He said, 'It is that you help your people
in wrongdoing."2
ENDEAVOUR TO END YOUR PROPHET'S WRONG-DOING

(Jjb~I ol..,.)) -JJ~;J l-' ~ 6£ ~~ IJ.!il

4906. Sayyiduna Suraqah ibn Maalik ibn Ju'shum ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J "# ..1!1 ~ delivered to them a sermon in which he said, 11The best of
you is he who prevents (the people of) his tribe from wrongdoing as long as he
himseH does not perpetrate sin."3
COMMENTARY: He must stop them by oral warning and polite approach. If he uses him
Abu Dawud # 5218.
Abu Dawud # 5119.
3 Abu Dawud # 5120.
t
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physical strength to ward off her wrongdoings then he too will be guilty of injustice if he
transgresses by beating anyone heavily or killing any person.
CLASS-PREJUDICE BLAMED
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4907. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mutim ~~~~; narrated that Allah·~ Messenger ~.&1~
~J said, ''He does not belong to us who encourages others to class-prejudice. He
does not belong to us who fights for class-prejudice. And, he does not belong to us
who dies advocating class prejudice."1
COMMENTARY: Partisanship of class prejudice is forbiJden unless it is for a religious
cause.
LOVE MAKES ONE BLIND & DEAF

(Jjb~loi.J.J)-~j~~J .~ l:,i jli~j~fu~~~llf-~ISJJJil)l~j(tC\•A)
..
,
4908. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~~~~; narrated that the Prophet ~J4:Js.liii.}-P said, "Your
love of something turns. you blind and deaf." 2
COMMENTARY: When anyone loves something, he turns blind to its defects and refuses
to hear about its faults.
This hadith (tradition) is placed in this chapter to bring out that this kind of prejudice is
also forbidden.
SECTION III

WHAT IS AL-ASABIYAH
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4909. Sayyiduna Ubaydah ibn Kathir ash shami .&1 ~.J who was from Palestine
narrated that one of their women who was called Faseelah ~~ ~; said that she had
heard her father say, ''I had asked Allah's Messenger ~J~~1~ in these words, "0
Messenger of Allah, is a man's love of his people part of al-asabiyah (partisanship,
class prejudice)?' He said, 'No! But, when a man helps his people in wrong doing
and injustice, that is al-asabiyah."3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~""y.#liii.}-P said that if anyone supports his people in their
just cause without encroaching on the right of others then he is not guilty of class-prejudice.
Helping them in their unjust cause against other people is partisanship and class-prejudice.
Shaykh does not recognize this kind of support and help.
Abu Dawud # 5121.
Dawud # 5130.
3 Musnad Ahmad, Ibn Majah # 3949.
1
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DO NOT TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR LINEAGE
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4910. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~.lii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1»1~
11
~J said, These genealogies of yours are not what you may revile anyone for (and
degrade them). All of you are children of Aadam ~~.•.h~, just as one sa' if (of full
measure) like the other when you have not filled it, No one enjoys excellence over
another except because of religion and righteousness. It is enough evil in man for
•
him to be sharp tongued, obscene and niggardly/'1
COMMENTARY: Just as one sa' is like another and neither is better than the other, so too
all mankind are children of Prophet Aadam ~~~ ~ and no two ~n differ from one
another.
Taqwa (piety)means abstaining from polytheism whether open or concealed and from sin,
minor or major. So, only the r~ligious and righteous men are more excellent. This is as these
verses say;
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(By the token of) time, verily man is in loss, excer• uucn as have fait:h, and do
righteous deeds, and Ooin together) in mutual teaching of truth, and of patience and
constancy} (102: 1-3)
Shaykh Abdul Haq .&1 ~J has cited Teebi .&1 ~J to say that (t l..7 ~) means full measure.
Though it, man is reminded of his creation from dust. So, in essence all men arP near to
each other in terms of their original ancestry and thereby loss and imperfectio..1. But, he is
exempted from loss and imperfection who has faith and Islam and observe5 taqwa.
Only taqwa (piety)and being religious makes a man honourable and superior. No other
characteristic can make a man superior. No kind of ancestry can give any man an
excellence or higher rank over another.

CHAPTER- XIV
PIETY AND JOINING TIES OF KINSHIP
Birr is piety and kindness. Generally, this word(.~) is applied to 'piety shown to parents' by
obeying them and giving them kind treatment. This is why lexicons say that birr is giving
kind treatment to parents. In the caption here, too, the same meaning applies. The opposite
of this word is (Jp) uqooq which means disobedience to parents, being rude to them and
causing them hardship.
Silah (al.P) is to join, unite, patch up. In common parlance, it means 'to be kind to relatives,
'to give them grants and monetary help and moral support.' And 'thereby to benefit them.!
1

Musnad Ahmad 4015, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ui Eeman # 5146.
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The caption has this very meaning.
SECTION I

Jj'Jtj.A~i

MOTHER HAS MORE RIGHTS THAN FATHER HAS

jli ~ ;J jli ,~ )!i jli ~~ ~ j&\ 0A ,iJ I JJ.-!.5l: J+J jli jli i~;J. f.?\(:,£ (t ~' ')
<~JA:.o> -~Us\ ~us\
4911. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:S- .1!1 ,s>; narrated that a man asked, 11who is more
deserving of my good companionship?" He said, "Your mother.'! He asked, ''Who
next?" He said, 11 Your mother." He asked (again), ''Who next?" And he repeated,
11
Your mother, (when) he asked (again) "who next?" he said, 11 Your father,"
According to another version: He said, "Your mother. Then, you mother. Th~n.your
mother, then, your tather. Then your relative, nearer then nearer, in sequence."t
COMMENTARY: The goodness and prosperity of the social life in this world depends on
respecting mutual rights, honouring kinship and giving kind treatment to each other
according to degrees of nearness of relationship. The mother is the nearest of the relatives,
and the strongest. Hence, the most deserving of kind treatment and service is the mother.
Next is the father followed by other relatives according to their nearness.
Some authorities have deduced from the wordings of the hadith (tradition) that the shares
of the rights to kind treatment of the mother are three to one of the father. She bears the
:·
burden of the child, travails of child birth and effort of breast-feeding.
The jurists say the rights of the mother on children are greater than the rights of the father.
Kind treatment to her, serving her and caring for her are wajib (obligatory) and necessary more
than these duties are towards the father. However, there may be cases when both cannot be
given their rights at the same time, like when they have separated, and giving rights of one
will displease the other. In such cases, the children should give their father preference in
reverence and veneration, but they should offer their service and monetary help to their
mother.
The rights of parents are innumerable, so much that children cannot absolve themselves of
responsibility even if they spend their entire lives to give the rights of their parents.
However, Shari'ah (divine law) has enumerated some most significant and essential rights
that cannot be ignored in any case. For example, their reasonable wishes must be fulfilled.
They should be obeyed. Their pleasure and happiness should be deemed to be children's
good fortune. Children should spend on them according to their means for their needs and
comfort. They should be treated as they deserve. Children should be humble towards them
and mild and soft-spoken. They should serve them as best as they can so that they are
pleased. They should not leave any stone untumed to serve them, but only in permissible
and lawful cases. They should not be mistreated or insulted and children should not be
arrogant towards them, even if they are polytheists, while speaking to them, children
should keep their voices low. They should not be addresses or remembered by their names.
They should not be overtaken in any thing, nor may they be put to sidelines. Even when
t

Bukhari # 1971, Muslim# 1-2548.
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enjoining what is reputable and forbidden what is wr,ong, manners should be observed and
mild speech should be used. If they do not heed on being told once, then silence should be
observed in this matter and supplication should be made for them and forgiveness sought
for them with istighfar. This is deduced from the Quran concerning Prophet Ibrahim's ~
~'}l..Jt advice to his father (surah at tawbah 9: 114)1
BEING UNDUTiFUL TO PARENTS

{.;J-Aol_j.J)-~\~~~;J~~Jl~k&:~J~\~~.l~Jj~jjl~j(i
4912. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~AI~~
said, "May his nose be dusty! May his nose be dusty! May his nose be dusty!"
(Meaning, 'may he be disgraced!') He was asked, 'who, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He
said, "He who finds one or both of his parents live to old age, yet cannot enter
paradise." (He fails to serve them and win their pleasure.) 2
KINDNESS TO NON MUSLIM PARENTS
~
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4913. Sayyidah Asma bint Abu Bakr ~ All ~J narrated, My mother who was a
polytheist (or on idolatress) came to me (from Makkah) at the time of the peace (of
Hudaybiyah) with the Quraysh. So, I submitted, '0 Messenger of Allah, my mother
has come to me but she is not kind to Islam. May I retain ties of kinship with her?'
He said, 'Yes, join ties of relationship with her."3
NEED TO JOIN TIES OF RELATIONSHIP
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4914. Sayyidun~ Amr ibn Aas ~Jilt~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger All~
~J4~ say, "The children of Abu so and so are not my friends. Only Allah and the
righeous believers are my friends, but I have a relationship with them, which I
refresh with that which refreshes (meaning, kind relationship)."4
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) maintain that the Prophet ~J~...is~ had named the
person but the narrator avoided to give the name lest some mischief crop up. The scholars
say that the Prophet ~J 4~ All~ had taken the name of Abu Lahab, or Abu Sufyan, or
Hakam ibn Aas. However, the more correct thing is that the Prophet ~J~AI1~ did not
refer to the children for any specific person. He made a general statement to include the

1

See also kindness to parents Tartusi- Jawzi. (Darul lsha'at Karachi)
# 9-2551.
3 Bukhari # 3183, Muslim # 2-696.
4 Bukhari # 5990, Muslim # 366. 215.
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members of his tribe, like the quraysh, Banu Hashim, or the progeny of his maternal uncles.
The Prophet ~J ...;s. .&1 .).-P said that they were not his friends. He gave them wealth and
propeity not because they were dearer to him. He only respected the rights of relationship.
As for spiritual link he had more attachment with and love for,. the righteous believer both
relative and stronger. He said, Allah is my friend and the righteous believers. This refers
to all righteous and pious believers, though some people name Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.&~~J
or Sayyidima Ali ~.&~~J·
He said that he helped his relatives for which he used the words 'refresh the relationship'
so that they make both ends meet. The Arabs used the words (~) (moist) and (soft) to imply
joining ties of relationship- refreshing them! And,(~) (dry) to snap ties of kinship.
II

FORBIDDEN TO CAUSE INCONVENIENCE TO PARENTS
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4915. Sayyiduna Mughirah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.Js-.&1.).-P said,
''surely, Allah has forbid~en you to be disobedient to ptothers, to bury daughters
alive to be niggardly and to beg from others. And, He has declared a dislike for you
to engage in vain talk, asking many questions and wasting property."1
COMMENTARY: The mother is mentioned specifically ~ecause she has more rights than
the father, as stated previously. She is ·grieved very quickly on slight disobedience while a
father endures longer but she also overlooks her children's faults more than their father

.

d~L

As to being niggardly and begging the ulama (Scholars) say that it means to deny other
people their rights from one's property, and to snatch from another's property what is not
lawful for oneself.
·
Some scholars. say that it implies that it ·is unlawf~.d to deny others every kind of their· rights
whether monetary or of any other sort, like deeds, words or allied treatment. And, also to
demand or usurp from others any such thing that does not belong· to oneself.
To indulg~ in vain talk is to gossip; argue or prolong a dialogue. It includes falsehood, etc.
However, if people converse with a purpose some constructive subject ·then it is not
disapproved.
Some people say that talking too much is disallowed. Over talking deadens the heart,
makes one negligent and waste s tune:
There· can be many meanings of ., asking for many questions.' It leads to interfering in affairs
of other people! spying or probing them. It means that one boasts and tries to impress others
with his knowledge, or that one examines o~er people. Th~ sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~.&1~J were particularly disallowe3d to put too many questions on religion
and rulings of different kinds. For one, ·this caused concern to the. Prophet ~J ...;s. ~ ~
Besides, the answers made things difficult for the sahabah (Prophet's Companions)' ~.111~J·
They had to observe stricter restrictions and their task became heavier. They Quran says:.
:r_!"'
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Bukhari # 5975, Muslim 12-593.
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{Ask not questions about things ... ) (5: 101)
The next thing is that one must not waste one's property. One must not be a spend thrift.
One must not spend it on such things as do not earn Allah's pleasure. It is also to deprive
rel()tives but give away to strangers.
It is also to use one's wealth on forbidden things. Also, sometimes even seemingly
permissible expenses am.ount to Squandering money. Examples are building houses in far
off places, making necessary additions and repairs to houses, preparing luxurious food to
satisfy one's base self, wearing expensive clothing to show off and to adopt a high standard
of living creates an unhealthy atmosphere and an unbalanced society. It leads to many
evils.
More examples of wasteful living are to adorn vessels. Weapons and other items of use
with gold and jewellary and other expensive things. It also includes, buying unnecessarily,
.burdening oneself in debt and buying at exorbitant prices.
DO NOT REVILE PARENTS
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4916. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.1!1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~iii~
~J said, "Among the grave sins is to revile one's own parents." The sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~ .1!1 ~.J asked, ''0 Messenger of Allah, does a person
revile his own parents?" He said, "Yes! He reviles the father of another man, so he
(retaliates and) reviles his father. And he reviles the mother of another man, so he
(retaliates and) reviles his mother."t
COMMENTARY: As it is, to revile one's own parents is a grave sin, but to revile someone
else's parents and thereby become a cause of having one's parents reviled is also a grave
sih. If he had not abused anyone's parents that man would not have retaliated to abuse his.
It is, therefore, deduced from this hadith (tradition) that if anyone becomes a means of sin
or disobedience then he is as guilty as the perpetrator. He-will become as sinful as one who
commits it.
KIND TREATMENT TO FATHER'S FRIENDS

~~~ jl,\ ~jllll~~I.FT ~ -...utJ.~j~ilil ~~I j_;.!J Jti Jli? ~ lfj (l~ 'V)
~ oi.JJ) -{j~ .....u\ J.:4
4917. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.11~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.~.11~~ said,
11
Among the best acts of piety is for a man to treat his father's friends kindly after
he had died or is absent."2
COMMENTARY: To give kind treatment to the friends of one's father in his absence is like
doing the same thing to one's father. Since this will be in his father's absence, it shall be
1
2

Bukhari # 5973, Muslim# 1790. 146.
Muslim # 13-255.
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counted as the best form of worship.
Though the hadith (tradition) mentions only the father's friends, it applies equally to one's
mother's friends too.
KIND TREATMENT OF RELATIVES RESULTS IN ENLARGEMENT OF PROVISION

4918. Sayyiduna Anas ~lb'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ said, ''If
anyone likes that his provision should be enlarged and his life span should be
prolonged, then he should give kind treatment to his relatives.1
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word(?) (athar) are marks of one's footsteps. If any one dies
then he does not put his foot down so there are no footsteps. In this sense the Arabs use
athar to refer to someone' s life span.
Enlargement of provision and increase in life span really mean blessing in both these
things. They are not to be taken in their real meaning because neither will anyone's
provision be increased beyond what is recorded or him nor will his life span be enlarged
beyond what is allotted to him. The Quran says:
, ,1 ""t,.
e
,
""t
' "' ~~
:r \j.,;
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.rJ 4l.::,-....uJ~~
.r ~\
J

{when their term is reached, not an hour can they cause delay, not can they advance
(it)} (7: 34)
He will be content with what provision he earns and will spend his life peacefully in
worship and obedience, His name will be remembered as a pious man and his children will
be righteous. Any or all of these things are meant by the hadith (tradition).
Moreover, even if we take the words of the hadith (tradition) literally, that is possible.
Allah has placed these things co-related in the decree. Kindness to kin is a means to
enlargement of provision and to a long life. So, it is recorded in the preserved Tablet that a
certain man will live for sixty years and if he is kind in treatment of relatives, he will live
for another forty years.
There can be many and elaborate explanations for this issue. However, the true verdict is
that we must believe it exactly as the Prophet ~J~~~~ has spoken about it. Doubt may
not be raised through long discourses.
It is a sign of being dutiful if we follow whatever the Prophet ~ y.# ~~ ~ has said about
such things and we abide by them rather than venture to offer explanations and make our
·
heads spin over it.
MERIT OF JOINING TIES OF RELATIONSHIP
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4919. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.b~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"·~~~~
said, "Allah created the creation (meaning that he devised them in His eternal
knowledge prior to giving them life). When He finished with that, ar-Rahim (~)1)
which is ties of relationship stood up and caught hold of the back of The·
compassionate who asked, 'what do you want?' Ar-rahim (~)1) said, 'This is the
place for one who seeks refuge in you from being severed.' (It sought to be
protected from being cut off bY. anyone instead of being joined;) He (Allah) asked,
1
Are you not pleased that I should keep ties with him who joins you (with relatives
and I should reward him) and that I should sever ties with him who severs you
(with relatives)?' Ar-rahim (~)1) agreed, 'certainly, 0 Lord!' He said, 'So it is! (an
assurance to you)."t
COMMENTARY: 'When He finished with that' means when He had created everything,
for, nothing occupies Allah in such a way that He cannot do anything else. It is as in a
supplication taught by the Prophet~ J4:Js..bl~

~l!.~...!.,.>l!.~\;
:.1~ 6-A.....!.J~: '·
,
(He is without blemish whom one mark does not keep away from another).

The Arabs use the word (Jh-) -the place where the lower garment is fastened-to ask for
anyone's protection. When a person was deeply perturbed and needed help of another, he
titruck him at this place so that he asked him, 'What is it that you want?' this is the
figurative expression for what 'ties of relationship' did with Allah but, in fact neither is (.P-)
YMQQ her in its dictionary meaning nor did it actually hold Allah as one holds another
f)Qrson. This may be compared to the Arabic saying: (~l:k~~) (his hands are spread out)
which actually implies that he is generous, even if he has lost use of his hands. It can also
f@f@r to Allah who cannot be conceived to have limbs.
II\ Mlort, this is one idiomatic expression like many others. We find them in the Quran and
tft@ lhadith (tradition) so this must be borne in mind when interpreting them.
Thus (~)1) ar-rahini is not a being and does not possess a body to be able to stand on its
f@~t and seek refuge in Allah. Rather, these words simply convey a message. Ties of
ftlliltlanship may not be severed, but mttst be joined.
Nflwawt .\t~J said the same thing, Ar-rahim (~)1) can neither stand up nor speak. There
Wm:ds stand up nor speak. These words emphasise the merit of joining ties of relationship.
It i§ WRjib (obligatory) to do so but it is a grave sin to sever ties of relationship. There are,
R@W@VQr, degrees of ties of relationship and some are more important. The least of these is
t@ ~Mtlnue to meet one another because speaking to one another is also to keep ties to
kiMhip Joined even if it is mere exchange of salaam.
M@f@OVer, these degrees of joining bonds of kinship differ from situation to situation and
VE\fY ft~eording to needs and capabilities. Sometimes it is more important to join bonds of
f@lftth:mship bttt at other times, it may not be as in1portant and necessary. Sometimes a
r@raan has the ability to do so, but at other times, he may lack the ability. So, the command
l§ emphasized accordingly or it is musthab on occasions. If anyone begins to join ties of
kinship but cannot do it completely, then he will not be regarded as one who severs ties of
kinship. But, if one neglects to join ties of kinship though he is capable of doing it and it is
1 Bukhari

# 5987, Muslim# 16-2554.
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proper for him, too, then he is definitely guilty of severing ties of kinship.
ONE WHO SEVERS TIES OF KINSHIP DEPRIVES HIMSELF OF ALLAH'S MERCY

j

·~ 1\ ~j &A ili1 jlii ~jJI ~ !~~ ~_.4jll ~J ~ili1 ~,ill jj-!5 J~ j~A!l.j (t~ Y•)
(I.SJ~I oi.JJ)-b!&lf,,~ l,ra;&'j~

4920. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah NS-~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»>~

said, 'The word (~)1)) ar-rahim which is to join ties of kinship - is derived from
(the word (~)1) Ar-Rahman (The compassionate one). So, Allah said to ties of
relationship, 'I shall join bonds with him who· keep you intact (and respects you
rights). But, I shall sever bonds with him who severs you (and I shall deprive him
of My mercy)."t
·
COMMENTARY: According to another hadith (tradition), Allah say, "I created Ar-Rahim
(~)1) - ties of relationship) and derived its name from my name (~ )') Ar Rahman." It is
also possible that the hadith (tradition) refers to the meaning of b.oth these words (~ )')
and(~)1). In that case it will imply (~~;'JIJ~) relationships of the womb, like mother, father
siblings, etc. whose rights it is wajib (obligatory) to give. It is a branch of the words ArRahman (~)1)
Some exponents say that the word(~) in the hadith (tradition) is applied to those fibers
and twigs of a tree that are attached to its roots. In this case, the hadith (tradition) implies
the (~)1) is derived from (~)1) or that it is derived from (~)1) (ar-Rahmah - mercy) in
the same way as the fibres of the tree are attached to its roots. ~)1 is attached to (~)1) in
the same way.
Some authorities say that the word (a.~) indicates that the letters in the word (!")1) are also
found in Allah's name (~)1) and since they are both derived from the same root {l.r)1), so
they (~)1) and (~)1) cannot be separated from one another just as the twigs of a trees
cannot be separated from its root. This would give the meaning to the hadith (tradition)
that (~)1) (ar-rahim -joining ties of relationship) is one of the traces of (w..)1) (mercy) of
Allah and is attached to it. Hence, one who severs ties of relationship, detaches himself
from the mercy of Allah, and one who joins ties of relationship joins himself with Allah's
mercy. This is as stated in the hadith (tradition) itself.
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a1 ~j(.,AJ._¢ ~_;:w~ ~_.4j-~j ~WI ~,JJI Jj-!5 Jli ~li~~t!}.J (t~Y')
(~~)JiJIA;d4~,tft.)AJAiJIAJ ~j
4921. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .1!1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J .p .&1 ~ said,
11
Ar-rahim (I""')') - ties of relationship) is suspended at the Throne. It says (or prays),

'He who joins me, Allah will keep ties with him joined. But, he who severs me
Allah will se1rer ties with him (depriving him of mercy)."2
COMMENTARY: Being suspended at the throne is to hold the post of the throne.

I

2

Bukhari # 5988.
Bukhari # 5989, Muslim# 17-2555.
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HE WHO SEVERS TIES OF KINSHIP WILL BE DEPRIVED OF PARADISE
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4922. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mut'im ~..:u~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~liJl~
~J

said, 110_ne who severs ties of kinship shall not enter paradise."t
PERFECT WAY TO JOIN TIES OF RELATIONSHIP

J.,1_,j1 &~lj ~o~~ ~1_,51 ~ ~j~AlJI ~;L1 jj-!5 j~ j~~ ~ y£j (t4\Y\)
(LS.Jl=...:JI oi.J.J) -W~J~J·!

•h-i ll!C$.}]1

4923. Sayyiduna Ibn Amr ~..:u, ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..;u, ~ said,
11
"'
He who joins ties of relationship (in a perfect way) is not he who reciprocates (the

1\gesture of) others, but he joins ties of relationship when his ties are severed."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that only he is perfect who does not demand
from others his rights but continues to give rights to them. He joins ties of relationship
irrespective of what other people do.

~1~rj 4j:tdlj~~.~,_;;u....!-Jl;LI Jj..!J ~ J~ ~j ....!-Jis~_:;.:.C?r ~j (t4\ro
I

0J.-aoi.J.J) -~ll~~~l-'_;§~~~~1 &.,•:; W
4924. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ . ;u, ~.J narrated that a man submitted,

11

0

Messenger of Allah, I have relatives with whom I continue to join ties of
relationship but they sever them with me. I give them kind treatment but they treat
me shabbily. I treat them politely but they are ruc;le to me." He said, 111£ it is as you
say, then it is as though you apply hot ashes to them. You will not be without a
supporter against them from Allah as long as you continue to do it.3
COMMENTARY: Since the relatives do not keep good ties and do not even reciprocate,
their sin is like hot ashes for them. They do not express gratitude and .whatever they pocket.
·
from you is unlawful for them.
Some authorities say that there are disgraced in their own eyes because they do not give a
return for your kind gesture. It is like swallowing hot ashes on which their souls will curse
them. Some others say that our kindness is like hot ashes for them and burns them. Yet
others say that it blackens their face.

c,ttblj..Qiii

SECTION II

KINDNESS TOPARENTS & RELATIVES

--t!'-\IJ.U~ 'iJf~.iJI ~!5-ti51 l~'i~J~ilil ~;l.Jijj-!5 j~j~~~_p~ (t4\Y0)''

(4lo&.sloi,J.J)-~~! ~~.lJ~JJ_jJI.J~j4.jJI....!-JJj~l ~!· .
Bukhari # 5984, Muslim # 18. 2826.
Bukhari # 5991 (The narrator is Ibn Amr not Ibn Umar)
3 Muslim # 22-2558.
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4925. Sayyiduna Thawban ~~~~J narrated that.Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"Nothing averts decree but supplication and nothing prolongs life but kindness (to
parents and relatives). And, a man is deprived of provision only because of sin that
he perpetrates."1
COMMENTARY: Decree that supplication averts is the suspended kind (J-W). In fact, this
itself is predetermined. But, the irreversible decree cannot be put off or changed. All the
causes and effects follow the same rule, like cure and healing after medicine and deeds that
take to paradise and hell, and so on. They are part of the suspended decree.
Some scholars say that if a man engages in supplication and in forethought (for a way out)
then it enables him to resign to the decree. He realizes that which is declined will not be
averted. Thus, it is constant supplication and trying to change his situation that makes it
simpler for him. This is how supplication puts off decree.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi ~~~J said that the Prophet ~J~~~~ meant to
convey the merits and significance of supplication. His words mean that nothing can after
Divine decree. But, if there was something would be supplication. It is like the hadith
(tradition): 'If anything could overtake decree that WOt.Jld be the evil eye."
Long life means .blessing and goodness in one's life. This has been explained earlier.
The hadith (tradition) concludes with the words that .a man is deprived of provision
because of his sills. But, there are more sinners in the world than pious men yet they eat
better than the pious. Some scholars suggest that the hadith (tradition) speaks of provision
of the hereafter which in reward. It also means internal satisfaction and spiritual greatness
the Quran says.
t
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{Whoever works righteousness, man or woman, and has faith, verily to him will we
give a new life, a life that is good and pure.} (16: 97)
As against this, the sinners live greedily by day and night and remain in the darkness of
sin. They wear themselves out in acquiring or seeking wealth and are always desperate.
They are deprived of peace. Besides, they keep away from worship and so are out of the
scope of Allah's mercy. They seem to be very happy and swimming in money but they, live
a difficult life. Allah says in surah TaHa (verse 124).
-.,,e . .
,
, . t , , ,,,
~.d ·:,.,Al~~iL)._r~~uPrlu-A

{But whosoever turns away from My message, verily for him is a life narrowed
down.)
On this basis, we may say the same thing for a sinning believer. He may own wealth
uncountable but his life is not a smooth drive sviritually. If he has in him light of faith in a
perfect way then he is always fearful of sin. He fear punishment in the next world. His
conscience continues to prick him, so, Provision does not merely mean what fills the belly
but it also means a content, peaceful life. This is the lot of only the righteous.
Some scholars say that the hadith (tradition) speaks of those believers who succumb to
temptation and commits sin. So Allah punishes them in this world and deprives them of
provision. Their hunger and poverty may be said to be their expiation for sin in this world
- or they may be afflicted wit~ hardship. They are thus prompted to make a sincere
t Ibn Majah # 4022.
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repentance. Their' sins are atoned through their affliction and they become pure.
Those who are not enabled to repent and be purified through trial, etc. they continue to sin
to the end and they die as sinners to be punished in the hereafter. We seek refuge in Allah
from that.
MERIT OF SERVING PARENTS
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4926. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~..1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.llt~ said ''I

entered paradise. There, I heard someone recite the Quran So, I asked (the angels),
'who is this?' They said, 'Harithah ibn Nu'man.' This is what piety and kindness is!
This is what piety and kindness is! He was given to serve his mother most of all
men (who serve).l
According. to a version (he said: ) 'While I was asleep, I saw myself in paradise
instead of 'I entereo paradise."2
ALLAH'S PLEASURE LIES IN THE PARENT'S PLEASURE
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+J.Iyl ~j ~ ~jJI ~j~j ~llll ~,J.ll Jj..!j Jli Jli.Jr- ~ ,J.ll# (.,&.j (t~YV)

(~.l.ojUI oi.J.;) -+J.I)IJ~~ "'(.~~5JI ~ ~j
4927. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.1n~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~iJJI~
~J said, "The pleasure of the Lord lies in the pleasure of the father (and mother,
meaning parents) and the displeasure of the Lord in the displeasure of the father."3
COMMENTARY: The same applies to the pleasure of the displeasure of the mother to an
accentuated degree.
PARENT'S PLEASURE AGAINST LOVE OF WIFE

t;TlJlli~I.U jli~ ~~ ~;/u JiJ§I.,;..&!O....!J! jli~ :Uf~J ....!;I t;llJlJI '-}16&-J (t~YA)
(~lA (XI.j ~.l.ojtll oi.J.;) -~Jl
4928. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~ ~ ~ J narrated that a man came to him and said, 'I

have a wife and my mother commands me to divorce her." So, Abu Darda ~ ..1!1 ~J
said, to him, "I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~ say, 'The father is the best
of the gates of paradise. If you like, keep to the gate, or lose it."4
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~.&~~J advised him that if he obeyed his mother
Sha' ab ul Eeman, Bayhaqi # 3418.
Shu'ab ul Eeman, Bayhaqi # 3418.
3 Tirmidhi # 1899, Parenthesis accommodate the Urdu translation.
4 Tidnidhi # 1900.
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then he would thereby win Allah's pleasure. He would then enter paradise. If not then he
would miss the gate to paradise.
The words of the hadith (tradition) nam.e the mother, but Abu Darda ~.&1~ J has mentioned
only the father, so that the mother's pleasure is more essent1_.l. Or, the word (.ll'J) does not
merely mean the father but refers to both parents. This seem~ more plausible.
MOTHER IS MORE DESERVING OF SON'S LIND TREATMENT
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4929. Sayyiduna Bahz ibn Hakim .&1 ~ J repo . . (el fro n his father who from his

grandfather that he asked (Allah's Messenger} ~J4#.&ill~ '0 Messenger of Allah,
whom should I offer kind treatment?" He said, 11Your mother." He asked, 11Who
next?" He said, "Your mother." He asked, '~o next?" He said, "Your mother." He
asked, 11Who next?" He said, 11Your father, followed by the relatives nearer then
nearer (in sequence of neamess)."t
JOINING BONDS OF KINSHIP

(.)JbY.\ oi.J.J)
4930. Sayyidun;t Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~.&~~J narrated that he heard Allah's

Messenger ~1 4)s.fJJI~ say, 'Allah blessed and exalted, says, 'I am Allah! And, I am
Ar-Rahman {The Most Merciful)! I have created (~)') ar-rahim (ties of
relationship). And, I have derived its name from My name {Ar-Rahman). So, he
who join ties of relationship, I shall join him (with My mercy). And, he who severs
them, I shall cut him off (My mercy)."2
COMMENTARY: He is Allah the ever Existing. He is not dependent on anyone to enforce
His command. His Name is followed by His attribute. Ar-Rahman (~ )') from which is
·
derived Ar-Rahim (~ )').
MERCY DENIED TO ONE WHO SEVERS TIES OF RELATIONSHIP
1.-/.
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4931. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that he heard Allah's

Messenger ~1 4#.&1~ say, 'Mercy will not descend on a people who have among
them one who cuts off bond of kinship."3
·
COMMENTARY: It does not mean all the people (of his nation or tribe) but those who
1

Tirmidhi # 1897, Abu Dawud # 5139.
Dawud # 1694.
3 Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 7962.
2 Abu
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support a man who cuts off ties of kinship or who do not reprimand him severely or who
abet in his misdeed.
REBELLING & SEVERING TIES OF RELATIONSHIP INVITE PUNISHMENT

ll.H M- ....ul L5?1 ~3 ~lA~J ~ ll.\1 ~ ;1J1 JJ-!5 jli jli s_:;.~ 0> 1&&-J (t'\r-n
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4932. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~.:S- ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1lt ..}-P

said, "No sin is as likely to be given its punishment by Allah to him who commits it
in this world besides what He holds in abeyance for him in the hereafter as
rebellion (against the ruler) and severing ties of relationship."1
COMMENTARY: It is grave sin to verbal against the ruler of one's country as also to sever
ties of kinship. Perpetrators of this sin will be punished in the next world and .Allah will
hasten their punishment in this world too. They will not find peace in this world and not in
the next world. These two sins are such that they harm the religious life as well as the
worldly life. Rebellion creates complete disorder in the country and cuts at the unity and
harmony of the nation. The enemy gets an opportunity to exploit the situation.
Also, severing bonds of kinship creates hatred. If there had been mutual love, then people
would have shared burden of difficulties with each other and would have avoided damage
through in fighting.
There are other sins too but of a lesser degree that invite punishment in both the worlds.
THOSE TO WHOM PARADISE IS DENIED
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4933. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.:S-~1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~'.)-P
~J

said, 11 Admittance will not be given (i) to one who (brags about and) reminds of
his favours, (ii) to one who is disobedient to parents, and (iii) to one who is
addicted to wine (and they die without a repentance)."2
COMMENTARY: The word (I)L:.t) mannan is derived from (a.t..) (minnah). It means to
reproach one whom you give something or whom you show favour. It is a very bad trait of
which the Quran says:
t
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{Make not void your charity by reproach and injury) (2: 264)
Some scholars say that manna is derived from(~) mann, which means to snap. Hence, it
will mean 'who severs ties of relationship.'
The word (J~) aaq is 'to be disobedient to parents and 'to other relatives' without any
reason valid in Shari'ah (divine law). It is also 'to vex or harras' them.
These kind of people will not be admitted to paradise with the righteous straightaway
without reckoning. They will first have to undergo their punishment for their sins.
1

2

Tirmidhi # 2511, Abu Dawud # 4902.
Nasa'i # 5672, Darimi.
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However, if Allah wishes then He may admit them without punishing t.tem because He
has assured:
{And He will forgive all else to whom He will} (5: 48J
ADVANTAGE OF JOINING TIES OF KINSHIP

4934. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»>~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»>~
said, 11Leam so much of your genealogies as enable you to join lies of relationsbil'
that are necessary, because joining bonds of kinship grows Mutual love and is a
means to increase wealth and prolongs life.":
COMMENTARY: You must know all your relo.rives, ancestors and descendants by their
names and their state of affairs.
MATERNAL AUNT IS LIKE MOTHER

(lS.l.o~\o\.3.J)-l-'~ijG_;..Sjll~U.~~j.£jjG·~ jG~~~~j.£jtl~J3~c}~i
4935. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J narrated that a man came to the Prophet

~.&1~

~J and submitted. 110 Messenger ~J~.1!1~ of Allah, I have committed a grave sin.

Do I have· a way to repent?" He asked, 11 Do you have a mother?" He said, 11 No"
Then he·asked, 11Do you have a maternal aunt?" He said, 11Yes!" He said, 11 Give her
kind treatment."2
COMMENTARY: Joining ties of relationshjp atone for grave sins too. Or perhaps, the
Prophet ~J ~ ~ j..P was told through revelation that it was exclusively for this man. Or,
this man was sincere and he regarded his sin as grave. This hadith (tradit!on) places a
maternal aunt at par with one's mother.
AFfER DEATH OF PARENTS

(4l.o&~1.3Jj\Jy.\ o\_,.J)

4936. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed as-Sa'idiy ~~~J narrated, 1While we were sitting with
1

Tirmidhi # 1979 (1986), Musnad Ahmad 2-374.
# 1904.

2 Tirmidhi
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Messenger ~J ~ . 1!1 j.J, a man of the Banu Salimah came to him and
submitted, '0 Messe~ger :::>~Allah, does any of the kindness of my parents remain
to be shown by me (to them) after their death?' He said, 'Yes, Pray for th~~· Make
istighfar for them. Abide by their will after their death. Join ties of relationship
with their kith and kin and honour their friends."1
PROPHET'S ~J~.&'j.J FOSTER MOTHER

(.)jl.)y.l ol.j..J) -~~, .;J\

4937. Sayyiduna Abu Tufayl ~ .&1 ~; narrated ''I saw the prophet ~J ~ .iii! ~
distribute meet at Ji'ranah (1;1~1). A woman appeared and came near to him. He
spared out his cloak for her and she sat on it. I asked (the people around), 'who is
she?' They said, 'She is his foster mother.'2
COMMENTARY: She was the Prophet's ~J ~ .&1 ~ foster mother, Sayyidah Halimah.
Another woman, Sayyidah Thawbiyah,t~.iil~; too was his foster-mother in the early days.
She was the female slave of Abu Lahb. The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether they (both)
had embraced Islam or not.

SECTION III
MUSTHAB TO PRAY BY VIRTUE OF GOOD DEEDS

1

Abu Dawud # 5142, Ibn Majah # 3664.
Dawud # 5144.

2 Abu
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4938. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~lil~~J narrated that the Prophet ~ J4Js.iJII~ recounted to
them this account (of a people of the past). Three man were going out on foot
(somewhere) when rain poured on them. They went aside and into a cave in a
mountain. Suddenly~ a rock slipped down from the mountain over the opening of
the cave and locked them in. (They were worried and panicked.) They said to each
other, 11 Recall the good deeds that you may have performed only for Allah's sake
and pray to Allah by virtue of those deeds. He may remove it."
Thus, one of them beseeched, 110 Allah! I had two parents both very old and some
young children. I used to pasture sheep for (all of) them. When I returned home in
the evening, I would milk the sheep and give some to my parents before feeding
my children. One day, I went away to a long distance for pasture and was late,
almost at nightfall, when I milked the sheep as was my wont and brought the milk
that I had drawn (to them) and stood besides them. I did not waken them and did
not feed the children any milk before them though the children cried at my feet
because of hunger. Till down, we remained in this position. (0 Allah) You know
that I did this only for your pleasure, so let there be an opening for us enough to see
the sky." So, Allah caused an opening for them to enable them to see the sky.
The second man implored, 110 Allah, I had a paternal cousin whom I love as dearly
as a man can love a woman. So, I invited her to let me have sexual intercourse with
her but she declined (to be seduced) until I paid her one hundred dinars. Therefore,
I worked hard and I earned one hundred dinars which I took to her (and she agreed
to submit herself to me). When I placed myself between her legs, she pleaded, '0
slave of Allah! Fear Allah. do not destroy my virginity. (It is a trust of someone).' So,
(I trembled from fear of you, 0 Allah and) I got up and went away. 0 Allah you
know that I did this to seek your pleasure. Do let us have an opening in it." He
made an opening for them.
The third pleaded, 110 Allah, I had employed a man on (wages of) one fa:'_aq of rice.
When he completed his work and demanded his due I paid him what was due, but
he did not take it, not being pleased with it. I continued to saw it till I earned from
it cattle and a hardsman for them. Later on, he came to me (and dem.?.1lded his due),
saying, 'Fear Allah. Do not be unjust to me.' I said, 'Go to these cattle and their
herdsman. (Take them. They are yours); He said, 'Fear Allah. Do not ridicule me.' I
said, 'I am not joking with you. Go, take the cattle and the herdsman. (They belong
to you)' He took them and departed. (0 Allah!) you know that I did this to earn your
pleasure. So, open for us what remains." Allah (accepted their prayer and) opened it
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all for themfl

COMMENTARY: As for the man who did not feed his children because he had not fed his
parents, perhaps it was prescribed in their Shari'ah (divine law) that the right of the parents
superseded that of the children's provision. Some scholars say that the man did feed the
children what was their bare necessity but they desired to have more.
Faraq was a measure used in Madinah for grain, etc. It is about sixteen pints.2
The herdsman was one of the slaves who looked after the fields. The man had collected
very many things from sowing the rice but he mentioned only the cattle and the herdsman.
(i)
The hadith (tradition) teaches us that when anyone faces a great hardship, then
he may pray to Ailah·be virtue of his pious deeds. This is what these three men
did and the Prophet ~-J4#..1n~ approved their doing. Clearly, it is mustahab
(desirable) to do so.
(ii)
We are also reminded that it is very excellent to care for parents and to prefer
them over children. They must not be disturbed when they are resting.
(iii}
It is mukruh to waken one who is sleeping, particularly such a person who is
deserving of respect. However, he may be awakened for the prescribed salah
(prayer) if the remaining time for it is short.
(iv)
It is more pleasing to be asleep than to have food. Even when a person ~s
hungry, the comfort of sleep is better for him.
(v}
It is very excellent to preserve one's chastity more so when it is easy to commit
sin. It is as exemplary great conduct to put off base desires and to keep off from
unlawful deeds.
(vi)
It is allowed to use property of another without his permission provided the
permission would be forthcoming afterwards. Imam Abu Hanifah ..1!1 ~J has
ruled that an unauthorized agent may spend another's money provided the
owner's permission is expected. If he permits then the spending would be
regularized.
(vii)
Pious promise and resolve, repaying a trust and being fair in affairs are not
only good things but also bring the man nearer to Allah and relieve him of
trails and difficulties.
(viii) It is is better for a person to supplicate when he i3 entangled in a trial or
suffering because that supplication is granted and he is delivered from the trial
and suffering.
(ix)
Such things as are unusual and out of the ordinar; and are known as wonders
(,_,}) (Karamah) are displayed by Allah's pious men. This is a fact. We must
not be doubtful about it and to this the ahlus sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) wa
al-jama' ah subscribe.
PARADISE IS UNDER MOTHER'S FEET

1

2

Bukhari # 3465, Muslim# 100. 27743, Musnad Ahmad 2-116.
The Advanced Learner's Arabi English Dictionary. H Anthony Selmone.
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4939. Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ibn Jahimah ~~~~.J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Jahimah ·
~ ~~ ~ .J came to the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ jJ and submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, I
wish to proceed to a battle (and engage in jahad( and have come to ask ·for your
opinion. He asked, "Do you have a mother?" He said, 11Yes!" He said, ''Then remain
with.her, for, paradise is at her feet." 1
·COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~IjJ advised Jahimah ~~~~~J to stay at his mother's
feet and obey and serve her mother than take part in jihad (crusade). So, obeying her is
more necessary. This Was a allegorical way to say that children must be humble before
parents. Allah says:
I

-~Jll ~ JlH fl!.?- ~~j
{And, out of kindness, lower to them the wing of humility} (17: 24)
FATHER'S WISH MUST BE RESPECTED

(Jjby.I.J lSlA_;UI

4940. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~~J narrated that he had a wife whom he loved dearly
but whom (his father, Sayyiduna) Umar "~ ~~ ~ .J did not like. So, he asked him to
divorce her, but he declined. Then Umar ~~~~~ .J went to Allah's Messenger I"L,J"~~~'J""'
and mentioned that to him. Allah's Messenger ~J"#~IjJ said to me. "Divorce her."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~J~~~jJ command was a recommendation and mustahab
(desirable) for Ibn Umar ~ ~~ ~.J to obey (and divorce his wife). Or, if there was a valid
reason in the eyes of Shari'ah (divine law), then the Prophet's ~J~..ll'jJ command was
wajib (obligatory) on Ibn Umar ~~~.J (obligatory for him to obey).
PARENTS ARE PARADISE OR HELL FOR CHILDREN

,~ 1::4 t.;' jli t.;,~1J ~ ~.1J.1)1 Js. lA ;!J1 J.,;-!5 ~ jli ~5 ..J...,JT LlAi 016&-J
"
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4941. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~ .1!1 ~ .J narrated that a m an submitted, '0
Messenger of Allah, what rights do parents have over their children?" He said,
"They are your paradise and your hell. "3
COMMENTARY: The superiority of parents is mentioned very loudly: they can make it
easy for their children to go to paradise, or they may make them eligible for hell. So, they
must always strive to please their parents by obeying and serving them to become worthy
Musnad Ahmad 3-429, Nasa'i # 3104, Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul eeman.
# 1189, Abu Dawud # 5138.
3 Ibn Majah # 3662.
1

2 Tirmidhi
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of paradise, otherwise hell will be their destination.
MAKING ISTIGHFAR FOR PARENTS & CONSIGNING REWARD TO THEM MAY
ATONE FOR DISPLEASING THEM
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4942. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, "If a
person whose parents die-or, one of them dies - had been disobedient to them, so
he does not now cease to make supplication for them and to seek forgiveness for
them, then Allah records him as obedient."t
COMMENTARY: When parents die, children must continue to pray for them, make
istighfar and consign reward to them. Allah will remove the displeasure of parents, if there
had been any.
OBEDIENCE OR DISOBEDIENCE TO PARENTS IS TANTAMOUNT TO OBEYING
OR DISOBEYING .L\LLAH

~ ,, .. ,,~\1!. ~ ,, ..
-o1(~\J!.-....:..,..J,.Jo
-....:..,..J,.J

4943. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said,
"If anyone begins the day by obeying Allah concerning his parents (meaning,
Allah's command to be dutiful to them), then two gates of paradise are opened for
him that morning. If there is only one parent, then one gate is opened. But, if
anyone begins the morning by disobeying Allah concerning (His command to be
dutiful to) his parents, then two gates of hell are opened for him in the morning,
but if there is only one parent (of him), then one gate is opened." A man asked,
"Even if they have been unjust to him?" He said, (Yes) even if they have been
unjust to him. Even if they have been unjust to him." 2
COMMENTARY: Being dutiful to parents is being obedient to Allah. So we must refrain
from treating parents in a bad way.
It is so important to obey them that even if they are unjust and wrong doing to their
children, the children are not absolved of being obedient to them. However, they may not
be obeyed if they are oppressive in religion. Religious doctrines must not be violated at
their instigation.
A KIND GLANCE AT PARENTS GETS REWARD OF PILGRIMAGE

1

2

Bayhaqi in shu' ab ul eeman # 7902.
Bayhaqi in Shu' ab eeman # 7912.
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4944. Sayyiduita Ibn Abbas ~.i»'IS""J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J",U..i»l~ said,
"No pious son casts a loving glance at his parents but Allah records for him an
approved (supererogatory pilgrimage of) Hajj (pilgrimage) for each glance." The
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) t*~.i»'IS""J asked, "(0 Messenger of Allah,) even if
he casts one hundred glances every day?" He said, "Yes, Allah is Most great and
Most pure. (It is not beyond him to reward that much and mure)."1
WARNING TO THE DISOBEDIENT
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4945. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J "# li!1 jJ
said, ''Allah forgives all sins as much as He ~ishes but not (associating anything
with Him and not) disobedience to parents. Rather, He hasteus punishment to one
who commits it in this in life before his death."2
COMMENTARY: The last sentence could also mean 'before their death.' The parents would
see their disobedient child undergo punishment. However, the punishment in the next
world would not be waived in either case.
Besides, everyone who denies right of another or rebels unjustly against the government
and rulers will also endure punishment in this very life.
ELDER BROTHER IS LIKE FATHER
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4946. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Aas ~.i»'IS""J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1ii,)J
said, "The right of the elder brother over the younger of them is like the right of the
father over his son."3

Bayhaqi in Shu' ~b ul eeman # 7856.
Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 7890, (or 'before their death.
3 Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 7929.
1
2
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CHAPTER-XV
TENDERNESS & MERCY TOWARDS THE
CREATURES
SECTION I

jji,j..Afll

ONE WHO IS Nor MERCIFUL IS NOT SHOWN MERCY

(~~)

4947. Sayyiduna Jarir ibn Abdullah """k'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
~J said, "Allah does not have mercy on him (in a perfect way) who does not show
mercy to others."t
BEING TENDER TO CHILDREN
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4948. Sayyidah Ayshah t~k'~J narrated that a villager (or desert Arab) came to the
Prophet ~J~kt~ and (on seeing the sahabah (Prophet's <;ompanions) ~kt~J
kiss the children) asked, "Do you kiss children? We do not kiss them." The Prophet
~J ~ kt ~ said, "How can I help you if Allah has removed mercy from your
heart?" 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~J~o#.iis'~ words may also be translated when Allah has
removed mercy from your heart, I cannot grow it in you.' The hadith (tradition) condemns
lack of tenderness and hardheartedness. Only Allah grows mercy in hearts and it is His
great favour.
DAUGHTER IS MORE DESERVING OF LOVE
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4949. Sayyidah Ayshah ,~,&,~J narrated that a woman came to her along with her
two daughters. She asked for her something, but nothing was found with her at that
time beside one date. She gave it to her and she gave half of it to each of her
daughters (equally) and did not eat anything of it herself. Then she arose and
departed. The Prophet ~J~kt~ came shortly thereafter and she reported that to.
him. He said, "If anyone is tried because of these girls (meaning, one, two or more
daughters) and he is kind (and gentle) to them, then they will be an obstruction for ·1

2

Bukh~i # 7376, Muslim# 66. 2319.
Bukhari # 5998, Muslim # 64-2717.
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him from hell."l
COMMENTARY: Girls are more deserving of love than boys. They should be given

extraordinary kind treatment.
Opinions differ on whether the trial is simply because of the birth of daughters or an
accounts of some effort and worry in raising them.
Those who constrict their heart on the birth of girls do not realize that they are a blessing of
Allah. Parents should not only provide them due provision and maintenance but also give
them kind treatment beyond what is wajib (obligatory) on them. But, they most observe and
abide by Shari'ah (divine law) in that treattne.nt. The. reward accrues to parents if they
continue to give them kind treatment till they become independent of their father on their
marriage, or for some other reason.
MERIT OF RAISING DAUGHTERS

~ oI_,.;) -~L.:,I ~J 115.:.k J.kJ Ul
4950. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lil~~ said, "He

who raises two girls till they grow up (or they ~arry and live with their husbands),
will come on the day of resurrection such that he and I shall be like this.." and he
put his fingers joined together (to demonstrate). 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ demonstrated with the forefinger and middle
finger that they would be together like them on the day of resurrection or while entering
paradise.
CARE FOR WIDOW & NEEDY
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4951. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~.i»~~

said, ''He who devotes himself to care for a widow and a needy person (looking
after them and fulfilling their needs) is like one who strives in Allah's path (and
gets the same rewards one who participates in jiha4 (crusade) and performs Hajj
(pilgrimage)). "He thought that he also said, "Like him who offers salalt (prayer) in
the night (keeping vigil) without any kind of lethargy (in keeping awake) and like
him who fasts (all day) without breaking his fast (any day)."3
COMMENTARY: The beggar and the incapacitated are also among the needy. Rather, some
say that they are more deserving.
·
The-words; 'He thought ... ' could be those of a sub narrator, Abdullah ibn Salamah Qa'nabi
Jil1~J the t~acher of Bukhari Jil1~ J and Muslim Jil1~ J who reported from Imam Maalik ~~~ J
This is stated by Bukhari .1!1~J· He means that Abdullah ibn Salamah .1!1~J thought that
1

Bukhari # 5995, Muslim # 147. 2629 (See also Up bringing of Children in Islam ppp 11 etc. (Darul
·
Isha' at Karachi).
2 Muslim# 149. 2331.
3 Bukhari # 6007, Muslim # 4. 2982.
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Imam Maalik ~~~.J spoke those words: Like him who offers salah (prayer) in the night ... "
Without Bukhari' s .1!1 ~.J clarification, the words of the Masabih and Mishkat suggest that
the words: 'He thought ... ' refer to Abu Hurayrah ~ill'~ .J thinking that the Prophet ~ill'~
~J also said, "Like him who offers salah (prayer) in the night.."
Or; perhaps, Abu Hurayrah ~.1!1~.J expressed his doubt whether the Prophet ~J~.1!1~
said, Like one who strives in Allah's path ... " or, "Like one who offers salah (prayer) in the
night ... '; Thi,slast is supported by a tradition of Ahmad Bukhari, Muslim, tirmidhi, Nasa'!
and· Ibn Majah: 'He who devotes himself to look after a widow and a needy is like the
warrior in jihad (crusade) in Allah's path and who keeps awake in the night and fasts
during the day!
LOOKING AFTER ORPHANS

~~I J,~}J:J~t J~S"j ul~j~allt ~;iJ1 jj-!5 j~ j~~~~~j (t~or)
(lS.J~ I o b.J) -l4! l ~ ,-:11 f.Ji j ~_;5 lj ~l;!J ~ 5l!.lj 11~
4952. Sayyiduna Sahl ib~ Sa'd narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, "I
. and he who cares for an orphan, related to him or to others, will be in paradise like
this," and he demonstrated with his forefinger and middle finger keeping in slight
space between them.t
COMMENTARY: The orphan for whom one must bear responsibility could be a near
relative or a.n unacquainted stranger. The Prophet ~J"~~~~ also showed with the spacing
between his two fingers that there would not be much distance between the guardian of
the orphan and prophethood which is the highest rank.
MUSLIMS SHOULD BEHAVE LIKE ONE PHYSICAL BODY
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4953. Sa:yyiduna Nu'man ibn Bashir ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger "~ill'~
~J said,: You shall find the believers in their mutual kindness, love and friendness
llke one body. When one limb has a complaint, the rest of the body unites with it in
keeping awake and suffering from fever."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 jJ points out that the Muslims should be united.
Only faith and Islam can bring all mankind under one canopy in spite of their varying
colour, descent, language, culture, tribes and regions. So, the believers are one to whichever
~rea and land they belong and whatever their native tongue. They are human beings and
believers, so one. All men are children of one father. They are links and segments of one
chain. If the links separate then the chain will break. So, too if Muslims divide into sects
and parties their consolidated strength will give way and become ineffective and their
individual status will be meaningless and each of them will succumb to calamity.
If the Muslims are united as one nation, every two of them are like brothers. They greet one
1

Bukhari # 6005.
2 Bukhari # 6011, Muslim.
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another and meet one another and have a mutual relationship. They share grief of one
another. The Muslims in general settle their problems with consultation and mutual
goodwill. They exchange gifts and help each other in difficulties and distress. Each of them
respects the needs, nature and circumstances of the other. So, all of them together are a
united front to be reckoned with.
The hadith (tradition) compares th~n~ to a single body. When any part of it is uneasy, the
rest of it feels the pains anJ difficulty. They join to find away out. Shaykh Sadi has
rendered this meaning into a verse.
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4954. Sayyiduna Nu'man ibn Bashir narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
Said, "The believers are like (the body of) one man. If his eye has a complaint, all of
him feels it. If his head aches, all of him feel it."1
(So, difficulty of one believer should make all believers concerned).
MUSLIMS CAN BECOME INVINCIBLE
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4955. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ ~~ ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .1l1 ~ said, ''A
believer is for another believer like on edifice, part of which support each other."
Then he interweaved his fingers. 2
COMMENTARY: If Muslims keep together then the Islamic ummah will be strong and
invincible. They should be united in pursuing the truth and the lawful and in abandoning
the uillawful and the makruh (disapproved).

GOOD TO INTERCEDE FOR OTHERS

I

(~~)-;l!lA~_;.!5yl.4~ilil~jiJ.ft.¥!-i
4956. Sayyiduna Abu Musa Ash' ari ~~~~J said that when a beggar or a person with
some need came to the Prophet ~J~~~~ he said (to the sahabah) ~lii~~J, 11Make
recommendation (to me for him). You will be rewarded (for it). Allah decrees what
He wishes by the tongue of His Messenger."3
COMMENTARY: To intercede for someone is to help him. The intercession may or may n0t
be accepted, but reward will accrue. Only what Allah has decreed will happen.
No recomn1endation should be made for unlawful things. If anyone is involved ina case
calling for a prescribed punishment and his case is before the ruler or a judge, then
recommendation must not be made. If it has not reached the ruler or a judge, then one may
Muslim # 67. 2586.
Bukhari # 2026, Muslim # 65. 2585.
3 Bukhari # 7476, Muslim 4# 145. 2627.
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intercede. However, it is always permitted to make a recommendation where discretionary
punishment is applicable. Besides, these comments apply when the person involved is not
a habitual criminal or a miscreant. It is never allowed to intercede for the habitual or the
miscreant.
HELPING THE OPPRESSOR
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.4957. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .1!1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said,
"Help your brother whether he is an oppressor or an oppressed." A man (One of the
sahabah) ~J»,~; asked, '0 Messenger of Allah, I can help him who is oppressed,
but how may I help the oppressor?" He said, "Prevent him from being oppressive.
That by itself is your help to him/'1
·
MUSLIMS ARE BROTHERS IN RE.LIGION
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4958. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.1ll~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~J»,~ said,
"A Muslim is the brother of a Muslim. He does not oppress him and he does not
leave him in the lurch. He w~o cares for his brother's need, Allah cares for his
needs. He who relieves a Muslim of his hardship, Allah will relieve him of one of
his hardship on the day of resurrection. He conceals a Muslim's faults Allah will
conceal his 01_1 the day of resurrection."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone conceals a Muslim's shortcoming, then Allah will conceal his
shortcomings and sins, that he may have committed in the world, on the day of
resurrection. He will not reveal them before the gathering and will not call him to account
for them and they will be mentioned secretly when the Record of deeds is presented.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the Muslims whose defects it is mustahab (desirable) to conceal
are the respectable and modest and whose life is apparently pure and pious. They happen
to commit sin out of human frailties.
However, it is different with the Muslims who commits in openly and brazenly. It is wajib
(obligatory) to reprimand them and forbid them If they do not desist, they should be
reported to the authorities.
It is also allowed to examine narrators of hadith (tradition) and the historians and to report
their ·true standing. It is allowed also to investigate the rulers, the witnesses and the
oppressors and disclose their nature. Rather, it is wajib (obligatory) to do so because the
rights of people need to be preserved. To do it is not the same as revealing anyone's defects
or shortcomings.
Bukhari # 6952, Muslim# 62. 2584.
Bukhari # 2442, Muslim# 58-2580, # 1422 (1431), Musnad Ahmad (Abu Dawud # 4682 but from
Abu Hurayrah 1489) (wordings of Tirmidhi of Darul lsha' at Karachi)
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NOT BELITTLE A MT;SLIM

\...o-L-o o \.,.;) -~J.J :J LAJ :JsJ \.;..;. ~'
4959. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:$-~'~J nar.·ated that Allah's Messe,nger ~-'~~~~
said, A Muslim is the brother of a Mu.;lim. He does not wrong him, does not
abandon him and does not belittle him. faqwa (piety)(righteousness) is here!" He
pointed to his breast three times. It is enough evil for a man to degrade his Muslim
brother. The all Muslims are sacred to .1 Muslim."1
COMMENTARY: A Muslim should not publicize another Muslim's weaknesses and
defame him. So, too, he should not ridicule another howsoever poor and hopeless he be.
He may hold a high rank in Allah's sight. It is the consequence in the next life that matters.
Whoever professes the Kalimah (~' "i' "'' "i) - th~re is no God but Allah) deserves to be
respected. Allah say:
11

{And might belongs to Allah and to His Messenger and the believers but the
hypocrites know not} (63: 8)
So, a Muslim's honour should never be lowered, particularly those who are scholars and
who are pious. Most people who are temporal ridicule who are temporal ridicule the poor
with the result that they suffer punishment while those whom they degrade enjoy a high
rank in Allah's sight and will do so in the next world too, The Prophet ~_,4:}s-i»l~ used to
pray that he should get love of the poor. He was instructed by Allah to keep their
company. It is mentioned in surah al-Kahf.
Those who are righteous and God-fearing should also not be ridiculed. The real receptacle
of taqwa (piety)is the heart. It grows from inner light and guidance. Man cannot see 1t.
Finally, no Muslim must do or say anything that might shed blood of another Muslim or
cause him to lose his property, or may defame him.
This hadith (tradition) is brief in words but in terms of meaning it is (~S:h~'.r) jawami ul
Kalim) wide embracing with short rich expressions.
KINDS OF THOSE WHO WILL ENTER PARADISE & HELL

1

Muslim # 32. 2564.
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4960. Sayyiduna Iyad ibn Himar 4:$.iil~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iJll~
said, "The inmates of paradise (meaning, those worthy of being admitted to
paradise) are of three kinds:
(i) A just ruler who is kind to his subjects and who is enabled to do good;
(ii) A man who is merciful and tender-hearted to every relative and Muslim;
an~
.
(iii) He who is chaste and abstains from (the unlawful and) beginning and has a
family (to support).
And, the denizens of hell (who are liable to go into it because of their bad deeds)
are of five kinds:
(i) The feeble minded (whose lack of intelligence does not keep him away
from the irreputable) and who is subservient and desires neither family nor
property (but is content to be a henchman of the rich and has no personal
ambition as long as he fills his belly and gets good clothing);
(ii) The treacherous whose greed is not concealed, even if little.
(iii) He who deceives you morning and evening concerning your family and
property (who you trust with them and he pretends to be pious and
trust:worthy."
(iv) He also mentioned 'the niggardly and the liar; and,
(v) He also mentioned 'the rude and indecent.t
COMMENTARY: The merciful and tender hearted man's first quality is outward and the
second is his inner attribute which he also demonstrates outwardly.
The prophet ~J~~~~ mentioned the qualities of niggardliness and falsehood. There are
verbal nouns. The narrator said that the Prophet ~J~~~ also mentioned these kinds as
denizens of hell. Most versions say that he mentioned nigarlines of falsehood.
Then the fifth denizen is he who speaks rudely and indecently.
LIKE FOR YOUR BROTHER WliAT YOUR LIKE FOR YOURSELF

4961. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»,~ said, "By
Him in whose hand is my souls, a person is not regarded to have believed
(perfectly) till he likes for his (Muslim) brother what he likes for himself. "2
COMMENTARY: To like for oneself and for one's brother is the good of both worlds.
Accordingly, one versions clearly (.r-"''.:r-) 'like for his brother of the good what he likes for
himself? These are pious deeds, good life, death with belief and goodness, ease in the grave
and in the reckoning on the day of requital and deliverance from hell. They also are
Allah's favours and reward for one's pious deeds and high rank in paradise.
The good in thts world are honour and fame, prosperity and comfort. The members of
one's family may be righteous and obedient These all should be means to gain good in the
hereafter.
The Muslim who wishes for these good things for himself must pray for all Muslims to
1
2

Muslim # 63. 2865, Musnad Ahmad 24-45.
Bukhari # 13, Muslim # 72-45.
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gain them, too. This is a sign of perfect faith and of religious brotherhood.
However, if any one craves for purely worldly things and evil deeds then ·since these are
not the good of the world or the hereafter, they do not come under the purview of the
hadith (tradition). In fact, no Muslim must wish for such things for himself or for any of his
brother Muslims. As it is wealth and position are not such things as one may not desire, not.
are they always what lead to evil. Rather, it is the man who decides to choose evil or good
and to use them for good or bad. A man may use them to attain great ranks of piety and to
do noble work, to earn reward from Allah and paradise in the hereafter and nearness to
Allah.
The same wealth and position may cause the downfall of another person. He may use them
for evil purpose, to make mischief and to commit indecency and oppression.
Hence, it is proper for the first-named person to wish for this wealth and position. But it is
not correct for the second person to crave for it because that is not what is defined as 'good'
for him.
DO NOT INCONVENIENCE THE NEIGHBOUR
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4962. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~

said repeatedly, "By Allah, he does not believe! By Allah he does not believe! By
Allah, he comes not believe!" Someone (of the sahabah) ~ iil1 ~.J asked, "Who, 0
Messenger of Allah?' He said, "He from whose mischief his neighbour is not safe."t
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4963. Sayyiduna Anas ~iii~~_, narrated.that Allah's Messenger ~J",1t..ll1~ said, "He

cannot enter paradise (with the pardoned first entrants) from whose mischief his
neighbour is not safe."2
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4964. Sayyidah Ayshah \f~iil~~_, and (Sayyiduna) Ibn Umar ~iii,~_, narrated that the

Prophet ~....J ":!" iil1 ~ said, "Jibril continued to instruct me to have regard of the
neighbour so that I presumed that he would give him (a portion of the) inheritance."3
COMMENTARY: Neighbours should be treated kindly. They should not be
inconvenienced and their burden of grief, etc must be shared. Sayyiduna Jibril ~~~ ~
brought Allah's command in this respect in successive visits till it seemed that he would
bring a revelation enjoining rights of the neighbour to inheritance.
Bukhari # 6016, Muslim.
Bukhari # 6014, 6015, Muslim# 140. 2626 Musnad Ahmad 2/85.
3 Bukhari # 6014, 6015, Muslim # 140-2624.
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. TWO MUST NOT TALK PRIVATELY IN PRESENCE OF THIRD
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4965. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.111~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .1!1~
1
~J~ said, 'When you are three people together, two of you must not·engage in
private conversation l~aving the other by himself till you mingle with other people,
lest he be grieved."t
(He might presume that the two speak of him.)
COMMENTARY: Two people must not speak to one another in such soft tones that the
third of them cannot hear them. But, if there are four people, then the two may confide
with one another.
Imam Nawawi .11144o#'".J said that it is makruh (disapproved) tahrimi for two people to confide
in the presence of the third and for three to confide in the presence of the fourth. It is
forbidden to any number of people - even a large gathering - to leave one of them alone
and converse together to his exclusion, unless they have obtained this one man's
permission.
This is the opinion of Ibn Umar ~i»1~.J, Imam Maalik .ii!144o#'".J, the Shafi' s and the majority of
the ulama (Scholars). This command is operative at every time and in every era, whether
during a journey or residence.
VIRTUE OF EXHORTING OTHERS
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4966. Sayyiduna Tamim Dari ~.1!1~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.ii!1~ said, 11Addin (the religion) is an-nasihah (counseling, sincerity well-wishing, admonition)."
He spoke these words three times. They (Tamim and the other sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~..li1~.J asked, ,,For whom? And, to whom they should be sincere?"
He said, 11To Allah, His Book, His Messenger and the imams of the Muslims
(leaders of state and the scholars) and all the Muslims."2
COMMENTARY: Sincerity. to Allah is to believe in Him, His attributes, His unity and His
rule. No one should be associated with Him. He should be worshipped and His blessings
should be acknowledge with gratitude.
His Book should be acknowledge as revealed by Him. It should be followed and recited
with rules of tajweed and tarteel. It should be respected.
His Messenger ~J~)»,~ must be confirmed with a true heart. The commands that he has
conveyed from Allah may be followed. He must be held dearer then one's own self, family,
children, parents and all people. The people of his household ~ ~~ ~.J and His sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~~~.J should be loved and respected. His sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice) should be emulated and followed.
Bukhari # 6290, Muslim# 37-2184.
2 Muslim # 95-65, Tirmidhi # 286.
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The rulers of the Muslims should be respected faithfully and they should not be opposed.
Their pious comma-,ds should be obeyed and their wicked directions should be avoided. If
they are neglectful of the rights of their subjects then they should be cautioned in proper
and legal ways but there should be not rebellion against them even if they are appressive.
The ulam.; fScholars) should be respected. Their guidance on commands of Shari'ah (divine
law) in acco~:dance with the Quran and sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) should be followed.
Their pious deeds should be emulated.
As for all the Muslims, their good should be a priority, both in worldly matters and
religion. They should be enjoined the reputable and forbidden the disreputable. Instead of
letting them suffer in any way, efforts should be made to cause them gain.
This hadith (tradition) too is one of the (~'~'.r.) Oawami ul Kalim)- short, pithy and rich
expressions. Its brief words encompass the good and pro?~:.iuus matters of the world and
the religion. All sciences, both ancient and lc:,i.~::,t, are included in this brief hadith
(tradition).
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4967. Sayyiduna Jarir ibn Abdullah ~4\~.J said, ''I pledged allegiance to Allah's
Messenger ~ _,~.1!1~ and swore to establish salah (prayer) and pay zakah (Annual
due charity) and to be well-wishing to all Muslims."1
COMMENTARY: The basis of all. worship and obedience to Allah is on two essentials:
rights of Allah and rights of His creatures.
Sayyiduna Jarir ~.1,,~.J mentioned two primary rights of Allah which cover physical and
monetary worship. After the testimony of faith, the highest and most excellent forms of
worship and the most significant of the pillars of Islam are salah (prayer) and zakah (Annual
due charity). It is possible that when he embraced Islam, fasting and Hajj (pilgrimage)
(pilgrimage) were not prescribed. Similarly, he mentioned such of the rights of the
creatures in whose ambit all the rights of fellow men are included - wishing well for them.
At this juncture, it is appropriate to recall an incident in the life of this honourable sahabi,
Sayyiduna Jarir ~.i»>~.J its highlights the practical aspect of his aforementioned pledge of
allegiance. He bought a horse at three. hundred d1rhams, but asked the seller, "This horse is
worth more than three hundred dirhams. Will you sell it for four hundred dirhams?" The
man said, "If you wish so, 0 Ibn Abdullah." He said, "The horse is worth more than four
hundred dirhams. Will you sell it for five hundred dirhams?" He kept raising its price by
one hundred dirhams till he finally paid for it eight hundred dirhams. He was asked by the
oeople around, Why did you raise its price?" He said, ''The fact is that I had pledged
allegiance to Allah's Messenger ~_, ~ ~' ~ and had sworn to be well-wishing to all
Muslims. Now this man did not demand the full price of the horse, so I did not wish him
be a loser and accordingly paid him the best price I could.
11

1

Bukhari # 2715, Muslim# 97-56.
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SECTION II
THE WRETCHED HAS NO MERCY

{lS.i.ojUI.J J..o>l oi.J.J) -~~ ~l~jJI

4968. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ... -~~~ J said that he heard Abdul Qast~ (JJJ..AJ'J.)l.AJI)
(as-sadiq al-m?.sduq) ~J4#-~'~- say, 11 Mercy is not withdrawn from any but the
wretched."1
(as Sadiq al-mi Qduq is 'the truthful whom people have confirmed as such.')
COMMENTARY: So,iiq is truthful in what he says. Musdaq is one whom the people have
;1ccepted to be truthf..:l, or of whom Allah has made it known that he is truthful. These
qualities describe the PJ. '1phet ~J4#-~'~· Not only was he truthful and everyone believed
him to be truthful, but also Allah made it known that he was truthful. He said:

lSJ.illifJ~~llAj
{Nor does he speak out of his own desire} {53: 3)
The wretched refers to the disbeliever or the hardened sinner. The disbelievers or the
sinners become so hardhearted that they are bereft of the sentiment that inclines a man to
show mercy to another man.
HAVE MERCY ON EARTHLINGS ALLAH WILL BE MERCIFUL TO YOU
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4969. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#-iJl'~
11
~J said, the merciful are shown mercy by Ar Rahman (The compassionate). Have
mercy on those who are in the earth, he who is the heaven will have mercy on
you."2
COMMENTARY: Those on earth include all living beings whether animals or human
beings and whether pious or wicked human beings. However, the way to show mercy to
the wicked is to prevent them from their evil behaviour and deeds. This is a reminder of
the hadith (tradition):
'Help you brother whether he is an oppressor or the oppressed; It is explained there that an
oppressor may be helped by dissuading him from committing oppression. (see hadith
(tradition)# 4957)
Or, it could mean; have mercy on those who deserved it (in the earth).
'He who is in the heaven' is Allah, the Exalted, whose perfect Omnipotence is in the
heaven, His perfect kingdom is also in heaven. Or this could refer to the angels. In this case,
it would mean;
'Have mercy on those who live in the earth so that those who live in the heavens will show

1

Musnad Ahmad 2-442, Tirmidhi # 1923.
1924, Abu Dawud.
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mercy to you.' Of course, they are the angels. Their manner of showing mercy to you is to
protect you from your enemies and those who hurt you, like the jinns, devils and the
mischi_evous human beings. And, they will pray for you to Allah and seek His forgiveness
for you as well as for His mercy.
HE IS NOT THE FOLLOWER OF PROPHET'S ~J4#iis'~ WHO IS NOT MERCIFUL TO
THE YOUNG & RESPECTFUL TO HIS ELDERS
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4970. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.fi,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#...1!1~ said,
11
He is not one of us who does not show mercy to our young and respect to our old
(whether his age but older than him), and enjoin piety and forbid evil."1
RESPECT ELDERS & YOU WILL BE RESPECTED
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4971. Sayyiduna Anas ~.fi,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#1»'~ said, 11 If a
young man respects an elderly man because of his old age than Allah appoints for
him one who will venerate him during his old age."2
COMMENTARY: Those who venerate their elders live long. An elderly mentor resided in
Cairo. One of his disciples who resided in Khurasan decided to pay him a visit and serve
him, so he walked up· to there and served him for a long period of time. Meanwhile, some
other sages visited the shaykh who instructed this disciple to care for their riding beasts.
He obeyed and looked after the animals but felt bad about it. 'I have walked all the way for
this ... !' when the honourable visitors departed, the shaykh said to him, "You had a bad
feeling when I asked you to attend to their beasts, but remember that you will get a great
reward for it. Soon, Allah will raise you to a rank and great sages will visit and serve you.
Such people will be assigned to you who will look after these honourable guests." Indeed,
that proved to be true. Many righteous m~ poured in to pay homage to him and always a
large number of mules and horses were found at his doorstep.
In fact, the narrator of this hadith (tradition), Sayyiduna Anas (ibn Maalik) ~ .1!1 ~J was
showered large rewards and bounties for his service to Allah's Messenger ~J~l»1j..p. He
was ten years old when he began to serve the Prophet ~Jol.#~~ and since then all his time
was spent serving him till the Prophet ~J4#..l!lj..p died. Allah granted him a long life after
that. He lived peacefully in good circumstances a pure life .for about one hundred and three
years. Allah also blessed him with much wealth and with many children. It is said that he
had one hundred sons.
SERVICE TO SCHOLAR & JUST KING
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4972. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~..1!1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ib1~ said,
"Surely to extol Allah calls for honouring an old grey-haired Muslim, and to a
bearer of the Quran (who has committed it to memory or who expounds it or keeps
to it and advances in that but) who does not abandon it, and for honouring a just
king (or ruler)."I
COMMENTARY: If anyone is disrespectful to any of these people then it is like being
disrespectful to Allah.
The bearer of the Quran may be one who has memorized it, or one who expounds it, or,
one who recites it much.
However, honouring them is subject to a condition that they should not exaggerate in that
field and should not give up what they have acquired of the Quran. Rather, they should
continue with it in a moderate manner. It is as the practice of the Prophet ~J~.ib1~ in all
forms of worship. The implication of not exaggerating is to not overdo in pronouncing the
word, and in delivery, as ostentatious people do. They should not hurry through the recital
to make it difficult to follow. Also, the Quran should not be given a wrong meaning and
interpretation to accommodate one's false beliefs. Doubts should not be created in its
commands. Further, one should not neglect to recite it or ignore rulers of its recital. And, its
commands and guidance must be obeyed.
Some authorities have said that exaggeration in this field is to neglect the study of the
Quran, learning, propagating and reforming, dhikr and worship completely and to merely
recite the Quran. They say that to abandon the Quran is to occupy in the other things
without reciting the Quran.
A just king or ruler does not tolerate injustice to his subjects and his decisions are always
based on justice. This is highest form of a just ruler. Its lowest form is of a ruler whose
justice overwhelms his injustice. 1£ his injustice dominates his justice then he is not a just
ruler. It is better to keep away from him. As for the rulers of today and their
administration, it is difficult to call most of them as even of the lowest form of just rulers.
They and their henchmen have let loose a wave of terror and oppressions over their
subjects. This is why the ulama (Scholars) say that if anyone calls them just then he would be
on the brink of the domain of disbelief, though not all rulers can be said to be devoid of
Justice totally. Actually, there is a fine distraction between 'the dispenser of justice' and 'the
just person.' If we say of anyone that he dispenses justice then it certainly does not mean
that he is just, because even such a person is said to dispense justice who does it
occasionally, once in a while. On the other hand, a person is said to be just if he perpetually
dispenses justice. This may be explained by the example of Zayd as regular at salah (prayer)
It would mean that he does not miss his salah (prayer) but offers it promptly at its hour. On
the other hand, if we say that zayd offers salah (prayer) then it would not necessarily mean
that he never misses his salah (prayer), but does offer it now and then.
Therefore, the word just in its real and extensive significance cannot be applied to the kings
and rulers of the present times. It is not permitted to call any of the present day kings or
t

Abu Dawud # 3843, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman # 10986.
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ruler JUSt.
This hadith (tradition) mentions three kinds of people who should be venerated. Sayyiduna
Taw us ~.iii~~ J has narrated- as cited by Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)- that it is
masnun fu1 you to honour and respect four people.
(i)
A scholar (of religion).
(ii)
An old man.
(iii)
A king.
(iv)
The father.
Mulla Ali Qari .i»1~J has written that the mother is included when the father is mentioned
here. As for the scholar, he is one who puts into practice his learning. We may compare it to
the condition attached to the bearer of the Quran in this hadith (tradition).
The reason why this hadith (tradition) does not mention the father that it is very clear and
everyone knows that the father should be honoured. Besides, only strangers. are more
deserving of being respected because relations are naturally worthy of respect and honour
because of their nearness. Hence, if anyone's father is old and also a bearer of the Quran
(having memorized it) and a practicing scholar and also a king or ruler in the sense of his
real office or of his implicit position and spiritual merit, then this person must honour and
respect his father very much more because he holds many qualities that make it wajib
(obligatory) to honour him.
While this hadith (tradition) compares veneration of the mentioned people to honouring
Allah another tradition cites the words of The Prophet's ~""-'"~.&'~comparing that to his
own honour and veneration. Khatib .iii1~J has included in his Jami the hadith (tradition) of
Sayyiduna Anas 4.:t-.lil~; that the Prophet ~ _,~.&,~ said:
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Surely honouring me calls for venerating an aged man of my umah."
KIND TREATMENT OF ORPHANS
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4973. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~_,l.:)s.~jJ
said, The be~t of the houses of the Muslim is where an orphan resides and is treated
kindly. And the worst of the houses of the Muslims is where an orphan resides and
is treated in a bad way."t
COMMENTARY: Treating an orphan badly is to neglect his needs and upbringing so that
he has an inferiority complex. He is beaten and put to inconvenience unnecessarily. It is not
improper, however, to beat him for his poor studies and discipline. Rather, it is kindness to
him do so.

1 Ibn

Majah # 3679.
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4974. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~~~~
said, ''He who strokes an 'orphan's head only for Allah's sake will get blessing for
every hair over which his hand passes (as many pieties will be recorded for him).
And, he who treats well an orphan gitl or boy who is under his care (whether his
relative or stranger) will be with me in paradise like this," and he put two of his
fingers (the middle and index) together.t
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the blessings and pieties can be of varying
degrees and number. The difference depends on the kind and strength of intention.
Treating the orphan well includes raising him or her in a good way. The hadith (tradition)
also indi~ates that the guardian wil1 find an easy death, on faith and painless.
BRINGING UP SISTER OR DAUGHTER

(4:-Jir-~Joi.JJ)-&~

4975. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"He who shares with an orphan his food and dink, Allah makes it binding without
fails to admit him to paradise unless he commits a sin that is unforgivable. He who
brings up three daughters, or .as many sisters, training them and treating them
kindly till Allah makes ·them independent, Allah will assure him entry into
paradise." A man asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, or (if there are) only two?" He
confirmed, 'Or two, "So much so that if they had asked, "Or, one?" he would have
said, "Or one!" "and" (he said) ''If Allah takes away his two dear. things; then
paradise will.be assured t o him.' It was asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, what are the
two dear things?" He sa~d, "His two eyes."2
COMMENTARY: The meaning of the 'sin that is unforgivable' is the sin of associating
anything with Allah and of violating the rights of fellowmen, In other words, if a man
commits a sin that will not be pardoned without seeking forgivenes& ana making a
repentance then he will not be. recognized as deserving of paradise. All those sms that
violate rights of Allah are forgiven except polytheism.
As for the words that he would have agreed. "Yes one!" if he had been asked, of that, it is
part of the stronger and preferred opinion. It recognizes the Prophet's ~J"~~~~ practice
of enforcing the commands of Shari'ah (divine law) at his own discretion. He implemented
and exempted as he decided.
However, those scholars who do not recognize this opinion, interpret this portion of the
1
2

Tirmidhi # 1917, Musnad Ahmad 5. 265.
Bayhaqi Shu'ab ul eeman # 3457, (Tirmidhi # 1917).
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hadith (tradition) to mean that the Prophet ~J ~ .&1 j-P had given the affirmative answer
after receiving a revelation frpm Allah. This kind of ~hing is clear from other ahadith
(tradition) too.
DISCIPLINING CHI~DREN
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4976. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~.&'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.&'j-P
11
~ J said, That a man should teach his son good manners is better than his giving a
sa' (of grain) as sadaqah (charity)."t
COMMENTARY: [Tirmidhi has termed this hadith (tradition) as gharib and named one of
the sub-narrators, Nasih as not (of a) strong (memory).]
The Arabic word (Y~')- adab) good manners truly means teaching manners as prescribed
by Shari'ah (divine law).
It is very necessary to teach and up bring children in a proper way and Shari' ah (divine
law) lays great importance on it. The parents are responsible for it and the correct approach
is to touching religion, manners and conduct.
In spite to Tirmidhi' s classification, the scholars of hadith (tradition) say that in teaching
and exhorting to good deeds even weak ahadith (tradition) are cited.
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4977. Sayyiduna Ayyub ~.&'~.J reported from his father (Musa) .&1~.J who from his
(Ayyub's) .&1~.J grandfather (Ibn Sa'eed) ~.&~~.J that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&Ij-.P
said, There is no gift that a father presents to his son better than the gift of teaching
good manners."2
COMMENTARY: Tirmidhi has termed this hadith (tradition) as mursal.
MERIT OF WIDOW WHO RAISES UP HER CHILDREN
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4978. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik AI Ashja'I ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .. _
~J ~ .&1 j-P said, 111 and the woman whose cheeks have turned black (because of.
t Tirmidhi
2 Tirmidhi

# 1951.
# 1952, Bayhaqi in Shu'a.ul eeman, Musnad Ahmad.
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looking after her children) will be like these two on Jhe day of resurrection." (Orle
of the sub-narrator) yazid ibn Zarai .1!1~J pointed out his middle and forefinger. (He
described the woman as a)" woman of rank and beauty who has lost her husband
(through death or divorce) and devotes herseH to her orphan children till they
separate (on becoming adult and independent) or die."t
COMMENTARY: If a woman is widowed or divorced and she does not remarry for the
sake of her children, the Prophet~J~.1!1~ assures her that, on the day of resurrection, she
will be as near to him as two fingers are to one another. This means that it is a great virtue
for such a woman to show patience and observe chastity to bring up her young children.
DO NOT PREFER SON OVER DAUGHTER
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4979. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~iii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ said,
"He who has a daughter or a sister and he does not bury her alive (as was done
during the jahliyah) and does not treat her poorly, and prefer not his walad,
meaning son to her (in giving anything or in general treatment), Allah will admit
him to paradise (with he initial batches and the righteous)."2
COMMENTARY: Walad is used for both male and female child. So, Ibn Abbas ~~~~J
made it clear by saying 'meaning, son.'
DO NOT LET ANYONE BACKBITE YOUR MUSLIM BROTHER
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4980. Sayyiduna Anas ~.1!1~J narrated that the Prophet~J~iil~~ said, 'If a Muslim
brother of anyone is backbited in his presence and he is able to help him and does
help him, then Allah will help in this world and the next. But, if he does not help
him though he is able to help him, then Allah will take him to account for that in
this world and the next."3
COMMENTARY: It is a Muslim's responsibility to prevent anyone from backbiting another
Muslim but if he does not fulfil his responsibility in spite of ability to do it then Allah will
call him to reckon for it.
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4981. Sayyidah Asma hint Yazid ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
1

Abu Daw?d # 5119.
Dawud # 5146.
3 Bayhaqi in Sharh us Sunah # 3530.
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said, 111£ any one prevents another from eating the flesh of his Muslim brother
behind his back (Meaning, not letting another backbite him), then he has a right
that Allah should free him from hell."1
COMMENTARY: To backbite someone is compared to eating the flesh of that person. The
Quransays:
~~l_;ll.J~-....!.-JI_;S'-l.&l ·: $:1
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{would anyone of you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother} (49: 12)
Tv backbite a person is worse than killing him, because backbih'hg is dishonouring him.
The n1an will either not go to hell at all or if he is consigned to it for his sins, he will be
freed before completing his term.

(~lr_r.joi.J..>)-~j.!ll
4982. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~~
11
~ J4# say, 1£ any Muslim defends the honour of his (Muslim) brother (preventing
anyone to backbite him) then it is upon Allah to defend him from the fire of hell on
the day of resurrection." Then he recited this verse:
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{And to help the believers is ever incumbent upon usJ2 (30: 47)
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4983. Sayyiduna Jabir ~iJl'S"J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#ii11~ said, 11Never will

a Muslim man abandon another Muslim man at a place where he is being
disrespected and he is being defamed, but Allah, the Exalted will abandon him at a
place where he needs His help. And, never will a Muslim man at a place where he
is being defamed and is being disrespected (by being backbited), but Allah the
exalted will help him at a place where he needs His help."3
CONCEAL DEFECTS OF OTHERS
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Bayhaqi in Shu ab ul eeman, Musnad Ahmad 6-461.
Bayhaqi Sharh us smmah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3528, Tirmtdhi # 1931, Musnad Ahmad 60450.
3 Abu Dawud # 4883, Musnad Ahmad 4-30.
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4984. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger "~,:<~~~1~
~J said, ''He who sees a defect (or evil as ought to be hidden) and conrPais it is like
him who sees a girl who is buried alive."1
COMMENTARY: If anyone's defect is disclosed then he becomes like a dead man because
of shame. He wishes, 'were I dead! So, he who conceals his fault is like one who revives
him or saves him from his grave.
BELIEVERS ARE MIRRORS OF EACH OTHER
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4985. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#-.i»l~
said, "Each of you is (like) the mirror of his (Muslim) brother. Hence, if he sees in
him something wrong, he should remove it from him." (Bring him to the right path
by preaching mildly or warning or pointing out his fault but by pursuing the rules
of admonition). Tirmidhi termed this narration weak. But, according to another
version: (The Prophet ~J4#-~~~ said:) 'A believer is the mirror of another believer,
and a believer is the brother of another believer. He protects him from loss (through
evil or defect by removing) and cares for him in his absence (concerning his rights
and interests)."2
COMMENTARY: When a Muslim obverses some shortcomings in another, he must caution
him secretly. Other people should not know of it and he should not be disgraced. The other
person should pay heed and correct himself. This is the demand of the spiritual link
between two Muslims. This is well wishing and cooperation between two Muslims as
advocated by Islam. It is sympathy with the community and a means of its prosperity.
Perhaps. This is why Mawlana Roomi .&1~J said, "the Sufis are on the path of goodness and
virtue as long as they are engaged in correcting each other's condition.. But, when they
become negligent on this account they will perish."
It is the call of religious fraternity that each Muslim must take it as his responsibility to
protect the honour, life and property of other Muslims even in their absence.
PREVENT MUSLIMS FROM SLANDERING OTHERS ALLAH WILL PUT OFF THE
FIRE FROM YOU

(JjiJy.l oi:.JJ)
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4986. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Anas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
~J said, "He who protects a believer from (the mischief against his honour of) a
1

Musnad ahmad 4-147, Tirmidhi # 1930.
# 1929 (1936), Abu Dawud # 4918.
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hypocrite, Allah will send an angel who will protect his flesh from the fire of hell
on the day of resurrection. But, if anyone casts on· a Muslim something whereby he
intends to cast aspersion on his character, then he will be confined by Allah on the
bridge over hell till he comes out of what he has said (by serving the punishment
for it)."l ·
·
COMMENTARY: The hypocrite is he who backbites. Anyone in his hearing but speaks well
of him on his face. Backbiting and slandering are traits of the hypocrite.
The concluding portion of the hadith (tradition) 'till he comes out of what he has said'
means:
Till he pleases the one whom he had accused, or
Till he is cleared of his sin through intercession or serving the prescribed punishment.
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4987. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
~J said, 'The best of the companions in he sight of Allah is the who is best for his
companion and the best of the neighbours in the sight of Allah is he who is best for
his neighbour."2
COMMENTARY: Such a person is not only the best of all companions and of all neighbour
but he also qualifies for high reward from Allah.
ALLAH'S JUDGEMENT IS AT THE CREATURES TONGUE
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4988. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud 4:$-~'~J narrated that a man aske~ the Prophet ~~:)-P
11
~J, 0 Messenger of Allah, how may I know when I have done good and when I
have done wrong?" (He meant how he could find out what he did was approved by
Shari'ah (divine I.aw), or not?) The Prophet ~""J 4,Js. ~~ ~ said, 11When you hear
neighbours say that you have done good, you have indeed done the approved but
when you hear them say that you have done bad, you have done bad."3
COMMENTARY: This is the general consensus of the neighbour not just a few, for a few
may join hands to give a wrong decision. Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi .:;;,~J said, clearly
that the neighbour must be truthful and just and intelligent. They should not be very close
to this man and not even his adversaries.
1

Abu Dawud # 4883.
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This hadith (tradition) is summed up in the terse words of Sayyiduna Ali ~1»1~.J (Jk'Jii..w.11
Jk'JI~".>\il) "The tongue of the creatures is the pen of the Creator."
Or, it is as a poet has said in Urdu:

PAY RESPECT TO RANK
(JjbY.\ o\.J.J) -~l~l!A LFtiJII))\ jli~j~rl.\1 ~ &lli--.!J\ i!.i(~~j (t~A~)

4989. Sayyidah Ayshash ~ i»1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J 4# i»1 J.-P said, ''Deal
with people according to their ranks.t
COMMENTARY: In dealing with people, distinguish between the honourable and the
defamed. This means that a servant should not be treated at par with the master but their
respective_ s!ations should be borne in mind and this is as the Quran says:
\i=.

,

, ,.,

~ tJ' ,;£.Qi1 ~9

{We have preferred some of them about others ... } (2: 253)
It is reported in Ahya ul Uloom that Sayyidah Ayshah n~i»'~-PJ was having her meal. She

observed a beggar going on the street and sent him a piece of bread. Later, a rider passed
by and she sent him a message that if he wished he could have a meal. When asked about it
she said that Allah's Messenger ~J "~ i»1 ~ had said, "Treat everyone according to his
station. So, she could not have given a piece of bread to the rider.
This hadith (tradition) is evidence that the ulama (Scholars) who contend that the Prophet
~~14# and the caliphs are of different degrees are correct. But the contention of the rich
and the ruler is false when they claim distinction on the basis of this hadith (tradition). It is
tantamount to being astray because the ulama (Scholars) are learned man and are
distinguished on the basis of their learning and none of them is degraded because any of
the more learned of them is given higher respect. On the other hand, the people of the
world look down upon the poor and needy even if a poor person may be more learned,
and they raise in honour the rich and the rulers, even if they are sinful.
If the worldly-minded begin to cite this hadith (tradition) to prove their ends, then what
may we say but on the side are the ualma whom Allah has raised high and on the other are
the unfortunate worldly people whom He let go astray.
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{Each group know its own place for water} (2: 60)
SECTION III
SPEAK THE TRUTH & BE HONEST
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Abu Dawud # 4842.
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4990. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Qurad .u~ li!1 ~; narrated that one day the

Prophet ~J4:).s.lill~ performed ablution. His companions began to wipe themselves
with the water with which he made ablution. So, the Prophet ,...L...J 4:).s.lill ~ asked
them, 'what made you do it? They said, 'Love of Allah and His Messenger, And, the
Prophet ~ J"~lil~~ said, 11He to him it pleases to love Allah and His Messenger - or,
that Allah and His Messenger should love him - must speak the truth whenever he
speaks out, and must honour his trust whenever he is trusted with anything, and
must be a good neighbour of his neighbours."1
COMMENTARY: Most ulama (Scholars) say that it was the water remaining in the vessel
after the Prophet ~J4:).s.~~~ had performed his ablution. But, some say that it was what
dropped from his limbs as he performed ablution.
To love Allah and His Messenger is a means to get their love. This second degree is much
higher than the first, but both degrees are interrelated.
However, the Prophet ~J 4:)s. ~ ~ made it clear that the claim to love Allah and His
messenger must be substantiated by obeying their commands -doing what they have asked
should be done and abstaining from what they have forbidden. Such things as concern
rights of fellow men are more important to observe.
IGNORING A HUNGRY NEIGHBOUR SHOWS LACK OF FAITH
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4991. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~J4:).s.~~

say, ''He is not a perfect believer who satiates himself while his neighbour next to
him is hungry."2
COMMENTARY: It can never be excepted of a perfect Muslim that he knows about a
hungry neighbour but fails to feed him. Who can be more negligent?
WARNING TO A RUDE WOMAN

(-.....:->loJ~I ~J~~~.J~I
4992. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that a man submitted, 110
Messenger ~J4:).s.~l~ of Allah, a certain woman is remembered for offering very
much salah. (prayer), fasting very often and giving plenty of charity but she is a
nuisance to her neighbour because of her nasty tongue." He said, 11She will go to
t
2

Bayhaqi # 1533.
Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 506, Musnad Ahmad 1-55.
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hell." The man submitted about another woman as being known for some
(occasional) fasting, little charity and not very much salah (prayer) but for giving
pieces of curd as charity and for not bothering her neighbours with her tongue. He
said, 11 She will be admitted to paradise."l
COMMENTARY: Religion depends on discharging the prescribed duties and abstaining
from sin and disobedience. Nothing will be achieved by pursuing the supererogatory and
neglecting the essential, meaning the obligatory. Many ulama (Scholars) and the righteous
are prone to this weakness. The ulama (Scholars) abandon such things as it is wajib
(obligatory) to act on and the righteous fail to acquire the knowledge that it is wajib
(obligatory) to obtain. Both are involved in neglecting the wajib (obligatory).
As for the shaykhs (leading religious scholars) and Sufis who are known for both learning
and putting to practice, they give the same importance to observing the wajib (obligatory) as
they do to the keeping away from the sin of abstaining from the wajib (obligatonJ). In a
sense, they give more importance to giving up and so pursue the principles of the wise
physicians that prevention is preferred to medicine. They ask the patient to first take
precautionary measure and they prevent him from certain things. Then they give him
medicine. So, foo, the shaykhs (leading religious scholars) and Sufis first get their disciples
to make repentance.
Just as a patient who does not abstain from the harmful cannot get better with whatever
costly medicine he takes, so too a Muslim who does not abstain from sin and does not keep
away from neglecting the wajib (obligatory) duties will not gain from worship and the
supererogatory. It is to this very fact that the kalimah tawhid point out. It begins with a
negative word - a denial - and then makes a confirmation. The attributes of seizure
predominate the attributes of confirmation because the latter are essential and expected but
the former are not guaranteed.
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4993. Sayyidu~a Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.#./»1~
stood by certain people who were seated and asked, 11 shall I inform you of the best
of you and the worst of you?" They observed silence (fearing that he would name
each of them and disclose whether he was pious or wicked). So, he repeated his
question three times, and a man then submitted, 110f course, 0 Messenger of Allah,
do inform us of the best of us and the worst of us." He said 11The best of you is he
from whom his good is expected and his evil is not apprehended while the worst of
you is he from whom his good is not anticipated and his evil is feared." 2
COMMENTARY: Apart from the best and the worst mentioned in the hadith (tradition),
there also are a person from whom people might expect good but do not feel safe from his
1

2

Musnad Ahmad 2-440, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 5946.
Tirmidhi # 2263 (2230), Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman Musnad At:mad # 3808.
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mischief, and a person from whose evil they are safe but do not hope for any good from
him. Such kinds are neither the best nor the worst.
PERFECT MUSLIM & PERFECT BELIEVER

4994. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas' ud ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~
said, 11Surely, Allah, the Exalted, has divided among you your manners just as He
has divided among you your provision. Indeed, Allah, the Exalted, grants (the
things of) the world to those whom He loves (like, Sayyiduna Sulayman ~~~~, the
Prophet, and Uthman ~~~ J the sahabi, and so on), and to those whom He does not
love (like, the pharaoh, and so on). But, He does n~t give religion except to those
whom He loves. Hence, he whom Allah has given religion is, indeed, loved by Him.
By him in whose hand is my soul, a man is not a Muslim till his heart and his
tongue (too) submit. And, he does not believe (meaning, is not a belie"[-er) till his
neighbour is safe from his mischief."t
COMMENTARY: The submission of the heart is to purge it of false beliefs and ideologies.
The Islam of t he tongue is to preserve it of meaningless talk. Moreover, their Islam is that
confirmation and declaration on which faith is based. It means that when the outer and
inner beliefs and concepts of a person and identical then that is evidence of his faith and his
Islam being perfect. This is why only the heart and the tongue are mentioned. They are the
axis on which faith and Islam depend.
MUTUAL LOVE LEADS TO UNITY
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4995. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~ii~~ said 'A
believer is friendly (and intimate). And, there is no good in him who is not friendly
and is not loved (as a friend by others)."2
COMMENTARY: rt believer loves others and they love him. This is what one version of the
hadith (tradition) says.
Teebi ~~ ~ J says that perhaps the word is used to emphasise that a believer is one who
loves. As it stands in the translation it means that Muslims are cordial to each other. It is
through mutual affection that they unite together. If they lose the spirit of mutual affinity
then they will be divided and disperse. Accordingly. Allah says;

1

2

Musnad Ahmad 1-387, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 5524.
Musnad Ahmad 2-400 Bayhaqi # 8119.
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( ... you were enemies and He joined your hearts together.} (3: 109)
In this way, He made clear that the mutual love and intimacy of the Muslims is a great
blessing for them. This subject is treated in the Quran at many places.
FULFILLING NEED OF A MUSLIM
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4996. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ..1!1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger said, He who
provides to anyone of my ummah his need aiming thereby to please him, indeed
pleased me. And, he who pleases me has indeed pleased Allah. And he who has
pleased Allah, Allah will admit him to paradise."1
COMMENTARY: Khatib ..1!1 ~; has cited the hadith (tradition) of Anas ~ .i»> ~; in }ami'
Saghir in these words "He who provides the need of his brother Muslim will earn
performing Hajj {pilgrimage) and umrah."
REMOVING A MUSLIM'S DIFFICULTY

4997. Sayyiduna Anas ~.i»>~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:Js.~~ said, 11 He
who helps an oppressed, will have Allah record for him seventy three (blessings of)
forgiveness, one of which is enough to (improve and) set right all his affairs (of the
world and the hereafter). The (remaining) seventy two will serve to raise the ranks
for him on the day of resurrection."2
COMMENTARY: Only the Prophet ~J4:Js.i»t~ knows the exact m~aning of seventy three
blessings of forgivness. This number could signify numerous. Or, one forgiveness in
enough for all sins while the remaining will raise his rank (in paradise).
CREATURES ARE DEPENDANTS OF ALLAH
1
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4998 & 4999. Sayyiduna Anas ~..11~~; and Sayyiduna Abdullah ~.i»>~; narrated that
Allah's Messenger ~J 4:Js. ..1!1 ~ said, 11 All creatures are dependents of Allah. The
dearest of His creatures to Allah is he who treats His dependents kindly."3
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word is (Jl~) (ayaal). It means 'dependents. Allah is
responsible to raise them, provide them food and drink and their needs. He says:

1
2
3

Bayhaqi # 8635.
Bayhaqi # 8670.
Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 8170,8447,8448.
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{And' there is not creature on the earth but upon Allah rests its sustenance.} (11: 6)
QUARRELLING NEIGHBOURS

(~lol.,.J)

5000. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~1»1~, narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.111~
~J

said, 11 0n the day of resurrection, the first two disputants will be the quarrelling
neighbours."l
COMMENTARY: The first case that will come up for reckoning on the day of resurrection
after the fate of the inmates of hell is sealed will be of two neihbours complaining ageinst
one another of violation of rights and harassment.
However, according to another tradition, the first thing about which reckoning will be
called will be salah (prayer). And, yet another says that it will be about blood. The ulama
(Scholars) say that the first case about right of Allah will be concerning salah (prayer), about
rights of fellowmen will be blood and about disputants will be the two quarrelling
neighbours.
CURE OF HARDHEARTEDNESS
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5001. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 1»1 ~.J narrated that a man complained to the

Prophet ~J~i»>~ about being hard-hearted. He said, 11 Stroke the head of orphans
and feed the poor."
CARE FOR WIDOWED DAUGHTER
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5002. Sayyiduna Suraqah ibn Maalik ~ 1»1 ~, narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ .1!1 ~
asked, ''Shall I not tell you of the most excellent sadaqah (charity)? It is to care (and

provide sustenance) for your daughter who is sent back to you, there being no on to
provide for her, but you."2

1
2

Musnad Ahmad 4-151.
Ibn Majah # 3667, Musnad Ahmad 4-175.
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CHAPTER- XVI
LOVE OF ALLAH & FOR ALLAH

The relationship of servitude with the worshipped Being and the love of Him should be
free of ostentation and base desires. Rather, the love should be merely for Allah's pleasure.
As for love for Allah, any kind of relationship with a creature and loves for him should be
only for the sake of Allah and only in His path without any worldly aim or profit. It should
be merely to please Allah.
SECTION I

jjitj.Jaili

UNITY OR DIVERGENCE HERE WILL BE REFLECTED IN THE NEXT WORLD

-B~;.'C?\~ J~, !~IJJC5-J~~J\&IJJ-· i\'LI ~;S'l!1lAj· ri't~
5003. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ .1!1 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said,
"Souls were as hosts gathered at a place (before being assigned to bodies). They
who know each other (because of familiarity) are friendly (in this world too). But,
they who did not know each other will remain aloof."1
5004. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~.J narrated it too.2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the souls of all the bodies created so far in
this world or which will be created till the Last Hour, were brought into existence much
earlier than their respective bodies. They exist in the world of souls and when the body of
anyone is created it is moved to its body.
Therefore, is the beginning of the creation from infinity, Allah gathered the souls. together
in the form of ants to get from them their affirmation of His divinity (and being Lord), their
pledge. The souls that became familiar to each other at that time and the souls that did not
become familiar to each other retained the acquaintance and intimacy or the lack of it after
moving into their bodies. We may express this idea in different words. The pious people
who love each other, or the evil people who gang up together in this world were friends or
colleagues even as souls. And the pious who keep away from the wicked here, unfamiliar
with them as souls.
The familiarly persists in this world only because of Divine inspiration. Allah puts their
emotion into their hearts in this world when they move into their bodies.
CREATURES BE FRIEND WHOM ALLAH ENDEARS

1

Bukhari # 3336.

2

Muslim # 159. 2638.
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5005. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~2»'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a~~~
said, 'When Allah loves a person. He calls Jibril ~">WI~ and says, 'I love so and so.
Hence, you too must love him.'
He said further, Jibril ~".>\-11 ~ begins to love him and announces in the heaven,
saying, 'Allah loves so and so. Hence, you too must love him. The dwellers of
heaven then begin to love him. Thereafter, love (and approval) for him is places in
the earth. (So, all mankind and jinn begin to love him)."
''When Allah does not like a person. He calls Jibril ~">\-114~ and says, 'I do not like so
and so. Hence, you too must dislike him.' Accordingly, Jibril ~">\-114~ begins not to
like him and announces to the dwellers of heaven, 'Surely, Allah does not like soand-so.l~ence, you should not like him too."
He said further, 'They begin not to like him. Thereafter, dislike for him is placed in
the earth." 1
COMMENTARY: Allah's love of a creature is manifest in His blessings on him, guiding
him and showing mercy to him. His dislike takes the form of punishment. The angels make
istighfar for him, praise him and pray for him to Allah. Love for the person could also be in
its general sense: to be inclined to him and crave to meet him.
Mulla Ali Qari iil1~ J said that it is more proper to go by its general and original sense. The
reason is that if the original meaning of anything is suitable then the implied meaning must
not be adopted. Moreover, when the original meaning is applied, it stands to reason that
the angels will make istighfar and pray for him.
LOVE OF EACH OTHER FOR ALLAH'S SAKE
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5006. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~J»,~
said, "On the day of resurrection, Allah the Exalted will ask, 'where are they who
love each other for my glory's sake? (meaning, for the sake of my pleasure to earn
more reward). Indeed I shall bring them, today under my shade -the day when
there is no shade but My shade."2
COMMENTARY: Allah's shade means the shade of the throne as stated explicitly in some
ahadith (tradition). It could also refer to Allah's mercy and protection as the king is said to
be Allah's shade on the earth. Or, it could mean the comforts and blessings that Allah will
shower on them on the day of resurrection, for this word(;;) (Zill) is used in Arabic in the
sense of comfort. A life of happiness and comfort is (J,.lJl,H).
1

2

Muslim# 157-2637, Bukhari # 3209, Musnad Ahmad 2-247, Muwatta Maalik #51. 5-15.
Muslim # 37. 2566.
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LOVE FOR ALLAH'S SAKE

5007. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J",.l"~'~ said, ''A

man set out to visit one of his brothers in another village. Allah appointed an angel
to wait for him on his path. He asked him (when he arrived), 'where are you
headed?' He said, 'I intend to visit a brother of mine in this village.' He asked, 'Do
you against him some bounty to reclaim?' He said, 'No. I only (visit him because I)
Love him for the sake of Allah.' He said, 'I am Allah's messenger sent to you give
you glad tidings that Allah loves you just as you love him (your brother) for His
sake,I
COMMENTARY: Loving anyone for the sake of Allah fetches one Allah's love for oneself.
This hadith (tradition) also stresses the virtue of meeting the righteous.
Sometimes Allah sends angels to the righteous and His dear ones and they also speak to
them. However, this was exclusive to the past ummahs because now no prophet will be sent
and the coming of the angels has ceased.
THOSE WHO LOVE THE RIGHTEOUS WILL BE WITH THEM IN THE HEREAFfER
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5008. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that man came to the Prophet 4#~1~
~""J

and asked him, "0 Messenger of Allah, what do you say about a man who loves
a people (like the ulama (Scholars), the righteous, etc) but he does not keep pace
with them (by acquiring their knowledge)?" He said, "The man will be with those
whom he loves."2
COMMENTARY: He who loves a scholar will be with him on the day of resurrection.
However, perfect love is one that takes one to the same level of learning and practice But
simple conviction and love too is a means to being together. They will be resurrected with
them and will keep their company in the hereafter.
Mulla Ali Qari ~~ 4.?- J said that the hadith (tradition) conveys a general application that a
person witl be with those whom he loves whether they are pious or wicked. His view is
upheld by another hadith (tradition):

"A man pursues the religion of his friend." (# 5019, following)
This means that those people who are attached to the ulama (Scholars), the righteous and the
elders have glad tidings in this hadith (tradition) of an auspicious death (on faith) and

1

Muslim # 38-2567.
# 6169, Muslim # 165-2640.

2 Bukhari
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success in the hereafter. As for those who keep company of the evil and of Allah's enemies,
they should take heed from this hadith (tradition).
I
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5009. Sayyiduna Anas ~ . 1!1 ~J narrated that a man asked, 11 0 Messenger of Allah,
when will the Last Hour come?" He asked (in response), 11woe to you! How are you
ready for it?" He submitted, 11I have made no preparation for it, but I do love Allah
and His Messenger." He said, 11You will be with whom you love." Anas ~..11~~J
added 11I had not observed the Muslims as happy about anything after their Islam
as they were on hearing this."t
COMMENTARY: Certainly this man was not without actual worship but he did not
mention it out of humility. He concealed his servitude. This is what a sincere believer does.
Besides, love of Allah and His Messenger ~J ~ . 1!1 ~ are the essential things of religion.
Different forms of worship follow because of the love spontaneously. He mentioned only
love of Allah and His Messenger ~J~..1!1~ because by itself it is the highest degree in the
Allah loves him who loves Allah as, indeed, He says:

{... Whom He loves and who love Him.} (5: 54)
and

{If you love Allah then follow me, Allah will love you.} (3: 31)
Once a person is blessed with love of Allah, there is no doubt whatever of his success in the
hereafter.
If anyone loves another to the extent hat his love overrides all other things including his
wealth, family and his own life then he keep attached to whom he loves. He is counted
among the associates of his beloved and he does only what his beloved commands him to
do or what pleases his beloved and abstains from every thing the beloved does not like.
Hence if you love Allah then establish your claim by your belief, words and deeds.
Discharge the fard (compulsory) and wajib (obligatory) duties. Adopt every such thing as
pleases Allah and do not approach whatever He forbids. The famous Sufi woman Rabi' ah
Busri ~~~J said:
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{You disobey the Creator yet claim to love him
By my life, this cannot be imagined! Were your love true, you would VC obeyed
Him
1

Bukhari # 6167, Muslim# 161-2639.
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The lover is ever faithful to the beloved!]
The words of the Prophet ~J ~ l»t ~ that the love of the Prophet ~J ~ l»t ~ would be
enough to get them his company in paradise pleased the Muslims tremendously.
Previously they were under the impression that they would have to work for it very much.
Allamah Imad us din Isma'il ibn Umar ibn Kathir l»t~J has mentioned in his tafsir that
Sayyidah Ayshah ,~;,;,~.J narrated that one of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) l»t~J
~came to the Prophet ~J~lJtjJ and submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, you are dearer
to me then my life, my family and children. At home, I am lost in thinking of you and when
I become restless without you. I come to you quickly. Then I get peace on seeing you. When
I think of death, you will go to paradise and to its highest rank with the prophets and if
Allah admits me to paradise, I might not meet you." The Prophet ~ J ~ l»t ~· did not
enlighten him till he got a revelation:
,
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{All who obey Allah and the Messenger are in the company of those on whom is the
grace of Allah- of the prophets, the sincere, the witnesses and the Righteous ... } (4: 69)
Being togather does not mean that the lover and the beloved will be in the same rank and
degree of paradise. Rather according to a hadith (tradition), those of the higher ranks will
visit the lower ranks and they will all assemble in the gardens of paradise and meet each
other, Those of the higher ranks will recall the blessings of Allah on them, and these others
will be hospitable to them serving them what they desire.
Degrees of following anyone and the necessary comtr..ands are different. Hence, love will
be counted of the same rank as that of the compulsory commands. The degree of
companionship will be compatible to the degree of love and kind treatment.
PIOUS & EVIL COMPANIONS
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5010. Sayyiduna Abu Musa 4.0&-.lit~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»tjJ said,
"The example of a pious and an evil companion is like the seller of musk and the
blower of the bellows. The seller of musk may give you some gratis, or you may
buy some from him, Or, (if you do not get either way) you will surely sense a
fragrance of it. (In this way, if you get nothing from a pious companion, then it is
not unworthy that you benefit from some moments if his companionship) But, the
blower of bellows may burn you clothing. Or you will get from him a pungent
odour (that upsets your mind from the smoke). In the same way, an evil companion
will cause you to lose both in the world and in the religion or, in the least cause you
loss of your previous time)"t
COMMENTARY: Mulla Ali Qari .lit~ J said that there is advantage in the world and the
hereafter in keeping company of the pious people but total loss in the companionship of
the evil people.
1

Bukhari # 5534, Muslim# 146.428.
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SECTION II

VIRTUE OF JOINING MUTUAL TIES TO PLEASE ALLAH
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5011. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jaba14$~'~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger

r1- J~~~~ say that Allah, the glorified, says, -'My love is assured to those who love
each other for my sake, who sit together for my sake (to praise me), who visit each
other for My sake and who spend their wealth for My sake (on each other)."1
According to the version of Tirmidhi, he said, 11 Allah, The Glorified, say, 'For those
who love each other for my Glory, there will be pulpits of light which he prophets
and the martyrs will cherish."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet r~...J' "# and the martyrs will
cherish the reward of those people because of happiness over their distinction. But they
will not be jealous of them.
Besides, the words of the hadith (tradition) imply that if the Prophets r~' ~ and the
martyrs could ever envy anyone anytime, they would wish to be as those people (on the
pulpits).
Sometimes one who is more excellent locks a quality that is found in one whom he excels is
found in one whom he excels and though this quality is not very significant yet he wishes
that he possessed it too.
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narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 11 Surely, there
are among the slaves of Allah such .as are not prophets or martyrs yet their rank
with Allah will be what the Prophets and martyrs will cherish on the day of
resurrection." They (i:he sahabah) ~~~~J asked, '0 Messenger of Allah, do tell us
who they are?" He said, 11They are a people who love each other because of the
spirit of Allah (meaning, the Quran) without being related or possessing property
5012. Sayyiduna Umar

1

Muwatta Maalik #51. 5-16.
# 2390, Musnad Ahmad 5-343.

2 Tirmidhi
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(or exchanging it mutually) so, by Allah! their faces will be light (or their bodies
will be light) and they will be standing on light (or, on pulpits of light or on light
itself). They will not fear when others are fearful and will not grieve when others
grieve." Then he recited this verse (to substantiate his statement):
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{Behold, verily on the friends of Allah there is no fear, nor shall they grievep (10: 62)

COMMENTARY: We have explained what the words that the Prophets and martyrs would

envy them mean. Another thing that must be borne in mind is that this hadith (tradition)
refers to those Prophet ~".>WI ,_~ and Messenger ~':>\-ll "-~ who may not have had an
opportunity during their life-time to meet each other for some reason. Apart from that,
there never has been a prophet or Messenger who has not loved his ummah for the sake of
Allah and not given them company.
The word (e,JJ) rooh- spirit is applied to what gives life. It is also the sense that keeps life
golng. Here, it means the Quran. Indeed, the Quran has also used this word in the sense of
theQuran:

u'..?"-'\.!~
....,--.. Ua.,
:J..)~.~ PJIT~~,
.. .. .. :J,L.!..lJI.ll'"
..
.J
{In this manner we have revealed to you a spirit (the Quran) of Our command} (42: 52)
The Quran is also rooh in the sense that the life of a human heart depends on the Quran.
The Quran is the chief means of bringing together human beings. It creates unity and
mutual love between them. It is abo the base of the laws of.the mode of life and of abiding
by it and so promotes mutual get together and unity. Its teachings direct men to this goal.
Some authorities interpret rooh to mean love, not Quran, because love is the means of
reviving and nourishing the human heart. This is why a beloved is called(~!)~) 'My life'.
RAWH NOT ROOH: In some copies of Mishkat, the word is (e,J.J) rawh, not (e,JJ) rooh. It
means mercy and provision. However, as far as the result is concerned, there is no
difference in the meaning; 'to love each other for the pleasure of Allah.'
THE HADITH (TRADITION) AS IN THE MASBIH: This tradition as found in alMasabih is in these words:
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5013. Sayyiduna Abu Maalik Ash' ary ~~~ J said that he was sitting with the Prophet
~J~~~~ (one day) when he said, "Surely, Allah, Mighty and Glorious, has certain
slaves who are neither Prophets nor martyrs yet the Prophet and the martyrs will
wish to be in thei1. j!laces because of their nearness to, and their rank with, Allah."
1

Abu Dawud # 3527, Musnad Ahmad 5-343, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 8998.
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One of the villagers asked, "Do tell us, who are they?" He said, "they are Allah's
slaves from different cities and different tribes and are unrelated by blood ties that
might call upon them to join bonds of kinship, neither do the spend money on each
other. But, they love each other only because of Allah's spirit - the Quran. ON the
day of resurrection, their faces will be light, and pulpits of light shall be erected for
them under the throne of Ar Rahman (the compassionate)."
VIRTUE OF LOVE FOR ALLAH'S SAKE & HATRED FOR HIS SAKE
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5014. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..li'~J narrated: Allah's Messenger ~J".,l.. ~j..P asked
Abu Dharr ~...111~ ), '0 Abu Dharr, which of the branches of faith is the strongest?"
He said, 11 Allah and His Messenger know best." He said, 11To be friends for Allah's
sake (and to help each other for His sake). To love for Allah's sake and to detest for
Allah's sake."t

5015. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~..lit j..P said,
11
When· a Muslim pays a sick visit to his brother, or just visits him, Allah, the
Glorified, says, 11You are happy (in this life and the next). Your waling is auspicious
(for, you earned reward at every step you took). You have earned a great and highranked place in paradise."2
COMMENTARY: The worldly life can be pleasant and happy for one: who is content and
relies on Allah,
who is fortunate to have Allah pleased with him,
who gets good provision,
who has a large heart,
who has good habits and is civilized, and
who possesses knowledgt-! and performs good deeds.
The words in the hadith (tradition): 'you are happy, 'your walking is auspicious at&d 'you
have earned a great and high-ranked place' are predicates conveyiPg what has accrued.
However, they could also be construed as words of prayer to mean:
'May you be happy all life! May your walk (to the sick) be blessed! 4"").nd, may you earn a
high place in paradise!'
LET HIM KNOW WHOM YOU LOVE
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5016. Sayyiduna Miqdam ibn Ma' dikarib 4~.&1~; narrated that the Prophet 4J.$-.i»l~
11
~J said, When a man loves his brother (Muslim), he should let him know that he
loves him."1
COMMENTARY: When he informs him, he will reciprocate the gesture and pray for him.
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5017. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&'~J narrated that a man passed the Prophet ~J~,&,~
while many people were with him. A man among those who were with the Prophet
~J~,&,~ said, 'Surely I love this man for the sake of Allah." So, the Prophet .111~
~J~ asked, "Have you informed him of it.?" He said, "No" And, he instructed
him, "Get uJf! Go to him and inform him." So, he arose (from the assembly of the
prophet ~J~J»,~ and went up to him, and informed him. The man said (by way
of prayer), 11May he love you for whose sake you love me!" The man then returned
and the Prophet rl-J~J»,~ asked him (how he reacted), and he told him what the
man's answer was. The Prophet r1-J ~ .111 ~ said, "You shall be (in the hereafter)
with the man whom you love and you shall have reward (for it and every deed) you
sought from Allah."2
Another version (in Tirmidhi) is that he said, "A man shall be with him whom he
loves and shall receive what he has earned."3
COMMENTARY: The words 'you sought from Allah' mean 'you hoped for reward on it by
pleasing Allah.'
DO NOT KEEP COMPANY OF THE EVIL

(<.J.;I..UI_, ,)J!JY.I-' LSl.o,;JI ol_,.;) -fP~!

5018. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~.1.1~J narrated that he heard the Prophet rl-J~.i»'~
say, "Do not associate with anyone but a believer. (Or, do not befriend any sinner or
evii person but make friendship with only a believer. This is deduced from the next
words: ) And, no one but the righteous may partake of your food." 4
COMMENTARY: You must earn a lawful livelihood through lawful means so that your
food is worthy for a pious Muslim to eat. Also you must invite -.>nly pious Muslim to your
1

Abu Dawud # 5124, Tirmidhi # 2392.
Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 9011, Abu Dawud # 5125.
3
· Tirmidhi # 2386.
4
Tirmidhi # 2386, Abu Dawud # 4832, Darimi.
2
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meal so that they may get strength to worship Allah. You must not feed your food to the
evil and to those who are not pious lest they get strength to commit sin.
The Prophet ~'~~~.}-P disallowed Muslims to befriend the enetnies of Islam and the evil
people lest the friendship grows into intimacy. Also, that tnight saw the seeds of disbelief
and polytheism.
.
However, the ulama (Scholars) stipulate that this command applies only to inviting pious
people to meals and to parties of functions. However, necessities and emergencies are
excepted because anyone who is hungry must be fed food without distinction. This is
established by the verse:
1::~-f
__ .\ ~L::z
~ l!iS:..:..O
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(And they feed, for the love of Allah, the indigent, the orphan, and the captive} (76: 8)
This verse mentions also the captives. They were the infidels. Hence, it is a11owed to feed
an unbeliever to remove his hunger.
MAKE SURE WHO YOU BEFRIEND
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5019. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#ill'~
said, "A man (genera!ly) follows the religion (habits and customs) of his friend.
Hence each one of you must ensure who he takes for his friend." 1
COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) speaks of intimate friendship, not of mere
acquaintance. A passing association may be for some need. It can be a contact with anyone.
But, an intimate friendship must be made with those who is convictions and beliefs are
sound and whose deeds are righteous. The Quran guides us in this regard:
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{0 you who believe! Fear Allah and be with those who are true.} (9: 119)
Imam Ghazali i111 ~ J said that the company of a greedy person makes one greedy. The
company of an ascetic creates a disinterest (in worldly things). It is natural to man to adopt
his friend's habits and beliefs.
The compiler of Mishkat discloses through his concluding references to Tirmidhi (that this
hadith (tradition) is hasan gharib) and to Nawawi (that its isnad is sahih) to prove that the
hadith (tradition) is not invented.
.
BEFORE ASSUMING FRATERNAL BONDS GET THE OTHER'S ANTECEDENTS
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5020. Sayyiduna Yazid ibn Na'amah (or, Nu'amah) narrated that Allah's Messenger
~J4#i111~ said, "When a man assumes fraternal ties with another, he must ask him
1

Abu Dawud # 4833, Tirmidhi, Musnad Ahmad.
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his name and the name of his father and of the tribe to which he belongs, for it
strengthens the fraternity firmly."t
SECTION III
MERIT OF LOVING OR DISLIKING FOR THE SAKE OF ALLAH

J1 ~~ ~t:J-'11 ~~ ~JJ.li\ jti ~J ~ ili1 ~ ;iJ1 jj..!Jl{!'iP f::J. jti~S Cfl 0£ (o • "')
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4:$ ~' ~; narrated that, 'Allah's Messenger ~J 4:Js. ~ jJ
came out to us (from his room and into the Masjid (mosque) (mosque) Nabawi). He
asked, 'DQ you know which deed is dearest to Allah, the Glorified?" someone said
'Salah (prayer) or zakah (Annual due charity)! Another said, 'jihad (crusade)! But,
the Prophet ~J4:Js.~'j.J said, 'Surely, the deed dearest to Ailah, the Glorified, is to
love anyone for Allah's sake and to dislike anyone for Allah's sake."2
COMMENTARY: the words (J) wa after salah (prayer) meaning 'and,' is used in the sense of
'or' (JI) - aw), to mean salah (prayer) or zakah (Annual due charity).' Or, the words are
implicit in the text. after "somone said, 'Salah (prayer)' "another person said, 'Zakah (Annual
due charity).
While one may get the impression from the hadith (tradition) that love for Allah's sake and
dislike for Allah's sake and dislike for Allah's sake' is more important than salah (prayer),
zakah (Annual due charity) and jihad (crusade), it is not really so. These three are deeds
that are more excellent than all other deeds without any semblance of doubt.
The reason is that a person who loves anyone for Allah's sake will surely love the Prophets
~"J-,J14:Js., the ulama (Scholars) and the righteous men (friends of Allah). So, naturally, he will
emulate them and establish salah (prayer) and zakah (Annual due charity). And, he who
dislikes anyone for Allah's sake will hate the enemies of religion and wage jihad (crusade)
against them. So, all these three things are covered by love for Allah's sake and dislike for
Allah's sake. All kinds of obedience will come under love and dislike for Allah. Hence; the
words of the Prophet ~J4:Js.~'j.J mean that the base of religion ~d the scope of obedi~nce
is within love for Allah and dislike for Him. He who attains this rank will not find it'
difficult to abide by all forms of worship and obedience.
ALTERNATIVE MEANING: This saying of the Prophet ~J4:Js.~'j.J could also mean that
the best deed of the spiritual deeds is love for Allah's sake and dislike for Allah's sake.
And the best of physical deeds are salah (prayer), fasting, zakah (Annual due charity) and
jihad (crusade). This leaves no doubt about the meaning of the hadith (tradition)
Yet another interpretation is that after following the commands of Shari' ah (divine law) 'to
do' and abstaining from its commands 'not to do' (which is after abiding by the fard
(compulsory) and wajib (obligatory) obligations), love for Allah's sake and dislike for His sake
is the most superior form of worship and the most perfect obedience. This .is as in· the

5021. Sayyiduna Abu Dhar

t Tirmidhi # 2392.
2

Musnad Ahmad 5-146, Abu Dawud # 4599.
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radition of Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~J
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"The deed dearest of all deeds to Allah after the 'Obligatory duties is to fill the heart
of a believer with happiness."
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5022. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.&t~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&t~

said, "No person loves another for the sake of Allah but he truly glorifies and extols
his Lord, Mighty And Glorious."1
THE BEST PEOPLE
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5023. Sayyidah Asma bint Yazid ~.&'~.J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger
~J ~ .&t ~ say, "Shall I not inform you who the best among you are?" They
(sahabah) ~ .&t ~.J said, ."Of course, 0 Messenger of Allah!" He sai~, ''The best
among you are they on seeing whom Allah is remembered."2
:OMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) has been narrated at# 4871/2 with comments.
MERIT OF LOVING EACH OTHER FOR ALLAH'S SAKE
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5024. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iit~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iit~

said, "If two men loved one another for the sake of Allah, Mighty and Glorious, one
of them being in the East and the other in the west, surely Allah would bring them
together on the day of resurrection,. and say, 'This is he whom you loved for my
sake."3

Musnad Ahmad 5-259. It is the man who extols his Lord, not his Lord who honor him because the
'ords is (Arabic) rabbahu no (Arabi~) (rabbuhu).
Ibn Majah #·4119.
Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 9022.
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5025. Sayyiduna Abu Razin ~~ .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~

asked, 1 Shall I not guide you through this affair (which is the root of religion)
whereby you may earn the good of this world and he next? (Listen!) Bind yourself
to (these things) attend the gatherings of those who make dhikr (remember Allah
often),
·
· ···
when you are by yourself let your tongue remember Allah as much as possible for
you, and love for the sake of Allah and hate for the sake of Allah.
0 Abu Razin! Know that when a man goes out of his house to visit his (Muslim)
brother, seventy thousand angels follow him. All of them make istighfar for him,
praying, 10ur Lord, he joins bonds of relationship for your sake. Bring him nearer
to yourself (with you mercy and forgiveness)!' Hence, if you can (0 Abu Razin) put
your life to that end, (and bind yourself to these things, go ahead!) Do, it"t
REWARD FOR JOINING TIES OF KINSHIP
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5026. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J narrated that he was with Allah's Messenger
~J-~,&,~

(one day) when he said, "In paradise are pillars of rubies supporting
rooms of emerald. Their doors are open. They (rooms and doors) shine as the bright
stars (shine)." They asked, "0 Messenger of Allah who will reside in them?"
said, They who love one another for Allah's sake. They who sit together for Allah~s
sake. And, they who visit each other for Allah's sake."2
Sayyiduna Ali ibn Abu Talib ~.&'..r'J said: 11 He who has a thousand friends has not
friend spare,
And he who has one enemy will meet him everywhere.'3

He

Bayhaqi # 90221 in Shu' ab ul eeman.
Bayhaqi # 9002 in Shu'ab ul eeman.
3 Oxford Dictionary of Phrases, Sayirig, Questions p 378
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CHAPTER- XVII
WHAT IS PROHIBITED ABOUT: KEEPING
APART SEVERING TIES OF FRIENDSHIP
SEARCHINGFORFAULTS
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The Arabic word in the caption (~lf7). tahajur means to abandon. And, (d'\b) (taqatu) also
means the same thing. In this sense, the letter explains the. former. Both these words mean
that a Muslim refrains for more than three day s to greet and speak to another Mqslim, to
meet him and to keep company: He overlooks the need of Islamic fraternity.
These things are not forbidden absolutely. Rather, in some cases and some exceptions,
there is no sin to do these things. This _is why the captions says: 'what is prohibited about
keeping apart ... ' ·
The words. (o:.~t.J~) awrat is the plural or (oJ~) awrah. The dictionary meaning of awrah is
what makes shameful and no one likes that it should be seen or known. It should be
·concealed. Examples are short-comings, Hence (o:.~t.JJIII't ~) is to search for faults.
SECTION I
NOT ALLOWED TO KEEP APART FROM ANOTHER FOR OVER THREE DAYS
J
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5027. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub Ansari ~.lit~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.bt~
r.L..J said, 11lt is not lawful for a man to alienate from his (Muslim) brother more than
three days. (The things came to such a pass that) when they came across one
another. One turns his face to a aside and the other to another side. (Both cease to
speak to one another) And, the better of the two is he .who takes precedence in
offering salaam (to the other)."l
COMMENTARY: This mea.Ils that it is not forbidden to keep apart for three days because
anger. Prejudice and impatience and natural to man. These feelings do crop up now and
then, so this muc;,h time of three days is forgiven to him. This period is enough to ward off
the evil feelings or to become milder and compromising.
The hadith (tradition) concedes that people who live together tend is disagree and become
angry at each other. If that leads a alienation· then they must not let that go beyond three
days. However, if there is a religious reason behind it then it is allowed to keep apart from
the defaulter till he repents and reverts to reli~on periectly.
Suyuti .lit~J has cited Ibn Abdul Barr .lit~ J in the marginal notes of Muwatta that the ulama
(Scholars) say that if a man is apprehensive of suffering on account of religion or wasting
his precious time on meaningless pursuit if he kept company of a certain man and offered
him salaam, then he must stay away from him politely without backbiting him or
slandering him. He must not display animosity towards him.
We do find examples during the life of the Prophet ~J~.li1~ and the sahabah (Prophet's

I

Bukhari # 6077, Muslim # 25-2560.
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Companions) ~~~~ J of Muslims keeping apart from each other for more than three days
for religious exigencies. It is reported in lhya ul Uloom abotit the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~~~J and others that some of them were at odds with each other till they
died and they did not meet each other. The case of the three sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~.&!~J is very well known who did not participate in the ba.ttle of Tabuk
and the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ j.J separated them from all Muslims ~ecause of likelihood of
hypocrisy on their part. He commanded all the sahabah (Prophet's Comp~ons) ~~~~J,
the wives of these three men and the relatives and friends not to meet them, not to
exchange greeting with them. This command remained in force for fifty days.
It is also known about the Prophet ~J~~~j.J that he kept apart from him noble wives for
one month.
Sayyidah Ayshah ''P~'~J had distanced herself from Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn zubayr ~~~ J
1$ for a period of time.
It is known of Sayyidll!la Abdullah ibn Umar I$~~~J that he stopped speaking to his son
Sayyiduna bilal ~~~J because of his misdeed in a religious matter.
In short, there are examples to show that one may keep apart for more than three days
when a religious issue is involved and the man is accused of committing a wrong.
However, it is a 'condition that. the intention is sincere, there being no selfish ends or
worldly motive behind it.
To conclude, the person who intends to remove the discord and precedes in offering
salaam to the other, will have a rank higher than the second person. To be the first to offer
salaam also offsets the sin of giving up relationship. So, at least, .they must cease to
abandon-greeting to one another so tJ:tat the basic right of Islamic brotherhood is not lost.t
AVOID SUSPICION

,i l!l~.J{J_.J,~
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5028. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~'j.J
said, "Shun suspicion, for suspicion is the worst kind of false conversation. Do not
pry into affairs of others. Do not spy on each other. Do not bid against each other to
raise the price. Do not be jealous each other. Do not despise each other. Do not
backbite each other. Live as slaves of Allah and brothers of each other."
According to a version: (He said) "Do not be greedy."2
COMMENTARY: If these things are avoided, society will be rid of many evils.
Suspicion makes one decide without considering the facts. So it is called the worst lie. The
conversation is imagine by oneself and the devil·prompts then. The Quran says:
(p
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The story of the three men is recounted by Ibn Kathir ,&,~J in the Life of Prophet Muhammad .\1~
p 577 etc.
2 Bukhari # 6066, Muslim # 28. 2563.
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{For suspicion in some cases is a sin} (49: 12)
It is having an evil opinion of others. The ulama (Scholars) say that it makes home in a
person's mind, and he begins to believe it as true. But, what merely passes off as a thought
is not suspicion. Some ulama (Scholars) say that it makes one asinner when the person
mentions it to someone else and it is brought to the tongue. Moreover, it is a sin if there is
no plausible excuse to retain the suspicion, and also as in if there is an excuse and evidence
to retain· it and there also is a plausible excuse and evidence to dismiss it, and both
evidences are mutually contradictory.
However, if a suspicion is strong and proved beyond doubt then no sin accrues on
harbouring it and, in fact, it will no more by called a suspicion.
.
Praying and spying are nearly similar in meaning. Both are disallowed though some ulama
(Scholars) say that the (~) tajassus is for good things but might create jealously.
The next word (•~w~J) and, 'do not bid against another are also translated 'do not covet
honour and greatness to downgrade others. The meaning suggested in the text is to outbid
others in order to induce them to buy the merchandise. Or it is to under quote to show that
the merchandise is sub-standard and buyers may be scared away. Some authorities take the
literal meaning: 'do spur others to evil and quarrel.'
The next words. ('J.l""'btJ~J) mean do not be jealous of others hope for their blessings to come
to you.
And do not hate each other. Like love, hatred is impulsive and comes to one naturall)C But,
man is capable of keeping away from such. things as create hate some authorities give the
meaning to the words: 'Do not create mutual differences in interpreting commands of
Shari'ah (divine law) to suit your personcil whims. Do not impose your invented opinions
because innovation creates distrust and hatred among Muslims. However, the correct
opinion is that the prohibitions to hate each other actually emphasizes the need to create
mutual love. This applies to all aspects of a Muslim's life. But such love as impedes
religious duties is not lawful. Such a person who harms religion should be despised. The
Prophet~J~~~~ has guided the Muslims to unite in love to raise aloft the word of Allah.
It is as found in the Quran:
I. ...... "'
l
~~~~"'~4lll ,,~1,,.

.r.r-

.J

.......

,,I.,

~ ~'.J

(And hold fast, all together, by the Rope which Allah (stretches out for you), and be
not divided among yourselves.} (3: 103)
There is no doubt that love creates unity while hatred causes dissension.
Some scholars say that ('~l,J ~) means 'do not create differences and animosity among
Muslims. This would mean; do not indulge in take bearing.
And ('J_,A.i "llJ) is do not backbite. Teebi ~ ~J said that it means; 'do not sever ties of
friendship.'
You are all slaves of Allah and are equal in your duties of servitude. So do not indulge in
these evils against each other. Rather, be united and brother of each other.
The concluding words according to another version are (•.r-Jw~J) - 'do not be greedy against
each other.' Literally, the word (&_,.Jw) is 'to be jealous of each other.' But, it is more
probably, 'to be inclined to and greedy for, worldly things.' This is supported by another
tradition; 'I fear that the doors to the world may be opened to you and you begin to be
inclined to it.
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EVIL OF HATRED

0J-ooi.J.;)-l>.ljg ~l
5029. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&t~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.~.&t~
said, 11'flte gates of paradise are opened on (every) Monday and Thursday and every

such person is forgiven who does not associate anything with Allah, but not a man
between whom and his (Muslim) brother is rencour. Command is given(to the
angels) that they should be left out till they reconcile."t
COMMENTARY: On these two days, Allah's mercy descends heavily. It is a means .tc
forgive the slaves of Allah. (Mulla Ali Qari)
Shaykh Abdul Haq (RH said that on these two days the slaves of Allah are givet
forgiveness to a very great degree. Their sins are written off and they are blessed wit1
plenty of reward with high ranks.
However, the correct thing is to read the hadith (tradition) in its apparent meaning becaust
it is wajib (obligatory) to act on the apparent meaning of the Quran and hadith (tradition
unless there is a clear evidence to read another meaning of the command and not th
apparent.
The word 'til they reconcile' make it clear that their mutual reconciliation is the basis o
their being forgiven. They must revert from their rancour whether both of them art
adversaries of each other, or only one of them bears malice and the other is free of that.

0J-o 0 I.J.;) -~
5030. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.~.&t~

said, 11The deeds of the people are presented (to Allah) twice every week, on
Monday and Thursday. Every believer is forgiven, except he between whom and his
(Muslim) brother is rancour. Command is issued that they should be left out till
they give up (their rancour)."2
·
LYING FOR GOOD CAUSE

# 35-2565.
2 Muslim # 36. 2565.
t Muslim
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5031. Sayyidah Umm kulthem bint Uqbah Abu Mu'ayt \p.li'~J narrated that she
heard Allah's Messenger ~J~.;.,~ say, "He is not a liar who reconciles people
(through his lies). He tells (each of the two who bear malice) what is good and
increases the good (as from the other)."
According to another version (of Muslim), she narrated that she had not heard him,
meaning the Prophet~J4Js..lil~, give permission of any kind to say what the people
call lies, except in three cases: (during) war, put things right between people (who
are in disagreement), and - when a husband talks to his wife and a wife talks to her
husband.t
COMMENTARY: The man who tries to reconcile the two persons who are at loggerheads
conveys to each of them from the other what he has not said such a thing as helps bring
them together.
As for war, it is permitted fo circulate such lies as speak of the strength of the Muslim, raise
their spirits, make them resolute and dampan the spirits of the enemy.
As for husband and wife, they may lie to one another about their love. In this way, they
will get closer to one another.
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5032.2 And, the hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna Jabir ~
despaired ... " had been narrated previously, # 72.

..b1 ~J

''the devil has

SECTION II
£s!~llj.;Jil
LIES MAY BE SPOKEN ON THREE OCCASIONS
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5033. Sayyidah Asma bint Yazid ~.,\,'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ll1~
said, : "Lying is disallowed except on three occasion:
a man lying to his wife to please her,
lying in war, and
lying to reconcile people (who are at adds with each other)3
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) does not mention a wife lying to her husband. It is
for brevity's sake.
DO NOT KEEP APART MORE THAN THREE DAYS

Bukhari # 2692, Muslim # 101. 2605.
The Arabic text has given a separate uumber for this note.
3 Musnad Ahmad 6. 461, Tirmidhi # 1939.
1
2
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5034. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~..11~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!l~ said, ''It
is not proper for a Muslim to part ways from another Muslim for more than three
days. So, when he meets him, he must offer him salaam three times. If he does not
respond even once then he (who fails to give response) shoulders his sin."
COMMENTARY: If he does not reciprocate the gesture then he will shoulder the sin of
keeping apart. This will be either his own sin or of both. The one '\lvho greets will be
·
absolved of sin of alienating.
HE WHO DIES AFfER ALIENATING FROM A MUSLIM BROTHER
'
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5035. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.as~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~il11~
said, 11 lt is not lawful for a Muslim to keep apart from his (Muslim) brother for
more than three days. He who keep apart for more than three days (even by a
moment and dies will go to hell."l
KEEPING APART FOR A YEAR
"t
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5036. Sayyiduna Abu Khirash Salami ~ il11 ~; narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~""J4~ill~~ says. 'He who alienates from his (Muslim) brother for a year
has sort of shed his blood."2
PATCH UP IN THREE DAYS

(_,j!.,~lol,jJ)-~11~~\f:;J.j~'J~~J.ii~!~
5037. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ili~~J narrated that Allah's 1\lessenger ~J~..l!1...U
said, 111t is not lawful for a believer to distance himself from a. believer for over
three days. If three days end, he should meet him and offer him salaam. If he gives
a response to the salaam, ·then both of them share in the reward. But, if he does not
give a response, then he shoulders the sin while he who· offers the salaam returns
absolved of sin."3
VIRTUE OF WORKING A RAPPROCHEMENT

1

Musnad Ahmad 4-200, Abu Dawud # 4915.
Dawud # 4915, Musnad Ahmad 4. 220.
3 Abu Dawud # 4912•
2 Abu

..
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5038. Sayyiduna Abu Darda 40S- 2»1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger. ~J ',lt. .&1 ,)..P
asked, 11 Shall I not tell you of something better in degree than fasting, sadaqah
(charity) and salah (prayer)?" He (Abu Darda) said that they submitted, 110f
course!" He said, 111t is to reconcile people (who are apart). But, to create mischief"
(between them) is the shaver (because it damages the relationship between
Muslims)."t
COMMENTARY: Mulla Ali Qari .&1 ~; said that to bring quarrelling people together is
better than supererogatory fasting, sadaqah (charity) and salah ·(prayer), not prescribed
forms. But, if their differenced might lad to hostilities and bloodshed then it is better than
even the prescribed fasting, sadaqah (charity) and salah (prayer). These forms of worship
can always be redeemed if they are missed but loss to life and property cannot be repaired
Besides, these forms of worship concern rights of Allah while the aforementioned
destruction is violation of rights of creatures of Allah. There is no doubt that from· certain
angels, rights of fellow men are more important than rights of Allah in Allah's sight.
Hence, it is more proper to say, on this basis, that this kind of deed has some excellence
over worship in any case, The argument for it is lent support by the saying:
1
il
,...t1.-:...a
I! ''I"'
'.: ... \j
.., .,j-oJ
....,-,. .~.U..
..-~~
.J ~l.f..J{P!_!._
, v-,; -~
.,J..

[The human beings are better than the angels and men are better than women.]
The words (~1..:,1~) mean the circumstances in which people are involved together, like
malice, animosity, war, etc. The word <c."}t.p1) means to put these things aright. So, (..;.,1.)i:."}t.p1
~1) means that if some people are involved in evil circumstances, like hatred, etc, and have
brought themselves on the brink of destruction then their hostility must be hanged to
mutual love. They should be brought out of trial and mischief into peace and harmony.
As against this, the words C.:m..:J1hw) mean to create mischief and trouble. It is described as
{UIW1) that which shaves (the hair). It is feminine gender. Here it means to destroy and to
uproot. In other words it is a quality that ruins someone' s religion and leaves no room to
earn reward just as a razor removes hair from the roots.
Hence, this saying encourages us to bring disputants together and to make peace between
them and to eradicate mischief and distrust, and to keep away from creating disunity and
dissension.
·
··
JEALOUSY & HATRED CONDEMNED
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5039. Sayyiduna Zubayr 40S-li!l~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4,1t.li!1,)-.P said,
11
The disease of the people preceding you has infested you. It is jealousy and
hatred. It shaves off. I do not say that it shaves off the hair but it shaves off the
(lS.i.oj:l 1__, ~I o I__,.;) -~+1 I~&~J j

1

Tirmidhi # 2509, Abu Dawud # 4919.
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JEALOUSY DEVOURS PIETY
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5040. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said,
11
Keep away from jealousy. Indeed, jealousy devours piety just as fire devours
wood."2
COMMENTARY: Jealousy is to pious deeds what fire is to wood.
The Mu'tazalah cite this hadith (tradition) to say that committing sin makes righteow
deeds null and void. Evil erases piety. They say that if a Muslim perpetrates a sin then hi~
god deeds are wiped off merely because of that sin, and it is the property of evil that i1
erases all past pious deeds.
However, we - the ahl us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) wa al jam' ah - contend ·that thE
correct things is that piety erases evil It is as the Quranic words:

uC!!J'
.~.L.~ul-: . . J.I..J..;I""
,
,
U•? .. ,
{Those things that are good remove those that are evil} (11: 114)
As for this hadith (tradition), the ahl us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) wa al-jama'ah sa)
that the meaning of jealousy devouring piety is that it eats away the beauty and perfectior
of pity. This is as a hadith (tradition) says.

J, ,;1~' \

J

b1l.d'-...1.)~)11 \ b1 {. .:ill
J

'Jealousy detracts from faith just as alves spoil (the taste of) honey."
Some other interpret these words to mean that jealousy makes the jealous man seek tc
confiscate the property of the man of whom he is jealous, to ruin his life and to dishonow
him. If he cannot do it, he does intends to do it and destroys himself in the process. HE
backbite him and plays with the honour of that person. So, he will be punished in thE
hereafter and his pieties will be given away to the person of whom he is jealous tc
compensate him for his night that the jealous person has violated. It is as in a haditl
(tradition):
"The pauper of my ummah is he who will have in his record of deeds credit for every kine
of worship. But, he would have abused someone in the world, accused someone oJ
indecency, snatched property of someone, killed someone, and so on. So, his pieties will bE
given away to those people in compensation."
Hence in this hadith (tradition), order discussion, we may take the same meaning of hi1
pieties being lost.' He will be deprived of his good deeds in this way.
Even otherwise according to a hadith (tradition) everyone will come on the day o:
resurrection with the deeds he had done. So, if they are erased, then what will he bring?
Also, everyone adds to his pious deeds commensurate with his ability. The amount o:
reward goes on increasing in his record of deeds. If anyone commits misdeeds then he
stands deprived of pious deeds. It is in this sense that jecilously erases the good deeds of thE
1
2

Musnad Ahmad 1-67, Tirmidhi # 2510.
Abu DawuJ # 4903.
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jealous and makes him lose his (fresh) pious deeds which he would have eameq if he had
refrained from evil doing.
DO NOT CAUSE ILL WILL BETWEEN TWO PEOPLE
(<.S..l.AjJ\o\_j.;)-~til

tl~i~I~\Jtj..!j.;S'~!J~~j~d.J\~~lJ\iflli.j (0•1 \)
"'

"'

5041. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.1il~ said,
11

Beware of creating it will between two people because it is what shaves off
(meaning, destroys)."t
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5042. Sayyiduna Sirmah ~.1!1~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J~f»,~ said, ''He who
causes harm (to a Muslim) will be harmed (with P.Unishment) at Allah. And he who
puts (a Muslim) to difficulty, will be subj~cted to difficulty by Allah."2
COMMENTARY: Another meaning of (J~)- difficulty- is to despise, oppose. So, if anyone
despises a Muslim, Allah will punish him.
DO NOT HARM A MUSLIM
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5043. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr as-Siddiq ~1»1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..1!1~
11
~ J said, He is accursed who harms a believer, or deceives him."3
CO~MENTARY: If anyone harms a Muslin1 openly or secretly then he is distanced from
the mercy of Allah.
DO NOT DEGRADE A MUSLIM
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5044. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .1!1 ~
climbed up the pulpit (one day) and said in a loud voice, 110 you people assembled

here who profess Islam by their tongue but faith has not narrated whose hearts, do
not hurt the Muslim (who are perfect in faith). Do not shame them And, do not
search for their faults. And, he who searches for the faults of his brother (Muslim),
will find that Allah looks for his faults. And he whose faults Allah seeks ends up
disgraced even if he is in the depths of his home."4
1 Tirmidhi # 2508.
2 1bn Majah # 2342,

Tirmidhi # 1940, Abu Dawud # 3635.
# 1941.
4 Tirmidhi # 2032 (2039), Musnad Ahmad 4-421, Abu Dawud # 4980.

3 Tirmidhi
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COMMENTARY: This address is to the believers as well as the hypocrites. The sinners are
. also included. This is apparent from the words 'he who looks out for the faults of his
Muslim brothers.' Teebi .1n~J is wrong when he says that the hypocrites are addressed in
this hadith (tradition).
Do not taunt a Muslim over a sin that he had committed earlier. You may not know
whether he has repented for it. However, ifanyone is committing a sin or has committed it
but not yet repented over it, then it is wajib (obligatory) on a person·to reprimand him if he is
able to do so. If the sin is punishable under a prescribed punishment or discretionary
punishment, then it is wajib (obligatory) to punish him (on the judgement of a Qadi). This
will not amount to shaming .him. Rather, it falls under the purview of enjoining the
reputable and forbidding the disreputable.
The next command is that faults of a Muslim must not be searched. If any of his faults are
known then they must not be publicized. It is wajib (obligatory) to abstain from both these
things. If anyone does not abstain then he must be kept away. It is wajib (obligatonJ) to avoid
him. Moreover, in the next world, the same thing will happen to this person and his faults·
will be made known, one by one. Instead of being forgiven. He will be disgraced jl:lst as he
had disgraced his Muslim brother in this world. Besides, to search for faults of others is
itself a great fault.
Imam Ghazali .1!1~J said that the tendency to find faults results from suspicion. If anyone is
suspicious of a Muslim then he tries to pick out his failures. (So we must avoid suspicion)."
Shari'ah (divine law) has laid great emphasis on respecting. a Muslim's private life,.his
character and his social conduct. This is why it says that a. Muslim's faults must be
concealed. This can be gauged from the guidru1ce to a neighbour to shut his door to a next
door house where wine is drunk, music is played, and evil is bring perpetrated so that he
might not witness such things as Shari' ah (divine law) has disallowed ~d not learn of their
evil doings. A neighbour must not try to eavesdrop on the other. He must not make.
enquires or try to smell wine. If they are noisy when drunk and when singing then it is a
different thing. He cannot avoid hearing them.
The hadith (tradition) also me~ to say that unless faith brightens the heart with its light,
' Divine awareness cannot be had. Rights of Allah are not fulfilled till then. The cure of all
ills pertaining to the heart lies in acquiring .Divine awareness and in gives rights of Allah.
He who gains Divine awareness and gives rights of Allah, never bothers other people and
does not harm them, shame them or search for their faults.
DO NOT PLAY WITH A MUSLIM'S HONOUR
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5045. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Zayd ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.iil~~ said,
"The most exorbitant usury is to talk too much to harm a Muslim's. hon.our
unjustly.t
COMMENTARY: It is forbidden t~ use one's tongue to disgrace a Muslim, use foul
1

Musnad Ahmad 1-190, Abu Dawud # 4876, (Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 5521 from Abu
Hurayrah ~..l.~ J and Anas ~.1ll~ J·
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language against him, backbite him, be haughty before him, and insult him. It is a
characteristic that is like .usury of the severest kind. The word (1!J) means to increase, to
grow and in the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law) it is to take more than one's right in
buying and selling and in receiving amounts loaned, more than the principal amount.
The word 'unjustly' is use because in some cases it is allowed to reveal a Muslim's faults.
Examples are when a debtor defaults, a person fails to give rights of others to examine ·a
witness, to criticize narrators of hadith (tra~ition) and to· disclose facts about someone who
pr~poses marriage.
DEFAMING SOMEONE'S HONOUR IS LIKE EATING HUMAN FLESH
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5046. Sayyiduna Anas. 4:S- .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ jJ said,
'~en my Lord took me up (on the right of mi'raj), I passed by a people (in the
higher world) who had nails of copper. They scratched their faces artd chests (with
them). I asked Oibril) ~~~.Y~, 'who are they, 0 Jibril?' He said, "They are those who
consumed human flesh (meaning who backbited people), and who defamed
people.'t
COMMENTARY: Those people backbited and disparaged others. They thus hurt the faces
and hearts of their victims. So, in punishment, they were made to wound their own faces
and chests.
DISPARAGING SOMEONE IS BAD

(.)Jby.l oi.,.J)-!U~I----~j~.JJ ~' ~ '._..-wJJ_;~ilil ~~ij~.JJ~': '·
5047. Sayyiduna Mustawrid 4:S-2i!I~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~l»'jJ said, "He
who backbites· a Muslim (accusing him of wrongdoing) and eats a morsel thereafter,
surely Allah will make him eat as much of hell-fire. He who clothes someone to
disgrace a.Muslim, Allah will clothe him as much of hell-fire. He who gets up to
brag and show off, Allah will stand on the day of resurrection to make him hear
and see."2
(This is somewhat different from the English translation of Abu Dawud # 4863 vol 3 p 160 of Sh. Muhammad Ashraf. Our translation follows the Urdu text. See
also the commentary)
COMMENTARY: The word translated as 'a morsel' is {US"i) with a dammah is found as (~1)
wi_th fathah in one edition to mea11'to eat to the point of satiation.
i Abu Dawud # 4878.
2 .A~u Dawud # 4881, Musnad Ahmad 4. 229.
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The words mean; to criticize and disparage a Muslim on the face of someone to flatter him
.. and thus earn something to eat in return. In other words, this man makes it a source of his
·...livelihood to disgrace a Muslim, so in the hereafter he will be made to eat as much of the
fire of hen:
Jn the same way the word (~ is as translated above, a subject but in one edition ·it is as an
object to mean 'is clothed.' 'If anyone is given clothes to wear in return for disgracing a
Muslim.' This meaning will be more apt relative to the p_receding text. Some scholars
maintain that if the word is a subject, the preceding text would be translated: 'if anyone
g~ts him5elf clothed in return for disgracing a Muslim ... '
.. ;In. the concluding portion 'he who get up,' it could be that very person or someone else
..: ~...:whom he causes to get up. It would mean 'if he himself gets up to show off and brag about
himself ... ' or 'he deputes another' to do it for him. Allah will reveal his evils on the day of
resurrection and disgrace him.
Some people translate the last portion; 'he who gets another to praise and speak highly to
him as an ascetic to get people to follow him and join his circle and serve him, earning
name and property thereby ... ' This is as some disciples and servants of some mentors do. It
is this kind of man who will be disgraced by Allah on the day of resurrection. He will
command the angels, to announce, 'He is a liar ... Then he will be punished with what is
reserved for the liar.
.The alternative reading would mean that the man stands up himself to speak ostentatiously
and to boast. He might attract wealthy people to follow him and dole out money to him.
Allah will command the angels on the day of resurrection to disgrace him. Then He will
subject him to the punishment reserved for the ostentatious people.
HAVE GOOD OPINION
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.5048. Sayfiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
Said, "To hold a good ·opii:rlon is part of excellent worship.'t
COMMENTARY: Those things that are counted as good worship include holding a worthy
·opinion about Allah, expecting the best from Him. Hence, worship must not be neglected.
It is very misleading to expect mercy and forgiveness from Allah and as part of this
expectation to forgo worship and obedience on the assumption that He is compassionate
and Forgiving so will overlook dereliction of duty. The ulama (Scholars) say that a person
who gives up worship and claims to hold a good opinion of and expectation from, Allah, is
actually arrogant and rejected.
It is also possible that the ·hadith (tradition) calls for harbouring good opinion and
expectation concerning the Muslims, as part of excellent worship. Or, "that holding a good
opinion of them creates beauty in worship and increases reward.
He who is dutiful to Allah always barbours a good opinion about others. But, only the
wicked is suspicious and doubts other people.

1

Musnad Ahmad, Abu Dawud # 4993.
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WIFE'S UNGUARDED REMARK DISPLEASED THE PROPHET ~J~.i»~~

5049. Sayyidah Ayshah llp .i»1 ~J narrated that a camel that belonged to (Sayyidah)
Safiyah ~ .i»1 ~J became sick. (Sayyidah) Zaynab ~ .i»1 ~J had an extra camel. So,
Allah's Messenger ~J~l»>~ asked her to give it (the extra camel that she had) to
· (Sayyidah) Safiyah ~ ./»1 ~ J· But (not only did she refuse) she (also) derided he1,
11
Will I give it to that Jewess?" Allah's Messenger ~J'Yj;..i»'~ became angry at her
and (so much so that) he stopped meeting her all through Dhul Hijjah and
Muharram, and part of Safar.t
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Safiyah ~.i»~~J was the daughter of a Jew, Huyyay ibn Akhtab,
and her lineage was traced up to prophet lineage was traced up to prophet Harun ~".>\...J14#.
So, she also had the honour of being a descendant of a Prophet. Her first husband was
Abul Huqayq, a Jew, who was killed in the Battle of Khaybar. She was taken captive. The
Prophet ~J ~ .lil ~ set her free and married her, some of his wives including Sayyidah
Ayshah llp.i»l~ J did not like her, but the Prophet ~J4#.i»'~ loved her as he loved his other
wives. One day Sayyidah Ayshah llp .i»l ~J called her a Jews and passed some adverse
remarks too. She complained to the Prophet ~J~.i»~~ who advised her to say to Sayyidah
Ayshah ,~Jill~J· "You are the daughter of Abu Bakr t\.;j;..i»1~J while I am a Prophet's 4:-l~~'J.""'
~J daughter."
Sayyidah Zaynab ~.i»'~J was also a wife of the Prophet ~J"#.i»'~· Her name was Barrah
~d she was married to Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zamah' 4.;j;. .i»1 ~ J when she married the
Prophet ~J~~~ he changed her name to Zaynab..
This hadith (tradition) tell us that:
no one should be derided for his past life,
it is allowed to severe bonds of kinship for more than three days when a
question of Shari' ah (divine law) is involved. This has been stated earlier, too.
The hadith (tradition) of Mi' adh ibn Anas t\.;j;../»1~J has been mentioned earlier, see # 2986.
SECTIONIU

BELIEVE SOMEONE'S OATH
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Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah tUj;..i»l~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.i»IJ...P

Abu Dawud # 4602.
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said, "Easa ibn Maryam ~'>\...J'~ saw a man stealing. He asked, 'Have you stolen?' He
asserted, 'Not at all, by Him besides whom is no God.' So, Easa ~'>\...JI~ said, "I have
believed in Allah and declare my self to be false."t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Eesa ~'>\...JI~ confirmed his belief in the oneness of Allah as
declared by the other man. Or, he meant to tell the man that he believed that he had sworn
correctly and regarded himself as false when he accused him of stealing. Perhaps the man
had not stolen, or there was no proof tenable in Sha~i'ah (divine law). So, he could not be
awarded punishment legally.
Shaykh Abdul Haq .fiai44?.J said that the meaning is: I believe your oath to be true and I
retract my suspicion about you. This implies that if anyone swears by Allah then through
his words may seem against facts, we must reject our suspicion and infurmation and must
respect the name of Allah to believe his oath as true.
POVERTY & JEALOUSY ARE CONDEMNED
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5051. Sayyiduna Anas 4JS.li!l ..,rP.J narrated· that Allah's Messenger ~J ..,U. ila1 ~ said,
"Poverty (and need) take one to the borders of disbelief. And, jealousy nearly gets
the better of decree. "2
COMMENTARY: Poverty and hard times are very troubling. things that compel man
sometimes to disbelieve. The poor man who gets fed up and loses patience and resolve
gives up trust and bel~ef in Allah. He becomes dejected and instead of Allah begs from
others and begins to raise objections on Allah's domain. He complains against Divine
decree. He throws overboard the command to be pleased with Allah's decree. He begins to
regard others as the givers of his needs. He finds that infidels are wealthy so he inclines
towards them because Muslims are generally not very well off.
However, the fact is that pove;rty i::? what the Muslim are tried with. As for those who are
independent at heart in spite of poverty and dire need and endure patiently and with
gratitude, the same poverty is instrumental in raising their degrees and in making their
faith strong.
Hence, the Muslims who are in dire straits and deep in poverty and cannot correct their
situation in spite of immense efforts and strategy, must not lose hope but must realize that
their condition is because of a trial from Allah. The anxieties of the world will no.t last for
. long. If one shows patience and independence one's condition will improve at any time
while success in the hereafter is assured. The troubles and anxieties of this world will turn
there into unlimited blessings and unending comfort. The Prophet~J..P.lill~ said:

.,ril{jl .i4J ~j.!JI ~ l:SilT

.

(The world is the prison for. the believer but paradise for the infidel.)
The Muslim who e~dures this prison bravely is assured of unlimited bounties in the
.hereafter. Allah says in the quran:
·
1
2

Muslim# 149 2368, Musnad Ahrri~d 2-314.
Bayhaqi # 6612.
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{(0 Believer) Let is not beguile you that the disbelievers go to and fro in the land - a
little enjoyment, then' their refuge is hell and it is an evil resting place. But those'
who fear their Lord·- for them are gardens underneath which rivers flow. Therein
they shall abide - a hospitality from Allah. And that which is with Allah is better
for the pious} (3: 196-198)
The sahabah sometimes wondered at the riches of the infidels and their own plight. So,
these verses were revealed to set at rest the hearts of those sahabah who were troubled by
such thoughts.
Like poverty, wealth too may wished some people. It intoxicates and causes the wealthy to
rebel. Too much availability of luxury throws a person into the labyrinth of sin. Both
poverty and riches should be a moderate extent. Only then can one save himself from
going astray. The principle of
"'

{~

"'

~JI.J~~~~
'

(the best course is the middle course) applies in both cases: of poverty and riches.
The concluding portion of the hadith (tradition) means that if anything can bypass decree,
jealousy will do it. This portion is also translated by some to mean:
'Jealously takes the jealous to such extent that he begins to believe that he can alter·
decree.'
· Divine
•
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ACCEPT EXCUSE OF ANOTHER
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5052. Sayyiduna Jabir ~l»·~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lis1~ said, 11He
who excuses himself to his brother but he does not ex~use him (rejecting his plea as
a lie), or does not accept his excuse (eve~ though he knows it to be genuine), he
(who turns down his excuse) is as sinful as a sahib maks (the tax collector)."t
Bayhaqi transmitted saying that makkas is he who collects taxes.
COMMENTARY: The word(~) is to collect revenue. The one who collects ushr is (1.1'~)
makkas. Generally sahib ~aks is applied to one who collects taxes unjustly, not sanrtioned
by Shari'ah (divine law). The sin for it is tremendous. According to a hadith (tradition)
sahib maks will not enter paradise. The two things - one who rejects an exc,use and the
sahib maks- are compared perhaps because the latter too does not accept the excuse or
argument oi one whom he makes the demand of tax. He turns a deaf ear to a debtor, a
bankrupt or an over assessed, and collects t~xes forcibly on his unilateral decision.
There are other ahadith (tradition) too, thi.lt condemn rejection of excuses. Taoarani ~~~J,
for instance, has presented in Awsat, the hadith (tradition) of Sayyidah Ayshclh ·~ ~ ~J
that the Prophet~J~~~ said:

1

Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 8338.
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"If anyone presents an excuse to his Muslim brother but he does not accept his
excuse, then he'will not be able to come to the pond kawthar."
Tabarani .1!1 ~J and other traditionalists have transmitted the hadith (tradition) of
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&~~J that the prophet ~J~.il~ said, 'Shall I not tell you who a
bad person is?' They submitted, "Do tell us" He said, "The bad man among you alights
alpne at some transit point, whip his slave and deprives (the needy) of his money." Then,
he added 'Shall I not tell you of one worse than him?" They submitted. "Do tell us!" He
said, "The man who does not condone a fault (and accept an excuse) and does not forgive a
mistaKe." Again he asked if he might inform. them of one worse than that and was
requested to inform them. He said, "The man from whom there is no hope of any good, not
is there peace from his mischief."
Hakim .1!1~J has transmitted the hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J that
the Prophet ~J ~ .\1 ~ said, "Preserve yourselves from ogling at women of other men,
your women will remain chaste. Give kind treatment to your father, your son will be kind
to you. If a Muslim brother comes to anyone with an excuse, he must accept his excuse
whether it is correct or wrong. If he does not accept his Muslim brother's excuse then (he
must know) he will not be allowed to come to the pond kawthar."
(Hakim said this tradition has a correct line of transmission)

CHAPTER - XVIII
CAUTION & DELIBERATION IN AFFAIRS

The word (J.Wt) al-hadhar is to be cautions, alert, But (J.Wt) al-hadhir is to be prepared,
· ready, alert.
The word (~\;) tani, means not to hurry through anything but to .deliberate, consider,
ponder and exclmine.
Hence, the captions advises that one must preserve himself from the mischief of the people
and trial of the times, whether worldly or religious. One must always be cautious in one's
affairs. Haste must be avoided. One must be tolerant and dignified, keep a vigilant eye on
every resolve and deed and their consequences.
SECTION I
A WISE PRINCIPLE
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5053. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:&-.\l~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~ja~
said, "A believer is not stung from the same hole twice."t
COMMENTARY: A wise and just believer who protects his religion does not forgive a
1
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dishonest rebel antagonist of religion. He does not let him alone but subjects him to his
anger for Allah's sake and in Allah's path. He is not tolerant of him repeatedly and he does
not fall prey to his deception again and again. It is not of much concern if one is deceived in
some worldly affair, but one must never be deceived in matters concerning religion.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the prophet ~J"4:)s.1Jllj...P has given an extraordinary guidance in
these words. It aims at supporting religion and hipping the mischief of the enemy :in the
bud.
The background of this hadith (tradition) is. that there was a notorious Arab poet, Abu
Gharrah, an infidel. He satirized the Muslims and i.J.1.cited the evil disbelievers against them
to harm the Muslims. At the Battle of Badr when a small army of the Muslims routed the
hosts of the Makkan infidels, he was one of the captives. He expressed regret for his past
sins and sought forgiveness on ·the assurance that he would never- again repeat his evil
deeds. So, the Prophet ~J",.l;.iillj...P forgave him and set him free. But, he wa,s incorrigible.
When he returned to his people, he resumed his previous mischievous ways. However, in
the battle of uhud, Allah sent him to the Prophet ~J~1Jl1~ again as a captive. Again, he
used the same ploy and sought protection professing regr~t and asking to be pardoned,
promising to behave in the future. The prophet ~J",.l;.~t)...P did not forgive him and issued · ·
command that he should be executed. He was put to death.
Some people recommended to the Prophet ~J 4# 1Jl1 ..}J that he should be .given another
opportunity and should be pardoned. The Prophet ~J4#1Jli,.}J spoke the words mentioned
in the hadith (tradition); 'A believer is not stung from the
same hole twice."
.
EXCELLENCE OF CAUTION & DELIBERATION
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5054. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ said to
AsHajj (pilgrimage) ~2»1~.J a member of the tribe Abdul Qays, "surely, you possess
two characteristics that Allah loves: tolerance and caution."t ·
COMMENTARY: Abdul Qays was a tribe. They came to Madinah to meet the Prophet 1Jl1~
~J4#. When they were near the Masjid Nabawi, they j~mped down from their camels and
rushed forward to meet the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ eager to see hi~, They were very emotional
when they came to him and expressed their love and attachment in a Vff!rJ dedicated
manner. He observed silence. But the emotion of their leader AsHajj (pilgrimage) ~.&~~J
were markedly different. His name was Mundhir ~.&, ~J· He went gently to his lodgings
where he put together and luggage of his companions. After placing everything ~ order,
he had a bath, put on clean clothes and came walking steadily in a dignified way to the
Masjid Nabawi, offered two raka'at salah (prayer), made a supplication and met the
Prophet ~J4#.&!~ who liked very much his approach, and spoke the words mentioned in
the hadith (tradition).
According to a version, he asked the Prophet ~J4#~t~ whether the· two characteristics
were adopted by him or put in his nature by Allah. He said, "Allah has created them in
1
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your nature." He said, ul ant grateful to Allah for creating these characteristics in me as are
liked by Him and His Messenger ~J"',i~.&'~· If they were of my own making then they
would have diminished with the passage of time. So, now I hope that they will remain part
of my character."
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5055. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa' ,d Sa'idi 4:S- .1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~
said, 11Composed (and sedate) .approach is from Allah (meaning that it is inspired to
man) but haste is the devil's tradt."t
COMMENTARY: Bayhaqi has also reproduced this hadith (tradition) in Shu' ab ul eeman.
It is the evil who makes people hasty in commencing their worldly affairs without
bothering for the consequences. But, same affairs there are of a charitable and virtuous
nature that are exempted becaus;e the devil does not come near such things. For example,
Allah says:
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Mulla Ali Qari .&1~J said that:
there is haste towards begh_.1ing to perform worship, and
there ic; haste in performing \>Vorship.
Ciearly, they are both diffprent. The former is desired and commendable, while the latter is
a condemned and de tested habit. For example, when the hour of salah (prayer) set in, one
must not procrastinate but make haste to p. repare for it and begin tc --.4=fer it in a composed
manner, peacefully. These things are not cc,unted as being hasty ana are not disliked but
are commendable and approved. The other thing is to hurry thr(ugh when offering salah
(prayer) and irt the process not doing justice to its postures t0 finish off quickly. This is
perforrrring a pious deed on the double, hurriedly. It is condemne.,i.
So, the gist of what Mulla Ali Qari ~~J says th,at to be sWift i.r tak:_..~g up a pious work and
preparing oneself for its consequences in a prais eworthy effort. But, to perform it in haste is
a bad thing.
In other words; Don't hurry - start early.
STUMBLING IS EXPiERIENCING
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5056. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed
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said, ''No one is forbearing unless he stumbles and no one is wise unless he gains
experience.'t
COMMENTARY: Only he who has stumbled, faltered or been deceived possesses
forbearance and understanding. He may have committed sin previously and suffered some
loss. Thereafter, he becomes cautious and is remorseful and ashamed. Hence, he
understands the distress of other people and knows that defects of other people must be
concealed and forgiven. So, he is kind, element and well-wising to others, conceals their
shortcoming and forgives their faults.
The word (~)' is applied to the wise, intelligent and upright. He knows the truth of
everything.
Experience is to be aware of the workings of different things, and the way they are done.
He thus knows their advantages and disadvantages, vicissitudes of fortunes and of other
affairs, and good and bad of actions. He gains wisdom and is a perfect wise man - hakim.
The word (!"~) hakim also refers to the physician. The same experience counts in his case
tqo, for merely acquiring professional knowledge is not enough.
DO ONLY WHAT LOOKS LIKE HAVING GOOD RESULTS
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5057. Sayyiduna Anas 4$,&,~J nanated that a man submitted to the Prophet~,&,~
~J, "Do give me some advice (on pursuing :rp.y affairs)." He said, "Take up
anything after considering its pros and cons. If it seems worthwhile to you, go
ahead with it. But, if you are apprehensive of being misled (or fear a loss relative to
the hereafter) then, desist."2
DO NOT PUT OFF
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5058. Sayyiduna Mu'sab ibn Sa'd reported that his father (Sayyid~a Sa'd) 4$~\~J
nanated what a sub-nanator A'mash .&1 ~J was confident were the words of the
Prophet ~J~~~~. He said, "Putting off is good thing in all affairs but not in. deeds
. of the hereafter."3
COMMENTARY: Do not wait to do virtuous deeds. Rather, do them promptly. Delaying
good deeds spells trouble and causes harm. IN contrast, before undertaking any worldly
task generally one does not know what the outcome would be, so it is not to begin it
immediately. As against this, the affairs of the hereafter are known for their results, so there
is no reason to delay them. They Quran commands us:
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Tirmidhi # 2033 (2040), Musnad Ahmad # 110506.
Bayhaqi in Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) # 3600.
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(And they vie with each other in good deeds} (3: 114)
(And vie with each other hastening to attain forgiveness from you Lord} (3: 133)
Imam Ghazali .&1~; has written in his exegesis cf the verse:
, .,.,

,_

' "'

jll)IJ$~~:"'1
(Satan threatens you of poverty ... }{2: 268)
That it is better for a believer that the moment he feels like spending in Allah's path, he
must go ahead and spend, without delaying at all. If he waits, then the devil puts thoughts
in his mind, 'you will become a pauper.' He prevents man from giving charity.
A pious man once called a student while he was in the toilet, ~~Take this shirt of mine and
give it to a certain man." The student was surprised and asked politely, 11 Why did you not
defer it till you were nut of the toilet?" He said, III thought of the poor man and if I had
waited till I come out it was possible that I might have had second thought about giving
my shirt in charity. I would have then been deprived of a pious deed."
CHARACTERISTICS THAT ARE PART OF PROPHETHOOD
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5059. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Sarjis ~.&~~;narrated that the Prophet ~J~,&,~
said, 11 Good habit, being gentle and steady, and adopting moderation in affairs are
among the twenty four parts of prophethood."1
COMMENTARY: Moderation is to follow a middle course in every condition and in every
thing one does. One must abstain from extravagance. For instance, when spending one
must not be a spendthrift or a niggardly. One must take a· middle course and be generous.
Similarly, one must be brave and courageous, neither reckle~s nor cowardly. So, too, one
must not go to extremes but follow a conviction and idePlogy that is moderate and
approved by religion. For instance there is a belief of Jabar (~)and another of Qadar {;-U).
Both are extremes. The one that is moderate is what is followed by the ahl us sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice) wa al-jama' ah.
T-'lfoderation must also be pursued ir. economy. It is to neither overspend on Pssentials of
~ife to the limits of extravagance nor to under spend and live in hardship. A mean course
should be followed. This is as stated in a hadith (tradition):

~ ~:,jl. !.Ja.;i~U~HJ!' ~::;y\
Moderation in spending saves half one's capital of one's economy."2
In short, man must exercise moderation in every field of his life and in every thing he does.
This itself is the perfect thing that delivers man to his ambition and his aims because one
who runs rapidly falls down and one who walks lazily gets lost. It is only a moderate pace
that will_ get one to one's destination. This is why Allah has given the command at many
places that a mean course should be adopted, and sometimes He has mentioned them by
name, as;
11
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Tirmidhi # 2010 (2017).
(tradition) # 5067.

2 See hadith
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{And be modest in your gait.•) (31: 19)
And,

,,iPV"I,,
't"t~~.
~ ..
.J:Y...r.Jr
{..... and eat and drink, but be you not prodigal.) (3: 31)
Some of those possessing Divine awareness maintain that moderation should be observed
in learning and practice too. This will protect from many different trials in this field. Hence,
one must occupy in learning only to the extent that does not keep one away from practice.
And, so only so much practice is proper as will not prevent one from learning.
As for being among the twenty - four parts, the scholars say that either all of them together
form one part of prophethood, or each of these things (mentioned in the hadith (tradition))
if? one part of prophethood. The part signifies that these excellences and qualities are one of
those excellences and qualities wluch the Prophets ~~~~ possessed.
As for ;pecifying the parts of prophethood, only the Prophet ~J~.&~~ can say why the
number is specified. But, he did not do so. Hence, we must leave it to Allah and His
messenger~J"#.&1~.

ft}.L!lt.t: :.;; Hj ftll!JI L5J.:&ll ....1..>! jli ~j ~ Ai.Jt ~ &.Dt ..J...>l u:~ ~I ~.£j

(o•"\•)

s-·
.. ~,i\11"'r:s!11, i '
,1t r:s!J.,r.,_~ .. ~.,
(J.Jby.loi.JJ)-§.,r.- ~~ft~~.J~~,;.ftJ~}I.J

5060. Sayyiduna Ibn. Abbas ~.11~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ said. ''A
righteous behaviour, a righteous disposition and moderation are a part of the
twenty five parts of prophethood."l
COMMENTARY: The word (e'\..QJ''-'~') and (eJl.AI'~')- translated righteous behavour and
disposition - are a man's internal and external conduct. In the mystic life of a sufi they are
as akin as faith and Islam are in Shari'ah (divine law). When a believer possesses both the
excellences then there is no doubt that he is perfect.
The number of parts of prophethood specified in this hadith (tradition) and the previous
differ. Either a sub-narrator may have been confused or there is some undisclosed meaning
m it that the Prophet~J~.i»1~ did not tell us.

ANYONE'S SECRET IS A TRUST

(Jjl.,y.I.J 15-l.ojUI oi.JJ) _lJlAf~i

5061. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Abdullah ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.&1~
said, "When a man says something (wich he wishes to be kept secret( and then he
goes away, this is a trust."2
COMMENTARY: The person to whont the secret is confided is a trust holder. He must not
reveal it to anyone.
·
t Abu Dawud # 4776, Mnsnad Ahmad 1. 296.
2

Musnad Ahmad 3. 379, Abu Dawud # 4868, Tirmidhi # 1959.
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OFFER A GOOD ADVICE
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5062. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~bt~J narrated that the Prophet ~-J~Ji,~ asked
Abu Haytham ibn Tayihan ~ Ji1 ~ J· 11 Do you have a servant?" He said, 11 No." He
said, When captives are brought to us, come to me." (soon) two captives were
brought to the prophet ~ J"~.fi!,~ and Abu Haytham came to him. He said, 11Choose
one of them." But, he submitted, 110 Prophet of Allah, you select for me.'' The
Prophet ~J~.fi!,~ said, The one who is consulted is trusted. Take this one, for, I
have seen him offer salqh (prayer)." And he instructed him to treat him kindly."t
COMMENTARY: According to a version, when l;le told his wife that the Prophet ~J~.fi!,~
had instructed him to be kind to the slave, she said that they might not be able to abide by
the instruction perfectly and advi.sed him to set the slave free.
THREE THINGS MUST BE DISCLOSED EVEN IF CONFIDENTIAL
11
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506·3. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ said,
11
Meetings are confidential. (If anything is spoken and heard, it should not be
disclosed to anyone else,) However, there are three meetings that are excepted. (if
they are heard, they must be cpnveyed to others even if spoken confidentially.)
They are:
(i) Concerning shedding of blood unlawfully (deciding to do it),
(ii) Committing fornication (making plans to do it),
(iii) Appropriating someone's property unjustly."2 ·
r.o~tMENTARY: Any one who hears any such conspiracy must not regard it as a secret but
J..au~i. reveal it to the proper persons. It is also permitted to reveal conspiracies against
rdigion, state and nation. This is as explained by Shaykh Abdul Haq Ji1~.J·
Mulla Ali Qari ~~.J has said that it is not proper for a believer to publicize· the bad deed or
sayings of any people in a meeting. However, three evil conspiracies or deeds may be
publicized and they are those mentioned in the hadith (tradition).

1

2

Tirmidhi # 2369 (2376) lengthy, Bukhari # 2198, Musnad Ahmad # 11342.
Tirmidhi # 1959, Abu D~wud # 4869, Musnad Ahmad 3. 342.
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And, the hadith (tradition) of Abu Sa' eed ~..111~; is mentioned at # 3190.
SECTION III

POSITION OF INTELLIGENCE
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5064. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~..1!1~ said,
'~en Allah created the intelligence, He said to it, 'stand up!' so it stood up. Then
He said to it, 'Turn your back!' so, it turned it back. Then He said to it, 'Tum your
back!' So, it turned its back. Then He said to it, 'Turn your face (towards Me).' So, it
faced Him. Then He said to it 'Sit down,' and it sat down. Then he said to it, 'I have
created no creation that is better than you, more excellent than you, and more
beautiful than you. Through you I receive (worship of the creatures). Through you,
I grant reward and ranks to them). Through you, I am known (and recognized).
Through you, I punish Through you, I bestow reward and through you, I punish.'
(In short, it is intelligence that makes man answerable to the commands of Allah,
subject to His anger and pleasure and deserving of reward and punishment.)t
COMMENTARY: Intelligence was created with a body and will be brought in the hereafter
·
as a ram and slaughtered between paradise and hell.
RECKONING WILL BE ACCORDING TO INTELLIGENCE
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5065. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iial~ said,
"A man may be among those who offer salah (prayer), fast, pay zakah (Annual due
charity), perform Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah so much so that he mentioned all
chief forms of pious deeds. "But he will not be rewarded on the day of resurrection
except in keeping with his intelligence."2
COMMENTARY: Intelligence is what enables man to know the reality of things and of
causes, the good and bad of both the worlds, and piety and evil. He keeps away ther~by
from the trials of the soul and the wrong paths, but thereby follows the straight way.
Thereby, he gains nearness to Allah.
Those traits are found in men in accordance with the degree of their intelligence. Hence
reward in the hereafter will be commensurate with intelligence. Reward will not depend
merely on worship and obedience but on their beauty and perfection, and intelligence
enables a person to achieve that.
1

Bayhaqi in Shuab ul eeman # 4633. The ulama (Scholars) say that this hadith (tradition) is invented.
in Shu'ab ul eeman # 4637.

2 Bayhaqi
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The ulama (Scholars) put the question here is knowledge more excellent or intelligence?
However, if learning is also applied to the power of distinction and recqgnition then there
is not need to debate which is better - knowledge or intelligence? However, these two
things are superior to deed and worship. The ulama (Scholars) say, therefore, that one
raka'ah salah (prayer) of an intelligent scholar is better than one thousand raka'at of·other
people.
FARSIGHTEDNESS ABSTINENCE & GOOD CHARACTER

'£. .•. ~~~L' e'""
"'
-~ly.!-~
'lj
5066. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~~.J narrated "Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said to
me, '0 Abu Dharr, there is no intelligence like foresighted planning, no
righteousness like abstinence and no nobility like good character."1
COMMENTARY: Farsightedness is to think of the consequences before taking up any task.
The word righteousness is used here for (t..JJ) which is more intense than (c:s_,Ai) taqwa. It is
to abstain not only from the forbidden but also from the makruh (disapproved)
(undesirable) and the doubtful. Generally however, both words are used as Synonyms.
Also there is no difference between the words of the hadith (tradition) (tJJ) - righteousness
and ...ASJ1 abstinence. Actually, both mean to restrain oneself (though the translations use
distinct words for them). Teebi .&1 ~.J makes it clear. He says (...ASJ1) is to abstain from
harming the Muslims and from using the tongue for meaningless talk. And, he ~ays that
(t.JJ) and (\S_,.b) apply to both commands 'to do' and 'to abstain,' which (...ASJ1) pertains only
to the command 'not to do' or 'to abstain,
We must also realize that the principle in following the commands is that abstinence is
more emphasized then performance. In other words, it is more important to abstain from
such things as Shari'ah (divine law) has forbidden us to approach tha.i to perform what
Shari'ah (divine law) has commanded us and permitted us to do. It is on this basis that the
ulama (Scholars) have written that if a person
Suffices himself with the performance of the fard (compulsory) and the wajib (obligatory)
(obligatory duties) and the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) mu'akhadah (emphasized sunnah
(Holy Prophet's practice)) but does not abide by the supererogatory and the recommended.
And
Is more particular in keeping away by abstaining from all the forbidden and disliked and
doubtful things, - he will attain the goal. In other words, he will get to the degree of Divine
awareness and nearness to Allah.
In contrast, if anyone is very particular in discharging the fard (compulsory) and wajib
(obligatory) obligation, the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) mu'akkadah, all the
supererogatory and recommended forms of worship, but is not particular in abstaining and
continur:; to indulge in the forbidden, then he will not attain the goal.
This can be explained with the example of a sick person. He has been prescribed certain
medicine and preventive measures. If he is careful to observe the prevention strictly
abstaining from that is disallowed but is careless in taking the medicine then too he will get

1

Ibn Majah # 4218, Bayhaqi in Shu'ub ul eeman # 5647.
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well even if it takes time. But if it is the other way about and he takes all the prescribed
medicine but does not keep away from the food and drink that is forbidden to him, then he
will never get will and his sickness will go on increa~ing.
A man's nobility and his high descent is actually his good character. If anyone lacks this
quality' then no matter how many merits he enumerates of himself and recounts his
achievements and pedigree, d1at is of no value and to no effect. Good character could mean
all internal moral qualities and it could also mean tenderness and mild nature. In the
former case, it is the best merit and in the latter case, the statement is an over emphasis/
The Sufis say of good character that it is to meet others cheerfully and to present gifts to
people and to refrain from hurting Allah's creatures. This is the saying of Hasan Busri ~J
.&1. Another righteous man said that it is to abstain from disliking Allah's creatures and to
keep people happy both in comfort and hardship.
Sahl Tashturi ~~~J said that the lowest form of good character is to endure the excesses of
the creatures and never to avenge anyone. It is also to be compassionate to a tyrant and to
hope for his forgiveness.
MODERATION IN SPENDING IS HALF WEALTH
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5067. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that the Allah's Messenger ~J~.1d~
said, "Being moderate in spending is (like) half of one's livelihood (or capital).
Being friendly to tl'te peuple i~ (like) half of intelligence. And putting questions in a
decent manner is (like) half of knowledge."l
COMMENTARY: One must neither be extravagant nor niggardly in spending on the
essential of life. Moderation is half of the capital of life. In the sense that it saves for other
uses, and sort of augments income.
To love good people ensures a good social living. Both these things together make up a full
intelligence.
When a scholarly issue is involved, it is ·like half of knowledge to ask questions after
deliberation in a decent manner. Such a_ person asks only such questions as are very
necessary and useful. He seeks to increase his knowledge and knows what he should ask
and whom should he ask. When he gets an answer, his knowledge of that which he wished
to know becomes perfect. In this sense, knowledge is of two kinds:
(i)
Question, and
(ii)
Answer.
As for asking questions in a decent manner a good question is one that is examined and
reviewed from all angles for all plausible answers so that a comprehensive answ€r is
expected. The question itself is a branch of knowledge. Th~s it canriot be asked how
putting a question can be described as half of knowledge when ac;king implies ignorance.
One who asks after deliberating on it is clearly seeking knowledge and possesses some
knowledge which he hopes to make perfect. This is why a question is half of knowledge.
On the other hand, a person who puts a question hastily without proper deliberation only
1

Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eem~n # 6568.
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shows his ignorance and poor intelligence. Once, imam Abu Yusuf ~~~J observed that one
of his students was quiet in his class over a continuous period of time. So, he said to him,
''U you do not understand anything what I say here, or find any difficulty, you II¥lY ask
about it. Do not feel shy, To feel ashamed to ask about what needs to be solved keeps orie
away from acquiring knowledge." At that time, Imam Abu Yusuf 4:.$- iJI1 ~J was defining
fasting. He said 'A. fast begins in the morning and is completed at sunset." That student
asked, . ,0 Imam! What if the sun never sets? When will the fast end?' Imam Abu Yusuf ~ J
_.&1 said, "Keep quiet! Silence is better for you ~han speech."
short, the kind of the question asked and the way it is put reveals the personality and
condition of th~ person asking the question. It is not difficult to see if he is ignorant or
. possesses. an inclination to learn~
A person who is bright will put a question that reflects his knowledge and intelligence. But,
the question of an ignorant person will be foolish and casual. Someone has said, well;
· "When an ignorant man speaks he looks like a donkey. When he is silent, he seems to be
w~ll."
.
[To question and ask is a moment's shame, But to question and not ask is a lifetime's
Qapanese proverb) shame.]

In

CHAPTER- XIX
I I

GENTLENESS, MODESTY & GOOD CHARACTER

:1

-

:1

:1

~~J I~..!.>j~ L;,;t.J lj~~.;J ly l~

The word (JiJ) gentleness is the opposite (J$) !ttdeness. It means to be mild and kind to
one's companions, to deal with them cheerfully and to do everything calmly and in a
pleasant manner.
The next word in the caption is (r.~). It m~ans modesty and to be liked. A person feels in
when he is shy and fears that he might be blamed for defect or shortcoming. This is why it
is said, ."The best. kind of modesty is what prevents one from indulging in what Shari' ah
{divine law) has called bad."
Sayyiduna Junayd .&1~J said, "Haya' (or modesty) is the condition that grows in the heart
because of fear and restlessness after not being thankful to Allah for His bounties."
SayYiiiuna Biqaq .1!1 ~J said, "Haya is what prevents one to request and seek from the
master."
The next words are {J.WI~I) good character. It is to follow what the seal of the prophets,
the last of them Sayyiduna Muhammad ~J~.\IjJ has presented to people from Allah. It
is the Shri' ah or etiquette of the mystic way of life and inmnate knowledge of the Divine

Being.
Sayyidah Ayshah 1\p .&1 ~J was asked about the manners of the Prophet ~J 4J$ ~ jJ as
contained in the words of the Qurani:

''
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~
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lAnd surely you have a tremendously sublime character} (68: 4) .
She said "His character and disposition was the mighty Quran.'l

1

Muslim.
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He possessed all the good q~alities mentioned in the Quran and he was free from all the
bad attributes condemned by the Quran (whether they concerned disobedience to Allah or
mistreatment of the creatures. Indeed, this is the highest degree of man's character.) As for
the degrees of obedience, it is according to love, meaning a person obeys in accordance
~th his love for the Prophet ~J~.&~~ and the enablement he gets for it. If it is more, then .
he obeys more but if it is less then his obedience comes down to that extent.
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SECTION I
MERIT OF MILDNESS & MERCY
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5068. Sayyidah Ayshah ·~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!IJ...P said,
11
Allah is mild and likes mildness. (He is mild Himself and does not burden his
creatures, and likes them to be mild too to each other.) He grants for mildness what
He does not grant for harshness and what He does not grant for anything else."1
According to another version, he (the Prophet) ~J~~'J...P said to Sayyidah Ayshah
~~ .111 ~;, "You must observe mildness and keep away from harshness and
roughness. In whatever thing mildness is found, it does not but adorn it and from
whatever it is withdrawn, it does not but render it defective."2
COMMENTARY: Allah likes His slaves to be kind to each other. They Inust encourage each
other to be mutually loving and compassionate to create a peaceful society, free of worries,
When this is done everyone prospers and blessing descend on them. Also, Allah rewards
them and causes them to succeed in their affairs.
Moreover, Allah does···not reward as much on anything else as He does on mildness. This
fact is emphasized by repeating the previous text. It makes it clear that the reward is
greater than on even normal conduct what to say of harshness.
LACK OF MILDNESS DEPRIVES OF PIETY
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5069. Sayyiduna Jarir ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, "He who is
deprived of mildness is deprived of piety (and goodness)."3
COMMENTARY: In the version of Jami Saghir, the words are that he who is deprived of
mildness is deprived of all good. Thus, the Prophet ~J ~ ~' .}J described the virtue of
mildness and encouraged that it should be adopted, placing emphasis by the word 'all'
EXCELLENCE OF MODESTY

r:l;l~ 't1l J!,::;.'J.JL1f'il ~L}?-5 ~6A ~j~ili1 J.,o~1 ~~jd~l lfj (O•V•)
Muslim # 77. 2593.
2 Musliln # 78. 2594, Tirmidhi # 2701.
3 Muslim# 74-2592.
1
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5070. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.111~.J narrated that (one day) Allah's Messenger ~..1!1~
~J passed by a man of the ansar ~ .&! ~.J while he was preaching his brother on
modesty. So, Allah's Messenger ~J 4~ .1!1 ~ said (to him), "Let him alone, for
modesty is part of faith."t
COMMENTARY: That sahabi ~ .1!1 ~.J was forbidding his brother from being too much
modest. He told him that too much modesty keeps one from acquiring sustenance and
learning. On hearing him, the Prophet ~J4Js-.1l1~ forbade him to discourage his brother,
saying, "Modesty is a good characteristic and part of faith."
Teebi iiii~.J and others said that he was warning his brother. It is also said that he was
extolling him to adopt modesty, but the first opinion is more correct. In one version. The
word (~) admonish, warn is replaced by (~) reprimand, censure.
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5071. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~.11~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4Js..iil1~
~J said, 'Modesty grows nothing but good."
According to another version "Modesty is good in all cases."2
COMMENTARY: If shyness keeps one away from declaring the truth or enjoining piety
and forbidding evil then it is not modesty. It is helplessn~ss and cowardice. In the eyes of
Shari' ah (divine law) modesty (s.~) should be instrumental in keeping away evil. It should
prevent one from evil bOth natural and legal. And one must shun what is described as evil
by Shari'ah (divine law) whether it. is haraam (unlawful) or makruh (disapproved)
(undesirable); and even if it is mustahab (desirable) (recommended) to keep away from it.
In short:
·
{Modesty is good in cases that comply with Allah's pleasure}
AN OLD ADAGE FROM THE PROPHETS ~'J-JI4Js.
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5072. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.11~~.J narrated that Allah's Messe~ger ~J~.iil1~
said, "Among the things people have acquired from the sayings of the earliest
Prophets ~';\..J14Js. is: if you have no shame, you may do whatever you like."3
COMMENTARY: The sayings of the Prophet ~J"~,&,~ are the revelations they received.
These words came down to us in their original form.
The words 'you may do whatever you like' are not a command but they convey that if you
have cast aside shame, then how can you be prevented to do what you wish to do?
1 Bukhari

# 24, Muslim # 59-36.
Ahmad 4-427, Bukhari # 6117, Muslim# 60. 37.
3 Bukhari # 6120.
2 Musnad
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Or,. it is a command in the sense of a warning; do what you like but you will have to
answer for that. It is· like: ~u1_;i.o$t
{Do what you will} (41: 40)
PIETY & SIN DEFINED
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5073. Sayyiduna Nawwas ibn Sam'an ~~~~J said, ''I asked Allah's Messenger ~l'.J...;
~J~ about piety and sin. He said, 'piety is good character and sin is what pricks
your heart and which you do not like that people should know." 1
COMMENTARY: If a Muslim commits a sin and his heart is bright with taqwa (piety)then
he has Qualms of conscience. But, this does not cover the deeds that Shari' ah (divine law).
has described clearly as sin. And, the hadith (tradition) speaks of such deeds as Shari' ah
(divine law) has not clearly described as sin and the ulama (Scholars) differ on their actual
position.
The other sign of sin is that the doer does not like other people to know of it.
VIRTUES OF GOOD MANNERS
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5074. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger o~o#~'.J...P
~J said, "The one of you dearest to one is he who is the best of you in character." 2
COMMENTARY: This is the man who possesses good habits and characteristics. He fulfils
rights of Allah and of fellow men.
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5075. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.1u~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~'.J...P
~J said, ''The best of you is he who is the best of you in character."3
SECTION II
MERIT &: SIGNIFICANCE OF MILDNESS
~
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5076. Sayyidumi Ayshah 1~..11'~J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~.l!'.J...P said, 'He who
is given his share of mildness is bestowed his portion of the good of this world and
the next. But, he who is deprived of his share of mildness is deprived of his portion
# 14. 2553.
Bukhari # 3759.
3 Bukhari # 3559, Muslim # 68. 2321.
t Muslim
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of the good of this world and the next."1
MODESTY IS PART OF FAITH

~~~....!...JL4JYIJyl4.!YI~ft;ii~J~ilii~JJ,jj.!JJ~J~i~;lf.?l6i-J<o·w>
(<.S~.fi.li.J ~~ oi.JJ) -.Jlfll ~tU4-IJ ;U4-1 ~ t11;llj
5077. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~j-P
said, "Modesty (which obstructs one from evil) is part of faith and faith is in
paradise (to which it takes a believer). But, immodesty (which is obscenity)is part of
evil and the evil will go to hell. "2
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5078. A man of (the tribe) Muzaynah ~~~~J narrated that the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~~~~J asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, what is the best of that which
a human being is given?" He said, "A good character."3
5079. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Sharik ~~~~J also narrated it.4
BAD MANNERS & RUDENESS
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5080. Sayyiduna Harithah ibn Wahb ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~j-P
11
~J said, Neither will the rude tongued nor the bad mannered enter paradise." The
sub-narrator said that jawwaz is the rude tongued and harsh of speech.
According to the version in Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice), he said, 11 AlJawwaz al-jazari will not enter paradise. (In other words jazari is used as a
qualification of Jawwaz.) Ja'zari is said to mean bad mannered and harsh of speech.
(So this version means that jawwaz and jazari are synonymous)
In some copies of mlsbah, it is narrated on the authority of Sayyiduna Ikrimah ibn
Wahb .~$~~>He said, 11Al-Jawwaz is he who amasses (wealth) but does not give
anything to the beggar. And al Ja'zairi is he who is rude tongued and bad mannered.''5
Musnad Ahmad 6-159, Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 3491.
Musnad Ahmad 2-501, Tirmidhi # 2009.
Musnad ahmad 4. 278, Bayhaqi Shu' ab ul eeman # 7992.
4 Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice), Musnad Ahmad 4. 278.
5 Abu Dawud # 4801, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 3593, Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 8173.
1

2
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COMMENTARY: The gist of all these versions is that the two words al-Jawwaz and aljazari are nearly identical in meaning and there is not much difference in the two.
Mulla Ali Qari ..ld ~ J said that these words mean that the man i.:; hard-hearted and bad
mannered. It is like tl)e tradition of Sayyidah Ayshah ~~.l!~~J transr.:litted by Khatib .1!1~J
in a marfu form that (the Prophet ~J~.&~~ said,) "There is repentance for everything but
not for bad manners (meaning indecency and evil habits). This man repents for one sin but
commits rr1ore grave sins." (This means that he keeps constantly on his evil habits.)
If the person is a hypocrite then he will never enter parctaise but if he is a believer then he
will not be admitted to paradise initially with the first batch of those who are delivered and
enter straightway.
MERIT OF GOOD MANNERS & EVIL OF BAD SPEECH

~j!}l yl.~ cj ~~ ~~j2\ -J.J! jli~j ~~lH ~~I L}- s:T:iJ..UI ~~ ~j (O•A\)
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4:So .1!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ i 11 ~ said,
lndeed, the heaviest of the things in the scale of the believer on the day of
resurrection will be good character. And surely Allah dislikes the indecent and the
obscene."1
COMpJJENTAR"'f: While shaykh Abdu Haq .&1~J has translated the word ('-'~) as one who is
foul speeched, Mulla Ali Qari .1!1 ~J has cited an exponent to say that it means 'bad
mannered,' and says that it is more appropriate. He als0 says that on the day of
resurrection bad manners will be very much weightless.
RANK. OF THE GOOD MAI-lNERED

5081. Sayyiduna Abu Darda
11
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5082. Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.1!'~J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger. ~..ld~
~J

say, 11 lndeed, the believe1 (who is a practicing scholar) will attain because of his
good character the degree of one who keeps vigil during the night (to worship Allah
and to mention Him) and fasts during the day (alwrys)."2
COMMENTARY: Suhayl .&1~ J said that the lowest degree o~ good manners is to endure the
harm caused by people. Revenge should not be taken. The op1- ression of the tyrant should
be tolerated and supplication should be made for him to be forgiven and blessed. He
should be treated with mercy and compassion.
BE KIND NATURED TO OTHERS

1

2

Tirmidhi ;; ::!002 (2009), Abu Dawud # 4799, Musnad Ahmad 6-442.
Abu Dawud # 4798.
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(l.IJI..U 1__, t5.l.ojU I.J ..1.o> I o I.JJ)
~ <.fll!JI ~llj ~ ~
5083. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~~.J narrated Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, to
me, 'Fear Allah wherever you be. If you happen to commit an evil deed, follow it
with a good deed. That will obliterate it. And, deal with people with a good
nature.'·l
COMMENTARY: ;ear Allah and obey all His commands, doing what He has made wajib
(obligatory) and refraining from what He has prohibited. This is taqwa. It is the foundation
of religion whereby degrees are attained of belief and Divine awareness. The lowest degree
of taqwa (piety)is to reject polytheism and its highest degree is to reject all beside Allah.
There are other degrees, in between the two, overlapping each. other. For example,
abstaining from the forbidden is one degree, but abstaining from the undesirables (makruh
(0.isapproved)) is a degree higher than ~hat More than that is to keep away from such
things as are unnecessary thr0ugh they may be mubah (Permissible).
Moreover, fearing Allah is not restricted to any place or time or situation. You must fear
Ifim in journey and at home, in abundance and in dire straits, when in company and when
alone. In short, wherever you are and whatever commands applicable at that time, you
must obey them because none of your condition is hidden from Allah. He is never
uninformed of you. He knows all your outward and seen conditions as well as all your
inward and unseen conditions.
Once Sayyiduna Dawud Tayi ~~J passed by a grave when Allah enabled him to know the
position inside the gra~.7e. He heard the dead man implore inside the grave, "My Lord, did I
not offer the salah (prayer), pay the zakah (Annual due charity), do this and do that?" He
counted all the good deeds he had done in the world. The angels said to him. "True, 0
enemy of Allah! Yes, you did all those thi.1gs. But, it is not true, a enemy of Allah, when
you were alone, you preferred sin to fear of Allah, you never cared that Allah sees you
even in that condition?'
Humam beings are always liable to commie mistake. So, if a sin is perpetrated because of
human failure, you must follow it quickly with a pious deed. The righteDus action will
erase the sin and its effects.
As for \vhat does a pious deed mean, it means to repent" in the first place. Or it means any
kind of piety. Or, it is a pious deed that is its converse. T~.:et.>i .1!1~J has said that a man must
never be careless for a moment too to do pious deeds to erasa the bad effects of sin.
Whatever wrong he might commit, he must perform against it a rir,hteous deed of its type
· of offset it. If he has consumed wine, then he must offer against it some lawful drink to
people for Allah's sake. If he demonstrates arrogance some time then he must observe
humility to compensate for it.
If he hear songs at some place or in an assembly then he must instead attend an assembly
where the Quran is recited and Allah is mentioned i.~.1 dhikr or a sermon is delivered.
In the same light, he must offset niggardliness with spending or charity in Allah's path.
As for the words that piety obliterates sin, Allah might erase the dfects of sin on the heart
o.f. his person, or the bad deed is obliterated from the rewarri of ilie angels who write down
the deeds. If the right of someone is denied or he is wronged then the pieties from the
record of deed~ of the unju~t person are transfe_red to the record of the wronged one to the
1

't'irmidhi # 1987, Musnad Ahmad 5-153. Dnrimi # 2791.
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extent of the injustice. Or, Allah may please the wronged one by His favour and
compassion through blessings so that he may forgive the unjust.
A LEGEND: Some time after a shaykh died another saw him in his dream and asked him
how he fared. He said that Allah was kind to him and forgave him but he had to go
through reckoning anyway. He said, 'I was also called to account for having taken out a
grain of wheat from a bag belonging to a shopke.eper at the time of breaking my fast
though I had put it back on realizing that I had taken it out without permissipn. But, since I
had split it before returning it to its place, some of my pieties were deducted from my
record.'
Baydawi ~~~ J has said that pieties of a person atone for his sins, both minor and such of
the grave as are concealed. This is in the light of Allah~ s saying:

{Verily, I shall wipe out from you your evils.J (5: 12)
This is of a universal application just as the hadith (tradition) is of a general nature.
However, such of the grave sins as are disclosed 'to the ruler, the hadd or prescribed
punishment will not be waived on them, neither will they be pardoned on making a
repentance.
HELL IS KEPT AWAY FROM THE MILD
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5084. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.i»t~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .i»t~
~J~ asked, "shall I not tell you who the person is who is forbidden to the fire and
from whom hell is kept away? (It is) everyone who is mild and kind, close to the
people and easily befriended."1
THE PIOUS BELIEVER
oi.JJ) -~,!
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5085. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ i»t ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .i»t ~ said,
"The believer is naive and compassionate while the sinner is deceitful and mean."2
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (fi) means 'one who is deceived. Sirah and others say
that it stands for the inexperienced.' 'negligent.'
The hadith (tradition) means that a pious person is by nature obedient and so he is mild
and gentle. He is simple. Therefore, he is easily deceived. Neither does he recognize deceit
nor can he detect the deceiver because he is ignorant of such things, but the main reason for
it is that he is mild and compromising, king and forgiving, and good-natured.
Some scholars have translated the hadith (tradition) to mean: Since a pious man is affable
and simple, so he always has good opinion of other people and believes everyone easily.

.a

1
2

Tirmidhi # 2488, Musnad Ahmad 1-415.
Abu Nu' aym 5-180, Tirmidhi in a mursal form.
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Besides, he is more concerned with matters of the hereafter and correction of his self. He
does not give any importance to ·worldly affairs, so he is very careful about issues of the
next world. In spite of this description of a believer, the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ also advised
him by his words:
,.,u~~~-~.r...o.e...o e..t ljj:;'}
1$ ; .,j'f • ~.r.-~.r)_J-ol 1,.
..

":f" :...r

(A believer is not stung from the same hole twice) see hadith (tradition) # 5053,
In these words the Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 .)..P advised the believer to be vigil in both worldly

affairs and concerns of the hereafter, but, some scholars restrict it to only the issues of the
next world.
In contrast, the sinner (or the hypocrite, etc.) is cunning and deceitful. He spreads mischief
and disorder and concealing anyone's faults is alien to him. He is not deceived easily
unless a more deceitful person confronts him. If at all he is deceived, he cannot bear it but
is quick to avenge himself.
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5086. Sayyiduna Makhul 4:,S. .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1ls .)..P said,
''The believers are submissive and mild like a domesticated camel with a bridle I its
nose which when led anywhere surrenders itself and when made to sit on stones, it
sits on them."l
COMMENTARY: A believer obeys the Shari'ah (divine law) without hesitation and any
questions. He willingly endures any difficulty in the process.
The hadith (tradition) also mentions the characteristic of the Muslims when they obey each
other and are humble and kind mutually. They shun arrogance. In fact, this trait to is part
of obedience to Allah.
MIXING WITH PEOPLE IS BETTER THAN SOLITUDE
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5087. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:.S-.1ii~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.11s~ said, ''The
Muslim who mingles with people and endures the harm they cause is better than
the one who does not mingle with them and so does not endure their hamr."2
COMMENTARY: Most of the tabi'un abided by this hadith (tradition). This conduct is
more conducive to preaching, enjoining piety and forbidden evil spreading good, mutual
co-operation and helping religion. While in some cases it is imperative to mix with people,
when it is not unavoidable, it is better to keep away from them. However, a regular link
should be maintained with the righteous. One should not keep away from them.
It would be ben~ficial to observe solitude from the common people when necessary
knowledge had been acquired and such degree of asceticism is attained as makes one
1 Tirmidhi
2 Tirmidhi

# 2507, Ibn Majah # 4032, Musnad Ahmad 2. 43.
# 2507, Ibn Majah # 4032, Musnad Ahmad 2. 43.
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independent of other people and of desires.
Some mystics maintain that without learning, solitude is disgrace anrt deprivation, and
without asceticism and contentment, it is ruin.
Thus, the perfect Sufis like the Naqsh bandiyah and Shadhliyah obsen. ed such a course
whereby they kept apart from the people and also mingled and had links with them.
EXCELLENCE OF SUPPRESSING ANGER
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5088. Sayyiduna s~hl ibn Mu'adh .i»I~J reported from his father that the prophet .).P
~J~Ji!, said, "He who suppresses (his) anger when he is able to give vent to it, will
be called by Allah on the day of resurrection over the heads of the creatures and
will be allowed to select any of the maidens he wishes."t
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5089. Sayyiduna Suwayd ibn Wahb .i»>~J reported from a son of a companion of the
11
prophet~J~.i»'.).P that his father narrated (that the Prophet ~J~.i»'.).P said,) Allah
will fill his heart with peace and faith."2
COMMENTARY: Allah will honour that man in the presence of all the creatures and take
pride in him.
Anger is the commotion of the nafs ammarah (the soul that incites). He who suppresses his
anger truly defeats his inciting soul. Hence, Allah has also praised those who restrain their
anger in these words.
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{And (they) restrain anger and are forgiving towards mankind.} (3;134)
He who keeps his self away from its desire has his destination in paradise and gets as
reward the wide eyed maidens. More than that, the reward of one who forgives people too
may be imagined! Imran Thawri .i»1~ J said that being kind is actually toward one who is
bad to you, for, if you are kind to one who is nice to you, then it is not a favour but a return,
a reciprocation.
(The second version in Abu Dawud does not mention: "Allah will call him." But it also
has: "He who abandons beautiful clothes when he affords ... and he who marries for the
sake of Allah... ")
And the hadith (tradition) of Suwayd ~~~~ J is narrated in the book on clothing # 4348.

,

1

Tirmidhi # 2021, Abu Dawud # 4777, Musnad Ahmad Ibn 1\llajah.
Dawud # 4728.
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SECTION III

MERIT OF MODESTY
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5090. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Talhah 1\:$~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#-~l,j..P
said, 11Every religion has an innate nature a.ad the character of Islam is modesty."t
5091. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~; narrated it too.2
5092. Sayyiduna ibn Abbas .u ~~~; also narrated it.3
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) speaks of modesty that is allowed in doing ~ertain
things. Bu•, there is no merit in it when it is not allowed, like in preaching, propagating
religion, bearing testimony and such other things.
Adherents of Islam are particularly required to observe modesty. It is the highest in degree
of all natural characteristics and it pe~·fect man's character. The Prophet ~J~.iill,j..P has
said,

", . . ~
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"I have been sent to perfect good manners."
Not only modesty, but he perfected all manners and characteristics of the Muslim ummah.
Hence, Allah described them as:
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(You are the best community raised up for mankind.) (3: 110)
The versions vf Ibn Majah ~~~; and Bayhaqi .ih1.w-;
also marfu.'

are

FAITH & MODESTY ARE'COMPLEMENTARY

-~~JYI':. '{·dai::\I&IJJ-J.l~I~W>kl< 1'.ll~i~~y~I~IJ.;dJ-J.l~IMJ~' ts.l
5093. Sayyiduna Tbn Umar ~~~~; narrated that the Prophet~ J4~.ih'.J..P said, "Surely
modesty and faith are inseparable. So, when one is taken away, the other is also
removed."4
(He who is deprived of faith is also deprived of modesty and he who lacks modesty
stand~; deprived of faith)
5094. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas~~~~; also narrated it with the words: '~en one of
them is withc1rawn, the other {ollows it out.''S
COMMENTARY: The word (~u}) is the plural of{~)). This upholds the view of those who
Muwatta Maalik # 47. 2-9.
Ibn Majah # 4181, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman.
3 Ibn Majah # 4182, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman.
4 Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 7227.
5 ibid # 7726.
1

2
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say that the plural may be used the dual. However, in some manuscripts, the dual, past,
passive is used.
BE GOOD TO OTHERS
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5095. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~..1u~J said,"The final instruction that Allah's Messenger
~J~~~ gave me when I had put my foot in the stirrup (on mounting my horse
while departing to Yeman) was, '0 Mu'adh, be well mannered to the people (to
teach and train them)."'t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet~J~~~~ had sent Sayyiduna Mu' adh ~~~~J to yemen as
a governor and judge. He himself walked along while Mu' adh ~ ~~ ~J was riding. He
accompanied him on foot for a long distance during which he also said, "0 Mu'adh,
perhaps you might not see me again." Indeed, he was not able to meet him again. While he
was in Yemen, the prophet ~J~~~~ departed from this world. So, this was the Prophet's
~J~~~~ last instruction for Sayyiduna Mu' adh ~~~J·
Suyuti ~~~J said that the command to be well-mannered to the people applied to those
who deserved to be treated kindly, not the infidels and the indecent, and the oppressors.
To be hard on them is part of good character, because that would mould them and the
well-being of the others depended on that.
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5096. Sayyiduna Maalik .&t~J said that he had heard Allah's Messenger ~J~.&!~
say, "I am sent to perfect good character.2
5097. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J also narrated this hadith (tradition).3
GRATITUDE FOR GOOD LOOKS
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5098. Sayyiduna Jafar ibn Muhammad ..111~J reported that his respected father (Imam
Baqir) ~~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J.P~~ looked in a mirror, he
said, "Praise belongs to Allah who has bestowed on me the best form of creation and
character and adorned me with what He has made defective in others."4
COMMENTARY: The concluding words of the hadith (tradition) say that Allah has not
made me like some others who are deformed in some way. Mulla Ali Qari ~~~J said that
Muwatta Maalik # 47. 1-1.
Muwatta Maalik # 47. 1-2.
3 Musnad Ahmad 2-381.
4 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 4459.
t
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this deformity includes physical or moral.
This hadith (tradition) is evidence that the Prophet's ~""'J ;.~ ~~ ~ character and features
were best of all mankind. Teebi ~~~ J said that this hadith (tradition) also elaborates on the
hadith (tradition): (J~~~~~~~~) (I am sent to perfect character).
The Prophet's ~J;.Js.ill'jJ praise of Allah and gratitude to Him for his good looks and god
character is reminiscent of the praise of Allah and gratitude to Him by Sayyiduna Dawud
~~1;.,1~ and Sayyiduna Sulayman ~~~;.~;
.......'-J-:k.Ae'tloJ~M~
\t::!1l.!iesJ.l1J.l.W.1
J;..~j~l~1'1SJISl!Ut.ulj
..--,;T)..,J-OJ _,, • ,
, , .. , (,f
,
, ,
..
..
{WE gave (in the past) knowledge to Dawud and Sulayman and they both said,
11

Praise belongs to Allah who has favoured us above many of His servants who
believe!} (27: 15)
We know from this hadith (tradition) that it is mustnhab (desirable) to look in the mirror. It is
also mustahab (desirable) to praise and thank Allah for one's good looks and conduct. Both
these blessings are granted only by Allah'
While a mirror reflects one's apparent looks yet it does not show one's character. However,
the outward look of a man does throw light on his inward character. This may not hold
good for anyone else but it is true about Allah's Messenger ~J;.,Js-~1~ definitely. Good
looks are an index of one's god character.
A question aris~s whether others may emulate the prophet ~J;.,Js-~1~ and on looking in
the mirror praise Allah as he did, so was it exclusive for the Prophet ~J;.,Js-~1~ alone? May
others only make a supplication which is mentioned in the next hadith (tradition)?
The answer is that every believer may use these words of praise and gratitude as
mentioned in this hadith (tradition), when a person is born with good features and is a .
believer, he certainly is adorned by Allah and is His creature. However, some authorities
maintain that it is not proper for everyone to use these words because the Prophet ;.,Js-~1~
~J looks and character were exclusive and outstanding. So, it is better for the ummah to
make the supplication that it is taught in the next hadith (tradition) (# 5099).
PRAYER TO BE GIVEN GOOD CHARACTER

, .9

(oM> I oi.JJ)~

5099. Sayyidah Ayshah 1\p.ik1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J;.Js.~~ used to
pray, 0 Allah, you have made my features beautiful, so do make my character
beautiful too."l
COMMENTARY: Either he made this supplication regularly or, as Jazri ~~~J says in Hisn
Haseen, on seeing the mirror. He taught the ummah to make it. As Sayyidah Ayshah iia1~J
1\p said, "The Prophet's ~J ;.Js. .1!1 ~ character was the Quran." So, his prayer to Allah to
make his character good was actually to reveal the Quran and to complete its revelation.
11

1

Musnad Ahmad 6-68.
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THE BEST PEOPLE
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5100. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iii'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~

crsked. ''Shall I inform you who are the best among you?" They (the sahabah) ;.~.iii'~;
said, 11Certainly, 1 0 messenger of Allah! He said, 11The best among you are They
who live longest and t'ossess the best character.1
COMMENTARY: The go0d-n1annered who live long will do more pious deeds.
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5101. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iii'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~

said, 11The believers with perfect faith are those of them whose character is best."2
THREE THINGS THAT ARE TRUE

e'
~
" ' ~ .. 1t , J '
(~loi.J.J)-~~illl Slj )tlSji.o ~~~~\t, a;
5102. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iii~~ J narrated that a mar• revi.led (Sayyiduna) Abu

Bakr ~ ~ ~J while the Prophet ~J~ .iil1 ~ was sitting (along with some of his
sahabah) ~ .iil1 ~ J and wondering and smiling. When the man went too far (in
reviling), Abu Bakr ~.iii~~; retorted to some of what he said. The Prophet ~Ji.Js..iil'~
become angry, got up and departed. Abu Bakr ~.iii~~; followed him and catching up
with him said, 110 Messenger of Allah, he was reviling me and you ·were sitting, but
when I gave some r£.ply to him, you became angry and got up and departed." He
said, ''An angel was three with you replying to the man. When you spoke to him,
the devil appeared in between."
Then, he said, 11 Abu Bakr, there a;e three things that arc all true.
(i) No one who is wronged ignores that for the sake of Allah, Mighty and
Glorious, but Allah grants him great help for it.
Musnad Ahmad 2. 368.
2 Abu Dawud # 4682, Darimi.
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tii) No one goes on bestowing with the intention of joining ties of relationship
but Allah grants him much more against it. And,
(iii) No one begs with intention to pile up abundance but Allah causes him to
become poorer because of it."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~""J 4# ~~ ~ wondered and smiled. He wondered at the
man'~ rudeness and lack of shame and at the patience of Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~~J· He
smiled becaue of the difference in the two of them. He also observed that each of them had
a different consequence in store for him. The man was liable to punishment while Abu
Bakr was eligible for reward.
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~..11'~J gave a reply when the tnan exceeded the limits. He was within
his rights to g've the reply. But, that was okay for a cmnmon man while for one of his
c:tation, he def arted from the high ideals. It is as Allah says:
!
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I
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._,,

;JJI~a..)4..li~IJ~~il,ti§;~~ . . ~~~ ~llfi.

{... the recompense of evil is evil the like of it, but whose forgives and emenJs, his
reward is with Allah} (42: 40)
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.~.111~; gave a reply to some excesses of the man and showed patience
at some others. But, ~he prophet ~""J ~ .1!1 ~ had high station in mind for him, so he
departed from the gathering of express his displeasure at his handling of the situation and
also to obey Allah's command;

,,

, ...
...
~ lj..Q~IIjJJJII~ I.~Jj

{And when they hear idle talk they tun' away from it} (28: 55)
The Prophet ~J~.iil'~ told Sayyiduna Atu Bakr ~.iii'~J that since he lost patience and
gave reply to the man, the devil got an opportunity to intervene. The angel withdrew
because he took up responsibility tackle the man.
Once the devil appears, he incites to indecency and evil. The devil could have led him to
become ?. wrongdoer from the wronged one. The Prophet~""J~.iil1~ wished him to remain
innocent and oppressed rather than an oppressor.

BENEFIT OF MILONESS TO COMPASSION
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5103. Sayyidah Ayshah n~.iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenber ~J~~.iil1~ said,
11
When Allah intends to be mild and kind to the people of a house, He lets them
benefit through it. And when he deprives the people of a house of mildness, He
causes them harm through it."2

1
2

Musn .:-1 Ahmad ~-436.
Bayhaqi in Silu'ab ul eeman # 8418.
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CHAPTER-XX
ANGER & PRIDE

The word (~) means anger and (~) to be angry. It is the natural reaction to something
that happens contrary to one's temperament. It provokes oneself and incites one to avenge.
This is why the face turns red in rage and the veins swell. In contrast, the soul is excited
and seems to pour out in happiness to face that which makes happy. In both cases, there is
danger of death. But, in grief and fear, the soul seems to retire deep inside and becomes
·
cold.
This thing makes clear that ascribing anger to Allah is merely a figurative speech for
example, it is said:
""

,,

~

"'

,,

~< Q;1~~~~>lu-'

(He who does not ask Allah for anything, makes Allah angry at him.)
It means Allah is displeased at such a person. So, He punished him. ·
The opposite of(~") is(~) clemency, tolerance. It is the peace of the soul that does not let
be restless even on the point of achieving one's ambition. An example was of the chief Abtl

Qays, Mundhir 4.:$~'~J who did not exhibit haste and emotion even on seeing the Prophet
~J4#~~ as did the members of his deputation. So, the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ praised him
for his two characteristics: gentleness and deliberation. 1
By itself anger is not a trait that may be condemned. But, it turns bad when the angry
person goes astray from the true path and the commands of Shari'ah (divine law) are
disobeyed. This is why the anger that is shown for the sake of truth and in the path of truth
is praiseworthy and liked. This is the reason that the Sufis do not insist on eliminating
anger from their training and mystic exercises. Rather, they call for a control on anger and
for suppressing it to the truth. Moreover, nature had equipped man with anger as a
potential means to efficient working of the physical system and an aid to survival. It
preserve one from the harmful and destructive things. \'\!here this quality of anger is
lacking, destruction comes easily, for instance, vegetation and inorganic matter are
subjected to use without difficulty, because they do not possess the ability to become
angry. As against these, Divine wisdom has bestowed the animals with this quality and
armed them with enough power to express anger and to defend themselves, like horns,
teeth, claws, etc. Divine wisdom has equipped maning with intelligence so that they can
manufacture weapons and tools to defend themselves and they can maneuver.
The next word (A is originally 'to boast.' In this chapter it is used in the sense of pride and
egoism, and in the sense of arrogance showing oneself superior to others, refusing to accept
the truth and to obey it, and rebelling against the commands. This things is disallowed
when it belies the truth and the man is not what he claims to be. However, it will not be
condemned if the man possesses the merits to which he lays claim.
We must know that arrogance is countered by humility. It is between pride (A and
debasement (A and a middle course. Pride or (_,;) is when a man claims more merits and
excellences than he possesses while debasing oneself(~) is to portray oneself for below
1

Abu Dawud # 5225.
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one's valid qualifications. Humility is the middle course and it is the best because, like in
everything, here too moderation is the ideal. However, the practice of the Shaykhs (leading
religious scholars) .1n~_, and sufi's ,&,~_,has been to debase themselves and opt for (.~)
when they found in themselves an inclination to take pride and thereby curb it, so their self
finally stopped at (~'Ji) humility.t
JJi•~ili

SECTION I

EMPHASIS ON RESTRAINING ANGER
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5104. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&,~_,narrated that a man requested the Prophet
~J~,&,~ to give him some advice. (He might thereby abide by it and succeed in
-both the worlds). He said 'Suppress anger.' The man made the (same) request
several times and he said (each time)."Suppress anger." 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ always made allowance for a person's
temperament before giving him advice. This man was quick tempered, so he instructed
him to control his anger.
Anger is caused by the devil' s promptings. So, the angry man crosses the limits of
moderation both in his outwards action and his inward feeling. He perpetrates in words
and deeds what Shari' ah (divine law) does not sanction. He bears malice and sometimes
enters the limits of disbelief. The angry person suffers damage in both worlds through bad
manners which lead to many evil.
Shari'ah (divine law) has also proposed a cure for anger. The mental and inward cure is to
convince oneself that nothing happens without Allah's will and decree. Loss or,benefit is in
Allah's power and man i~ merely a tool. So, to become angry on one who hurts is like
becoming angry on a knife for cutting. He must also convince himself that Allah is
Omnipotent and His anger is very severe, yet He forgives. Men oppose him by rebelling
~Sainst His commands. But, He does not show anger over them. The man must then ask
htmself, 'How are you more rightful than Allah that you do not tolerate a slight offence?'
Another remedy is outward and practical. It is to make ablution promptly and recite the
tEl'IWUdh so that cool water may bring down the heat of the rage and may divert the self

@l§~Where.

THE STRONG MAN

l More may be read on this subject of humbleness in al-adab al-~ufrad (Manners in Islam) of
'Bukhari, for instance, p 393 against hadith (tradition) # 548. Some one announced that the most
\UlWorthy man must get out of the mosque on the spur of the moment. Sayyiduna Junayd Baghdadi
.)t,..,.J who was there walked out, saying, "lam the worst of all." When his shaykh sari al Saqti ~~J
was told of this, he said, "This is what has made Junayd, the Junayd that he is! (Darul Isha'at
Karachi). See also at-targhib wa tarhib (Awareness & Apprehension) of Munzai (Darul Isha'at,
Karachi.) pp 818 etc., 948, etc. 888 etc. 941 etc.
2 Bukhari # 6116.
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5105. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii'~; narrated tha~ Allah's Messenger ~J4#.i»1~
said, He is not strong who knocks out another. Rather, he is strong who, ..vhen
angry, control himself (and knocks flown his anger).t
COMMENTARY: If anything is the severest enemy of a person then it is his own self. If a
person may knock out great wrestlers but does not overpower his own self, then he is not
doing any great thing. The real feat is to ov ?rcome one's self. It is as:
11

.~ '::~~ $.~!~J~<.S..llf
(Your greatest enemy is your self that is between your two sides.)
Physical strength is only outward and ephemeral. But the strength that subdues the soul is
religiou~ and spiritual and is given by Allah. So, to kno,·k out the self is the real excellence
but to knock out a man is not anything worthwhile.
PEOPLE OF PARADISE & OF HELL
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5106. Sayyiduna Harithah ibn Wahb ~.i»l~; .. •c.rrated that Allah's Messenger 4#lil'~
11
~J asked, Shall I not tell you about the dwellers of paradise? (They are) every
weak person who is considered weak (and low•~r and is oppressed but he has a high
rank in Allah's sight). Were he is swear an oath, Alla'b would make it good, Shall I
not tell you about the inmates of hell? Every violent rude and proud person." 2
According to another version: Every rude base born and proud person.'3
COMMENTARY: The weak person mentioned in the hadith (tradition) is neither an
arrogant one not an oppressive one. An alternative translation ·for 'considered weak' is
regarded humble, lowly e-nd anonymous.
Most o~ the inhabitants of paradise will be of this description. In the same way, a majority
of the denizens of hell will be the other kind mentioned in the hadith (tradition).
If they4 swear an oath relying on Allah's favour, Allah will make them fulfil it. Or, it they
adjure Allah, oath to let them have what th "!Y want from Him, He will grant it to them.
Or, if they say on oafr. that Allah will get their desire fulfilled, He makes them true.
The word(~.), and(~) are one who ascrib~s himself to false parentage; Both words an.
found i.1 the Qurans and are applied to w.alid ibn Mughirah as staunch infidel of Makk='.h
and an arch-enemy of the Prophet ~ J4#.i»1~ a1 .d Islam.

Bukhari # 6114, Muslim# I 07-2659.
Bukhari # 4918, Muslim # 46. 2753.
3 Muslim # 48. 2653.
4 The first kind.
5 respectively; Same born, \-iolent
1
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THE PROUD IS DENIED PARADISE
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5107. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~..111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1d~
said, "No one who has in his heart faith as much as ~ grain of mustard seed will go
to hell (forever). And no one who has in his heart pride as much as a grain of
mustard-seed will enter paradise."t
COMMENTARY: Here faith mean~ the 'fruits of faith' go0d character and excellences that
follow the light of faith and perfect conviction. As for true faith, it is a confirmation at
heart. So, there can neither be an increase nor a decrease in it. In this sense, in cannot be
divided into parts too, though it has many branches and fields that are outside the limits of
the real faith, like salah (prayer), fasting, zakah (Annual due charity) and other external
commands of Islam, or like humility and mutual compassion, and also like a!l those things
that are of the category of the 1ntemal qualities and distinctions. Thus we learn from a
hadith (tradition):

(Faith has over seventy branches)2
Oearly, the branches are an indivisible part of the original but none of these branches
because of their intrinsic natu!''"' '"an be termed to be identical to the original.
Faith is c_J_uite a distinct ori~al thing and all the known commands and unseen manners
and qualities of Islam are different conditions that cannot be included in the essenc~ and
nature of faif.1. The prophet~""J~/t.~ saying:

~L:;JYI ~ 3:' { tt;;i.l
(Modesty is a branch of faith).3
is evidence of tl·is statement because the ulama (Scholars) are unanimous that (~~)
modesty is not part of the meaning of faith.
The second portion of the hadith (tradition) implies that no one will enter paradise till the
sin of pride is found in the record of his deeds, when ht:! is purified of pride and other sins,
he will be admitted to paradise. The purification will be achieved after he undergoes
PUnishment for his sins or after Allah will be merciful to him and forgive him.
Khattabi ..1!1 ~ J said that this portion of the hadith (tradition) may be interpreted in two
ways:
(i)
Pride stands for disbelief and polytheism. Obviously, the gates of paradise are
shut for the perpetrators of disbelief and pol} theism for ever.
(ii)
Pride is used in its original meaning- to regard oneself as superior to other
people and to be arrogant.
The hadith (tradition) means that a proud person will be enter paradise till·Allah' s mercy
turns t o him. So when Allah decides to admit him to paradise, He will remove pride from
Muslim # 1~-8~
Hadith (tr.:.dition) # 5 of Mishkat.
3 Hadith (tradition) # 4796, 5077 of Mishkat.
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him, purify him of its evil and admit him to paradise.
REALITY OF PRIDE

(..P.L-o o \.J.;) -U:Jt!J I.L!.J.j

Ji1 ~~~I

5108. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger rl""'J~)»,~
said, "No one who has in his heart pride as much as a grain will enter paradise." A
man submitted, 11Someone likes that his dress should be good and his shoes should
be good." (So he asked, Is that being proud?') He said, 'Surely, Allah the Exalted, is
beautiful. He likes beauty, but pride is to regard truth as false and to look down
upon people."l
COMMENTARY: The word (oJ~) means ant. It is said that one hundred ants add up to the
weight of one grain. Or (oJ~) means a particle of dust that flies in the wind.
The man who submitted that he liked good dress was one of the sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~.&~~J but who? Some say that he was (Sayyiduna) Mu'adh ibn Jabal .&1~J
~, or Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas ~.&,~J or Rabi' ah ibn Aamir ~.&'~J·
There is a background to the question of the man about liking good dress and shoes. He
had observed that those who were arrogant and regarded every other person as despicable,
wore immaculate garments and the best available shoes. To get a true picture, he asked the
prophet ~J~-&1~ about it and he assured him that one who likes to wear good clothes
and sandals is not among the arrogant for this reason. Shari' ah (divine law) does not
disallow it. The Prophet ~J ~ Ji!1 ~ then defined pride and arrogance. It takes the man
away from the right path so that he is not mindful of unity of Allah and worship of Him
and he rebels against truth and considers Allah's creatures as base and lowly. Some have
translated that he regard, the beauty of truth as false.
The meaning of' Allah, the Exalted, is Beautiful' is that He has perfect attributes. His being,
His attributes, His deeds and His power are all perfect. All visible and invisible beauties
are a reflecti9n of His beauty. Indeed, beauty and glory and associated only with Him.
Some scholars have described (~) as one who furnishes and oeautifies.' Other have said
that (~) beautiful is synonymous with (J,ti~) glorious. In this case, Allah is Beautiful'
would mean that H~ is the owner of all light, brightness, good and glory. Some others,
have given the meaning that He is the good fashioner of His creatures.
THREE WHO WILL BE DEPRIVED OF ALLAH'S SIGHT
1

1
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5109. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~
1

Muslim 147-91.
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said, "Three there are to whom Allah will not speak on the day of resurrection and
whom He will not purify (meaning, will not speak well of them),
According to another version: 11 and He l'_Vill not look towards them" "and they will
undergo a painful punishment: (They are: ) an old man who commits fornication a
king who lies boldly, and a poor man who is arrogant."t
COMMENTARY: The day of resurrection refers to the place of gathering when Allah's
favours, anger justice and pleasure will be seen. He will decide between the good and bad
people.
The words (~y. ~J) may mean that Allah will exclude there three men from his praise
when He praises the believers and the righteous. Another meaning is that Allah will not
purify them from their sins with His kindness.
As for the words 'and they will undergo a painful punishment; they could be part of the
second version. Or, they form part of the original hadith (tradition). This second possibility
is more plausible.
In short, these things mean that Allah will be displeased with them.
The three men mentioned in the hadith (tradition) are liable to punishment whatever their
age and state, but here the extreme severity of their sin is mentioned. For instance,
fornication is an evil deed but while it is bad for a young man who is naturally more
old man committing it is more detestable. The reason is that neither is
inclined to it, yet
he naturally attracted to it nor is the sexual impulse as domination on him as makes one
senseless and fearless of Allah. Hence, this old man who commits fornication is extremely
shameless and wicked.
In the same way, falsehood is bad for everyone, but it is worse if a king indulges in it. He is
responsibl~, to run his state and oversee his subjects. If he lies, he may create chaos.
Moreover, he does not need to lie, for he can get every thing without lying. So, his sin is
more marked.
We may reason out the sin of arrogance by a poor person on the same basis. If a man is
proud for possessing wealth, position, etc. there is an excuse with him though it is a sin
nevertheless. But, if he is arrogant over nothing worthwhile then his sin is accentuated. He
is intrinsically wicked and extremely mean.
Some scholars translate (foJl~) not as a arrogant poor man. Rather, they take (Ji~) to mean
one of (J~) family, 'One who has a wife and children, and is poor so cannot meet the needs
of his family but is so arrogant that he will not accept charity· and turns down offers of
help. In this way, he neglects the needs of his family and causes them to suffer. It is such
·people that are condemned by this hadith (tradition). It is a different thing to rely on Allah
and be modest and self, respecting and to conceal one's poverty and need from other
people and not to beg from them. But, to be arrogant in spite of dire need and restlessness
and reject the favours of other people is an act that is blamed greatly.
As for the Shaykh (~),'old man who commits fornication, some people have said that it
could refer to a married man, old or young. It is like the meaning of Shaykh in the
abrogated recital of the verse:
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in which shaykh means 'a married man' (and shaykhah, a married woman). Clearly, it is
worse for such a person to commit fornication both in the eyes of Shariah and morality.
Hence, it is wajib (obligatory) to stone this person to death.
As for (~'.l.S'--.s::L.) a king who lies, we might say that he" is an affluent man. An ordinary or a
poor man speaking lies may be understood by a stretca of imagination because he could be
driven to falsehood on account of his need but a rich man is not compelled by his
circumstances to lie. He can get his desire without resorting to falsehood. So it is more of a
sin for him to lie.
As for (foJi~) poor arrogant, one more interpretation is that (Ji~) 'the poor, needy refers to
one who is haughty to the poor and needy . It is very bad to be arrogant before th~ poor and
needy. But, there is nothing wrong in being proud to the rich and the haughty. However,
the more correct interpretation of this sentence is that it refers to a person who is capable of
supporting himself and his family after earning money, but he regards it as below his
dignity to work and toil to earn money. This thing is very commor. these days. Strong,
healthy men consider it below their dignity to toil even if they and their dependants pass
through bad days or they have to look upon others for help. Their attitude is tantamount to
arrogance can it is worse than the pride of the rich. It becomes worst when these people put
on the garb of religion and present themselves as great religious men, very righteous and
ascetic and retire to seclusion as handicapped. Thereby th~y deceive simple Muslims.
ARROGANCE IS LIKE POLYTHEISM

VJ-.ooi.J.;) -.;WIJili-"ii~IJ.;$ -JWI~t\ t~ll ~-l~§I1.4IJ L¥jU~i

5110. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said that Allah, the Glorious says, 11Pride is MY cloak and majesty is My lower
garment. So, he who competes with Me regarding any of these two, I shall consign
him to the Fire."t
According to one version: "I shall throw him into the Fire."2
COMMENTARY: The words like 'My cloak' and 'My lower garment' are spoken by Allah
by way of example to emphasise that both the attributes 'pride' and 'majesty' belong to
Allah and no one can become an associate or partner with Him. It is just like no one may
share another's garments.
·
They are some attributes of Allah of which a share is given to His creatures and they are
authorized to describe themselves with them. Example are generosity, mercy, and so on.
But some attributes are exclusive to Allah alone. No creature is competent to describe
himself with these attributes. This is explicit in the example: just as no one put .on the
garments that are on another person's body, so too pride and true might can not be claimed
by any creature because both these attributes are proper only for Allah.
The dictionary meaning of the two words (c.t.!.ft'!") and(~) is the same; 'to be mighty. But
the context of the hadith· (tradition) makes them different. One is compared to a cloak and
the other to a lower garment. Some scholars interpret it to mean that pride is Allah's own,
1

2
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personal attribute. He is great and regarded as Great whether anyone recognises it or not.
As for majesty, it is the attribute of Allah that others can recognize. All the creatures know
that He is Great. This is an additional or external attribute, but the personal attribute is
necessarily superior. So pride is compared to cloak because a cloak is superior to the lower
garment. Might is compared to the lower gan:nent.
SECTION II
ARROGANCE IS SELF-DECEIT
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5111. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn Al-Akwa 4.:&-.iill~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .iils~
~J~ said, A man does not cease to magnify himself till he is recorded among the
tyrants and is belaboured with that which belabours them."1
11

COMMENTARY: The first sentence could mean 'he magnifies himself thinking high of
himself,' or 'he is deceived by his own self and takes pride in himself.
If anyone thinks highly of himself, there is no limit to his age. He hands himself over to his
soul. The result is that he becomes a rebel and faces the punishment prescribed to rebels in
this world and the next..
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5112. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb . 1!1 ~; narrated from his father who from his

(Amrs) grandfather that Allah's Messenger E) said, 11The arrogant will be
(resurrected and) assembled on the day of resurrection as small ants in the garb of
human beings. They will be covered wit h disgrace from all sides and will be
driven to a cell in hell named Bawlas where they will boil in the fire of the Fire
(meaning the hottest of the fire). They will be made to drink the pus, blood and
impurities of the inmates of hell, called tinatul khabal."2
·
COMMENTARY: Being like little ants could mean that they will be disgraced extremely
and wHl be trampled under the feet of others like ants are trampled. On the· day of
resurrection, everyone will be resurrected in his original form, so 'like ants' does not-really
men 'ants.'
However, .Sh':lykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlwi ..1!1~; said that the more correct thing is
that the hadith (tradition) must be taken at its words and the apparent meaning so that the
arrogant will truly ·appear as small ants but their features would be human. This is
certainly not farfetched because Allah is Omnipotent and may shrink any man to the size of
an ant to make him despicable, before all the creatures.
Mulla Ali Qari .iil1~; has also cited many opinions and has concluded with the opinion of
1
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Toorpushti ~~~; that the apparent meaning of the hadith (tradition) is not derived from its
words because the Prophet ~J~~~ had made" it clear that when men ~e resurrected on
the day of resurrection, they will be raised in their original form in which they existed in
this world. In fact, their penis too would be reproduced in the form in which they were
born before they were circumcised. So, all the people would be raised uncircumcised. Then
how is it possible that a man's limbs, all of them, even hair and nails would be shrinked
and accommodated in the tiny body of a small ant?
Finally, Mulla Ali Qari ~~ ~J has reproduced· the objections to the aforementioned
deduction of Toorpushti ~~~; and expressed doubts on their validity. He has deduced that
Allah will resurrect the arrogant people in their form in which they were in the world in
the same way as He would present all the people. This would establish the power of Allah
to give back to everyone his complete body with its limbs and features. Then Allah will
tum them to the size of ants in the place of gathering but they will retain their human
forms. This change will take place in order to make them disgraced before all the creatures.
Or, when they come to the place of reckoning and will see the signs of divine punishment,
they will be terror stricken to such an extent that their sizes woule dwindle and will
become tiny like ants. In fact, all the inmates of hell will become like dogs, swines, donkeys,
etc. depending on their conduct and sins, and this is established through different
traditions.
The word Bawlas is also pronounced Bulas or Bulis. It is derived from (~) meaning,
'astonished, 'worried' or 'dejected' The devil's name Iblis is also derived from it.
The fire of the fire will be a fire that would burn down fire, as fire bums fire wood.
Tinat ul Khabal is the pus, blood and impurities that will ooze from the wounds of the
inmates of hell.
·
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5113. Sayyiduna Atiyah ibn Urwah as-Sadi ~~~~.>narrated that Allah's Messenger
~J ~ .1!1 ~ said, "surely anger is prompted by the devil and, indeed, the devil is
created from the fire. And, the fire is only put off with water. Hence, when any of
you becomes angry, let him perform ablution."1
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COMMENTARY: Cool water cools the rage and the ideal way to use it is to make ablution,
or to drink cool water. When anyone becomes angry, he must first recite: (~)1~1~JA4»~~_r1}
(I seek refuge in Allah from the accursed devil).
(This is stated in a hadith (tradition). Anger subsides on reciting it.) If it does not work, he
should get up, perform ablution and offer two raka'at salah (prayer) for Allah's sake.
A SIMPLE CURE OF ANGER

1
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5114. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messengel' ~J~~~~ said,
"When any of you flies into a rage while standing, he should sit down. H the anger
leaves him that is good), otherwise he should lie down." 1
COMMENTARY: It is stated in Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) that if an angry
person is standing, he might do something regretable. If he is sitting, he will not be so
quick to take any action. And, if he is lying down, he would be slower than that. So, one
must change his position when he becomes angry.
THE BAD PEOPLE
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5115. Sayyidah Asma bint Umays ~.iii!~J narrated that the heard Allah's Messenger
~""J ~ .1!1 J...P say, "How bad is he who regards himself better then others and is
arrogant, but forgets the greatest and the Most High! How bad is he who is
oppressive and transgresses, but forgets the Dominant, the Most High! How bad is
he who is playful and careless, but forgets the grave, decay and decomposition!
How bad is he who is corrupt and exceeds the limits (in disobedience and sin), but
forgets the origin and the climax! How bad is he who seeks worldly gain with
religion! (He dons the attire of the righeous scholars of fool simple folk) How bad is
he who deceitfully injects doubts in religion! How bad is he who is driven by
greed! (He seeks the worldly things from the creatures) How bad is he who is
misled by base desires! And, how bad is he whose passion debases him!" 2
COMMENTARY: Tabarani .1u~J had also transmitted this hadith (tradition). Bayhaqi has
transmitted it from Nu' aym ibn Harnmaz too Haakim has also transmitted it in Mustadrak.
So, this hadith (tradition) is no more weak as Tirmidhi has rated it. Besides, a weak hadith
(tradition) may be related to encourage good deeds.
SECfiON III
SUPPRESS ANGER
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No man swallows back anything better in the sight of Allah, Mighty and Glorious,
then anger which he swallows to earn Allah's pleasure."1
11
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5117. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J said about the words of Allah, the Most High:
I
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{Repeal (evil) with what is better .... } (41: 34)
"Exercise patience when angry and be forgiving when mistreated. With they do
that, Allah protects them. And, their enemy is made to bow down to them as though
he were a close and intimate friend."2
COMMENTARY: The verse cited in the hadith (tradition) is part of the 34th of Surah
Fussilat.
·
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{Nor can goodness and evil be equal. Repeal (evil) with what is better,} (41: 34)
So, the verse teaches that evil is not returned with evil. Rather. Goodness, is the return of
evil. When anyone is bad to you, be kind to him.
The word (~}) close' actually explains the word (~) intimate friend.' This phrase
elaborates on the final words of the verse cited:
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{Then will he between whom and you was hatred become as it were your friend and
intimate!) (41: 34)
ANGER MARS FAITH

_J . . dl~l{ . . i1 ~~~Y' {. ~j
5118. Sayyiduna Bahz ibn Hakim .1!1~J reported from his father (Hakam) ..1!144->J who
from his (Bahz) ~~~ J grandfather (Mu' awiyah ibn Hay dan Qushayri) ~~~J that
he narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.l!~~ said, 11 Surely anger mars faith just as
aloe impairs honey."3
COMMENTARY: Here faith implies 'perfect faith,' or 'light of faith.' Moreover, sometimes,
anger removes real faith too. (We seek refuge in Allah from such things.)
BE HUMBLE

1
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3 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 8294.
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5119. Sayyiduna Umar ~.&~~; said while he was on the pulpit (deliverj.ng a sermon),
-

f ·-

110 you people! Be humble towards each other, for, indeed, I had heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~.&~~ say, 'He who is humble for Allah's sake (to win His pleasure)
will be raised (in rank) by Allah. Though he may regard himself lowly (in his own
eyes), he is great in the eyes of men. But, he who is proud will be lowered (in rank)
by Allah. Thus, he is debased in the eye of men though he may regard himself
highly (in his own eyes), so much so that he is more contemptible in their sight than
a dog or a pig."t
COMMENTARY: The proud and the egoist is lowly in the esteem of Allah and the eyes of
men. On the other hand, the humble person is in high esteem of Allah and the men.
FORGIVING EVEN WHEN ABLE TO RETALIATE
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5120. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.au~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&,~
said, 11Musa ibn Imran ~")L.J' ~ asked, 11My Lord, which of Your creatures is the

greatest in Your sight?' He said, 'He who forgives even when he has power (to
retaliate).'2
COMMENTARY: If anyone wrongs him and he feels pains yet pardons the man though he
is able to avenge himself. Sayyiduna Musa ~")L.Jt ~ was quick-tempered, s~ Allah
emphasized to him that he should be forbearing and forgiving.
According to a version in Jami Saghir: If anyone is in a position to seize revenge but prefers
to forgive, then on the day of (~.r-S-), meaning resurrection, Allah, the Most High, too will
forgive him.
REWARD FOR RESTRAINING ANGER
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5121. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&'~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, 11 He

who keeps his tongue shut, Allah will conceal his faults. He who keeps his anger in
check, Allah will remove His punishment from him on the day of resurrection. And,
he who presents an excuse to Allah,· Allah will accept his excuse (when he is
ashamed of his sins and repents)."3
THREE MEANS OF DELIVERANCE & THREE MEANS OF PUNISHMENT
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Bayhaqi # 8140.
Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 8327.
3 Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 8311.
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5122. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~
said, 11There things there are that will give deliverance and three there are that will
destroy. Those that will deliver are:
(i) fear of Allah in private and in public,
(ii) speaking the truth when pleased and when displeased (in all
circumstances), and
(iii) being moderate both when wealthy and when poor.
Those that will destroy are:
(i) passion that is pursued,
(ii) greed and miserliness of which one becomes a slave, and,
(iii) regarding oneself highly (and praising oneself very much). This last is the
worst of all."1
COMMENTARY: To speak the truth in all circumstances is not to allow any of one's desires
to interfere in declaring what is true. Whether the circumstances and to whomsoever one
speaks, truth must not be forsaken, whichever side one stands to gain or lose. One must not
flatter an oppressor or a sinner, or blame a pious man with whom one is displeased. Never
must truth be cast overboard.
To exercise moderation is to strike a mean in spending, neither to be exorbitant nor miserly.
Also, a middle path should be followed between poverty and abundance. The ulama
(Scholars) say that one must suffice in earning a livelihood when the necessities o£ life are
procured and survival is assured. This is better than richness and poverty.
Pursuing passion is condemned because one succumbs to the base desires blindly. This is
such a trait that destroys one. As against this, perfect faith is to submit oneself to Divine
command and the Prophet's ~J~.1!1~ Shari'ah (divine law).
While greed and miserliness are innate to man and he cannot be entirely free of them, yet
to surrender to these qualities outright and not be able to do without them leads one to
destruction.
Of the three destructive things, the worst is the last mentioned in the hadith (tradition). It is
to laud oneself and regard oneself as exceptional. Man takes pride in himself. While it is
not very difficult to give up the first two evils and to repent from them, it is nearly
impossible ~o get rid of the third evil: self praise or self conceit, Man becomes arrogant and
conceit~d·lo such an extent that he cannot see his bad deeds as bad. So, he is never
repentant. It is like a bid'ati (or innovator) who rerents rarely and he cannot easily come
out of his sin.

1
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CHAPTER- XXI
OPPRESSION
The word(~) Zulm is 'to put something at a wrong place, not where it belongs and where
it is used, but at a different place.
This meaning applies to every thing that exceeds its limits. Instead of happening as it
should, it occurs with excess or loss at an unsuitable time and unnecessarily.
This also applies to the common usage of oppression, tyranny, cruelty. Shari'ah (divine
law) also uses this word with the same meaning. However, we must assume 'place' and
'use' to apply to a place and use sanctioned by Shari'ah (divine law). Thus(~) oppression
etc. in the eye of Shari' ah (divine law) will constitute misplacing anything, and exceeding
·
any thing, beyond the limits set by Shari'ah (divine law).
Jj~tj..aili

SECTION I
OPPRESSOR WILL BE IN THE DARK

5123. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .lit ~; narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ lilt ~ said,
11
0ppression (~) (Zulm) will cause excessive darkness(.;.,~) (zulumaat) on the day
of resunection."t
(Zulm and Zulumaat are oppressing and oppression and darkness.)
COMMENTARY: On the day of resurrection, the oppressor will be surrounded by darkness
in the gathering place. He will be deprived of the nur (light) that will be deprived of the
nur (light) that will be available to a believer of which Allah says:

{(On the day of resurrection, the light of the believers) will be running before them
and on their right hands (whereby they will get to their destinations)} (66: 8)
Some scholars say that(.;.,~) darkness refer to the severe (hardships) and chastisement of
the hereafter that will be inflicted on the inmates of hell. Indeed, the word (.;.,Lo.U;) Zulumaat
is used in this sense too (severity) in the Quran as in:
(Say, "who delivers you from the darkness of the land and the sea} (6: 63) (Here, it
asks about losing the path on land and facing a stormy sea. - the Meanings of the
Noble Quran, by Mufti Muhammad Taqi Usmani, note # 17 vi p 248)
OPPRESSOR GETS RESPITE
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5124. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~..l!'~J narrated that All~'s Messenger ~J~.i»>~·said,
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Surely, Allah grants respite to the oppressol'. (He gives him a long life in this
world but will punish him in the next.) But, when He seizes him, after all, He will
not spare him (and1he will not avert punishment)." Then, he recited;
11
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{And such is the seizing of your Lord When He seizes the townships while they are
doing evil. Surely His seizing in painful, severe. }I (11: 102)
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) assures the oppressed that they would be avenged
and the oppressor would be punished. Allah says:
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{Think not that Allah is unaware of what the evildoers work, He only respites them
He to a day when eyes wi.ll stare (in terror)} (14: 42)
PASSING THROUGH RUINS OF THE THAMUD & ADVICE TO SAHABAH
(PROPHET'S COMPANIONS) ~~~~ J
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5125. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~ J narrated that when the Prophet ~J~~'J..P passed

Hijr, he said (to his shabah) t*".l!'~J, "Do not enter the (ruins of the) dwelliJlgs of
those who (had belied their Messengers ~":A-ll ~ and had) wronged thentselves,
unless you weep (while going in), lest you suffer the same (chastisement) as they
did, suffeJ,"." (To go to such places without taking heed and being negligent is to
invite Divine Punishment) Then he covered his head (with a cloak) and went out
rapidly beyond the wadi (valley).2
COMMENTARY: Hijr is the place where the Thammud people of Prophet Salih .~":A-ll~
resided. In Madyan to the north of Hijaz is a historical valley, Wadi al Qura. Here, Hij~ is
situated about four miles from Tabuk. There were, in this place, dwellings of th,..· Thamud,
They transgressed beyond limit and persecuted their Messenger Salih~":A-ll4# and r_efus.ed to
obey the command of Allah. Divine punishment was, therefore, awarded to them. Their
dwellings and habitation were destroyed, but their ruins are present to this day. They serve
as a lesson to those who see them, showing how people rise and fall. This hadith (tradition)
refers to the Prophet's ~J4#~1,).-.P pass~ge through these ruins during the Battle of Tabuk.
The Prophet ~....J "~ ..1!1 J..P put a cover on his head and hurried past this place so as not a
glance on the ruins. He did it is that the Muslims might emulate e him. So he followed his
words by a practical example. Perhaps, he hurried through that place also because he was
always overcome by fear of Allah and he was constantly afraid of signs of divine
punishment. This is as one of his sayings:

t
2

Bukhari # 4686, Muslim# 61.2583.
Bukhari # 4419, Muslim# 39.2980, Musnad Ahmad 2-66.
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I am more aware of Allah and fear him more than you do."t

We learn from this hadith (tradition) that we must neither take up residence in the house of
the rebellious slaves of Allah nor make their regions our native land.
OPPRESSOR WILL HAVE TO REPAY THE OPPRESSED IN THE NEXT WORLD
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5126. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.~Jill~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J~.&l~
said, 111£ any one has been unjust to his brother concerning his honour (by having
backbited him or hurt him physically), or concerning something else (like an
unpaid financial demand or shedding blood etc.), then he must get his forgiveness
today (in this world) before (it is too late and) he has neither dinar nor dirham (to
reimburse him). If (he fails to do it than if) he has any good deeds, then so much
will be taken out of them as offsets his wrong doings (and credited to the
oppressed), But, if he has no good deeds, then the evil deeds of he wronged one
will be taken and laid upon him (enough to compensate the other)."2
COMMENTARY: In the hereafter, the wrongdoer wil be made to pay for his wrongdoing
by surrendering his good deeds enough to write off his oppression or injustice. But, if he
has not sufficient good deeds, or none at all, then the sins of the oppressed person will be
taken away from him and put on the shoulders of the wrong doer, so he will undergo
punishment for his own sin as well as the sins of the other man who will not have to suffer
punishment for such of his own sins as have been laid on the oppressor.
The hadith (tradition) makes clear by its words 'when he has no dirham or dinar' that one
must get one's wrong done to anyone pardoned in this world even if one has to spend
money to get that done. This is much better and easy in this world than having to
surrender one's pities or bear the bur.den of the other's sins.
As for the words 'as much as will offset his wrongdoing (or injustice), the correct thing is
that the amount and the nature of the pieties and sins will be decided by Allah. Only He
knows how this would be executed and on what basis. However, Ibn Maalik Jill~ J said that
perhaps the pieties and sins that will be exchanged might be 'deeds' offered in kind (like
units). Or, perhaps, blessing and punishment, may be given to one or the other, as are
reward able or punishable against good and bad deeds by Allah, the Most High.
WHO IS A PAUPER
J I ~ Jf
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J I ~ JJf
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1 See

Bukhari, hadith (tradition) # 5083.
# 2449.
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5127. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~

asked (his sahabah) ~.&~~J, 11 Do you know who a pauper (muflis, of my ummah)
is?" They submitted, 11The pauper among us is he who has no dirham and no
"possessions (with him)." He said, 11The pauper among my ummah is he who comes
on the day of resurrection with salah (prayer), fasting zakah (Annual due charity)
(and other good deeds) but also comes having abused this one, accused that one,
devoured property of someone, shed blood of someone, beaten someone (so that he
owns pieties but had claims against him). So, he sits and gives up this pity to this
one and that piety to that one till his good deeds are drained even before he has
paid off what is against him of wrongdoings. Then, he carries their sins hurled at
him till he himself is cast into the fire." 1
COMMENTARY: Those who deprive others of their rights will neither be forgiven in the
hereafter nor will intercession be accepted for them. However, Allah might please the
wronged one by showering bounties on him and get him to forgive the oppressor.
Nawawi .1!1~J said tllat a poor man by worldly standards cannot be called a real poor man
because poverty in this sense is ephemeral and ends with death or, in fact, in one's lifetime
occasionally. But, the poverty mentioned in the hadith (tradition) is eternal. One who is
involved in such a poverty suffers overall destruction.
RIGHTS OF FELLOW-MEN WILL HAVE TO BE PAID
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5128. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
said, 110n the day of resurrection, rights will be paid to the right holders so much so
that retaliation will be seized from the homed sheep for the hornless sheep."2
COMMENTARY: On the day of resurrection like men animals too will have to pay for the
rights of other animals though they are not responsible. The ulama (Scholars) say that it
will not be a retaliation seized from someone responsible but a retaliation of completion.
However, Mulla Ali Qari .1!1~ J said that it is not correct to call it so. Rather, it is the normal
kind of retaliation that is seized from someone responsible. This gives rise to a doubt that
since animals are not answerable, how will retaliation be seized from them? The answer is:
(i)
Allah is (-'!.r-\.o.liJI.d) (Doer of what He intends to do). So, he may do whatever He
wishes and is Able to do it. And (ji.i!\4.? j~uJ) (And He is not asked about what
He does).
(ii)
Here, sheep is mentioned only to emphasize that every usurper of rights will
be made to pay the person whose rights he has usurped his due. No one will
be spared, and not even the meanest will be denied his due. This second
1
2

Muslim # 59. 2581, Tirmidhi # 2418, Musnad Ahmad 2-303.
Muslim # 60. 2582, Tirmidhi # 2420.
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interpretation is more sound.
And the hadith (tradition) of Jabir ~..llt~.J has been mentioned previously. (see# 1865)

SECTION IT
EVIL IS NOT REPAID WITH EVIL
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5129. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~..lit~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.#ki.).P said,
11

Do not be immaa'h saying, "If people favour us, we shall favoaur them and if they
are unjust to us, we shall be unjust to them. Rather, condition yourself such that if
they favour you, you too show them favour. If they hurt you, do not do them
wrong."t
COMMENTARY: Imma'ah is one who has no sense. He follows the others doing what they
say. The hadith (tradition) uses it for one who insists that he would treat people as they
treat him. The Prophet ~J 4# kt.).P said, : Do not be like him for, that is contradictory to
religion and intelligence. While good is returned with good, evil too is repaid with good. In
this way it is favour. Besides, retaliation, too, is zulm (<?ppression, wrong-doing)."
However, the hadith (tradition) could also mean:
(i)
If people do you wrong, do not oppress them. You should not commit excess
against them, but seek retaliation within limits of justice." This is what is legal.
(ii)
Or, do not bind yourself to seek revenge, but also be kind and forgiving to
them.
(iii)
Or, regard good as a return of evil and treat the wrongdoer and unjust with
. favour.
Of these three possibilities, the first applies to the common Muslim.
The second applies to the eminent Muslims, meaning those who are the exclusive class of
Muslims.
The third is the best kind concerns the best among the best.
Shaykh Ali Muttaqi ..lit~.J has spoken of it in a very learned manner that touches on the
mystic. The standard of distinguishing the love of the world and the hereafter is based on
four things.
(l)He who is overcome by love of this world, hurts other people unnecessarily. He does
wrong to them without any reason at all.
(2)He who does not involve in love of the world to such a degree does not take the
initiative in hurting another person. But, if anyone hurts him, he retaliates by hurting this
other only to the extent Shari'ah (divine law) has permitted as retaliation. He does not
exceed the limits.
(3)He whose love of the hereafter is strong and love of this world weak, forgives and
overlooks the wrongdoing of the oppressor against him.
(4)He whose love of the hereafter is too strong, returns injustice and oppression with too
t Tirmidhi # 2007 (2014).
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much favour. This is the raitk that is earned by the siddiq (truthful ones) and by the
muqarrabin (the ones who have attained nearness to Allah).
EARN ALLAH'S PLEASURE TO PLEASE THE PEOPLE
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5130. Sayyiduna Mu' awiyah ~~~~J narrated that he wrote to Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~J
,~,''Write to me a letter giving me instructions, b~t do not make that very lengthy."
She wrote, "Peace be on you! To proceed! I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J4#1Jl'~
say, "He who seeks Allah's pleasure though that might bring people's anger Allah
suffices him against their confrontation. But, he who seeks the pleasure of the
people though that might displease Allah, will be entrusted by Allah to the people,'
And, peace be on you."l
COMMENTARY: If anyone does not care whether Allah becomes displeased or not than
Allah does not care for him and leaves his affairs to the people. He does not help him in his
affairs and does not protect him from the mischief of the people. Moreover, He lets them
subdue him and they hurt him and persecute him.
So, the real thing for men to seek in Allah's pleasure. If he is pleased then His creatures will
be pleased too. He who does not seek Allah's pleasure, neither gets Allah's pleasure not the
·
pleasure of His creatures.
This hadith (tradition) teaches us that salaam should be written on beginning a letter as
well as on concluding it. The first stands for the greeting on meeting and the last for bidden
farewell.

SECTION III
EXPLANATION OF ZULM IN THE VERSE 6:82
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5131. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~iJJ,~J narrated that when the verse:
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{Those who believe and have not confounded their faith with zulm (evildoing) ... }
(6: 82)
1

Tirmidhi # 2414 (2422).
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was revealed, that seemed very difficult to the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~J
~·..lil of Allah's Messenger ~J~J»,~. They submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah,
which of us has not wronged his self?" So, Allah's Messenger ~J~JJ.,~ said, ''That
is not so. It refers only to polytheism. Have you not heard the saying of Luqman to
his son (exhorting him):

{0 my son! Associate not others with Allah. Surely associating others (with Him) is
a mighty zulm (evil).}
According to another version:
"That is not as you imagine but that is only as Luqman instructed his son."1
COMMENTARY: The sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~..1!1~J thought that zulm stooC;f
for 'sin.' But, they were convinced that zulm in this verse referred to polytheism. ·
The question may arise that 'faith and polytheism are contradictory, so how can they be
together? But, a faithful may commit sin. The answer is that in reality faith and polytheism
may be together as they were in Makkah. The idolaters believed in Allah but also
worshipped idols. Polytheism is of two kinds: (~.Y.Jl' ,j Jr) which is in worship and
reverence and regarding others as good, and these polytheists are few.
And, (~~~~ J J r) which is polytheism in worship and reverence and in Allah's main
attributes like creation sustaining, providing needs, etc. There are many polytheists of this
kind ·who profess to be Muslims. The hadith (tradition) condemns this second kind of
polytheism. This is as the Quran says: (~j_,l.t ..••.• ~.ft?i~j!~J)
{&td most of them believe not in All~ but they are associators (polytheists)} (12:
106).
It may be said also that combining polytheism with faith if to profess belief by the tongue
but harbour polytheism in the heart. The hypocrites are the examples of this. They mix up
outward faith with concealed polytheism in that they affirms faith by their tongue but
inwardly they reject it and are averse to Islam.
Mulla Ali Qari J»,~ J said that the words {~ ~ ~_;.;J, ....!..>!) - associating others is a mighty
ZLGlm (evil)} is to make clear that polytheism is an evil that eliminates faith completely from
its roots. Faith and polytheism are never compatible as Allah says (.u...&.~~-...!.JL..!~~A&'J)
{And whosoever rejects faith, his work has indeed failed.} (5: 5)
In contrast, all other sins are not such as may be incompatible with faith. Accordingly, the
ahlus sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) wa al-jama'h hold this opinion that no sin apart
from disbelief and polytheism, wipes out faith from its roots. However, the mu'tazillah, the
khawarij and other innovators say that every major sin is contrary to faith. Hence, when
the verse (6: 82), under discussion, was revealed, the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ..li1~J
~ thought that the verse means by believers and the guided only those who have not
mixed up their faith with sin. Because they could not imagine that polytheism would
confound with faith. So, the Prophet ~J ~ J», ~ explained to them that in some cases
polytheism may adulterate faith as when a person believes in Allah but associates others in
His worship. So, faith in Allah is accomplished at that very time and this is in terms of its
1

Bukhari # 4629, Muslim# 197-124, Musnad Ahamd 1-424.
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dictionary meaning, not from the point of view of Shari'ah (divine la'\1\·). Because it defines
faith in all Allah's perfect attributes as only for him, and in believing that He is free of all
shortcomings and defects. If not, then it will follow (if we take the word faith in its
dictionary meaning in this verse) that in reality all polytheists and disbelievers possess
faith. It is as Allah says.
~
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{And if you were to ask them who created them, they would say 'Allah.'} (43: 87)
But, Shari'ah (divine law) does not accept this kind of faith. True faith is that one should
confirms Allah's Being and declare it and, at the same time should not associate anyone in
His chief attributes and in His worship. In fact, Allah has not permitted any such deed as
smacks of polytheism perpetrated openly or in appearance. According to one hadith
(tradition) Qudsi, Allah says:

(I am independent of partners associating with Me.)l
DO NOT THROWAWAY HEREAFTER FOR THIS LIFE
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5132. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah 4.:$..lii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, "On
the day of resurrection, the worst of man rank wise, in the sight of Allah, will be a
person who throws away his (prospects of the) hereafter for the sake of (the
interests of) the world of someone else. "2
COMMENTARY: As it is, wasting one's prospects in the next for one's own good in this
world is very bad. It is accentuated when one does it for the sake of someone else at the
cost of one's own next life. This is what some selfish people do by helping the cruel and
evil men.
POLYTHEISM & OPPRESSION ARE UNFORGIVABLE

-~Jj~~l!..._ul§ A;;~~l!..._u!~l J!~lli
5133. Sayyidah Ay~hah ~~ .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J •.#- .1!1 j...P said,
"There are three registers.
(i) There is a register for what Allah shall not forgive and it is ascribing
partners to Allah. Allah, Mighty and Glorious says:
1
2

'400 Ahadith (tradition) Qudsiyah', hadith (tradition)# 289, p 170. (Dar ul Isha'at, Karachi)
Ibn Majah # 3966.
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(Surely Allah shall not forgive that anything should be associated with Him} (4: 48)
(i) There is a register that Allah shall not leave unconsidered. It is about
people's excesses against each other and they will take requital among
themselves. (Allah will get the persecuted compensated, or will bestow
favours on him induce him to forgive the oppressor)
(ii) There is a register about which Allah does not care. It is about men's
wrongdoing with Allah and is a matter between them and Allah. It is
Allah's concern. If He wishes He may punish for it. If He wishes He may
disregard and condone it (and give no punishment at all). t
COMMENTARY:
hadith (tradition) makes it clear that if anyone commits evil by
usurping rights of fellow men or hurting any of them, then in the hereafter there will be
escape from reckoning and punishment. Similarly, the sin of polytheism will not be
forgiven. Every sin other than polytheism will depend on Allah's will. He may punish the
perpetrator of a sin or forgive him by his mercy and favour.
PRESERVE YOURSELF FROM CRY OF THE OPPRESSED
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5134. Sayyiduna Ali ~ li11 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# li11 .}J said,
11
Beware of the curse of the oppressed. He asks Allah, the Most High, only for his
right. And, Allah shall not prevent a right-holder from receiving his rights. (He lets
every right-holder get his due)."
HELPING A TYRANT IS FAITHLESSNESS

5135. Sayyiduna Aws ibn Shurahbil ~ .lu ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J4#.1li.}J say, 11He who walks with an ·oppressor (meaning supports
and concurs with him) to strengthen him, knowing that he is an oppressor, indeed,
goes out of the folds of Islam (meaning, deprives himself of perfect faith)." 2
EVIL OF OPPRESSION
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5136. Sayyiduna Abu Hur'!-yrah
narrated that he heard a man say,. "The
11
oppr~ssor harms .none but himself." so· Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J said, 0f course, (he
hurts himself but others too are hurt by his ill-omen) and, by Allah, even the
1

Musnad Ahmad 6-240, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 7473.
in Shu' ab ul eeman # 7675.
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bustard dies in its nest ftom starvation liecause of the oppression of the
oppressor."1
COMMENTARY: It is said that the bustard travels long distances to search for its food and
drink. Its nest is generally far off from watering places by many days' journey. It travels
that for, drink water and returns to its nest. Sometimes, a herb has been detected in the
bellies of bustards in Busrah though that particular herd is found in only one, region that is
many days journey from Busrah.
A tyrant is so inauspkious that Allah causes rain fall to stop and draught replaces fertility.
The result is provision becomes scarce, and men and animals die in large numbers. Even
the bustard dies in its nest because of thirst. This is why its example is given in this hadith
(tradition). The plight of the bustard is a sign of draught and a dry period.
The oppressor really hurts himself because the harm to the oppressed will be offset when
Allah rewards him for his patience. But, the fate of the oppressor is loss and destruction.
Abu Hurayrah 4;S. .ii1 ~ J confirmed this fact but also said that his tyranny is adverse and
inopportune to others too in some way or other.
·
It is most probable that these are not the words of Abu Hurayrah 4:S-.iii~J himself. Rather,
this topic belongs to some hadith (tradition) that he might have heard from the Prophet ~
~J4~.iil. Or, he may have deduced this conclusion from a hadith (tradition) that rain cea~es
to fall when oppression is rife. Clearly, the animals are the most disturbed because of
scanty rainfall and draught
[The bustard (~SJ"") is mentioned in both Abu Dawud and Tirmidhi in the Book on Food
(~t.lhll).]

·CHAPTER- XXII
ENJOINING WHAT IS REPUTABLE
The word (-.;J~) in (-.;J.,-.J~.r-') enjoining what is reputable is derived from (ci~) which
means 'to know,' to recognize,' 'to arrive at reality.' These are what we know through
Shari'ah (divine law) and are commanded by Shari'ah (divine law) to follow.
The word opposite to (.JJ~) is(~). They have no concern with Shari'ah (divine law) and
Shari' ah (divine law) has disallowed them.
r
The phrases

Js::.:..J I us-~ .J ~.J..,..J4.r I
are exclusive terminology of the Islamic teachings. They mean to .command people to do
what is righteous and to disallow them to do evil - or, enjoin what is reputable and forbid
what is disreputable. This chapter reproduced ahadith (tradition) on this subject.
SECTION I
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5137. Sayyid~a Abu Sa' eed Khudri ~lilt~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~lilt~
~J said, "He among you who sees something disapproved (by Shari'ah (divine
law)) must change it with his hand (which implies by using force). But, if he is
unable (do it with force), then he. must do it with his tongue (by citing verses of the
Quran and ahadith (tradition) and by reprimanding the door. But, if he is unable (to
use his tongue), then he must do it in his heart (by regarding it as evil and resolving
to use force or tongue whenever he gains ability to do so, and by keeping away
from the doer). And, that (last course) is the weakest form of faith."I
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) mention three options, one after the other, to put
an end to evil, of which the weakest is to regard it had in one's own mind, not being able to
condemn it outwardly. So, when the believers become very weak and are unable to curb
evil by force or by reprimanding the perpetrators, then consider that to be the weakest and
most frail age of faith. If the ·believers were strong, they would not have sufficed to merely
think of an evil as reprehensible but would have used strong words and physical strength
to put an end to it.
If anyone regards something as evil and exerts himself to curb it then it is what another
hadith (tradition) tells us; 'The besf form of jihad (crusade) is to speak the truth before a
cruel king. Allah says:
,

. ~.r~1A.;L. LJ_;.i~ ~J
(and fearing not the reproach of any reproached ...•} (5: 54)
WHO SHOULD DO IT: Some ulama (Scholars) say that the first option to stop evil by
force is to be exercised by those believers whom Allah has vested with authority. They
include a king, ruler, etc. It is their responsibility to put ~.end to evil in their domain and
try to reform the perpetrators of evil.
·
The second option to admonish and enjoin orally is the responsibility of the ulama
(Scholars). They must urge the people to stay away from evil.
·
The third option concerns the general body of the Muslims. It is wajib (obligatory) on them
when they see something that is disapproved by Shari'ah (divine law) that they must not
merely turn away from it but, in their hearts, they must consider that as evil and must look
down on the perpetrators with disdain.
·
Some authorities say of the last phrase that it is the weakest form of faith because if a
Muslim sees something that is evil and does not even think of it as bad but seems to be
satisfied with it and considers it good then he will not remain a Muslim but become a
disbeliever.
DEGREE OF ENJOINING & FORBIDDING: We must know that the degrees of enjoining
the reputable and forbidding the disreputable are comensurate with the degrees of piety
and evil. Thus if it is wajib (obligatory) to do or follow something, then it is also wajib
(obligatory) to enjoin it. So, if it is mustahab (desirable), the need to enjoin is also mustahab
(desirable). In the same way, if anything contrary to Shari'ah (divine law) is of the degre~
of haram (unlawful) then to disallow it, meaning to forbid the disreputable, too is wajib

1
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(obligatory). It that is makruh (disapproved) (reprehensible, disapproved, disliked), then tJ
forbid it is mustahab (desirable).
IF TROUBLE COULD ARISE: T~1e duty to enjoin the reputable and to forbid the
disreputable may be discharged 01ily if there is no fear of trouble arising because of it, or of
the evil becoming intense. If that is likely to happen then it is absolutely not necessary to
discharge this duty.
Similarly, it is also Recessary to have hope of acceptance of the enjoining of the
disreputable. Thus is one fears that the person whom he enjoins piety or forbids evil not
heed, then it is not wajib (obligatory) to undertake this duty. However, it certainty is
recommended to do it so that the symbols of Islam are, at feast, demonstrated. However,
Imam Nawawi ~~~ J disagrees with it as we shall see further down in this discussion.
EVEN A SINNER MUST PREACH: The initial words of the hadith (tradition); 'he among
you who sees something disapproved are addressed to every member of the Muslim
ummah. So, this duty of enjoining piety and forbidding evil must be discharge by every
Muslim man or woman, free or slave, and, in fact, even a confirmed sinner.
Thus it is not a condition that only one who abides by piety can enjoin piety otherwise it
would not be proper for him to discharge this duty. The reason is that it is not wajib
(obligatory)· to merely enjoin oneself to do a pious work but one must enjoin others to do it,
and if any person neglects or misses one wajib (obligatory), it is absolutely disallowed to
ignore the other wajib (obligatory) for that reason. Of course, sin will acc~ue on neglecting a
wajib (obligatory). As for the words of the Quran:
I
,., .... t
I f.;
,.._!..)~ X LA ,.._!.)_;l¥A
{Why do you say that what you do not} (61: 2)
they do not apply to the duty of enjoining the reputable and forbidding the disreputable.
This verse aims to prevent people from forsaking deeds. It does not disallow anyone to
encourage ·people to do good. If a person urges o~ers to do good deeds and encourage
them to do pious work but does not do that himself, this verse cautions such a person that
while he is commendable when he enjoins piety of others, yet it is most improper for him
to not abide by what he says. Indeed, this verse does not at all prove that one who fails to
perform righteous deeds should not preach to others. Never thess, there is no doubt in it
that there is nothing better if one who enjoins piety himself follows it, because the. advice of
one who does not set an example himself has no effect at all.
NAWAWI'S VIEWS: In Sharh Muslim, Imam Nawawi ~~ ~ J has explained this hadith
(tradition). He.writes that it is wajib (obligatory) to observe the sequence of enjoining piety
and forbidding evil as outlined in the hadith (tradition). The Quran, the sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice) and the consensus of the ummah make it wajib (obligatory). There is no
second opinion about it. However, some Rawafid disagree, but their opinion is not tenable.
Hence, if anyone discharges this duty in accordance with the aforementioned sequence and
the addressee accepts his preaching, then not accept then that person's duty is discharged
in any case and nothing else is wajib (obligatory) on him.
Besides, the ulama (Scholars) hold that this duty to enjoin piety and to forbid evil is of the
kind kifayah (which means that if one or some people discharge it, the rest are absolved of
the duty). If anyone who is capable of discharging this duty does not do it, then he will be
a sinner unle...;s there is a valid excuse for it. In some cases, this duty is of the form fard
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(compulsory)ayn (which means that everyone who knows it, is bound to perform it), For
instance, if evil is taking place where only one person knows of it, or no one else is capable
of nipping it in the bud, like when a man's wife or daughter commits evil, only he is
particularly responsible to eradicate it.
Imam Nawawi Jii1~J also writes that possibility of rejection, does not waive the obligation
of enjoining piety anci forbidding evil. If anyone imagines that a certain person will not
agree to his enjoining piety and forbidding evil then even in this case it will be wajib
(obligatory) on him to enjoin piety and forbid evil.
1he preacher should not worry whether his preaching will be heeded or not. For one,
admonition and exhortation by themselves are very beneficial and do have an effect in
some way or the other at some tin1e for certain. The Quran says:
{....•for admonition benefits the believers.} (51: 55)
Secondly, simply on the assumpti"'n that one's preaching will have no effect, one cannot·
give up one's responsibility. Rather, one must bear in mind that one has to propagate and
spread goodness and check evil so 1.'ne must be occupied in this effort ceaselessly, for
people went so far as to belie the MessPnger ~')l.JI ~ too and refused to heed their advice
and admonition. But the Messengers ~~~ ~ did not give up the duty of propagating the
truth. What the Quran has said about the Messenger ~')l.JI ~ is true for everyone who has
been entrusted the responsibility of enjoining the reputable and forbidding the
disreputable:
.e

~

~I F-~1 '1!J_;.!JJI ~ lAj
{The duty of the Messengers is only to convey (the message).} (5: 99)
(fo obey or not is the responsibility of the others.)
NOT RULES ONLY: The duty to enjoin piety and forbid evil is not binding on the rulers
alone or the leaders of the Muslims only, nor is it necessary for the ruler to issue a
command to enforce this duty. Rather, it is the duty of the common Muslims too to
discharge this obligation of enjoining piety and forbidding evil. In fact, in current times
when Muslims who hold power and reign of government lag behind in discharging this
duty, it rests on the shoulders of the general body of Muslims to discharge this duty. More
than them it is the ulama (Scholars) and the mashaikh who should bear this responsibility.
Moreover, they must not restrict their field to the common Muslims alone but they must
address the elites too, like the rulers, etc, in a reasonable manner. They must exhort them to
piety and stop them from the evils in which they are involved. The religious elders of the
previous time admonished not merely the masses but they exhorted the kings, rulers and
leaders of the Muslims too, enjoining the reputable and forbidding the disreputable.
QUALIFICATION: This duty must be discharged only by the Qualified who knows what
Shari'ah (divine law) say about what he enjoins or forbids. As for such things as are fard
(compulsory) or wajib (obligatory) or forbidden and are known to nil Muslims, like salah
(prayer), fasting, etc. or fornication, wine etc, all Muslims may engage in enjoining piety
and forbidding evil. However, such things verbal or actions, of which the common
Muslims know nothing and as are concern with ijtihad (independent judgement), they
must choose to forbid only such things whose prohibition is agreed by all the ulama
(Scholars). They must not forbid such things about which the ulama (Scholars) disagree,
J{

J
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particularly according to the school of those scholars who say that e"='"ery mujtahid1 is
correct.
CH:ARACTER: Those who engage in enjoining piety and forbidding evil should be careful
to have good manners, They must be cheerful, mild and gentle. They should do this task
only to seek Allah's pleasure, not to earn worldly gains or for personal benefits or ego. If
this is observed, their effort will bear fruit and Allah also grants them reward. If an advice
is to be preferred to anyone, they should not do it in the presence of other people, but do it
secretly. To advise or admonish anyone in the presence of people is to disgrace him.
EXAMPLE OF THE FACILE

,,., k ,"'

(<,;.;~\ oi.J.J) -~~ IJ.~Ij

5138. Sayyiduna Nu'man ibn Bashir ~.1n~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~.1l1~
~J

said, 11The example of one who is not careful of the limits set by Allah and the
one who does not observe them is like that of people who cast lots to sit in a ship
some get below decks and some above. Those above decks get upset by anyone of
those below decks passing them to collect water. So (seeing their inconvenience)
one ofthose below decks picked up an axe and set out to bore a hole in the bottom
of the ship. They came to him and asked him, what is wrong with you?' He said,
11
you are upset because of one (when I come up to fetch water), but water I must
have.' (That left them with two options: ) If they stop him, they will both, save him
and preserve themselves. If they leave him (to himself). They will destroy not only
him but also themselves."2
COMMENTARY:· The Arabic word (~) 'not careful' is actually one who is spite of
capability to prevent an act reprehensible in the eyes of Shari'ah (divine law) does not
discharge his obligation of enjoining piety and forbidding evil for whatever reason:
shyness, easy-going, partiality, selfishness, etc.
Being not careful in observing the limits set by Allah is not imposing them in spite of ability
to impose them. Or, it is to be slack in preventing sinners from perpetrating grave sins that
call for the hadd for the prescribed punishment).
The prophet ~J~.\!1~ said that if other travelers prevent the man to make a hole in the
ship, they will all be safe with him otherwise all of them will perish. So, too, if people deter
a sinner from his evil, they will save him and protect themselves too from punishment. If
they leave him to himself, not only will be perish but also punishment will descent for evil
Mujtahid in he who gives independent judgement based on Quran, sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice). Etc.
2 Bukhari # 2686, Tirmidhi # 2173 (2180), Musnad Ahmad 4. 273.
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doing and all people will suffer in one or other way. It is as Allah's saying:

(And fear the trial which shall not afflict in particular the evil doers alone among
you.} (8: 25)
(Those who do not resist evil are as liable to be punished as the sinners,)
The travellers get their seats in the ship by drawing lots. In the ship by drawing lots. In this
way, some get their seats in the upper decks and some in the lower. Of course, this is stated
only as an example, others seats are not allotted in a ship in this way, but they are given on
the basis of fares. If there are multiple owners of the ship, then perhaps they would cast lots
for seats.
As for the words 'one of them below decks decided to bore a hole.' It is in relation to 'some
of them.' The point is that if only one of all those people decided to do such a thing then the
same command applies as for all.
As for water, most exponents say that the passengers of the lower decks fetches drinking
water. But, some say that these passengers went to decks above to throw into the sea from
the upper decks their urine and stool that they had passed into commodes or vessels in
their own decks. In any case their movements caused inconvenience to the passengers of
the decks above.
One of the exponents has offered this explanation of the hadith (tradition). The prophet j...P
~J~li11 has compared one who is slack in enforcing the limits of Allah with a passenger of
the upper deck of the ship and one who attracts the limits by committing sin with a
passenger of the lower deck. And his commission of sin and not giving up sin is compared
to the attempt to bore a hole in the ship. The act of preventing the perpetrators of sin from
sinning is compared to holding the hand of one who decides to break the ship.
The benefit of preventing sin is compared to the deliverance and safety of all those
passengers who disallow those who climb up to fetch water or present them from coming up.
And those who do not forbid commission of sin are compared to those who do not
interfere with one who intends to damage the ship.
And the sin of those who do not stop people from committing sin and the fate of those who
perpetrate sin compared to the possibility of the passenger of the upper deck consigning
themselves destruction alongwith those who bear a hole in the ship if they do not prevent
them from boring the hole.
Islam is represented by the ship that carries people of both kinds.
In conclusion, it must be observed that those who forbid are mentioned in the plural
number. This is to emphasise that all Muslims must help, in the best way they can, the man
who discharges the duty of preventing people from committing sin and evil deeds.
The perpetrator of sin is mentioned in singular number to point out that they who commit
sin may be very many in number but in form they defective and incomplete.
FATE OF ONE WHO PRACTICES NOT WHAT HE PREACHES
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5139. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~.&1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
~J said, "On the day of resurrection, a man will be brought and thrown into hell.
His intestines will come out (promptly) in hell and he will go round grinding them
just as a donkey goes round (grinding flour) with its millstone (meaning, he will
move round trampling his intestines under his feet). The inmates of hell (being the
wicked of his time whom he had preached) will close in around him and ask ·'O
: you! What's wrong with you? Had you not enjoined us to do pious work and forbid
us to do evil? He will agree Yes, I did enjoin you to do pious work, but did not do it
myself. And I did forbid you to do evil, but I did not abstain from it myself."1
COMMENTARY: AS stated previously this man will be punished for not performing
deeds, but he will not be punished for preached and abandoned this duty too, then he
would have been liable for a more severe punishment because he would have neglected
two wajib (obligatory) duties.
SECTION II

· ~~11j..afli

PUNISHMENT FOR NOT PREACHING

(L>.l.o)JI oi.J.J)

_;.S::J

. 5140. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.&~~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J4~All~ said, "By
Him who has my soul in His hand, you should enjoin that is pious and forbid what
is evil, or surely, Allah will soon send down on you punishment from Himself.
Then, you will supplicate Him, but you will not get it answered."2
COMMENTARY: The punishment will descent on you in the form <?f difficulties and
hardships. You will pray for redress but your prayer will go unanswered. In other words,
while prayer may remove other forms of punishment, but the punishments for neglecting
to enjoin piety and forbid evil are not likely to be mitigated by prayer.
Bazzar .&1~.J and Tabarani ~~~.J in his Awsat, have transmitted the hadith (tradition) of
Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J that the Prophet ~J~All~ said, ~~There \tv·iU certainly be one of two
things: you will certainly enjoin piety and forbid evil, or, (in case of neglect of these things)
surely Allah will empower over you your bad people and your righteous will make
supplication but their supplication will not be granted."
BE DISGUSTED WITH SIN

Bukhari # 3267, Muslim # 51-2989, Musnad Ahmad 5-205.
2 Tirmidhi # 2169.
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5141. Sayyiduna Al-"Urs bin Amirah ~lit~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ ~ .}-P
said, "When sin is committed in the earth and he who sees it is repulsed with it, he
will be like one who was not present (at the site and knows nothing about it). But,
he who is not present when it is committed and (no knowing of its commission)
does not feel repulsed (but approved of it), will be like one who sees it (and
approves of it). "t
COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) means that sin must not be taken lightly. A sin is a
sin always. If you see it being done, prevent it physically or by your tongue. If you cannot
do it, then at least think of it as bad. You will be counted among those who did not witness
it being committed. So, it is the heart that decides, not physical body.
EXERT YOURSELF TO CURB EVIL OR FACE DIVINE WRATH
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5142. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr as-Siddiq ~1111~.J said, "0 People! Recite the verse:
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{0 you who believe, guard your own souls. He who has gone astray cannot harm
you, if you are rightly g1,1ided.} (5: 105)
And, I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J ~lit .}-P say, "Indeed, when peop~e see
wrong being committed, but do not change it, surely, Allah will soon punish them
too.' (But, you take the verse in a general sense and do not believe that it is wajib
(obligatory) to enjoin piety and forbid evil.)"2
According t\l another version: "When they see an oppressor but do not check him
by his hand, soon Allah will punish all of them too."
Another version is: "No people among whom sin is committed while they have
power to stop it yet they do not change it, but Allah will soon punish them."
According to another version: "No people among whom sin is committed and they
are more numerous than the perpetrators ... "3
(the rest is as the previous version).
COMMENTARY: The last version says explicitly that the good people would outnumber
Abu Dawud # 4345.
Tirmidl,i E 2168, Ibn Majah # 4005, Musnad Ahmad 1-2.
3 Abu Dawud It 4338.
1
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the wicked yet, in spite of ability, they would falter and not prevent wickedness. So they
·
would qualify for punishment.
As for the verse of the Quran, its application is not general. It is specific about people and
time. AS for the specific people, they are those who are not receptive to enjoining piety and
forbidding evil, being egoist and arrogant. So, this verse refers to them in order to curb
mischief. As for specific tiines, it is what will occur before the last Day. There will be such
people who will pay no heed to preaching. So, their evil will not harm those whom Allah
has guided and they keep away from evil. Indeed, Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.111~; said
about this verse, "It is not about our time or yours. Because you do heed and are receptive
. to preaching. It is about the people to come who will pay no heed to admonition." Also,
Sayyiduna Abu Thalabah ~.11~~J narrated a hadith (tradition) (to follow) and it supports
this view.
Mulla Ali Qari ~~~J explained its meaning: "0 Muslims! Keep yourselves safe from sins. If
you do that and receive guidance but, for some reason, are unable and forbid the
disreputable, then you will not suffer because of the sins of the misled people who persist
in sin."

r
s,
'
. "' "' '
""
(~1..0lr.'I.,.).,IJ~I
oi.,J) -'..PF.!.....UIJ.;!,.,~
5143. Sayyiduna Jarir ibn Abdullah ~ .&! ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~.1JI~ say, 11If a man who is among a people commits· sin in their
midst and in spite of their ability to change him (or his doings), they do not do it,

Allah will cause them to suffer punishment before they die."t
COMMENTARY: Those who do not discharge their duty of enjoining piety and forbidding
evil will be punished in both the worlds. But, those who commit other sins need not be
punished in this world.
'
MERIT OF PIETY DURING LAST DAYS

(~Lo lr.' ,., (.5.l.o):.ll 0 ,.,.) )
5144. Sayyiduna Abu Tha'labah ~illt~J narrated about Allah's words:
1

Abu Dawud # 4339, Ibn Majah.
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{Guard your own souls. He who has gone astray cannot harm you, if you are rightly
guided} (5: 105)
that he had, by Allah, asked Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ about these words of
Allah, the Most High. So, he had said, 11Rather, continue to enjoin piety to each
other and forbid each other that which is evil till you see that ·niggardliness is
obeyed, base desires are followed, worldly life is preferred to the hereafter,
everyone goes by his own opinion and you see something apart from which you
have no option. Then, it is binding on you to care for yourself (keeping the affairs
of the others alone (withdrawing from them), for such days await you that will call
for patience in which being patient would be like handling live (burning) coals.
During those days, he who abides by the Shari'ah (divine law) will earn the reward
of fifty men who do as you1 do (today)." The sahabah (Prophet's Companions) .&1~_,
11
11
~asked, 0 Messenger of Allah, reward of fifty of them?" He said, Reward of
fifty of you."2
COMMENTARY: The words about seeing something besides which there is no option'
imply a time when such evil will be rampant that passion dominates one's mind and there
is fear of falling prey to it if one is in the midst of the people. It is incumbent in such times
to withdraw from then and take up seclusion.
Some exponents say that these words imply that one becomes unable to (enjoin piety and )
forbid evil. At such times, withdraw from people who are involved in sin. This complies
with the version that has (Jl.it~) instead of(~~~) or (you are unable ... to) instead of (you
have no option ... ). Besides, this sentence may also mean; if you are engaged in something
that is very necessary and extremely important so that you cannot discharge your duty of
forbidding evil, then you must keep apart from those people who do evil and whom you·
are unable to prevent from evil-doing.
To leave the affairs of others alone is when people commit sin and perpetrate evil but you
are unable to enjoin piety and forbid evil and think that this is the only course open for
you. Then, you must concentrate on yourself and preserve yourself from sin doing pious
deeds. Leave people's affairs to Allah. If he wills He will guide them, or He will give them
a severe punishment. This direction is based on the fact that Allah makes anyone
responsible only to the extent he is capable of bearing it.
As for the words 'graspirig live coal,' they refer to enduring difficulty and hardship. It will
not be easy in those days to abide by religion and keep away from the world.
The hadith (tradition) concludes with mention of the merit of the religious minded during
the last era. It is correct that partial merit is not contrary to perfect merit. Abu Amr ibn
Abdul Barr .&1 ~_, a well known scholar of hadith (tradition) has expounded this issue at
length in his book al-Isti' ab. He writes: "It is possible that someone may arise in this
ummah after the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.&,~_,who possesses merit like one of
the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~ .&1 ~J· Rather, he may have more merit than a
sahabi 44~ .&1 ~J! He has presented some ahadith (tradition) that seem to suggest this
1
2

This is as Tirmidhi but Mishkat has also as his deed.
Tirmidhi # 3058, Ibn Majah # 4015, Abu Dawud # 4341.
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possibility."
However, the ulama (Scholars) disagree with him. Moreover, these different opiniot:ts are
limited about only those sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.ii!~~J who embraced Islam at
the hands of the Prophet ~-J"~.ii!'~ and then returned to their native lands. They could not
have a greater attachment with Allah's Messenger ~-J ...,1~ .il!i ~- But, as for those noble
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.ii!'~J, who were blessed with a long companionship
a~d association with the Prophet ~J 4# . 1!1 ~ and were continuously at his service and·
gained tremendously thereby, they are not subject to the disputed opinion of al-Isti'ab.
Non~ \_\f tiL~ u.lar11a (Scholars) say that any member of this ummah possesses merit, as much
as, or more than a..'1y of these sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.1!1~J·
In fact, we affirm the opinion of the majority of the ulama (Scholars) that all the sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~..1!1~J without exception had the privilege and distinction of
companionship with Allah's Messenger ~J 4# . 1!1 ~· This was available to each of them
whether he embraced Islam at the hands of the Prophet ~-~ ~ . 1!1 ~ and returned to his
native land or continued to stay all ~is life at the servic~ of the Prophet ~-J4#..11'~ and in
his companionship. By itself, this honour and distinction is of such a degree that no other
individual can join them in this rank. Hence, no person of this ummah,(people religion)
howsoever great, can attain a merit matching the merit of any of the sahabah (Prophet's
·
Companions) ~.1!1~J·
What a great thing is writt~n in Quwat ul quloob (y _,lAJI..:.. J)
(Just one Sight of the Prophet ~J4#l»>~ Gets the beholder all ~is wishes what
discipline of ages at other cannot get!]
A COMPREHENSIVE SERMON OF THE PROPHET ~J"~iJ~~
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(1.5.i.o.;U I o!__,.;) -~ ,_).;.
5145. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.iii~~ J narrated: Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~
offered the salah (prayer) of asr (one day) and stood up and delivered an address to
us. He did not omit any thing (concerning religion) that could transpire till the Last
Hour (and would be necessary). He mentioned them to us. So, he who could,
reme1P bered, and he who forgot, forgot it (some could remember others could not).
Of what he said is:
11
The world is green and swe:t and Allah has appoin~ed you Khalifah here. He sees
how you conduct yourselves. Beware! (How you) preserve yourselves from the
world and keep away from women." He also said, 0n the day of resurrection, a
symbol (or a banner) would be raised for every betrayer of trust according to the
amount of his betrayal in the world (so that people know how much he had
betrayed). And, no betrayal is greater than the betrayal of the general imam. His
banner would be posted near his back. (This would be to mark the disgraceful act.)
He also said Let not awe of people prevent any of you who has knowledge from
speaking the truth." (But if he fear for his life then that is an excuse though it is
better to keep away from him.) Here, another version has; 1£ he sees what defies
Shari'ah (divine law), he must not fear to change it.".Abu Sa'eed ~.1»1~J wept and
said that they had observed something of that and were awe-stricken to the extent
that they did not speak about it.
Then, he (the Prophet)" ~J~~~ said, 11 Know! The children of Aadam ~"}l..J~~ are.
created in different divisions. Among them is a born believer who lives a believer
and dies a believer. Among them is he who is born an infidel, lives as an infidel
and dies an infidel. Among them is a born believer, lives as a believer but dies an
infidel,. And, among them is he who is born an infidel, lives as an infidel but dies a
believer.'
He narrated further that he mentioned anger. 11Some are quick to loose temper and
quick to cool down. So, one trait offsets the other. Some are slow to fly into a rage
and slow to cool down, o~e trait offsetting the other. But, the best of you are they
who are slow to loose temper but quick to cool down. And the worst of you are they
are quick to lose cemper but slow to cool down."
He (also) said, 11Beware of anger. It is a firebrand in the heart of the son of Aadam
11

11

11
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~')l..JI~. do you not observe how the veins on his neck swell? And, how his eyes tum
red? So, if one of you goes through something of that kind, let him lie down and
cling down to earth." .
He narrated further that he mentioned debts and said, 11 Some among· you are good
at repaying and harsh in demanding repayment of debts (given to others) One trait
balances the other. Some are bad at repaying (debts) and mild in demanding
repayment of debts (ext ended), one trait balancing the other. However, the best
among you are they who are good at repaying debts and mild in demanding a
repayment of loans (extended by them). And the worst among you are they who are
bad at repaying their debts and harsh in demanding the loan extended by them.
... .till when the sun was over the tops of·the date palms and the sides of the walls,
he said, 11The world's life will not last but only as much as has past, except like this
day of yours compared to what has gone by of it."1
COMMENTARY: This world looks so good to the eye that one is attracted to it naturally
straightaway. Some people point out that the Arabs used to compare the fleeting (world)
to their vegetable (~,J~)- green vegetable). The hadith (tradition) says that the world is
deceptive and concocted though it is short living.
The words that Allah has made man khalifah mean that he is not the real owner of
whatever he possesses. He is only an agent in spending it. Or, they mean that he is the
successor of those who proceeded him and he has inherited them. Or, He sees how man
learns from those who have gone away and to what use he puts their wealth.
Having seen the fleeting life of this world, man is told, "Beware of it." It is foolish to get
lost into it. You should not try to amass more of it than is necessary for your survival,
support of religion and preparing for the hereafter.
And the words, 'keep away from women' imply that you must not fall for them. Let them
not distract you from learning and doing good deeds.
GENERAL IMAM: He is the ruler of the Muslims by force, meaning a dictator whom the
masses have accepted as their ruler without consulting the ulama (Scholars) and
intelligentia.
Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed ~~~~.J has wept while narrating the hadith (tradition) because they
had given us speaking the truth when it was the most preferred course. The hadith
(tradition) says that it must be spoken in every condition even if one has to surrender his
life for that. Obviously, this feeling follows perfect faith and extreme religious favour
otherwise it is certainly not against Islamic teaching to give up this particular course.
Rather, they had given ·up the preferred course abiding by those ahadith (tradition) that
recommended as a permitted course to abstain from speaking the true word in such times
when believers are weak, incapacitates and helpless if there if fear to life and property and
honour. We may reco!lect the initial period of Islam, when the high ranking sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~~~~.J (great men that they were!) who were very strict about
religion and whose faith and conviction were unparalleled, in spite of this quality and rank
did not find the ability to speak the truth on the face of the blood thirsty tyrants like Yazid
and Hajj (pilgrimage)aj. Then, what may be said of Muslims like us?- when we are in the
weakest and most lethargic of times! These are the times when we are among very few
practicing ulama (Scholars) and bold faithful guides but innumerable ostentatious shaykhs
1

Tirmidhi # 2191, Ibn Majah # 4000, Musnad Ahmad 3-61, 3-22, Muslim# 99-2742, 15-1738.
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(leadip.g religious scholars), Sufis etc. These are times when cruel rulers.. have subjugated
us. Hence, there is no doubt that these are times when we must observe patience,
endurance, submission and silence, ·and be content with provision and necessities just
enough for our survival.
As for those who are born believers, this refers to those who are born to Muslim parents, or
in a Muslim city or surroundings. So they are called believers, otherwise till anyone reaches.
are age of understanding, he is not referred to as faithful or not. Only on the basis of Divine
knowledge or his later life, may he be descried as a believer. The same thinking applies to
an infidel. This wording of the hadith (tradition) does not contradict the hadith (tradition)
that says:
t,!. { .. "' ,...

• '

&,

~~~jj~~J)J.AJ
!". ..

It implies that everyone who comes to this world is capable by nature to accept guidance,

unless as obstruction casts him astray. The next words in that hadith (tradition) make clear
this exception: (e''4il.)*-oly.li) his parents make him Jews ....
As for the divisions of the children of Prophet Aadam ~"j.....),,.#, they are on the basis of the
general observation, for there n1ay be born believers who live as infidels but die as
believers. And there may be born infidels who die as s~ch but live as believers. Actually,
the hadith (tradition) means to say that it is the end or death that really counts and this is
clear through the divisions mentioned.
When one is in the grip of anger and clings to earth, lying down on it, then it is the best
way to remove the anger. When one lies on one's side and clings to the earth, it gives one a
realization, 'I was born of dust and will become dust. So, I must not be arrogant. Rather, I
must be gentle and humble."
SIN DESTROYS
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5146. Sayyiduna Abu Bakhtari .1!1~J narrated on the authority of one of the sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~.i»'~J of the Prophet ~J~.i»·~ that Allah's Messenger
.~J~.i»·~ said, "People will never perish till they commit very many sins and evil
deeds."t
(see comments for alternative translations)
COMMENTARY: The word ('jj~) is derived from (J!Js.l) meaning; 'to be a confirmed
sinner,' 'to be spoilt.' This is as in the k.'.rP) and the Qamus too and the Arabs speak in this
way too. In other words, this man who commits very many sins exhausts aH excuses as
might preserve him from Divine punishment.
This word is also used in the s~nse of one who makes excuses. And this meaning may also
be read in the hadith (tradition). It would then mean; 'people will not perish till they make
far fetched excuses for their evil conduct.'
Some versions have the word with a fathah ('JJ~) on(~~). In this case the meaning will be
somewhat complex: 'people will not perish till they make others helpless and compelled to
1

Abu Dawud # 4347 (Or, they exhaust all excuses)
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see them commit sin but be unable to stop them from committing sin, or to admonish
them.'
Anyway, in each of the three cases the hadith (tradition) says that Allah causes His
creatures to perish only when they commits sins and violate Shari'ah (divine law) and
disobey the commands of Allah very often. When Allah's pious creatures try to stop them,
they pay no hee_d at all. Rather, they continue to pursue the path chosen by them.
INVITING PUNISHMENT TO ALL

(~\.,.~

5147. Sayyiduna Adiy ibn Adiy Kindi reported that one of their freed men told him
that he had heard his (Adiy's) grandfather (Amirah kindi) say that he had heard
Allah's Messenger ~J ~.a,, ,jJ say, "Allah, the Glorified, does not punish the
majority of a people for the bad deeds of some of them. But, if they see that some of
them perpetrate deeds disapproved· by Shari'ah (divine law) and they have the
capability of preventing the wrong yet they do not forbid them, then though most
of them do not stop the few) Allah will punish both the common people and the
nobles."l
COMMENTARY: The few members of a people will be punished for their own sins and
disobedience. The rest will undergo punishment for not preventing the few from
committing wrong in spite of their ability. They did not discharge their duty to prevent
wrongdoing.
LEAVE NO STONE UNTURNED TO PREVENT EVIL
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5148. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ;.~.a,,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..ll1~.p
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said, ''When the Banu Isra'il committed sin, their scholars forbade them and
when they did not refrain, they (the scholars) became their companions and ate and
drank with them. Allah let them all be reconciled at heart. Then, He cursed them
with the tongue of Dawud ~'}I....Jt ~ and Easa ibn Maryam ~'}I....Jt ~ because they
disobeyed and exceeded the limits."
Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.r.1n·~J went on to narrate that Allah's Messenger_~J~.&t~
who was sitting in a reclined position sat up straight and said, "No, by:·~im who
has my soul in His hand, not until you stop the oppresso:r from con:tinitting
oppression on others and the sinners from committing sin (and set them right)."t
According to another version: "Certainly not, by Allah! you must enjoin. piety and
forbid evil, and hold the hand of the oppressor. Set IUm in agreement with the right
course and keep him firm on the right course. If not then Allah will join your hearts
together (on the evil path) and curse you as He has cursed them."2
COMMENTARY: As for the words Allah let their hearts be reconciled.' Mulla Ali Qari ~J
.&t and Shaykh Abdul Haq .&t~J concur with the translation in the hadith (tradition). But,
Mu~a Ali Qari ~..11t~.J cites Ibn Maalik lilt~ J to say that it means: 'Because of the ominpus
nature of the sinpers, Allah turned black the hearts of those people too who had not
committe~ sin. So all of them became hard-hearted. They could not confirm to the right
path and this was done to them because they took the company of the sinners instead of
stopping them ~rom sin."
NON PRACTICING PREACHERS
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5149. Sayyiduna Anas ~.1u~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\t~ said, ''On
the night of miraj (ascension to heaven), I saw some men having their lips cut. with
scissors of fire. So, I asked, '0 Jibril, who are they? He said, 'They are the
sermonizers of your ummah who enjoined piety to the people but forgot (to
include) themselves.' (They did not act but commanded others to act.)"
According to another version: "He said, 'The sermonizers of your ummah who said
what they did not do and they recited the Book of Allah but di_d not ·a~ide by it."3 · ·
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars), sermonizers and Shaykhs (leading religious
.scholars) who do not pracpce what they preach will be given this punishment because of
not performing deeds. It is as Allah says:
J
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(Do you comm~d people to be pious but forget yourselves ... ) (2: 44)
Tirmidhi # 3047 (3058).
Abu Dawud # 4337.
3 Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 4159.
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The Prophet~J~.iiu~ said:
~l.,.,.a ~ _..cJl..U J.:!.J.J S.,.,.a JA~ J.:!.J

'woe to the ignorant once, but woe to the non -practicing) scholars seven times.'
And according to another hadith (tradition):
-~~~ ~...cJ...cJ~~~~~~yi~U"l;JII~I

"On the day of resurrection, severest punishment will be awarded to the scholar
whom Allah did not cause to benefit from learning."
BEING UNFAITHFUL WITH ALLAH'S BLESSING

(i.S.l.o.)ll oi.J.;)

5150. Sayyiduna Ammar ibn Yasir ~.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
said, "A table spread with food of (bread and meat was sent down from heaven
(for the people of Prophet Easa) r'}\...J1 ~. They were commanded that they should
neither cheat nor hoard for the morrow. But, they cheated and hoarded for the next
day. So they were transformed into monkeys and pigs."1
COMMENTARY: Perhaps the old people were metamorphosed into monkeys (or apes) and
the younger ones into pigs.
~J

SECTION III

RELIEF FROM CRUEL RULERS
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5151. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
~J said, "My !-lm~ah will have to endure distress (trials and hardship) from their
rulers during the last days. No one will escape from that except
(i) A man lYho understand Allah's religion and strives for it with his tongue,
his hand and his heart. He is one having perfect faith (and will attain the
blessing of both the worlds).
(ii) A man who understands Allah's religion (but he is one degree lower than
the other) and he believes in it (but cannot use his hand to uphold it and
merely uses his tongue and heart to detest evil).
(iii) A man who understands Allah's religion (to some extent) but keeps quit
t Tirmidhi # 3061 (3072).
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(striving for it only with his heart). When he sees someone do good, he
loves him because of it but if he sees someone do wrong, he hates him
because of it. He too will escape because of what he concealed in his
heart."l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~y.~i»~~ tells his ummah of the impending violent rulers
and of how they may escape from their violence. Basically, it is through knowledge of
Allah's religion, believing in it, having awareness of it, possessing a resolve, being stead
fast and striving to promote goodness and curb evil.
He said that three kinds of people would do it. The third kind would possess the weakest
from of faith.
The three kinds of people he mentioned may be called (~J~) (aarif) knowledgeable or
having Divine knowledge and being religious. However, they do possess excellence and
superiority over each other. Their ranks are different and in the light of the verse of the
Quran, quoted here, they may be said to belong to these ranks (i) saabiq (foremost) (ii)
Muqtasid (in between) and (iii) Zaalim (who wrong themselves). The verse is:
{Then we gave the Book as inheritance to those whom we chose of Our servants. So
of them is he who wrongs himself, and of them is he who follows a middle course
and of them is he who outstrips (others) in virtuous deeds ... ) (35: 32)
The third kind (mentioned first in this verse) is called zaalim (who wrong themselves)
because this kind of person does not possess much knowledge of religion and is not much
careful of religion, so he falls prey to mistakes and slips. So, he wrongs himself in this way.
It is also clear from the initial words of this verse that though there is difference of rank in
these three kinds, yet they have one thing in common: they are honoured by Allah (as the
chosen ones).2
They Saabiq are distinctive they have attained perfection, are exclusive in knowledge and
deeds and exceptional in learning and _teaching. They are given glad tidings that they are
near to and accepted by Allah (~Y,j.WI~Ji).
WHY ARE PIOUS RUINED WITH THE EVIL
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5152. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ 1»1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# 1»1 ~ said,
"Allah, Mighty and Glorious, commanded Jibril ~')t..JI 4,ls- that he should turn such
and such a city upside down with its inhabitants (for, they deserved this
punishment). But, he submitted, '0 Lord, there is among them your certain slave
Bayhaqi # 7578.
See Tafsir Ibn Kathir .iii'"-; and Ma'arif ul Quran (v 7 against this verse 35-32) Mufti Muhammad
Shafi .1n "-; for these three classes of Chosen one. Some commentators, however, disagree (The
Meaning of the Noble Quran, for instance, says th~t who wrong themselves are disbelievers). See also
comments in hadith (tradition) # 5162. which are corrector.
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who has never disobeyed you even for a moment. He said, 'Turn it upside down on
him and on them, for, his face never.changed colour for My sake (on seeing their
sins) even for a while."t
COMMENTARY: The man may have been pious all his life but he was never disgusted
with the sin committed around him. He never showed anger. If he had shown anger for a
while he ·would have been forgiven.
EXCUSE FOR BEING DERELICT
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5153. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said

that on the day of resurrection Allah, Mighty and Glorious, will ask a man, what
was wrong with you that when you saw sometl}ing disapp~oved by Shari'ah (divine
law}, you did not express anger?" Allah's Messenger·~J~~~~ said that he will be
inspired with an excuse and he will plead, "My Lord, I was afraid of men but had
placed hope in you (for being forgiven)." 2
·
COMMENTARY: Bayhaqi has said that it is possible that this man may have been
overawed by the sinners. If anyone cannot discharge his duty of enjoining piety and
forbidding evil because of fear of people then he will not be held responsible and it is
hoped that Allah would forgive him, too. However, as for one like this particular man, it
may be said that he had no such reason but may have had failed to do his. duty. If Allah
would wish to forgive him then He would inspire him with this excuse. So, he will do so.
DEEDS WILL BE GIVEN BODIES & SPEECH
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5154. Sayyiduna Abu Musa Ash'ary ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,&,~
~J said, ''By Him in whose hand is the soul of Muhammad, surely the legal deed
and the. illegal deed will be created on the day of resurrection and made to stand
before mankind. The legal deeds will present glad tidings to those who had
performed them promising them a favourable result. But the illegal deeds will ask
those who had done them to keep away, and they will be unable to separate from
them."3

Bukhari # 7595.
Bayhaq1 in Shu' ab ul eeman # 7575.
3 Musnad Ahmad 4. 391, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 1118.
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COMMENTARY: The gist of the hadith (tradition) is that whatever pious deeds man
performs in this world will appear to him in his grave in excellent and beautiful shape and

also on the day of resurrection again. They will convey to him glad tidings of perpetual
blessings of the hereafter, But, if anyone does bad deeds mthis world then they will come
to him both in the grave and on the day of resurrection in a terrifying form. They will scare
· him of his evil repercussions and say. "Go aw:ay from us!" But, he will be unable tv. get
away from them in other words, he will not be able to flee from punishment, too.
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BOOK-XXV

AR-RIQAQ
WORDS THAT SOFTEN HE HEART
Riqaq is the plural of raqiq (J:iJ) it mean soft, fine.
This book is called Kitab ur Riqaq because the ahadith (tradition) presented in its chapters
soften the heart. They create tenderness in one's temperament. They influence the faculties
of mind an.d action to grow asceticism and disinterest with the world and a desire for the
hereafter.

CHAPTER-I
SECTION I

TWO WORTHY BLESSINGS
~
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5155. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..li~~J narrated that Allah's Messen6er ~J~..li~~ said,
''There are two blessings about which many people are deceived (and careless):
health and leisure (or spare time)."t
COMMENTARY: The blessings are: a healthy body free of disease and no worry about
lack of time, occupation, sustenance anxieties, etc. There is not a dearth of people in the
world who do not care for these two blessings and their negligence causes them to be
deceived into wasting them unutilized.
This saying reflects pity at such people who do not utilize these blessing when they are
healthy, they do not derive optimum benefit for themselves in religious work and worldly
tasks. When they have spare· time, they do not concentrate on affairs of the hereafter.
When they fall ill and are without work, they realize their mistake.
~f~.l4i~~t~l (When the blessing disappear, their worth becomes apparent.)
Mulla Ali Qari ..1!1~J said the same things and added that when they begin to relies, it is too
late! It is as Allah says: (~~~~Y-~1) {That shall be the day of mutual loss} (64: 9)
The Prophet ~J~..li1~ said, "If the people of paradise regret over anything that would be
over moments spend without remembering Allah."

1

Bukhari # 6412, Tirmidhi # 2304 (2311), Musnad Ahmad 9207, Ibn Majah # 4170.
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EXAMPLE OF THE WORLD & THE HEREAFTER
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5156. Sayyiduna Mustawrid ibn Shaddad ~ Jil1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~Jil1~ say, ''By Allah, this world in relation to the hereafter is not
but like one of you putting his finger into the sea. Then, he must see what it has
returned with."l
. COMMENTARY: The blessings of this world are just like a drop of water, or lesser, from
the sea when compared to the next world. This is merely an example, otherwise the limited
st~d.s no comparison with the perpetual. While the infinitesimal drop of water has some
relation with the sea after all yet this world does not have even that much relationship with
the next world.
Mulla Ali Qari Jil1~ J has said that this hadith (tradition) teaches man neither to be ~rrogant
if he possesses the blessing and luxuries of this short lived world nor to worry and fret over
its hardships and anxieties. But, he must say as the Prophet~J~Jil1~ has taught:
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(0 Allah, there Is not life but the life of the hereafter.)
Also he must bear in mind always that this world is (o_r~1 ~JY) (the plugging field of the
hereafter).
This life is just a moment's life, so do not throw it away. Rather, occupy yourself in seeking
Divine pleasure.
THIS WORLD IS WORTHLESS
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5157. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~ii11~ passed by
a dead kid that had very short ears (or had ears that had been cut off, or had no ears
at all). He asked (his sahabah) ~ Jil1 ~ ), 'would any of you like to buy it for one
dirham?" They submitted, 11We would not have it at any p_rice!" He said," By Allah,
the world is more worthless in the sight of Allah than this is in yours. " 2
COMMENTARY: This is as the saying:
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Love of this world is the root of all evil.
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Abandoning this world is the essence of all worship.

1

2

Muslim # 55. 2858, Tirmidhi # 2323 (2330).
Muslim # 2-2957, Tirmidhi # 2321 (2328) from Mustawrid ,&,.__,.
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SAGACIOUS WORDS

A sage'has said:
If anyone makes this world his ambition then all the shaykhs (leading religious scholars)
and mentors together cannot put him on the right path.
And, if anyone adopt~ abstinence from the world, then all the corrupt and evil men cannot
mis~ead him.
BELIEVER'S JAIL & INFIDEL'S GARDEN
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5158. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~
said, 11The world is a prison for a believer but paradise for the disbeliever."l
COMMENTARY: The world is a prison in the sense that its troubles and hardships have to
be endured. A believer has to preserve·himself from the forbidden and unlawful things. He
cannot give a free rein to his self and ·he has to see the line of obedience.
The believer thinks of the world as a confinement and craves for the next world.
For a disbeliever, it is a life of luxury and no restrictions. His aim and objective is to better
his life and he exerts himself for it and does not like to get out of it.
Compared to the blessings of the next world, this world is a cell for the believer. For the
disbeliever there is punishment· awaiting him. So this world is paradise for a disbeliever
without punishment. A believer may have every kind of luxury and comfort in this world
but whatever he has is nothing compared to what he will get in paradise. As against this, a
disbeliever may live a very uncomfortable Jife in this world but, relative to what awaits
him, it is very insignificant trouble.
It is reported that a Jew asked Sayyiduna Hassan ~lii~~.J, ~~your grandfather has said (\:J~I
)IS:hb:J~j.J,~) (the world is a prison for the believer but paradise for the disbeliever).
How is this true for me and you because you are on horse back and live v¢ry comfortably
while I am frail and go through difficulty and poverty?'' The imam gave him the same
reply as we have mentioned in the foregoing lines.
A DISBELIEVER IS GIVEN RETURN FOR HIS GOOD DEED~ IN THIS WORLD
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5159. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ..1!1 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .1d .)J said,
11
Surely Allah does not deny a believer the reward of his good deed. He is granted
blessings for it in this world and will be rewarded for it in the hereafter. As for the
disbeliever, he is given reward for his good deeds he performs for Allah's sake in
this world (in the shape of comfort and luxury for what he deserves). When he
comes to the next world, there will remain no good deed (in his record of deeds) for
t Muslim# 1-2956, Tirmidhi # 2324 (2331).
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which he may eligible to get a reward."l
COMMENTARY: Reward will be awarded in the hereafter not merely on doing good deeds
but also on faith and belief. A believer who does good deeds to please Allah gets reward in
this world and the next. But, a disbeliever gets rewards only in this world for the goods
deeds that he does to please Allah and he gets nothing in the next world.
As for punishment on doing bad deeds, Allah punishes the believer for his bad deeds in
this world if He does not wish to punish him in the next. According to another hadith
(tradition) a believer is punished in this world for his bad deeds by subjecting him to
different kinds of hardship, torments and worries. So, when he comes to the next world, he
is without any bad deeds on ·which he may be punished.
This fact is supported by the hadith (tradition) transmitted by Ahmad and Ibn Hibban that
when the verse (4: 123)
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,~~_,....,~u

Was revealed, Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~~.;asked. "0 Messenger of Allah, if one would be
punished in the hereafter for his bad deeds then who will get deliverance?" He said, "'May
Allah forgive you! Are you never grieved? Do you not fall ill? And, is it that trials never
overtake you?" He said, "yes, 0 Messenger of Allah." The Prophet ~J~iis~~ said, "Know!
These very things are your punishment for what wrong you do."
VEILS OVER PARADISE & HELL
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5160. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iis~~.J narrated that Allah's 1\fessenger ~J~iis~~
said, 11 Hell is veiled by passions and paradise is veiled by hardships."2
The version in Muslim has 'surrounded'(~,..) instead of 'veiled' <~~)3
COMMENTARY: In order to mould oneself obedience and get rid of base desires, one has
to make strenuous efforts. This has to be done to make it to paradise by obeying Allah. But,
if one submits to one's passion then he works his way to hell. Passion refers to the for
bidden things and they lead to hell. But, the permitted things do neither lead to hell nor
prevent entry into paradise, .though pursuing the permitted desires does put one away
from nearness to Allah and the degree of His friendship.
This explanation should also clarify another tradition:
~

, ,,

~ly~J.l,JI

(knowledge is the veil of Allah).
This sentence means that knowledge is screen between Allah and His slave. He who
acquires knowledge seems to raise the screen when the screen is raised, Divine awareness
is acquired.

1 Mu~lim

# 56. 2808.
Bukhari # 6487.
3 Muslim# 102822 (Tirmidhi # 2559 (2568) by Anas).
2
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SLAVE OF WORLDLY THINGS
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5161. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .w:..&t~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4.}s.~l~
said, "May the slave of the dinar, the slave of the dirham and the slave of the cloak
perish! (He has only one thing in mind- to amass wealth and name.) If he is given
something, he is pleased. If he is not given anything, he is angry, displeased and
disappointed. If he is pricked by a thorn, let no one extract it for him (meaning, he
should not be helped when he is in difficulty).
Blessed is the man who holds the reins of his horse in Allah's path, with unkempt
hair and dusty feet. (He participates in jihad (crusade)) If he is assign and to guard
(from the front), he is alert on duty, and if he is made a rearguard, he stays there is
submission. (In spite of that, he is humility personified and is not esteemed by
society so) if he seeks permission to join people's gathering, he is denied
permission and if he makes a recommendation, it is turned down."t
COMMENTARY: Love of wealth and craving for worldly possessions makes one a slave of

the world. All that he does is towards that end. His efforts and his desires are motivated so.
By itself abundance and riches are not blameworthy, however much one may possess.
Neither is a wealthy man condemned because of his riches if he is not a slave of it.
Dinar and dirham are mentioned because they were legal tender. The cloak is mentioned
because the checked (bordered silk) cloak was a taken of pride and nobility. People did not
like to remove the cloak from their body as if they were slaves of it.
The hadith (tradition) says that if anyone becomes a slave of wealth and does not cease to
earn through unlawful means and fails to spend in Allah's path then Muslims must not
cooperate with him. If he is difficulty, they should not help him. By the example of the
thorn, it is stressed that he should not be given a little help too. This means that if he faces a
greater and very serious calamity even then it is not only allowed but also preferable not to
help him.
The word (,""'r) is translated 'May he perish! Suggests a curse over this man. This
translation is based on this assumption and the views of the exponents.
AFFLUENCE IS NOT ALWAYS DISLIKED

1

Bukhari # 2887.
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5162. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ .i»1 ~J narrated that (one day) Allah's
Messenger ~....J4:l&..i»l~ said 11 0f the things that I fear for you after me (meaning after
my death) is the greenness of the world and its beauty that will be received by you
(through conquests and power)." So, one man asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, shall
good bring evil with it?" (He wished to know of blessings to put them to trial and
disobedience.) The prophet ~J ~ li!l.}.p remained silent (waiting for a revelation
from Allah). Those around presumed that he was receiving a revelation.
The narrator said that he wiped off the perspiration (from his face because it came
after every revelation). And he asked, "Where is the man who had put the
question?" He seemed to laud him for asking the question. Then, he said, 11 God
does not bring evil with it. (An exaxnple is) Of the plants that the rain in spring
produces are some that (though basically beneficial kill(an animal) with swelling
(of the belly) or nearly kill (due to overeating) sparing only the animal that feeds on
vegetation (khadirah). It eats and when its both sides swell, it faces the sun. Then it
passes dung and urine and returns and grazes. Surely, this wealth is green and
sweet (tender and pleasant. It delights the eye so one wishes for more and more).
Hence, he who acquires it lawfully and puts it to use (on just causes) lawfully finds
blessing on it. But, he who acquires it without right (unlawfully) is like one who
goes on eating but is never satiated. And, the wealth and property will stand
witness against him (for this extravagance against him (for his extravagance and
greed) on the day of resurrection."t
.
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~li11~ said that after his death, his ummah might be
misled because of possessing riches and power acquired through conquests. They might be
slack in worship and acquiring knowledge and might become arrogant.
The example is given of the animal that first overeats and then treats itself for indigestion.
Then it begins to eat again, It represents the man who falls prey to greed but checks himself
before it is too late. Jben he gives up sin and comes on the right path. As against this the
first example is of the man who becomes slave of his passion till he dies He gets no
opportunity to repent.
There is a third kind. This man does not take the path of sin at all. He never seeks base
desires and false hopes. Rather, he is mindless of the world and concentrated wholly on the
hereafter.
The first kind are termed in the terminology (~t!;) Zaalim (wrong- doers) the second kind
are (..LA:1e) muqtasid (moderates). The third kind are (Jlt.,) who outstrip others in doing
good. They never pollute their hands with sin. The muqtasid pollute their hands with sin

1

Bukhari # 1565, Muslim# 123-1052.
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but soon purify themselves. The Zaalim die with pollution without repenting1
Some people earn only so much wealth as it necessary for their subsistence. Also they
employ lawful means to do it _and they use it on themselves.
There are those to whom wealth and property is everything. There is no limit to their greed
and they are never content. Besides, they do not distinguish between the lawful and the
unlawful means of earning. They perpetrate serious evil to amass wealth which they do not
use on rightful causes. Their greed is like one who eat and eats but ~s never satiated or like
one suffering from dropsy. Their belly expands from internal pressure and their sides are
distended.
THE WORLD IN A MYSTIC'S SIGHT
A great mystic Aarifbillah, Sayyiduna Khwaja Ubaydullah Naqshbandi ~~~; is reported to
have said, "This world is like a snake. So, he who knows the spell to drive it away is
allowed to acquire this world but others are not allowed to acquire it." The people asked
him what the spell was. He said, "It is to know from where and how one acquires (its
property and wealth) and where he spends it"
DESIRING THE WORLD L~ADS TO DESTRUCTION
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5163. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Awf A.:S- ~' ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~' ~
said, 11By Allah, I do not fear poverty overtaking you. But, I fear for your that the
world would be spread out for you as it was for those before you ·and you would
contend with each other over it as they had done and would be mined as they were
ruined."2
COMMENTARY: Abundance of wealth makes one worldly-minded and greedy. It ruins
one's morals and makes one liable to destruction in the hereafter. Also, it cause mutual
dissension and disputes, leading to hostility and killing.
It seems that the hadith (tradition) uses the word poverty in the sense of complete
deprivation not only of worldly things but of every such thing on which needs of religion
depend~

The world being spread out means affluence beyond what suffices. Because of this a man
may not only become negligent to worship of Allah and but he also rebels arrogantly.
PROPHET'S PRAYER FOR SUSTENANCE
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5164. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah A.:S-..1ii~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..1!1~
made this supplication.
1

2

However, see also comments on hadith (tradition) # 5151 about these three classes, for comparison.
Bukhari # 4015, Muslim# 2. 2961, Tirmidhi # 2462 (2470).
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(0 Allah, let the provision of the family of Muhammad be enough for subsistence.)
According to another version: (JlA)) instead of(.;.~ j) 'needs. Instead of 'subsistence.'t
COMMEN.TARY: Mulla Ali Qari ~~~J said that (Ji) family includes the Prophet ~J~~~~
children and people of the house, or those members of.his ummalt who are his true and.
dear followers. Shaykh Abdul Haq ~~ ~ J has written that they are all members of his
ummalt and followers. This is the true meaning of the word (J'). If it is said to mean only
wives and other family members, even then presumption includes other members of the
ummah too in the supplication.
The words (uj) and (li\.C) are nearly synonymous. However, there is no bare minimum for
it. The level differs from person to person. It is what suffices. It also differs from time to
time and condition to condition.
The hadith (tradition) actually calls on Muslims to keep their needs to a bare minimum.
They must not exert themselves to earn more and must not upset their. spiritual life by
indulging in excess beyond moderation and good.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the subsisting level is better than both poverty and affluence
· though in some causes riclmess is excellent in some way provided it does not lead astray
and does not grow worldly love. Rather, it should one to be religious to the optimum level.
HE WHO SUCCEEDS & IS SAVED
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5165. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
11
~J said, He has indeed succeeded who accepts Islam (or, submits to Divine
decreer, has been provided (through lawful sources) enough to sustain him and
Allah has made him content with whatever He has given him."2
HOW UMMAH BELONGS TO THE HOLDER

GJ.-o ol_jJ)
5166. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J nan-ated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#~'~
Said, 11 A man exclaims 'My wealth my property!' But his portion from his wealth
and property that belongs to him are three things: what he eats and finishes up,
what he wears and turns into rags and what he gives (in Allah's path)· and stores
(for the next world). All else is l~t for other people by him when he dies."3
COMMENTARY: Man work~~ hard to earn in this world. He amasses wealth and property
1

Bukhari # 6560, Muslim# 18-1055, Tirmidhi # 2361 (2365).
Muslim # 125-1054, Tirmidhi # 2348.
3 Muslim # 4-2959, Tirmidhi # 2342
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and then boasts about it. But, he does not realize that he will leave to under5o severe
reckoning for it, and it will be very difficult to account for it. Besides, he himself will earn
very little profit from it c;md he will have them with him for a very little time. A very large
portion of it he leaves behind for others.
Of the three things, it is only the last that will really give him benefit. And that benefit will
accrue permanently. If anyone collects wealth to derive this true benefit then it is certainly
worthwhile, otherwise it is foolish to amass wealth for a few days of this life and for
limited profit and be arrogant about it.
The hadith (tradition) instructs man to spend what Allah has given him on the poe~ and
needy to accumulate reward that would be of use on the day of need (which is the Day of
gathering).
NO ONE WILL BE HELPFUL AFTER DEATH
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5167. Sayyiduna Anas 4;$. ~' ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~' ~ said,
"Three things follow the dead (till its grave). Two of them return while one remains
with the dead. His household members, his property and his deeds follow him. His
household members and property come back but his deeds remain."t
COMMENTARY: The 'deeds' mentioned in the hadith (tradition) represent reward and
punishment for good and bad deeds.
When man departs from this world and stops into the first stage of the next world his
relatives, friends, wealth and property part with him. Only the deeds that he had
performed in the world remain with him perhaps this is why grave is described as the
chest of deeds.
LET YOUR PROPERTY BE A TREASURE FOR THE HERE AFTER
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5168. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J'~.ii!'~
said, "which one of you holds his heirs property dearer than his own?" The sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~.1!1~.J submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, there is none of
us to whom his own property is not dearer than his heir's." He said, 11 His own
property is what he had sent ahead of him (as charity, etc) and heir's property is
what he leaves behind."2
COMMENTARY: It anyo11e really wants to make the most of his wealth then he must
spend it in good causes for Allah's sake so that he might reap benefit in the next world.
Generally, however, people do not do any such thing. They continue to multiply their
1

Bukhari # 6514, Muslim # 4. 2960.
# 6442.

2 Bukhari
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wealth in this world and finally leave behind all of it for their heirs.
It does not mean that a man must spend all he has in good .cause and leave nothing for. his
heirs. The maximum amount of a person's legacy that he can leave in his will to be spent
for good cause is one third of it. It is better to leave the rest for his heirs. It is not good to
leave them behind as paupers, as a hadith (tradition) emphasizes. Enough must be
provided for them.
~ALTHIS~AT~LLBENEAT

0J.-o oi.J.J)
5169. Sayyiduna Mutarrif ~~~J narrated that his father (Sayyiduna) Abdullah ..ibn
Shikhkhlr) ~~~~J said: I came to the Prophet~J~..1i1~ while he was reciting (~'
}\S::J1) (t_he surah # 102, at Takathur).
((0 mankind) your rivalry for amassing riches distracts you ... }
He said, "The son of Aadam says, 'My property, my property!' And he added, "Have
you, 0 son of Aadam, anything aside from what you eat .and finish it, what you
wear and turn into rags, and what you give as charity and make it ever lasting?"t
The entire surah is:
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(In the name of Allah the compassionate, the Merciful. (0 mankind) your rivalry for
amassing riches distracts you; ~ntil you reach the graves. Nay, you shall soon know
(the reality),
.
Nay, again, you shall know! Nay, would .that you knew (now) with knowledge of
certainty! You shall certainly see the Hell fire,
Then you shall see it with the eye of certainty, Then you shall be questioned that
day concerning the (worldly) blessings} (102: 1_-8)
RICHNESS OF HEART
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5170.. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "Richness is not having a large wealth and property. But, true ri~hness is. a
contented heart."2
COMMENTARY: If one is content that is real richness of the heart. Such a man is not
dependent on the rich. He is brave and does not give in to difficult surroundings. He is not
1

Muslim # 3-2~58.
# 2946, Muslim# 120. 1051, Tirmidhi.
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greedy and does not beg. On the other hand, he who does not cease to amass wealth and is
excessively greedy then truly he is poor and needy in spite of possessing much wealth.
Some scholars say that richness of heart refers to perfect learning without which a person's
spiritual life is unsafe and he cannot attain glory. So richness is spiritual and scholarly
perfection not worldly wealth and possession~ . ·
Worldly wealth is the inheritance of those who have earned Allah's wrath, like Fir' awn,
Quran (the pharoah and Korah), and all the infidels and sinners, etc.
On the other hand, the inheritance of the Prophet ~".>\-Jt4#-, the ulama (Scholars) and the
awliya (saints/ friends of Allah) is knowledge. Learning and manners.
The worldly minded are pleased with money and property while the religious are content
with knowledge.
"The greater the wealth, the thicker will be the dirt."t
SECTION II
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FIVE INSTRUCTIONS TO ABU HURAYF_A H ~.iit~J
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5171. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii1~
asked, "Who will learn from me these words and act upon them, or teach (them) to
one who will act upon them?" He (Abu Hurayrah) ~ .1!1 ~ J submitted, "I, 0
Messenger of Allah!" So, he took him by his hand and, counting five, said,"
(l)Guard against the things that are for bidden. You will be the most devout of men.
(2)BE pleased with what Allah has allotted you, you will be the richest of men.
.(3)BE kind to your neighbour (even if he is bad to you), you will be a (perfect)
·
believer.
(4)Love for people what you love for yourself, (of the good of this world and the
next), you will be (counted as) a (perfect) Muslim. And,
(5) Do not laugh :rituch laughter causes the heart to die (and causes neglect of
remembrance of Allah)."2
:
COMMENTARY: Knowledge by itself is great and noble. He who possesses knowledge is
excellent. If he acts on it, then there is nothing better than that. If a scholar does not himself
act on his knowledge but imparts knowledge to others and gu~des them to the straight
path, then he will get a reward for that too. So if a non-practicing scholar guides others to
good and prevents them from doing evil then that on his part is correct.
To guard against the forbidden is to keep away from what Shari' ah (divine law) disallows.
1 J.K.

Golbraith as cited in Oxford Dictionary of Phrase, Saying ~Quotation, p 486.
# 2305 (2312), Ibn Majah # 4193.
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It is also to not abstain from what it commands must be done.

To abstain from the forbidden is to discharge one's obligations imposed by Allah. clearly,
no form of worship is greater than discharging one's duties. Generally people neglect the
obligatory duties but concentrate on the supererogatory worship. They neglect the
fundaments but adopt the supplementary and the superfluous. It is like failing to redeem
fasts of Ramadan that one has missed but concentrating on learning and optional worship
or it is like not paying zakah (Annual due charity) and giving rights of people, but being in
the forefront to spend on the poor and building mosques.
One who is pleased with Divine decree is free from avarice and greed. He is content with
what he gets and does not beg at all. Sayyiduna Sa'eed Abu Al-Hasan Shadhli .1J1~; was
asked about al-chemy. He said that it is concealed in two things:
(i)
Do not depend on the creatures. (Ask only Allah for your needs).
(ii)
.Do not even expect from Allah more then what He has decreed for you.
Shaykh Abdul Qadir Jilani ..1!1~; said, uo man! Whatever is allotted to you, you will get at
any rate whether you pray for it or not. Whatever is not destined for you, you shall never
get in any case howsoever much you toil to get it. Hence, be grateful for whatever you get.
Under all circumstances, make it· a point to get that which is allowed and lawful, and be
pleased at the share allotted to you so that the Lord, Owner of majesty, may be pleased
with you."
Finally, whatever good of the world and religion, you like for yourself, prefer it for others
too. Like faith and belief for a disbeliever and repentance for a sinner.
[And do not laugh much for your pleasure lies in remembrance of Allah,
{and will you laugh and not weep} (53: 60)]
DELIVERANCE FROM WORLDLY WORRIES
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5172. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#..1!1~
said that Allah says, "0 son of Aadam, occupy yourself in w9rship of Me. I shall ~ill
.your breast with contentment (and unconcern) and I shall remove your poverty. 'If
you do not .do so, I shall keep your hand occupied and shall not remove your
poverty."1
COMMENTARY: Want and anxieties cannot be removed merely by occupying in worldly
pursuits all the time. Rather, anxieties remain as they are. But, if energy and time are
devoted to worship of Allah then one's aspirations are achieved and one becomes
independent of others than Allah.
If one does not tum to Allah but remains trapped in seeking redress of his problems, he get
nothing beyond what is already decreed for him. Also, he will be deprived of
independence at heart if he neglects worship of Allah.
ABSTINENCE IS GREAT

1

Tirmidhi # 2466 (2474), Musnad Ahmad 2-356, Ibn Majah # 4107.
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5173. Sayyiduna Jabir NS- .1!1 ~; narrated that a man was mentioned to Allah's
Messenger ~J4:Js-1»'~ as engaged in worship and religious effort while ant:lther was
mentioned for keeping away from the doubtful (too alongwith the forbidden). The
11
prophet~J4:Js-1»'~ said, lt stand no comparison with abstinence."1
COMMENTARY: The last word in the hadith (tradition) (tJ)t) is not part of it, but one of
the narrators has added it to explain (~)t) which :was spoken by the Prophet ~"" J4#.1it~. It
mean (~_,41) righteousness, 'to abstain from the forbidden,' It assumes that the obligatory
worships are duly discharged. In short one who abstains from sin though he is not as
strong in worship is better than the person who is much devoted to worship but weak in
abstaining from sins.
REGARD FIVE THINGS AS GREAT BEFORE FIVE

5174. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Maymun Al-Awdi .1lt~J narrated that Allah's Messenger
11
~ J A# 1»t ~ said to a man. While exhorting him, Regard five things as a blessing
before five others.
(i) your youth before your old age.
(ii) Your health before your illness. (Mter faith, health is the greatest blessing).
(iii) Your affluence before your poverty.
(iv) Your leisure before your occupation.
(v) Your life before your death.' 2
COMMENTARY: The word(~') is derived from (~~1) which means 'to receive the spoils.'
It is what Muslims collect from the infidels after fighting against them (a battle). It is also
applied to that which is acquired without any effort.
The hadith (tradition) says that youth, health, affluence, leisure (and spare time), and life
are of a fleeting nature. Each is followed by (its opposite as what is mentioned in the hadith
(tradition).
Hence, before these blessings disappear and the opportunity is available, make the most of
them for the good of your world and the hereafter. Do not be negligent.
FOOLISH TO LET OPPORTUNITY GO UNUTILIZED

1

Tirmidhi # 2519.
mursal form, Baghawi in Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) # 4021.
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5175. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$o.&t~; narrated that the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ said,
"None of you waits for anything except
(i) wealth that breeds rebellion (or sin causing to neglect enjoining piety and
forbidding evil,
(ii) or, poverty that causes one to forget (obedience),
(iii) or, an illness that (because of its severity) harms (physically and mentally),
(iv) or, old age that weakens the mind (arid makes one foolish),
(v) or, death that puts an end to all (leaving no time to repent),
(vi) or, the dajjal (the great deceiver) and he is the worst of all and will appear
·
during the last days,
(vii)
or, the Last Hour that is most calamitous and most bitter. 1
(There last words are from the Quran, 54: 46)
COMMENTARY: Man does not take advantage of the opportunity available to him in these
cas~s. He repents after the favourable prospects are lost to him. For example, if poverty is
his lot, he does not show patience but complains and goes astray and rebel.
If he is rich, he does not express gratitude, but wastes his money and is derelict in his
duties toward Allah.
The other conditions may·be surmised in like manner.
As for waiting for the seven things it is an allusion to man's procrastination and failure to
worship ~d obey. It is a call to hurry and do these things before it is too late. (In fact, the
wording of Tirmidhi. {# 2306 or 2313) conforms to this meaning;]
[Hasten (your good) deeds before seven things. Do they wait for anything but
poverty and need, wealth and property that make rebellious, disease that
incapacitates, old age that makes in firm, fast approaching death, the dajjal (the
great deceiver) worst of the awaited unseen, or the Hour calamitous and bitter.]
(refer to verse 54: 46)
CONTEMPTIBLE WORLD
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5176. Sayyiduna Abu Hurrayrah 4$o.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\!1~
said, "The world is accursed. And accursed is that which is contains, except dhikr
(remembrance) of Allah and what He likes, a scholar or a student."2
. COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) means that one must not be too interested in the
world and must keep away from everything that is forbidden or disliked. But, one must
choose what Allah likes and approves such as dhikr, pious deeds etc.
The liked things include studying the lives of the Prophets ~~14# and the righteous men,
doing righteous deeds and enjoining the reputable and forbidding the disreputable.
As for dhikr of Allah, it is remembering and mentioning Allah's name often. It also is doing
every such deed as draws one nearer to Allah and earns His pleasure. So, this will cover all
forms of worship. In this case, everything that helps do this will also form. part of it, like
eating and drinking as much as is necessary and other necessities of life.
1
2

Tirmidhi # 2306 (2313) but slightly different wording), Nasa'i.
Tirmidhi # 2322, Ibn Majah # 4112.
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5177. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd ol$liii~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J;.#,111~
said, "If in Allah's sight, the world had as much worth as a wing of a mosquito then
he. would never have given a drop of water to ·an infidel to drink."1
·
COMMENTARY: If the world had some worth in the esteem of Allah, the infidel would not
get even. the most insignificant thing of this world. The infidel is Allah's enemy and no one
lets his foe have any thing It is because the world is worthless that Allah gives the infidel
some of it but nothing to His dear creatures. This is what a hadith (tradition) says:

·(only he deserves the (property and position in the) world for whom only the world
is good.)
This is why the disbelievers and sinners seem to be more prosperous in this world. It is to
this that the verse refers:
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{Were it not that all people would become of a single creed (i.e. disbelief), we
would have caused, for those who disbeliever in Ar-Rahman, roofs of their houses
to be made of silver}2 (43: 33)
The same thing is borne out of these verses of the noble Quran:
I
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{And that which is with Allah is better for the pious} (3: 198)
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{The provision of your Lord is better and more lasting.} (20: 131)
DO NOT INVOLVE YOURSELF IN THE WORLD & FORGET ALLAH
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5178. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud -'$1»1~.., narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..li1~
said, 11 Do not adopt (~1) worldly possessions and means of earning in such a way
that it becomes an attraction toward the world."3
COMMENTARY: It is not allowed to indulge in worldly pursuits and means of earning to
such an extent that one is di:verted from worship of Allah. But, it is not disallowed to adopt
permitted means of earning to a reasonable extent.
We may consider the following Vt}l'Se of the Quran:
1

Tirmidhi # 2320 (2327), Ibn Majah # 4110, Musnad Ahmad 5-154.
From the Noble Quran of Mawlana Mufti Taqi Uthmani ~4u- J·
3 Musnad Ahmad 1-277, Tirmidhi # 2328, Bayhaqi Shu'ab ul eemart # 10391.
2
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(... by men whom no trade or sale makes neglectful of the remembranf:e of Allah. nor
f~om establishing salah (prayer) and paying zakah (Annual due charity)} (24: 34)
This verse may be said
(i)
to praise those people who do not at all engage in buying and selling merely
because that might preclude them from the affairs of the hereafter, OR
(ii)
to praise such people who though occupied in trading, do not neglect the
affairs of the hereafter and continue to improve their prospects of the next
world with those of this world.
The second meaning seems more appropriate as the concluding words bear out:
(establishing salah (prayer) and paying zakah (Annual due charity)P
LOVE OF THE WORLD RESULTS IN LOSS IN THE NEXT WORLD
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5179. Sayyiduna Abu Musa 4,:$.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»,~ said,
"He who loves his (Life of this) world causes damage to his next world (by not
finding enough time to work for it). And, he who loves his (life of his) next world
causes damage to his (life of this) world (by being occupied in pursuits of the here
after). So (knowing this fact), you must prefer the perpetual (hereafter) to the
ephemeral (meaning, this world)."2
ACCURSED IS THE SLAVE OF WEALTH
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5180. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:$.i»I~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.&1~ said,
''Accursed is the slave of the dinar and accursed is the slave of the dirham.'
Or, "May the slave of the dinar be cursed and may be slave of the dirham be
cursed."3
COMMENTARY: The words(~) means 'drive away.' To deprive of good,' 'to put away
from Allah's mercy.'
One who begins to love wealth and material goods to the extent that he removes himself
from worship and obedience, is said to be the slave of wealth and property. He is the
accursed (as defined against(~), and dismissed from the court of the Mighty Lord.
GREED FOR WEALTH WORSE THAN GREED OF WOLVES FOR SHEEP

See Ma'ariful Quran v6 pp 442-443 (English translation) Mufti Muhammad Shafi ..111~;.
Musnad Ahmad 4. 412, Bayhaqi.
3 Tirmidhi # 2375.
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5181. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Maalik

~J

reported that his fathert narrated that
Allah's Messenger ~J4:)s.~j-.P said, Two hungry wolves sent to (a herd of) sheep do
not cause more destruction than a man's greed for property and honour causes to
his religion."2
COMMENTARY: Religion is represented in this hadith (tradition) by sheep and greed by
4:$

.111

11

.

~~

The copies of Mishkat report the narrator as the father of Ka'b 4:S-i»I~J But, the fact is that
his father was not destined to embrace Islam, so there is no sense in saying that he narrated
a hadith (tradition) from the Prophet ~J4:)s.i»lj-.P. The correct line of transmission is: 'Ibn
Ka'b ibn Maalik reported that his father (Ka'b) 4:S-i»!~J narrated.' This is how it is found not
only of }ami Tirmidhi but also in some copies of Mishkat. So, Ka'b 4:S-i»l~J is the narrator of
this hadith (tradition). He is the one who had stayed behind from the Battle of Tabuk. His
·
story is well-known.
SPENDING TOO MUCH ON CONSTRUCTION
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5182. Sayyiduna Khabbab 4:S-i»!~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:)s.i»s~ said,
11

A believer does not spend from his wealth without being rewarded for it, except
for his spending on this dust."3
COMMENTARY: the hadith (tradition) concludes saying that whatever one spends on
construction is not rewarded. However, this applies only to excess spending beyond what
is necessary. Also, construction of one's own house, of mosques, madrasah and such other
places are allowed. In fact, it is mustahab (desirable) to build them.
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5183. Sayyiduna Anas ~.:.All~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:)s.lin~ said, ''All

spending (on necessities of life) is in Allah's path, but not what is spend (beyond
necessity) on construction, for, there is no piety (and reward) in it."4
COMMENTARY: Spending on construction beyond necessity is extravagance Allah does
not like it. But, whatever is spent on other heads of necessity with intention to gain
nearness to Allah is not extravagance because that is on feeding people and g rant to
people. They may or may not be deserving. Allah is pleased with both these things; feeding
people and grants to them.

This is error Ka'b narrated it himself. His father Maalik had not embraced Islam.
# 2376, Musnad Ahmad 4. 460.
3 Tirmidhi # 2483 Musnad Ahmad 5-110.
-' Tirmidhi # 2482.
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5184. Sayyiduna Anas ~..lit~; narrated: Allah's Messenger ~J~.&t~ went out one
day. We were along with him. He observed a building with a high dome and asked,
11
What is it?" His sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~..lit~; said, "It belongs to such
and such man of the ansar." He said nothing but retained it in his mind (displeased
with it), till its owner came and offered salaam to him among the people. But, he
turned away from him (Either he have no response or gave a response but turned
away from him.) He did that many times (when the man offered salaam and he
turned away). The man did, after all, realize that he was angry at him and had
turned away because of him. So he complained of that t o his sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~..lit~; (who were close to him. He said, By Allah, I feel Allah's
Messenger ~J "~..lit ~ is displeased with me. (I have not seen such displeasure
before but I do not know why?)" They said, He had gone out and seen the dome."
So, the man returned to his dome and pulled it down to ground level. One day,
Allah's Messenger ~J~..llt~ went out again but did not find it. So, he asked,
~~at has happened to the building with the dome?" They said, lts owner had
complained to us of your ~ning away. So we informed him and he pulled it down.
He then said (explaining when he was displeased Indeed every building is a
· burden (J\tJ) for its owner (in the hereafter), except what cannot (~lt ~t), except what
cannot (~l-~') - except that which is absolutely necessary."1
COMMENTARY: The word (J\tJ) is rendered 'burden.' .Jt stands for a burden, severity and
what is disliked. When a building is built, it becomes a means of punishment for its owner
in the hereafter. However, this concerns such building as are in excess of need. They are
constructed to demonstrate the owners status and riches and simply to live luxuriously.
Apart from this, the buildings that are raised for residential needs of the owners, or for
good causes, like mosques, madrasahs, khanqas (retreats of mystics and mentors). Etc, are
out of the scope of this edict. In the same way, every such thing as is essential for retain
man's physical energy and to keep him clothed and sheltered in a house will not be .a
means of punishment in the hereafter.
Bayhaqi and Tabarani have transmitted a hadith (tradition) each from Anas ~..lit~; and
11

11

11

1

Abu Dawud # 5237.
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· Wathilah ~.1u~; to the same effect that every building will be a means of punishn1ent for
its owner except a mosque and places of such utility. In the hadith (tradition) of Savyiduna
Wathilah ~.1!1._,.;pJ, the Prophet ~J•#.1il~ indicated with his wrist, "Just so much," m~aning
a small, just enough for residential purpose. These will not make their owners liable to
punishment.
.
Also, every knowledge will be a burden on the day of resurrection, but not the knowledge
by which one abides.
OBSERVE CONTENTMENT
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5185. Sayyiduna Abu Hashim ibn Utbah ~.11~~J said, 11 Allah's Messenger ~J4:).s-.1i1~
had given me instructions to the effect; 'Of property, a servant should suffice you
and a riding beast for jihad (crusade)."
Tirmidhi has it "Allah's Messenger ~J4:).s-.111~ had taken a promise from me that I
have failed to fulfil: "Of property ... ' But, I find today that I have accumulated
plenty."t
Some text of the masabih have Utbad instead of Utbah, but it is an error.
COMMENTARY: The animal could be used for jihad (crusade), pilgrimage, acquiring
knowledge and general travel. The servant could help in these undertakings. Do not keep
more than these two things.
,! {1
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5186. Sayyiduna Uthman ~1»1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4:).s-.111~ said, "The son
of Aadam ~"j...J14:)s. does not have a right over any thing besides a house to live in a
garment to cover his private parts, dry bread without gravy and water."2
COMMENTARY: Man's right is over those things that Allah has made necessary for him in
this world. He is eligible to take them only to the extent of his needs. He who acquires them
through lawful means only as much as is necessary shows contentment with that will not
be subjected to questioning in the hereafter because that much of them is essential for
survival. More of these and any quantity of things other than them are not necessities of
life. Rather, they are luxuries and will have to be accounted for in the hereafter.
The word (~) jilf is dry bread without gravy. And (~) jalf is a piece of dry bread to
assuage hunger.
TO BE ESTEEMED IN THE SIGHT OF ALLAH & HIS CREATURES

# 2327 (2334), Musnad Ahmad 5. 290, Nasa'i # 5386, Ibn Majah # 4103.
Tirmidhi # 2341 (2348).
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5187. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd ~1»1~ J narrated that a man came (to the Prophet) .)J
~J ~ ~' and requested, "0 Messenger of Allah, guide me to a deed such as if I
perform it, Allah would love me and men, too would love me." He said, "Observe
abstinence in the world. Allah will love you. And, do not crave for what the people
possess. They will love you."t
COMMENTARY: Zuhd (abstinence) is to abstain from desiring any thing. Its perfect form
is to be disinterested in them even when they are available So, he who does not own wealth
and property and a station of worth in life cannot be imagined as observing abstinence.
Rather, only he can be an abstinent who possesses these things and yet keeps away from
them.
Someone once called Sayyiduna Ibn Mubarak ~~~J, '0 Zahid!' (abstinent). He said, "Only
Umar ibn Abdul Aziz ~~~J was a zahid. The world drew towards him but he kept away
from its pleasures. But, I have nothing on which I might practice zuhd (abstinence)
(abstinence)."
In short, zuhd (abstinence) is when a person as plenty of the necessities of life, like food,
drink and clothing, yet he content's himself with bare necessities and abandons the excess.
PROPHET'S ~JA#i»'~ DISINTEREST IN WORLDLY THINGS
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5188. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!l~
slept on a reed mat. He got up and its marks were impressed on his body. So, Ibn
Mas'ud ~i»'~J submitted, ''0 Messenger of Allah, if you instruct us, we would
spread out something for you and do something (more)." He said, "what have I to
do with the world? I am ·not in this world but like a rider who shades himself under
a tree only to move ahead and leave it."2
COMMENTARY: These words also means: 'I have nothing to do with this world. I do not
wish for a soft bed, delicate garments, etc.
A rider stop under a tree for a short while and hastens resume his journey. We too are
travellers in this world our destination - the hereafter - is very far off and the journey is
hazardous. So we must devote ourselves to cover as much distance as possible and not turn
to any such thing as might hinder our journey.
AN ENVIABLE PERSON

1
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5189. Sayyidtma Abu Umamah .u" ii11 ~; narrated that the Prophet ~J "# iil1 ~ said,
"The most enviable of my friends to me is the believer who has meagre property
(and family), is much devoted to salah (prayer), perform worship of his Lord in an
e"cellent manner, obeys Him in private, is inconspicuous among the people, is not
pointed out with fingers, his provision is a minimum and he is content with it."
Then, he snapped his fingers and added, "His term will come soon (like this!, there
being fev~ wom.en to mourn him and his legacy will be insignificant."1
COMMENTARY: The word(.)~) means the back of a riding beast. And (.)l~'~) according
to the Qamus is (J~'JJW1J:li) possessing little property and family. So, he is said to have a
light back (sar'ah). Thus, he is free of the worries of the world and its occupations,'so is not
obstructed from worship.
He is devoted to salah (prayer). Because of little preoccupation, he can offer it with full
concentration.
He is inconspicuous among the people. He does not stay away from them, but remains
among them keeping to the sidelines. However, he is known to the ulama (Scholars) awliya
(saints/ friends of Allah) and the righteous because he is their companion.
Death comes to this man soon. He departs from this world of trials quietly and easily in
peace.
NOTHING TO DO WITH THE WORLD
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5190. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah .w:.iill~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "My Lord offered to turn the valley (Batha) of makkah full of gold for me. I
said, '0 Lord, but I wish to be satiated one day and hungry the next day. When I am
hungry, let me beseech you remember you. And, when I am satiated, let me praise
you and thank you."2
COMMENTARY: Allah gave him choice to have the riches and treasures of the world or to
have nothing to do with them but only concentrate on the next world.
Batha or Abtah is the (conduit or) wide channel through which water passes out. But, dust
and pebbles collect into it. So, these pebbles were what was offered to be made gold, there
being many such channels around Makkah.
The Prophet ~J~iil~~ taught his ummalt that though affluence is also a blessing of Allah,
yet its trial is very severe too. It is more often that a rich man goes astray. So, it is more
preferable to be poor and content than to be rich.

1

Tirmidhi # 2347 (2354) Musnad Ahmad# 22252, Ibn Majah # 4117.
Tirmidhi # 2347 (2354), Musnad Ahmad# 22252, Ibn Majah # 4117, (Tirmidhi has this and the
previous hadith (tradition) as one.
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5191. Sayyiduna Ubaydullah ibn Mihsan ~.&1~.J narrated that Allah Messenger .&t~
11
1"1...J 4~" said, He who wakes up in the morning among you with peace of mind,
sound body and his (lawful) provision for the day with him, is as though the ·world
is brought together for him."l
COMMENTARY: Being with peace of mind is to be safe from enemy and from sin and
having repented to Allah. He is also safe from reptiles and snakes emerging from holes.
FOODTHATONEMAYEAT
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5192. Sayyiduna Miqdam ibn Ma'di Karib 4~.&'~.J narrated that he heard Allah's
l\fessenger ~....J4~.1lt~ say, "A man does not fill a vessel that is worse than his belly
(if he overeats). Enough for the son of aadam are a few morsels to keep his back
straight. But, if it is unavoidable, then let him apportion one third. For his food, one
third for his drhJ< and leave one third empty (for ease in breathing)."2
COMMENTARY: Teebi ~44?.J said that one must not overeat. One must eat enough to keep
his back straight meaning, to retain his energy. This too, to be able to discharge his
religious obligations. If any one cannot be content with this, then he may eat as suggested
in this hadith (tradition), dividing his belly into three portions and till one of these with
food.
He belly is described as a vessel. So it is of no purpose but to serve as a vessel and that too
the worst of vessels because vessels are used for specific purposes but the belly is used
beyond its purpose and is over filled. That is much harmful to religion as well as to the
worldly life.
TEN ADVANTAGES OF HUNGER
Hunger is a very terrifying word and a serious problem in today' s world. If it reaches to the
point of starvation when a person does not get even a piece of bread then indeed it is a
message that his term is over.
However, if hunger is practiced intentionally and is self imposed, or one starves now and
then truly no one can deny its advantages both from the medical and spiritual angles. Some
people have taken great pains to enumerate these advantages. A renowned great scholar of
Islam and mystic who had intimate knowledge of Allah, Shaykh Abu Hamid .&t44?.J, has
written that ten advantages are intrinsic to hunger.
(i)
It cleans the heart and sharpens eyesight (otherwise if the stomach is full, it
1
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makes one lethargic, the heart uneasy and the mind dizzy).
(ii)

It creates mildness and purity of heart, so that it inclines to remembrance of

(iii)

It grows humility and eliminates pride and greed and love of social life which

Allah.

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)
(ix)
(x)

things promote rebellion and defiance. There is no doubt about it that a human
being is humble more when he is hungry than at any other time.
The hungry person does not forget Divine punishment, trials and tribulations.
(Those who have a full belly remember nothing.)
It fights sleep and the hungry man keeps awake for much of the time. (One
who has a full stomach drinks much water which promotes sleepiness and
much of life is wasted. The salah (prayer) of taHajj (pilgrimage)ud (super
erogatory prayer) is missed and one becomes hard hearted.) Life is a blessing.
Allah has made life man's asset so that he may put his worldly and religious
affairs in order. Besides, sleep is a kind of death. So, if one succumbs to sleep,
he decreases his life.
The hungry person is constant at worship. The time that would have been
spent in buying and preparing food etc would be saved for worship. Allamah
Tashtari ~~~J said that one day he observed Ali Jurjani ~~~J chuck from the
palm of his hand (into his month) parched barley. So he asked him what had
compelled him to do it. He said, ui worked out that the time it takes to eat
bread (chapati) ~ould be used to count seventy rosaries (tasbih). So, I gave up
eating bread and for forty years have not eating a slice of it, and when I am
very hungry I take parched barley from my palm, now and then.
A man who eats little remains healthy. He is free from diseases and so does not
resort to medical treatment and saves the time otherwise spent on visits to
physicians for worship.
He does not have to work too much to earn a livelihood.
He saves food and is able to give that in charity. On the day of resurrection, he
will be under the shade of his charities.
Hunger fights his passion. The man who goes hungry overcomes his base self.
It is auspicious that man should overpower his base desires but it is
wretchedness that his desires should have the better of him.
EXERCISE CONTROL OVER BELCHING
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5193. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.#~'~ heard
a man belching. He said, "Stop belching. (Eat less and you will not belch.) On the
day of resurrection he will experience severest hunger who eats much in this
world."t
COMMENTARY: The man mentioned in the hadith (tradition) was a sahabi, named, wahb
ibn Abdullah ~~~~J· He was among the young sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J
1
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who had not attained adulthood in the times of the Prophet ~J~..111~. He said, "I had
eaten tharid prepared from meat. Then I presented myself to the Prophet ~ J~..111~ while I
was belching." He asked, "What are you doing?" And spoke the words quoted in the
hadith (tradition).
As the concluding portion of the hadith (tradition) makes clear, the actual meaning is that
one must not eat to a stomach full. It is said that Sayyiduna W~hb ibn Abdullah ~iii'~J
never again ate much. If he had food in the evening, he did not eat on the next day and if
he ate during the day, he did not eat before nightfall in the evening.
PROPERTY IS A TRIAL
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5194. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Iyad ~iii'~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~
~J~i»> say, 'There is a trial for every ummah and the trial of my ummah is wealth
and property."t
THE RICH WHO FAIL TO GIVE CHARITY
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5195. Sayyiduna Anas ~i»>~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#.i»1~ said, 11 0n the day of
resurrection, the son of Aadam ~~'"~ will be brought as though he were a lamb and
made to stand before Allah. Allah will say, 'I had granted you bounties, good things
and favours (like sound health, intelligence, security, wealth and slaves). What did
you do?" He will submit, 11I accumu.;.ated and amassed. I left behind much, multiplied
many times. Send me back and I shall (spend all that in your path and) bring, back
(its reward) to you, all of it. He will ask, ''Tell Me what did you send forward?" But,
he will repeat (as guilty people do to get away). 11 My Lord, I amassed it, multiplied it
many times. Do send me back. I shall bring all of that to you."
11
Thus (it is very obvious), behold, he is a man who did not send ahead any good so
he will be consigned to hell."2
COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~~J said of the man who is granted those things mentioned in the
hadith (tradition) but he fails to earn reward for the hereafter through them he is like Cl
slave whose master trusts him with wealth to invest in business. However, he does not
follow instructions and loses all money. He disobeyed and is liable to be punished. So is the
·
case with this man.
Abu Haamid ..1il ~J said that eve~y good, every pleasure and every distinction (good
1
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fortune) is a blessing, even every fulfilled desire. However, true blessing is the good
fortune in the hereafter. It is wrong to call anything else as distinction or good fortune and
it is incorrect to say of any good thing as 'worldly good fortune.' It would be correct,
nevertheless, to say of such worldly things as are means of receiving favours and
distinction in. the hereafter as 'blessings' only because they can deliver one to the real
blessings.
SOUND HEALTH & COOL WATER
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5196. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah R) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~~~~ said,
11
The first of the blessings about which a man will be questioned on the day of
resurrection will be, 11Did we not give you a sound healthy body and cool water to
drink?"l
COMMENTARY: Sound body and mind and water are the greatest of Allah's blessings.
A righteous man said to his disciple, "Let water cool down bef::>re you drink it becausP. cold
water expresses thanks to Allah from the core of one's heart."
Shaykh Abdul Haq ..1!1~J said about his father k14~ .J that whenever he drank cold water, he
was lost in contemplation. When he regained his composure, after some time, he would
say, 11 Allah is without blemish! What a great thing this cool water! A great Jewel made by
Allah!' He would utter such expressions of praise of Allah.
Allah made water very useful. Life depends on it but it is very amazing that Allah made it
common and abundant so that it is easily available, yet it is not priced but ic; free.
AN ANECDOTE:
A king of old who set out on an hunting expedition lost his way in a
desert. He became very thirsty but could not find water around. He was restless and soon
was on the point of death. Suddenly, a mystic or an angel stood before him and asked,
"what will you give me if I provide you with water?" The king exclaimed, "Half of my
kingdom!" The mysterious man let him have water, but the king was beset with a malady.
He could not pass water. He tried much but could not urinate. He was restless till the
mysterious man reappeared and asked, "If I cure you, what will you pay me?" The king
said, "I will hand over the remaining half of my kingdom!" He cured him of his malady.
Then he said, "0 king! Keep your kingdom to yourself. Look at its worth! So do not boast
about it. Do not let it get into your mind."
In conclusion, the two blessings mentioned in this hadith (tradition) are so very great and
significant that they outweigh a kingdom.
FIVE BLESSINGS WHICH WILL HAVE TO BE EXPLAINED
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5197. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~)»,~J narrated that the Prophet ~....J4.)s..i»1~ said, "The
feet of the son of Aadam r'}I....J'~ will not move on the day of resurrection till he Is
asked about five things:
(i) about his life, how he spent it:
(ii) about his youth, how he passed it;
(iii) about his wealth, how he earned it;
(iv) and on what he poured it;
(v) and what he did with that which he had learnt."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~.i»>~ J once said to Sayyiduna Uwaymir ~)»,~J:
"Uwaymir! Be mindful, how will it be with you on the day of resurrection when you are
asked, Were you learned or ignorant?" If you say, "I was learned,' then you will be asked,
'How did you practice whatever you had learnt?" And, if you say, 'I was ignorant, then
you will be questioned, 'what was the reason that you remained ignorant and did not
acquire knowledge?"
SECTION III

EXCELLENCE LIES NOT IN COLOUR BUT IN PIETY
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5198. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.#.lll~ said,
to him,"surely, you are not better than the red-skinned or the black-skinned, unless
you are superior to either of them in taqwa (piety)(Piety, God fearing). 2
lMMENTARY: No human being excels another on account of his looks, colour or
·scent. Rather, excellence lies in good manners and righteousness.
Jbas used to call non-Arabs (~1) red-skinned. The Arabs were called (,)J""') black skinned.
aykh Abdul Haq .i»1 4"""J excellence depends only on taqwa (piety)and on no other
~ibute or peculiarity. It is as Allah says.

(Surely the noblest of you, in Allah's sight, is the one who is most pious of you} (49: 13)
tqwa (piety)has many kinds of degrees. The lowest kind or the lowest degree is to abstain
· om visible polytheism in every condition, at all times.
· he kind or degree that is in-between is to abstain from every kind of sin, every kind of evil
e {ery kind of vain talk or deed and every kind of invisible polytheism.
The most superior kind of taqwa (piety)is to be attached to Allah all the time. Never must
thought of other than Allah be allowed to come to the mind.
EXCELLENCE OF ASCETICISM
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5199. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ y.~.1!~~ said,
11
1£ anyone observes abstinence in this world (from worldly possession and position
as is in excess of his wants) then Allah grows in his heart wisdom (which is Divine
awareness and conviction) causes his tongue to speak it, makes him see the defects
of this world (like grief, poverty, death, etc), its maladies and their remedy, and
brings him out of it safely to dar us salaam the abode of peace)."1
COMMENTARY: Dar us salaam refers to paradise. Perfect and true safety will be found
only in the hereafter and paradise. A pious man was asked, "How are you?" He said, "If
Allah wills, there is safety provided I go to paradise."
SUCCESS & PROSPERITY DEPENDS ON SINCERITY OF FAITH

-~~JYI·> ,t.
5200. Sayyiduna Abu dharr ~.11~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.11~~ said,

"He is successful whose heart Allah has made sincere towards faith (free of
Hypocrisy), whose heart He has made safe and protected (from rancour, jealously
and evil), his tongue truthful his soul satisfied and content his nature straight (not
awry and inclined to falsehood) and his ears He made hear (the true words) and his
eye sees (the signs of the unity of his Lord). So, the ear is a funnel (pouring truth to
the heart) and the eye is an archive of what the heart preserves. He is successful
whose heart is enabled to preserve (the truth and true things)."2.
COMMENTARY: The funnel or strainer is used to pour liquid into a narrow mounted
vessel. So the ear is the medium through which truth is conveyed to the heart and mind.
The ear hears it and the heart accepts it.
The eye is the archive or store of what it sees and that heart is the vessel for them or .they
make the heart their vessel. They enter the heart via the eyes. Then they are preserved
there. 'So, he who hears the truth and sees it and pours it into his heart to preserve it,
keeping to the truth in all citcumstances, is certainly triumphant.
DISBELIEVERS ARE TAKEN TO PUNISHMENT GRADUALLY THROUGH THEIR
WEALT:ij
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5201. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~.1!1~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~ said,

"when you see that Allah, Mighty and Glorious, gives a man through he is involved
in sin and disobedience, what he loves most (wealth and property), it is only
inching him gradually towards destruction."
Then, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ recited the verse:
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IThereafter, when they forgot the advice they were given, we opened for them the
doors of everything, so that when they became proud of what they were given, we
seized them ·suddenly and they were left in despairP (6: 44)
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word ([.1;~1) is advancing someone little by little. The
disbeliever or the sinner is advanced gradually into prosperity so that he is in an illusion
that he is getting favours. He does not repent but carries on in his ways. Allah takes him,
little by little towards punislupent until he is destroyed and is in total despair.
ASCETICS KEEP NO PROPERTY WITH THEM
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5202. Sayyiduna Abu Umamamh ~ii~~; narrated that a man belonging to the ahl us

suffah ~iii~; died leaving one dinar. Allah's Messenger ~J~ii1~ said, This is a
branding of his forehead, back and sides)." He narrated further that another (of
them) died (afterwards) leaving two dinars. Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said,
"They are two brandings."2
COMMENTARY: The ahl us suffah or the ashab us suffah were the poor. Homeless
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~"~l»~~; who stayed in the suffah permanently. It was a
roofed enclosure attached to the Masjid Nabawi. In the beginning when the qiblah of the
Muslims was in the direction of Baytul Maqdas this place was used as a mosque. When the
Ka'bah was made the qiblah, this place was left as it was while the Masjid Nabawi was
built next to it.
The sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ . 1!1 ~J who resided in the suffah numbered
between seventy and eighty, but their 11umber kept increasing or decreasing. They had no
residence of their own, no property, no occupation and no family. So, they adopted perfect
zuhd (abstinence) (asceticism). They remained in this place, trusting and depending only
on Allah. All the time, they engaged in dhikr (remembrance of Allah), worship, recital of
the Quran and memorizing the ahadith (tradition) of the Prophet ~ J~ill~~ blessings and
light poured on them continuously and they were called (iii1J\,.P1) - (adyaf Allah) Allah's
guests. The sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ il 1 ~;, who could, helped them and
1
2
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served them. Some of them sent to them food and drink very honourbly. Some took them
home as guests and served them. Quite a few of ahl us suffah ~ .i»1 ~J were offered
exclusive favour of Allah's M~ssenger ~ J~.i»1~ and ate food at his house. Sometime they
were witnesses to the Prophet's ~ J~ib~~ miracles when a little food became enough for
all of them, like when a bowl of milk, that was not enough for even one person, satiated all
of them.
The Prophet ~J.r.#.i»l~ was commanded by Allah to visit them often, So,·he visited them
regularly and never let them feel helpless and lonely, saying to them, "Don't feel cut off. I
am one of you." He gave them glad tidings that they would be with him in the hereafter in
paradise. The well-known companion, Abu Hurayrah ~ .i»> ~ J, was also one of the ahl us
suffah (~'~ib'~J)
While the Sufis resemble the ahl us suffah (because of their abstinence), yet it is incorrect to
say that the word sufi is derived from the word suffah, and to say that one who practices
abstinence is called a sufi because of the word suffah. However, in their conduct and way
of life, the Sufis may be said to resemble the ahl us suffah.1
THE HADITH (TRADITION) ITSELF: The members of the ahl us suffah who had died
leaving behind a couple of dinars had not violated the commands of Shari'ah (divine law).
If anyone pay zakah {Annual due charity) on his wealth and discharges other obligations,
then he is not disallowed by Shari'ah (divine law) to amass large wealth. But if he has
accumulated treasures and does not pay zakah (Annual due charity) or give rights of
others, then, undoubtedly, it is forbidden. In spite of this edict, we cannot deny that the
ascetics who abandon the world and shut their eyes to everything to adopt poverty and
tawakkal, are of an altogether distinct character. It is improper that they possess even the
least and pitiable amount of worldly wealth in excess of their needs. So, the Prophet's JJ,~
~J~ words are a strict warning against a resolve to observe poverty that is defaulted.
This is why the narrator specified that the man belonged to the ahl us suffah .ut-.f»I~J and he
did not say 'one of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~·lli~J·' In that case, it would
not have been as serious. The qualifications of the ahlus suffah did not permit them to own
even a single dirham or dinar.
ANOTHER VIEW: Mulla Ali Qari .i»1~J has presented another explanation of this hadith
(tradition). Both these sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.i»'~J lived with the extremely
poor people (of the ahl us suffah) so that people gave them charity and fed them for the
sake of Allah. So, the two men were among the mendicants (dependent on alms) because of
lack of property of their pitiable condition. However, if any one possesses provision
enough to support him even for one day, then it is absolutely unlawful for him to stretch
his hands before others seeking their help. Hence, those two men who ate from the charity
of other people perpetrated the unlawful because many people brought their charities the
ahl us suffah.
Thus if a person feigns to be poor and needy by wearing torn garments and living in a bad
shape, or by assuming the garb of the Sufis and shaykhs (leading religious scholars), but
owns some cash or legal tender of any kind (meaning, money, gold or silver, and he
accepts charity of other people for his personal purposes, then those things are forbidden to

1

See the Life of Prophet Muhammad ~~~ J, Ibn Kathir, p 819-8 63, Dar ul Isha' at, Karachi.
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him. Similarly, if anyone presents himself as a scholar, a righteous man or a virtuous
(noble) man which he is not and people give him something because of his goodness then
whatever they give is not lawful for him.
AN EXAMPLE: Shaykh Abu Ishaq Ghadhruiy (<)_,J;~) saw some poor people around a
meal that had been prepared for the deserving needy. He said to them, "You are eating the
unlawful." The poor people stopped eating. Then the shaykh said, "This food is for such
people who have no kind of worldly wealth. So, if thete is any of you who owns nothing,
he may eat this food, but not if he has any thing." So, some of them ate the food and others
moved a~ay from there. The Shaykh then commented, Allah is Glorified! It is just one kind
of food, but it is lawful for some and unlawful for some."
This means that as for such awqat (lrusts) as are only for the poor, it is not at all lawful for
one who is rich in the eyes of Shari'ah (divine law) to use their revenues and their services
for personal ends. Thus, it is absolutely unlawful for those who are not poor and needy to
reside without paying rent in such homes and rooms as are dedicated for the poor and
needy only. Indeed, Allamah ibn Hammam .&1~J has said explicitly that it is forbidden to
the rich to reside .without paying rent in the rooms of the Khanqas (retreats of Sufis and
mentors) ~s are waqf property (dedicated).
WAQF OF THE TWO HARAMS: Therefore, we must not regard the opinion as reliable
which suggests that the awqaf of the two Harams (of Makkah and Madinah) are allowed
both to the poor and the rich. Even if we know that those who had made the waqf (and
established the trust) had declared it to be for all, it is not allowed to the rich to benefit
from it. In our opinion, it is not correct to make a waqf for the rich of anything when he is
free and not restricted.
AVOID AMASSING WORLDLY PROPERTY
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5203. Sayyiduna Muawiyah (ibn Abu Sufyan) 4:s-.&1~J narrated that (once) he visited
his maternal uncle, Abu Hashim ibn Utbah 4:s-.&1~J (who was ill). Abu Hashim .1!1~J
11
4:S- wept (while they were conversing). So, he asked
What makes you weep, 0
uncle? Is it pain that makes you restless, or a desire to stay on in world?' He said
11
Certainly not! But, Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .rl!t ~ had given us an instruction
which I have failed to follow." He asked." (what was it? He said, 1'1 had heard him
say, Indeed, of the possessions of the world it should suffice you to have a servant
and a riding beast (to take part in jihad (cmsade)) for Allah's sake' But, I presume
(or see) that I have piled up possessions."1
COMMENTARY: the word (~'}) - (Urani) means, 'I presume' (that I have piled ... ). But, in
same manuscripts .it is (~'J')- Arani) 'I see' (that ... ).
1

Tirmidhi # 2327.
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5204. Sayyidah Umm Darda ~.111~; narrated that she asked Sayyiduna Abu Darda
~.:S- .111 ~;.".What is wrong with you that you do not ask for things (wealth and
position from the Prophet ~ J~~1~ or the sahabah) ~.f»,~ .J as certain people do?"
So, he said, "I desist from it because) I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J4#.iil1~ say,
'Ahead of you lies a different climb that the heavily laden cannot ascend,' So, I like
that. I should be light for that climb."1
COMMENTARY: The difficult climb means death, grave, the gathering and the terrible
,
things associated with them.
The heavily laden are they who bear on their shoulders wealth, high office of rank and
such worldly prosperity. Between a believer's worldly life and his final destination (of
paradise) is a very trying terrain. Clearly, anyone, who plans to travel through . such a
difficult path, will not carry a burden. He will be as light as possible to traverse in an easy,
·
comfortable manner.
Hence, if you wish to arrive at your final destination very easily then make yourself light
without worldly possessions and positions of rank. You will then not find abstacles on
your path to paradise and the difficult climb will become easy.
This is why it is said:

~..;\ a1!11 ~J~~~~l~i
{The light weights succeeded, but the heavily burdened failed.]
DO NOT BE WORLDLY MINDED
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5205. Sayyiduna Anas ~.:S-.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ asked, ''Is
there any who can walk on water without getting his feet wet?" They said, "No,<;>
Messenger of Allah!" He said, ''so it is with the man of the world. He cannot be safe
from sins."2
COMMENTARY: One who succumbs to the love of the world cannot preserve himself from
being soiled with sin. Even one who is not overcome with love of the world cannot save
himself committing sin because of his wealth and property and worldly pursuits.
This hadith (tradition) means to caution the rich and to invite them towards abstinence. It
emphasizes that we must prefer benefits of this world and preserve ourselves from
suffering loss in the hereafter more than loss in this world. Any loss in the next world is
t Bayhaqi # 10408.
2

Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 10457.
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more serious than poverty in this life, and affluence is more liable than poverty to damage
one's hereafter, Besides, is this merit of poverty less in any way that the poor (who showed
· patience and contentment) will enter paradise five hundred years earliest than the rich?
ALLAH'S COMMAND TO THE PROPHET ~J~~~~
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5206. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Nufayr .f»t44>; narrated that in a mursal form that Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ .&1 jJ said, "It has not been revealed to me that I should collect

wealth and be among the traders. But, the revelation that I have received is:

{So glorify the praise of your Lord and be you of the prostrate. And worship your
Lord, until there comes to you the certainty (of death). )I (15: 98-99)
COMMENTARY: The Prophet~ '"':i"2»',)J disclosed in this saying that he has been directed
by Allah to occupy himself all the time in glorifying and praising him and in worship of
Him, particularly through salah (prayer). He should be so occupied till the last day of his
life. He said, uwhere do I have time to engage in business and in worldly pursuits."
EARNING WORLDLY WEALTH LAWFULLY FOR PIOUS PURPOSES

-~"'Ill.~~~~~
. ,~~~~
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5207. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah

4$

I'

.. ,

.iut ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .&t ~

said, ''He who earns worldly possessions in a lawful way aiming, thereby to preserve
himself from begging, to support his family and t<:! maintain kind relationship with
his neighbour, will meet Allah, the glorious on the day of resurrection, with his face
(bright and happy) like the moon on the night when it is full.
As for him who earns worldly possessions in a lawful way and amasses much,
·• being arrogant about it, demonstrating to dictate other people he will meet Allah,
the Glorious while He is angry on this man."2
COMMENTARY: It is worth pondering that the second kind of man is earning in a lawful
manner yet he will meet Allah and find Him angry at him because of his greed and
arrogance. How would it be with one like him but who earns in an unlawful manner?

1

2

Sharh as sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 4036, Abu Na'aym in al Hilyah from Abu Muslim.
Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 10375, Abu Nu'aym in al-Hilyah.
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KEYS & LOCKS FOR TREASURES
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5208. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd ••~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J•#.1il~

said, 11Those good things (meaning, wealth, etc) are treasures. For these treasures
there are keys. Glad tidings for the man whom Allah has made a key for good and a
lock for evil. But, woe to the man whom Allah has made a key for evil and a lock for
good."1
COMMENTARY: This translation is taken from As-aatul lama'at of Shaykh Abdul Haq
Muhaddith Dahlawi .1!1•~J· As for Mulla Ali Qari .&l~J, he has explained (.r."'"lA), 'these good
things has what intrinsically good while 'treasures' are many kinds of the good things.
Keys represent hand of the pious men who are representatives of Allah on earth. 'keys for
good' mean their adopting pious 'things and spreading them, through knowledge and
deed, manners of charity in Allah's path.
'The keys of evil' are obstructions to good and piety and the unlocking the evil things. This
may be through disbelief polytheism, rebellion, etc
Imam Raghib said 'good' is to what everyone turns. 'Evil' is the opposite of 'good', But, the
same thing (Like wealth) may be 'good' for one person and evil for another.
Again, this applies also to learning. It may produce good as ~veil as evil depending on the
person concerned. Some use it for good and some for evil purpose. So, too worship may be
sincere. It can also be ostentatious. Weapons too may be used for jihad (crusade), or evil
purposes like killing, etc. So, they may take to paradise or to hell.
RAISING UNNECESSARY BUILDINGS
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5209. Sayyiduna Ali •~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA#.1il~ said, 'when

there is no blessing for man in his property (and he is not inclined to spend it on
pious cau&es), he puts it in water and clay (raising more than necessary buildings
and adorning them)."2
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5210. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .11, ~ .J narrated that the Prophet ~J 4:).$- ~1 ~ said,
11
Refrain from applying unlawful wealth in building; for that is the root of ruin (or
religion or the building itsel£)"3

Ibn Majah # 238.
Bayahqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 10719.
3 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 10722.
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(Or, "Refrain from using unlawful means ....)l
COMMENTARY: Lawful wealth must be invested in buildings so that no damage is done
to the edifice However, it is also translated as: "Refrain from adopting unlawful means
(and things) in the process of constructing building." It boils down to the same conclusion:
'do not build necessarily!'
·
While 'root of ruin' suggests ruin in religion, it could also mean a bad, faulty construction.
After all, the final fate of the building is its destruction. It is said: ~l_y:JII,r~IJ~.,..U J.ll - create
that it may expire, build that it may perish.
Some exponents interpret the hadith (tradition) to mean; Refrain from committing
unlawful acts and sins in buildings. Do not erect edifices to further evil deeds in them and
as a den for wicked and indecent gangsters.
Mulla Ali Qari 4.;t. ~~ ._rpJ has said that the command not to use unlawful wealth in raising
edifices implies either that it is permitted to use lawful wealth in erecting (unnecessary)
building, or that it is not permitted to do so.
He concludes that the second possibility is more in keeping with the subject of this chapter.
FOOLISH TO COLLECT WEALTH
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5211. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~ i!l1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ~ said,
11

The world is the home of one who has no home and the property of one who has
no property. And only he heard (wealthy and property) for it who has no sense.2
COMMENTARY: The world is short lived. It is not possible to live in it for ever. So, he who
assumes it as his permanent home is as though he has no other home.
Similarly, if anyone who has wealth but does not put it to good use when he is as though
he has no wealth.
Some marginal notes to Mishkat say that since the worldly wealth and house will not last
long, they should not be called property and home.
If anyone is satisfied with his worldly home and property as never ending then he does not
deserve a dwelling and blessings in the hereafter. It is as Allah's words:
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{Surely those who expect not the meeting with us and are well pleased with the life
of this world and satisfied therewith ... } (10: 7)
And

{He thinks that his wealth will make him live forever} (104: 3)
He is foolish who collects wealth because the world is dear to him or hopes to keep it
forever or merely for tern opal benefits.
Mulla Ali Qari ~~~ J sums up the hadith (tradition) to mean: The world i~ not worth taking

1

2

See comments.
Musnad Ahmad 6-71, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 10638.
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up as a dwelling unless one wishes to be deprived to his home of the hereafter. And, only
he will regard its wealth as worthy who likes to be deprive of the wealth of the hereafter.
Those who are destined to have a permanent abode in the hereafter and its bounties, do no
not esteem this world and its wealth and worth while.
WINE IS ROOT OF ALL EVIL
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5212. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.111~; narrated that he heard Allah's messenger .i»1~
~J~ say in his sermon. "Wine cause sins to pile up (because he who drinks it goes
on committing sin). Women are the traps of the devil and love of the world is the
essence of every sin."
He also narrated that he heard him say, "Let women follow just as Allah has made
them follow."t
(It is as they are mentioned in the Quran after men are mentioned.)
5213. Sayyiduna Hasan (Busri) .i»1 ;,~ J narrated that in a mursal (form only the
portion: "Love of the world is the essence of all sin."2
COMMENTARY: Tabarani .111 ~J has transmitted t~e hadith (tradition) narrated by
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.11~~J·
~ __, d ~__, 4A I~ FJ__, ~y!u-o ...,Jl:,s:JI_p~l__, ~1_,.4) 1~1

'Wine is (the root of all) indecency and the gravest of the grave sins. The man who
consumes it is as though he had sexual intercourse with his mother, his maternal
aunt and his paternal aunt."
It is reported that a man was instructed to prostate to an idol, but he refused to do so. Next,
he was commanded to kill someone. Again he did not obey the command. Then, he was
asked to have i1licit sexual intercourse with a woman, but he did not submit. When he was
told afterwards to drink wine, he agreed to drank it. Not only that! After consuming wine,
he perpetrated every sin that he was invited to commit but had refused.
The love of the world is the essence of every sin because it instigates man to different kinds
of evil. He is helpless because of his love, so he perpetrates the forbidden and the sins. On
the other hand, abstinence is the essence of every form of worship. This may be put in these
words; he who begins to love the world cannot be brought back to the right path by all the
(religious) mentors and reformers. And, he who chooses to abandon the world cannot be
sent astray by all the corrupt and misled people.
Teebi .i»1~ J said that each of the three phrases of this hadith (tradition) is comprehensive by
itself Most of the sins are covered by them. Each of them; wine, women and love of the
world is the root of many evil by itself.

1

Razin (Musanaf Abdur Razaq # 4715 only between follow just as ... "
in Shu'ab ul eeman # 10501.
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FEARFUL THINGS
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5214. Sayyiduna Jabir ,.,.~.iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#~~~ said, "I
fear most for my people: passion and tall hopes (because of putting off good deeds
and desire for long life). Passion prevents accepting the truth because it is false) and
hope for a long life makes one forget the hereafter. This world is passing away
while the hereafter draws nearer. The one moves distant and the other gets closer,
moment by moment.) Both have sons (who follow one or the other). If you are able
to avoid being sons of the world, do so because, you are in the world of deeds today
and not of being subject to reckoning. But, you will go tomorrow to the house of the
hereafter where deeds cannot be done. (So seize the opportunity and do something
before the terms comes to you).I
COMMENTARY: The world is moving gradually towards its end with all its temptations.
Those who live in it do not even feel that it is travelling to its final destination. At the same
time, the hereafter draws nearer. So, the end comes faster for the world.
Not being subject to reckoning applies to the sinner to make him realize, otherwise a hadith
(tradition) instructs us:
"' "' t:
I
I "'
I,,
"'l:iI .....__....~>
t 'I·
\,a. , s::..::JJ
II,,
ts.
~
~

''Take your account yourselves before your account is taken."
WORLD IS ABODE OF DEEDS
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" "The world travels
5215. Sayyiduna Ali ~ ~ ~J narrated (in a mawquf manner),
away having turned its face away while the hereafter travels towards, us. Both of
them have sons. You should (do good deeds and) be sons of the hereafter, but do
not be sons of the world (by being unmindful of the hereafter and craving for the
world). Know! To day is a day of deeds and not of being subjected to reckoning.
But, tomorrow (the day of judgement) is a day of reckoning and not for deeds."2
1

2

Bayhaqi # 10616.
Bukhar Book 81 (Ar Riqaq), Chapter 4 (Hope 4 hoping too much) heading (before hadith (tradition)

# 6417).
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COMMENTARY: Though this hadith (tradition) is tern1ed muwquf, yet its subject is
identical to the previous (# 5214) of Jabir 4:.&-.i»l~ J which is marfu. So the wording are the

prophet's ~J~.i»>~.
WORLD IS NOT ALASTING PROVISION
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5216. Sayyiduna Amr 4:.&- ~~ ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J •# ~~ .}--P said while
delivering a sermon one day, "Know! The world is a vulnerable property of which
the pious and evil eat. And, know! The hereafter is a true term that will secure
certainly when an omnipotent soverei~ will judge. Kno~! All good completely lies
in paradise, in all its kinds and know! Evil, all of it, lies in hell, in all forms. So,
perform good deeds and fear Allah. And know that you will be shown your deeds
(when you are before Allah)!
,
,
,
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{So whoever has done an atom's weight of good, shall see it, And whoever has done
as atom's weight of evil shall see it.p (99: 7-8)
COMMENTARY: The final words could also mean: your deeds will be brought before you
(On the day of resurrection). Or, you will be presented before Allah in accordance with
your deeds. But, the correct and explicit meaning is: you will be presented with your deeds
(before Allah). (this is as in the text of the hadith (tradition),) And you will receive reward
of punishment according to your deeds.

J,.)$- ~ill -..i.>l ~Lfj~~~~ j~ ~j ~ dH j.D ;iJ1 j_;-.!5 ~k~ jli ~~~ 0£j

(or 'V)

5217. Sayyiduna Shaddad 4:.&-.i»l~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 4#iJII.j...p
11
~J say, 0 you people! The world is perished property of which the pious and the
evil eat. And the hereafter is a true promise in which a Just and omnipotent king
will judge, He will establish the truth and eliminate the false. (The true and false
will be distinguished through reward and punishment). So, be you among the sons
of the hereafter and be not among the sons of the world, for every mother is
followed by her child."2
COMMENTARY: Mulla Ali Qari .i»l.t.o.? J said that one who is lost in the world will go to hell

t
2
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because the? world is false and its destination is hell. But, as for him who craves for the
hereafter, he will go to paradise becaus? ·the place of truth is paradise.
Shaykh Abdul Haq ~~4~; has conunented that one who will be the son of the hereafter will
follow it and perfonn deeds for it. He who is son of the world will follow it and his actions
will be for it.
LITILE IS BEITER

~~j '-)! ~~1J1 ~al.J; LA ~j ~ rlJ1 j..a JJ1 Jj.!J j~ j~ JsJiH <Jl6&-J
(oY,A)
>
-~-1.11.
~ ~ -:y.
~J~ ~~~.,
JJ\·u'Af
.. .. .. ~-~
.Jj -·I..)•
.J~

5218. Suyyidurra Abu Darda .;:s-~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,

"Never does che sun rise without two angels bei..tg on either side of it, calling out
for all creatul'es except men and jinns, to hear. (they call out: ) '0 people! Come to
your Lord (and obey His cmnntands, shunning everything). What is littler (but)
sufficient (to cover religious obligations and provision for the hereafter) is better
than that which is plenty but causes negligence (of worship and deprives of peace
and cor.tentment)."l
COMMENTARY: The angels call out the message addressed to men and jinn because they
are the responsible ones. But, since their ears do not pick up the calls of the angels, the
Pro?het ~!._..J•,.l~~~~ has conveyed it to them in his words in this hadith (tradition). So, the
purpose is served.
Only man is address because he is more greedy of wealth and more negligent of the
hereafter. He forgets his creator for the sake of the world and its wealth keeps him away
from re1nembrance and worship of his Lord.
Hence, he is called to come to the eight path that will take him to a good reward in the
hereafter.
IviEN'S GREED FOR WORLDLY POSSESSIONS

-yl4f;l! I;,

't•Otj&::'l &ljj

5219. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 40~~~~; narrated tracing this tradition to the Prophet
~ J"~~~..,...l~

(n1eaning, a marfu hadith (tradition)), "when anyone dies the angels ask,
'what has he sent ahead (for the hereafte?' But, the children of Aadam ~~~~(his
heirs) ask, 'what has he left behind?"2
THE HEREAFTER IS JUST ROUND THE CORNER

JL.~J --..!.)j~ Y-L4 ~'-JJUiJ jj ~llJI ~1~ !:i ~f)l j~ ~wj ~~ ~lA 6&-j

1

Musnad Ahmad 5-197, Abu Nu'aym in Hllyah 1-226.
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5220. Sayyiduna Maalik ~l»'~ J narrated that Sayyiduna Luqman ~')W'•# said to his
son. "0 son, that which man are promised (about resurrection, reckoning. Etc) has
been (seemingly) put off her them, though they are hastening towards the hereafter.
And, ever since you were born, you have put your back towards the world and are
facing the hereafter. And, indeed the house to which you are hastening is nearer to
you than the house from which you are coming out."1
(The promise seems to them to be a long way off though they are hastening ....)
COMMENTARY: Since a long time has elapsed since the promise people imagine that the
last Day (and reckoning etc) has been put off or delayed. The address is to the son but
every individual is supposed to heed it.
The moment a human being is created, he begins to move away from this world moment
by moment. One day, he will complete his journey and arrive at his destination.
This advice is meant to awaken men to the realities of the hereafter to which they are
utterly heedless.
THE BEST PERSON
J
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5221. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ ~~ ~J narrated, 11 Someone asked Allah's
Messenger ~ J4#~'~, 'which of the people is the best?' He said, 'Everyone who is
(~II~~) makhmum al qalb and possesses a truthful tongue. The sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J said, 'We know the truthful tongue, but what is
makhmum ul qalb?' He said, "He (who is makhmun ul qalb) is pure at heart, God-.
fearing, has no sin, no injustice, no deceit and no jealously."2
COMMENTARY: Makhmum ul qalb is derived from C..,:-) which means 'to sweep', 'to use
the broom' 'to clean a well.' So makhmum ul qalb sweeps off his heart from the impurity of
others than Allah and evil thoughts. He is sound at heart. Allah says of him:

~~ii.JIJt&A~I
~-~

~

~

~

(....except for him who comes to Allah with a sound heart.} (26: 89)
FOUR THINGS MAKE ONE DISINTERESTED WITH THE WORLD
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5222. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr o\.:t-~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#~'~
11
~J said, Four characteristics are such that if found in you, it will not matter to you
1
2

Razin. See also Stories from the Quran, Seoharvi, pp 33-43, Darul Isha' at, Karachi.
Ibn Majah # 491, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman.
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whether the worldly gains accrue or not. They are;
(i) honouring a trust (which includes giving rights to Allah and to fellow men
or to oneself),
(ii) speaking the truth,
(iii) possessing a good character, and
(iv) observing care in food (by abstaining from the unlawful and from
overeating). 1
COMMENTARY: Anyone who has these four qualities in him gets hold of the foundations
of the blessings of the hereafter. He finds the path to spiritual progress. His heart and inner
self becomes bright and he acquires the means to earn reward and blessings.
Hence, even if he does not get the good things of the world, he will not be dejected. Rather,
he should be content, for, if he had got them, he would have suffered lack of concentration
in spiritual matters and religious obligations.
TRUTHFULNESS TO GOOD CHARACTER
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5223. (Imam) Maalik .lit~ .J said: I have learnt that Luqman ~.lit~ J, the wise, was
asked, '-'What has brought you to that which we see?" This re(erred to his high rank.
He said, "Truthful speech, fulfilling the trust and leaving that which does not
concern me."2
COMMENTARY: True wisdom lies in truthful speech and pious conduct. These are the two
lofty Jewels of human life that Sayyiduna Luqman ~..llt~J took up and attained the high
rank.
WHO WAS LUQMAN 4o&-~...rP ), THE WISE: He was the nephew of the Prophet, Sayyiduna
Ayyub ~'}\-J'~ or his <;ousin (being the son of his maternal aunt).
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether he himself was a Messenger and Prophet or not.
However it is confirmed unanimously that he was a sage and a philosopher. He was an
exceptionally righteous man. It is said that he had met about one thousand Prophets ~
r'}\-3 1 and had attended their assemblies as a disciple and student.
According to a tradition of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J, he was neither a Prophet (or
Messenger) nor a king, but a black slave and shepherd. Allah granted him His acceptance,
gave him wisdom and mentioned him in the Quran
(See Qasas ul Quran stories from the Quran- was luqman a Prophet- pp 33 etc.- Darul
Isha' at, Karachi)
PIOUS DEEDS WILL INTERCEDE

1
2

Musnad Ahmad 2-177, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman.
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!:224. Sayyiduna Abu Hura:frah ~.:s..1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~l_.J"'#~~~
said, "Deeds will come (one by one to Allah). Salah (prayer) will come first of all)
and submit, 'My Lord, I am salah (prayer).' He, will assert, 'Surely, you are good!
Then, sadaqah (charity) will come and submit, 'My Lord, I am sadaqah (charity).'
He will assert, 'Surely, you are good!' Then, fasting will come and submit, 'My
Lord, I am siyam (fasting). He will assert, 'surely, you are good!'
Deeds will continue to come in this way and Allah, the Glorious, will assert, '
Surely you are good!'
Then (finally) Islam will come and submit, 'My Lord, you are As-Salaa.m (The
peace) and I am Islam.' Allah, the glorious, will say, 'surely, you are good. Today. I
shall punish because of you; and I shall grant because of you,' Allah, the Glorious,
says in His Book:
~
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{And whosoever seeks a religion other than Islam, it shall not be 'lccepted from him
and in the hereafter, he shall be among the losers.p (3: 85)
COMMENTARY: The good deeds will come to Allah on the day of resurrection. They will
bear witness for those who had done them r.nd intercede·for them. But, they will complain
against those who had abandoned them in the world. Rether they will come in a good form
before Allah, or Allah may give them power of speech and let then1 come in as they are.
Shaykh Abdul Haq .11144.?; explained that salah (prayer) will means to say, "0 Allah, I have a
high rat}k in your esteem. I am the pillar of your religion ... So, I rely on you and hope that
you will accept my intercession for Your creatures. You said of me (}.:JIJ~l.i;Jh~~..s~:ii).,iallb1)
(that salah (prayer) prevents people from indecency and the disallowed). So, today I hope
to preserve the people from your punishment." But, Allah will say, "Surely, you are a
means of goodness," but He will not accept its intercession. He will keep it in abeyance.
Salah (prayer) is meri~orious and excellent, but intercession is quite a distinct qualification.
It is given exclusively to that which is the ~ase of salah (prayer) and other form of worship.
It is worth observing here that making an intercession will be allowed only to one who has
all perfect qualities in him, like Prophet Muhammad ~... J4#~1.}.., who is an example of all
the names and attributes of /Jlah. So, he alone will have the right to intercede. No other
prophet or Messenger will have this right. So, among deeds only that deed will have the
right to intercede which will be a perfect compendium of all qualities and excellences,
meaning Islam. This is borne out in the concluding words of the hadith (tradition).
Sadaqah (charity) (charity) will point out Allah's words (~ )' ~.J=.t. .s4bn..i.w:J1) - sadaqah
(charity) cools Allah's wrath and make its recommendation.
t
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So will fasting do. It will point out its exclusive quality; no one besides Allah knows the
reward for fasting, and he will admit one who fasts to paradise.
Islam will adopt a different approach. It will begin by praising Allah. This will be as
Prophet Muhammad ~ J"~.i»~~ will do.
It is also possible that the word Islam in this hadith (tradition) rloes not refer to the religion .
of Islam, but to the sublime quality of submission to Allah and surrendering ones' own
choice (I'",.W). It is one of the high ranks of the righteous and dear slaves of Allah, It is as in
the Quran when the Islam of Prophet Ibral}ill1 r')\....)'•:1'- is tnentioned:

~~~~~Tjli~I:4JUjliS!
IWhen his Lord said to him, 'submit.' He said, 'I submit myself to the Lord of the
worlds} (2: 13)
GIVE UP WHAT REMINDS YOU OF THE WORLDLY THINGS

5225. Sayyidah Ayshah ll~~~~.J narrated that they had a curtain (on the door or on a
wall) that had pictures of birds. So, Allah's Messenger ~...J",.t'"..l,'~ said, 11 0 Ayshah

change it, because when I see it, I am reminded of the world."1
COMMENTARY: The picture on the curtain were not distinct. Rather, the lines and

drawings were so tiny and unclear that they could not be truly called pictures.
The hadith (tradition) suggests that if such things are seen which enable the rich to live a
life of luxury then the poor are hurt because of it. So, such things as incline one to the
world and are luxurious must not be used. Rather, they should not be seen too.
SOME ADVICE
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5226. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub Ansari ~..l,,~J narrated that a man came to the Prophet
~J ~ ..l,, ~..,

and requested to give him some brief and comprehensive advice. He
said, 11When you stand up to offer salah (prayer), offer it as though you are leaving
alone (everyone including your soul except Allah). Do not say anything for which
you may have to regret tomorrow (on the day of resurrection before Allah - or
before anyone any time), And, decide firmly to give up all hope of whatever others
possess."2
COMMENTARY: Apart from offering salah (prayer) as though one bids farewell for the
time being, the hadith (tradition) could also mean 'as though one is offering one s last salah
(prayer).' And that is the last moment of one's life. The shaykhs (leading religious scholars)
instruct their disciples to imagine whenever offering a salah (prayer) that it is their last
salah (prayer). Such salah (prayer) will certainly be perfect in all respects.
1

2
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A man is content at heart when he does not crave for what other people possess.
RIGHTEOUSNESS
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5227. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~~~~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger,.)..~>
~J ~ .iil1 sent him to Yemen (as a judge or governor), he went out with him
proffering him advice, while Mu' adh~~~~; was riding. Allah's Messenger ~~~,.)..~>
~J walked beside his riding beast. When he finished (with the advices), he said,
"Mu'adh after this year of mine, you might not meet me, but perhaps you might
pass this mosque of mine and my grave." Mu' adh ~ ~~ ~J wept, grieving over the
separation of Allah's Messenger ~J"·#~~~. And then, he (the Prophet tt"l..,1 4#-ls1,.)..1>
turned (away from Mu' adh) ~-1s~~ J to face Madinah and said, ''They are the nearest
to me who are the God-fearing whoever they are and wherever they are."1
(He meant whatever their colour, descent, nation, rank.)
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ turned his face away from Sayyiduna Mu'adh
1$-lsl~J towards Madinah because he did not wish to see him weeping. He too, would have
been grieved and cold have wept. While it was not wrong for Mu' adh ~"~~~; to be grieved,
the Prophet ~1 ~-lsl,.)-.1> departure from this world was not surprising but it was a certainty.
He prepared Mu'adh . .~-lsi~; for the impending and also told him that he would return to
Madinah but not firid him. His final words indicated that the true companionship between
the Prophet ~~~ ~ and the God-fearing will be found in the abode of the hereafter, the
perpetual abode. So, he who whishes to have their company must be righteous and Godfearing. This can be achieved by anyone belonging to any tribe, any nation who may be of
whatever colour and descent. "Indeed," he meant, 'a man of Makkah or Madinah, my
fellow citizen, of the same tribe and family, cannot b~ near to me if he is not pious. But,
another man of a distant land, unrelated to me, can be very close and dear to me, if he is
pious."
An example of the foregoing is ~ayyiduna Uways Qarni -ls1 ~ J who never could meet
Allah's Messenger ~1 ~-ls~~ He had resided in Yemen. He was very pious and Godfearing so much so that he attain extreme nearness to the Prophet~ J~~~~.
As against this there were people who reside in the same place as the Prophet ~J4#~~
and they were among the elite of makkah and Madinah and also belonged to his own tribe
and family but were bereft of taqwa (piety)so they were deprived of nearness to the
Prophet ~J "~ -ls1 ~· Rather, those who were cruel to him and J'ersecuted him were
1

Musnad Ahmad 5-235.
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declared to be hard hearted and wretched.
So, the Prophet ~J~~~ assured Mu'adh ~J»,~J that he should not grieve over their
apparent separation. H he continued to observe taqwa (piety)then the seeming separation
was immaterial because spiritually they would not part.
Teebi ~~J said that the Prophet's ~J~J»,~ words to Mu'adh ~~~J were meant to
instruct him to obey those who led the government in Madinah when he returned and who
were nearest to him because of their piety. Teebi 1»1~J said that his instructions referred to
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.1.~J who was made the first caliph after the death of the Prophet
~""J"#i»'~· This deduction is supported by the tradition of Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mut'im
~.11'~J about another similar case in which he had suggested t~e first caliph as Abu Bakr
~ 1»1 ~ J· According to it a woman came to the Prophet ~J ~ .111 ~ and wished to be
enlightened about some issue. 'He asked her to come letter. She submitted, "0 Messenger of
Allah, what if you are no more in this world when I come?" He said, Hence, he gave a clear
direction that Abu Bakr ~ 1»1 ~J would succeed him as his caliph. He could lead the
Muslim.
The hadith (tradition) calls on us to practice taqwa (piety)in all religious and worldly
affairs, and we must exercise care. There is also an a~surance for MQSlims who have not
found the Prophet's ~J ~ ~ ~ times that if they are righteous they would achieve
nearness to the Prophet ~J~~~' no matter how long after him they are born. (o-4J~JJ'~'
4.:11) (0 Allah grant us this blessing.) Aameen!
TOKEN OF OPENING OF HEART OF ANY ONE OF ISLAM

5228. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.1it~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
recited:
·
,
,
,
~~
' "
_..,)l:, }ll.iJ.l.::a f .r4~~ ~I WI~~

{So, whom Allah wills to give guidance He opens his heart for Islam.} (6;125)
Then, he said, "When the light (of guidance) enters the heart, the heart opens (and
is receptive to the Shari'ah (divine law) of Islam)." The Sahabah (Prophefs
Companions) ~.1I1~J asked him, ''Is there a sign that will help recognize it?" He
said, "Yes, it is to avoid the abode of deception, turn towards the abode of eternity
and get ready for death before it comes."t
(This opening of heart is sharh us-Sadr or expansion of the breast.)
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J-'#.11'~ gave three signs of knowing Sharh us Sadr in
anyone:
1

Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 10552, Haakim in Mustadrak.
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(i)

Distancing from the world by observing asceticism and contentment because
this world is full of deception.
(ii)
Always having the hereafter in mind and working to improve it in all
circumstances.
(iii)
Preparing for death before it comes, by making repentance and seeking
forgiveness, taking precedence in worship and righteous deeds and occupying
oneself in obedience to Allah.
One who possesses these three things must be recognized as having accepted all the laws
of Islam with full conviction and sincerity. He attains the station where he finds pleasure in
obeying all commands of Allah, instead of feeling them a burden.
Sharh us sadr implies that the heart is willing to accept the truth. The heart is regarded as
of great rank and has been described as the 'Lord's throne.' It is as Allah says:
:?
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~J.!ll...s~~a'- .. 1&~J<)~~J~Jta'- .. 1 ~
''My earth cannot hold Me, Nor can my heaven, but The heart of My believer can
accommodate Me,"
·
The world is certainly a place of deception. Fraud and cheating are rampant. There is no
treachery anywhere more than here. People go to lengths to achjeve their desire when they
fall in love with it. However, it deceives everyone and never favours any lover. The Quran
says:
,
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ISo, let not the life of the world beguile you.} (31: 33,35: 5)
There is no doubt at all that this world is a place of loss, corruption and grief through
outwardly it seems like a blessing and its example is like a mirage; the lost traveller sees
water but when he goes towards it, it defies him. It is the same with kings, rulers, wealthy
and other worldly minded that they are trapped with its beauty and glitter. When they see
the facts it is too late and there is nothing but regret and loss.
Getting ready before death is at that time of life when a person is capable of doing
something, when he has power and health. But when the signs of impending death are
visible, it is too late. Hence, it is wise that one should get ready the provision for his final
journey.
WHO GETS WISDOM
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5229 & 5230. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ..1!1 ~; and Abu Khallad ~ ..1!1 ~; (both)
narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ..1!1 j..P said, "When you see someone who
abstains from the world (and is disinterested with it and does not engage in vain
talk and unnecessary things), and speaks little, draw nearer to him (and take up his
company) because he has been blessed with wisdom."1
COMMENTARY: According to some traditions, the Prophet ~""'J4~..11~~ was asked, "Who is

1

Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 4985, Ibn Majah # 4101.
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the wise believer?" He said, "the believer who remembers death often and makes
preparations to a great extent for the hereafter (is a wise man)."
The word (~) wisdom includes good conduct and truthful speech. The Quran says:

I~I~-Qji-Ui4$:J.I~~j
{And whoever is granted the wisdom, he indeed has been granted a great good.} (2: 169)
He who is granted wisdom is well qualified to guide others and be their mentor, so, it is
wajib (obligatory) on everyone to serve and obey him and keep his company.
Some scholars says, 'Take up the company of Allah but if you are unable to do it, then take
up the company of such a man who keeps Allah's company.
This kind of a man is described in the previous hadith (tradition). He is-not only a scholar
and possessor of divine awareness but he also is a true heir of the Prophets:~~'}\...J'"~· May
Allah grant us his company. (Aameen!)

CHAPTER-II
THE EXCEL. ENCE OF THE POOR & THE
PROPHET'S ~J~..1n~ SOCIAL LIFE

The word (~'_,u)I in the caption- the poor- is the plural of (,r-ii)2 It includes the destitute, the
needy and the money less. Their excellence is because of a heavy reward they will get.
These ahadith (tradition) will stress on the patience and peace with which they endure the
hardship in having to secure a proper livelihood for thenlSelves and their dependants.
They face all difficulties with finn resolve and trust in Allah and contentment. They are
pleased with Divine decree and are grateful for whatever they have. Theirs is a mighty
reward and will get a very high rank in the hereafter.
The portion on the prophet's ~J"~,&,~ social life includes his mode of eating, drinking,
living, and use of his hours. That was similar to the poor people at most et:tough to the level
of subsistence.
The caption is made of these two subjects and to present the ahadith (tradition) on them
together is to show that like most Prophets t'~'~ and awliya (saints/ friends of Allah), the
life of the Prophet ~J~~~~ too was similar to the lives of the poor. In spite of being able
to live a happy life, he spend his life as a poor man spends his life. He supported his
dependents in the same manner as the poor does. This itself is enough to prove the merit of
a poor and helpless believer.
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether the patient and content poor is more excellent or
the grateful and prosperous rich. Those who say that the latter is more excellent point out
that he is able to do many charitable things that bring him nearer to Allah~ like giving
sadaqah (charity), zakah (Annual due charity) and other charities, making sacrifice and
spending on pious work. Moreover, the Prophet ~J~,&,~ also said in praise of the rich:

1

2

Fuqara(money less people).
Faqir(money less person).
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{That is Allcih's bounty. He grants it to whom He will} (5: 54)
However, most ulama (Scholars) hold that the patient poor and needy is more excellent.
The chief evidence for it is that the Prophet ~J~.1d~ himself chose to live a poor man's
life, not a rich man's, Besides, the ahadith (tradition) that will be narrated in this chapter
also support their view.
· However, the difference of opinion concerns the nature of poverty and affluence, and
depends on the different reasons for that.
Thus, sometimes richness may be a means of good and piety for a person but at times
poverty may be better for -him. It is as in a hadith (tradition): "when Allah is kind to
someone, He gives him that which is better for him. It may be poverty or richness, health or
creakness." The same ruling applies (of excellence at times, but bad at other times) for all
~
things that are opposites of one another.
Shaykh Sayid Muhy ud-din Abdul Qadir jilani .fia,~J was asked once; "Is the patient poor
better or the grateful rich?" He said, ''the grateful poor is better then both of thein." He
thus indicated that poverty is a blessing for which one must be ?thankful. It is not a
hardship on which patience may be exercised.
Shaykh Abdul wahhab Muttaqi ..ld~J said of his shaykh that he did not accept their pledge
of allegiance till he had their confirmation of the merit of poverty and need. He would ask
them to declare:

~t;:.;J I~ J_.iil;llJT
(Poverty is better than richness). Only when they had repeated these words, did he take
their hand in his and accept their allegiance.
It must be understood that in the terminology of Shari' ah (divine law) faqir (poor) does not
mean what is generally understood, beggar. Rather, he is a needy who has no poverty or
wealth of his own. Generally, the religious books of Islam and the commands and rulings
use two words for such a person: (.r-Ai) faqir and (~) miskeen. Some ·people have
differentiated between these two words. They say:
Faqir is one who does not own the nisab (so much property and wealth) which would
make him liable to pay zakah (Annual due charity) and fitrah (alms of Eid ul Fitr), as wajib
(obligatory). Or, a faqir (money less) is one who possesses the bare means to procure just
one day's provision, and has no more.
Miskeen is one who not only does not possess the nisab but he also owns nothing at all, not
even one day's provision.
Some people have defined the two terms the other way about. (The first definition applies
miskeen and the second to faqir.)
Nevertheless, the word faqir in the caption covers both faqir and miskeen (of these
definitions).
SECTION I
MERIT OF EXTREME POVERTY
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5231. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4,~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~4,~
sai~, ''Many there are in an unkempt state who are turned away from doors (but
they have a high rank in Allah's sight). Were they to adjure Allah (relying on Him)
He would make their oath true."t
COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) does not mean that they do really go to the people
of the world and are turned away from there. This cannot be imagined of such men who
shun the adornment of the world for Allah's sake. They will not do what may cause thein
disgrace at the hands of the worldly minded.
The meaning is that if by a stretch of imagination, they were to go to any door, their
outward condition is such that people would not recognize them as Godly and Allah's
friends. It is the people who are at fault for not realizing their worth.
Allah does not wish that the people may incline towards them, so that they may continue
to be devoted solely to Allah. He preserves them from consuming the unlawful earning of
the people of the world. In fact, they go to no one's doer save Allah's. they are independent
of everyone besides Allah.
If they were to say anything by Allah, He would make their oath good. We have seen a
hadith (tradition) about it in the chapter on diyat.
WEAKER PEOPLE ARE BLACK BONE OF THE UMMAH
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5232. Sayyiduna Mus'ab 4ot-41~J (a tabi'i) son of Sa'd ~4,~J narrated that Sayyiduna
Sa'd used to consider himself better than t hose who were (weaker and) humble
(than him). So, Allah's Messenger ~J4#.iin~ said (to correct his impression and let
others be correct too), 11 Are you given help (against enemies) and provision for any
reason but only because of the blessings of the weak (and poor) among you?"2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Sa' d ~.&~~ J was very brave, generous and noble. Perhaps, he
·may have imagined that those people who did not possess qualities which he did were not
as helpful to the Muslims as he was. Perhaps, he may have given vent to his feelings.
The Prophet ~J4#4'~ corrected him and advised him to respect those who were weaker
than him and of a lower rank. He should not look at them with contempt. They have a
broken heart but are true and sincere, Allah is merciful to them and their prayer benefit
him, defeat the enemies and get blessings for him and others in their provision.
TIDINGS OF PARADISE FOR THE POOR

t Muslim # 138-2622.
2 Bukhari

# 2896, Musnad Ahmad 1-173.
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5233. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4:).$.~~
~ J said, ''I was standing at the gate of paradise (on the night of miraj or in a dream
or through inspiration). The majority of those who had entered it were the poor.
The rich were detained (at the gathering place), but those were deserving of hell
were sent to it (these being the disbelievers). When I stood at the gate of hell I saw
that most of them who went in were women."1
COMMENTARY: The rich will be detained till they have gone through the reckoning. They
would wish that they had not been given riches in the world.
Those of them who has perpetrated the unlawful will undergo punishment as much as
they will be liable for it. As for those rich who had opted to do only the lawful, they will be
subjected to reckoning nevertheless. But, the poor will be absolved of that and neither will
they have to give reckoning not kept back from paradise for even a short time. Rather, they
will go to paradise forty years ahead of the rich in compensation of the bounties of which
they had been deprived in the world.
MAJORITY IN ·PARADISE & HELL
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5234. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"I glanced into paradise and saw that most of its inmates are the poor. And I
glanced into hell to find most of its inmates to be women. " 2
EXCELLENCE OF THE POOR
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5235. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amri ~)»,~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~
~J said, "The poor muhajirs (emigrants) (emigrants) shall enter paradise on the day
of resurrection forty years ahead of the rich."3
COMMENTARY: Forty years mentioned in the hadith (tradition) are according to our
reckoning. The poor mentioned in the hadith (tradition) belong to the muhajirs (emigrants)
(who had emigrated to Madinah from Makkah). So, the rich too are of the same group. The
reason why the qualification muhajir is attached will be clear in the first hadith (tradition)
in Section II(# 5243).
As stated in the comments to hadith (tradition) # 5233, the rich will be delayed because of
having to account for their deeds in the world while the poor will be absolved of
reckoning.

1

Bukhari # 6548, Muslim # 93-2736.
# 6546, Muslim 94-2737, Tirmidhi # 2602.
3 Muslm # 37. 2979.
2 Bukhari
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5236. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd .ut-•111~J that a man passed by Allah's Messenger~~~
11
~-J4# who asked the man sitting beside him, What is your opinion of this man?"
11
The man submitted, He is very noble and honourable. By Allah, were he to
propose marriage to a woman, they should marry (meaning, she would agree).
Where he to make a recommendation, his recommendation should be accepted."
Sayyiduna Sahl.ut-~'~J.said that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ did not say anything
(at the moment). Again, a man passed by and Allah's Messenger ~J4#ii11~ asked
(the same man next to him). 11What is your opinion of this man?" He submitted, 110
Messenger of Allah, this man is among the poor Muslims were he to propose
marriage to a woman, she would not marry him, were he to make a
recommendation, it would not be approved. Were he to speak he would not be
heard." Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ said, 11This man is better than a world-full of
men like that one (who whom you had showered with praise.)I
COMMENTARY: If the world was filled with the men like the first one whom he had
praised, yet the second man who was poor would be more excellent than all of them.
Perhaps the man to whom the Prophet ~ J4#~~ had put the questions was himself a rich
man so the Prophet ~J 4# .111 ~ meant to teach him that he should not look down upon
poor people. They are more excellent in Allah's sight than the rich are.
Generally the poor have a good heart and accept truth quickly. They are more
obedient to Allah. The rich, on the other hand, are hard hearted and rebellious. It is of them
that Allah says.
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{I shall turn away from My signs those who show arrogance in the earth without
right .... } (7: 146)
This is apparent among students and disciples. The poor among them accept the truth
quickly but the wealthy raise objections and put forward arguments.
The first man was a Muslim too as the second, because comparison concerning the
hereafter cannot be made between a Muslim and an unbeliever. (That is, who will earn
more reward in the hereafter.) Some ulama (Scholars) go so far as to say that if a Muslim
says that a Christian is better than a Jew then he will fall into disbelief because he
establishes that there exists 'good' among them, but there simply is no 'good' among them.
1

Bukhari # 6447,5049, Ibn Majah # 4120.
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But, he cannot be said to be a disbeliever with certainty, because, his words could mean
nearer truth' instead of merit of the hereafter and he may have used it in this sense).
LIFE OF THE PROPHET'S ~J4Js-1Jl1~ FAMILY
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5237. Sayyidah Ayshah 1\t:~lJI,~J said that the members of the house of Muhammad
~J~1Jl1~

(his wives and dependents) never had enough barley bread what to say
of wheat bread) to eat well for two consecutive days till Allah's Messenger ~i£1~
~J was taken away (from this world).t
COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) means that the prophet ~J~~~ and his family
members ate on alternate days because he had preferred a life of poverty to a life of
affluence. Even when Allah offered to tum the mountains of Makkah into mounds of gold
for him, he choose a poor man's life. He said that he wished to eat one day and thank Allah
and go hungry on the next day and show patience.
These words of Sayyidah Ayshah 1~ ~ ~J prove that the prophet ~J 4# i£1 ~ had not
become rich during the close of his life. If he had become rich then they would not have
eaten barley bread on alternate days. It is correct that Muslims gained much booty in those
days through their victories and he got his portion from the booties. But, he never kept
anything with himself. He gave away whatever he got, for the sake .of Allah. Ibn Abbas ~ J
~.111 also testified that the Prophet ~J~Jill~ and his family did not have to eat for many
nights at a stretch.
The poor· people of our time do not live a life as difficult as the Prophet did, nor can they do
so. Besides, he was not compelled to do so. He chos~ this life of his own free will.
PROPHET'S EXAMPLE EMULATED
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5238. Sayyiduna Sa'eed Maqburi .1!1~J reported that Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J
4;$- narrated that he passed by some people who had before them a roasted sheep.
They invited him to partake, but he declined to eat, saying. "Allah's Messenger ~
~J~~~ departed from this world without ever having eaten barley bread to a full
stomach (so how may I eat this luxurious food)."2

BURDEN OF DEBT
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Bukhari # 5416, Muslim # 22-2970.
Bukhari # 5414.
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5239. Sayyiduna Anas ~lii~~J narrated that he took to the Prophet ~J~.1~~~ some.
barley bread that had stale, melted fat spread on it (It gave out a bad odour because ·
it was stale.) The Prophet ~J4#li11~ had mortgaged a coat of mail in Madinah with
a Jew and had received from him some barley for his family.
The sub narrator (who transmitted) from Anas) ~lil~~J said that he heard Anas .i»1~ J
~say, ''Muhammad's ~J4#.i»1~ family did not ever have in the evening a sa' of
wheat or a sa' of grain though he had nine wives."1
COMMENTARY: If the Prophet ~J4#.l»1~ had taken a loan from a Muslim then he would
have known his condition and might have tried to help him. He did not like that his
companion should bear the burden of his needs Besides, the Prophet ~J4#li11~ took the
debt from a Jew to be on the safe side. He did not wish to get any benefit from the Muslims
in view of Allah's words.
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{Say: I ask you for no reward for it} (25: 109 etc)
This example of the Prophet ~J4# .i»1~ was emulated by Imam Abu Hanifah .\1 ~ J in a
very extraordinary manner. If he had a debt repayable to anyone then he did not even take
benefit from the shade of his wall. He based his action on the hadith (tradition) that if any
kind of benefit is derived from a loan then it is interest.
A question also arises because of the words of the hadith (tradition) that th~ Prophet ~~
~J4# did not have even a sa' of wheat or grain, but according to some sound traditions the
Prophet ~J~lll~~ had let his wives ~~~J store certain necessities of life for one year's
use. The answer is what in this hadith (tradition) the world (Ji) family is superfluous and
the meaning is that the Prophet ~J4#-i»l~ did not have that much provision with him. As
for the other traditions about his wives, it was not possible for them to get their provision
from other so they did store up what was just sufficient for them for a year.
Thus there is no more explanation required; the doubts are removed.
BELIEVER DOES NOT CRAVE FOR THE TEMPORAL
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5240. Sayyiduna Umar .ut..iii~J narrated, ''I went to visit Allah's Messenger 4#.i»1~
~""J· He was lying on a reed mat. There was no sheet (or bedding) between him and
it (so that) the marks of the mat were impressed on his side. He had a leather pillow
stuffed with palm fibres (under his head). So, I submitted, 0 Messenger of Allah,

I

Bukhari # 2069.
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why not supplicate Allah to enrich your ummah? How has He enriched the Persians
and the Byzantines though they do not worship Allah! He said, 110 Ibn Khattab,
what is it that you say? They are a people to whom their good things have been
given early in the life of this world."
According to another version: 11 Are you not happy that they have been given this
world while we get the hereafter?"1
COMMENTARY: some versions have that ropes of reed were tied across a make shift
charpoy (on four stands).
Sayyiduna Umar 4.;&-iil'..r'J had requested the Prophet ~J~ii11~ to pray to Allah for the
betterment of the umma otherwise difficulties might deter them from being resolute in
religion If they were strong monetarily, they would feel secure and devote more time to
religion.
However, Teebi ~~ ~ J said that the intention of Sayyiduna Umar 4.;&- i 11 ~J was to see the
Prophet ~J 4# ~~ ~ free of anxieties in his personal life. He put it pohtely by asking the
relief for the ummah. This view is supported by another tradition that Sayyiduna Umar ~J
4.;&-i»' once went in to meet the Prophet~J4#~'~ and found him in
cramped warm and
dark room, lying on a mat. When he looked round, he could see only a couple of leather
pieces, a couple of utensils. On seeing this, he began to weep and the Prophet ~J~i»>~
asked, "0 Ibn Khattab why do you weep?" He submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, I weep
over this condition that you endure. I wonder that the qaysar and kisra (Caesar and
chosroes) live a luxurious life of plenty (though they are rebels against Allah).
However, the words of Umar 4.;&- iil1 ~; himself that the persians and the Byzantines are
enriched lend support to the first interpretation.
POVERTY OF AHL US SUFFAH
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5241. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.;&- ~~ ~J narrated that he had counted seventy
members of the ashab us suffah, not one man of them had a cloak (to put over
another garment. All of them had just one piece of clothing). They had either the
waist wrapper or a small blanket tied at their necks. Some of these came half way
down the legs and some up to the ankles. One would need to hold it fast in his
hand lest his private parts be visible.2
COMPARE YOURSELF WITH ONE POORER THAN YOU
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Bukhari # 4913, Muslim# 30. 1479.
# 442.

2 Bukhari
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5242. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$.i»I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~1»1~
said, 11When any of you !oaks at someone who is better off than him in property and
wealth and in looks (and feels grieved and is envious). Let him also look at one who
is of a strata lower than he."
According to another version: ''You must look at those who are of a strata lower
than you and not look at those who are better off, This will preserve you from
looking down on Allah's blessings on you."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ has suggested a formula to prevent people from
envying and despising those economically better off than them. This will also prevent an
unnecessary race to outclass each other. We must look at those who are of a lower living
standard than us. They will have to give a lighter reckoning in the hereafter and so enjoy a
higher rank. All people are not of the same standard of life.
If anyone is superior than all other people in all respects - taking it for granted - then he
must not look at them because they are worse off than he is, and he might become
arrogant. So, he must. thank Allah for His favours and adopt humbleness and serve the
people.
If anyone is such that no one is poorer and worse off than he is then he must be grateful to
Allah for not subjecting him to trial.
It is reported about Mawlana Shibli ~~~J that whenever he saw a man of the world, he
uttered suddenly, "0 Allah, I seek from you security from this world and the hereafter!"
Actually, the difficulties of poverty and need are a great blessing of Allah. There is an
anecdote about it. A great religious man was speaking to his disciples giving them advice
when a very poor man stood up and began to complain, "Mawlana, for a long t ime now I
have not eaten anything in anyone's presence or absence. I am enduring the severity of
hunger with extreme hardship." The pious man exclaimed, '0 enemy of Allah, how much
do you lie! Do know that Allah involves in the hardship of severe hunger only His
Messengers, Prophets and walis (friends). If you were one of them, then surely you would
not have disclosed this secret. You would have concealed this blessing from Allah's
creatures!"
This gist of it is that when a believer has a sound nature, a good disposition and his religion
is free of defects, he does not care for property and wealth and does not grieve over lack of
distinguished position in life. He bears patiently any hardship and anxiety as a blessing
from Allah which will bring him honour and success in the hereafter. He shows patience,
willing acceptance, gratitude and satisfaction.
Someone beat and persecuted a student of Imam Ghazzali .&1 ~ J· He complained to the
Imam who said, "My dear boy! Give thanks to Allah. It stopped at that, otherwise trials
sometimes are more severe." This disciple of his was persecuted again after some days. He
was thrown into a well by some men who surrounded and nabbed him but he managed to
escape. Again he complained to the Imam .&1~J who gave him the same advice as he had
given earlier. By a coincidence, he was in trouble a third time too. A Jew put him in fetters
and, every now and then, caused him some harm. This time he suffered tremendously and

., Bukhari # 6419, Muslim# 8. 2663, Tirmidhi # 2513.
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was heart-broken. Somehow he got deliverance. But, w~en he complained to the Imam, ~;
.1»1 he gave him the same advice as he had done before. However, this time the suffering was
too much and he could not endure more. So, he complained, "Mawlana, does even after
what I have suffered, there is anything more?" Imam Ghazzali .1»1~; said, "Yes! There is a
greater trial than these! God forpid you may fall into disbelief!"
There is no limit to the trials a man may face, If any one is entangled in a trial, then not
only must he show patience, but he must also thank Allah for not causing him to suffer
a greater trial.
SECTION II

~liU~ili

THE POOR WILL PRECEDE THE RICH TO PARADISE

~~~I j.:i ~I tT_;liJI Ji~ _kj ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 Jj-!5 jli jG S~;.' (.}t (;.j (OYlr)
(lS.J~IoiJ.J)-~~· i~~~~4u-.-~
5243.. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#..111~
said, 11The poor will enter paradise before the rich by five hundred years which is
equal to half a day ."1
r
COMMENTARY: Half a day means half day of the day of resurrection. So, five hundred
years will be half (a day) of the day of resurrection. And, the day of resurrection will be like
one thousand years by our computation. It is as Allah says:

{And surely a day with your Lord is a thousand years of your count} (22: 47)
But, elsewhere (32: 5) the Quran says:

{in a day the measure of which is fifty thousand years.} (70! 4)
The first verse has a general application while the second (about fifty thousand years is of a
specific application. This means that the day of resurrection will be of one thousand years
by our reckoning but it will be so very difficult and severely painful for the disbelievers
that it would seem to then to be of fifty thous~d years. This is what the second verse
implies: though the day will be of one thousand years by our reckoning it will seem to be
like fifty thousand years. But, for the believers that day shall be wrapped up so that it will
seem to t~em to be of an hour. This is confirmed by the verse:
\~(9~J~.l!A!j6IJ\i.;~WI·~
~IIlli
i L'l~.{..3
..-,:.J..- .._,..../ilill
~
~ J ..-;-- ...7" ~, .JM
~ ~~
'-.a.J7'
II'

{For when the Trumpet is sounded, That Day shall be a hard day, For the
disbelievers not easy.} (74: 8-10)
An earlier hadith (tradition) (# 5235) says that the poor people will enter paradise forty
years before the rich, but this hadith (tradition) puts the period at five hundred years. The
exponents say that the previous hadith (tradition) speaks of the muhajir poor and the
mujahir rich but this hadith (tradition) (under discussion) refers to those who are not
muhajirs (emigrants).
1

Tirmidhi # 2354.
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This explanation reconciles the two traditions.
Some other exponents say that each of the two traditions mentions the number of years
(forty and five hundred) not to specify the limit of years. Rather, it only means to show a
time lag between two entries. The poor will precede the rich to paradise. Sometimes it is
said by forty years; and sometimes 'by five hundred years' simply to show their sequence
of entries not necessarily these many years. Or, the prophet ~J ~ ,&, ~ was told by a
revelation that the poor would enter paradise forty years earlier. Then through the
blessings of the prophet ~ J~,&,~ the poor were given more excellence over the rich then
heretofore and a fresh revelation informed the Prophet ~J ~ ,&, ~ that the poor would
enter paradise five hundred years ahead of the rich. In this way the rich, in this way, the
poor were given more comfort and satisfaction.
Or, the difference in the two traditions concerns the non conformity of the poor people. ·
Obviously, no two of them are of uniform type, some are extremely pC:ltient and grateful,
but some are weak in such characteristics. Hence, the different periods of admission to
paradise from five hundred to forty years conform to the nature of the poor. This is upheld
by the text in Jami ul Usool that the poor who is inclined to worldly pleasure will enter
paradise forty years before the greedy rich. And the poor who shuns worldly pleasures will
go to paradise five hundred years before the worldly minded rich.
THE EXCELLENCE OF THE POOR

_-:.!C"t..::..;}tB".tj.J~Jt~~~~i.i.lALAI&IJJ.J-...!.)l4~~~~d&'!nAtJtsJ..o,~tUIJJ-'
~
~ t"'~
,_ .., ,
• ,·.
,
_, ,
... ~
,.;J)"'
"" ~·;;jl_.;~
..,
J"

i·;

5244. Sayyiduna Anas ~,&,~J narrated that the Prophet~y.#.&'~ prayed;
I ~ Jf
I
I
""
rJ
""
~ "
.~.!<\
..;...oJii~j..J·
,~,i ~~~l!iS:.:...o
,.! ... l~l!iS:.:...o.,~l '~"I
~
~ '-a~_r----'
.. -, ,~..., .-, ,~-,- ~

(0 Allah, cause me to live among the poor, cause me to die as a poor·man, and
gather me among the group of the poor (on the day of resurrection)]
SayYidah Ayshah ,~,&,~J asked him, 'Why 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, "they
will enter paradise preceding the rich by forty years. 0 Ayshah, do not tum away a
poor man, even if you give him half a date. 0 Ayshah, Iov:e the poor, draw them
near to you. Allah will draw you nearer to Him on the day of resurrection."1
5245. Sayyidtl"na Abu Sa'eed
,&, ~J narrated that it, but only up ~o (~~~ o,-,;)
11
group of the poor, (meaning end of the prayer).2
COMMENTARY: The words (~) - translated poor) is derived from {~) which
implies. Humility, weakn,ss, destitute.
It is also derived from (~~) and (~) implying: dignity, satisfaction and willing
acceptance of Divine decree.
4;$.

1

Tirmidhi # 2353 (2359).
Majah # 4126.
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Besides, it has been stated previously that in the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law)(~)
- miskeen) is one who possesses nothing at all, or he does not have enough to fulfil the
needs of. his family members.
The excellence of the poor must be given due esteem so that their blessings may be
available to the Muslims.
The hadith (tradition) also comforts the poor. They should not be dejected because of their
poor condition. Rather, they are told of the high ranks awaiting them in the perpetual
world.
The Prophet's ~J~.1!1~ prayer to Allah to cause him to live and to die and to be raised up
among the poor implies a plea for enough provision to keep him alive. Allah may not keep
him occupied in worldly pursuits and pleasures. Abundance of wealth is a harsh trial for
those who are near to Allah.
A Muslim king came upon an assembly of the poor and righteous men while he was
travelling some where. They did not pay any attention to him. He was amazed and asked
them. Who are you?" Their response is what we actually wish to highlight here:
'We are those people who, if you love them, you will have to abandon the world.
But, hostility towards them means forsaking the hereafter."
The king heard them and moved ahead without saying anything to them. He said to
himself, ''Neither can we aspire for love of your not bear a grudge to you."
As for the poor being admitted to paradise before the rich, the question arises whether it
means all rich people without exception and even if they are Prophets ~"J-J,~, Actually the
Prophet ~J4:}s-lw~ mentioned the merit of the poor people and his desire to enter paradise·
before other Prophets ~':>W~~~ whether they were rich or poor. He prayed that he might not
be admitted to paradise after the Prophets ~':>W14,.l~ who had spent their lives in poverty and
hunger.
The Prophet ~J~li!1~ also instructed Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1!1~ J that she should not send
away any poor person from her door considering them despicable without giving ·them
something. Kindness should be shown to them and what ever one can one must offer them,
howsoever little. If nothing that can be given is available, then one must express regret
gracefully and treat them with love and kindness.
Abu Shaykh .1!1~J and Bayhaqi .1!1~.J transmitted that Sayyiduna Ata ibn Abu Ribah li!14V.J
narrated that he had heard the companion of the Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ Sayyiduna Abu
Sa'eed Khudri ~..ll'~.J, say, 0 people! Let it not be that you poverty should compel you to
search and employ unlawful means .of livelihood (instead of showing patience and being
grateful): I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J4#...1!1~ pray for himself, '0 Allah cause me to
die as a poor man, not as a rich man. And resurrect me among the poor.' Hence most
certainly, he is zpost wretched who endures poverty in this world and also makes himself
liable for punishment in the hereafter."
Mulla Ali Qari . .1!1 ~.J said i.!lat even if there was no evidence, this hadith (tradition) is
enough to prove that a poor man who is patient is better than a rich man who is thankful.
Mulla Ali Qari ..1il~.J also mentioned here the two traditions about poverty and need that
are very well-known to the common men. They are:
(1)
(~i+'Ji.S;J;.Ui~ He said that great scholars of hadith (tradition), like Asqalani
. .1!1 ~.J, have ruled explicitly that this hadith (tradition) is baseless. It is
11

11
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unauthentic.
(1,.,AS" u~u1.#JJ1~lSJ which the scholars of hadith (tradition) hold that it is certainly
da'if (weak), But, if it is supposed to be correct then it should be about poverty
at heart which driver one to object to Allah's decree and to complain and be
restless. But, as for economic and monetary poverty, it is the condition of only
those of Allah's slaves on whom He wishes to bestow high ranks. Indeed, we
find a tradition:
,
~
"' .
.
,.,,.,
~I """illl~ "{, ...
WI~ ~,~,~:.'1
.. .... .,...0~..
.. ~.).J (Jj
.. ~...;---

(Poverty is a drawback in the eyes of the people, but on the day of resurrection, it
Will be in the sight of Allah's that which adorns). Baylami.
BLESSINGS OF THE WEAK TO POOR MUSLIM

,.
!-. .. ,
, .-"!.
(.).Jb~l oi.J.)) ->~( Q.;;.Q; ~J~

5246. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~Jis1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~Jis1~ said, "Look
for me among you weak people, for, you are provided provision, or given aid, only
because of (the blessings of) your weak people."1
COMMENTARY: The weak people are the poor and needy. 'To look for me among them
means to help them and be kind to them. They could also be the oppressed even if they are
rich. They should be helped to get relief from oppression. So, if the pleasure of the prophet
~J~~~ is desired, then the weak should be helped.
·
The presence of the weak is a blessing for the whole world. Helping them and being kind
to them is an assurance of the betterment of all people because among them are awtad2 and
awtab3 who are camouflaged from the people and their blessings are hidden in the
working of this world. In fact, in some cases, Allah entrusts to them the administration and
correction of some areas in a spiritual manner.
Ibn Maalik ~ ~J said that the weak people have right ever others that must be respected
and given. They must be pleased because the Prophet ~J"-#~~ is with them sometimes
physically but all the time mentally. If anybody respects them it is a though he respects the
Prophet ~J4)s.~1~. If anybody is disrespectful to them, then it is as though he disrespects
the Prophet ~ J"-#~1~. This is supported by a hadith (tradition) Qudsi.
yyJ-4 JJ.J4~9lJ.JJ.)~(jA
lie who antagonizes My friend is as one who prepares to fight me.4

~ ........__,
~ ~~ ~~ ~.J~..
--~ .... ~ ili1 ~~
t~ . J\1
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.. v-'..J

(oYtV)

Abu Dawud # 2594, Tirmidhi # 1702.
These are sufi orders of high rank among them.
3
These are sufi orders of high rank among them.
4
The words according to Abu Hurayrah hadith (tradition)' s are: (If anyone is aggressive to My friend
then I have declared war against him.) (in 400 hadith (tradition) Qa::>iyah # 81, Darul Isha'at Karachi.
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5247. Sayyiduna Umayyah ibn Khalid ibn Abdullah ibn Asid ~..:a~~.J narrated about
the prophet ~J ~ li!1 ~ that when he prayed (to Allah) for victory (against the
disbelievers), he prayed by virtue of the poor ·people of the mihajirs (emigrants to
Madinah).1
COMMENTARY: The word in the hadith (tradition) for the poor is (~t...P) plural of
(-5~).

Mulla Ali Qari ..:a,~ .J has cited Ibn Maalik ..:a,~ .J to say that the Prophet's ~J4-}s-li!l~ prayer
was:
;:.3 ~r .-Jfl T--~!\1 ~.b~ r.l.:it~l. '(~ U uJ1~ll
....,..-r> \.6-0.1 f; ~
"" • """ ~
:..s- ...,--

(0 Allah, help us against the enemies by virtue of your poor emigrant slaves).
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi li!1 ~.J has added that this hadith (tradition) proves the
tremendous merit of the poor. He gave this honour to only the poor among the muhajirs
(emigrants).
DO NOT ENVY THE DISBELIEVERS THEIR PROSPERITY
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5248. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~o:Js..i»l~
said, "Do not envy a sinner for his prosperity (with wealth, position etc), because
you cannot say what he will face after his death (in the grave and on the day of
resurrection). For him (the sinner) Allah has a slayer who does not die, meaning"
(that the prophet ~J~./»1~ referred to) ''hell."2
COMMENTARY: The slayer will subject the sinner and disbeliever to severe torture. It will
never perish.
The words 'meaning hell,' are of the sub-narrator, Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Maryam
.i»1~.J/ who narrated the hadith (tradition) from Abu Hurayrah 4.:$-.i»'~.J· The Prophet's li!1~
~J~ words 'the slayer refer to hell.
In short, we must not envy a disbeliever and sinner for his many children, or wealth, or
fam.e. We must not long for those things of his.
WORLD IS A BELIEVER'S PRISON
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5249. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.~»~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.i»ljJ
11
~J said, The world is a prison for the believer, and is his famine. And, when he
parts from the world, he stands released from the prison and the famine. " 3
COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) means that a believer stays in this world in
1

r

Bayhaqi in Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 4062.
in Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 4103,
3 Musnad Ahmad 2-197, Bayhaqi ip Sharh us Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
2 Bayhaqi
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hardship always. If he is prosperous, even then it is nothing compared to what is in store
for him in the next world, and this world is nothing more than a prison and famine. Also if
he is a sincere believer then he devotes himself to worship all the time and shun every kind
of luxury, and this word takes a toll on him. So, in this sense too it is a prison for him, as
also a famine.
According to one tradition:
~JA ~I &Aj-ll ~_u_, ~j_,l &_,1

lliu-a u-aj.JI Y!t='i

"No believer there is who is free of worries on account of paucity of money, of
illness, of disgrace and of anxiety. Sometimes, a perfect believer is beset with all
·
these worries altogether."
WHEN ALLAH WITHHOLDS WEALTH FROM ANYONE HE LOVES HIM

(i.Sl.o).li.J ..4>1 oi.J.J) _;ljl j

-;:; <~.;fk\ ~ ~~1\1

5250. Sayyiduna Qatadah ibn Nu'man ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~
~J ~ said, 'when Allah love anyone, He keeps him away from the world just as
any of you will keep his patient away from water."1
COMMENTARY: By denying worldly things to His dear crea~es, Allah makes them
·
eligible for high ranks in paradise. These worldly things are harmful to his religion.
Ashraf ~~~J said the same thing, adding that these worldly things mar their religious life.
They make them love the world.
LESS WEALTH IS A BLESSING

, &s: ... r3 t'
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(..4>loi.J.J)-~~1Jjl~~llli.J~~Illi&..J.~j~I&.,~J..!l.tl~~~lj~~l

5251. Sayyiduna Mahmud ibn Labid ~ ~~ ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~~ ~
said, ''Two things are such that the son of Aadam ~'}I....J'~ dislikes. He dislikes death,
though death is better for the believer than trail.
- And he dislikes little (wealth and) property, thougl;t meager wealth is a means of a
lighter reckoning."
COMMENTARY: Trial could mean to be involved in disbelief and polytheism or
compelling others to do acts of disbelief, or to face such situations as harm religion. Life
and the desire to live are ideal when Allah is obeyed and His Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ is
emulated and one is encouraged to worship Allah, and pursues the straight . path.
However, the mot significant thing is that he departs from this world as a sincere believer.
If those things are lacking and belief is insecure and fragile then life is worthless.
If tyrants compel one and though faith remains strong in the heart yet the tongue utters
unseemly words, then this too is a fitnah or a trial. But, if there is some other kind of a trial
involving worldly hardships and causing personal difficulties, then it is not correct to latest
life and wish for death, because this kind of a trial is an expiation of sins and a means to
1

Musnad Ahmad 5-427, Tinnidhi # 2036.
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raise ranks in the hereafter.
As for little property, the lesser a believer possesses, the more he is safe from punisliment
and it is better for him. Hence, if a Muslim is poor, then he must feel pleased because Allah
saves him from punishment in the next world. The hard times a poor Muslim goes through
in tl;rls world are much lighter than he would have to experience in the next world, if he
had huge worldly possessions.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi .a,, ~1 has addressed every seeker of truth and said,
''My dear friend! These are all branches of faith. He who keeps his faith c_orrect in
accordance with the directions of the Prophet ~""J4#..1ll~·knows·that whatever he has said
is true. If he possesses a sound mind and has good experience then he know th~t richness
and greed for ·more wealth puts him in trial. Hardship and disgrace are in no way lesser
than the severity and tribulations of the poor and needy. Thus, having a pure soul (and
preserving oneself from punishment in the next world) depends on keeping oneself free of
abundant wealth and property, and being content with just what suffices. One must fellow
a life of self respect and a high degree of moral character."
CHOOSE POVERTY IF YOU LOVE THE PROPHET~ J"-:l~~~
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5252. Sayyiduna Abdulah ibn Mughaffal ~.a,,~ J narrated that a man came to ·the
Prophet ~J4#..1!1~ and submitted, ''I love you." He said, "think over what you say."
He maintained. By Allah, I do love you," asserting it thr~e times. He said, "If you·
speak the truth then be prepared with an armour to face poverty for, poverty comes
faster to one who loves me than flood that rushes to its outlet."I
COMMENTARY: This. hadith (tradition) speaks of an armour to call for patience and
steadfastness to encounter poverty. He who shows patience wh~n poverty overtakes him
will have his ranks raised.
·
Those who face hardship and trial most are the prophets ~':>WI ~- then, the severity is
experienced by those who follow them according to their love and amulet ion of the
prophet ~J~J»,~. The higher their belief and following, the greater their trial. A person
goes through the same experience as the one he loves depending on the degree of.his love.
Shaykh Abdul Haq ..1!1~ J said that patience gives one the strength to bear trails and desist
from complaining. He added that withe, t living a life of poverty and emulating the
Prophet's ~J 4# . 1!1 ~ example, it i~ foolish and false to claim to love him, for, these two
things (love and emulating him) are inseparable. It must not be merely an outward
following but one must also love him emulate him inwardly.
PERSECUTION FACED BY THE PROPHET ~J~.i»1~ IN HIS MISSION

t Tirrnidhi

# 2350 (2357).
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5253. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~~ ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ said, 111
was threatened in Allah's path .as no on.e was threatened and I was rersecuted in
Allah's path as no one ~as persecuted. There came upon me thirty days and nights
when Bilal and I had no food that 'those with a liver' may eat barring what was
held under Bilal's armpit."t
While transmitting it, Tirmidhi explained the hadith (tradition) to mean that when
the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ j.-P went of Makkah fed up, Bilal accompanied him carrying
whatever he could under his armpit.
COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~~.J said that in the beginning, the Prophet ~J~.iil~~ was all
alone while propagating the religion of Islam. So, he tolerated all kinds of torture in his
mission.
For thirty days he and Bilal ~ .ii11 ~.J had only what Bilal ~ lii1 ~.J could carry under his
armpit. Obviously, he could not carry but very little. And nothing can be more torturous
than hunger.
In this hadith (tradition), the ummah is also taught to be resolute and endure hardship
willingly.
This hadith (tradition) does not concern the hijrah (or emigration) to Madinah because
Tirmidhi ·makes it clear that Bilal4$~'~.J was with the Prophet ~J~.1!1~. When he
undertqok the hijrah, Bilal 4;S. .iil1 ~.J was not with him. Perhaps this happened when the
Prophet ~J~.iil~~ had gone to Ta'if from Makkah in the tenth year of prophet hood in the
month of Shawwal. His paternal uncle Abu Talib had died. Only three or five days,
thereafter, the respected mother of the believers, Sayyidah Khadijah ~ .iil1 ~.J also died.
Thes~ two tragedies were very hard on the Prophet ~J~Jil~~ and he called this year (~\to
~.rJI)- aam ul-huzn) 'year of grief'. The Quraysh of Makkah seized the opportunity and
intensified their·pressure on the Prophet ~J~.iill~ who became less hopeful of.a positive
response to his preaching from the Makkans. So, he took Zayd ibn Thabit ~t:S-~~.J along
with him and went to Ta'if on foot. He preached there for one month, but they paid no
heed to him and not even one person responded positively. Rather, they instigated their
children and vagabonds to harass him. They hurled stones at him wounding him at his
feet and he bled profusely soaking his sandals. When he fell down, they would hold him
by his arms and raise him up. As we limped forward, they resumed their persecution and
clapped heartily at his plight. Zayd 4:S-.iiii~.J gave him cover and stood in the traject9ry of
the stones taking"them on his head. He had a deep wound on it. Suddenly, Allah sent a
small cloud giving shelter to the Prophet ~J~.iil1~, and Jibril ~~~~came down with
another angel. He said, u Allah has given us command that if you say, the other angel who
is in charge of the mountains would bring both mountains on either side of Ta'if together
squeezing all its people as grain is squeezed in a mill." But, how could the Prophet ~~~~
1

Tirmidhi # 2472(24. 80), Musnad Ahmad # 14057, Ibn Majah # 151
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who was mercy to the worlds, be expected to seek retaliation. He prayed," ... 0 Allah
if they survive, there might arise among them Your worshippers who will raise the banner
of Islam. 0 Lord, they have not recognized me. Their eyes are blinded and they are foolish.
If You give them the sight whereby they know me as Your Messenger, then they will
believe!"
The Prophet ~J 4~ .1!1 ~ returned from Ta'if after one p:10nth, fatigued, hungry and
wounded all over the body. His ankle was bleeding. But, his tongue did not utter a curse.
Rather, it had a prayer for guidance.
The entire account of this journey to Ta'if may be seen in the books of history and seerah.
Though the hadith (tradition) names Bilal A:S- .1!1 ~ J with the Prophet ~J 4~ . 1!1 ~, the
historical accounts name Zayd ibn Thabit ""'-=-~~~J only. Perhaps both of them were with
him. 1
PREACHING ATTA'IF
The Prophet ~J4~,&,~ found it very difficult to live peacefully in Makkah. So, he went to
Ta'if to seek help of the tribe Thaqif, hoping also that they would accept his invitation to
Is!am. He went there all alone.
He met their nobles. They were three brothers Abd Yalil, Mas'ood and Habib, all so is of
Amr ibn-Umayr. They were chiefs of the tribe, Thaqif. One of them was married too
Quraysh woman of Banu Jumah. He invited them to Islam and to help him against the
Quraysh.
One of them remarked that he would tear up the covering of the Ka'bah if God had sent
him as His Messenger. Another said, "Did God find no one besides you?" The third put
in, "I will never speak to you. If, as you say, you really are a Messenger then it is bad
manners to respond to such a great man's speech. ·But, if you invent a lie against God then
you are unworthy of conversation."
That gave no hope to Allah's Messenger ~J4~,&,~ of any kind of good from them. He said
to them, "If this has ·been your treatment , keep it to yourself." He feared that if the
Quraysh learnt of it, they would become more daring.
SUPPLICATION OF THE WEAK
They did not accede to this request too but set their vagabonds, slaves and fools to revile
him. They shouted at him and made fun of him and more people gathered around,
compelling him to seek protection in the garden of Utbah and Shaybah sons of Rabi' ah.
They were inside, by a coincidence. The miscreants and urchins of Thaqif retreated.
He sat down in the shade of a grape vine. The sons of Rabi' ah had been watching him all
through. During the journey he also met the Quraysh woman of Banu Jumah and
complained to her of the treatment .of he .. brother-in-law. When he found some peace, he
made this supplication:
,

...
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We present here the relative portion (brief) from thelife of Muhammad
Allah), Ibn Kathir, p220. Darul Isha' at Karachi.

~J~,&,~

(Seerah Rasul
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·J:l__,I~J.Y.1~1u-oS~~I__,l:l..UI_,..oi~~__,~W,Jal14l~y!ILS..lJI~__,J~
-~~IS__,j~..,J~ ~__,~_.;3~~~~.~tk;.._,~

''0 Allah, to you I complain of my weakness, little resource and lowliness before men, 0
the Most Merciful of those who show mercy. You are the Lord of the weak and You are my
Lord. To whom will you entrust me, one who is a far and will harm me? Or to an enemy
to whom You have given power over me? If You are not angry at me then that worries me
not. But, Your forgiveness and favour are far wide for me. I seek refuge in the Light of
tour countenance by which the darkness is illumined and the affairs of this world and the
. next are set right, lest Your anger come down upon me or Your wrath fall upon me. You
have the right to call me to account - till You are pleased. There is no power (to keep away
from sin) and no might (to do righteous deeds) save with Your pleasure." See also the
ways of the Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~iJJ1j.J (Dr Abdul Hai Aarifi) p52 (Darul Ishaat,
Karachi) and life of Muhammad ~J~~j.J Dr Haiykal, p136-137, Darul Ishaat Karachi.
PO'/ERTY OF THE PROPHET & HIS SAHABAH (PROPHET'S COMPANIONS)~]»,~.J

6£ ~~ 6£ ~;.i ~_#.l.kj ~WI~ ;lJI ~_;.!j J! u_;.S::! Jti ~\.J; Cfl6&-J (oYot)
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I

Ill JtiJ es~jll &ljJ -~~ 6£ 1:~ 6£ _kj ~WI~ ;lJI j_;.!J ~i_;.i??
5254. Sayyiduna Abu Talhah ~1a~~.J said 11We complained to Allah's Messenger ..)..P
~J~]»,

of hunger (that we had endured). We raised our clothes to show that e.ach of
us carried a stone on his belly. But, he raised his clothes to show two stones tied on
his belly."1
COMMENTARY: When anyone is very hungry with nothing in his belly, it helps somewhat
to tie a stone on his belly. He can do some light work and move about a little bit. When
that cannot help because of acute hunger, two stones may be tied as the Prophet ~J~lJt..j...P
had done. Besides, he was exceptionally hard working.

(LS.l..o)JI ol_jJ)

5255. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 1»1 ~.J narrated that they were afflicted with

hunger (meaning, the poor sahabah~i»'~.J). So, Allah's Messenger ~""'J~.a~~~ gave
them one date apiece.2
WHO IS PATIENT & GRATEFUL

t
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5256. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ab li!1~J reported from his father that his grandfather
(Abdullah ibn Amr~ li!1 ~ J) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J "-# li!1 .)J said, "If
anyone possesses two characteristics then Allah records him among the grateful and
the patient. He who looks at his superior in religion and emulates him, and looks at
his inferior in worldly affairs and thanks and praises Allah for giving him
excellence over him, then Allah records him as grateful and patient. And, he who
looks at his inferior in religion and looks at his superior in worldly affairs and rues
over what he (himself) undergoes, Allah does n~t record him as grateful and
patient."1
COMMENTARY: The second person not only did not possess either of the two
characteristics, he also was rueful!
He whom Allah records as patient and grateful, He also makes him a perfect believer. This
is confirmed by the verse: .
{Surely in that are signs for every steadfast, grateful one.} (14: 5)
Moreover, according to a hadith (tradition), faith has two portions: patience and gratitude.
To abstain from evil is to be patient and to obey with one's limbs is to be grateful. Anyone
who has both these portions is a perfect believer.
And the hadith (tradition) of Abu Sa'eed, ~.111~J "Rejoice ... poor muhajirs (emigrants)" has
been mentioned previously, # 2198.
SECTION ill
BEING PATIENT WHEN STRIKEN BY POVERTY
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# 2512(2520), Ibn Majah # 4142, Muslim # 2963.
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5257. Sayyiduna Abu Abdur Rahman al-Hably ~' 44?; (whose name was Abdullah
ibn· Zayd Misri~ 44?; and he was trustworthy tabi'i) narrated that he heard
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Ass ~ ~' ~; being asked by a man, "Do we not
belong to the poor muhajirs (emigrants) (who would enter paradise ahead of the
rich)." So, Abdullah ~~~~; asked the man, "Have you a wife from whom you get
peace?" He said, "Yes." Then, he asked, "Do you own a house in which you live?"
He said,· "Yes!" So, he said, "Then you are one of the rich." The man then
volunteered. ''I have a servant." He said, "In that case, you are one of the kings."
(You cannot be called a poor man.)
Sayyiduna (Abu) Abdur Rahman ~' 44? J narrated further that three men came to
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ ~' ~; in his presence, and said, ''0 Abu
Muhammad, by Allah, we are unable to procure anything, not maintenance, not a
· beast and not any necessity. (to perform Hajj (pilgrimage), participate in jihad
(crusade) or buy anythir.g by selling whatever)." He asked, "What do you like? ·If
you wish, you may come back to us later, so we might give you what Allah makes
easy for us to give you. If you wish, I shall mention your problem to the suttan
(amir Mu' awiyah). Or, if you wish, you may exercise patience, for, I had heard
Allah's Messenger ~""J 4~ ~' ~ say, 'Surely, the poor muhajirs (emigrants) will
overtake the rich to paradise on the day of resurrection by forty years.' They said
'Surely, we shall show patience and not ask for anything (from you and, in future,
from others)."
THE EXCELLENCE OF THE POOR AMONG THE MUHAJIRS (EMIGRANTS)
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5258. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ ~ ~J narrated, ''While I was seated in the
mosque (Masjid Nabawi) as also a group of the poor muhajirs (emigrants) were
seated there in a circle, the Prophet ~J~~~~ came in and sat down facing them.
So I too got up (a1;1d sat down) towards them (emulating the Prophet~ J~~~~ and
to be able to hear his words to them).
The Prophet ~J~~~~ said, "Glad tidings must be conveyed to the po.or emigrants
as will make their faces joyful. They will enter paradise forty years before the rich
do."
Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~ J added, "Indeed, I saw their colour shine till I longed to
be among them, or one of them."t
COMMENTARY: The word (!"fA,.J) their faces could also mean their selves or 'delights
their hearts.'
Abdullah ~.111~; longed to be with them or among them in the hereafter.
1
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5259. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~.11~~J narrated, "My friend (the Prophet ~J~.1is~)
commanded me to observe seven things:
(l)He commanded me to love the poor and keep close to them.
(2)He commanded me to look at one who is inferior to me (by worldly standards),
and not to look at one who is superior to me (in possessing wealth and power).
(3)He commanded me to join bonds of kinship even if the kins severe. (such bonds).
(4)He commanded me not to ask anyone for any thing.
(5)He commanded me to speak the truth (under all circumstances) even if it is bitter
(for the listeners).
(6)He commanded me not to fear anyone's reproach in matters for Allah's sake (like
enjoining piety and forbidding evil).
(7)He commanded me to chant very often:

JJ~ ~!s;i ~JJ~ ':1
(There is no might and power save in Allah).
These (seven things) are part of the treasure under the throne (of Allah and from
which blessings descend)."t
COMMENTARY: While this translation is as Shaykh Abet.~.:.~ Haq .1il~.J says, Mulla Ali Qari
.1!1 ~J says that only the last injunction concerns the treasures under the throne, meaning
(Arabic). He said that these words are part of the treasure under the Divine t. ·rone and no
one can get to them unless Allah lets him have power and might (il\f~lo}~JJ.r~J). Or, these
words are part of the treasures of paradise which is itself under the Divine throne.
Mulla Ali Qari .1il ~J cites (to prove his contention) the tradition in the books of hadith
(tradition) and other authentic books which says that (Arabic) is one of the treasllres of
paradise.
As for the reason why they are called a treasure of paradise, the ulama (Schol;::.rs) offer
different explanations.
(i) A treasure is concealed from the sight of the people. These words, too, are safe
from people's eyes as far as their intrinsic truth, significance and purity are
concerned.
(ii) They are part of the stocks of paradise.
(iii) He who repeats them often will have abundant reward of high degree preserved
for him in paradise.
So, they are a treasure of paradise.
Ibn Mas'ud ~.11~~J said that the Prophet ~J~lil'~ taught him the meaning of these
t
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words. "To preserve oneself from disobeying Allah and committing sin is dependent only
on Allah's help. And, to be able to obey and worship Allah is possible only on the power
and ability granted by Allah."
The Sufis commend their disciples to keep repeating these words (J\f•NJ'1JJ.r'1J). They say
that nothing else enables one to do good deeds as these words do.
THREE THINGS DEAR TO ALLAH'S MESSENGER ~J~lil~~
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5260. Sayyidah Ayshah ·~ .il1 ~J narrated that of the worldly things, three things
were very dear to Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~: food, women and perfume. He did
get two (of them) but did not get one (of them). I:Ie did get women and perfume but
did not get food.t
COMMENTARY: The saying that he did not get food implies that he got only little food.
His need was not met fully. It was as good as not getting food. Ahadith (tradition) have
been narrated about it, previously.
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5261. Sayyiduna Anas ~lilt ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~lilt ~ said,
11
Perfume and women are made dear to me and coolness of my eyes (meaning, peace
of heart) is placed in salah (prayer)."
Ibn Jawzi lilt~J has added, 'in the world' after 'are made dear to me.'2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~.&!~ said that he got Comfort in salah (prayer) such as
he did not get in any other form of worship.
The words (~i)) could mean 'coolness of my eyes' or 'peace and comfort of my mind'.
The words of Ibn Jawzi ~ ~J are not part of the hadith (tradition) as transmitted by
Ahmad, Nasa'i, Tabarani, Khatib and Ibn Adi. Haakim has also transmitted it in
Mustadrak.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that 'salah (prayer)' in this hadith (tradition) does not stand for
'prayer' but for invocation of blessings on the Prophet ~J~.il1~.'
NOT FITTING FOR ALLAH'S SLAVES TO LIVE LAVISHLY
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5262. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~lil~~J narrated tht when Allah's Messenger 1»1~
~J~ sent him to Yemen (as a judge}, he advised him, "Do not live a life of comfort

1
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and luxury because Allah's (exclusive) slaves do not live lavishly."1
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (~) implies living a life of extreme luxury in all its
departments. This is the peculiarity of the disbelievers and ignorant people. True believers
have nothing to do with it. Allah says:
"' { f
,~i.
, "'
--....!.Jj.!.\"' '1 J"'_;.::.9"' J.O
}I IJ §§\1j 1_,;,.. ~ '"1j IJ- ~.J..bj.l
:1

'

"'

(Leave them to eat and to enjoy comfort and let hope beguile them. They will soon
come to know.} (15: 3)
~

~

f

65~ft~.lJ.;ii)B'ftL~lLSJ,!AJl!31j)W~I"'u~-....!.JJ$~J-....!.JJ"::~::liJ%~.}Jij
{And those whose who disbelieve enjoy comforts and eat as cattle eat and the Fire
shall be their abode.} (47: 12)
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(Surely, they were affluent before that.} (56: 45)
VIRTUE OF CONTENTMENT
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5263. Sayyiduna Ali ~ . 1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# . 1!1 ~ said, 11 He
who is pleased with Allah over a little provision (being content with it), (should
know that) Allah is pleased with him for his few deeds (in obedience and worship
of a supererogatory nature)."2
ALLAH'S ASSURANCE TO ONE WHO COMPLAINS NOT TO PEOPLE OF
DIFFICULTIES
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5264. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.ik'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.ik1~ said,
11
He who is hungry or in need (of something) and conceals his hunger and need
from the people, has a firm assurance of Allah, Mighty and Glorious, of a year's
provision, in a lawful manner."3
COMMENTARY: Hunger that is mentioned in this hadith (tradition) is such as can be
tolerated, and is not disallowed to conceal from people. It is not permitted to conceal such
hunger as is unbearable and likely to cause death. The ulama (Scholars) say that if a person
dies without disclosing his alarming hunger and without eating that which will save his
life, even carrion or any other thing that is normally unlawful but which Shari'ah (divine
law) permits one to consume in such no-alternative situations, then he commits sin.

1
2
3
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THE MUSLIM WHO IS DEAR TO ALLAH

(."4-lo~l oi.,.J) -J~I ~\. q,'!JI~I
5265. Sayyidunalmran ibn Husayn ":~il!~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger . .~.&~~
~"l""'J said, "Surely Allah loves His believing slave who is poor and chaste (keeping
away f1·om the unlawful) and has dependents (to support)."1
COMMENTARY: This man does not beg and he abstains from the unlawful. He is a perfect
Muslim.
UMAR'S RIGHTEOUSNESS
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5266. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Aslam ~.&~~_,narrated that one day Umar ~.&~~_,asked
for drinking water. He was presented water that was mixed with honey. He said,
11
lt is ·certainly pure water (lawful and pleasant), but I have heard Allah Mighty and
Glorious, say reproaching a people for pursuing desires:
I<!.
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(You dissipated your good things in your life of the world arid you enjoyed their
comfort ... } (46: 20)
(Now you do not have anything for you in the hereafter.)
So, I fear that reward for our piety might be given to us in advance (in the world
and we might get nothing in the next world)." Therefore, he did not drink it.2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umar ~.&~~_,was· apprehensive that if he drank the water in
which honey was mixed then he would be submitting to his desires and benefiting from
worldly blessings, so this might be counted as his reward for good deeds. Then, he might
get nothing in the next world.
He quoted a portion of the verse (46: 20). There is ~other verse of like meaning:

(~'VI)lWlA(+.!AJ'~~WI~_f-~~~
{He who desires this hasty world, We hasten to him therein whatsoever We will ... }
(17: 18)
Though both these verses concern the disbelievers, yet everyone may need them.
POVERTY DURING EARLY ISLAM

((.S.J~I oi.J.;) -~ l~~'iJ.s.,fl~L!:.-' ~(A jli~~~ lf (Ol"\V)
5267. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:~.&1~_, said, ''We (the sahab~.&1~ j) never had enough
1
2
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dates (too) to eat and be satiated (because of our poverty, we conquered Khaybar."1

·CHAPTER - III
HOPE&GREED
The word (J.P') is 'to hope' and ("".r) is.'being greedy', 'to covet,' 'to have tall desires.' This
can also be for pious intentions. The Qur' an says:

~li~~)i.~l
{If you are solicitous of their guidance}(16: 37)
The word ("" .r) is used also for base desires and longing for worldly pleasures too. This is
a bad thing.
According to the Qamus, the worst kind of(("".r) hirs) is to take away one's own portion
and crave for the portion of someone else too. In short, if .anyone yearns to get ahead in
pious deeds like acquiring knowledge, endeavouring to raise Allah's religion high, and
doing good deeds, then all the ulama (Scholars) agree that this is a laudable engagement.
This is why the Prophet~ J~..li1~ said:

~~-'o~Jtb&J'-?~
Happy is he whose life is long and whose deeds are good."2
Towards the close of his life, the Prophet ~J~J»,~ had wished, "If I am alive next year, I
shall fast one the ninth (Muharram) too (with the tenth)."
This is contrary to the avidity and tall wishes for worldly things and base desires, like
possessing a large wealth and wielding authority.
As for the first word of the caption (J.P'), it refers to inv.olve oneself in hopes of worldly
matters, in utopian schemes and in desires for a happy life to such an extent that one is
totally neglectful of preparations for death and the hereafter. This may be expected only of
those who are not worried about religion and reckoning and who forget Allah.
Allah says of them
11

J "~
,
'
JJ.
..
'J.A
l'l} §§\1jl_;!-~':zj1Jl'~~Jj

{leave them to eat and to enjoy comfort and let (false) hope beguile them.}(15: 3)
SECTION I

MAN, HIS HOPES & HIS DEATH

1
2
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5268. Sayyiduna Abdullah (ibn Mas'ud~~~~.J) narrated that the Prophet ~J~.11~~

drew a square and a line in its Mid<fJe, totting it extend beyond it. He also drew
some smaller lines reaching the middle line from both of its sides. Then, he said,
''This is man and this is his term, encircling him from all sides. This one that is
outside is his hope. These smaller lines are the disasters (that may befall him). If
this one misses him that one seizes him. If that one misses him, then this third one
seizes him."t
COMMENTARY: Man goes on hoping and is confident that hi~ hopes will come true some
day. But they keep alluding him while death continues to ap.proach him. So, he dies
before he can realize his hopes.
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5269. Sayyiduna Anas "~~.11~~J narrated that the Prophet ~""J~.1!1~ drew some lines.

Then, he said, 11This (middle line) is hope and this (all around) is man's term (of
life). While he is in that state (living on hopes}, the nearest line (of death) overtakes
him."2
TWO THINGS ARE YOUNG IN AN OLD MAN TOO

~ <.fo_;J.I ~(.til~·~ ;lJ~St' ~I~~ ~j ~ ili1 ~~I jj-!5 jti jti lli.j (o'rV•)
<~~)-PI ~~JJ.IJ ~WI
5270. Sayyiduna Anas ~.11~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.11~~ said, 11The son of

Aadam ~'}l..J~~ grows old and infirm, but two things remain young in. him: greed
for property and greed for life."3
COMMENTARY: Man becomes decrepit but these two hopes do not loosen their gtip on
him. Rather, they tighten their hold as he grows old.
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5271. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ said,

"The heart of the old man does not cease to remain youthful in two respects: love
of the world and cherishing tall hopes."4
ALLAH IS ABSOLVED IF A SIXTY-YEAR OLD WILL NOT REPENT

1

Bukhari # 6417
# 6418
3 Bukhari # 6471, Muslim # 115. 1047, Tirmidhi # 2339
4 Bukhari # 6420, Muslim# 114-1046, Tirmidhi # 2338.
2 Bukhari
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(LS.;~I oi.J.;) -~
• 5272. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1~~~
said, "Allah leaves no opportunity for one whose term of life He jas delayed to let
him reach the age of sixty to present any excuse (if he makes no repentance for his
sins)."1
Or, "Allah has absolved Himself of being considered as unfair to a man whose life
He has extended to permit him to reach sixty years of age (if he fails to repent in
spite of the old age)."
COMMENTARY: If Allah gives a man a long life and plenty of opportunity and he not only
does not repent for his sins but also persists in his old, disobedient ways, then how can he
present any excuse?
A young person fools himself that he will repent when he grows old. If an old man does
not repent, when does he think he will repent? He is losing time to perform deeds.
Old people must turn to the Merciful Allah and must mend their ways.
This hadith (tradition) discloses that it is wajib (obligatory) for old people to always make
repentance without faiL They must make istighfar continuously and must not be slack on
this account.
UNLIMITED GREED OF MAN
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5273. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&,~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~)»,~ said, "If the
son of Aadat11f'}\....J14Js. had two deserts full of wealth and property, he would seek a
third. And nothing but dust can fill his belly (when he is placed in the grave. But,·
there are such who do not care even for their needs.) And Allah accepts the
repentance of one who repents to Him."2
COMMENTARY: Allah's mercy is all-encompassing. He forgives all sins, apparent or
hidden. So, if anyo~e who is involved in extreme greed, he may hope forgiveness and not
despair if he makes a sincere repentance and resolves to mend his ways.
It is niggardliness that makes one greedy. So, one must make it a point to spend and not be
selfish.
·
·
LIVE LIKE A TRAVELLER

(LS.;l>..:lloi.J.;)-@I~ld·:: , .. ~tllJ~Jt~JI~j.
5274. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.1J,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1J,~ took
hold of him (at the shoulders) and said, "Be in the would as though you are a
traveller, or one cutting through the road, and count yourself among the dwellers of

1
2

Bukhari # 6419
Bukhari # 3436, Muslim# 118-1049, (Tirmidhi # 2344 similar).
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graves (keeping yourselves aloof from the world)."l
COMMENTARY: Mirak 1»1 ~.J said that the words of this hadith (tradition) belong to
Tirmidhi, not Bukhari whose words are different.
'Live like a traveller, or ... ' But, the emphasis is with 'rather' instead of 'or': 'Rather like
one cutting through the road.' Unlike a traveller who breaks journey and takes an interest
in his surroundings, a person who cuts through the road moves forward non-stop without
·
paying heed to what is around him.
As for the concluding portion of the hadith (tradition), death is when soul separates from
body and their relationship snaps. The body no more obeys the soul. The body decays but
the soul does not become extinct. It merely moves to a different condition, unable to see,
hear, speak and use the limbs. It loses the family relatives, friends and all worldly things,
like the house, property, wealth, servants, animals and all other b~longings.
This is what it means to count oneself among the dead, occupiers of graves. Man must
sever all relationship with his body and these aforementioned things as far as possible
which nleans that he must not let his soul dicta(e his body. So, he ~hould not perpetrate the
unlawful and the disapproved. He must ·realize that whatever he is able to use, truly
belongs to Allah and he owns nothing at all. So, he must not grieve when he loses
anything of it an_d must not rejoice on getting anything. He must sever such ties of
relationship as aro use emotions and result in committing the forbidden.
·Thus, one who adopts this quality is as one who has no concern with the world and
resembles a dead person. He will be counted among the grave dwellers.
(i)
He must shun everyone besides Allah.
(ii)
He must live as an ascetic.
(iii)
He must rely only on Allah and hot depend on worldly means.
He must adopt contentment and not pursue base desires.
(iv)
(v)
He must concentrate on no one but Allah.
He must exercise patience, severing ties with nafs ammarah (the soul tt.at
(vi)
incites).
He must pursue what pleases Allah and accept all commands without the
(vii)
least demur and must depend on Divine decree for all his affairs.
(viii) He must not neglect dhikr, remembering and mentioning Allah at all
times, casting out thought of everyone else.
(ix)
He must think only of the omnipotence of the King of kings and Judge of
judges knowing that'only His power oversees all this affairs.
When anyone adopts these attributes, he resemblance to the dead is achieved and the
rulings apply as count one among the dwellers of the grave. This is what the Prophet's ~
~J~.f», words means and what this hadith (tradition) conveys.
Accordingly, there is the death in which the soul departs from the body. And, there is the
other death: What man assu1nes by following the foregoing steps, and curbs his nafs
ammarah, or the soul that incites him to evil. It is the 'assumed death.'

1 Tirmidhi #6416, Tirmidhi # 2333(2340), Musnad Ahmad# 4764.
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SECTION II
~'i11jJafn
WORK TO SET RIGHT YOUR RELIGIOUS LIFE

5275. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr 4:$~'~J narrated that while he and his mother
were plastering something (like a wall or the roo~ of their house), Allah's
Messenger ~J~lin~ passed by and asked, "What is this, 0 Abdullah?" He said,
''We are repairing it." He said, "Al-amr (the death) is approaching more quickly
than that."t
COMMENTARY: D~th may come before the house collapses. So, you must first devote
yourself to set your religious affairs right. Perhaps, Abdullah' s~~~~J house did not need
his immediate attention.
REMEMBER DEATH ALWAYS

_Jijlly~.
i'

5276. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas

~' ~J

narrated that after passing water Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ u~ed to perform tayammum with sand (before making
ablution) and he would submit, 110 Messenger of Allah, water is found close by."
He would say, "How can I know I might not make it to it?"2
COMMENTARY: Before he made ablution (with water), he made tayammum (dry ablution
with sand) to purify himself lest he might not be able to do it at all.
DEATH IS NEARER THAN HOPE
J
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5277. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said,"This is the
son of Aadam ~")I....JI ~t# and this (here) is his death." Then he put his hand on the
back of his neck. Then spreading out his hand (to point to a distance), he said,
''And there lies his hope." (He meant that man's death is very near while his hope
is at a distance.)3
COMMENTARY: Death is nearer to man yet he builds tall hopes whicl;l are very far off.
1

Tirmidhi # 2375, Musnad Ahmad# 2-161.
in Sharh us sunn~ (Holy Prophet's practice)# 4031, Ibn al-Jawzi in Kitab ul wafa.
3 Tirmidhi # 2334
2 Bayhaqi
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Death may come to him quicker than he expects, leaving hopes unrealized.
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5278. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ .&1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~
planted a piece of wood in front of him and another at his side. Then he planted
yet another farther away. And, he asked, "Can you say what it is?" They
submitted, "Allah and His Messenger know best."· He said, ''This (first piece) is
man, and this (Second) is his death (as near him as these two pieces of wood are)."
Abu Sa'eed~.&~~J said that he thought he s.aid, "And this is hope (Pointing to the
third). Man longs for (his) hope (to be fulfilled) but death overtakes him before he
can have his hope realized."t
AGE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE PROPHET'S UMMAH

5279. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ...~ iil1 ~ said,
"The age of my people is between sixty and seventy years."2
COMMENTARY: This is as the general trend. Obviously, some die young~r and some live
lange~ than seventy.
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5280. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iil1~
said, "The age of my people will be between sixty years and seventy years. There
will be few of them who will exceed that (age of seventy)."3
COMMENTARY: There always are people who live longer. For instance, Anas ibn Maalik
~.a,,~J died at the age of 103 years. Sayyidah Asma hint Abu Bakr ~.&!~ J lived up to 100
years of age, and her teeth were intact till she died, and her mind was as alert as always.
Hassan ibn Thabit ~ .&1 ~J lived longer than both of them, upto 120 years. He was a
disbeliever for sixty years but a Muslim for the next half of his life. Salman Farsi ~.&t~J
lived longer than him. He is reported to have died when he was 250 years old, though
another report puts it at 350 years. The first report is more correct.
(Abdullah ibn Ash Shikhkir's ~lili~J Hadith (tradition) is found at# 1569.)

Bayhaqi in Sharh us sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)# 4093
Tirmidhi # 2331
3 Tirmidhi # 35SO, Ibn Majah # 4236
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SECTION III

MISERLINESS & TALL HOPES CONDEMNED
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5281. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shuayb ~ .&1 ~.J narrated from his father who from his
grand father that the Prophet ~J ~ .&1 jJ said, ''The first piety of this ummah. is
conviction and asceticism. And the first trial of this unimah is· niggardliness and
tall hopes (of a long life)."t
COMMENTARY: Yaqeen is to have a firm conviction that Allah is Ar-Razzaq (The
Sustainer) Who has undertaken to provide sustenance. It is as He says:
t
~
"' '
'(f
l6iJ.;
;ill~ ~l~J )1\ J~l$~ lAj

(And there is not a creature on the earth but upon Allah rests it sustenance.)(ll: 6)
Zuhd (abstinence) or ascerticism is to avoid love of this world and disregard its blessings.
The good of religion and the hereafter depnds on taqwa (piety)(God-fearing,
righteousness) and it is derived through asceticism. But, the root of damage to religion and
the hereafter is greed which results from niggardliness and hope for long life.
Therefore, when one has perfect faith that Allah is The Sustainer, he will not be miserly in
spending because niggardliness results from uncertainty of getting sustenance. And when
one practices asceticism, he will not wish for a long life. The first trial of this ummah is
niggardliness and desire for a long life and these characteristis are opposite of conviction
and asceticism.
WHAT IS YAQEEN: Shaykh Abdul Wahhab Muttaqi .&1~.J has written in Hablul Mateen
Fi tahaseel ul yaqeen that it is: "Belief that is firmly rooted and is very strong through
evidence and argument so that is establishes truth." This is yaqeen in the terminology of
the wise and the scholastic philosophers. But, it is not yaqeen in the terminology of the
Sufis till it is affirmed at heart so that it is ingrained in the heart to dictate all affairs. It
directs the heart only to what conforms with Shari' ah (divine law) and takes it away from
what is contrary to the commands of Shari'ah (divine law). For instance, everyone believes
firmly in death. It is a reality and this is as the wise and the philosophers say. But the Sufis
say that it is not ya:qeen and one has not really submitted to yaqeen until remembrance of
death dominates his heart and he is ever prepared for death through obedience and every
kind of occupation and abandoning sin.
While it is necessary to believe and have a firm conviction on everything the Prophet ,&,~
~J 4# has conveyed to us, there are four things on which every seeker must have faith.
They are the base of all things taught by the Prophet~ J4#~'~· They are:
(i) Tawheed or monotheism. Whatever happens, takes place only because of
Allah's power and omnipotence.
(ii) Tawakkal or having perfect conviction that Allah will provide sustenance. He
has assured that.

1

Bayhaqi inShu'ab ul-eeman # 10844
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(iii) Belief in reward & punishment. There is a reward or punishment on every
deed. It is a necessary postulate for every deed.
(iv) Belief that Allah knows all doings and conditions of His creatures -·in fact,
everything that concerns them.
As for the benefits that will accrue,
(i) Monotheism will make one independent of the creatures.
(ii) Then, the conviction that Allah is The Sustainer will make one moderate in
seeking one's provision and if there is an insufficiency, he will not worry or grieve.
(iii) Belief in reckoning will impel one to do good deeds and endeavour to please
Allah and shun a life of sin.
(iv) Conviction that Allah knows and is aware will cause one to set one's affairs
right.
This portion is a summary of .the definition of Yaqeen as offered by Shaykh Abdul Wahhab
~~~.).

In conclusion, we deem it necessary to emphasize that to rely and trust Allah is a greater

rank of all the spiritual and intrinsic ranks concerning the conviction that Allah is The
Sustainer, He gives sustenance and we get it and He has assured us of it. Moreover, the
seeker of this sufi path has no option but to attain this high rank. The satisfaction at heart
in all forms of worship and obedience depends on attaining this rank. The great imam and
the qutub1 of his times, Shaykh Abul Hasan Shadhli .1»1 ~.J has spoken of it in a very
enlightened manner. He has said, There· are only two things that intervene as a screen
between the creature and the creator (so that the creature fails to attain Divine awareness).
'Ql.ey are:
(i) An obsession for (means of) livelihood, and
(ii) Fear of the creatures.
The former is more grim.
AN EXAMPLE: Imam Asma' i ./»1 ~.J said that he recited surah Adh-dhariya (ostentation)t
(#55) to a villager. When he came to the verse (22):

.,.,., S:iJ.)... ~4!31';
~Cl
{And in the heaven is your sustenance and that which you are promised,}(Sl: 22)
The villager who was listening very intently, blurted out, Stop! He went to his she-c.amel
· and slaughtered it and distributed its meat to the people who were around. Then he broke
his sword and bow and departed without uttering a word.
After a long time Imam Asma'iliii~.J met him in the Ka'bah while they were performing the
tawaf (circuit round the Ka'bah). Asma'ilii'~.J was amazed at his structure. He had gone
very lean and pale. He greeted him to recite the same surah again. So, he commenced to
recite it and when he came again to that verse (22):
11
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He shrieked and exclaimed (\~ \:ij \Li'-J ~u~J .ii) (indeed, we have found what our Lord has
promised us to be true). Then he asked, "what more?" So, Asma'i.i»~.J recited the next verse:

1

Or, Qutb is a pivot. In Sufi thought, he is it highest degree of anyone in their ranks.
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ISo by the Lord of the heaven and the earth, it is surely the truth.}
The villager shrieked once more and exclaimed, uo Allah, You are without blemish! Who
is the wretched one who displeased Allah till He had to say it on oath? How will he fare
who .does not trust Allah when He gives an as~urance?" He repeated this sentence three
times and at that moment his soul parted from his body.
ASCETICISM IN ITS TRUE SENSE
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5282. Sayyiduna Sufyan Thawri .i»1~J said that zuhd (abstinence) or asceticism in
the world is not that one should wear rough and coarse clothing and eat stale, dry
bread. But, asceticism in the world is to have few hopes.l
COMMENTARY: Apart from a simple life, one must have fewer desires for worldly things
and a long life.
Zuhd (abstinence), according to Sufyan Thawri .i»1~.J, is to be disinterested with the world.
One's heart should be motivated to the hereafter. It does not matter whether one benefits
from the lawful things of the world or not, because both are. the same in practice as far as
Zuhd (abstinence) is concerned. Thus, a man may be immaculately dressed but his heart is
oriented to the hereafter always, while another may have abandoned nice clothing and
decent eating but his heart does not remember the hereafter to such an extent. In spite of
that, rough clothing and stale food play a mighty role in a person's path to asceticism.
What is of importance is to forsake the world and concentrate on the hereafter.
The heart is compared to a boat. If water finds its way into the boat, then not only will the
boat sink but its passengers will drawn too. The same water, if it remains outside, lets the
boat sail smoothly to its destination. The Prophet~J~2il1~ said:
70~1 ~_}.) 70~1 JWI ~

What good is the wealth that is with a pious man!
Similarly, a section of the Sufis make it a point to dress according to custom of the times
Rather, some of them put on the dress of the rich to conceal their inner condition.
1
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5283. Sayyiduna Zayd Ibn Husayin 2il1~ .J (a companion of Imam Maalik 2il1~.J) said
"I heard Maalik 2ii1~.J say, on being asked, 'What is it to practice Zuhd (abstinence)
in the world?' - 'It is earning a pure livelihood and having few hopes.'"2
COMMENTARY: Pure livelihood is have pure, lawful food and drink. Zuhd (abstinence) is
not to abstain from the lawful and the pure. If that was so, Allah would not have said to
1
2
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His Messengers:
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(Eat of the good things and do righteous deeds.}(23: 15)
An:d, He would not have said to the believers:
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(0 you believers, eat of the wholesome things wherewith we have provided you
and give thanks to Allah, if alone He it is Whom you worship.) (2: 171)
Zuhd (abstinence) of anyone is that he should profit as much as necessary from the lawful,
pure things that he gets from permitted sources. He should abstain totally from the
unlawful and impure things.
There is another aspect of zuhd (abstinence). Man must not surrender himself to desires
and hopes and become lazy, lethargic and unmindful of the hereafter. Rather, he must be
attentive to the hereafter always and occupy 1Jmself in doing good deeds as many as
possfble so that whenever death comes, he should be prepared to depart.
This is the zuhd (abstinence) demanded by ~hri'ah. It prepares m~ for the hereafter and
makes him conscious of it.
Imam Maalik ib1~ J has rejected the opinion that zuhd (abstinence) (asceticism) is to forsake
the world completely, wear rough and coarse garments and eat stale, dry bread. He has
made clear that zuhd (abstinence) in reality is to profit from whatever lawful and pure
things Allah has given you and be satisfied with the bare necessity. Do not long for what is
more than the necessary and do not wish for a longer lifer.
The Prophet ~J~o#lil'~ said, "To practice zuhd (abstinence) in this world is not to forbid
oneself the use of the lawful things, and to throw away one's wealth and property. Rather,
zuhd (abstinence) is not to rely on what yot. possess more than your reliance on what is
with Allah."
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CHAPTER-IV
SEEKING PROPERTY &: LIFE TO BE ABLE
TO OBEY ALLAH

The word (Y~') in the caption means 'to deem good,' 'to like,' 'to prefer.'
Wealth is that which one likes to possess. The word is (Jl.t) .and its plural is (J•,.-•). It is
desired from (J=.e) which means (Jilt) -'to incline,' 'to lean,' 'to lean.' Therefore, the word
(Jl.t)-maal) is applied to wealth, riches, belonging, merchandise property, etc. TJUs is so
called because man is naturally inclined towards these things ..
The word (~) means 'life' and 'the period of life,' or 'life span: '
The ahadith (tradition) in this chapter say that it is permitted to desire wealth and
property, and to hope for a long life, to be able to obey and worship Allah, to serve the
religion and to work for success in the hereafter.
SECTION I
THE DEAR SLAVE OF ALLAH
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5284. Sayyiduna Sa' d ~ ~~ ..rJ'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&! .).P said,
11
Surely, Allah loves the man who is righteous, rich and incognito."t
COMMENTARY: The ~uttaqi (~)or righteous abstains from the forbidden, He does not
spend his property in bad things, luxury and entertainment. He is said also to abstain from
the doubtful and from desires, even the permitted desires.
The(~) ghani or rich is wealthy and rich at heart. He is a grateful rich man. It is deduced
from this hadith (tradition) that a grateful rich man is better than a patient poor person.
But, this opinion contradicts the more correct and authentic saying that a patient poor
person is superior to a grateful rich person.
The word(~) khafiy- incognito may also be one who shuns people and prefers solitude
to engage in worship of his Lord. Or, he is a philanthropist who works secretly and his aim
is to seek Allah's pleasure. Others do not know of his generous deeds. In this case the
word(') may also be applied to a poor and needy person.
This word has also been reported as (~)-hafiy) who is kind and mild in matters about
rights (or truth). But, the correct is as we have presented (~)-khafiy).
Some people say that it is better to adopt solitude when mischief and corruption have
spread and they might cause harm to religion and faith.
The hadith (tradition) of Ibn Umar ~~'..rJ' J has been presented previously, # 2113.
SECTION II
LONG LIFE WITH GOOD DEEDS
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5285. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~...1!~~.J narrated that a man asked, "Which of the men
is best?" He said, ''He whose life is long and he does good deeds." The man asked,
"which of the men is worst?" He said, ''He who has a long life and does bad
deeds."l
·
COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) means a person is either best or worst if his good
deeds or bad deeds are very many and outweigh each other. If they are equal, then he can
be good for some reasons and bad for other reasons, though it is impossible to prove it.

5286. Sayyiduna Ubayd ibn Khalid ~ . .1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ . .1!1 ~
established ties of fraternity between two men. (Both the sahabah~ lin~.J were
declared to be brothers.). One of them was martyred in Allah's path (in jihad
(crusade)). Then, the other died (on his bed) after a week or thereabouts. The
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~..l!~~.J offered his funeral salah (prayer) and the
Prophet~J~.&~~ asked them, "what did you pray (in the salah (prayer))?" They
submitted, 'We prayed to Allah to forgive him, have mercy on him and join him
with his (martyred) companion." The Prophet ~ J~..l!~~ asked, "Then what abQut
the salah (prayer) (that he offered) after the salah (prayer) the other (who died) had
offered (before his death), and the good deeds (that he performed) after those
performed by the other?" - Or, he asked, "His fasting after the fasting of the other?
(How do you put them at par when the second one has offered more salah (prayer)
and done more good deeds after the death of the first?) The distance between them
(in paradise or near to Allah) is more than the distance between heaven and earth."2
COMMENTARY: The second man had lived longer than his companion and had an
opportunity to perform more good deeds. So, his rank was higher than the Marty's.
The facts is that-the second man did not gain excellence over the first merely because of his
more deeds, but he was a guard in the battlefield and also fought in Allah's path. Besides,
he had sincere intention to lay down his life in Allah's cause. So, he got a reward for his ·
intention.
FOUR MEN FOR WHOM THE WORLD IS GOOD OR BAD

1
2

Tirmidhi # 2331, Musnad Ahmad# 5-10, Darimi # 2742
Abu Dawud # 2524, Nasai # 1985.
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5287. Sayyiduna Abu Kabshah Anmari narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
~J~.1!1~ say, ''I swear about three things and I narrate to you a hadith (tradition),
so retain it in memory. The three things that I say on oath are true are:
(i) A man's property does not diminish because of any sadaqah (charity) (tha+
he pays) for Allah's sake. (Not only is there blessing for him in this world but
also reward accumulates for him in the hereafter).
·
(ii) When a man is wronged and he bears it patiently, Allah increases him in
honour (in both the worlds).
(iii) When a man opens for himself a door to begging, Allah opens for him a
door to poverty.
As for what I wish to narrate to you, bear it in mind."
Then, he said, "The world comprises four kinds of people.
(1) A man whom Allah has blessed with wealth and knowledge. So in (using)
them, he fears his Lord and joins bonds of kinship and gives the right of Allah.. He
belongs to the most excellent category.
(2) A man whom Allah has blessed with knowledge, but not with property. He says
with true intention, 'If I had wealth, I would do as so-and-so does.' (This being his
intention,) their rewards are equal.
(3) A man whom Allah has blessed with wealth, but not knowledge. He tramples
with his wealth ignorantly, not fearing his Lord (about it), not joining bonds of
kinship and not giving rights of Allah. He belongs to the worst of categories. And,
(4) A man whom Allah has blessed neither with property nor with knowledge. He
declares his intention to do, if he had wealth, as so-and-so does (meaning, the third
person). This being his intention, their burden is alike (and they bear the same sin
as for actually squandering and for intending to squander)."t
.COMMENTARY: The word intention in hadith (tradition) should be taken to mean resolve.
Man is called to account when he resolves to commit wrong, not merely intending to do so,
even if he is obstructed from committing it because of external factors.
In short, temptation is from the devil coming to the mind uninvited and then disappearing.
This is called hajis(~tA). There is no reckoning for it.

t
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If that temptation mak~s home in the heart and does not disappear but keeps pestering
one's mind, then it is called khatir (_J,~). Even this is forgiven to this ummah, as an
exclusive concession for it.
After that, there is hamm (~). It is that the thought to commit sin turns into an intention.
As for good deeds, hamm is considered valid and the mere intentiqn is rewarded, but it is
·
condoned when a bad deed is merely intended.
Next is (r?) azm or resolve. As stated earlier, it is called to account and is punishable.
in the case of the person fearing Allah, the preposition in("-,5), could revert to wealth or to
knowledge that is bestowed on him.
As for the person who is given wealth but possesses no knowledge, Mulla Ali Qari lu1~;
also states that he adopts unfair and all available means to earn wealth. Then, he also
spends that indiscreetly. Sometimes, however, he is extremely niggardly and also
withholds spending on necessities and on giving of rights.
GOOD DEEDS BEFORE DEATH
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5288. S~yyiduna Anas ~lilt~; narrated that the Prophet ~J "-~ Jil1 J...P said, ''When

Allah, the glorious, decided that a man should have good prospects, He causes him
to work pious deeds." Someone asked him, "0 Messenger of Allah how does He
get him to do that?" He said, "He enables him to do pious work before he dies."t
COMMENTARY: When Allah is kind to a slave of His, He inspires him to repent and seek
forgiveness and to do pious deeds.
This hadith (tradition), as it were, bring~ out the merit of life. It is life itself through which
a man might earn something for the hereafter.
THE WISE AND THE STUPID
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5289. Sayyiduna Shaddad ibn Aws ~J»~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#l»IJ...P
~J said, ''The wise person subdues himself (before the will of Allah) and performs
deeds for that which will transpire after death (hoping for reward in the hereafter).
But, the foolish and unworthy person surrenders himself to his passion
(perpetrating the forbidden and indulging in worldly pleasures as though a
prisoner of his desires) yet places his hope in Allah (that He will forgive him and
admit him to paradise)."2
COMMENTARY: Nawawi i»1 ~;Said that Tirmidhi .&1 ~.J and other scholars of hadith
(tradition) say that the words (4-Aiul.,~) (submits himself) imply (~~)(who takes account of
himself). If he finds himself doing more pious work, he must thank Allah. But, if finds
himself doing bad deeds to a greater extent then he must repent and set himself right and

1
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he must redeem whatever obligatory duties and good deeds he may have omitted in the
past, before he dies and faces severe punishment. It says in a tradition:
!. ! ,,_\,Ci
"'"' c: ~ ~ tr"'
,,,,t.:.t
.r.- ~U"':"'>
~
,~,,,,

~

Take account of yourselves, before your account ·is taken (in the hereafter)."
And Allah says:
11
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{And let every soul look to what it sends forward for the morrow.}(59: 18)
The hadith (tradition) describes the sagacious as well as the unwise. The latter deceives
himself into believing that Allah will overlook his faults even if he persists in committing
sin undauntedly,
Allah says:

(What has beguiled you concerning your Lord, the Gracious?)(82: 6)
He also says:

Ji~' yliJI ;.'C?'~"i)J~J.l' u.;! !h ur df 13~~~
{Inform My servants that I am the Forgiving, the Merciful, and that My
chastisement is the painful chastisement.l(15: 49,50)
'!~. , ,{,,':'...J~
~
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I
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.., ~.,
{Surely, the mercy of Allah is nigh to the good-doers.}(7: 56)
1

;1.\1~.5~~~~__,\;1.\l~d
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...T•
{Surely those who have believed, and those who have emigrated and have struggled
hard in Allah's way, those hope for Allah's mercy.l(2: 218)
These verses emphasize that it is futile to hope for the mercy of Allah after neglecting good
deeds and persisting in doing evil deeds. The only straight path is to abandon evil deeds
and mould our lives to conform to religious teachings, we must not neglect to do pious
deeds. Then we may hope for Allah's mercy and fear His punishment. If we observe this,
then we shall be eligible for His mercy.
Shaykh Ibn Abbad Shadhli .&1~1 has said that the ulama (Scholars) who possess Divine
awareness have explained that if anyone entertains false hope of Allah's mercy and then
convinces himself of it and on that account gives up good deeds and worship and commits
sin then it is not hope ;in reality but it is deceiving oneself and being misguided by the
devil.
Ma'roof Karkhi .&~~.J said, "To ask for paradise without performing deeds is to commit a
sin. Without being kind and observing pure deeds it is deception to hope for intercession.
And to hope for His mercy Who is not obeyed is a mighty ignorance."
Hasan Busri ~~~.J said, 0 servants of Allah! Shun false desires and tall hopes, for, it is an
unreal utopia. There are many who have fallen into it. By Allah, Allah has not bestowed
on anyone the world merely on his wishes and will not make him eligible for success in the
hereafter because of that."
Amr ibn Mansur ~~~.J wrote to one of his disciples, "0 foolish one! You wish for a long life
I
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and you place hope in Allah for His mercy in spite of your bad habits? Come to your
senses. You are occupied in trying to achieve the impossible."
SECTION-III

WEALTH IS NOT BAD FOR THE GOD-FEARING
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5290. One of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J of the Prophet ~J4#~~~

narrated: we were sitting in an assembly when Allah's Messenger ~J4#.lill~ came
to us. He had on his head some moistness and we said, 110 Messenger of Allah, we
find you to be in a delighted state." He said, 11lndeed!"
The sub narrator continued: Then, the men turned to talk about wealth (whether
richness was good or bad). Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~~ said, 11There is nothing
wrol16 for a man to possess wealth if he fears Allah, Mighty and Glorious, But, a
sound health is better than wealth for him who fears Allah, and cheerfulness is a
blessing'' (of Allah for which the recipient must thank Allah. The Quran says that
you will be asked about it, in its verse 102: 8).1
WEALTH IS THE SHIELD OF A BELIEVER
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5291. Sayyiduna Sufyan Thawri ~~,.,.,J said that in the past, property was considered

to be distasteful (because people were ascetic and content). To day, however, it is
said to be a believer's shield (because needs of people have increased and the State
pays no attention to their plight).
He added, "If there were no dinars (with us), these kings would disgrace us."
He said also, "He who does possess some of these, must use them judiciously (and
not be wasteful) because we are in times when the first thing he will abandon is his
religion."
He said further, 11The lawful property does not tolerate extravagance."2
COMMENTARY: What one earns through hard work is lawful and should not be spent on
unnecessary things. His savings would come to his aid when he faces difficulty. Besides,
lawful earnings are never much they are just enough to cover basic needs.

1
2

Musnad Ahmad # 5-382, Ibn Majah # 2141.
Sharh us-sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) # 4098(Beghawi)
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SIXTY YEARS OF AGE IS OLD AGE

-~~JYI·,. •!
5292. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.~»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA.:}s-.1»1,)-P said,
''The one who is deputed to announce will call out on the day of resurrection,
"Where are the sixty-year olds?" (Let them step forward to give their reckoning.) It
is the age of which Allah, the Glorious, says:
""
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(What, did We not grant you a long life enough for one to be admonished who
would be admonished? And there came to you the warner ... }(35: 37)1
COMMENTARY: The 'warner' could refer to the Qur'an or to Allah's Messenger. It could
also mean old age and death. One who is given a long life should not miss the opportunity
to do something for the next world. He will be subjected to a strict reckoning in the next
world.
GOOD DEEDS & LONG LIFE FETCH HIGH RANKS
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5293. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Shaddad ~.~»'~Jnarrated that three men of the Banu
Udhra came to the Prophet ~J ~ iilt ~ and embraced Islam. (They stayed on the
learn religion, but since were unable to meet their ends,) Allah's Messenger A.:)s.lilt,)-P
~J asked, ''Who would support them?" Sayyiduna Talhah ~.i»t~ J offered, "I." So,
they stayed with him. Meanwhile, the Prophet dispatched an army and one of them
joined it and (during fighting) he was martyred. Again, he sent an army in which
another (of them) enlisted himself. He (too) was martyred. Then, the third man
dies on his bed.
.·. _
The sub narrator said that Talhah ~ .i»t ~J continued his narration, saying, "I saw
them, all three, in paradise. The one who had died on his bed was ahead of them.
He who had been martyred second followed him and he who was the first to be
1

Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 10254.
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lftlftyred was after him. This perplexed me. So, I mentioned it to the Prophet .&1~

~~J ~. He asked, 'What worries you in that? In Allah's esteem, no one is more

Uj~llle~t than a believer who is given a long life in tslam so that he glorifies Him,
ft\111\lfies Him and declares His unity.' (And engages in vther forms of worship,
J.IJRns more opportunity to do that.)"1
IMMINTARY: The man who was martyred in the second battle lived longer than the
f~~ ~0, his deeds exceeded those of the first martyr and he gained more excellence. The
lf8
WhO died On fliS bed lived the longest Of the three and performed mOl'P deedS
tk~ tw~ others. Though the two were martyrs, this third one had more deeds to his
~f~ \t .ilftd so was more excellent. But, we must make the same assumption as we had
.~ the hadlth (tradition) of Ubayd ibn Khalid 4~~~~) (# 5286) that he too lo·lged to
~~fH~ipite in jihad (crusade). Since he had a sincere intention to do that, he had the same
f~"~ i\i I lnartyr had.
.
LIFE OF A WORSHIPPER
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_{~~~~IJJ-~Ijl\lj~~l~:51:5~t4'
'A)'yiduna Muhammad ibn Abu Umayrah (o~) or Amirah), who was one of
liftAbah (Prophet's Companions) tt-~.&1~J of Allah's Messenger~""'J4#~~~, said,
ft\i\n bows himself in (worship and) obedience to Allah from the time he was
t1 the day he died of old age, he would deem it negligible on that day (of
tl~iUfl~lll~oJl) and would long to be sent back to the world to earn more reward and a
:To have a long life is a great blessing of Allah provided it is not wasted.
The
~~Od deeds, the more the reward and that is an asset of the hereafter.
g\}ft\eone prostrates himself to Allah all his life - from birth to old age - .doing
ft~~~l'IJfar his world, he would yet yearn on seeing the reward and recompense in the
fli
have a second chance to amass more good deeds.

t ihould be spent in good work, worship of Allah and obedience to Him.

ta

l MY~Md Ahmad# 1-164.
j MM§Md Ahmad # 4-185.
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CHAPTER- V
AT-TAWAKKUL (TRUST IN ALLAH) &PATIENCE

The root word is (~J) wakala) (J..fJt)ookoolu). It means to entrust, to hand over, to rely on
someone and give up work (be cause of that).
The noun of this word is (~\S"J) wakaalat) and (~\S"J) rakaalat).
The word (~.i) tawakkul) is derived .from it. It means to demonstrate one's helplessness
and to trust and rely on another. The noun form of it is (~~) tuklaan).
In the terminology of Shari' ah (divine law) tawakkul (trust in God) is that a man should
entrust his affairs and work to Allah, surrendering his design and effort. And he depends
not on himself, his strength and his ability, relying completely on Divine decree and
Allah's will, In other words, he must be convinced that his own design and effort, as well
as his personal power and ability cannot alter Allah's will and decree. That which is
ordained for him cannot transpire.
As it is tawakkul (trust in God) is observed for all affairs, but it is applied particularly to
provision. It is a conviction that Allah is the guaranteed Sustainer of the creatures. While it
is not a condition for tawakkul (trust in God) to be perfect to abandon lawful and outward
means and sources of livelihood, yet it is necessary not to trust' and rely on these means
and sources. It is related to the heart and is based there. If one is convinced at heart that
Allah has given the a~surance then tawakkul (trust in God) is strong and perfect. It means
that if the working limbs are suspended and one behaves as if handicapped then that is not
a sign of true tawakkul (trust in God). Also, to employ apparent designs and plans to earn
a livelihood does not negate tawakkul (trust in God).
As for some Sufis and mystics and seekers of Divine awareness who abandon the apparent
means and sources of livelihood, their action is merely an exception. Their objective is to
affirm their degree of tawakkul (trust in God) and to employ their soul to the utmost
exercise and endeavour and to sever their sight of hopes from the means and sources.
Besides, they aim is to have a perfect conviction that the apparent means and sources are
not an assurance of receiving the p~ovision.
Some people maintain that a man's belief that Allah is the Sustainer makes him
independent of the necessity of the means and sources of livelihood and of the effort to
earn and to work for that. But, this is the kind of tawakkul (trust in God) that is adopted in
the initial stage. Or, to be independent means that the creature must sever every kind of
emotional (and intellectual) relationship and reliance on the means and sources and effort
and working, meaning that he should not even imagine that he gets his provision because
of these things or that they are effective in this regard.
Accordingly, when anyone attains the final stage of
.
1. tawakkul (trust in God), it is also the end of it.
2. It is not a negation of tawakkul (trust in God) for him to use the means and sources and
efforts to earn and to work for that. Even at this stage, he has perfect belief in Allah as the
Sustainer, though he works for his livelihood through the sources and means etc. And, his
conviction does not .shake in the least even when he abandons these things completely. For
example, if he sows the seed for date trees and gets the produce forthwith, contrary to
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custom, or gets the produce after some years, according to custom, then his faith will not
waver in the least. There will be no difference to him, either way.
The fact is that when anything becomes apparent or comes into existence in a normal way
through its regular means and sources the omnipotence of the creator is more known and it
grows a stronger faith, for, the appearance of a thing without any mean and causes, as in
contrary to custom, there is only that one thing that accurs while anything that appears in a
normal manner it is. brought about through many, strong links and firm laws of nature.
Besides, to abandon the means and sources is to shut them off and make them meaningless
though Allah has created them for man only. To use them is not contrary to the Divine
will.
SABR(ft"") OR PATIENCE: The second part of the caption is (ft""')- sabr) or patience. Its
dictionary meaning is 'to stop,' 'to prevent,' 'to forbid the soul from something,' In Persian
it is(~~)- shakibayi). In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), sabr (patience)is when
one is between piety and evil and is pulled either way, one must compel one's soul to opt
for piety and shun evil.
Shaykh Najmuddin Kubra .i»1 ~J said that sabr (patience)means 'to come out of the
pleasures of the soul by mlij.ans of effort and struggle or exercise, and to keep the soul away
from things dear to it and attractive and pleasant to it.'
It is written in the Awarif, that the best kind of sabr (patience)is what is exercised for
Allah's sake. It should be by turning to Him, truthfully and sincerely. One should be lost
in His Being, attributes and perfect power, and be engrossed in them perpetually, severing
all desires of the soul and its thoughts.
He also said that sabr (patience)is both kinds fard (compulsory) (obligatory) and
supererogatory. The former is exercised when discharging the obligatory duties and
abandoning the forbidden things. The supererogatory (or optional) can be of many kinds
some of which are mentioned here:
(i)
To endure poverty, need, severe conditions, and pain.
(ii)
To show patience when grieved or facing hardship.
(iii)
To conceal on~'s difficulties and anxieties.
(iv)
To abstain from complaining and grumbling.
(v)
To conceal one's internal conditions and excellences.
It must be known that there are many kinds of sabr, both fard (compulsory) and
optional (nafl) .. There are many people who cannot observe all kinds of sabr.
Though there are many kinds of it and the word is applied to different situations, but
generally it is applied to hardships, trials and unpleasant affairs. It is like (j:.:.) shukr)
gratitude which is a wide embracing term and has many kinds of applications, but it is
applied particularly to receiving blessings, bounties and provision.
MORE ABOUT TAWAKKUL (TRUST IN GOD) & SABR
Of the things that obstruct man from worship of Allah, the greatest obstacle is the quest for
economic well-being. It is to earn a livelihood. Clearly, a man is naturally tuned to the
things on which depends his survival. He may observe asceticism and righteousness and
give up the worldly bounties but how may he cope with such things as are essential for his
existence, like food, drink and clothing, etc. He cannot obtain these things without effort.
He has to strive, work and mingle with people to earn these things Shari' ah (divine law)
has shown him the most assured path to meet his demand and it is called tawakkul (trust
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in God). It is the only and strong means by which man will get his necessities from Allah
by th~elves, if he is sincere and true in observing tawakkul (trust in God). Not only his
own anxiety is removed but also he gains perfect faith.
As agains~ this, if anyone does not observe tawakkul (trust in God) then he experiences
tremendous anxiety and doubts with the result that he is unable to devote himself
peacefully to worship. Moreover, he does not desire the savour of faith or delight in
worship. He is so overcome with anxiety to earn a livelihood that he is disturbed and
upset and cannot do any pious work with concentration and conviction.
Therefore, everyone must observe tawakkul, for, without it the strength to attain the higher
ranks is lacking. This is mentioned in a lengthy hadith (tradition) that shall follow. He
who wishes to be stronger than all people .must resort to tawakkul, And, tawakkul is to rely
on Allah, the Glorious, as the wakil (or Director or Controller) of all one's good and
prosperity. One must trust Him alone and believe that whatever He has recorded in one's
destiny will never be removed or bypassed and His command can never be changed
whether one prays for it or not. One must believe sincerely that Allah has given a firm
assurance that He will provide His creatures their sustenance. He has created and will also
give provision. Indeed, He says Himself:
~,,

~

.... '
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•
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~j_; ~I~ ')t!JJJ~I <J~ IS~ lAj

{And there is not a creature on the earth but upon Allah rests its sustenance.} (11: 6)
And Allah also says on oath:

Y '"' J]JJ~Ij
"- t <J~~I
• r , ' t ~5j.i"'
~:UI
{So by the Lord of the heaven and the earth, it is surely the truth}(51: 23)
If anyone believes in Allah and His assurances but does believe that He is The Guarantor
and does not rely on His assurance in this regard then where does his faith stand? Does he
deserve to be called Allah's slave or creature? Every believer must regard the world and its
things as an outward means of sustenance. Only Allah is the real sustainer. The outward
and apparent means have no significance, for, He gives those who trust and believe in Him
without any outward means arid even without their effort. He says:

If"'

" ~ l~ ,, ' ~
Jt~, >j.L9~1
~6-4j
(And whosoever puts his trust in Allah, so He will suffice him.} (65: 3)
One must also not rely on the effort and means to earn a livelihood, but consider them
merely as a working of the world as determined by Allah. He must trust in Allah and
believe that even if he makes no effort, Allah will let him have his provision. This is the
lowest degree of tawakkul and it is a necessary part of faith and is common to the general
body of the Muslims. It is as Allah says:
t ~ ,, l
, , "'" ~
......
~.JA JJjS ......Ul I~j-:9 ;JJ I~j
(.....and put your trust in Allah. If you are believers.}(S: 23)
The degree above that is (~.u)-Tasleem) which is a man's entrustirig his affairs to Allah and
sufficing on Allah's knowlecJge without thinking of any kind of ..change. This is the rank of
the awliya (saints/ friends of Allah) and it is expressed in the words:
'"'· ... !. Jt '· ... ::"!'t '( ~
\~
-._!_)~pi<J~9;JJI~j
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{And in Allah let the trusting put their trust.}(14: 12)
However, we must not deduce from this discourse that if a person employs the means to
earn or works to that end, it is a denial of tawakkul. Rather, these things too are a working
of nature and Allah has made responsible over it to a certain extent. That which negates
tawakkul is to rely completely on these things and regard them as the real sources of
provision and means of getting it, and to suppose that if anyone made no effort then he can
never get his provision. This kind of thinking and belief is contrary to faith and is called
'concealed polytheism.' .
A person who employs the means and occupies in earning a livelihood but his belief at
heart is trust in Allah, then, indeed, he is among those who trust in Allah, though the
highest degree of tawakkul is to keep himself away from all means and sources and rely
only on Allah in all his affairs. However, in all circumstances of ease and hardship, his
faith should be strong and he must have the same perfect trust in Allah. He must not place
hope in anyone other than Allah. Whatever grief and hardship he faces in this path, he
should face with patience and willingness and occupy himself in worship and religious
exercise. U anyone is unable to observe these things completely, then it is better for him to
continue to believe in Allah in his 'mind and heart and, at the same time, employ the
apparent outward means and sources and engage in earning a livelihood.
At the same time, it is absolutely "':rong to sit idle and not work for a living because of
lethargy and censure (of people) or because of ostentation. Indeed, most of the Prophets~
~j....J' and awliya (saints/ friends of Allah) (friends of Allah) did employ the apparent means
to earri a living. They never ceased to work for a living.
U anyone finds that by engaging in work his religious obligations are hampered and his
internal feelings are
Weakened, then it is better for him to abandon all things and restrict himself to dhikr
(remembrance of Allah) and religious effort.
It is not proper for one who puts his trust in Allah to give up such things without which it
is impossible to maintain himself and Allah's sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) works in
that way. In fact, it is forbidden to so. Far instance, if anyone wishes to eat something,
then he must use his hand to pick up a morsel and put it in his mouth. U he imagines that,
because he places trust in Allah, it is wrong for him to use his hand and the ·morsel will
make its way into the mouth by itself, then it is not tawakkul. It is sheer madness and
foolishnesb. In such affairs, the limit of tawakkc! is merely to know that Allah has created
food to be eaten. He alone is the Creator and Sustainer of everyone and the hand is the
means and source to eat the food that He has provided us. At the same time, he must not
believe in it (as indispensible) with his heart and he should tell himself that people who
have no hand also manage to accomplish their task. There are times when a hand is used
normally but it .is ~ot absolutely essential to use it, like holding money or provision during
a journey, then, in such cases one may avoid the use of hands because that is possible and
done too. Those people who do not carry provision for the journey also make it through.
But, to carry the provision and expenses for the journey is never against tawakkul pr~vided
trust is put in Allah and not on the provision and expenses. Rather, it is also sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice) to carry enough provision and expenses for the journey. Our
predecessors did in fact do so. But, to travel without provision and expenses is a token of
the highest degree of those who put trust in Allah.
If a man has a family who are unable to endure hardship and do not permit him to resort to
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tawakkul to abstam from seeking a livelihood, then it is not a ~~nial of tawakkul o.n his
part to have necessary provision and necessities stored for them to last one year and for
himself to see him through forty days. It he resorts to tawakkul and stores nothing at all in
advance and abandons every ploy, provided he has perfect trust in Allah, and faith in Him,
then, Tve may say with certainty that, he is practicing the highest degree of tawakkul. Of
course, he needs to use a very strong will and effort. Hov•ever, if anyone cannot muster as
much strength and will-power and it liable to falter in worship if he does not store
necessary provision for himself and his family then it is better for him to st9re it.
COMPLAINING: It is an essential of tawakkul that one should not COJ11plain l?f one's grjef
and anxiety and illness. If anyone is ill then he may only complain to his physician.
WHO IS QUALIFIED: The ulama (Scholars) suy that only he can observe tawakkul who is
well conditioned to monotheism and is groomed to asceticism. Monotheisn t or tav• heed is
to believe that Allah alone is the 'Creator of the universe and it works according to His plan
and direction. There is no one else withcut whose command nothing can work. It is only
with His will that everything moves and works. Whoever is convinced of this will observe
tawakkul (trust in allah) involuntarily.
SABR: Patience is a path that every beliPver has to take. Correct faith and peaceful
worship depends only on patience. No one can deny that the world is nothing but a
collection of trial, hardships, grief and pain for a believer. In fact, a believer has to face
physical or spiritual anxiety almost every moment of his life. So, it is wajib (obligatory)
(obligatory) on every believer to choose the path of sabr (patience)(patience), so that his
faith rem·.t:ns intact and he is able to worship and obey peacefully and with concentration.
If is grieved and restless, sad and burning with desire then he cannot apply himself to
worship with a proper mind.
Moreover the person who is patient is assured of uncountable blessings both in this world
and the next. For instance he is granted victory against enemies, opponents and in his
diverse ventures. It is as Allah says:

{So, be patient. Surely, the (happy) end is for the righteous ·(who fear Allah).) (11: 49)
Secondly, a person attains his desire because of patience. It is as Allah says:
·
I~'.L:..~
,,~1-;_!,1 , ... 1~ ! ,~ I~J.::;J~.~
.JJ·-,~..., -'(.$'~ r..s- ~
:,
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{And the good word of your Lord was fulfilled for the children cf Isra'il, because of
what they had endured patiently.}(7: 137)
Thirdly, if one takes the path of patience and steadfastness, he t:an become a leader and
ruler of the people. It is as Allah says:
1.J..J.~~~

L:i u'..?....&{.,.;. ~_,~
-: , , { !~i!JI
u. r-:\,_,_"'
' ,. ..-• -.J

{And we appointed from among them leaders to guide by Our command when they
had persevered}(32: 24)
Fourth, he who is patient is praised and chosen by Allah, as He says:
~~~::Jt
{,JI ~..r:,
,.,.j~~~u~"'lll
• _,
"'.
.-.J"'

{Surely, we found him persevering - an excellent servant! Surely, He was ever
turning to us.} (38: 44)
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Fifth, The patient are to be given glad tiding~:

(And give glad tidings to the persevering.)(2"153)
Sixth, Allah love~ those who persevere, as He says:

'

~..;tljll.~ ~ilil~1
(And Allah loves the persevering.} (3: 146)
Seventh, those who are patient will attain the highest ranks in paradise. Allah says:
IJ~
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(Those shall be recompensed with the highest places (in paradise) for that they
endured patiently}(25: 75)
Eighth, the patients are honoured by Allah with salaam (greeting). He says:
I

f--.1., "'.,

~ .. ~3..~ ~~ :~
~ . J · - :.> .. ---

(Peace be on you, for that you persevered ... }(13: 24)
Ninth, those who persevere are awarded unlimited reward, as Allays says:

9~ ?t_;.i,fi-1-....:uJ. ~ljll 09- ~~1
{Truly the persevering will be paid their rewud in full without reckoning.} (39: 10)
Given these merits, every believer 1&1ust Endeavour to exercise patience. He mu~t regard it
. as a great blessing if he is able to persevere.
·
Patience is' to prev~nt oneself from being restless and showing anxiety in the face of
difficulty and hardship. One must not weep and complain over one's helplessness.
One must resolve stropgly to fight off the anxiety and hardship.
The very proper manner to obtain the ability to persevere in times of hardship, etc. is to tell
oneself that whatever is decreed will occur in any case. It is bound to happen, so there is
no point in complaining and panicking. Weeping and being restless will bring about no
change. It will not put anything forward or push it backward, nor cause an increase or
decrease. Moreover, if this attitude is adopted, it will cause withdrawal of the reward for
patience, so this will add to the loss.
KINDS OF SABR: There are four kinds of sabr (patience)(or, patience). They are that which:
(i)
E:r.ables one to endure with regularity the effort to worship Allah.
(ii)
Helps one to abstain from sin and wrong-doing.
· Causes one to avoid excess things of the world as are beyond one's needs.
(iii)
(iv)
Mitigates suffering when faced with trial, hardship or anxiety in religion or
any worldly matter.
Hence, he who observes all these four kinds of patience will be firm on the path of
obedience and worship with peace. He will be preserved from sin. He will be safe from
worldly trails and will be delivered from punishment in the next world. Moreover, he will
receive a very heavy reward.
As fro him who will not show patience in any of the foregoing cases and will complain, he
will be deprived of the blessings. He will not be able to worship with concentration and if
he manages to do so to some extent then the sin because of his impatience will wipe off any
reward l,e earns.
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SECTION-I

EXCELLENCE OF THOSE WHO OBSERVE TAWAKKUL
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5295. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~l»~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA#i»'~ said,
"Seventy thousand members of my ummah will enter paradise without being
subjected to reckoning. They are those who do cast spells and do not take (ill)
omens, but (in whatever is to be done or not done, )they put their trust in their
Lord."1
COMMENTARY: Seventy thousand people, who will enter paradise without going
through reckoning because of their own entitlement, do not include those who enter as
their followers along with them. This conforms to another tradition according to which
each of these seventy thousand will have with them as many followers too (meaning,
seventy thousand with each).
These people do not resort to spells or incantation and talismans, other than those made up
of words of the Qur'an invocation taught by the Prophet ~JA#lill~ or the attributes of
Allah.
They do not take ill omens. It is as ancient superstitious people took omens when birds
took flight, on hearing certain sounds, and so on. They are described thus:
,
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(0 Allah, there is no bad omen except for the omen with You. And there is no good
·except for the gqod with You. And there is no God besides You. 0 Allah, only You
bring forth goodness and only You remove· bad things.)2
.
The author of Nihayah says that these characteristics belong to the perfect awaliyas. They
show unconcern to the working and means of the world and do not incline to· anything at
all that has something to do with the world. This rank is attained by the chosen ones but
the masses cannot reach it though they may employ the lawful means and treat themselves
with medicine. However, if anyone is ill or faces anxiety and endures it supplicating Allah
and awaiting relief then he certainly is among the chosen awliya (saints/ friends of Allah).
If anyone cannot do it then he may make supplication, use talisman and medicine to get
relief from his illness or hardship.
The ruling will depend for everyone according to his natural disposition. When Sayyiduna
Abu Bakr ~.i»1~J offered all his wealth and property in Allah's path, the Prophet ~.1!1~
~J did not turn down his offer because he knew that Abu Bakr ~..li~~J had perfect faith
and was very persevering. However, when another man brought less than a handful of
gold offering it in Allah's path and saying, uThis is all I have," the Prophet ~J":!i'-lil'~ did
Bukhari # 6472, Muslim# 372-218, Tirmidhi (Similar)# 2437(2445) by Abu Umamah~~~J·
~
Hisa Haseen p332, Darul-Isha' at Karachi, Mushad Ahmad, Abu Dawud, Tabarani in Kabir, Ibn Abu
Shaybah.
1
2
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not accept)t and was also displeased with him. (This far is the quotation from Mulla Ali
Qaii.~Jbi~.J).

Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi ~lis~~ .J said about the spells that they are the ones used in the
jahiliyah (ignorance period) which had no relation to the teachings of the Qur' an and
sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice). Their words smack of polytheism. It was common to
the Arabs of the pre-Islamic period to take bad omen. Hence, every M~slim should abstain
from these things as he must from their polytheistic customs and habits, but, it is
unfortunate. that Muslims today persist in taking ill omen. Apart from its roots in the
jahiliyah (ignorance period), one must not take ill omen because a person who does not
take ill omen is singled out with great excellence and included among those who will enter
.paradise without any account being taken from him. Besides, this is characteristic that
takes.him to the rank of tawakkul.(trust in allah)
Above this rank is the rank of one who shuns every kind of charm, talisman, cure and other
means. It is tawakkul in the real sense and it confirms it as defined by the Sufis that
tawakkul is to believe in Allah as the sustainer and to abandon all effort to earn and all
means and agencies. This is the seco1td rank, or the middle rank. It is the rank of the
chosen ones. They qualify for the reward promised in the hadith (tradition): Rather, they
are given more good tidings, too:
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(For those who do good is the best reward and an increase.}(lO: 26)
Next is the third rank that is reserved for the ones near to Allah and it is the limit of this
ranking. They reject the means and the agencies outright. It is the same to them if these
things exist or not. If they use them to some extent, that is only to demonstrate servitude
and to obey Allah's will. In fact, their use of them in this sense is a sign of their·resolve.
This is the rank of the select of the chosen and they are the Prophets t'~'~ and the awaliya
who are mortal and human in bodies, but immortal with Allah. This is the final rank of
tawakkul (trust in allah) and also its true essence. Those people who attain this station are
the most excellent and get the greatest reward.
Alamgiri has mentioned a universal rule on this issue. The means and agencies that
remove a harm and a hardship are of three kinds.
(i)
(~!) Whose effectiveness is assured, like water quenching thirst, food relieving
hunger.
(ii)
The(~) zanni) or probables. Examples of these are to scarify, have incisions,
cupping, taking purgatives, using medicines to correct diseases that arise from
heat or cold, according to the principles of treatment. These are the outward
means of cure.
(iii)
The (~,...) unreal means like branding, incantation through prayers, using
talismans and so on.
Thus, as for those means that are (real and effective, it is not only not against
tawakkul(trust in god) but it is forbidden by shariah to abandon them if that might result in
death. As for those that are unreal, it is the spirit of tawakkul that they should be done
away with. The Prophet~J~Jil1~ counted those who abandoned such means among the
(~.re) mutawakkileen) ones who place trust {in Allah).
As for the(~)- probables, and which the physicians regard as apparent means of cure, it
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is not a negation of tawkkul to use them as per the principles of ~edicine.
While the (~) or ) probables are not contrary to tawakkul as the (~JA) or) unreal are, yet it
is not forbidden to abandon them as it is forbidden to abandon the (~!) or) the ones whose
effectiveness is assured. In fact, under certain circumstances and for certain people, it is
better·to abandon them. So, the(~) or) probables are between two other kinds.
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5296. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.a,,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ came
out (one day) and said, "The ummahs were shown to me (with theh Prophets, in my
dream or thro,tgh in&piration). When the Prophets began to pass, (I saw) a Prophet
was accompanied by two men. A:tother was accompanied by a large group and yet
another was accompanied by none. Then, I saw a large number of people who
obscured the horizon and I hoped that they were my ummah, but was told This is
Musa llith his ummah.' I was told to look and I saw a great many people who
obscured the horizon, anti I was told to look to the right and to the left. I saw very
many people who obscured the horizon (to either side). Then, I was told, 'Tht.y are
your ummah. With them are seventy thousand leading them who would enter
paradise without being subjected to reckoning. They are those who do not take (ill)
omens, cast spells or caut~rize themselves. But, they put trust in their Lord.' "At
th?t, Ukkashah ibn Mihsan ~~~~J got up and submitted, "Pray to Allah to place me
among them!" So, he prayed "0 Allah, let him be among them!" Then, another
man got up and submitted, "Pray to Allah that He may place me among them!" But,
he said "Ukkashah has overtaken you in that."1
COMMENTARY: The word(~) nabi) Prophet stands for (JJ""'J)-rasul) Messenger because
they were deputed to propagate the religion.
Allamah nawawi .a,,~J said that there would be seventy thousand from the Prophet's .a,,~
~1 ~ ummah apa7t from those shown. Or, the seventy thousand would be from those
very people (who were shown) and this is corroborated by the words of the hadith
(tradition):
(They are your ummah. And 9f them seventy thousand will go to paradise.)
1
I

\,

Bukhari # 6541, Muslim# 374220, Tirmidhi # 2446
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They do not have themselves branded unnecessarily. When it was very nec~ssary and
there was no alternative, even some of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~l»1~J had
themselves branded. Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~l»'~J was ')ne of them and indeed he is also
among the ten who were given glad tidings of paradise. It could also mean thdt they never
resort to branding even if it is very necessary. They submit to fate and believe in Allah and
rely on him. Instead of trying to put off any hardship, they feel delight in it. They are
deeply convinced that only Allah can cause profit and loss. Nothing and n'Jbody ·else is
able to do that. They arc pure souls and in their own t:y~s they are as though non-existent
and as far as·delights of the soul are concerned they seem to have perished.
Some scholars explain that they do not brand themselves but if they cannot do without it,
their belief is only in Allah as the one who cures, not on branding.
Some others say that the ahadith (tradition) do not perrllit it unless a reliable physician
prescribes it as necessary.
The words that they do not cast spells mean that they do not use sue:. incantation and
spells whose words do not comply with the Qur' an or ahadith (tradition), but border on
polytheism.
. They do not take ill omen from anything like a bird flying or an an;mal making a soill1d,
etc.
The people who refrain from these things will enter paradise without having to submit to
accounting. They have a strong faith and character. Their beliefs have no similarity to
those of the jahlliyah (ignorance period).
As for the number seventY thousand, it is not specific. Rather, it signifies very many
people.
The Prophet ~J~~~~ did not pray for the second man after Ukkashah ~~~~J· Perhaps,
Allah had permitted him to pray for only one man.
Or, the SPcond man did not qualify for that. So, the Prophet ~J~l»1~ did not pra=· for
him, but he did not tell him that he did not deserve it beyond saying that Ukkashah ~.iiu~ J
preceded him in making the request (for the prayer).
Some scholars say that the second man was a hypocrite. The Prophet ~ J ~ ~' ~ had
received a silent revelation that he should pray for Ukkashah ~ ~~ ~ J· This is a strong~r
· opinion because the second person who requested for a suppli~ation is named in another
tradition as Sa' d ibn Ubadah ~~~~J a well-known sahabi.
This is evidence that ohe must try to take precedence on the path of piety. Also, religiou"
elders must be requ~sted to pray for one's sue• ·ess and pro~perity.
THE BELIEVER'S DISTINCTION
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5297. Sayyiduna Suhayb_~~i~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 111t
is indeed amazing with a believer. There is good for him in his affairs each of
them! And it is not so for anyone but the believer! lf he goes through what is
pleasing, he gives thanks and that is good for him. And if he faces hardship, he
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endures it patiently and that is good for him."1

,

COMMENTARY: Every hul:llan being is either happy or grieved at different times of day or

night. A believer responds to them in a right way so that is always good for him. But, this
refers to the perfect believer. If he is not perfect, happiness makes him arrogant and grief
causes him to grumble and complain. Hence, every believer must take an account of
himself and examine himself whether he deserves to be called a perfect believer.
WORDS OF GUIDANCE

{..tJ..-A o t_,.J) --....;.->' ~: i \I

5298. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1.}-P
said, ''The strong believer is better and dearer to Allah than the weak (meaning he
who has a stronger faith and tawakkul and endures hardship at the hands of
others). Every believer (strong or weak) has good characteristics. So, whatever is ·
good (in terms of religion) crave for what benefits you in it. Seek help from Allah
(to do good) and do not be lethargic in seeking it. 2
And, it you are overcome by something, do not lament, 'Had I done this or that,
such and such would have occurred,' but say, 'This is as Allah has decreed. (It is
what He decided.), what He wishes, He does, because 'if' or 'had I done' (implies
reliance on one's own design and) opens the door for the deeds of the devil." (And
the mind doubts the working of the decree.)3
COMMENTARY: It is not allowed to say 'If I had done this, I would not have suffered'
because such a supposition is meaningless. Nothing happens by itself. Everything is
decreed by Allah. It is as Allah says:

wili'< ::s-u~!'~::~Jji
(Say, "Nothing can befall us except that which Allah has prescribed for us.} (9: 51)
So, it is disallowed to say 'if' when it is used in a sentence that negates decree and the
speaker does not subscribe to predestination, and imagines that everything· occurs because
of the working of the law of cause and effect. When he does not hold this belief, there is
not harm in using 'if', as indeed the Qur' an says:

(Even if you had been in your houses, those for whom slaying was decreed, ... }(3: 154)
Or, it is as the Prophet ~J~~'.).P said (and is quoted in hadith (tradition)# 2555)

Muslim # 64-2999
Or, as some put it, in doing that what you are commanded.
3 Muslim # 31-2664
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(Had I known before ..... what I learnt later ... )
This word (Jl) is used in many other traditions in this way. So, this word is not permitted
to be used if meant to deny decree. Besides, the prohibition is merely nahi tanzihi
(forbidden nearer to lawful) (prohibition that is nearer lawful, but not unlawful).
Besides, if it is used in a sentence regretting the omission of an act of worship, or inability
to do it, then there is no harm in it. It is used in ahadith (tradition) in this sense. In fact, it
is good to regret oversight or omission of an act of worship. There is a reward for it.
Imam Razi ~.&~~J has quoted Abu Amir ~.1!1~J in his book Mashikhat:
'.
"If anyone regrets losing something of the world and belonging to him, then he draws
nearer to hell by the distance covered in one thousand years. But, if anyone regrets having
missed or lost something of religion or concerned with the hereafter then he draws nearer
to paradise by a distance covered in one thousand years.'
c.¢\~tj.Aiil

SECTION II

PLACE TRUST IN ALLAH IN A COMPLETE WAY
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5299. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~.&~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
~J 4~ .&1 ~ say. 11 If you did put trust in Allah, observing a true trust in Allah,
observing. a true trust in Him, then, indeed, He would give you provision as He
provides the birds that emerge hungry in the morning and return with a full belly
in the evening."t
COMMENTARY: Tawakkul, in its real sense, is to believe firmly that no one but Allah
brings everything into existence. He is the Owner of everything that exists whether
animate or inanimate, whether provision is to given or not, harmful or profitable, poor or
rich,· sick or healthy, death or life - whatever it is and whatever condition. Everything is
from Him. It is also to believe without any semblance of doubt that He is the Bestower of
provision. Then one must engage in earning a livelihood in a reasonable manner without
overworking or being greedy and without failing to distinguish the unlawful;
Imam Ghazzali .&1~J said that if anyone imagines that tawakkul is to abandon all kind of
work and sit in expectation then he is stupid.
Imam Qushayri ,&,~J said that the heart is where tawakkul grows and effort is necessary to
earn a livelihood and it does not contradict tawakkul provideq reliance is placed in Allah
not on one's effort. The hadith (tradition) gives the example of the bird that flies out in
quest of food but depends on Allah to get it. Hence, while it is not wrong for man to search
for a livelihood, yet he must adopt reasonable means and place trust in Allah. It is as Allah
says:

·_;5-~u ~J~&i.H ~J.J~'1 ~s~~~J
{Arid how many. a living creature there is that carries not its own sustenance (but)
Allah provides for it and for you!} (29: 60)
The hadith (tradition) says that provision is not received through effort and striving.
1

Tirmidhi # 2344(2351), Musnad Ahmad# 205, Ibn Majah # 4164.
I
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Rather, only Allah· provides it. At the same time, the hadith (tradition) does not say that
one must malre no effort at all, because tawakkul and reliance are placed in the heart and
this does not prevent working for provision with ~he limbs. However, sometimes, Allah
provides sustenance without effort of any kind whatsoeve.:. It is a blessing of tawakkul
that one has to make no effort but others work and bring him his provision, as evidenced in
the words of Allah:

-~J.;;iJI ~ ~!<fiJ'll J~is~LoJ
{And there is not a creature on-the earth but upon Allah rests its sustenance.!(ll: 6)
When the young of the crow hatch, they are pure white and it deserts them. But, Allah
feeds them by sending to them flies and ants that they eat by picking them up one by one.
When they grow up, they begin to change colour and become dark black. Their parent
visits them after some time and finds them having his own colour, so it takes them and
raises them. This dem 'nstrates that Allah provides sustenance to some even without their
making any effort.
Tnere are many anecdotes about it. But, the most amazing is that Al~ah askeri th~ angel
Izra'il r">t.J14# who is in charbe of taking out the souls of the creatures, "Ht.ve you ever felt
mercy for anyone when extracting the soul of th:tt person?" He said. "Yes" I idt much
pity, 0 my Lord. It was when a boat capsized and many people drowned but some
managed to surviYe. Among them was a woman with her infant. She dung to a plank
with him feeding him I got Your command at that instant that I should take out her soul.
So I did that but I felt pity on her infant on a IJroken plank in the sea, all alo'le." Allah
asked, "Do you know how that infant fareG.? I directed the plan1< to the banks of an island
where a lioness t0ok him and s..tckled him. When he gr :w up, I appointed some jinns to
teach him human speech and manner of living. He grew up into a young man, well
learned. He joined the ulama (Scholars) and became rich and king of a state and ther of all
lands of earth. ~ten he forgot himself, and his power turned out to be his worst enemy
driving him away from human values and servitude to Me. He forgot his position as
servant and the rights of the LorJ. He did not remember that Allah had brought him out of
the sea and had finally made him sovereign of the world. Do you know him? He came to
be known as Shaddad!l
Believers must not forget that Allah is Merciful, kind. When He feeds His enemies, how
will He overlook His friends and dear ones?
NEARER PARADISE OR NEARER HELL

--~\ 'lf.H'~~~
.. f ... ~~rlJI ~..
t~j_'IJ..~..;
~'"J..liJ.. li.),,,
.. ,.JI.·.£--(or ·)
J....l>,~~,.:,!..a
--.r-~(.$""1,1"".-I.J'""':"c..r
~ ~....,....
--~"'::'" '-:r~
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Shaddad was the tyrant king of the (people 0.1) Aad who founded the earthly paradise, Eram.
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5300. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Masud ~.iii~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .ii1~
~J~ said," 0 people, nothing there is as may bring you nearer to paradise and as
may put you further from hell that I have not commanded you. And nothing ther is
as may bring you nearer to hell and away from paradise that I have not forbidden
you. And, Ar-Rooh ul-Amin - or, as per a version, the R~oh ul-Quds - (meaning
Jibril ~~~4~) has put into my heart (that is, brought a lighter revelation to me) that a
soul does not die till it gets its provision in full. So, fear Allah, adopt moderation in
seeking (your provision). And do not be led by delay in receiving your provision to
commit acts of disobedience to Allah. For, indeed, that which is with Allah can be
had with nothing but obedience to Him."t
COMMENTARY: It is only fr.Jm the Book (or, Qur'an) and the sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice) that all the things that benefit men and that harm him may be learnt. It is a waste
of time to look for such things elsewhere.
·
The word (c.J.J) rooh means 'life' and it is also taken to mean (IT'J) wahy) 'revelation,' and
Jibril r~'~ and Eesa ~'j...J1~, too. Here it refers to Sayyiduna Jibril ~'j...Jt~. His attribute is
al-amin, because he conveyed Allah's message to the Messengers faithfully. So, too, he is
called Rooh ul-Quds. The words quds is pure and he is pure in a perfect way.
The word ('k') means to exercise moderation in seeking provision. One must not invo~.ve
oneself too mur.h in working for it because one is not made responsibie to seek provision.
It is as Allah says:

J.'ilii-._L,!-...U,j: ,~;5 ...._ut ~.;i ~J ~JJ M.; ,~'~.;itA ~J {~,d~!~YIJ &fl Lhlt.Aj
L

1

-~1 §jiJI~j JtJJ.ll
{And I have not created the jinn and mankind but to worship Me.:
I seek of them no sustenance nor do I seek that they should feed Me.
Surely, Allah! He is the Bestower of sustenance, the Lord of Power Ever-steadfast.}
(51: 56-58)
And Allah also says:
•" I.
,
I. , , , -:
e,
, .. "
"
.. .. ,~
-1-SJ.lli.J.·~.;itAllj .k ~jj.) ~.k liJ.; ~u t • P~1 .k l &:\'-~ lj §__,uJ 4~I .)Jij
{And enJoin salah (prayer) on your household and persevere therein. We ask not
yoJt to provide sustenance. We indeed provide for you. And the good end is t<"r
righteousness.}(20: 132)
If the word ('~') is taken to mean as stated in the foregoing lines, then it will be said to ~e
a command expressing permission. But, if it were taken to mean get your provision from
lawful sources,' then the command will be of the nature of wajib (obligatory) (an obligatory
kind). This is supported by the next words that if the provision is delayed, 'do not be upset
and do not seek unlawful means to procure it.' Do not steal, appropriate anyone's
property, pretend to be highly religious and dupe people to paj homage to you etc.
In fact provision never is delayed. It comes at the appointed time in appointed measure.
Sin and disobedience ::an never bring it earlier. If one grumbles and shows restlescness, he
1

Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul-eeman # 10376
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earns nothing but sin. Besides, whatever provision is got through sin is forbidden. So,
there is not good in being restless, committing sin or disobeying.
Teebi ~~~J said that (•.,W..•) means to earn in a decent, pious manner. One should never use
·
a method that is contrary to Sharf'ah (divine law).
The word (~1) is used to signify delay. It is from(~~•). It is like(~') from(~) in the
Qur' an. The letter (~) is for emphasis.
·
WHAT IS ZUHD (ABSTINENCE)

-~..J.I
'b.,cal''l~l~~
a~~~ i.~~~J.A,.&c.l.A~ft\J"li~
_, .. ""
j
\.,;11~ ...,J-1 "" ~ '"""' • wl~ ...1 • .....r.. ""
'""""" ;_J)J
.J

5301. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#~'~ said, To
observe Zuhd (abstinence) (abstinence) in this world is not to forbid the lawful to
oneself or to squander property. But, zuhd (abstinence) in this world is that you
rely more on what is with Allah than on that which you posses, and that yo~ long
for reward against hardship which our encounter to such an extent that you wish it
to prolong for eve:w;."t
COMMENTARY: In the light of this hadith (tradition), abstinence is not to deny oneself the
blessings and natural desires of the world when Allah has made them lawful for us. Apart
from not being zuhd (abstinence), this thing is also forbidden because Allah says:
11

k ~ ' ..
t. ..
ILA ul"i.J;I
d ··.:~ 'i
>, .)...) WI'~
~
, ., Y
r

{Forbid not the wholesome things that.Allah has made lawful for you.}(S: 87)
Moreover, it is known definitely that the Prophet ~J 4:lt- ~~ ~ never abstained from the
desirable pure things and from the worldly blessings of All~h. He benefited from that
which he received. Clearly, who can possess more zuhd (abstinence) and taqwa
(piety)thaf\.the Prophet ~J~.tM·~· So, the so-called Sufis and the ignorant consider the
abandoning of pleasures as zuhd (abstinence) and taqwa (piety)and do not eat wholesome
food and fruit and do .not wear good clothing and they refrain from using other blessings.
They say that this is zuhd (abstinence) and taqwa. Indeed, they do not really know what
zuhd (abstinence) is and what it means to be a zahid (abstinent).
At the same time, zuhd (abstinence) and taqwa (piety)is not to waste the· wealth and
property that Allah has given, neither must that be put to unnecessary use. He must not
throw it away or distribute it among people.
It is not proper to assume such kind of zuhd (abstinence). It is also not correct to keep
oneself free of worldly property and refrain from earning to observe zuhd (abstinence) and
taqwa. While some people do it, when they are in dire need they look hopefully at other
people, forgetting their zuhd (abstinence). Rather, zuhd (abstinence) really is in the heart.
It should be turned only to Allah in every condition and one must not have a soft comer or
1

\

\

Tirmidhi # 2340(2347), Ibn Majah # 4100.
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love for the world and the worldly things.
As for 'things that you possess,' they refer to worldly possessions, planning and skill. And,
as for what Allah possesses, they are the things that are in His known and unknown
treasures. So, you must have trust and reliance basically on His pronlise to provide you.
He provides you from such places and sources as you could not even think of. · Do not
suppose that whatever you earn through effort and skill comes to you because of that.
Rather, all that comes to you according to His promise to provide you. If He gave you
nothing, then all your schemes and efforts would bear you no fruit. Besides, whatever you
get and possess cannot last longer than that which lies in Allah's treasures and which you
have not yet received. All that you have will perish but Allah's treasures are perpetual and
never perishable. He says:
·

JLJJI~Loe~.U~.,
~t~u
ts . ,
,
...tl

.. ~

,

{That which is with you comes to an end and that which is with Allah is lasting.} (16: 96)
The hadith (tradition) concludes with the message that zuhd (abstinence) calls on you not
to turn to the worldly comforts and luxuries and not to wish to benefit from worldly
blessings. You must realize that they are instrumental in afflicting you with trials and
hardships in your life of the next world.
When you suffer from a worldly hardship, instead of being anxious, welcome the
difficulty. Seek reward against it and behave as though you are not facing any hardship
but awaiting it. You must wish that the hardship must come to you.
The Prophet ~ J 4# ..1d ~ made clear in this hadith (tradition) that if anyone has the two
attributes in him then he observes zuhd (abstinence), He should ignore the world and all its
things. And he should aim only for the next world. The Prophet's ~J 4# ..1d ~ saying
means that zuhd (abstinence) is perfect only when one observes tawakkul and shows
patience and desires the hereafter to such an extent that he adores worldly troubles because
they will get him reward in the next world. He loves being afflicted with them more than
not being afflicted. When this is developed, zuhd (abstinence) is truly accomplished.
PEOPLE CANNOT BENEFIT OR HURT YOU

t
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5302. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ . t1 ~ _, narrated that one day he was riding behind
Allah's Messenger ~ J .ys. ..t' ~ who said (to him), "Son, be mindful of (the
commands of) Allah, Allah will be mindful of you (for, it is as (41~1.:,\S"4.:,\S"li"') - he who
becomes Allah's, Allah too becomes his). If you be mindful of Allah, you will find
Him with you (with His bounties for you). When you (wish to) ask for something,
ask it from Allah (alone) and when you seek help, seek help (only) from Allah.
And, know that if all the creatures were to get together to benefit you to some
extent, they will not be able to benefit you except to the extent Allah has decreed for
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you. Artd so, were they to get together to hurt yu to some extent, they will not be
able to hurt you, except to the extent Allah has decreed for you. The pens have been
raised (and· put aside) and the scrolls are dry." (This refers to the record of
predestination.)I
COMMENTARY: The meaning of' Allah will be with yot:' is that:
(i)
His mercies and bleosings will accrue to you.
(ii)
He will protect you, help you and let you get your ambitions.
(iii)
Your sight will gai"1 His awareness as though He is before you and you see
Him between the place of kindness and perfect faith such that all else is
invisible to you.
The next words call for asking Allah alone because everything belongs to Him and is in His
power. Every blessing and comfort that you get and every trial and hardship that is
averted from you is because of Allah's mercy through which He bestows or withholas.
Most of all, His mercy is genuine. There is no selfishness in it at all, nor any excuse. He is
Generous, absolutely, and Indt::pendent, Rich Who lacks nothing. Never does He need
anything. Hence, only He is the One in Whom we may plac~ our hopes. We must fear no
01;1e else but only His punishment, and we must depend on Him alone for all our needs.
This is what the Prophet ~J4#.1it~ said. If anyone cannot do anything for himself how
may he be expeded to benefit or harm any other person. We must never cease to ask Allah,
for, according to one hadith (tradition), if anyone does not ask Allah for anything then He
gets angry at him. Besides, to beseP.ch one's Creator is to demonstrate to Him one's
helplessnt:ss and need which is the essence of servitude to Him. Someone has said very
aptly:

(Allah gets displeased when you do not ·ask Him But the children of Aadam get
displeased when they are asked.)
The next words are that 'when the creatures get together to benefit you ...' We must ascribe
every prt)fit and loss to Allah and we must turn to Him in every condition. He alone gives
and He alone withholu.s. Some books of metaphysics s:ty that Allah declares, "By My
might and honour, I sever r~lations with him who placed hope in someor.e other than Me.
I clothe him with garments of disgrace for others to see. I deprive him of My nearness and
cast him away from meeting Me. I let him wander in the dark labyrinth of worries and
anxieties. How can he depend o:t others when I hold these things? I am Al-Hayyi AlQayoom (The Ever Living, The Ever-Subsisting). He knocks at doors that are shut but My
door is. open for one who con1es to Me and prays to Me."
The next words say that the pens have been kept aside and the scrolls have dfied. Thus,
the commands have been given and recorded for everything that will happen till the last
Hour. Nothing more will be recorded and nothing will be amended. The scrolls are rolled
up for ever.
·
We have seen a hadith (tradition) (#94) in this book (Mishkat) which tells us that the first
thing that Allah created was the pen. "He said to it, 'write down!' So it recorded

1
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everything that would transpire till eternity.t
Here, a question mc-,y arise about th'=' words of the Qur' an:

i~lAili1~1
{Allah blots out .... What so ever He will.}(13: 39)
The explanation is that blotting out and retaining are part of wha~ are decreec already and,
after recording which, the pen.was put aside, ai.ld the scrolls dried. There are two kinds of
the d~cree:
(i)
The (~.r.-) mubarram which are the irrevocable ailowing for no alteration .
.. :..nd,
(ii)
The (~) mu'alliq which are the suspended and are not irrevocable bui
permit alteration.
Apart fror.t this, the blotting out and retaining (or establishing) are linked to the Preserved
Tablet and to Allah's knowledge. It is recorded afore hand in the prest>rved Tablet that a
certain thing would be blotte'"i out in such a manner or retained and this is kn~wn to Allah.
This is what is described as blotted out or retained. It is that which ls decree~.!, neither wi!l
it be called altered nor changed.
Some scholars say that ther~ are two books with Allah:
(i)
The Preserved T.ablet in which there can l--e no change, and.
(ii)
The book in which the angels write down deeds of the people and betting
out or retaining is done in it.
Thi~ hadith (tradition) urges us to put trust in Allah. We must be pleased with what
pleases Allah. We must not regard our skill, effort and power and strength as truly
effective because nothing that happens is outside Allah's domain and will and judgment.
It is as written down by the Recorder of destiny fifty thousand years before the creation of
earth and heaven.
We have to give thanks in every kind of circumstances. One can hope for Allah's helping
·trying circumstances only if one exercises patience in grief and difficulty and makes no
:. complain.
Shaykh Abdul Qadir Jilani ~~;has writ'"en in Futuh -u!-Ghayb that every believer must
make this hadith (tradition) a reflection of his heart. He must act and rest in accordance
with the teachings of this hadith (t·adition). He will be safe in both the worlds if he follows
its teachings and he will be raised in honour in both the worlds because of Allah's 1aercy.
Some versions of this hadith (tradition) have after the words (~b.Uoob.U) (will find Him with
you) the following passage:
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Do not fail to remember Allah (by recognizing Him) in good times. He will
remember you in your bad times. It you can do something for Allah with pleasure
1

Tdmidhi # 216280, 3330, Abu Dav.-ud # 4700 Musnad Ahmad 5-317 narrated by Ubadah ibn Sarnit
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and a conviction then do it. But, if you cannot, then know that patience in the face
of such happenings as you dislike is also very good. And, know that help lies with
patience and abundance lies with hardship. And every difficulty is followed be
ease and a single difficulty will not suppress two easy circumstances." (One of
these is in this world and the other awaits in the hereafter - in the shape of reward
and recompense.)
MAN'S HAPPINESS & MISFORTUNE

5303. Sayyiduna Sa'd ~.111 ~J narrated that. Allah's Messenger ~J~.1l1 ~ said, "The
good fortune of the son of Aadam~~..J1 4:).~ lies in part in his pleasing acceptance of
what Allah has decreed for him. The misfortune of the son of Aad~"J-114,1~ lies in
part in his neglect of praying for Allah's favours and part of the misfortune of the son
of Aad~~-114:1~ lies in his unhappiness with that which Allah has decreed for him.1
COMMENTARY: Man's good fortune lies in his asking Allah for good things, his
supplication to Allah and his willing acceptance of what is decreed for him.
If he does not supplicate Allah for good, that is his misfortune .. So, his good fortune lies in
praying to Him for prosperity. He must always ask for the right path and pray to Him to
keep him away from evil. This means that it is wrong to imagine that if a person does
something contrary to Shari' ah (divine law) then that was predestined and he must accept
it willingly. It is certainly not ·so!
If anyone is pleased with Divine decree then he feels comfortable at heart and gets mental
peace so that he can go about his work and his worship with concentration. He who does
not accept Divine decree willingly is upset on slight difficulties and problems and does not
devote himself to worship with concentration.
When a person is pleased with Divine decree then this preserves him from Allah's wrath
and displeasure because he ·does not express disapproval of it. A man's expression of his
disapproval is to speak highly of what Allah has not decreed for him, but definitely what ·
Allah has written for him is better than what the man expects and speaks highly of.
ISTIKHARAH: It is to seek from Allah good in all one's affairs. One should hold that he
simply does not know what procedure or action is good for J::tim and what is bad. Only
Allah knows that. But, generally, it happens that (on his own) man thinks of something as
good for him but it turns out bad. And, it he deems it unfavourable, it turns out to be good
for him. It is as Allah say:
"' "''-t J:~"'
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{... it may be that you abhor a thing, while it is good for you, and it may be that you
love a thing, while it is bad for you. Allah knows and you know nQt.}(2: 216)
When a person is convinced of this in a perfect way, he may move to the next stage. He

1
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may say that whatever happens in this world takes place in accordance with Allah's will
and command. And whatever occurs at His command and will can never be but good and ·
have good results.
Whatever is good is from You, 0 Allah, but evil is not ascribed to You.
It is mustahab (desirable) to consult knowledgeable and intelligent scholars when an
important ·affair presents itself or something significant is to be under taken. After that,
one may make istikharah. It is to tum to Allah, the Real Doer, with sincere heart and to
supplicate Him for guidance to what it good and worthy. The briefest istikharah is:

, '

, ';'"
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. , 'Ill'

-~.;~!J!~~9JjU.IJJ.fi.J.!ijl

"0 Allah, decree what is good for me, and select that which is good for me. Do not
leave me to myself (to choose for myself)."
The complete supplication of istikhatah has been mentioned previously.1
(Und2r optional or supererogatory salah (prayer))
Tabarani .a,,~J has transmitted the marfu hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna Anas ~.&~~J in
hisAwsat:
1.
,
,
, .
,,t
.,
\ ~..9lu-'J~':ljJI
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..
(He cannot fail who makes istikharah. He will not repent who consults. And he
will not be helpless who observes moderation.)
Some wise men have said that he who has received four things will not be
deprived of four things;
(i)
He who is grateful (and gives thanks) will no~ be deprived of increase (in
his blessings).
·
. (ii)
He who is enabled to make repentance will not be deprived of approval (9f
it).
(iii)
He who makes istikharah will not be deprived of good and prosperity.
(iv)
He who consults will not be deprived of getting to the correct decision.
SECTION III

PLACING COMPLETE TRUST IN ALLAH

1

See hadith (tradition) # 1323 of this book.
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5304. Sayyiduna Jabir ~lilt~.J narrated: I participated in a jihad (crusade) with the
Prophet ~J~.&l~ towards Najd. When he returned, I too came back with him. We
came to a valley full of thorny trees in the afternoon (a~d decided to have a nap).
Allah's Messenger ~J~lilt~ alighted and the peoP.le dispersed (here and.there)
seeking shade under trees. Allah's Messenger ~J 4# lilt ~ -came down under an
acacia tree on which he hung his sword. We took a nap. Suddenly, we heard
Allah's Messenger :w-L-J ~ lill ~ call us and we saw an Arab villager with him. He
said, "This man had unsheathed my sword against me when I was asleep. When I
awoke I saw it so in his hand and he asked me, 'Who will protect you from me?' I
said three times, 'Allah,111 He did not punish him, but sat down.l
5305. The version of Abu Bakr al-Isma'ili in his sahih:
The man asked, ''Who will protect you from me?" He (the Prophet ~ J"#lilt~) said,
"Ailah," and the sword drovped from his hand. Allah's Messenger ~J~lilt~ took
the sword and asked, ''Who will protect you fro~ me (if I decide to kill you)?" The
man pleaded, "Be (as you are) the kindest in awarding punishment. (It is not with
you to seek retaliation. Forgive me.)" He said, "Do testify that there is no God but
Allah and that I am Allah's Messenger." He said, "No! But, I do pledge to you that
I shall not fight with you or be with those people who fight with you."
So he let him go free. When he came to his companions, he said, "I am coming to
you from the best of men."2
(It is thus transmitted in Humaydi's book and in ar-Riya (ostentation)d of Nawawi.) ·
COMMENTARY: Najd is the word applied to an elevated land. Also, it is a name of a
region in the Arabian peninsula (in its centre and its tribal province). This region is
elev~ted (from 762 m to 1525 m) so it is given the name Najd. In the ancient times, it was a
very small area but cturently the entire central region of the Arabian peniasula is Najd and
covers an area 800 miles by 100 (or 200) miles. It ranges in the north from the southern tips
of the deserts of Syria to the valley ad-Dadaris or ar-Rub an Hali in the south, a~d in width
from Ahsa to the Hijaz.
(~~) Idah is plural of((~) adah). It is a thorny tree. According to Majm ul-Bihar, it is
acacia or gum Arabic. A larger variety of it is samurah (or-)·
THE VERSE TO GET AMPLE PROVISION
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5306. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~lilt~1 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#lilt~ said,
"Indeed, I know a verse such that if the people go by it, it would suffice them.
(They would not need to observe other invocations. It is:
1

2

Bukhari # 2910, Muslim# 14-843.
Bukhari # 2913, (Muslim# as above), Riya (ostentation)d as-swulihiny, Nawawi.
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{And whoso fears Allah, He appoints a way out for him. And He provides him
sustenance-from whence he expects not.p
COMMENTARY: The rest of the verse (3) is included here:

I

-1J..!ii(j.$J_WI~Ji~~~
{And whoso fears Allah, He appoints a way .out for him. And He provides him
sustenance from whence he expects ~tot. And, whosoever puts his bust in Allah, so
He will suffice him. Surely Allah attains His purpose Allah indeed has appointed a
measure for everything.}(65: 2-3)
The initial words of the verse as in the hadith (tradition) (from (~~4-) to (.1!1~~J) mean
that Allah is suff~cient for a person's affairs .of this world and the next which he fears and
which he does not like. He preserves him from all such things.
The next words are about one who puts his trust in Allah, Allah is sufficient for him fox
blessings of both the worlds. He lets him have the blessings.
The next words mean that Allah is All-Powerful. He enforces His commands. Once it i~
known that nothing can be achieved without Allah's will and command, there is no bette1
way but to submit to His will.
.
ALLAH ALONE PROVIDES SUSTENANCE
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5307. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..1!1·~
taught him this verse:
.j.. ,;IS~~\1

_,.. 3Jtl;JIUI,11
~,
{Surely, I am the Sustainer, Lord of Power, Ever steadfast.) (51: 58) (a variant reading
of (~J=:...ho_,ihJ~J1j)'JA.ill1.:,t)(51: 58) 2
·
COMMENTARY: This is a rare recital of the one shown in parenthesis which .mean
'Surely, Allah is the sustainer ....'
This makes it binding on us not to rely on anyone else for our needs.
EARNINGS ARE NOT THE REAL THING
~
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is of surah at-Talaq (65: 2-3), Ibn Majah # 4220.
# 2940(2949).

1 The verse
2 Tirmi~i
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5308. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~~ ~; narrated that there were two brothers in the time of

Allah's Messenger~J~~~~. One of them used to remain with the Prophet~~~~
~J (because he had no family of his own and so did not have any responsibility).
The other engaged in some occupation (and earned a livelihood for both of them).
So, the working brother complained to the Prophet ~J~l»!~ of his brother (that
he remained idle while he had to· earn for both). So, he said, 11 Perhaps, you get your
provision because of him!l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ 1»1 jJ told him that he should not imagine that he
earned provision because of his effort. Rather, because' he looked after his brother and
shouldered responsibility for him, perhaps Allah provided him sustenance through
blessings of that. So, neither should be complain nor consider it as a favour on his brother.
It is allowed to abandon worldly occupation in order to attend to religious aff~irs, learning
and practice and to prepare for the next world. Also, if one looks after the. poor,
particularly one's kin, and provides them their needs, then it is a means to secure
additional sustenance for oneself and blessings in it.
TRUST IN ALLAH & HE WILL SUFFICE
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5309. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Aas ~ 1»1 ~; narrated that Ailah' s Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ jJ
s.aid, 11Surely, the heart of the son of Aadam~"}I....Jt ~ has a branch in every desert
(meaning, it is in his nature to seek provision from different sources). So, if anyone
lets his heart seek all the branches, Allah does not care in which desert He destroys
him. But, if anyone trusts in Allah (and depends on Him for all his affairs) then
Allah is sufficient for him for all branches (meaning cares)."2
MORE ON IT
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5310. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~; narrated that the Prophet ~...J"~~~~ said that

Allah, Mighty and Glorious, says, 11Were My slaves to obey Me, I would cause rain to
fall on them by night and cause the sun to spread light on them by day (so that they
would sleep soundly by night and work undisturbed by day). And, I would not let
them hear the sound of thunder (by day or by night that they may not fear).';3
AN AMAZING EXAMPLE OFTAWAKKUL

firmidhi # 2345.
rbn Majah # 4166.
\1usnad Ahmad # 2-359.
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(~I oi.J.J) -~ ~:siL~~
5311. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~; narrated that a man came to his family.
When lie saw how they. were beset with need, he went away to the desert (to
·meditate and think of Allah). When his wife saw it (and his anxiety for not being
able to support the family), she got up, readied the will, lit a fire under the oven and
prayed, 110 Allah, grant us provision!" (You are the Best of those who provide. We
depend on You.) She looked and saw that the platter was full.
The sub narrator added: She went to the oven and found that it was full, too.
The sub narrator went on: The husband came back and asked, "Did you get
something after my going?" His wife said, "Yes, from our Lord!'~. (No one else gave
us anything.) He got up and went and raised the mill-stone.
That was merttioned to the Prophet ~-J4#~~~ and he said, ''If he had not raised it,
it would have continued to turn till the Last Day (and would have pured out the
flour)." 1
COMMENTARY: This took place in the time of the Prophet ~J4#li11~. It was a blessing
on the family that showed patience and placed trust in Allah.
PROVISION LOOKS OUT FOR THE PERSON
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5312. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~~~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~~~~ said,
11

Surely, provision seeks the person in the same way as his term looks out for him."2

COMMENTARY: Both provision and death will catch up with every person. Just as a person
is not required to seek his death, so too he may not look out for his provision, for, his full

measure will reach him. It does not mean that if anyone looks for his provision, he will not
get it. Rather, it is part of Divine decree and natural plan that one should seek means of
livelihood, but one need be convinced that not his effort but the Lord provides him. So, man
must first put trust in Allah and believe firmly that He has guarteed everyone his provision.
If there is some delay or hindrance in receiving it, one should not become restless.
This belief must be accompanied by a reasonable effort to earn a livelihood. While Allah is
the One Who provides, yet it is part of servitude to make a reasonable effort to earn it.
Mullah Ali Qari.1u~; has written that the fact is that provision reaches a person before his
death. A person always received his full provision before his death, as much as was
allotted to him in his destiny at his birth. This is also established by Allah's words:
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{Allah is He Who created you, then provided you sustenance, then He causes you to
t

2

Musnad Ahmad # 2-513
Abu Na'aym in al-Hilyah 6-86.
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die, and then He shall give you life.}(30: 40)
(J.r--) has said that Mundhari ..1!1 ~ J reported that this hadith .(tradition) is
transmitted by Ibn Majah .&1~; in his sahih and by Bazzar .&!~;. Also, Tabarani has
transmitted it through a better line of transmission with the additional words too:
, , ,
,·;.l:" ,
, , , , "'\
~~a~'L!ll!~.J!- 1':"l~t.!J.}\~1
(Surely, provision seeks the person with more zeal than death seeks him.)
Mulla Ali Qari .&1~J has also stated that Abu Nu' aym .&1oW>J has mentioned in the Hilyah in
a marfu form:

Mirak~ ~ J

(Were the son of Aadam to free from his provision as he flees from his death,
indeed, his provision would catch up with him as death catches up with him.)
UNMATCHED PATIENCE OF A PROPHET
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5313. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~ ,&, ~J narrated, "It is as though I see (even now).
Allah's Messenger ~J"'~,&,~ say of a Prophet, among the Prophets, whose people
beat him and caused him to bleed profusely. He wiped blood from his face·and
kept saying, '0 Allah forgive my people, for, they know not."'t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.&'~J remembered the Prophet's~J~~~~
description of the mistreatment of a Prophet at the hands of his people.
The prayer of that Prophet to Allah to forgive his people pertained to forgiveness in the
world, 'Do not eliminate them in this world,' otherwise it is never allowed to pray for
anyone being forgiven his polytheism or disbelief. If a person dies a disbeliever or
polytheist then his punishment in the next world cannot be waved.
Those people were ignorant about Allah and His Prophet, so that Prophet displayed
exemplary patience in asking Allah to overlook their mistreatment of him.
If anyone commits a sin while he is ignorant, then that sin is not as accentuated as one
committed knowingly. This is why it is said:
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"For the ignorant is disappointment while for the one who is aware there are seven
disappointments.';
Hafiz Ibn Hajr Asqalani .&1~J said that while the Prophet spoken of in the hadith (tradition)
cannot be identified, Sayyiduna Noo~~~~ was persecuted by his people severely. They
would beat him till he fell down and remained on the ground for a considerable time.
When he regained· some energy, he would resume his mission of propagating religion.
Some people say that in this hadith {tradition), the Prophet ~J~,&,~ speaks of himself
(alluding to the general practice of the people with their Prophet). This is a more correct
opinion because at the Battle of Uhud he had prayed for his enemies in these very words.
t Bukhari # 3477, Muslim, Ibn Majah # 4025, Musnad Ahmad # 1-441.
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CHAPTER- VI
HYPOCRISY, OSTENTATION & FAME

~_,
~JII_J. . ...t.lJ"'JI.''l-·
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~ "':"' ~

DEFINITION OF RIYA (OSTENTATION) (OSTENTATION)

The word(c.lt;) riya (ostentation))l Is derived from (~j;) and according to k..rP) Sarah it
means to present oneself before people as good.' According to (~h~) Ayn ul-Ilm, it is 'to
demonstrate one's piety so that people might esteem and give great respect.' Hence, it
concerns mainly the outward deeds of worship and piety. Such deeds as are out of the
scope of worship or right~ousness, like wealth, intelligence, memory, etc, when done to be
·seen, are not called(c.lt;). Rather, they are a kind of pride and arrogance. In the same way, if
a pious deed is done to demonstrate to others but not to gain fame and esteem - as some
teachers do to encourage their disdples to emulate them - then though it looks like (c.lt;), it
is not riya (ostentation). This is why it is said: (~~_,..;, ~-JJ.t~ _;.;.; ~#!Ht!1) 'The nya
(ostentation)' of the shaykhs (leading religious scholars) is better than, the.sincerity of the
disciples.'
·
It must be known that riya (ostentation) is that a person possesses a laudable trait or
characteristic. and displays it to other people with the desire that they should know of it
and give him distinction and honour. However, if he does not possess anything like that
but makes believ~ that he possesses them, then it is not riya (ostentation), but falsehood
and hypocrisy.
On this basis, backbiting is to speak of someone' s shortcomings behind his back and which
are truly found in him. But, if those things are not truly in him, then one accuses him and
what one says of him is slander. and calumny, casting aspersion. (In this discourse
'ostentation' is used for riya (ostentation).')
KINDS OF RIYA (OSTENTATION)

There are different kinds and possibilities of riya (ostentation) (ostentation). The worst and
most detestable of these is the one in which a person seemingly performs worship but has
no intention whatsoever to worship Allah and receive reward, his only aim being to show
off to people and to gain honour in their sight. It is like the work of purely ostentatious
(and deceiving) persons who offer salah (prayer) in the presence of other people and
engage in making invocation and going through various mechailical and routine exercises,
but when they are alone, they have nothing to do with these things. What is more
unfortunate is that they stand to .offer salah (prayer) with people without performing
ablution or purifying themselves (when that is necessary). This is the most despicable form
of ostentation and it invites Allah's wrath and punishment an all that is done (in the name
of religion) is absolutely to no avail.· Some scholars maintain that if the deed done in this
manner is fard (compulsory), then that too will be rejected and will have to redeemed.
The second kind of ostentation is such that a pious deed is done both to gain some reward
and also to show off, the latter motive is more marked. This deed would not have been
done in private but even if there was no reward attached to it, the deed would have been
done to show off to the people. The same ruling applies to this kind as to the previous.
The third kind is such that a pioqs deed is done to earn reward as well as to demonstrate
and both motives are equally marked. If one of them is lacking then there is no impetus to
1

Ostentation and hypocrisy(~)- sum'ah) is fame, repute
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do the deed. While it appears that in being driven by such a motive to do the deed, the
result is balanced for benefit and harm, yet the ahadith (tradition) and aathar establish that
this kind too is condemned. The deed that is performed with this mind is unacceptable.
The fourth kind is such that the dominant motive in doing a pious deed is to please Allah
and earn a reward. It seems that this kind is not in vain and there is no harm in pursuing
it. Or, we might say that it is eligible both for reward and punishme!lt equally, or that will
depend on the degree of sincerity or lack of it. Besides, it will also be seen at what stage the
desire to be ostentatious arose (even if it is weaker than the motive to earn a reward). If it
was there in the initial stage when the deed was about to be done, then it is more bad. lf it
arose during the course of action then it is less bad than the first possibility. If it arose after
the deed was done then it would be lesser than the second possibility, or the least bad, and
the deed performed will not have been in vain.
Another consideration is that if the desire to be ostentatious arises as a strong resolve th~n
that is worse. If it arises only as a thought and remains that and no r1 wrc then this
possibility is not very harmful.
DIFFICULT TO FIGHT OFF:
Riya (ostentation) or ostentation is such an evil that it is
very difficult for anyone to get rid of it completely. It is not easy to observe sincerity
always. This is why the ulama (Scholars) say that if a person is pleased on being praised
then that is a sign of riya (ostentation). Even when alone one gets the thought of being
ostentatious that is also riya (ostentation). May Allah preserve us and cause us to be
sincere. It is impossible to earn this blessing without Allah's help and enable·.11ent.
BE PLEASED ON BEING SEEN: The ulama (Scholars) have mentioned dnother peculiar
aspect, condition and possibility. If anyone performs a good deed or pious work and other
people see him do it, then he must feel pleased that they are seeing him. He must thank
Allah for enabling him to do good work and letting people see him do it and honour him.
Indeed, Allah concealed his sins but publicized his piety and good character. Also, he must
cherish the desire that with the circulation of his religious attitude people should be
encouraged to become religious minded and to do good deeds.
This attitude is not riya (ostentation), or ostentation. Rather, it is praiseworthy and
recommended. This is also proved through the ahadith (tradition).
However, this issue is very complex. It is open to debate and allows for conflicting
opinions. Anyone who desires to study it in detail must seek guidance from the books and
sayings of the men of Allah. The book 'Ahya ul-Uloom' is very excelle"lt on this subject.
WHAT IS (~)(SUMU'AH)
It is what is done for the gallery. It is done that people might hear, and the doer may gain
fame. Generally, this word is used with riya (ostentation) as in: 'he did it for riya
(ostentation) and sum'ah' (to be seen and heard). So, riya (ostentation) is linked to vision
and sumu' ah to hearing.
SECTION I
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ALLAH LOOKS AT HEARTS & DEEDS
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5314. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.,l&-.111~

said, "Surely, Allah does not look at your appearances and your properties (for, they
are of no worth in His esteem to recompense you). But, He looks at your hearts and
your deeds." (And rewards or punishes accordingly.)l
DEEDS LACKING SINCERITY ARE USELESS
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5315. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J;.,l&-.1!1~
said, "Allah, the Glorious, says, 'I am most Independent of all partners concerning
their association. (It is not like the creatures who are in need of each other for
cooperation and partnership.) If anyone does anything whereby he ascribed
another with me then I shall cast him out with his partnership."
According to another version: : 'I am absolved of him. His deed is for him for
whom he did it.'2
(No deed should be done to please anyone else or to get his nod of approval and
praise. Here Allah has mentioned Himself with partners as one partner only from
the point of vi~w of the creatures who because of their foolishness ascribe partners
to Him.) (~~~.JAt>.;.~uli)
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) (particularly the second portion) says that any
work done ostentatiously is null and void. At the same time, the deed that has some
suggestion of it also is rejected. But, the ulama (Scholars) say that this applies to the two
kinds of riya (ostentation):
(i)
in which there is no intention whatever of earning reward or
(ii)
in which the intention to earn reward is there, but the urge to be
ostentatious is dominant.
This hadith (tradition) may also be said to mean that every deed done for the sake of Allah
should be free of ostentation of every kind. Those who are neglectful in this regard are
warned severely.
WARNING TO PERFORMERS OF DEEDS TO BE HEARD & SEEN

(~~)

5316. Sayyiduna Jundub ~..1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J;.,l&-.1!1~ said,

"He who performs deeds that people might hear of them (and thus gain fame),
Allah will make the people hear of his condition (and make him disgraced and
dejected). And he· who performs deeds that people might see, Allah will cause him
to be seen (being punished for ostentation and tell him to get his reward for whom
he did the deed)."3

Muslim# 34-2564
Muslim # 46-2985
3 Bukhari # 6499, Muslim # 49-2987.
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COMMENTARY: S'1me commentators suggest that if anyone does something pious only

to

earn a name then Allah will dis.close to His creatures this person's defects and bad deeds
which he had been doing in private unknown to them. Or, Allah will let the people know
in the world this man's evil mtention and will also disclose them on the day of resurrection.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that on they day of resuTrection, Allah will let the man merely
know the reward his pious deeds would have fetched him had he not been ostentatious
and made others her and see his pious deeds, but Allah will give him no reward will be
that people had learnt in the world of his good deeds. So, in the hereafter he will be
deprived of his reward.
GAINING FAME WITHOUT DESIRING IT
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5317. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~.&'~.J narrated that someone asked Allah's Messenger
~JA~~'J...P,

"What do you say of a man who does good deeds and people praise him
because of it and," - according. tn a version: - "he is loved by the people because of
it?" (will his reward and deed be in vain?) He said, "That (praise and love) is glad
·
tidings to the believer conveyed to him before-hand."1
COMMENTARY: He will get his reward in the hereafter and he gets one in this world
ahead of. that through praise and love of the people. This is a sign that his deed is
approved.
The Prophet~J4#.&1J...P made it clear that this man's behaviour' is not ostentatious because
the people honour him or their own without his craving for fame. His intention in doing
the good deed was nothing but to gain Allah's pleasure and reward. This is the favour and
blessing of Allah that He granted him reward in the form of people's acclaim.
~~~~j..G~I

SECTION II
ASSOCIATORS WILL BE PUT AWAY
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5318. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ibn Abu fudalah~.&'~.J (Ansari) narrated that Allah's
Messenger~J A# .&1 .)J said, "When Allah will gather mankind on the day of
resurrection a day of which there is no doubt2 a crier will proclaim, 1He who had
associated something in his deeds that are done for Allah alone, must demand its
reward from (that) other than Allah, for Allah is Independent of partners and of
association."3
!""

1

Muslim # 166-2642.

2 Qur' an, su~ah Aal-Imran verse 9, 25.
3 Tirmidhi # 3154(3165), Musnad Ahmad

# 3-466, lhn Majah # 4203, Muslim # 2985
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COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~~J said that the letter (J) in the word (~r-1) refers to 'gathering.' It
is the day on whic:1 Allah will gather mankind whereof is no doubt. He will bring them
together to reward and punish them. The words is Isti' ab are explanatory:

fell -,;j ~5'},.,~~~~IJ(JJJ':JI ili1 ~~ :~;11..;~ .....u~ IS!
(When the day of resurrection arrives, Allah will gather the first and the last ones a day whereof is no doubt ... )
The word (~.r-1), here, gives the meaning:

(Allah will bring together all creatures on the day. of resurrection so that He might
give them reward and punishment).
SHOWINESS CONDEMNED
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5319. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr 4JS. ~~ ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~lil'~ say, "He who publicizes his deed among the people, (should
know that Allah will convey his ostentatious behaviour to the ears of the people.
(They wll know that his aim was to gain their acclaim.) And (on the day of
resurrection), He will disgrace and humiliate him."1
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5320. Sayyiduna Anas 4:S-.1il~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~,}-# said, 11 As for him
whose concern is the hereafter, Allah grows in his heart contentment, puts his
affairs right and the world comes to him in submission. But, as for him whose
concern is the world, Allah makes poverty his lot and puts his affairs in disorder
and nothing of the world comes to him beyond what is ordained for him."2
5321. Sayyiduna Aban4JS.lill~J narrated it from Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit4JS.~I~J•3
COMMENTARY: Clearly results of deeds depend on the intention behind them.
WHAT IS NOT RIYA (OSTENTATION)
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Bayhaqi Shu'ab :.ll-eeman # 682
# 2465(2473)
3 Musnad Ahmad # 5-584, Darimi.
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5322. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~' ~; narrated, 11I submitted, '0 Messenger of
Allah, while I was in my house on my prayer rug (offering salah (prayer)), a man
came to me. This pleased me for he saw me in that condition (of worship).' So,
Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, '0 Abu Hurayrah, may Allah have mercy on
you! You deserve a dual reward- reward for keeping secret and a reward for it
being known."'l
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4~-1~~~; felt delighted that his visitor saw him
offer salah (prayer) so he might be prompted to follow suit. The man's seeing became a
sign of the pious path and a means to it and it falls under the purview of this saying:

a

4,~ ~ 6A fti.J lA,_fi-1419 ~ cC..... ~&A

(He who revives a sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) to do good, gets a reward for it
and a reward of one who acts on it.)
However, the more correct thing is that Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J was delighted because that
comes naturally to man and Shari'ah (divine law), too, upholds such reaction. People like
to be seen when they are in a good condition. This is not because of ostentation or display
but it is the desire of a sound heart and pure thoughts. This is exactly in keeping with the
saying of the Prophet ~J4~Jil,~:
6-Aj.o --"'9 ~ dl....J lf~ .. 0. 43..;- 0A

(He whom good pleases and evil grieves is a believer):
Besides Allah says:

{Say, ''In the bounty of Allah and His mercy - therein let them therefore rejoice, It is
far better than that which they amass."}(lO: 58)
Therefore, it is a believer's goodness that when he is enabled to do good deeds and live a
pious life, he feels delighted. However, a non-Mulsim feels elated at amassing worldly
possessions.
DOUBLE-DEALING & OSTENTATION IN RELIGION

l;il.H ~_;.1:~ j~.J -...;.JlA)I ~t 0 ~~ ~j ~ ili1 ~;ill j_;..!j jli jli ~j (oili)
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5323. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lil'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#lil'~
said, 11In the final times, there will appear men who would cheat in the garb of
religion to further worldly ambitions. They will wear hides of sheep for people to
see (them) as meek and their tongues will be sweeter than sugar, but their hearts
will be like hearts of wolves. Allah will ask, 'Do they show arrogance to Me, or are
they daring against Me? I swear by Myself that I shall send to them a bial that will
1

Tirmidhi # 2384(2392)
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leave the most forbearing among them non-pulsed."'t
(Leaders will arise among them who will be cruel to them and create problems for them.)
COMMENTARY: The pretenders will use pious deeds to earn the world and will prefer
Worldly comfort to the comfort in the hereafter. They will put on the garb of religion to
deceive the people of the world, pretending to be highly religious. They will behave like
religious elders in every field of life but they will lack sincerity. Their only aim being to
fool the Muslims and collect as much of the world as possible.
Allah warns such people of His severe wrath. He will punish them by their own kind, their
rulers and their divisions. They will not be able to come out of their predicament.
~
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5324. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar.u"iil'~J narrated that the Prophet~"" J":k-.1!t~ said, "Surely,

Allah, the Blessed and Exalted says, 'I have created such creatures whose tongues
are more sweet than sugar but whose hearts are more bitter than aloes. I swear by
Myself that I shall certainly involve them in a trial whereby the for bearing among
them will be bewildered. So, are they arrogant before Me? Or (are they) daring
against Me?"2
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5325. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.a,,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#iill~

said, "Indeed with everything there is greed, and for every greed there is a
weakness. Thus, if the one concerned checks himself (to be moderate) and pursues
a middle course, then place hope in him (that he will gain his objective). But, if
fingers are pointed at him (as extravagant), do not count him (as a worshipper and
righteous, for he is a pretender and a show of£).3
·
COMMENTARY: The word (o,r.) means zeal, activity, greed, Here, it means 'greed,' and to
involve oneself extravagantly. The word (o,;:t), means 'to be slack,' 'lazy' or 'weak'. 'When a
worshipper is very energetic in the beginning, he goes to extravagance and to limits. Then,
he slackens and becomes weak. He commences with a great zeal and overdoes every kind
of worship but then he becoqles weak. H~ feels tired. If anyone takes a moderate course,
then that is the straight path. It is to be hoped that he will gain his objective perfectly. But,
if he overdoes and goes to extremes till people point their fingers toward him (as very
pious), then do not tum to him. He must not be considered to be pious and righteous.
It must be understood about the words (oy.-J\6) 'have hope about him' and the word, (oJ.AA1~J)
'do not consider him as a worshipper and an ascetic' that these two words give a faint
suggestion to the end of the two men. The reason a definite conclusion is not possible is
1

Tirmidhi # 2404(2412)
# 2405(2413)
3 Tirmidhi # 2453(2461)
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b~cause no one can say for sure how a person will fare in the hereafter. Will he go to
paradise or to hell? Only Allah knows and He alone can say. We may only give a hint.
This is why the hadith (tradition) merely suggests that we may hope of a person who
follows moderate course, does good deeds and does not go astray that his after life stands
corrected. He will be delivered and safe. But, if he will not conduct himself in this way
and goes to the extremes and seeks recognition in the world, then do not consider him to be
successful and do not count him among the sincere religious people.
As for the hereafter, the fate there in either case is uncertain. Only Allah knows best how
and in what state each of them dies and what will be done to him in the next world.
However, we must hold the hope that the pious will succeed and that is the general
consequence. Allah's mercy.will cover him and he will die as a believer. It is rare that the
pious fall into error and wrong path. And it is very often that the evildoers are drawn to
the right path of the pious.
FAME SINKS TO NOTHINGNESS
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5326. Sayyiduna Anas 4;S. ~~ ~.J narrated that the Proph:et ~J "'# ~~ ,.)..P said, ''It is
enough evil for a man that fingers are pointed at him for religious or worldly
reasons, unless Allah preserves him."1
COMMENTARY- If a man becomes famous for some worldly achievement, he could
involve himself in trials and mischief, and distance himself from faith. If anyone becomes
famous because of his life and living then that too is not devoid of risk, for, he might ask
for leadership and high office and ·wish to be respected and honoured by the masses. This
might cause him to fall pray to the devil' s promptings and begin to perpetrate evil and
indecency which becomes easy-for a person who enjoys authority.
There are very few creatures of Allah who gain authority over people but do not misuse it
and remain safe from temptation and bad-doing. Those chosen slaves of Allah, whom He
makes His near and dear ones ang raises them to the rank of siddiq, keep safe from all kinds
of evil in spite of being famous· all over and wielding strong authority. The reason for this is
that they only obtain the authority after their outer and inner character has purified of all
wicked things and their soul is pure in all respects. The masha' ikh say of them:
....
~

o~~~~.Ma)\~I.JU.Ar.'.filo~l

(The last thing that the siddiqs think of is authority.)
Therefore, the good of man and the safety of his f'-lith and character are possible mostly
when they seclude themselves and live a life of the unknown in preference to a life of fame
and acclaim.
They are the ones mentioned in the hadith (traditU>n) as those preserved by Allah.
Authority and fame· are not bad things unless misused. In fact, they are a blessing of Allah
that He grants to the pure, pious slaves of His. Instead of being a means to evil they lead ·
them to elevated degrees and ranks. It is as Allah says:
·

1 Bayhaqi in Sau' ab

ul-eeman # 6978
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{and make us leaders for the God-fearing.}(25: 75)
Someone said to Sayyiduna Hasan Busri .1!1 ~ J, "You have become famous while the
Prophet ~J~l»1~ has said: (he quoted this very hadith (tradition): .... (_r.l1~~.,.1~
~~ .....))." Hasan Busri.1!1~J said that this refers to one who is an innovator in religion and a
sinner in the world. (he meant that this does not apply to a rich man who is not involved
in sin but abides by the Book and Sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).)
~!tiuj..Aiii

SECTION III
SUMAH CONDEMNED

(t.>.J~I oi_,.J) -J•d:\ i~I;.'T
5327. Sayyiduna Abu Tamimah ~1~J said, 1 came (one day t9 Safwan.1!1~ J and his
companionsl»l~J at a time when (the well-known companion) }undub~l»1~J (son of
Abdullah ibn Sufyan Bajali) was giving them advice (on worship, being moderate, ·
avoiding ostentation, and so on). They asked him, 'Have you heard anything from
Allah's Messenger ~J~l»1~?' He said, 'I had heard Allah's Messenger~J4#li11~
say; 'If anyone does anything that people might hear (and thereby think high of
him) then Allah will cause him to despair on the day of resurrecti~n. And, if
anyone burdens himself or anyone else beyond capacity, then Allah will lay on him
a burden for which he has not strength to bear, on the day of resurrection.'
They asked him (meaning, either the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) l"~"l»'~J asJied.
the Prophet ~J"#i»1~ or Safwan .1!1~J and his colleagues .1!1~J asked }undub~1~J),
'Give us more advice.' He said, 'The first thing that turns bad in man is. his belly. So,
if anyone can eat nothing but what is pure (~dlawful), let hlm do it. And if anyone
is able to prevent even a handful of blood obstruct him from paradise by not
shedding it, let him do so.l
COMMENTARY: The concluding portion of the hadith (tradition) means that shedding
blood unjustly is a crime known to all but shedding even a handful blood of someone is
what will prevent one's admittance to paradise. So, is it beyond one's comprehension that
a person should do something that would deprive him of entry into paradise.
It seems that the Safwan .1!1~J whom Abu Tamimah li!1~J had met was Safwan ibn sulaym
Zuri ..li1~J, a promimcant tabi'i of Madinah. He was an exemplary person: learned, goodcharacter, ascetic, God-fearing, and a great worshipper. For forty years he dic;l not touch
11
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his side to the ground. He performed so many sajdah (prostrations) that there was a hole
in his forehead because of that. He never accepted any kind of gift or honour from the
amirs or kings. Many more merits are described of him.
OSTENTATION IS TANTAMOUNT TO POLYTHEISM
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5328. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~ ~~ ~; narrated that one day he went to the
mosque of Allah's Messenger ~J "~ ~~ ~· There, he found Sayyiduna Mu' adh
sitting by the Prophet's ~J~)»,~ grave weeping. So, he asked him, "What makes
you weep."' He said, "One thing that I had heard from Allah's Messenger makes
me weep. He said, 'A slight showing off is polytheism. And he who is hostile to a
friend of Allah (and comes him inconvenience in any way) is as though he prepares
to fight with Allah. (One who fights with Allah is doomed.) Surely, Allah loves
(the righteous) the pious, the abstinent and the quiet ones. They are such as are not_
missed when they are absent. They are not invited and not brought nearer when
they are present. Their hearts are lamps of guidance (in their internal and spiritual
ways). They emerge from every dark place."'1
COMMENTARY: Ostentation of an ordinary kind is a great polytheism. Or, a slight
ostentation is one kind of polytheism. It is ingrained in men undetected even by people of
a strong faith. They cannot see it in their deeds and very few people are immune from it.
So, Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~~~~J was apprehensive that this thing might have encroached in
his doings. This was one reason why he wept and the other was that most of the awaliya
are not easily recognized by men and he might have unknowingly hurt any of them.
According to a hadith (tradition) qudsi.
-' ,...
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(My awliya (saints/ friends of Allah) are under My cloak. None but their own kind
recognize them). This is the meaning of the words of the hadith (tradition): (LS~~~J
~J~) being hostile to friend of Allah).
'Allah loves the ... pious ....' Some scholars say that religion is based on realizing that the
commands of Allah are the most significant and respectable and is based on being kind and
loving to the creatures.
The abstinent keep away from every kind of polytheism, both visible and invisible. They
abstain from every thing that Allah and His Messenger ~ J~~~~ have forbidden or which
is disliked by Shari' ah (divine law).
1

Ibn Majah # 3989, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 6812 as narrated by Mu' adh ~.1tl~ J·
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The quiet ones are the undetected, concealed. They live in a mis~rable condition. They are
written off by society, but are elevated and strong in character, internal and spiritual life.
The words could _also refer to the men of Allah who are secluded from the people of the
world.
The words begining: 'Surely, Allah ... ' form a fresh sentence. They define a wali (friend of
Allah). Allah's friends are incognito, ignored and unrecognized. They are kept at a
distance. It is like the tradition:

[There are such people in unkempt state who are not given any importance ... but, in
Allah's sight, they are such that if they take an oath on Allah, relying on him, he
will make their oath good~]
The hearts of such people are lights of guidance. They are capable of leading people. To
follow them is to follow the right path. So, they must be respected and follow."?d.
They live a life of the very poor and simple folk. Their homes are dark and dilapidated.
They cannot afford even a lamp and ordinary necessities in their homes.
Therefore, if a scholar, righteous and God-fearing is in a ragged state, we must hot be
deceived by his condition. Rather, we must respect him, for; an outward appearance often
belies' the inner nature.
However, mere poverty and need are not standards of judgement if taqwa, abstinence and
inner light are lacking.
To concl~de, we must stress that a wali (JJ) is a God-fearing, righteous abstinent men. It is
as Allah says:
·.

.~~e,t ' - ..
-...!.J~I ~!~t l:JJI.....U! .

{Surely the awliya (saints/ friends of Allah) of Allah are only the God-fearing.}
It is stated in Sharh aqaid nasfi: "Wali is one who possesses awareness of Allah's Being

. and attributes to his full ability. He is regular in obeying and in worship, abstains from sin
an,: does not inaulge in base desires."
SINCERE SLAVE OF ALLAH
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5329. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah~ ~~ ,_rpJ narrated that Allah's Messe~ger~J "~ ~~ ~
said, "when anyone offers salah (prayer) in public [where people see him] and
makes it perfect [as he does other forms of worship] and when he offers it in private
and makes it perfe~t, Allah the Great says, 1This My slave is true and sincere!"'l.
HYPOCRITES BEFORE LAST DAY

1

Ibn Majah # 4200
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5330. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal .w:-1il1~J narrated that the Prophet ~""J4#1il'~ said,
11
There will be people in the last days who will profess brotherhood outwardly, but
will hold animosity inwardly." Someone asked, uo Messenger of Allah, how will
that be?" He said, 11That will be because some of them will exploit some others, but
they will fear each other."1
;
COMMENTARY: There will be in the last days, hypocrites among the Muslims, too. They
will be driven by worldly motives in befriending anyone or antagonizing him. They will
Jack sincerity and truth fullness, If they have nothing to get from someone, they will ignore
him, or antagonize him.
They will not abide by the command of Shari' ah (divine law) to make friends and enemies
on Iy for the sake of Allah. Hence, they will not be reliable as friends or enemies because, in
either case, they will not be sincere.
SHOWING OFF IS POLYTHEISM
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5331. Sayyiduna Shaddad ibn Aws .w:-..1n~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
11
~"" J 4# 1il1 ~ say, He who offers salah (prayer) to show off has committed
polytheism. He who fasts to show off has committed polytheism. He who gives
charity to show off. has committed polytheism."2
COMMENTARY: In short, whatever pious deed one does to show off is polytheism. Of
course, that would be light and invisible polytheism, otherwise visible polytheism is done
openly and boldly and idol-worship is part of it.
As for the reason ostentation is called light and invisible polytheism, whatever an
ostentatious person does, is not sincerely for Allah. He_ does it for others than Allah and
this is tantamount to idol-worship but not open idol-worship. It is as the words:
~_,.9 ~ IU&- d.J...Dlo LF

(Whatever turns you away from Allah, it is your idol).
Mull Ali Qar ..1n~J points out that according to this hadith (tradition) even fasting can be
ostentatious. So, it contradicts the people who say that there cannot be pretence in fasting,
because it depends on the resolve. If anyone's intention is faulty then his abstinence from
food and drink is meaningless. How then can pretence affect an intention?
We do say that a person may intend to do a pious work to please Allah but, at the same
time, he may hope to achieve fame or some other objective not connected with Allah's
pleasure. Both these objectives may be of equal nature or one may dominate the other. We
have spoken on this in the beginning of this chapter (VI).
This establishes that ostentation may find its place in fasting too.

1
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5332. Sayyiduna Shaddad ibn Aws ~lb'~.J is reported to have wept (once). So, he
was asked, "What makes you.weep?" He said, "Something that I had heard from
Allah's Messenger ~J~lb'~· I remembered it and it made me weep. I had heard
Allah's Messenger ~""'J"#li'~ say, 'I fear for my ummah (light) polytheism and
concealed passion."'
He added, "I asked, '0 Messenger of Allah, will your ummah resort to polytheism
after your death?' He said, 'Yes! Know, they will not worship the sun, not the
moon, not a stone and not an idol. But, they will show off their (pious) deeds and
indulge in unseen passion in that one of them might J;legin the morning with a fast
but, when a passion of various kinds of passions overcomes him, he gives up
fasting."'1
COMMENTARY: The passion is described as unseen because when the person formed an
intention to fast it was concealed in his mind. He had decided that he would abandon his
fast if he was overcome by a desire.
Teebi lb'"~.J has .said that the passion that might overtake the man would be for food, etc.
However, the more correct opinion is that it could be a sexual desire that arises seldom.
When it arises, it dominates naturally and even fear of contravening a command of Shari'ah
(divine law) does not suppress it. It is as the example of fasting of which Allah says:
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(And do not make your deeds vain.}(47: 33)
It must be known that whatever worship is begun becomes necessary to be completed. It is
wajib (obligatory) in Shari ah (divine law) to complete it.
OSTENTATION IS WORSE THAN MISCHIEF OF THE .DAJJAL (THE GREAT
DECEIVER)
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5333. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~lb1~.J narrated: "Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!1~ came
out to us ~hile we were speaking about al-masih ad-dajjal (the great deceiver). He
asked, 'Shall I not inform you of what causes me more concern about you than al"
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Musnad Ahmad 4-126, Ibn Majah # 4205, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul-eeman # 6830.
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masih ad-dajjal (the great deceiver)?' We submitted, 'Of course, 0 Messenger of
Allah!' He said, 'It is concealed polytheism in that a man stands up in salah
. (prayer) and stretches his salah (prayer)_ because someone sees him (offering salah
(prayer)) ."'1
COMMENTARY: The symbols and signs of the mischief of the dajjal (the great deceiver)
are commonly known. A faithful person may preserve himself from him by these signs.
As for, ostentation, it is disguised in every kind of deed and at dtfferent times. It cannot be
detected so, many people, even scholars, get entangled in its riet.'
MORE ABOUT OSTENTATION BEING POLYTHEISM
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Sayyiduna Mahmud ibn Labid A.:.r .&1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~
said, 11Surely, the most fearful thing which I ask you to fear (0 Muslims) is
polythe.ism of the lesser degree." They (the sahabah~ .&1 ~J) asked him, 11 0
Messenger of Allah, what is the polytheism of the lesser degree?" He said, "Riya
(ostentation)' (or, ostentation)."(l}
According to Bayhaqi's addition: 11Allah will say to them on the day when the
creatures will be recompensed for their deeds, 'Go to those before whom you were
ostentatious in the world. Then, see: do you find with them reward or any good
(for you)."2
DEED DONE IN SECRET

Q~J+~J~Ijl~j~rlJt~JJijj.!Jjlijli~.;Jii~.;:;"Cfl~j(orro)
-....u~lA l!J~ u:LDI J!~\ ~r._;;.sjt~J lif9~ ~~
5335. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~..:u~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger "~.&1~
1
~ J said, Were a man to do a deed within a rock that had not door or opening, his
deed whatever it be would emerge to mankind (and become known to them)."3
COMMENTARY: The word [o~] is actually a rock. Here, however, it means 'a cave'
though it may also be used here in its real sense to lay stress on the message.
The word [ofi'] is a small opening [like a ventilator].
The hadith (tradition) means that a man may perform a good deed in secret and ensure that
no one should know of it, yet people will learn of the deed. Thus, when Allah wills that
people should learn of good deeds and emulate them, why should we be ostentatious and
Ibn Majah # 4204.
(The addition included) Bayhaqi Shu'ab ul-eeman # 1831 and (without the addition) Musnad
Ahmad
3 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 6940
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deprive ourselves of the reward?
The hadith (tradition) could also mean that we must conceal our good deeds and try our
best to be sincere.
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5336. Sayyiduna uthman ibn affan ~~~~; narrated that Allah's messenger said, "He
who has a concealed good or bad characteristic, Allah bring out some such thing of
it as makes him known with that characteristic.I
HYPOCRISY lS VERY HARMFUL

5337. Sayyiduna umar ibn khattab ~~~~; narrated that the Prophet ~ J~~~~ said,
"I fear for this ummah every hypocrite who talks (words) of (knowledge and)
wisdom but acts oppressively."2
COMMENTARY: These people talk of pious thint:,s but do not act on what they say. The
Prophet ~J~~~~ said that he did not like this bad habit to come up in his um1nah and
then involve them in mischief and difiiculties.
VIRTUE OF GOOD INTENTION
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5338. Sayyiduna Muhajir ibn Habib ~~~~; narrated that All~'s Messenger ~~~~
~J said that Allah, the Glorious says, "I do not accept all that a wise person says.
But, I do accept his resolve and aim (of whatever he says). If his resolve and aim are
to abey Me, then I make his silence tantamount to My praise dignity even if he does
not speak."3
COMMENTARY: An orator has no esteem in Allah's sight. It is not words of wisdom (out
the intention that counts. How sii•cere is the intention of the person? If his intention is to
obey and he loves.and values the commands of Allah then his silence too is prdseworthy.
He may utter no word, but he is ·considered to be one who praises and glorifies Allah.
If his intention is wicked and not to obey and he does not love Allah's commands then
whatever he utters is considered to be vain and unacceptable howsoever wise his words. It
will be presumed that he is ostentatious and he wishes to impress people and earn fame.

Bayhaqi in Shuab ul-eeman # 6942
Bayhaqi in Shuab ul-eeman # 1777
3 Darimi # 252
t
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CHAPTER- VII
WEEPING & FEAR

The word.(~-~) means to weep, shed tears. It is buka. But((~) buka, without the (~o)) is to
shed tears because of grief. If it prolonged (i~)-buka) then it is to sob and to shed tears,
and this is the most common form.
The caption uses this word in its common meaning, to ·weep either silently with tears of
loudly which is to sob.
Tabaki(Jt,1) is derived from it to mean: 'appear to weep' 'make as though weeping.' It is
to remember or mention such things as make one weep, and to force oneself to weep.
(~-~')(abka) is also derived from it, to mean: 'make someone weep.'
The next word (J;)- khawf) is 'to fear,' 'to be terrified.' The words (~uo-1) and (~.,u) are
derived from it. They mean: 'to instill fear in someone.' Fear is a peculiar condition that
overtakes one.
In short, to weep and fear is to tear the punishment of the hereafter and Allah's wrath and
retribution. Then, it is to weep and beseech because of that fear.
SECTION I

jj~1jJ&ail

LAUGHTER IS A SIGN OF DISREGARD OF THE HEREAFTER

JliT lA ....!->J.!\.!1 jl ~*t ~ L5.;Jij ~j ~ fu1 ~ ~~~~~ J~ J~ s~_;i CiT 6£ (orr'\)
- '
~~ .(.
"'- ' ~~'t
(i.S.J~Ioi.J.J)-~_;.:.~lJI.UA~

5339. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ iil1 ~.J narrated that Abu Al-Qasim (Prophet
11
Muhammad~JA#iil'~) said, By Him in Whose hand my soul is, were you to know
that which I know, you would surely weep much and laugh Iittle."t
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) cautions the ummah to always keep in mind fear
of Allah, His Majesty and such things as make one weep. They must abstain .from too
much laughter and comfort. Of course, there is scope to some extent to have some comfort
relying on Allah's mercy and pardon.
WHAT LIES IN STORE FOR US
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5340. Sayyidah Umm Ala ~..1rt~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA#iil'~ said,
11
By Allah, I do not know,2 though I am Allah's Messenger, what He will do with
me and with you."l
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) means that the fate of every person that he will
1

Bukhari # 6485, Tirmidhi # 2313
In the original ~~1':1.\IJ ~By Allah, I do not know' is repeated twice. The Urdu book and its Arabic
have it as here, only once.
3 Bukhari # 1243, 2018. Musnad Ahmad.
2
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fare in the next world is unknown. No one knows what a person will do and what will be
his final condition. However, the, same thing cannot be said of the Prophet ~J 4# ~~ ~
particularly of the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ jJ. There are clear evidences that their end is very
good, for certain. As for the Prophet's ~J4#.i»ljJ words in this hadith (tradition) about not
knowing his own fate, we must look at it in the background of this hadith (tradition).
Sayyiduna ut~an ibn mazun was a glorious sahabi. He was a muhajir and the first of the
mt,thajirs (emigrants) to die in Madinah. The Prophet ~J4#i»ljJ supervised his burial and
the preparations for it. He walked with his funeral and kissed his forehead and stood while
he was being buried in the Baqi. A woman who was there ~emarked, "Uthman, you are
blessed with paradise! "The Prophet ~J ~ .i»1 jJ checked her and spoke the words
mentioned in the hadith (tradition). He scolded the women for daring to speak improper
words.·
Another explanation is that the Prophet ~J4.)s.i»ljJ spoke these words by way of example.
No one can be sure how he would fare because this concerns knowledge of the unseen. He
meant that by way of good manners and respect, he could not say more on this subject.
Mulla Ali Qari has explained that the Prophet ~J~iJ1jJ meant to say that even though he
was Allah's Messenger he could not say for certain what would become of any one. Only
Allah is the knower of the unknown. However, it was known overall that the end of the
Prophets ~J~iiujJ is good.
Another possible meaning of the Prophet's ~J4#.1iljJ words is: I do not know in what
manner I shall dPpart from this world. Will I die a natural death or will I be slain? And, I
do not know what will become of you be punished as the past umrnahs were punished, or
will you be spared?
The more correct thing is that this saying relates to the time before these words of surah alfath were revealed:

{That Allah may forgive you of your fault that which is past and that which is to
come.} (48: 2)
Hence, in the beginning, there was uncertainly about the end. Nothing could be said
definitely. But, after the revelation of this verse, the doubt was removed and it was known
for sure that the Prophet's ~J4#~1jJ end and next life is very good.
A PEEP INTO HELL

{..tJ-o o\_,.)) -~lj.!J I': ~ -: &' Jj\ ~~j ~l!JI ~: ~~ !..£ 1Ji1~ ~~~.J~ ~ljj
5341. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&sjJ said. "Hell
was brought before me (to be shown). I saw in it, a woman of the Banu Isra'il. She
was being punished because of a cat belonging to her. She had tied it up and did
not feed it herself or permit it to eat the worms or insects of the earth. So it died of
hunger. I also saw (in it) Amr ibn aamir Khuza'i. He was dragging his intestines in
hell. He was the first person to let a she-camel pasture at will (and so introduced

J
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COMMENTARY: Saw.a'ib is the plural of Sa'ibah. It is a she-camel that was left to itself

during the jahiliyah (ignorance period) to make good a vow, or for sorrie other purpose.
(Or, she was set free after having delivered her tenth young one.) The Arabs vowed to do
it if she had all male offspring, or some traveller returned from a far off land, or a sick
person got well. When they left the she-camel to herself (after any of these things), they did
neither ride her nor drink her milk. She could pasture wherever she liked. No one
prevented her from eating or drinking, considering it as worship and a means to please
their idols.
·
Amr ibn Khuza'i was the man to introduce this practice. The ulama (Scholars) say that he
was also.the first to worship an idol. Some versions give his name as Amr ibn Luhayy.
Aamir and luhayy were names of his father and grandfather.
Kirmani deduces from this hadith (tradition) that people have been sent to hell already.
But, it is suggested also that the Prophet ~J ~..lit jJ was shown afore hand what will
happen in hell.
RESULT OR RAMPANT EVIL-DOING
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5342. Sayyidah Zaynab lint Jahsh ~..:u~~J narrated that one day Allah's Messenger
~J~..lltjJ visited her and Sc!emed to be worried. He was saying: "(..llt':ll~l':l) (There is
no God but Allah). Woe to the Arabs. because of the mischief that approaches.
Today, the wall keeping away Yajuj and Majuj has been opened this much",
indicating with his thumb and forefinger and forming a circle.
Sayyidah Zaynab ~ ...1!1 ~J added that she asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, shall we
perish while there are among .1s the righteous people." He said, 'Yes, if evil
overwhelms."2
COMMENTARY: Evil that may overwhelm is a spate of killing, fighting and mischief. This
was to begin in the future and the Arabs were to be the first targets. It began with the
tragic killing of the third Khalifah (caliph) Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Affan ~ ...1!1 ~J and
continues to-date.
The hadith (tradition) is interpreted to mean also that with the spread of Islam and the
conquests, the Arabs will become richer. The result will be that they will become weaker
Muslims in faith. They will love power and wealth love of the world will cause dissension
among them and they would be disunited.
The tiny opening in the wall that hinders the passage of Yajuj and Majuj was the sign of the
Last Day. The rise of dissension among the Arabs was also one of the portent:: of the Last
1
2

Bukhari # 3482, Muslim # 9-904
Bukhari # 3346, Muslim# 2-2810, Tirmidhi # 2187(2194)
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. Day.t
Some scholars say that the Prophet ~J"~.iin~ pointed out in these words an impending
severe loss to the Muslims at large. The historians know the trouble brought about by
Chengiz Khan causing damage to several Islamic states. Halaku Khan led a wave of the
Tartars to eliminate the Islamic caliphate. They killed khalifah Mu' taim Billah and
plundered Baghdad, killing hundreds of thousands of Muslims and involving the ~iltire
Muslim ummah in great jihad (crusade)s.
The final \\·ord (~) khabeth means evil, sin and indecency. It is ~lso said to mean
adultery. When fire erupts, it bums everything in its wake irrespective of dry or moist,
lawful ~r unlawful, pure or impure. It spares not believer and infidel, friend and foe. The
same applies to Divine punishment. When it descends, it makes no distinction between
pious and impious, but of course when all the creatures will be resurrected in the hereafter
then everyone will be treated according to his deeds.
In another version (of Mishkat), the firial word(~) is Khubth. The meaning, however, is
identical.
SWALLOWING & METAMORPHOSIS OF THIS UMMAH
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5343. Sayyiduna Abu Aamir ~ 1»1 ~J or Sayyiduna Abu Maalik Ash' ary ~ ~~ ~J

narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~J"~~~~ say, "Surely, there will arise
among my ummah, some people who will regard as lawful his (illegal sexual
intercourse) or Khazz (-a particular kind of silk),2
Silk, wine and stringed instruments. Some of them will reside beside a (high)
mountain (which means that they will build their homes at elevated places to be
distinguished). Their pasturing animals will come to them in the evening. But,
when anyone comes to them with his need (say, asking for some milk, etc), they
will (send him away and) direct him to come back on the morrow. However, Allah
will send to them His punishment during the night, throwing down the mountain
on some of them (to crush them underneath it), metamorphosing some others into
apes and wines (and they will retain that form) till the day of resurrection."3
(Or, this punishment will be awarded to the evil-doers till the day of resur.&ection.)
1

See: Before & After the Last Hour, Ibn Kathir (English tr), for signs of the Last Hour. Darul-Ishaat,
Karachi.
2 Bukhari # 5590 has 'illegal sexual intercourse' her but the Urdu comments say 'a kind of silk', the
word being (khazz) - see also concluding portion of hadith (tradition).
3 Bukhari # 5590, Abu Dawud # 4039, Humaydi
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Some copies of the Masabih have hir instead of Khazz. This means the vagina to
mean illegal sex. But Humaydi and Ibn Athir have Khazz as specifically confirmed
·
by them.
Moreover, Hamaydi has said on the authority of Bukhari as also Khattabi in his
commentary on Bukhari.
'the pastur{ng animals will con1e to them in the evening, and someone in need will
come to them.'
COMMENTARY: Bukhari ~ays thc1t tht? narrator is Abu Aamir .u~.ib~~J or Abu Maalik Ash'ari
A:.r-~'..s.;;J· This does not cast d()ubt \.111 the> hadith (tradition) because each of them is a sahabi
and they are all reliable. So. the hadith (tradition) will be sound whichever sahabi may have
narrated it.
Khazz is a kind of cloth that "·a5 produced from silk and wool in earlier days and was v~ty
conunon. £yen the sahabah {Proph~:.'t·s Cl)mpanions) ·~"~'..rl'; and the tabi'un ~~;sometimes
wore it. The ulama (Sch('llars) s.1y th.1t khazz is disallowed because it willtnean resemblance
to the irreligious and luxurious pel)ple. Be~ides, it was very expensive and only the rich and
the squandering people ,,·ore it.
Or, we n1ay say that it is the khazz that had not been introduced in the Prophet's 4Js.~'~
..,t... _, titnes. It is pure silk. So, we may say that the Prophet's ~J4Js.li11~ words were a
n1iracle and he gave news of the unseen titnes. In this case khazz was used in the hadith
(tradition) as a general ~tatetnent and hanr [silk] as a specific reference.
.ivluazif are musical instrmnents. It is the plural9f [J.r]; and [~.r] azeef is the voice of the
jinn. It is also applied to the whistle of the wind in the deserts at night.
The hadith (tradition) foresees some n1etnbers of the ummah going to any lengths to prove
that the unlawful is lawful for example, silk is disallowed to men. Some ulama (Scholars)
say that if there is an: inner garment on w)lich a silken garment is worn that does not touch
the body then, silk may be allowed to men. While this opinion is not unanimous, it cannot
be cited to permit men to wear silk garments outright. Indeed, men have begun to wear silk
and argue that certain ulama (Scholars) have said so and some religious elders have worn
it. They are involved in regarding an unlawful evil as lawful in Shari'ah (divine law), and
are committing a sin.
Similarly, some ulama (Scholars) and shaykhs (leading religious scholars) have used
mazamir (stringed instruments). This is subject to a lengthy debate but what must be seen
is in what conditions and with what restrictions they use mazamir. What is wrong is that
people have made their sayings ·and doings a base on which they have spread much wrong
and have termed musical gatherings as sama and do misguided things under the misnomer
to justify them as Shari'ah (divine law) compliant. They not only say that these things are
lawful but also assert that they fetch reward. We seek forgiveness of Allah and see~ refuge
in Him from such thought.
Ibn Abu ad-Dunya has transmitted a similar tradition from Sayyiduna Anas 4:$- ~~ ..r'.J in
these words:

JJl..J4 ~~~.J ~~~ ~$1 .)..,..3-1 l.}:'_r, 1_,1 ~.,;_, fc.-o_,J.li_,~~ ~~ o~O&-i.J'~
This too means that when people use such things considering them to be lawful then they
will be smitten by Divine punishments of swallowing and metamorphosis.
The compiler of Mishkat has concluded by citing Humaydi .1!1.,...,..J and Ibn Athir ~4.:t".J to
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prove that the word (~') is a scribe's error and the correct word is(?Jt) meaning, not al-hir
. but al-khazz. Hence, it is not correct to presume that this word is (c.) and (.J) (r-) - hir.
However, the compiler has made it clear with the words (~~~ t.iA iJ) 'in this hadith
(tra'dition)' that this discussion applies only to this hadith (tradition) reproduced here from
Bukhari, for otherwise the word (~') is found in another hadith (tradition) which is
transmitted by Abu Dawud and others. While Teebi .&1 ~.J has mentioned this hadith
(tradition) in his Sharh, the well-known exponent of Bukhari Allal?lah Ibn Hajr ii11 ~J has
said something that contradicts the compiler of Mishkah. He says that most versions of
Bukhari have (c) and (.J)- hirr). In this case, both versions will be said to be correct.
In the words (~.J~I"~C.J.J), (~;L...) is the subject of (c.J.J). This means that (y) in (~.J~) in
the first version of Mishkah is superfluous.
Besides, the two books kitab Humaydi and Bukhari' s Sharh Khattabi have (~~ ~)
without the word(~;)- 'some in need will come to them' (not 'a man in need ... '). Or, they
also have the word (~.J) but, we learn from this hadith (tradition) after (~~) that even the .
people of this ummah will face the punishment of swallowing and metamorphosis as the
ummahs of the past had suffered for their bad deeds. Therefore, we may say of the ahadith
(tradition) that say that this urmnah will not be subjected to this kind of punishment that
(i)
Or, they refer to the initial period of this ummah and not the final period,
(ii)
Or, they speak of the entire urmnah not of individual, here and there, who
may be subjected to this punishment.
WHEN PUNISHMENT COMES DOWN

(~~)-~!~f~I~JJ~i....::..>~~
5344. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~lilt~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J-~.111~ said,
"When Allah sends down punishment on a people, it takes in its wake all those
who are among them. Then, they will be resurrected (in the hereafter) according to
their deeds."t
COMMENTARY: When any people rebel and become hardened sinners, they invite Allah's
wrath. Allah sends down His punishment and it does not differentiate between the
righteous and the wrong-doers. However, sometimes Allah preserves His righteous slaves
from this punishment.
In spite of that, all people being subject to the punishment does not imply that all of them
are of the same kinds, as far as their fate in the hereafter is concerned. There, everyone will
be treated according to his deeds. The pious will be treated well while the wrong-doer will
be punished.
WHAT MATTERS IS HOW ONE DIES
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5345. Sayyiduna Jabir ~lili~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lil'~ said, 11 (0n
the day of resurrection,) everyone will be resurrected in the condition in which he
1

Bukhari # 7108, Muslim # 84-2879, Musnad Ahmad 2-40
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died."1
COMMENTARY: The very condition in which a person departs from this world, he will

arise in it on the day of resurrection and his fate will be in accordance with that. If he dies
as a faith full, then he will arise as such. If he dies an unbeliever, then he will be
resurrected as an infidel. Thus if he dies worshipping, he was committing sin, he will be
raised in that state. Success or failure in the hereafter depends on the condition in which
one dies. Nothin'g can be said of a person in what state he will die.
Some scholars say about one who is engrossed in remembrance of Allah always, and
Allah's mention makes home in his heart, then if at the time of death there is some
lessening of this condition because of restlessness or severity of illness, that will n~t cause
any harm to him Rather, after soul and body separate, his normal condition will come back
to him.
Hence, the real thing is to gain proficiency in remembrance of Allah and in closeness to
Him. It is alv·ays a plus point and an asset.
SECTION II
MAN'S FOOLISHNESS

((.51AjUI o\.J.J)-~~..;u~l
5346. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:S-.i»I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»'J..P
said, 11 I have not seen anything being neglected like hell by one who should flee
from it (yet he sleeps unconcemt.:d), and not anything like paradise whose seeker
sleeps unconcerned (and negiectfully). "2
COMMENTARY: If anyone faces an enemy wh~ could hurt him then he would not be
neglectful and sleep unconcerned, peacefully. He remains alert and keeps ready and
maintains a distance. But, how surprising that people neglect hell-fire which is very
destructive and terrifying. They do nothing to skirt it, But, they should be obedient to
Allah and avoid being sinful. They should worship Allah and obey Him.
In the same way, it is surprising that one who should yearn for paradise and try his utmost
to get to it, is unmindful and takes it easy doing nothing to achieve his goal. It is a place of
comfort and peace. yet he neglects it, sleeping unconcerned instead of doing something
towr-rds it.
It can be done by abiding by Allah's commands and seflking His and His Prophet's ~.&·~
~ J pleasure. He should not be lethargic in obeying and worshipping Him.
LAUGH LITTLE WEEP MUCH

1
2

Muslim # 83-2878, Musnad Ahmad 3-331.
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5347. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr 4$~~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~.iil~~ said, "I do
see that which you do not see and I do hear that which you do not hear. (They are
the portents of the Last Day and Allah's Majesty.) The heaven laments and it has a
right to lament. By Him in Whose hand is my soul, there is not in it so much as the
spa-.;e of four fingers without an angel who has put his forehead in it to prostrate
before Allah. By Allah, were you to know what I know, you would laugh little and
Weep much, and would not enjoy women in beds, but would go out to the plains
calling Allah for help."
Abu Dharr 4$.1!1~ J cried out, "How I wish I were a tree chopped into pieces!"t
COMMENTARY: The word (~1) is derived from (J,t). It means to emit a sound, to groan, to
squeak,.
The heaven emits a sound because of the load of the angels on it In the same way as a beast
does when a rider mounts it, or a bed squeaks.
Or, the heaven laments from fear of Allah. This calls on tr.ankind who are living beings to
fear Allah more becau~e they commit sin and disobedience while the heaven is lifeless. This
meaning is nearer to the words of the hadith (tradition).
The· angels are occupied in worship of A~lah continuously (in the seven heavens). Each
angel is engaged in some form of worship or other. Perhaps, the Prophet ~ J~.iil1~ spoke
of a heaven where all angels are bowing in prostration. They worship Allah in this way.
The word (~Jt.iA..P) is the (double) plural of {W) which itself is the plural of(~). It means
dust, sand, path, elevated portion of land. In this hadith (tradition) it means 'a desert.'
Sayyidima Abu Dharr ~.:S ~ ~.J expressed the wish that he was a tree because it is very
difficult for man to avoid sin and evil. The devil is always on the look out to mislead him,
so he may arouse Allah's wrath and deserve punishment. If Abu Dharr 4:S.iilt~.J was a tree,
it would be uprooted, chopped and discarded. He would then face no punis~ent in the
hereafter.
This kind of wish has been made by other sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~.J too.
One of them w.ished he was goat, slaughtered and consumed.
.
.
Another wished that he was a bird. It could then fly and rest at will and have no worries.
They were all-pious and had been given tidings of paradise in their lifetime. In spite of
that, they were worried about theii prospects in the hereafter. Then, what may we say of
ourselves? Of course, the Prophet ~J"~.iilt~ has held out good hope for the believer, but
we must be fearful of Allah.
THE DESTINATIO~

(LSlA_;UI oi.J.J) -~1 ~I~,{ <-..!J! 11 ~~~~ t;;\ "-..!J!
5348. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:S-.iiii~J na.rrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#iilt~
said, ''He '• !~ J fears (an enemy attack late in the night) sets out in the first part of
the night. He who begins to set out in the first part of the night gets to the
1
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destination. Know that the merchandise of Allah is invaluable. Know that the
merchandise of Allah is paradise."l
COMMENTARY: The destination is to attain the objective. The Prophet ~J~.&~~ alluded
to the devil who looks for an opportunity to use man's base soul and desifes. But, if man
pursues the path· of guidance in the very beginning with a sincere resolve then he will be
safe from the evil designs and cunning of the devil.. If not, then the devil is a very sly
enemy who misses not an opportunity to ruin his victim.
Next, the Prophet ~J4:}s-i»l~ emphasized that much effort should be made to walk on the
path to paradise. This he expressed in the words 'the merchandise of Allah is invaluable.'
There is no price for paradise. Only worship of Allah and pious deeds can get it for the one
who tries. He must als·o keep away from sin and disobedience. The Qur' an says:
~
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{....but the ever-abiding righteous deeds are better with your Lord in respect of
reward and better in respect of hope.}(18: 46)
~
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t Jt ,
, ~
~l~l-.J.J~~llj.&lj~ I~J_!,I ~ t.S}J.I illi-.J.Jl
{Surely Allah has bought from the believers their lives and their riches - for theirs
shall be the Garden (in retum))(9: 111)
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5349. Sayyiduna Anas ~Jil~~J narra~ed that the Prophet ~J~.&~~ said that Allah ·
Whose remembrance is great will say (on the day of resurrection to the angels
deputed over hell), 11Take out from hell whose remembered Me any time or feared
·
Me on any occasion."2
COMMENTARY: This is about the believer who maintained faith sincerely till he died, but
was sent to hell because of his sins. He feared Allah sometime when he may have stopped
himself from committing a sin. The QtJ.ran says:

-~JW1~~1-..!..J~i~J4llif~IJJ~J.;wJll&AUIJ
{But as for him who feared the standing before his Lord and restrained (his) soul
from caprices. Surely, the Garden shall be his abode.}(79: 4041)
Teebi said that dhikr is to remember Allah with the tongue and the heart. It is a sincere
effort, for, without ~volving the heart, even the infidels remember Allah. ·But they do not
believe in His unity. This is confirmed by the saying of the Prophet ~J~.&1~:

-~1J.l:s~~~llili1~1ilr~ Jli~.
(He who say, (.&1~14t1~) -there is no God but Allah- sincerely from his heart will
enter paradise)

1
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Fear of Allah is such that one restrains himself from sin and occupies in worship because of
it. If that does not happen then mere fear is of no consequence.
Shaykh Fadil i»1~; said, "If you are asked. "Do you fear Allah,' then give no answer, for if
you say 'No' then you will become an infidel. If you say, 'Yes,' you \\'ill be lying." Clearly,
he meant that one must refrain from sin.
This hadith (tradition) assures that if anyone remembers Allah sincerely even only once
and fears Him on one occasion then he will enter paradise after undergoing punishment.
But, Allah may also admit him to paradise without any punishment in hell, He is ( "l.!.t.;.....J J.•!
r.W-tiJA~.lA!J)

(He forgives whom He wishes and He punishes whom He wishes.)
WHO VIE EACH OTHER TO DO GOOD DEEDS

1:.3\'lA.-:
,,!~,,-:.J_jla!.J~Io~?.£
.. 1 . . a~ru1.L·:
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<4LA~I_, ~.S.io_;tJI oi.J.;) -yl~l
5350. Sayyidah Ayshah
~J about this verse:

llf:'-.1111,$~;
2..

narrated that she asked Allah's Messenger
Jt...

....

,, ..

4,1&-i»l~

,r:i

~j~_j.ljj lyllA-....!.)y~~J..llj

{And those who give whatever they give, while their hearts are full of fear.}(23: 60)
(She asked: ) 11 Are they who consume wine and steal?" He said, 11 No, 0 daughter·of
siddiq! Rather, they are who fast, offer salah (prayer), give sadaqah (charity)
(charity) and fear lest this is not accepted from them. [It is as the concluding words
of this verse: )

yl:;;il J-....!.)~.;~~~,.~ 1~_,\
{Those who hasten to do good things [and they are fore most there in].}t (23: 61}

COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah 1\t-"i»l~; ..presumed that only those people must fear
Allah who commit wrong. But, the Prophet ~...,y.:Js.i»l~ corrected her that they were those
who did good deeds and in spite of that were fearful that Allah might not' accept their
deeds. This is confirmed in the verse itself.
It must be borne in mind that the verse quoted in this hadith (tradition) is recited in two
ways. One of which is translated in the hadith (tradition) and also reproduced in the
translation. The second one is rare (o~w), and this reading is :

, ~J.llj
... '
-....!.).9~
.

{they do whatever they do.}
The word is derivP.d from (~~1). It means 'to work', 'to do some work'. Their hearts are
fearful.
1
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The question of Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~.J is more in keeping with the second recital. But,
both Mishkah and Masabih have put the question according to the first recital, though it is
more correct with the second reading.
This portion was the gist of the explanation offered by Teebi 4:S ~~ ~.J which. He has
.
extracted from Tafsir Zajaj and Kashaf.
Mulla Ali Qari 4;;.&1~.J said that if we ascribe to the Prophet ~ J4#~'jJ the word as per the·
rare recital, then it would refer to the people who do some deed by way of worship.' It
would not imply what Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~.J had presumed,: those who commit sin.'
It also does not refe.r to any general deed-either of the 'kind of worship' or of the 'kind of
disobedience,' because the concluding worris of the verse are
, ,

•

J

r ,, "" 'i"

J

yl~l <J~Y,.;~~_,,

{Those who hasten to do good deeds}.
The Pro~het ~Jl.:)s.iilljJ recited: {t-!1-...:..;J-'~ ~J,lr } {who fast ... } to elucidate the first words {
ljiu.;,j~~'J} {who give what they give}.
Moreover, this applies to each of the two recitals. At the most we may say that the usual
reading refers to monetary worship while the rare reading refers to physical worship.
There is yet another interpretation that accommodates both views, meaning both kinds of
worship, in the usual reading. Thus both physical worship which people give (by exerting
themselves and fasting, offering salah (prayer), etc) and monetary worship (by giving
zakah (Annual due charity), etc] are included in the usual reading [which is the one given
in the hadith (tradition)).
TRUMPET, FIRST AND SECOND

_... ,lol~v)-4!9~~,,tlt~4!9~~,AitkiiJI
''I r~
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''I ~
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5351. Sayyiduna ubayy ibn ka'b 4;;..111~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J4#~~ used to
get up, after two-thirds of the night had passed (to offer the salah (prayer) of taHajj
(pilgrimage)ud (supererogatory prayer)), and say. "0 people, remember Allah (as
The One with all His attributes). Remember Allah [for .His punishment and
reward). The rajifah is approaching! And, the radifah is on its heels! (They are the
first and the second trumpets on which all living beings will die and be resurrected,
respectively.) Death is coming with all that it contains (everything connected with
it). Death is upon you with all that it cont'ains."l
·
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~.1djJ addressed the people who were ~sleep while
they could have got up and offered the salah (prayer) of taHajj (pilgrimage)ud (super
erogatory prayer) and remembered Allah through dhikr. It is emphasized mustahab
(desirable) to get.up in the last portion of the night to engage in this form of worship.
In one version (~' J.l~i) is mentioned· thrice. The third time, these words call upon the
people to remember Allah's blessings. His bounties and hardships that He sends down.
'The rajifah approaches' means 'the ~arthquake strikes.' It refers to the verse:

1
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{on the day when the quaking one quakes}(29: 6)
These words alert the people to be ready and do whatever good they can in the time
available to them. They may thus find it easy to face it. It has a fine allusion to death
which is symbolized in sleep which will result after the first trumpet. Running away will
follow the second trumpet blowing. Both these things are reminders of the day of
resurrection.
THINK OF DEATH & THE GRAVE
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5352. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed 4:S-.&1~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~lil~~ came out
for the salah (prayer). He observed some men showing their teeth (as though
grinning) .. He said, 11 If you devote much (time) to remember the destroyer of tastes,
it would prevent you from what I see (now). So, remember often death, the
destroyer of tastes, for there does not come a day to any grave when it does not call
out, 'I am the home of the strange. I am the home of solitude. I am the home of
dust. I am the home of worms.' (A far off place, deserted, dust from what you were
created, infested with creeping creatures.) When a believer is buried, the grave says
to him, 'welcome! Of all those who walk on my back, you are the dearest to me.
Today, you have been entrusted to me, and you shall see how I treat you (kindly).'
It will then· expand for him to the limit of his sight and a gate to paradise will be
opened for him.
However, when a sinner or a disbeliever is buried, the grave says to him, 'You are
unwelcome! You are, indeed, the most despised to me of those who walk on my
back. You are entrusted to me today and you have come to me. You shall see how I
treat you (badly).' It will then squeeze him so hard that his ribs would overlap (on
one another.)"
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The narrator said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ showed this with his fing~rs
intertwined, and he said further," Seventy dragons will be set upon him, such that
if one of them were to exhale on earth, it would not produce any crop till the end of
the world. They will sting and scratch him till he is resurrected to give reckoning."
11
The narrator also said that Allah's Messenger ~""' J~~~ said, The grave is, indeed,
a garden of the gardens of paradise, or a pit of the pits of hell."1
COMMENTARY: Remembering death gives life to the heart of the negligent. Shaykh
Noorud din Ali Mutlaqi used to carry with him a sort of bag on which was inscribed(..:,_,.-)
'death!' whenever anyone enrolled as his disciple, he put that ~ag round his neck so that he
might realize that death was near at hand. His wish was that they should not be neglectful
at any stage but should be awake to obey and worship Allah and engage in remembrance
of Him.
It is reported of a pious king that he had one of his attendants stand behind him to repeat
(..:,_,.J1,..:,_,.J1)- the death, the death!' so that he might never be unmindful of Allah, and his
spiritual illnesses may continue to be cured.
Death should never be forgotten knowing also that the grave proclaims daily that it is the
home away from home ...
The grave is a home where the dweller is food for worms. So, 0 man! How can you desire
to eat ·sumptuous food and develop your body knowing that, after all, it will be
nourishment for the worms of the earth.
What will profit you are only good deeds. If you amass them and go to the grave, you will
be successful. This is why the grave is called a 'chest of deeds.' Some people say that when
a body decays and stinks, worms arise and survive on the body till only the skeleton
remains. Then the worms devour each other and perish.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophets ~J~~~~, martyrs and the awliya (saints/
friends of Allah) are preserved in the grave from worms and· decay. Their bodies remain
intact. The Prophet~J~~~~ said:
1
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(Allah has forbidden the earth to eat the bodies of the Prophets ~~..JI~:#
And, Allah says about the martyrs:
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{Think not of those who were slain in Allah's way as dead. Nay they are alive [and
are provided with sustenance] from their Lord.} [3: 169]
As for the practicing ulama (Scholars) who are bracketed with the awliya (saints/ friends of
Allah) (Allah's friends), if the martyrs are given great merit then these ulama (Scholars)
should receive more merit than them because a drop of the ulama (Scholars)'s (pen's) ink is
more excellent than the blood of the martyrs.
When a believer was spoken of as being buried, it follows naturally that when the sinner
(J-~ti) is said to be buried, it means the disbeliever. Besides, the grave also describes him as
the worst of those who walked on the earth. This is confirmed by the words of the Quran:

1
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~li~~~~J.&~~~il
(Is he, then, who is a believer, like him who is a transgressor?) [32: 18]
Here, (J-li)- transgressor refers to a disbeliever.'
Moreover, it is the style of the Quran and hadith (tradition) that when a command or
decision is give;n about the burzakh [intermediary period between death and resurrection],
there are only two different kinds of people: (i) believers and (i) disbelievers. As for the
fasiq [transgressing] believer, nothing is declared about him either because his fault is
concealed, or that he may be kept between fear and hope. It is not that he is classified as a
third kind (between disbeliever and believer), as the misguided mu'tazillah hold.t
As for seventy dragons being set against the infidel, either the number is specific, or it
means many. This second opinion is upheld by another tradition which says:
'One less than one hundred dragons are set against the disbeliever in his grave.'
FEAR OF THE HEREAFTER MADE THE PROPHET ~J~~~~ GREY-HAIRED
J
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5353. Sayyiduna Abu Juhayfah ~~~~J narrated that some of the Sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~ ~~ ~J submitted, 110 Messenger of Allah, you have become grey-

haired (prematurely)." He said, 11 Surah Hud and its sisters (mening surahs like it)
have turned my hair grey."2
COMMENTARY: Surah Hud and others like it mention the day of resurrection very often.
The thought of the ummah worried the Prophet~J~~~~. How would they fare? This
worry turned his hair grey.
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5354. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Abu Bakr ~~~~J submitted (one

day), 110 Messenger of All~J~~~~, you have grey hair (before time). He said,
"(Surah) Hud, al-Waqiah, al-Mursalat, amma yatasa aloon and izash shamsu
kuwirat3 have turned my hair grey."4
The haidth of Abu Hurayrah """~~~J about one who we'eps from tear of Allah is at# 3828.
SECTION III

THE SAHABAH'S RIGHTEOUSNESS

The separatists: a sect founded by Wasil ibn Ata who separated from the school of Hasan Busri "-J
They have other such views, live: the Qur' an is created not eternal.
2 3297(3808) in the chapter. (Hud is Surah # 11)
3 Respectively,# 11, 56, 77, 78 (an-Naba) and 81 (at-Takweer).
4 Tirmidhi # 3297(3808)
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5355. Sayyiduna Anas 4.:$~~~J said, "You do such things as seem to you in your eyes
to be finer than hair but in the time of Allah's Messenger ~JA#~t~, we regarded
them to be among the mubiqat, meaning that which destroy."1
COMMENTARY: That which you regard as un-harmful, or at most as undesirables, are
truly very harmful. In the days of the Prophet ~J~~~~ we counted them among such
things as would impair consequences in the hereafter.
MORE ABOUT THAT

(-.....:.JloJ~I ~J~\.J'-'.JI..UI_,~LoUo!l o\.J.J) -l;J.Lt~~ ~ ~
5356. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ JA#~~~ said, "0
Ayshah, beware of sins that are considered insignificant, for , there is the one
demanding (meaning, the punishment) pursuing them, from Allah."2
COMMENTARY: The 'One demanding' is the punishment for the sins that demands that
such people should be handed over to them. Allah does not turn down its demand.
Hence, it is not proper to be negligent in this regard. Many people imagine that minor sins
may be condoned and will not be subject to reckoning. As a result, and have no tear at all.
They do not realize that persisting in committing minor sins amounts to perpetrating a
major sin.
Allah does not forgive a major sin and punishes the doer of a minor sin. He says:

{and He shall forgive all besides that to whom He will.}(4: 48)
There also is the verse of the Qur' an:

{If you shun major sins that you are forbidden, We shall acquit you of your evil
deeds .... }(4: 31)
This means: 'We shall erase your minor sins with such of your worship as erase sins,
provided you shun sins altogether, whether minor or major.' Thus, this verse stipulates
that you should refrain from committing every kind of sin, not merely major as the
mu'tazillah say. Rather, the stipulation includes all kinds ef sin absolutely.
According to another tradition transmitted by Ahmad and Tabarani:
"Preserve yourselves from minor sins too, because the minor sins may be compared to
some people who get down in a lowland and gather logs of wood, one by one, to kindle a
fire and bake bread. In the same way, 'the perpetrator of minor sins, commits little sins and
gathers so much burden that his boat becomes over-loaded. The result is that he drowns.
And there is no doubt in it that if Allah catches the perpetrator of minor sins then He
destroys him.

1
2
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Bukhari # 6492
Ibn Majah # 4243, Darimi f 2726, Musnad Ahmad # 402, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul-eeman.
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(L5.;l>..:JI oi.J.J) -f.?l &;

5357. Sayyiduna Abu Burdah .&1 ~.J son of Abu Musa ~ li11 ~.J(Ash'ari) narrated:
Abdullah ibn Umar ~iil1~.J said to me, "Do you know what my father said to your
father?" I said, "No." He said, "My father said to your father, 1 0 Abu Musa, are
you not pleased that our Islam with Allah's Messenger ~J4,1t..fi1~ (we embraced at
his hands), our hijrah along with him, our jihad (crusade) (in which we participated
with him, and all our deeds (like salah (prayer) and so on) that we performed along
with him - are all (as obligatory on us and) permanent1 for us. And the deeds that
we did after his death, if they offset (the bad ones) are enough to get us
deliverance?'
Your father said to my father, "No, by Allah, it is not so. We took part in jihad
(crusade) after the death of Allah's Messenger ~J~.fi,~, offered salah (prayer),
fasted and did many pious deeds (like charity), and many people embraced Islam at
our hands certainly, therefore, we expect reward for these things.' My father (Umar
~i»>~.J) said (to you father), 'By Him in Whose hand is the soul of Umar, I do wish
that they (the deeds we did along with Allah~s Messenger ~J 4,1t..fi1 ~ should be
made permanent (and perpetually rewarding) and what we have done after his
death should be enough to get us deliverance offsetting one another (good deeds
atoning for bad)."'
Sayyiduna Abu Burdah ~lilt~.J then said, "By Allah, your father was better than my
father."2
COMMENTARY: As for the deeds done by the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~lii'~.J
after the Prophet's ~J4,1t.{»1~ de~th, Umar ~lilt~.J wished that they were approved and
wished that, at least, their reward offset the punishment against them. If they earned no
reward from them then the deeds should not bring them punishment too.
However, they had firm hope that the deeds they did along with Allah's Messenger 4,1t..fi1~
~ J are accepted. And, the deeds that they did after his death could not be without
shortcomings, so it would be safe for them if they have those deeds balanced. While there
1
2

Perpetually rewarding.
Bukhari # 3915
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could be no question about their deeds done under the Prophet' s~J~.1!1~ lead, what they
did after he died depended on their intentions and the situation arotmd them. Indeed, the
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .1!1 ~J themselves conceded that they had not yet
finished burying the Prophet ~J~.1!1~, when they sensed a change taking over their
hearts. In other words, the darkness that spread after the setting of the sun of prophet
hood also had its effect on the hearts of the Sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.111~;.
They realized that they had come down of the previous state.
This means that Umar' s ~.111~; words were wise when he hoped that their deeds after the
Prophet ~J~.1!1~ should make up for each other. If this is feared of those great, pure
men, what may be said of the people who succeeded them in time? Their worship is
incomplete, not without arrogance. Their hope lies in Allah's mercy and His forgiveness
by virtue of the pious people. Of course, some mystics do say that the sins and
disobedience as create repentance and shame excel such obedience and worship as cause
one to be proud and egoist.
In conclusion, Abu Burdah ~.111~; acknowledged that the father of Ibn Umar ~.111~; was
better than his own father yet was fearful of his fate. He had great merits yet he was very
mindful of the hereafter.
NINE COMMANDS

(6=JJ oi.JJ} -~J~~

5358. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayr~ ~~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
said, "My Lord has given me nine commands;
(1) I should fear Allah in private and in public in every situation whatsoever so that
I am prevented from doing wrong).
(2) I must speak the truth whether I am angry .or pleased (and must exercise
moderation in every condition and only utt~r what.isJjust).
(3) I must exercise moderation both in pov~rty and richness.
(4) I must join bonds of relationship with whose who sever it with me. (This those
who sever it with me. (This was a very prominent attribute o} the Prophet~J~.1u~.
(5) I must continue to give (liberally) even to him who denies me (and keeps me out
of his dealing~).
··
(6) I must forgive him who does wrong to me (though I possess ability to retaliate
and suppress him).
(7) I must let my silence be occupied with worship (like making mention of Allah
in my mind)
(8) I must let my speech be mention of Allah (and His praise and His message).
(9) I must cause my looking to be to heed and take a lesson (attentively, not with
inattention and neglect).
·
My Lord also commanded me that I should enjoin that which is pious and righteous

\
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(or the reputable).
The word is urf or ma'ruf (s in another versi~n). Both signify 'the reputable.t
COMMENTARY: While (JJ~4r')- 'command the righteous; is mentioned 'forbid evil' is
not mentioned. Actually, when one enjoins piety, he naturally forbids evil.
Moreover,. this command is over and above the nine commands. It is comprehensive and
all-embracing command. All good thmgs come under its purview. The Prophet ~y.:Js.~~~
mentioned it finally to sum up all the commands.
WEEPING FOR FEAR OF ALLAH

(~l.oU:'I oi_J..>) -.Jlfll
5359. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~
~J~ said, "No believing person's eyes shed tears- even so much as a fly's headand they drop on some portion of his beauty (cheek), out of fear of Allah, but Allah
forbids the fire of hell to touch him."2

CHAPTER - VIII

,.

~l!JI~Jyl~

CHANGE OF THE PEOPLE FOR THE WORSE

The Arabic word in the caption is (.r-AJ). It means 'to change from one condition to another'
The state of the Muslims has altered from what it was in the time of the Prophet ~J"~i»'~·
The believers were then strictly on the path of religion. They respected the co~ands of
sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) and stood for truth and justice. They were not lured by
the world's glitter, wealth, position, retinue, etc. They were neither greedy nor arrogant.
It·was their second nature to abide by the deeds approved by Shari'ah (divine law) to
maintain a dignified character and to possess a good nature. They were strong supporters
on the path of truth and justice.
Their hearts were radiant and their inner nature was pure and bright.
However, after the death of the Prophet ~J~.i»1~, a gradual change began to take over
them. With time, were complete transformed for the worst.
SECTION I
SCARCITY OF MEN
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5360. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~i»'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
1
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People are only like one (worthy) hundred camel among which you might find
·with difficulty one riding beast."t
COMMENTARY: The word (U"''.J) is a camel that is sound and healthy ver.y capable as a
riding beast or a beast of burden. It is much desired. The feminine prefix is only for
emphasis. The hadith (tradition) means that while there are innumerable people in this
world. Very few are worthy of being companions of the Prophet ~J4.#..1!1~ and of giving
all rights of the companionship, and of being helpful to him in his mission.
The time of the Prophet ~J4.#..1!1~ was better in this sense because there were many such
people then. Thereafter though their number decreased, yet they were certainly more
numerous than those who followed them. In this way, they continued to decrease
generation after generation.
The figure 'one hundred' Is used to denote 'many' so, in the world of human beings such
men as may be called sincere practicing scholars are a rarity. This is why people who
matter say in every generation, 'there is a famine of men.'
Sahl Tustari .111~.J saw a mosque packed to capacity and there was no space to put down a
foot. He remarked, "There are, indeed, many who recite the Kalimah, but the number of,
sincere ones among them are scarce.'
·
The Quran has also treated this subject often
MUSLIMS WILL IMITATE JEWS & CHRISTIANS
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5361. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed 4:t-.1ii~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4.#..1!1~
said, 11Surely, you will pursue the practices of your predecessors, span by span and
cubit by cubit so much so that if they entered a lizard's hole you would imitate
them." He was asked, 110 Messenger of Allah (are they) the Jews and the Christian
(who have preceded us)? He asked, 11 (If not they,) then who else (will you
imitate)?"2
COMMENTARY: The practices of the predecessors could be pious or evil, but here they are
a people who changed the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) of their Prophet ~'}I.••••JI4.# They
incorporated in them their own whims and base desired, and even changed the base of
their religion. The original commands and rules were annulled.
As for span by span and cubit by cubit, it means they imitated them completely, all of their
practices.
PIOUS PEOPLE DISAPPEAR GRADUALLY
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5362. Sayyiduna Mirdas Aslami 4:to.i»I~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J4.#..1!1~ said.
11
The righteous will continue to depart (from this world) generation by generation
1

Bukhari # 6498, Muslim 232. 2547, Tirmidhi # 2881/81.
# 3456, Muslim# 6. 2669, Musnad Ahmad 2-511.
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and (the evil people resembling) the dregs of barley or dates will remains, for
whom Allah will not have any esteem (they being of no consideration)."t
SECTION II
THE WORST WILL TAKE OVER
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5363~ Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.ls'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~..1.1~ said,
"When the members of ummah walk with conceit and the children of kings serve
them - sons of the kings of Persia and Byzantine, Allah will cause the worst of them
to rule over the best of them."2
~OMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) is one of the evidenced of the Prophet's ~J~.ls1~
iUth. He foretold that which was to happen in future and it transpired exactly as he did
say. The Muslims did conquer Persia and Byzantine and acquired their wealth. They took
their inhabitants as captives among whom were children of their emperors too. But when
they become arrogant and conceited, Allah empowered those people over them. They
killed Sayyiduna Uthman Ibn .u~.1!1~.J Affan. And, the Banu Hashim lost power to the Banu
Umayyah. The way they behave is a bitter experience in Islamic history which it is better
not to recount here:
The word {~~olWa.e) is to strut, walk in a conceited manner. It is also spelt by some (J:a~).
THE LAST HOUR
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5364. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.11~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J",lf-.311~ said, "The

last hour will not come before you kill your imam (leader), kill each other to you
with your swords and the worst of you inherit your world (to become your
leaders).3
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5365. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.11~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4,1f..lsl~ said,
11
The Last Hour will not come till the stupid son of the stupid becomes the most

fortunate of all men" (in terms of worldly possessions and they will be the wicked
bad charade~·.-. d) .4

Bukhari # 6434.
Tirmidhi # 2261 (2268)
3 Tirmidhi # 2170 (2172), Ibn Majah # 4043.
4 Tirmidhi # 2209 (2216), Musnad Ahmad # 22363.
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5366. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Kab al Qurazi ~~~~ J said that he was told of this
hadith (tradition) by a man who had heard if from Sayyiduna Ali ibn Abu Talib ~J
~~' who narrated that they were sitting in the mosque (Masjid Nabawi or Masjid
Quba) with Allah's Messenger ~J"#~'~ when Mus'ab ibn Umayr ~~~~J·came to
them. He had no him a cloak of his patched with for. On seeing him, Allah's
Messenger ~J A# ~~ ~ wept recalling how he had lived in blessing (riches and
comfort) and what had become of him. after. that. Then, Allah's Messenger 4#~'~
~ J said, : How will it be with you when one of you goes out in the morning in a
mantle and returns in the evening wearing another mantle, and a dish is brought to
him as another is removed, and you cloth your· homes as the Ka'bah is .covered?"
They said, "0 Messe:Q.ger of Allah, on that day, we shall be better off than we are
today, having enough time to worship and sufficient for our needs." He said, "No
you are better today than you would be·then."1
COMMENTARY: Suyuti ~~~ J has transmitted in Jama'ul Jawami a tradition of Umar ~~~ J
~came to the Prophet ~J~~~~ having round his back a belt of the h~de of sheep. The
Prophet ~J4#..1!1~ said to those around. "Look at him. Allah has made his heart radiant.
His parents used to give l:lim the best of feed and the best of clothing. I have seen him wear
garments worth too hundred dirhams."
May Allah's mercy descend on him! He was one of the great sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~ ~' ~J· He emigrated from Makkah, forsaking his home and all
possessions, and came to Madinah to the Prophet ~""J"#~'~· He adopted a simple life of
abstinence and was lost in the love of the Prophet ~JA#~'~· Finally, he was martyred in
the Battle of Uhud at the age of forty or thereabouts.
While this hadith (tradition) tells us that the Prophet ~J4#~1~ wept on seeing Mus'ab's
changed state, we have read previously that Umar ~J"#~'~ saw the Prophet ~J4#..1!1~
lying on a rickety bad whose strings left impressions on his body. He remarked that the
monarchs of Persia and Byzantine lived in luxury though they were infidels and rebels
against Allah. The Prophet ~J"#~'~ said to him, "You have still gone further than the·
stage of pondering and wondering. 0 slave of Allah! Are you not pleased that though they
\,;;o
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enjoy the bounties of this world, we get the blessings and bounties of the hereafter?" (See
Bukhari # 89, Muslim# 1479, Tirmidhi # 3329, Nasa'i # 3128, Musnad Ahmad# 322)
We might say that the tears in the eyes of the Prophet ~J~~~~.p on seeing Mus'ab ~~~~J
were tears of joy because his ummah abstained from the world and shoes the hereafter. But
if his tears were tears of grief then he might have thought that his· ummah.lacked the basic
needs of life that were necessary for discharging religious duties. Indeed, his next words
about their luxurious living in future lend support to this opinion. A poor man who owns
the b~r~ necessities of life is better than the rich man who is constantly engaged in earning
m61~-«:orldly possessions and so neglects his religious duties to some extent.
In thi~ sense, this hadith (tradition) says that a patient and forbearing poor man is better
than a t~ft?kful wealth man. If this concerns the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J
who had the strongest faith among the ununah then what may be said of other people who
are weaker than them in faith. There is a hadith (tradition) transmitted by Teebi ..l!I~J in
Firdaws from Ibn Umar 4;~~~~; in a marfu manner. (The Prophet ~J~~~~ said:)

(The world is not denied to anyone without that being good for him).
Mulla Ali Qari ~~~J said that(~'~) 'anyone' is a general word that includes an infidel too
with a believer. As the punishment in hell to a poor disbeliever will be lighter· than to a rich
disbeliever. It makes clear that if poverty gets an infidel preference in that temporal world
then why will it not get it to a poor believer in the hereafter? This because he exercised
patience in the world.
STICKING TO RELIGION WHEN SIN IN RAMPANT
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5367. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~~~~ said 11A
time will come to the people when the patient among them on his religion will be
like one who holds live coal (in his hand)."1
COMMENTARY: In the last days when indecency is rampant, there will be a large number
of evil men in the society, and they will dominate it to such an extent that religious people
will find it almost impossible to find supporters. At that time it will be difficult to stick to
religion and abide by its duties in the same way as it is unthinkable to take a live burning
coal in one's hand and endure the hardship.
WHEN LIFE IS BETTER & WHEN DEATH

1

Tirmidhi # 2260 (2267)
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5368. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
said, "When your rulers are the best of you and your rich ·are the most generous of
you and your affairs are decided by mutual consultation among you then the
surface of the earth is better for you than its belly. When your rulers the worst of
you, and your rich are the most niggardly of you, and your affairs are in the hands
of your women then the belly of the earth is better for you than its surface."1
COMMENTARY: The people who entrust their affairs to women are unfortunate. As it is
women are weaker than men in both intelligence and religion. So, they are incapable of
bearing responsibilities of this kind. This is why, he said:
J

I .a.

(, J

0.b I~ l.i.j 0.b IJ.;.J \..!,

(consult them but act against what they say).
In the same way, the men wh~ are like them are also subject to this command, they are

those who love wealth and position and do not know what causes damage to religion and
is against it.
The second portion of the hadith (tradition) seemingly does not concur with the first which
calls for concluding affair through mutual consultation. According the second portion
ought to have said: Your affairs fall into disagreement' so, this means that generally
dissension occurs because of obeying women.
LOVE OF WORLD&: FEAR OF DEATH ARE USES OF WEAKNESS
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5369. Sayyiduna Thawban ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
11
Very shortly,.(disbelieving and misled) people will invite each other to attack you
(and eliminate you) in the same way as those eating together invite ~ach other· to
partake from their dish." One of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ·~ ~~ ~J
asked, 11Will that be because of our being few in numbers?" He said," No, you will
.be very many at that time. But you will be dross and dregs such as are carried down
by water (and are found at the banks). Allah will remove from the hearts of your
enemy awe of you but create in your hearts weakness and lethargy (so that courage
and power will be lacking in you). Someone asked ~~at is the reason for the
creation of weakness and a lethargy (and deprivation of strengthy)?" He
enlightened them, 11Love of the world and hatred of death."2

1
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Tirmidhi # 2266.
Abu Dawud # 4297, Bayhaqi in Dala'I (un Nabuwah.
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SECTION III

SOME EVILS & THEIR REPERCUSSIONS
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5370. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4;$ .1!1 ~J said, "when a people begin to steal from the
spoils, Allah casts terror into their hearts (and they fear their en.emy).
When fornication spreads among a people, death becomes widespread among them
(There may be plague on other disseses overtake them).
When a people resort to giving short measure and weight, their provision is
withdrawn from them.
When a people judge unjustly blood is shed extensively among them.
When a people betray a pledge, their enemy is made to subjugate them."1

CHAPTER-IX
WARNING & ADMONITION

In the authentic copies of Mishkah and the original texts there is no chapter heading.
Simply the word (~lf) or 'chapter' is written. This means that this chapter is a continuation
of the previous chapter. But, Ibn Maalik .1!1 ~J has given it the caption and we have
reproduced it here.
SECTION I

SOME DIVINE COMMANDS

1

Muwatta Maalik # 21. 12-26.
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5371. Sayyiduna Iyad ibn Himar Mujashi'I ~ ~~ ...r>J narrated that one day while
delivering a sermon, Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~~ ~ said, "Know! My Lord has
~ommanded me that I should teach you that which you do not know and what He
has taught me this my day. (Allah says) 'Every property that I have given man is
lawful (and people unjustly term then as unlawful). I have created all my slaves as
hanifs (upright, on the true path) but the devils came to them and turned them away
from their religion and made unlawful for· them that which I have declared lawful
and they commanded them to associate with Me others for which no authority has
been sent down.'
·
(He added), ''Then Allah looked at the inhabitants of the earth and disliked them
(for their disbelief and sin) - the Arabs among them and the non-Arabs among
them, e~cept the surviving among the people of the Book. He said, 'I have sent you
(0 Muhammad that I may try you and try other through you (whether you bear
their persecution patiently and they believe in you or not). I have revealed to you a
Book such that water cannot wash it off (it cannot manipulated by anyone). You
recite it while sleeping and when awake."
(He said also.) ''Allah has commanded me to eliminate the Quraysh. I submitted,
'My Lord, then they will break my Head and pulverize it like a tiny loaf.' He said,
'Exile them as they have exiled you. Fight them. We shall equip you (with arms and
weapons and unseen help). If you dispatch an army, we shall dispatch five to match
it (as was evidenced in the Battle of Badr). Get those who.obey you and along with
them fight those who disobey you."l
COMMENTARY:. Allah has created all slaves as hanif meaning enabled them to accept the
truth and to obey. It refers to the innate nature of man as in the words:
~~~I i~9 ~ ..U~ J_,.l_,..o ,:j

(Every child is born with ability and competence to follow Islam).
Hence, the sentence under discussion, does not imply that all those people (slaves of Allah) .
are really born (practically) as believers and Muslims and then become disbelievers on the
instigation of the devil. Or, this sentence refers to the rilithaq or pledge of Allah's Lordship
taken from the souls and they had confirms that truly they believed in Him as their Lord.
These souls also included the so.uls of those who betrayed their pledge coming to the world
at the instigation of the devil and instead of continuing as believers and Muslims chose
disbelief and polytheism.
As for the Prophet ~J4#~~ reciting the Quran while sleeping or awake, it means that he
had attained such a proficiency that he had it in his mind always. Most of the time, his pure
self had it on his lips and mind. So he was never neglectful of it~ Besides, this is also an
idiomatic expression to say that someone is always engrossed in what he does.
However, Mulla Ali Qari ~~~J said that it is certainly unnecessary to attribute this things to
the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ because his heart was always awake. During sleep, only his eyes
were shut but the heart was never neglectful. In other words, while he slept, his heart
continued its connexion with the Quran, and during a wakefulness his tongue and heart
1

Muslim # 113-2865, Musnad Ahmad 4. 266.
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both recited the Quran.
In fact, it is the miracle of the Quran that the pure, sincere people who have a deep
relationship with the Quran, find their tongues recite it even when they are asleep. This is
·known from experience that many religious elders seem to be asleep but their tongues
recite the Quran.
Indeed, there is one amazing event of a person. He used to recite ten verses of the Quran to
his shayk1l (leader/teacher) every day before dawn. When the mentor died, he went to his
grave before down and recited ten verses. Then just as he finished and was quiet, he heart
his shaykh's voice reciting as was his practice in life, ten verses. Then he returned to his
condition of death. Therefore, this man made it his habit to visit to grave every dawn and
recite ten verses. He then heard ten verses in the voice of his shaykh from the grave, and
returned home. This continued for quite some time till one day he mentioned it to a friend.
That proved to be one undoing of the miracle and no more was the shaykh's voice heart
· .
from thf' grave.
THE QURYSH INVITED TO ISLAM
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(And warn your clan, the nearest kin.} (26: 214)
When it was revealed, the Prophet ~J 4~ ~~ ~ climbed (the Mount) as-Safa and
called all the clans of Quraysh (by name). When they had assembled, .he said,
"What do you say: were I to inform you that there are horsemen in the desert
aiming to attack you, would you believe me?" they said, spoken the truth always."
He said, 1 am a Warner to you ahead of a severe punishment from Allah on you)."
Abu Lahab (the Prophet's ~-J4#~'~ uncle) interjected, "May ruin come to you all
the rest of the day! Did you get us here to get her for this reason?" Then, (the surah)
was revealed:
11
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(Perished are the hands of Abu Luhab and perished is he ..... ) (111: 1-5)
(And, te did perish, indeedf)l
According to another version: The Prophet ~-J4:l~..1!'~ called out (having assembled
the Quraysh), 110 Banu Abd Mana£, my links to you are like that of a man who
1
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detected on enemy and stood to protect his people. But, he was apprehensive that
they might overtake him there. So, he shouted (from the mountain itself), 11Alert! Be
Alert!"1
COMMENTARY: There are three divisions in Arabia of tribe in order of sequence: (U,i)(~)- (W) qiblah, batan, fakhadh. Thus, Quraysh is the qabilah whose chief founder was
Nadr ibn Kinanah. The branches after him are called batan (plural (\)Pl) - butun). After
them are Fakadh (plural (~\p:JI} (afkhadh). So, it would be in terminology: jins (kind(~) or
qiblah, naw (type (t.Jl) for batan, and fasal (section (J..ai) for fakhadh.
The wadi (or desert) is the particular area of Hijaz to the north of Makkah about one
hundred mils from it. It is called wadi Fatimah. It. is palm grave whose land is fertile. It was
formerly known as Maruz zuhran. The ancient road to Madinah went through it.
As for the words of the Quran Quoted in this hadith (tradition): {Perish the hands of Abu
Lahab}, this means 'may be ruin.' It is as the Quran says elsewhere:

4-S:\t\1.(..;,,..
\1 , S:J~'L
_,_;, IdH~.J""
~

{And cast not yourselves by your own Lands into ruin} (2: 195)
This means that in Arabic idiom destruction of hands means destruction of person.
However, some scholars say that ('"'-! ~) is may his both hands perish!) refers to both his
worlds this present and the next. Thjs too is a fact that both his world are ruined. He is
·
nowhere.
Some other scholars say that his hands are mentioned specifically because Abu Lahab did
not only speak the worlds mentioned in the hadith (tradition), but he also picked up stones
with his hands and made as if to cast them at the Prophet ~J4,.1~.&1J.P.
Abd M~af is the name of the ancestor of the tw.o branches of the Quraysh. They were the
most known, leading and dominant branches at the time of the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ was
commissioned. Abd ~ana£ had two sons, Hashim and Abd shams. The Progeny of
Hashim. The Prophet ~J~i»t~ belonged to this clan. Besides him Sayyiduna Ali 4$..1!1~;
and the Prophet's ~J~Ji!,~ uncle Sayyiduna Abbas 4$~~; also belonged to this clan. The
lines of descent from these two great men are known as Alawi and Abbasi.
As for Abd shams the other son of Abd Mana£, his branch is traced to his son Umayyah
and his clan is known as Banu Umayyah. Among their notable members are Sayyiduna
Uthman ibn Affan. 4$,&,~;
The last word in the hadith (tradition) is (o~~) translated 'Be alert!' It is called out to warn
of impending danger. It is derived from (c_~) morning. Generally, the enemy attacks in the
morning. So, the guards call this word when an attack is launched by the enemy. Hence the
Prophet~J~li11~ used this word before the Quraysh to alert them

1

ibid, Tirmidhi # 3363 (3374).
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5373. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1!'~J narrated that when the verse t~J~I\_;:~~j~IJ)
(26: 214)
Was revealed, the Prophet ~J~~~ invited the Quraysh. "1'hey assembled and he
addressed them :til together as well as specifically. He said, '0 Banu ka'b ibn
lu'ayy, protect yourselves from hell! 0 Banu Ivlurrah ibn Ka'b protect yourselves
from hell! 0 Banu Abd shams protect yourselves from hell! 0 Banu Abd Manaf
protect yourselves from hell! 0 Banu Abdul Muttalib protect yourselves from hell!
0 Fatimah (my daughter) protect yourself from hell, for I own nothing that may
help you against Allah's chastisement, though you own bonds of kinship that I
shall retain fresh with sincere freshness." 1
According to another version: He said, ''0 company of the Quraysh, buy your own
. selves. I cannot help you in any way against Allah (to avert His punishment). 0
Banu Abd Manaf. I cannot help you against the punishment of) Allah. 0 Abbas ibn
Abdul l\1'.1ttalib, I cannot help you against (the punishment of) Allah, 0 Safiyah,
paternal aunt of Allah's Messenger. I cannot help you against the punishment of
Allah. And 0 Fatimah hint IV!uhammad you may ask one for whatever you like of
my property, but I cannot help you against (the punishment of) Allahf"2
COMMENTARY: The name lu'ayy spelt variously. He was an ancestor of the Quraysh, a
son of Ghalib ibn Fihr of whom some say that he, not Nadr ibn Kinanah, was called
Quraysh, in which case the Quraysh will be regarded to have their roots in him.
The words Quraysh is derived from (~__,.ill) which means 'trading.' But, some people say
that it is derived from(~}) which is a very dangerous fish, called(~'~ (shark).
Though in the table of genealogy, Abd Manaf precedes Abd shams being his father, here he
is mentioned after Abd Shams. Abd Mana£ was also the father of Hashim., the ancestor of
the Prophet ~J~..1!1~.
The Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ made the invitation exhaustive and included his uncles, their
children and his own children in charging Sayyidah Fatimah ~~~~J, his dear daughter.
He warned all of them of the punishment of Allah though the fire of hell is forbidden to
touchher!
·
He said to them that he owned nothing that might be of help to them. He had no power to
avert the punishment. His words are in conformity with Allah's directive:

1

Musl1m # 348. 204.
# 2253, Muslim # 331-204, Tirmidhi # 3185.
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{Say, 11then who can avail you in anything against Allah, if He intends to do you
harm or He intends to do you good?"} (48: 11)
In fact, Allah also says:
~

11/.

WI ~l!.u~! t~ ~j l:JJ6.. i{1~1 ~ Jj
....

'

'/IS

"

J

"

"

"

{Say "I have no power over any good·or harm to myself, but as Allah will} (7: 188)
The Prophet ~J~,&,~ also said that he keeps bonds of kinship fresh. He is kind to them
and cooperates with them. ·He preserves them from oppres~ion. The Arabs use the word
(J~)- (~)'freshness' at such times to denote kindness and good relations. And, th~y use
(1.)4) 'dryness' to denote severing of ties of kinship, rudeness. They argue that freshness or
moisture keeps things together while dryness separates them. So, they used them
allegorically and it became an idiomatic expression.
The Prophet ~J~,&,~ obeyed the command of Allah and warned all the Quraysh after
. bringing them together without distinction. There were otherwise those among them
possession great excellence and their admittance to paradise is affirmed U: many .tradition.
Besides, it is known that this intercession will be accepted for members of his umma'h. On
this basis, this will be more certain for his own family and qther relatives. However, the
obligation to warn is more significant and fear of Allah must remain always, so he included
everyone in his address. Also, we may presume that this event took place before the tiding
were given of the excellence of his near relatives a11d of his intercession being accepted.
As for .the prophet's ~J ~ .&1 ~ words, 'you may ask me for anything you like of my
property. Some people wonder how could he have said so considering that he had no
property. In fact, in Makkah he experienced much hardship. If we look at it deeply there
can be no doubt about it. First, the Quran says:
""

iS ....

~I

1t l9"
!..¥"
.JIY~~~.ls."
• .., .J"

{And he found you destitute, so He enriched you.} (93: 8)
According to exegetes, it refers to the property of Sayyidah Khadijah ~.&~~J to which he
had access after their marriage. Could use it at his discretion. Hence, he was not absolutely
without property at. that time. .
Besides, his reference to his property does not mean merely 'l~rge property. It can also refer
to little property. NO one can say that the prophet ~J~ii~~ had no property at all.
Thirdly, it does not necessarily mean that he had any property. His words merely mean if
Allah gives me something, you may ask whatever you like from it. I should give it to you.
But, as far as the hereafter is concerned, I have no power and own no authority to save you.
I am unable to give you this thing.
~~ltj.Jaiil

SECTION II

EXCELLENCE OF THIS UMMAH OF MUHAMMAD ~J~,&,~
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5374. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.fi1~ said,
'This ummah of mine is shown mercy. (relative to others they will be shown more
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mercy because their prophet is (~~J)- mercy for the world). This ummah will
not be subject to punishment in the hereafter. But, in this world, their punishment
will be· trials, earthquakes and (unjust) killing."t
COMMENTARf: They ·wm not be subject to punishment in the hereafter in ·the sellSe that
there will be no perpetual punishment, and not the severe punishment reserved for the
infidels~ Their punishment £or their bad deeds will be in the form of trials, tribulations,
diseases and distress and hardships. This things is upheld by the meaning of the verse we
have read previously (hadith (tradition)# 1557):

(He who does evil shall be recompensed for it ... } (4: 123)
by the words of this hadith (tradition) (t,;.lll j \fl'~) - But in this world,
their punishment ....'
Some people say that the hadith (tradition) speaks of those people who do· not perpetrate
major sins. Or, it refers only to the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~lilt~J·
Mazhar says that this hadith (tradition) carries a very difficult meaning because one is led
to understand from it that no member of the Prophet's ~J~~~~ ummah will be punished
in the next world. No matter what he does. We may only say that it applies to one who
obeys the collUl;lands of Allah and the Prophet ~ J~~~~ perfectly and abstains from those
things which the prophet ~J~~~~ has forbidden.
As for punishment in this v:ery world, the.prophet ~J~lilt~ meant that the calamities that
men of his ·ummah face in every era and suffer loss of life and property through
earthq.uak~sJ floods, plundering and so on are all expiations of their sins, bad deeds and
indecencies. But, .they are also .means of raising their ranks in the hereafter. Also if Muslims
are killed af the hands of infidels, enemies of religion like the innovators then they attain
martyrdom. This is a mighty honour for them, However, if there is infighting among
Muslims and they kill each other and it canpot be ascertained what their position is in
Shari' ah (divine law) and both may be described by supposition to be justified on their
grounds then they will both be considered to be safe. None of them has transgressed. On
the other hand if one section of them acts unjustly and that is very ~bvious then the other
·
will be considered to have been wronged.
·Some authorities have said that the punishment in the grave is peculiar only to this ummah
that is shown mercy and is forgiven. They hold that Muslims are punished in the grave so
that the filth of sin that has found its way in their record of deeds may be washed away in
this inte~ening world (known as barzakh). They will be purified of sins through
punishment in the grave before coming to the next world where they may face no
punishment.
It is also
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5375 & 5376 Sayyidulla Abu Ubaydah 4:.1-~l,_rp; and Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Jabal .iil1~;
11
4:.1- narrated that Allah's Messenger ~; ~!&. .iil1 ~ said,
this affair (meaning the
religion of Islam) showed up (or began) as prophethood and mercy. Then it will be
followed by caliphate and mercy. Then it will be followed by an oppressive
monarchy. Then, there will be unprecedented ~ppression, arrogance and mischief
on the earth. People will consider as lawful silk (and wear it without compunction),
the vagina (meaning fornication) and wine (of all kinds). In spite of that, they will
be given provision and help (against their enemies) till they meet their Lord (on the
day of requital)."t
CCMMENTARY: The word (1~) or (1~) is (1~) appeared or showed itself, or, (1~) began.
In this saying, the prophet ~-J"-:1~..311~ spoke of the age that Islam will see. The first began
with revelation atld ended with the death of the j:"rophet ~-J~.iil1~. This was the best and
most perfect of all phases.
The next was the era of the caliphs and mercy. The caliphs were blessed with the Prophet's
~- J ·,#~~ company. They were the best of his companions ~..31~~;. They were responsible
for :1dministration and governing the affaire:- of the Muslims after him. They shouldered the
responsibility" one after the 'J~lat'r and they were known as the kulafa rashideen (the
righteous caliphs). Allah showered His merl~y, and theirs were days when piety was at its
peak. There was peace in th~ land generally. This period was spre~d over thirty years. Of
these twenty-nine and a half years saw the first four caliphs. The remaining six months
were the dayc;: of Sayyiduna Hasan 4:.1-.iill,_rp; and caliphr.. The whole may b2 seen here:
(i)
Abu Bakr 4:.1-.iill,_rp; became caliph after the de?.th of the prophet ~J~..l!~~ in
Rabi ul A.wwal, 11 AH. V\ nile he was on his death bed, he consulted the other
senior sahabah (Prophet's Companions) jtp.iill~; and named Umar ~..311~; as
his successor.
(ii)
Umar ~;..iill,_rp; bec~me caliphs in Jumadi ul Thani, 13AH ~nd continued till the
~nd of Dhul Hijjah 23 AH. On the 2/'h of that month of Christian slave, Abu
Lulu (whose name was Firoz) stabbed him while he was leading (as imam) the
congregational salah (prayer) of fajr. He was wounded seriously and died of it
on 1st Muharram 24AH. He was buried on the same day. Before he died he
named (five)2 distinguished sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .iil1 ~; to
consult among themselves and appoint a caliph. They were:
(i)
Ahdur Rahman ibn Awf ~..311~;
(ii)
Sa' d ibn Waqqas ~.iil1,_rp;.
(iii)
Zubayr ibn Awwam ~.iil1,_rp;
(iv)
Talhah ~~~~_,
(v)
Ali 4:.1-.iill,_rp;
(vi)
Uthn1an ibn Affan 4:.1-li!l,_rp;
They chose Uthw.an as their amir and the third caliphs. His caliphate ended in Dhul Hijjah,

1
2

Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul eeman # 5616, Darami # 2101.
Lives of caliphs, Ibn Kathir, 233 says six men. (Darul Isha' at Karachi)
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30 AH. ON the 18th of this month numerous rebels and insurgents surrounded his house
and martyred him very mercilessly.
One week thereafter, on 25th Dhul Hijjah, 35 1h AH, the Madinahs pk•dged allegiance to
Sayyiduna Ali ibn Abu Talib 4:So ~ ~J He WfiS the fourth caliphs. His caliphate ended in
Ramadan 40 AH. When Abdur Rahman ibn Muljam wounded him and he died.
Then people pledged allegiance to his elder son Imam hasan 4:So ~ ~J and he became the
Khalifah. However, Amir Mu' awiyah ~ ~~ ~J, who had main tamed opposition to
Sayyiduna Ali 4:So ~~ ~J intensified his opposition. When dissensiOn and disunity among
muslims grew severe and it was likely that they would shed blood, Imam Hasan o\:So~~~J
faded authority and caliphate in favour of Mu'awiyah. 4:So..1!1~J· This was in Rabi ul Awwal
41AH.
Thus, caliphate and mercy lasted for thirty years. The righteous caliphs discharged their
duties honestly and diligently. They were just and emulated the prophet's ~ ~' ~
~Jexample in governing ihe affair of the state, of religion and of politics. They kept the
banner of Islam aloft.
Clearly the merit of the :cJiphate mentioned in this hadith (tradition} is of t.~e successors of
the Prophet ~J~~'.)..P Mu'awiyah 4:So~I~.J has no part in it at all. His rule b apart from
these thirty years that are termed caliphate and mercy (~JJ'U"J.:;.)
This caliphate will be succeeded by oppressive monarchy as foretok! in the hadith
(traditioa). Actually the Arabic word (~} means 'biting' and it is translated here as
oppressive. According to another version this word has different diametrical marks and
means 'evil, mischievous, bad mannered.' In this case, the caliphate and mercy will be
followed by monarchy. These monarchs will neither fear Allah nor be afraid of reckoning
in the hereafter. They will neither sympathize for Allah's creatures nor dispense justice, but
will be cruel and give punishment unjustly.
However, this does not mean that there will not be good rulers. There wiH be exceptions. It
is like: (~JAAJ\S" .JW'} (the exception is like non-existent} and the picture depicts the overall
structure. The hadith (tradition) speaks of the general practice and does not rule out
exceptions. For example Umar ibn Abdul Aziz ,&,~.J was a just king and his rule was very
good for the Muslims. There were others like him.
Durinf the 1ast days, there will be tyranny all round peo~le will be oppr~ssed and there
"' :n hl unrest. Unworthy people would occupy throne. Lire and property will be u't.s~fe
ar. i every kind of'r2vil will spread on th~ land. Indeed, this is whac we see today. ~·he plight
of te Muslims is 'miserable. The ulama (Scholars} who ought to be respected are thrown
into prisons.
Nearly all Muslims rulers have abandoned jih«J (crusade) against tnemies of Islam, but do
not hesitate to kill their own Muslim subjects to preserve their rule. Smne ula~a (Scholars)
had to declare that whoever call these rulers just will become a disbeliever.
The awliya (saints/ friends of Allah), the righteous and the shaykhs (leading religious
scholars), the weak JUan, w~men and children are eliminated in the name of religion.
As for killing, the ulama (Scholars) go so far as to say that if Muslims seize a fort of an
enemy occupied by thousands of the enemies and there is jut one poor dhimmi among
them, then it is absolutely wrong to resort to their killing so that the dhimmi may be
spared. This being true. How will those Muslim kings and rulers fare on the day of
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reckoning who resort to rampant killing of Muslims simply that they may preserve their
rule?
We must realize that this state of affairs (of trials and corruption) is all because of our
incompetent rulers. They have shed blood shamelessly. In fact, even the two Haram were
not spared and the sacred cities also went through harassing, terrifying experiences.
Allah is the Best Guardian of His creatures and He help the ummah of His Prophet 4#iJI1~
~ J. As for ourselves, we have become neglectful. Every year, every day and, in fact, every
moment is worse than the previous one!
WINE BY OTHER NAME
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5377. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~.11~~.J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger 4#iJI1~
~J say "The first thing that will be overturned"- the sub-narrator, Zayd ibn Yahya
11
.1!1 ~ J explained in Islam, Will be as a vessel is overturned, meaning, wine."
11
Someone asked, 0 Messenger of Allah, how will that be after Allah has given
explicit command about it?" He said, "They will give it a name other than its ),lame
and consider it to be lawful."t
COMMENTARY: The words 'meaning in Islam. Are interposed by Zayd ~.11~~.J one of the
narrators. The word (j)- in) was there but the transmitter missed it. The Prophet 4#iJI1~
~J was speaking about wine during a sermon or a speech to a gathering. During his
discourse, he said, 'the first thing that will be overturned.' (obviously, the subject was wine
but since the hadith (tradition) is an extract of the discourse is not mentioned in it, so) the
sub-narrator interjected 'wine'
The hadith (tradition) means that in the final days the religious life of the Muslims will be
manipulated terribly and their link with religion will become very weak. At that time, he
first of the unlawful things that will be used publicly without remorse will be wine. It will
be the first of the commands of Islam to be violated. Not only will people consume it, they
will give it new names and present various excuses and arguments to make lawful. They
will also replace wine and use honey and rice, etc as its ingredients, and say that the wine
that Islam has forbidden is made from grapes and vine, and it intoxicates while they use
wine made of honey. They will forget that even their contraption intoxicates and attracts
the same command as only intoxicant.
(i)
If they truly call it lawful then they will become disbelievers because Shari'ah
(divine law) had declared it as unlawful in clear words. So, it is disbelief to
consider it lawful.
(ii)
If they do not truly regard it to be lawful but consume it publicly as if they
were drinking what is lawful, then they will not be described as disbeliever but
as sinners of gravity).

1
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SECITON III

STATE OF MUSLIMS IN FUTURE
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5378. Sayyiduna Nu'man ibn Bashir ~)»,~.J narrated on the authority of Sayyiduna
Hudhayfah ~ .iiu ~.J that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ l»1 ~ said. ''Prophethood will
remain among you (with its light) as long as Allah wills it to remain. Then, Allah,
the exalted. Will take it away and there will be caliphate on the pattern of
prophethood as long as Allah wills it is subsist (which is thirty years). Then, Allah
the Glorious, will take it away and there will be biting monarchy. It will subsist as
long as Allah wills it to remain. Then, Allah the Glorious, will take it away. Then
here will be a tyrannical arrogant kingdom that will remain as long as Allah wills it
to remain. Then, Allah, the Glorious will take it away. Then there will be caliphate
on the pattern of prophethood. (This caliphate refers to prophet Easa ~")l..J14# and
Mahdi ~")l..J14# in the last days.)" Then he did not say anything more. ·
Habib (ibn Saalim .1!1~.J a sub-narrator of this hadith (tradition) - and freedman of
Nu'man ibn Bashir) said that when Umar ibn Abdul Aziz l»1~ .J became caliph (and
he worked on the pattern of prophethood), he wrote to him referring to this hadith
(tradition), saying, "I hope you are the amir ul mumineen after the biting monarchy
and arrogant kingdom."
This pleased him and he was much delighted - meaning, umar ibn Abdul Aziz ~ .J
.ill (He hoped that the caliphate mentioned in the hadith (tradition) pertained to his
caliphate.)I

1

Musnad Ahmad 4-273, Bayhaqi in Dalail un Nabawi.
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BOOK-XXVI

FITNAH

~;ti.H y

t:s'

The word(~) (fitan) is the plural of(~) fitnah). It is like (.;rv) (mihan) for(~) (mihnah).
The word (~) fitnah has many meaning: trial, test, temptation, disgrace, punishment
wealth and property children, disease insanity. Labour, lesson, to mislead or to be misled,
to like something and to be mad about it, discord. (Also: commotion, disbelief.)
The portion of mishkah beginning from here till the end has been placed by the compiler in
the Book Fitan and he has created many chapters in it. We do not understand why he had
done it, particularly his L~clusioP. of fadail and Manaqib (merits and excellences or virtues).
The merits also contain 1nerit of the righteous caliphs and great sahabah (Prophet's
Cor.1panions) ~..1l1~J· If this is done to show that we are there by made to emulate them
and are so put though a test , then we might argue that the same thing may be said of tnt:
entire book of Mishkah. There is no poL'1t in making the book of Fitan specific (from here)
Only Allah knows v1hat had driven the compiler of mishkah to do this. What reasons did
he have to name the rest of Mishkah from here as I.dtab fitan (Book Fitan)?

CHAP'"fER-I
SECTION I

jj'l1jJaili

THE PROPHET~ J~ii~~ MENTIONED ALL THAT WOULD TRANSPIRE TILL THE
LAST HOUR

5379. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~ ..1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .311 ~
stood up among them to deliver an add" ss. While doing :£. he did not omit
anything that haci to occur till the last hour. He did llot leave at a sir~le thing.
Those who did remember, preserved (what he ~aid) and those who could not forgot
it. He said, 11These companions of Mine (meaning, the saha~ah) ~~~~J are aware
of it. I have .forgotten some of it, but when I see it (happening), I rec11ll it, just as one
recalls a face of a person who is away and recognizes him on seeing him."t

1

Bukhari # 6614, Muslim# 23. 2891. Tirmidhi
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TEMPTATIONS UNLIMITED
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5380. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ;..:;.,&,~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~~~
say, "Fitnah (or trials) will be cast on the hearts of man as reed mat is woven,
stick by stick. (Just as stick follow stick in reed mats so too trials will come to hearts
in quick successions). The heart that accepts _them has a black dot inserted in it. The
•teart that rejects them has a white dot inserted in it. So, men will be of two kinds
(or their hearts will be white like (lvhitc~ mcttble such that trials will not harm them
as long as heavens and earth last, and the other v;:Il be black and ashy iike an
upturned vessel that ·v.·ill not r~rognize what is pious and righ~em.ts and not reject
that which is evil. But is intoxicated wi~~ its passion."1
COMMENTARY: Fitnah or trials are what put one's mind and heart and body ~o worry,
grief, toil, fatique and damage. However, others say that they mean --:vrong and misleading
opinions, false ideas, passions and indecent desires. These enter hea. . ~s in quick succession
or they influt:::.-,ce hearts in rapid succe:;::;ion.
According to another version, 0!1':: seeks refuge in Allah from these trials. I~ is as one may
say while seeking refuge from disbelief and sLTt (o~~~lf.)J.u) or (.iilt.)tu) (we seek refuge in Allah!).
According to a third version, it is repetition or returning of the trials again and again to the
heart.
He who is perverse, his heart will accept tllt' trial a..·vl temptation. He will be inclined to evil
and the trial will fill his heart and accept it :lt~ a white cloth accepts any colour.
The mark is like a dot or a blot. It is also said to :::nean a mark on an opposite colour, like
white on black, or black on white.
The word (_poAi) is also read (~) so that in the latter case it will revert to man: men will be
of two _dnds and in the former case, it reverts to hearts: h:;arts will be of two kinds.
The heart that accepts temptations wi~l l-e black and ashy or dust coloured.
FAITH WILL BE REMOVED FROM HEARTS
~J4~

1

Muslim# 231-144.
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5381. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~..1!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.i»1~ told
them two things (about trustl and events during the time of fitnah). He had seen
one of these happen and awaited the other. He said that f.iith (or trust) had
penetrated deep into the roots of man's hearts. Then (with its light) they gained
knowledge of the Quran. Then, they gained knowledge of the· sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice). Then he told them about the taking away of·trust (meaning, the
withdrawal of the fruit and blessing of faith and there being damage in it). And, he
said to them, 11A man will sleep (as he does or is neglectful) and trust will be
withdrawn from his heart, but its mark (which is the fruit of faith) will become like
a spot. When he sleep again, it will be withdrawn and its trace will become like a
blister similar to what happens when you drop live coals on your foot and a water
blister grows and you observe it swollen but nothing is inside (other than ·noxious
pus). People will arise in the morning and engage in mutual buying and selling
contracts but scarcely any will honour his trust. It will be said (because of the very
deterioration)~ 'There is a trustworthy man among such and.such a tribe!' Or, it will
be rem~ked by them. 11 How intelligent, wise, excellent, soft spoken a man he is!'
But, he will not have in his heart so much faith as a grain of mustard seed."2
COMMENTARY: The word {:U\.tl)- trust is either what is generally understood by it which
is not to betray anyone, or it is the responsibilities imposed by Shari'ah (divine law) on
everyone which are commands, duties, and teachings of Islam that must be obeyed and
practiced. This meaning of amanah (trust) (A.i\.tl} is as in the verse of the noble Quran:

fcll ~j'ilj ~J.!.!.ll ~ illl~l ~j$-ll1
{We did offer the trust to the heavens and the earth ....} (:33: 72)
Nevertheless, in both these meanings, the essence is (~4t') eeman (faith). So, we might say to
make it clear that the word (i..i\.tl}- (trust) means(~~') faith in this discoprse. Indeed, this is
what the concluding words of the hadith (tradition) bring out 'will not have in his heart so
much faith ·as a mustard seed.' This is also clear in the words of hadith (tradition); 'but
scarcely any will honour his trust! Here too the same explanation holds good.
The two things or traditions that the Prophet ~ J4#.i»'~ mentioned include the first: Allah
sent down faith and trust for the guidance of mankind and made the heart its ·receptacle.
The light and jewel of faith descended first in man's heart and made itself firm an.d strong
there. It made the path to act on the Quran and sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) bright
and clear. Man learnt ·the commands and rulings from the Quran. These are fard
(compulsory) (absolute obligatory), wajib (obligatory) (obligatory), masnun and mubah
(conceded) (according to Prophet's ~J~.i»'~ practice and the permitted), or the forbidden
or the disliked.
Then, the same light brightened the reality of the Prophet's ~J 4# .&1 ,)...JJ sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice) and its truth fullness. Thus, whatever the words and deeds of the
Prophet ~J~~~~ explained and made clear of the teachings of Allah's Book should be
accepted without demur and abided by to put them into practice. It is clear from this that
1
2

See commentary: trust refer to faith.
Bukhari # 6497, Muslim # 23. 2891~
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Allah created the light of guidance and decided to bestow it on mankind even before He
revealed His book and sent His Messengers. He first created the light of guidance and
decided to let His creatures attain the high stations of honour and goodness though this
light of guidance. After that, He sent down (revealed) His Book to the world, and sent His
Messengers and Prophets~~~~. those of mankind who were destined to be guided and
blessed by Allah and were enabled to accept the truth, they were fortunate to benefit from
the Book and the sunnah (.Holy Prophet's practi~e).
Then they knew the Quran and then the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice). This was meant
also to declare the glory and might of faith and trust. Though Allah had sent down light of
guidance (which is faith and put it into the hearts of men) yet He then sent down His book
and sent His Messengers to make it more emphatic and perfect.
Anyway, this far is the first of the two traditions that the Prophet ~J~.fi!~~ related to his
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.fi!~~J· And, Hudhayfah ~.fi!~~J said that he observed
its proof with his own eyes. In the time of the Prophet ~J ~ .111 ~ and during his
companionship, the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .1!1 ~J were true practical
evidences of this saying.
The second hadith (tradition) about the coming down of trust and its being withdrawn
turned out to be true after the blessed time of the Prophet ~J4:)S,.fi!1~.
The words about a man sleeping mean his normal sleep of his neglect. He may neglect the
Quran, remembrance of Allah or abiding by the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
A mark may be a speck or a spot, left by anything that disappears. It might be of a tinge
different from the original colour. When anyone neglects some radiance (of faith). The
neglectful person will feel that nothing but a speak of faith remains in his heart.
When he is again neglectful and colll.l1;lits more sin, the remaining light of faith will
disappear from his heart. Then. only a tiny speck will remain there, like a blister or com
(that grows on the skin of hand from overwork). Thus, the tiny speck may remain but, like
a blister or com, it will have nothing inside. It will have no faith at all. The person may
appear good and useful but will have no goodness and piety in him, nothing that might
improve his next life.
The example shows that the claimants to Islam in the time foreseen will have very week
faith but the light of faith and trust will remain in their hearts so some extent at least, even
like a blister (or com). As for the mark described in the hadith (tradition) as (~)1) and
(~1). The latter may be larger than the f~rmer but it has nothing inside but filth. This is
why it has been mentioned the second time though it is large than(~) which is mentioned
after the first sleep.
According to another explanation, when anyone is neglectful, some faith goes out of his
heart leaving (~)') a speck, when he is. neglectful a second time, a larger portion of the
heart loses faith, so (~t) a blister (or com) grows and it represents a larger loss.
Another explanation is that the first neglect does not lose all of faith or trust or only a speck
or (~)1) appears. The second neglect washes off the remaining faith and the space so
created is filed by (~1) or a blister. It is (larger but) of a lesser degree than (~)'} or speck
which indicates that some faith does remains in the heart.
The concluding words that he will not have in his heart faith so much as a grain of mustard
·
seed; could mean one of two things:
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(i)
(ii)

He has no faith at all.
He lack perf<;;ct faith. People will laud him a intelligent and wise but will not
praise one who is verv knowledgeable and excellent and is righteou.s in his
deeds.
Hence, the real thing is faith and purity of thought and deeds. Without these things =\
person's other worldly capability are meaningless, no matter much he is praised.
RETIRE A\'VAY FRO:t"l PEOPLE DURING FITNAH
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5382. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.1s~~; narrated: people used to ask Allah's Messenger
~J ~ .ls1 ~ about good but I kept asking him about evil lest it may overtake me
(How may I recognize them and prese1 ,re myself?) So, I submitted, "0 Messenger of
Allal., 've were through the jalaaiyah (ignorance period) and evildoing, but Allah
brought to us (through you) this good (guidance and light of Islam). Is any evil
likely to recur after this good? He said, 11Yt's," So, I asked 'will after that t'Vil there
would be any good?" He said, •'Yes, but that would be feeble." I asked, 'And what
is the feebleness" He said, 11There will be people wh•l will pursue a practice other
than mine (sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)) and guide ot~.er on a path other than
the own shown by me. (They will adopt a character and life other than mine.) You
wil find among them the religious as well as the irreligious." I asked, "Will this
good be followed by any evil?" He said, "Yes! There would arise people who would
stand at the gates of hell and invite the other creatures (to themselves). And those
who respond to them, they will cast them into hell." I submitted, "0 Messenger of
Allah, describe them to us." (will they be Muslim or non Muslim) He said, ''They
will be our people (like us and of our community) and will speak in our tongue (or,
as we do and will know the Quran and hadith (tradition) but will be bereft or piety
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and goodness)." I asked ''!'hen, What do yo!l command me if I find that time? He
said, "Stick to the community of the Muslims and their in,ams (and obey the Book
and the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice))." I asked, "what should I do if ~hey have
no community and no imam (but they are divided into different se.::ts and ~~ave
separate imams for each)?' He said, 11 (Ye'.l must ignore all of them and) withdraw
from all those sects even if that compels you to cleave to the root of a tree (and
seclude yourself in a desert and endure se~··,'!re h?..tdship eating grass and leaves) till
death comes to you while you are in that state."
According to the version by Muslim: He (the Prophet ~""J ~ ~~ ~ said, "After my
death, there will arise leaders (kir.gs rulers, etc) ·.vho will not follow my (right)
guidance and not my sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice) (and will not abide by th~
Book and sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice)). Also, such men will appear whos~
hearts will be the hearts of devils though they have human bodies." (Their
appearances would be like human beings but their deeds and character will bt:
devilish)
Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ;.,:&. ~~ ~J said that he asked, 11How may I conduct myself if I
find myself in that situation. 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, 11 Listel1. to the amir
(whoever is the ruier) and obey him (unless you are commanded to disobey the
Shari·ah (divine law)). Even if he beats Y'·ur back and confiscates your property,
you must continue to listen and obey."1
COMMENTARY: The word (,r.) evil encompasses fitnalt (trails, kmptations, corruptions),
lethargy in worship. Spread of evil and innovation And the word (.T") good is the opposite
of it.
In the words 'jahiliyah (ignorance period) and evil doing the latter is appended as an
explan::atory word. Hudhayfah ;.,:&. ~~ ~J recalled the age of ignorance and showed
apprehension lest they revert to those days.
The word feeble is used for (.;,b) whi.:'h is smoky, dusky, Good after evil will not be clear
but hazy to he eyes and so feeble in appearance. People's hearts will not be clear and
sincere v.~ th~y were in early Islam. Their beliefs will be obscure and impaired and their
deeds will not be righteous. The rulers will be unjust, not as the earlier rulers were, and
th.:y will not tie sincere and servants o! Islam. Bad deeds and wickedness will be rife and
bid' ah (innovation) will be common. Wicked people will infiltrate among the pbus and the
innovators with the abiders by the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice).
Those people will mingle their deeds, bad with good and they will have differing traits.
Their lives will be 1nade up of bad deeds as well as good deeds.
THE FIRST EVIL: Some authorities suggest that the first evil to crop up ?.fter Islam is the
fitnah and civil o:;trife that resulted in the martyrdom of Uthman ibn Affau o\~~~~~J· Then,
the good that follm,•ed is the time of Uamr ibn Abdul Aziz ~,,~........).The words 'you would
find among them the religious and the irreligious :efer to the rulers and kings after Umar
ibn Abdul Aziz ~~~J· There were some who abided by the Book and the sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice) in their private lives as well as while managing the state. Some there
were who did good work sometin1es but succumbed to passion at other times a:r:td their
objective was to retain their power over the state.
1

Bukhari # 3606, Muslim # 51. 1848, Ibn Majah # 3978.
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Some other authorities suggest that while the first evil that cropped up was indeed the
rebellion against Uthman 4.\to.&!~J and the unrest after his martydram, the second good was
the peace concluded between Mu' awiyah 4.\to .&! ~J and Imam Hasan ~ .1!1 ~J· The (~~) or
feebleness or the hazy period is the bad things that arose in the ties of Mu'awiyah ~~~~J
through some amirs, like Ziyad' s mischief in Iraq.
The people who will stand at the gC:ttes of hell are those who will tempt others and deceive
them into wrong-doing. The Prophet ~JA#.rlil~ said that one who invites to evil and one
who responds te the invitation will both be cast into hell. Every kinds of temptation is like
:. ' one standing at the gate of hell inviting <:>thers to it. Every kind of deception is said to
represent the gate of hell.
.
SoJ.Ue authorities say that the people who will invite others to sin are they who seek power·
and authorities over the state. To achieve that, they will create dissension and deceive
people to support them. In this way they will become powerful enough to seize the reins of
the state. The Khawarij and the Rawafid were created towards this end. These people will
possess no qualification to rule over the state.
As for their standing at the gate of hell to invite people to it, this is an allusion to the
consequence. They will invite to sin and disobedience and those who responds will go to
hell with them. It is in this sense that they are standing at the gate of hell and inviting
others to it: This manner of speaking follows the style of the Quran in its verse:
•

•
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{Surely those who devour the possessions of the orphan wrongfully, devour fire in
their bellies ... } (4: 10)
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OBEY RULER: The meaning of the concluding words of the version of Muslim is that if
you live in a country that is ruled by Muslims and their ruler or amir is in authority, then
however much you are persecuted and your property is confiscated, you must (continue to
obey) and not rebel against the ruler. You must not open the gate to mischief and
corruption. Rather, you must endure and show patience. You must never disobey the
imam and never ~isrupt the working of the state. However, one must not perpetrate
anything that Shari'ah (divine law) disallow unless one is compelled. But, evening this case
if one disobeys at the risk of one'~ life and does not what Shari'ah (divine law) does not
permit, then that is a very good thlrlgs on his part.
The final words emphasise that the imam(leader) must be heard and obeyed.
TAKE PRECAUTIONARY MEASURE THROUGH GOOD DEEDS BEFORE FITNAH
ARISES
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5383. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA#.rliljJ•
said, "Hasten to perform good deeds before trails arise like bits of a dark night.
(their result will be that) a man will arise in the morning as a believer but will turn
a disbeliever in the evening. He will be a believer in the evening only to awake in
the morning as a disbeliever. He will sell away his religion for a paltry sum of
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worldly property."t
COMMENTARY: We must hasten to doing good deeds because the situation in the world
is never static. Conditions keep changing and there might arise obstructions. So we must
seize every opportunity to do good deeds and very many of them.
The fitnah are compared to bits of a <;lark night to say that they will arise undetected. No
one will know why and how they arise and how. they will be averted. So, before they come,
we must strengthen our religious life with good deeds.
That a believer in the morning will become a disbeliever in the evening and the believer in
the evening will become a disbeliever in the evening could refer to a real disbe!iever or one
resembling a disbeliever in the way he conducts ·himself. Or, it could refer to one who is
ungrateful for the blessings he receives. (Arabic Kafara also means ungrateful as it implies
a disbeliever).
Soine scholars have interpreted it to me«;m that some people will wake up and believe in the
lawful and unlawful as declared by Allah, but as the day wears out they will begin to
waver and by evening reverse their belief and the lawful will become unlawful and the
unlawful will become lawful. The same may be p~~sumed of the second phrase: 'will be a
believer in the evening but wake up in the morning in disbelief.'
The message of the hadith (tradition) is that the masses will be hesitant in matters of
religion and Shari' ah (divine law), being misled by the so-called intelligentsia and selfstyled scholars and worldly leaders. Mazhar said that it will be because of division among
Muslims ethnicity, hatred and bloodshed. They will consider these things lawful if
perpetrated on their opponents. Besides, their rulers will be. tyrannical and kill their
subjects, impound their properties and rape their woman. They will consume wine and
commit unlawful act. .. The ulama (Scholars) soo (s._,..,s.~) or the evil scholars will give a
clean chit to the tyrannical rulers. Furthermore, the ignorance among the common man
about religious laws will aggravate the situation for they will not know the permitted and
forbidden in day to day affairs in commerce and in mutual dealings.
Shaykh Abdul Haq J», ~J has said that such a situation will arise because people will
associate themselves· with worldly minded rulers and rich people in order to achieve their
selfish ends. They will be proud of their association with them as their stooges. Because of
thls, they will be compelled to support them even against religious laws.
In the same way, a person may .regard another life and property as sacred in the morning
but by evening he may change his views to consider them as lawful. This about tum of his
belief pushes him into unbelief. But, this interpretation is not strong.
WITH DRAW INTO SECLUSION WHEN TRIALS & MISCHIEF SPREAD

1

Muslim# 186-118.
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5384. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii'IS""J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"'~,&,~..,
saia, "There will come a series of trial during which the sitter will be better than the
standing person. He who keeps standing will be better than he who walks while he
who is walking will be better than he who runs (or rides). He who glances at them
(the trails) will be attracted to them. So, he who finds a refuge or a place of
deliverance from them should retire to it (or, if anyone offers him protection then
he must avail ol it)."t
According to another version: He said, ''There will arise a commotion during which
one lvho is sleeping will be better than one w~o is awake. And one who ket?ps
awake will be better than who is standing. And one who is standing will be better
than one who is running. So, he who finds a refuge or a means .of deliverance from
it (the trial) should retire to it (the refuge)."2
CfJMMENTARY: The person who sits is farther from the trial than one who is standing
and who can observe it and hear it. Or, he who sits has no part to play in the mischief going
around while he who is standing might have some vague inclination to it.
As for one who glances at the trial, he pays attention to it and approaches it, so he vvill be
attracted to it and tempted to join. So, one must keep away from it as far as possible.
,..,
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5385. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~ .&11S""J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 .j..P
said, "Soon, there would arise a turmoil. Behold! A turmoil would arise - a great
one! (Muslim would be involved in in-fighting). During it, one who sits will be
better than one who walks. And one who walks will be be!tter than one who runs.
Know! When it happens, he who has camels, must remain with his camels. He who
has sheep, must remain with his sheep. And, he who has !and, must stay at his
land." A man asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, do tell us what if one has no camels,
no sheep and no land?" He said, "He should take hold of his sword and strike iis
edge on a stone (and thus destroy his weapons so that he does not take part in the
killing). Then, if he can, he must get away (from the turmoil so that he takes no part
in it). 0 Allah, I have conveyed (Your commands to your creatures)! 0 Allah, I have
1

Bukhari # 3601, Muslim # 10-2886, Tirmidhi # 2894, (2201) Abu Dawud # 4259, Musnad Ahmad #
20434.
2 Muslim# 13-2886, 12-2886, 2887.
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conveyed! 0 Allah, I have COI1Veyed!" A man submitted, 11Tell me, 0 Messenger of
Allah, I am compelled to join one of the (warning) parties and someone strikes me
with his sword, or an arrow darts at me and kills me?" He said, ''He will suffer the
punishment of his sin and yours and be among the inmates of hell."t
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) have different opinions on what the rest of the
Muslims must do when same of them divide into two factions and engage in killing each
other. Some of them assert that is not allowed to any one them to join either of the factions
to kill and to fight. Rather it is wajib (obligatory) to keep away and be unbiased. They cite
this hadith (tradition) and other ahadith (tradition) of the same purport. Sayyiduna Abu
Bakr 4.:'- .ih1 ~.J and some other sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ lb1 ~.J held the same
opinion.
Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4.:'-.ihi~.J maintained that one must not begin massacre but if others
resort to it then it is necessary to defend oneself.
A majority of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.ih1~.J and tabi'un contend that if
dissension arises among Muslims and they have recourse to shedding blood of each other,
then they should supJ.:>ort the faction that is just and on the right course. They should fight
the tran~gressor or the rebel against the imam. If this is not done, trouble will spread and
the wrong doer gets bold. This is as the Quran says:

fdll_;i.$1~j.!ll~~~~~jj
{And if two parties of the believers fight ... } (49: 9)
This verse says explicitly that if two sections of Muslim contend against each other, effort
must be made to reconcile them and they should be made to cease fighting. But, if one of
the parties persists in fighting and transgresses, then force should be used against it to
make it see reason and stop. It should be compelled to return to the right course.
As for the words about the sin being on the wrong doer, two interpretations are suggested
for those words.
(i)
That person will bear two sins, one for killing you and if you had kill.ed him
the sin for that too because you were compelled to fight.
(ii)
That person will bear two sins: one for his hatred of the Muslim and because
of which he kills you, and for killing you.
Aft~r saying, That man will join the inmates of hell." the prophet ~J~ib1~ did not say,
You will enter paradise." He let that be understood as a foregone conclusion.
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5386. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed 4.:'- .&1 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ lb1 ~
said, "Soon (a time will come when) a Muslims will drive to the tops of the
mountains and such places where rain pours, fleeing with his religion from
turmoil."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) also advises the Muslims ~o get away from people
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when dissension spreads and it becomes difficult to preserve ones religion. One must keep
apart from the people as far as possible. And entire with one's sheep, away from them
where water is available and must subsist on the milk of the sheep.
TURMOIL LIKE DOWN POUR
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5387. Sayyiduna Usmah ibn Zayd ~lii'~J narrated that (one day) the Prophet 4#lill~
~J went up (to the roof of) an elevated house and asked (his sahabah) ~lil~~ J, "Do
you see that which I see?" They submitted, "No (we do not see)." He said, 11I see the
strife (and unrest) dropping on your house just as rain falls." 1
·
COMMENTARY: The words in the hadith (tradition) (~') means peak of a mountain, a
fortress or an elevated house, a lofty home. Here, the plural from refers to the high houses
and fortresses in the outskirts of Madinah where the Jews lives. One day, he went up the
roof of one of these buildings. There he asked the question and spoke the words mentioned
in the hadith (tradition). ·
Allah revealed to him then that the fitnah (trials, commotion) were very near. According,
the people might take precautionary measures to save themselves.
This should be counted among the miracles bf the prophet ~Y·#.lill~ whatever he said
came out to be true.
DESTRUCTION OF THE UMMAH AT HANDS OF QU~AYSH YOUTH
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5388. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~
said, The destruction of my ummah will take place at the hands of some young man
of the Quraysh."2
COMMENTARY: The words, 'ummah' in this hadith (tradition) refers to the sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~.i»'~J and the ahl ul bayt ~.&~~J (meaning, the people of the
Prophet's ~J~~~ household). They were the best members of this ummah.
The word (Wr-) ghilimah) is the plural of (r~)- ghulam).It means young people' But, Sarah
(t'rP) defines it as a boy. The world (r~) is derived from (~) and (r~') which mean
'passion,' 'sexual desire.' However, in this hadith (tradition) (Wr-) means youth of young
age. They are not serious but are wayward. They do not respect their elders, learned man
and the wise and dignified people. The Prophet~J~..ll~~ referred to these young men of
the Quraysh when he said that destruction of his ummah will come at their hands. They
martyred Sayyiduna Uthman ~..ll~~.J Sayyiduna Hasan ~lil~~ J and Sayyiduna Husayn ~.J
~ lil1. They were the means of their destruction. They created mischief in the ummah,
divided its members and oppressed them.
1
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It is s.tated in Majma ul Bihar that Sayyiduna Abu hurayrah ~~~~.J recognizes these men
specifically to whom the Prophet ~J~)jj,~ had referred in this saying of his, but he did

not name them so that mischief might not arise. They were the youth of Banu Umayyah
like Abdullah ibn Ziyad, Hajj (pilgrimage}aj ibn Yusuf who was the chief of the amirs
(governors) of Abdul Malik ibn Marwan, Sulayman ibn Abdul Malik and his offspring.
They were so much cruel that they resorted to unlimited persecution of the members of the
Prophet's ·~ J ~ ..111 ~ household,· some of whom were martyred. Many senior and high
ranking sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~)jj,~.J were slain mercilessly. There was so
much bloodshed and loss of property that the earth and the heavens trembled.
The nefarious and evil deeds of these people are recounted in history in detail.
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5389. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lll!~
said, 11Soon time will become short (coming rapidly one after the other). Knowledge
will be removed. Turmoil will spread. Niggardliness will be put (in hearts) and harj
will become common (all over). They (the sahabah) ~ 1ll1 ~; asked, 11And what is
harj?" He said, killing (each other)."1
COMMENTARY: That time will become short implies that the last Hours will be very near
and the earth's life would be over. Or it implies that people of different times would be
close to each other as far their bad habits,_ evil ways and sins are concerned. The bad people
of every time will be close to each other. in their wickedness. Times will be close to each
others and will resemble· each other, so that the one following will repeat the evils of the
past time. It could also means that a time will come when rulers will not retain their rule
for long. They will replace each other in quick succession though revolutions or other
factors. Some scholars say th~t during the last era people will have short lives. It is also
possible that the words are figure of speech for blessing being removed from time because
of many sins being committed. If people neglect religion, do not fear Allah and do not•care
about the hereafter, then blessings are removed from time. Days and night will pass swiftly
and year will be rolled up into short durations. People will complain always of little time
on hand. This interpretation is supported also by the hadith (tradition). 'During·the last
days time will pass rapidly so that a year will be like a month, a month like a week and a
·
week like a day;
Knowledge will be withdrawn by taking away sincere, righteous scholars who possess true
knowledge. In this way, true knowledge will not be available to anyone. Beside there will
be much confusion in this field so that it will be difficult to distinguish the false evil
scholars. It will seen all round that the light of knowledge has been extinguished and
darkness of ignorance and foolishness will replace it.
In the final times, miserliness will become very common, like a catching malady. It will
reach such heights that industrialists and traders will heard their products and
merchandise. The words about niggardliness being put do not speak about this trait being
in the nature of man. In fact, in every era man has had this weakness in him but this does
t
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not imply that no one can suppress this characteristic. This is also supported by this verse
of the Quran:
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(And whosoever is saved from the avarice of his own soul, so these they are the
prospers} (59: 9)
This makes it clear that pure soul did exist in the past. They exist now, and they will exist
in the future, too. It is a different thing that their numbers keep decreasing in every age.
Harj is to get involved in fitnah and evil. The saying (~l.:l'[..J'I) means that people have fallen
into turmoil and strife. They are also lost into the labyrinth of killing and mischief and have
fallen into the trial of not being able to pick out the good from the bad.
Therefore, in this saying harj means particularly manslaughter because of dissension
among the Muslims. It is the muual distrust and dislike of the Muslims for each other and
their inability to distinguish good bad deeds because of which the killing spreads wildly.
LIMITLESS TURMOIL & KILLING
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5390. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
said, By him in whose Hand is my soul! The world will not end till there comes a
day to mankind when the killer does not know why he killed (his victim) and the
slain one does not know (or his heirs do not know) why he was slain." He was
asked, 11How can that be? He said, 11 Al-Harj (or turmoil will arise). The slayer and
the slain will (both) go to hell."t
COMMENTARY: People of that time (to come) will have no fear at all of the gravity of
mischief, civil strife, killing and evil. The killer will have no reason for killing anyone and
the person killed and his heirs will not know why he was killed. Blood would be shed
profusely for not a just cause ... If we ponder, has not this savagery begun to be practiced?
This will happen because of harj. It means ignorance, unrest, rule of the mischievous and
disrespect for law.
Both killers and the killed will go to hell because both of them will have common intention:
to kill. The slain will not be innocent but he will have missed his chance kill and may have
erred in his moves into falling prey to the killer. So, each of them would be motivated to
kill the other and will be equally guilty. However, if the victim has no foolish reasons to kill
and does not ignore the difference between truth and falsehood but commits an error of
judgment in deciding to kill then the foregoing statement does not include him. Thus if the
slain person had decided to kill the other for religious and valid reasons though he had
erred in his judgement than he will not be liable to punishment merely because of his
resolve to kill. Any one who errs in making a decision is not held responsible. If a person
resolves to commit sin and sticks to his resolve then he is a sinner though he may not have
committed it physically.
1
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K.dEPING TO RELIGION DURING TURMOIL
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5391. Sayyiduna Maqil ibn Yasar 4$.1ii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#~1.)-P

said, 11TO engage in worship during turmoil and period of unrest among Muslims)
is like emigrating to me (in terms of reward)."t
COMMENTARY: The person who preserves himself from fitnah, its ignorance and
darkness and devotes himself to worship of Allah will get the same reward as to Madinah
from Makkah to join ·the Prophet ~J"-#.ibt.).P before the liberation of Makkah.
ENSURING OPPRESSION KNOWING THE FUTURE WILL BE WORSE THAN THE
PRESENT

(L5.J~I oi.J.J) _ __;,Lj
5392. Sayyiduna Zubayr ibn Adiy .i»1~J narrated that they went to Sayyiduna Anas

ibn Maalik 4$ ~~ ~J and complained to him of the cruelty and injustice of Hajj
(pilgrimage)aj (ibn Yusuf). He said, 11Be patient, because whatever time follows will
be worse than the time that has come tv you. (So, the next rulers may be worse than
Hc.:.jj (pilgrimage)aj. Endure) ~~1 you meet your Lord. (He will punish the
oppressors.) I had heard this f1 om your prophet~J~.i»1~."2
COMMENTARY: The saying thai the 'time to follow will be worse' may be interpreted to
mean 'mostly the time to follow\ ill be worse than the present.' This is because there are
exceptions to the axiom, for instante after Hajj (pilgrimage)aj, Umar ibn Abdul Aziz ~~~J
was one of the rulers. His time was very good, and Sayyiduna Eesa ~~~~will come later
as will Sayyiduna Mahdi ~.i»'~J· Further, 'time to follow ... ' refers to the time between Hajj
(pilgrimage)aj and the dajjal (the great deceiver), excluding the days of Sayyiduna Easa 4#
r~' and Sayyiduna Mahdi. 4$.1!1~J
Moreover, this hadith (tradition) means to comfort the ummah and to encourage them to
show patience. They must conside:r what is available as a blessing and seize the
opportunity to do good for the next ·w: ·rid. They may not get even this much opportunity
·
infuture.
Some scholars say that the hadith (tradition) speaks of every time that will follow its
preceding time, as being worse except the time of Sayyiduna Eesa r~' ~, because every
other time has been, or will be, worse, in some way or other or in one or the other place
through weakness in knowledge or performance, or lack of sincerity of steadfastness.
The time after the death of the Prophet ~J "-# .1!1 j...P began to get worse than the previous

1
2

Musnad Ahmad 5-25, Muslim # 13. 2948, Tirmidhi # 2201 (2208), Ibn Majah # 3985
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and even the pure and sincere sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~.11~~J sensed a change
in their hearts after the burial of the Prophet ~J~.11~~.
Some of the religious elders recounted their experiences. Sometimes they got an inclination
to commit a sin which they dismissed. When they experienced the same inclination much
later, they could not get it out of their minds as easily as they had done previously. If we
think of the reason for it, one only thing is that this happens because of our being very far
away from the radiance of the time of the Prophet ~J"~.11~~. The more the time passes
away ~om it, the more the darkness of sin that covers us.
SECTION II

L¢\illj..Gii\

THE PROPHET ~J~.11~~ NAMED THE MISCHIEF MANAGERS TILL THE LAST
·HOURS

(lj\ly.\ o\.J.J} -t:\:,.;~jj

5393. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah 4:J;o .1!1 ~J said, By Allah, I cannot say whether my
companions (the noble sahabah) ~.11~~J have forgotten or (for some wise reason)
make believe that they have forgotten. By Allah, Allah's Messenger ~J"~.11~~ did
not omit (to name) a leader of a fitnah (turmoil, trial, mischief who will arise) till
the end of the world whose followers will number three hundred or more than that.
He gave us his name, his father's name and the name of the tribe to which he
belonged."t
COMMENTARY: The leader of a fitnah is one who leads people to rebel against religion,
cause mischief and shed blood. For instance, he is a scholar who introduces new things in
religion, who creates dissension among Muslims in the name of religion and who confuses
the ummah, thereby damaging the glory of Islam. Or, he may be a tyrannical king or ruler
who is responsible for bloodshed among Muslims.
The number of three hundred is given because it is the minimum number of supporters
any leader might need to further his evil designs. Though he might create some stir with a
lesser number yet he would not be effective.
LEADER WHO MISLEAD
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5394. Sayyiduna Thawban 4:J;o.1ll~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iit~~ said,
11
The only thing that I fear for my ummah are the rulers who mislead men.\iVheri
the sword begin to be used among my ummah it shall not be put .away till-the day
of resurrection."2
1
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COMMENTARY: If the imams- meaning. Rulers leaders or chiefs of people- stray then

they are the most destructive single factor for theirs subjects on the whole. If anyone else i~
astray then its effects are localized but when a leader falls into error he takes along a whole
lot of others.
Once the ununah cease tC! decide their affairs by consult action and reconcile their
difference through peaceful parlays but uns,heathe their sword to settle a score than it will
not return to its sheathe till the last Day. Muslims will continue to fight each other at some
place or other.
The infighting about which the Prophet ~J~~~~ had expressed fear was first observed
with the martyrdom of Uthman ibn Affan ~ ~~ ~-'· That was the first time Muslims used
their swords against each other: Since then Muslim continue to shed blood of each other
and this goes on even today. Unfortunately, it will not stop till the last day.
THE KHILAFAH (CALIPHATE) WILL LAST FOR THIRTY YEARS
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5395. Sayyiduna Safinah ~~~~.J the freedman of the Prophet ~ J~~~ said that he
heard the Prophet ~ J~oJs.isls~ say, ''The Khilafah will last for thirty years. There will
be a kingdom after that." Then, Sayyiduna Safinah ~ .&! ~.J said, "Reckon it: The
Khalifah of Abu Bakr ~~~~.J was two years, the khalifah of Umar ~~~~.J was ten
years, of Uthman was twelve years and of Ali was six years."1
(Fractions are rounded of by him. The fifth caliphs was Imam Hasan ~~~~.J for 5
Months see 1st para of comments)2
COMMENTARY: The Khilafah mentioned in the hadith (tradition) is the true caliphate that
is dear to Allah and His Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ based on the Quran and sunnah (Holy
Prophet's practice) and recognizing the rule of religion and Shari'ah (divine law). The
really deserving ones of this Khilafah were the first caliphs whose khilafah is called khilafat
ur rashideen (caliphate of the righteous). It lasted for thirty years.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi ~~~.J has in his sharh of Mlshkah added after (~) (kingdom)
the word (~~) 'biting' harsh.' This means that the Khilafah will give way to an
unpleasant the virulent monarchy. When the era of the Khalifah (caliphs) ends, kingdom
will replace it. But, it will be a hostile, tyrannical monarchy. People will find no peace or
justice, and they will long for a religious surrounding. However, the kings will claim to be
the successors of the past caliphs and call their monarchy a caliphate so that they could be
called Amir ul mu'minin (Commander of the faithful) because in apparent terms they will be
the amirs of the Muslims. However, the true Khilafah to which the hadith (tradition) refers
will last only thirty years. That indeed was the period of the Khilafatur Rashideen.
Sharh Aqaid has cited a question about the Khulafa Abbasiyah after the time of the
Khilafatur Rashideeen, and about the caliphs of the Banu Umayyah like Umar ibn Abdul
t
2

Musnad Ahmad 5-220, Tirmidhi # 2216, Abu Dawud # 4646.
See after comments.
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Aziz ~~J. All the ulama (Scholars) are nearly unanimous on their caliphate. So, will their
rule not be described as (caliphate or) Khilafah? The answer is that the caliphate to whicl
the. Prophet ~J4Js.~~ had referred was a perfect caliphate in which religion and 1~.. · ate
not violated in the least, and would last thirty years. Thereafter, the caliphate wi•J change in
form with, of course, a few exceptions, and it will be a caliphate only i..l name. It working
will be like a monarchy.
Mter the Khilafat ur Rashideen, the Banu Umayyah became rulers and though they
continued to call it khilafah, yet in reality it was a misnomer for monarchy. Amir
Mu'awiyah ;.;s. ..1!1 ~J was their first ruler. Though his period was not a replica of the
Khilafah, yet there were not the drawbacks of monarchy too, but they did crop up in the
time of his successors. He himself tried his best to emulate the Khilafatur Rashideen. Mter
him, the Banu Umayyah collapsed into bloodshed and conspiracies. Shari'ah (divine law)
was openly in fringed and grossly (disregarded and) disrespected. This began with Yazid
ibn Mu' awiyah. ;.;s..11\~J His son Mu' awiyah ibn Yazid succeeded him. Followed by:
Walid ibn Abdul Malik,
Sulayman ibn Abdul Malik.
Umar ibn Abdul Aziz ~~ ;,
Yazid ibn Abdul Malik,
Hisham ibn Abdul Malik,
Walid ibnYazid ibn Abdul Malik,
Ibrahim ibn Walid ibn Abdul Malik,
and Marwan ibn Muhammad ibn Marwan. He was the last caliph of Banu Umayyah.
Then the caliphate of Banu Abbas began.
ABOUT THE 30 YEARS: The reckoning of t!1e thirty years (of the Khilafatur Rashideen)
by the narrator of the hadith (tradition), Sayyiduna Safinah ~ ..1!1 ~J is an approximate
division, for, he has rounded off the fracti'jflS. According to sound traditions and authentic
sources, the thirty yhears of the Khilafat·.rr Rashidc~n are made up in this manner:
Abu Bakr's ;.;s..&t~; caliphate was two years and f o..1r months.
Umar's ;.;s...1lt~; was ten years, six month.
Uthman's ;.;s..&t~ J twelve years minus a few days.
Ali's ~..111~J four years and nine months.
This adds up to twenty nine years and seven mc.~nths. Then:
Imam Hasan ;.;s...1lt~J was Khalifah for the rema_ning five months.
He too is among the Khulafa ur Rashideen (the righteous caliphs). 1
[Note: Khalifah is caliph.
·
Khilafah: caliphate, Khilafatur Rashideen caliphate of the righteous caliphs.
Khulafa ur Rashideen: the righteous caliphs Banu Children, off spring]
TIME TO COME

See: 'The lives of the Noble Caliphs- Ibn Kathir, i»~._,J pp 480-483, DArul lsha'at Karachi. Also
Ma' ariful Hadith (tradition) v4 p 274/3, Darul lsha' at Also History of Islam by Najeeba badi vl p 445
(Darul Isha' at Karachi). AI Bidayyah wa al Nihayah , ibn Kathir (Eng Tr) Darul Isha' at.
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5396. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.11~~J narrated: I asked, "0 Messenger of Allah,
there be evil after this good just as there was evil before it.?" He said, 11Yes!" So, I
asked, 'What measures may be adopted for protection?" He said, ''J1te sword!" (Use
it in self defence or sever the heads of the mischief-mongers.) I asked, 11Will there
remain the adherents of Islam after that?" He said, 11Yes, there will be an imarah (a
government or a kingdom) but it will be based on turmoil (meaning, it will suffer
from mote and be reduced to powder - the word being (,.l.lil) and a hazy peace (that
will be shayky and uncertain)." I asked, ''What after that?" He said, ''people will
arise who invite to wrongdoing. If there is Allah's caliphs on earth (meaning, a ruler
or a king) and even if he beats you on your back and he usurps your property
(being unjust to you in any way), you must obey him (unless he commands.you to
disobey Allah and His Messenger. This guidance is given to you so that mischief
may not spread on earth because of your resistance to him),. Otherwise (it there is
no ruler or king from Allah on earth) you must die while taking refuge at the root a
tree." I asked, ''What (will happen) riext (0 Messenger of Allah)?" He said, 11Then
the dajjal (the great deceiver) will appear (and complete disorder will spread and
Muslims will be on the point of elimination). He will be accompanied by a river
and a fire (trench). He who falls into his (trench of) fire will get his reward
definitely and his burden (of sins omitted previously) will be removed from him.
He who falls in his river will have his burden retained and his reward (for the good
deeds he may have done) will be scored out." I asked, "Then what will happen?"
He said, "Then a fool will be bred but before it can be ridden, the Last Hour will
strike."
According to another version: He (the Prophet ~J4#.1!1~ said, 11 (Yes, there will be
an imarah but it will be based on) an uneasy peace and a people involved in turmoil
(not in worldly honest to the peace)." I asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, what does an
uneasy peace mean?" He said, 'The hearts of the people shall not (reconcile and)
return to their former condition." (This is a reference to the state during early Islam.
They will not be truthful and sincere.) I asked, "Will there be evil again after the
good?" He said, (Yes) turmoil causing blindness and deafness to the truth (and
1
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people will become extremely evil and sinful). There will arise those who invite at
the gate of hell. So, if you can, 0 Hudhayfah, die at the root (of a tree), it will be
better for you than that you fellow any of them."1
COMMENTARY: Qatadah ..lii~J said about the mischief that the Prophet ~J4:Js-~1.}-P said
should.be curbed with the sword was the one that arose after his death in the form of
·
apostasy. Abu Bakr ~..lii~J put it down shrewdly and with force.
The word {c.l.i.il) is the plural of (~.i.i) and of (ol.li) which means: 'swampy land, 'rubbish,'
'mote or foreign body in an eye, water or any drink. The Prophet ~ J4:Js.~ljJ said that the
subjects will not be faithful to the amir. They will harbour spite for him. This compares
with an eye that looks very good from outside but is painful because of a foreign body
inside. Thus, the people present a faithful submission outwardly but are filled with malice
and opposition in their hearts.
Qadi ~~~ J has said that though the imarah. (or government} will rule over the Muslim, yet
it will be detrimental because of its innovation and irreligious actions.
As for the words about an uneasy peace, it means that if any people have concluded a
peace then they would not be sincere. Deceptive designs may be behind it. The exponents
of hadith (tradition) have stated that this saying of the Prophet ~J~.11~~ is a fore telling
of the agreement wl)ich Imam Hasan had made with Amir Mu' awiyah ol$~1~ J who thereby
strengthened his hold over the Khilafah. This gives the lie to the view of some historians
who have derived the conclusion that Amir Mu' awiyah ~~~~ J became caliph after making
peace with Imam Hasan oi$~~~J· It is not correct that Imam Hasan oi$~~~J truly thought of
Amir Mu'awiyah to be more deserving of the caliphate so withdrew himself as a contender
in his favour. Rather, a very difficult climate was created against Imam Hasan o!$.1li~J4by
some people and a terrible distrust could have resulted between the two avert which Imam
Hasan ol$ .1l1 ~J surrendered his right to the caliphate. He preferred that the state and
religion should not be beset with intrigues so he put aside his own interests for the sake of
religion and the good of the Muslims.
Another of the Prophet's ~J~.11~~ warnings is that such rulers and dignitaries of state
will arise who will invite their subjects to innovative practices and sin. Thus they are said
to be standing at the gate of hell.
The words about sticking to the roots of tree to die there call upon the addressee to retire
into seclusion away from public life when strife and commotion are very common. One
may thus preserve oneself from fitnah (trial/ commotion) and spend the rest of one's lie
away from mischief, even if that requires unusual endurance and subsistence on grass and
leaves.
Some people say that the words can also be construed to mean: 'no matter how muc:=h you
are persecuted by the ruler, you must not stop obeying him otherwise persecution will
increase till you die.'
Some others say that a slight change in the construction of the words gives it a different
meaning. "If you cannot obey the ruler in spite of severe persecution at his hands t11en
stand up and go away seeking refuge at the roots of a tree. Meaning 'to some other place,
"
outside, the domain of this ruler.'
As for the dajjal (the great deceiver) having with him a river and a pit of fire, some
1
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authorities say that these things will only be unreal, a wizardry on his part. It will be
hypnoticism. This is clear from the next words about the fate of one falling into his trench
of fire.
Some authorities say that the river that he has with him will be·fire and the fire that is with
him will be a river in terms of their effects and results.
Shaykh Abdul Haq .1!1 ~; has written in explanation of this particular portion that there
really will be with him a river and a pit of fire, but it is also possible that they are figurative
expressions for kindness, wrath, promise and warning. The river represents tremendous
encouragement for his henchmen and sympathizers, as well as comfort for them. Fire
represents fear which he will instill in the hearts of those who disagree with him, and
punishment for them.
Thus, he who does not concur with the dajjal (the great deceiver) and does not obey him,
will be cast him into the fire and it will cause him much pain and hardship. And, this
person who is cast into his fire will qualify for reward from Allah because he is steadfast in
Allah's religion and endures for the pleasure of Allah. His past sins will be forgiven.
As for the person who concurs with the dajjal (the great deceiver) and obeys him, he will
immerse him in the water (which means that he will let him have great worldly benefits ·
and comforts). This person being worldly-oriented and because of his love for the world
will suffer severe punishment and the good deeds that he may have done would be
negated. He will not get any reward for them.
As for a foal being bred, it will be raised up after it is born to a mare that was mated to a
horse in a breeding house. People will have it bred and will raise it, but before it reaches
the age when it can be ridden, or is capable of being ridden, the last hour will come. This
means the coming of Prophet EesaOesus) ~".>\-JI~ because from the moment of his descent
up to the striking of the Last Hour, people will not get an opportunity to ride a horse. There
will not be any disbelievers at that time and no need to ride a horse to fight anyone.
However, this is not the real reason. Actually, after the coming of the dajjal (the great
deceiver), the days to the Last Hour will not be many. It will be a very short period enough
for a foal to be born and be capabl~ of being ridden. This explanation is in keeping with the
meaning of the other ahadith (tradition) on the subject.
FRIGHTENING EVENTS AFfER THE KHUFA RASHIDAH (RIGHTEOUS CALIPHS)
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5397. Sayyiduna Abu Ohur 4~'- ~~ ._rp J narrated that one day he was a co-rider on a
donkey behind Allah's Messenger ~"l"" J4~'-~'.J..P, {This show how kind the Prophet ~
~""J4#~' was to his sahabah (Prophet's Companions) I"~~'"~'~J and Abu Obarr ~~~~J
listened to his sayings very attentively). When they were beyond at the houses of
Madinah, he asked, 11 How will it be with you, 0 Abu Obarr, when there is famine
in Madinah and you arise from your bed but do not make it to the mosque before
you are overcome by hunger?" He said, 111 submitted, 'Allah and His Messenger
know best." He said, 11 Show patience, 0 Abu Obarr." Then, he asked, How will it
be with you. 0 Abu Obarr, when there will be (widespread) death in Madinah and
a house meaning, a grave) will cost as much as a slave so that a grave will be
disposed of against a slave?" He said, 11 I submitted, Allah and His Messenger know
best." He said, 11You must exercise patience." Then, he asked, 11 How will it be with
you, 0 Abu Obarr, when there is bloodshed in Madinah and Ahjar uz Zayt will be
covered with blood?" He again replied that Allah and His Messenger know best.
So, he said, 11You must go to those with whom you are associated." He asked, ''Shall
I equip myself (with arms and fight the mischief-mongers)?' He said, 11In that case,
you will become a partner of (those) people." So, he asked, 11Then, how may I act, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said, 11 If you are afraid that the spark of the sword will
alarm you, then put the hem of your garment over your face so that he (who kills
you) may shoulder the punishment of your sin and his own."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~J ~ ~~ ~ command to Abu Dhar ~ .li1 ~J to show
patience on facing the difficult times meant that he should not complain but be pleased
with Divine decree and not try to free from Madinah.
Ahjaz uz Zayt is a place to the west of Madinah. It is covered with black stones that shine
as though zayt (olive oil) was applied over them. Hence, the name Ahjaz uz Zayt the killing
of which the Prophet ~J~.ll~~ warned Abu Dharr ~~~~J Took place in Madinah and is
known as Harrah. Authentic books recount its terrifying account so much so that not only
is it impossible to pick up a pen and write about it, but also it is nerve-racking to rea~ it or
hear it being recounted. However, we might present a brief account of it. The army c-.i tne
wretched Yazid ibn Mu'awiyah martyred (Sayyiduna) Imam Husayn ~~~~J mercilessly in
Karbala. The entire Islamic world shuddered because of that. The general body of the
Muslim expressed immense hatred of Yazid. They were already disgusted with him
because of his evil ways, unjust rule and an easy- going life. So, the people of Madinah
disowned him unanimously, and declared jihad (crusade) against him. On his part, Yazid
dispatched a huge army to crush the Madinah, under the command of Muslim ibn Uqbah.
He attacked Madinah from the western side of Harrah (or Harat ul Wabrah). The people of
Madinah put up a stiff resistance but were no match for the well-equipped and trained
army of yazid under their experienced commander Muslim ibn Uqbah. They were routed
and the enemy invaded Madinah and shed blood mercilessly, plundered property for
many days together. Thousands of Muslims were slain savagely, many of them were the
noble sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J and the tabi'un .i»1~J· The sacred city and
the Masjid Nabawi ~ J ~ ~~ ~ were desecrated and there was undesirable destruction
everywhere. They were not satisfied with crating havoc only in Madinah, so the army of
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yazid marched to Makkah whose people had nominated (Sayyiduna) Abdullah ibn Zubayr
~~''-""'J as their caliph. The army of Yazid repeated their evil and cruel brutality in Makkah
too and they did not hesitate to damage the Kabah and its precincts. Later, Yazid died this
sameyear.l
Hadith (tradition): The Prophet~-J4#~'~ next command to Abu Dhar ~.:s.~'~ J was to go to
those who follow the same religion as he does and are of the same mind as he is. But, Qadi
~~J r~ads it to mean that he should go to his family and relatives and confine himself to
his home. Teebi .&!~J takes it as a command to turn to his ruler whom he obeys, and this is
a more correct meaning in the light of Abu Dharr' s .u" ~~ ~ .J question, shall I take up
Weapons?"
The Prophet ~J4#ii11~ disallowance to this question of Abu Dhar .u&-~~ J was to prevent
him from being like the murders and joining them to shed blood. He would then have
stood with the sinners. However, to obey the ruler who himself sheds blood and not to
participate in shedding blood are two different things and cannot be reconciled. The
explanation is that if the enemy who invades and sheds blood are Muslims then it is
allowed to resist them provided there is no risk of aggravating the turmoil and mischief.
But, if the enemy or not Muslims, then they should be resisted and fought in every
possible way.
He was also told to put the hem of his garment on his face when attacked and no fight
them. He must assume unconcern and feign negligence to suppress fear. Clearly, this
command forbade him to fight the attackers even when they are after his life. He should
. ~Ubmit and let them martyr him, because they will be Muslims and it is disallowed to
unsheathe a sword against any Muslim. "If they kill you, they, will be answerable to
Allah," he said.
Some exponents say that in these words the Prophet ~J4#i»'~ showed that it is very evil
for Muslims to fight and kill each other and it is very excellent to avoid it. But, the ruling
has been given previously that it is permitted to crush fitnah (mischief) and to fight in selfdefence even against a Muslim.
HARRAH: The tragedy of Harrah took place in 63 AH while Sayyiduna Abu Dharr .u&-~''-""'J
had died in 32 AH toward the end of the caliphate of Uthman ~.:s.iiii~J· Thus, h h~d .been
revealed to the Prophet ~-J"'~J»,~ that this thing would occur in Madinah. But, he was not
told when it would happen. As for famine and free blood shedding, they may have takt~n
place in the life time of Abu Dharr .u&- ~~ ~J· This is confirmed from the situation that is
described under (~lA)I~~) the aam ur rimad.2
It is also possible that these two things may have occurred after the death of Abu Dharr "'""~'~.J·
HOW TO ACT DURING TURMOIL

QL' :~i Ill~· ~:f jli_;.L,j 4£riJ1 ~ ~I..J_;\ <.r.?WI ~I.J..?-~ ~~~ (.;.j (or'Q.A)
1

See History of Islam, Najeebadadi vol 2 p 49 etc. (Dar ul Ish' at Karachi) AI Bidayah wa An Nlhayah,
ibn Kathir (Darul Isha' at Karachi).
2
It is recalled because due to famine faces had turned ash coloured and ramad is ash, aam ul rawad
is Year of asles. This year Umar ~.&~~J had postponed collection of zakah (Annual due charity) for
one year. (Lughatul Hadith (tradition) v2 p 152. Mir Muhammad Kutub Khana, Karachi.
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5398. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas 4:t-..bl~J narrated that the prophet 4#~'~
~J asked. 11 How will you act when you find yourself among the trash of mankind
whose pledges and assurances are broken and who disagree among themselves and
have become like this ....? And he intertwined his finger. He asked, 11Then, what do
you command me to do?" He said, 11You must adhere to what you know as correct
(in the light of religion and honesty) and keep away (and detest) that which you
know as bad and disliked. Restrict yourself to your own affairs and have no
concern with the affairs of the common body of the people."
According to another version: He said, 11 Remain in your home. Keep your tongue in
check, take what is correct, cast out what you know as bad, stick to your own affairs
and have no concern with the affairs of the general masses."l
COMMENTARY: The truth of the mankind are the worthless people. They are morally
bankrupt.
They are unreliable and untrustworthy. Their affairs and de~lings were unsound and their
judgements and promises keep changing. They betray their trusts.
The Prophet ~J 4# .1!1 ~ intertwined his finger to show how they would be prepared to
destroy each other. They would be so mingled together that it would not be possible to
know the betrayer from the trus.tworthy.
How~ver, fingers are intertwined also to show mutual cooperation and unanimity. We
have seen previously in two traditions about the disbursement of the booty. The Banu .
Hashim and the Banu Abdul Muttalib were united in the division of the one fifth of the
booty and were closely related to one another. Hence, this practical demonstration of
intertwining the fingers is valid in both conditions.
The Prophet ~J ~ ~~ j-P advised him to. mind his own affairs during turmoil. He should
mend himself and keep right and preserve his religion and character. He must not worry
about others. This command allows to a certain degree not discharging· the dury of
enjoining piety and forbidding evil, when the mischievous people are dominant and the
righteous are weak,
At such times, it is also risky to utter a good word with the tongue. So, Abu Dharr ~~~~~J
was told to adopt silence concerning other people's affairs. He :?was told not to speak
·
anything about other people so that they may not bother him.
We may point out here that a previous hadith (tradition) (# 5396) of Hudhayfah ""'*~'~J
seem to contradict this hadith (tradition) of Abdullah ibn Amr 4$~~~J· The fact is· that the
Prophet ~J 4Js. ~~ j-P prescribed a course of action to each of them keeping their
temperament ~d capabilities in view.

1
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Abdullah ibn Amr ~.&~~; was a glorious sahabi and very meritorious. As a young man he
devoted himself to worship very strictly. He used to fast without having the iftar which
means that he fasted continuously for many days together without having any foQd. And
he did not sleep all through the night, but stood in worship. His father, Amr ibn Aas .&!~;
Nt$, took him to the Prophet ~J4#-.&i~ and informed him of his son's form of worship. The
prophet ~J4#-..lll~ instructed him not to engage in such vigorous worship. He instructed
him not to fast for more than three days continuously without iftar and to spend only one
third of the night in worship, or one sixth of it. He also commanded him to request his
father's wishes.
Therefore, even when the Muslims were involved. in the severest possible turmoil and
division, he did not separate from his father who was the chief advisor of Amr Mu' awiyah
,...4,~J· He obeyed the Prophet's ~J4#-.&1~ command and had no concern with the affairs
of the people in general and continued to correct himself and to pay attention to his own
firmness on religion. When his father Amr ~.iii~; pointed out to him that he did not take
part in their affairs, he would say, "I am with you in your good works but I cannot join you
in such works as I know are contrary to the wishes of Allah and His Messenger ~J~.ii1~
and the urnrnah." Moreover, even during severe strife, his love and respect for the
Prophet's ~J4#-.iil~ household ~.1!1~; never decreased. His heart was always radiant with
love for the Prophet ~ J4,ls-..lil~ and his household 4$..111~;.
TRIALS BEFORE THE LAST HOUR
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5399. SayYiduna Abu Musa ~.:S- .1!1 ~; narrated that the Prophet ~J 4#- . 1!1 ~ said,
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"Before the Last Hour comes, commotions will be widespread like portions of a
dark night. During then (commotions) a man will wake up in the morning as a
believer but become an infidel in the evening, or (he will be) a believer in the
evening but arise as an infidel in the morning. He who sits during them will be
better than he who stands up and he who walks during them will be better than he
w~o runs. So, break your bows during them, cut your bowstrings during them and
strike your swords on stones. If anyone comes to any of you (to kill him), he must
be like the better of the two sons of Aadam ~">\...JI~."
·
·
According to another version of Abu Dawud; after the words 'better than he who
runs," the rest of hadith (tradition) is: they (the sahabah) ~ .1!1 ~; asked, "Then
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what do you command us to do?" He said, "Remain in your homes."1
According to a version of Tirmidhi; Allah's Messenger ~J"~~~~ said: "Break you
bows during them the commotions), cut your bowstrings during them and remain
within your homes during them, being like the son of Aadam r")W14#. 2
COMMENTARY: The commotion is described as portions of darkness because rampant
killings of Muslims by Muslims will be so terrible that the future will look very dark. It will
become as difficult to sift the pious from the evil as to identify anyone in a dark night.
People will not stick to belief and honesty. They will waver between belief and disbelief,
honesty and betrayal, moment from moment.
The hadith (tradition) (# 5384, 5385) are similar and the portion about one sitting being
better than one standing up ... has been explained there.
The command to cut the bowstrings in to emphasise the previous about breaking the bows
otherwise obviously one is of on use without the other.
To behave like the better of the two sons of Aadam r")W'~ is to be like Habil who chose to
die an innocent death rather than be a partner in spreading strife and commotion. He
remained silent rather than confront his brother, Qabil the other son of Sayyiduna Aadam
(l")WI~. 3

This is how you must behave during a fitnah (great mischief/ turmoil). Even it anyone tries
to kill you, do not stand up against him but submit to die at his hands patiently. It is much
better than to add fuel to the fire.
Another command is that you must become like ahlas (.,r~\,..1) the underlay of a carpet that is
constantly in its place and is never replaced. So, you must not go here and there lest you
indulge in the fitnah (great mischief/turmoil). You must care for you religion. This is the
best way to save oneself.
THE BEST MAN DURING TURMOIL

. jJ I Cl I_).))_A.;""J.9l ~.J
""'
(I..SJ.A

5400. Sayyidah Umm Maalik Bahziyah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger i»1~
~JI.#

spoke of the fitnah (trial, commotion) and of its nearness (to them). So, she
asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, who would be the best of them during it?" He said,
11
A man who is with his farm animals (and looks after them) and gives their rights
(which is the zakah (Annual due charity) and other dues) and worships his Lord.
And, a man who holds· his horse's head (sitting on its back and) stirring fear in the
enemy and they (too) stir fear in him."4
COMMENTARY: Bahziyah is ascribed to Ibn Umra al Qays. Sayyidah Umn1 Maalik ~~~J
Abu Dawud # 4259.
# 2202.
3 See the stories of the Prophet Ibn Kathir p 38 (English Tr) Darul Isha' at Karachi and Stories from
the Quran v1 p 57 f. Darul Isha' at Karachi.
4 Tirmidhi # 2177 (2184)

1

2 Tirmidhi
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was a sahabiyah and is called Hijaziyah.
The Prophet ~""'J"'~.&1~ said of the fitnah (trial/ commotion) that it is very near. Teebi .&1~;
said that he described the fitnah (trial/ commotion) in such detail as though it was around.
The best man during the fitnah (trial/ commotion) will stay aloof from the strife and
mischief. Making and go into seclusion attending to his lawful pursuits. He will devote
himself to rectifying and setting right his personal life. He will give whatever is due on him
concerning his businesses prescribed by Shari'ah (divine law). And, he will turn to His
Lord and worship him sincerely. This saying of the Prophet ~""'J~.&1~ reflects these verses
of the noble Quran:
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(3){ ....and to Him the whole affair shall be returned worship Him and put you trust
in Him, And you Lord is not unaware of what you do} 11: 123)
As for the man holding his horses head, instead of getting involved in the turmoil, he uses
his energy and prowess against the real enemies of Islam. In this way, not only will he earn
reward for his service to Islam, but also he will preserve himself from the fitnah (trial/
commotion) in the best possible way.
MORE ABOUT THE FITNAH (TRIAl/ COMMOTION)
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5401. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.31,~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~
11
~J said, Soon a severe turmoil will take place that will engulf the Arabs too in its
sbide. Those of their killed will go to hell (Like others). During it using the tongue
(to speak ill of someone) will mean being more severe than he striking of the
sword,"1
COMMENTARY: This severe turmoil refers to killing each other and plundering with the
objective of acquiring leadership. Earning wealth and rule of kingdom. It is actually a civil
strife when people do not fight for a just cause but have selfish end to grind.
This is the reason why everyone who is killed in his mischief will go to hell. Clearly one
who is killed during plundering and killing is not a martyr. He dies while trying to· kill
others unjustly, so he deserves to go ~o heil.
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5402. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:.$-~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~Ij...P
said "soon there will be a turmoil (that will rendered people) deaf, dumb and
blind.? whoso sees
It (thinking of it and draws near to it. the turmoil sees him (and pulls him to it),
coming near to him. During it, using the tongue (freely is like striking with the
sword."1
COMMENTARY: The turmoil is described as deaf, dumb and blind in the sense that it will
render people so because of its severity. There will be no help to ward it off, no escape from
it, and no one to hear a complaint. It cold also imply that during it, the· people will grape
for the right way but will not be able to distinguish it from the wrong they will not bother
to listen to admonition, advice and sermons. They will not be impressed by preaching the
right course and forbidding the evil ways. They will rather persecute the preacher.
As for anyone who sees it, this means anyone who heeds whatever is being said during the
turmoil about it. He drawn nearer to the people in it. So, it will not be possible for him to
get out of it. But he who keeps to a distance frorfi it and from the evil people involved in it,
will be prosperous.
People will be involved in it to such an extent that they will not like to hear anything that is
against their wishes. So he who uses his tongue during the turmoil is like one inviting
bloodshed. And it is true, that sometimes, the tongue can hurt more than the edge of the
sword.

He wound from the bla4e of the spear is healed.
But nothing can heal the insult of the tongue.
SOME MORE COMMOTIONS
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5403. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar 4:.$-lill~J narrated that they were seated with the
Prophet. He mentioned periods of commotion, several of them, till he named fitnat
ul ahlas c,.~~~~) someone asked, II And what is fitnatul ahlas?" He said, ''It will be
flight and plunder (in which people will flee from each other and rob each other).
Then there will come the fitnah us sarra {s.I_,..JI~). Its darkness and destruction will
rise from under the feet of a person from among the people of my house who will
claim that he belongs tome but he will not claim that he belongs tome but he will
1

Abu Dawud # 4264.
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not be of mine (in terms of his deeds and character), for, my friends are only (they
who are righteous and) God-fearing.
Thereafter, the people will agree to pledge allegiance to a man who will be like a
hip-bone on a rib.
Then there will arise the fitnat ul dahayma (4:A~IW). It will spare no. one of this
ummah but give him a slap, a strong slap, (Every Muslim will be effected by it).
Then, it will be said, 'It is over, (but) it will be prolonged. During it, a man will
arise in the morning as a believer but become a disbeliever in the evening
(changing his conviction of the lawful and the unlawful suddenly). This will divide
the people into two camps. One of the camps will have faith and no hypocrisy. The
other will have hypocrisy but no faith.
· When that happens, await the dajjal (the great deceiver) that very day or on the day
following."t
COMMENTARY: Fitnat ul Ahlas will last long and its effects will be felt over a long period
of time. There will be different trails, troubles and worries. The word ahlas lt:::d been
explained against hadith (tradition) (# 5399) as an underlay of carpet that remai:1s in its
place for long.· If the word is from (~) hils then it is the saddle on the camel's back. So,
this commotion ahlas will not spare the people but stick with them. And, also it will be
darkness and evil Therefore, people must stay in their homes while it lasts.
The fitnat us sarra will be concealed and hurt ~slam, unseen from outside. Some people will
claim to be Muslims but will work privately to harm the Muslim and destroy them. They
will conspire and involve the Muslims in fitnah. According to Nihayah, sarra is a pebbled
plain so perhaps it might refer to the event of Harra that occurred in the time of Yazid.
There was a killing spree of the people of ·Madinah in which hundreds of he sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) ~~1~~~J and the tabi'un .fi!1~J were martyred and the Haram was
severely damaged. This meaning will apply if sarra is taken to mean ~concealed.' If the
word is taken in the sense of (H.r") suroor then the fitnah will cause a life of ease and l~xury
and an abundance of means to that end. People will be extravagant and luxurious and will
have no fear of Allah and the hereafter. In the sense of suroor (which is happiness), the
fitnah may also mean that the loss that the fitnah will cause to the Muslims will delight
their enemies and they will be happy.
The Prophet ~J~.fi!1~ also said of such a one as professes to be descended from him that
because of his ways of living, he will not belong to the Prophet ~J.I.#.fi!l~. If he was really
so, then he would not have caused harm to the Prophet's ~J~.fi!1~ ummah by indulging
in mischief on earth. This sating is in line with Allah's words:
(Surely he is not of your family)2 (11: 46)
The Prophet ~J~.fi!1~ said, "My friend and dear one will never do such a thing. He can
only be a Muslim and righteous. He can never hurt other Muslims."
This is confirmed by the next words of the hadith (tradition).
The words 'a man like a hip-bone on a rib' imply that he is of an unsteady mind. So the
Abu Dawud # 4242.
2 Addressed to Prophet Nuh r~-114# about his son who was unrighteous.

1
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man to whom the people will give allegiance will not be worthy because he will lack
knowledge and intelligence and ability to decide and to advise. Thus, the affairs of the State
under him will be confusing and lead to dissension.
The hadith (tradition) next mentions the fitnah of ad-duhayma. This word in its root form
refers to blackness and darkness and here it implies a condemnation and an evil. Because of
widespread killing it is described as a dark night causing everyone to be in darkness which
will have a painful influence on everyone's mind, blunting his faculties of mind and
forbearance.
The hadith (tradition) also says that the people will be divided into two camps (groups):
believers and infidels. The word actually is 'tents' but some people translate it as 'city' The
people will be divided in two cities or two countries, one of which will house the believers
only the other will have only the infidels. The Arabic word is (.»\k...J) for tent but is also used
for a city. The hadith (tradition) uses it in the sense of two groups or sections: of believers
and of infidels·wherever they reside in the world.
That there will be only hypocrites in one of the groups means that
(i)
There will be no believers among them, at all, or
(ii)
There will be some believers but their belief will not be perfect. Some will
profess faith but they will do deeds of the hypocrites. They will lie, betray and
be unfaithful to thier promises, and so on.
The next words say that they should await the dajjal (the great deceiver) immediately after
the turmoil. At that time, Sayyiduna Mahdi ~4> J will be in Damascus. The dajjal (the great
deceiver) will lay a siege on Damascus. The Prophet Easa ~")L.J' ~will descend from the
heaven and the dajjal (the great deceiver) will dissolve against him as salt dissolves in
water. Prophet Easa ~':>\-.11~ will kill him with his spear and his death will make him very
happy.
Teebi said that (.»\b...J) is a city or a tent. People will assemble in it and will live in it. It is
clear from the last portion of this hadith (tradition) that this fitnah will arise during the last
days. But, the ulama (Scholars) say nothing about the turmoil and civil strife (fitnah)
mentioned earlier in this hadith (tradition) when they will came, and what events will
result through them. In particular, nothing at all has been said about the fitnatus sarra.
"Besides, fitnatus nothing has been said about the person from the prophet's ~J"~)»,~.,p
household who is said to be behind this fitnah.
MARTYRDOM OF ABDULLAH IBN ZUBAIR ~.1!\.s_J, J
The foregoing is as Teebi ~~~J wrote. However, Shah Waliullah Dahlawi iii14>J among he
scholars following him has determined the evens that cropped up during the fitnahs
mentioned in this hadith (tradition). He has pinpointed the fitnah to which the Prophet~
~J~..li1 had referred, through fitnatulahlas, as the martyrdom of Sayyiduna Abdulah ibn
zubayr ~~~~J· When the khilafah (caliphate) of Yazid ibn Mu'awiyah was announced, he
refused to pledge allegiance to him. He moved with his family from Madinah toMakkah.
In 62 AH, Yazid sent to Madinah a huge army of warriors of Shaam (syria) under the
command of Muslim ibn Uqbah to crush their revolt. He wreaked immense destruction
and massacred he inhabitants of Madinah. This event is known as Harrah. Then he set out
to Makkah but, he died on the way, and Husayn ibn Numayr took the army to Makkah. He
fought for one day and besieged Makkah and erected catapults on the mount Ibn Qays and
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shot continuously at the Ka'bah for more than one month. During this period, the Makkans
went through terrible inconvenience and hardship. Meanwhile as Divine decree ordained,
Yazid died in Damascus. On hearning of this, Ibn Numayr lifted the siege and took back
his army to Damascus.
Then, the caliphate of Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~~ ~ J was established in the Hijjaz and was
acknowledge also. by the Iraqis and the Egyptians. Indeed, two months after the Khilafah
(caliphate) of Yazid's successor, Mu'awiyah ibn Zubayr ~.&~~J was accepted as Khalifah
·
over he entire Islamic world.
However, after about six months or slightly more, Marwan ibn Hakam conspired to seize
Shaam (syria) and proclaimed himself as Khalifah in Damascus. Then, Egypt and Iraq too
renounced Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~~~~J· Meanwhile, Marawn ibn Hakam died and his son
Abdul Malik succeeded him. He used an extraordinary force to snatch the Khalifah from
Adullah ibn Zubayr from nearly all the places; Then he sent Hajj (pilgrimage)aj ibn Yusuf
with very strong warriors to Makkah. In Ramadan of 72 AH, he besieged Makkah and
placed his catf;lpults on the Mount Abu Qays and c;ontinued shooting and the siege till
Dhul Hijjah. The people of Makkah underwent great hardship and were through immense
trial. There was too much destruction. all round Makkah. The shooting was paused for
some days during Hajj (pilgrimage) but was resumed immediate~y after Hajj (pilgrimage)
and the Ka'bah was targeted directly. Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~.i»~~J was confined inside it.
Towards, the final stage, Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~..1!1~J emerged from the ka'bah and with a
mere handful of companions attacked the huge army of the shaam (syria)i warriors. Soon,
his companions collapsed one after the other and the enemy began to shoot stones and
arrows at him from ail four sides. This great glorious man of the world, brave and
righteous was martyred in Jumadiuth. Thani 73 AH. There was no one to grieve over his
blessed corpse.
This was the account of the martyrdom of Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~.i»>~J Shah waliullah
Dahlawi .i»1~J has said that this fitnah is what is called fitnatul ahlas.
ABOUT FITNAH MUKHTAR
Shah Waliullah Dahlawi li!1~J said about that fitnat us sarra that even this fitnah has taken
place in the form of the fitnah and strife of Mukhtar. He was the one who began by
resorting to deception and fraudulent ways to gain power over the people of Iraq and then
finally subdued them. He undertook this work by claiming to have the support and help of
Muhammd Ibn al Hanafiyah ..1!1~J 1 and the people of the house of the Prophet ~J~.i»1~.
let us see this account in some detail.
This man was Mukhtar ibn Ubaydah ibn Mas'ud Thaqafi. He resided in Kufah, Iraq. He
was one of the Shi'ah of Ali ~1u~~J when Imam Husayn ~~~~J was invited to Kufah
before going there he first sent his paternal cousin, Muslim ibn Aqil ~~~~J, to get people to
pledge allegiance to him secretly. On coming to Kufah, Muslim ibn Aqil.&1~ J resided at the
house of Mukhtar ibn Ubaydah. Thereafter, Whatever happened and the tragedy of
Karbala are well known happenings.
After the tragedy of karbala and martyrdom of Imam Husayn .&1 ~ J, a group of people
came into existence by the name of tawwabeen (patents) under the leadership of sulayman
1

Son of Sayyiduna Ali ~.&~~; but known after his mother.
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ibn sard. They used to say that it was their unfaithfulness that brought about the
martyrdom of Imam Husayni "'""~'~;.They confessed to their fault and declared that they
repented and resolved to retaliate and avenge the blood of Imam Husayn ~ ...1!1 ~ ;. They
vowed to kill every one who had even the slightest part in the killing of Imam Husayn ~J
"'"" ~~ Mukhtar in Ubaydah who was already conspiring to take over Iraq found in it an
opportunity to incite the people against the killers of Sayyiduna Husayn ~ ~~ ~;. He
instigated the tawwabeen against their leader Sulayman partying him as a weak man
unwilling to fight and presented himself as the deputy of Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyah
..lit~; the brother of Imam Husayn 4~~~~; and regarded as Imam Mahdi: Hence all hose
people of Kufah who were known as Shia of Husayn pledged allegiance to him. The
caliphate over Iraq was in the hands of Abdullah ibn Zubayr "'""..11'~; and his governor in
Kufah was Abdullah ibn Ziyad. When he learnt of Mukhtar nefarious designs, he put him
behind the bars. But, sulayman ibn Sard, the chief of the tawwabeen, continued his antistate activities. He led an army of seventeen thousand armed men to fight Abdullah ibn
Ziyad who was chiefly responsible for martyring Imam Husayn ~...111~; in Karbala when he
was the governor of Mosul on behalf of Marwan ibn Hakam.
Abdullah ibn Ziyad dispatched his a'rmy to check the insurgents and they met at ayn ul
wardah. They engaged one another for some days before Sulayman ibn sard and all other
leaders of the tawwabeen were killed. The surviving men of the army fled to kufah.
Mukhtar sent to them a message of Sympathy from the prison and assured them that he
would avenge the blood of Sayyiduna Husayn "'""~'~; and theirs too. Besides, he somehow
sent a letter to Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~...111~; in Madinah soliciting his intercession
for his release. So, he wrote to Abdullah ibn Ziyad recommending him to set Mukhtar free.
He respected the request of Ibn Umar "'""...11'~; and set Mukhtar free on condition that he
would not spread mischief in kufah and remain in his house.
However, this deceitful man made ·the people of Kufah, particularly the Shi' a of Husayn
~...11'~; believe that his spiritual powers got the gates of the prison opened for him, and he
came out of it. Meanwhile, Abdullah ibn Ziyad was replaced by Abdullah ibn Muti, as
governor of Kufah. Mukhtar presented this change too as the result of his spiritual powers.
He violated all the restrictions that had been imposed on him by the previous ruler and
resumed his wicked activities undeterred. He managed to impress upon the people that he
had uncanny spiritual powers, so a great multitude of them became his disciples. Soon he
had an invincible backing. The chief police officer informed the governor of his great
notoriety and anti-state activities and steps were being taken to thwart him but it was too
late and he was beyond their grasp. He went underground and clandestinely turned his
supporters into a strong army His ambition was to take over kufah.
He had already succeeded in wining over the sympathies of Muhammad ibn al Hanafiyah
lin~;. Then he began to enlist other notables of Kufah on the understanding that he was
acting on behalf of Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyah lit~;. When they contacted him for his
confirmation, he affirmed that he had permitted mukhtar to seize revenge for blood of
Sayyiduna Husayn ~...11'~;. This confirmation gave Mukhtar extraordinary support.
Finally, one might be brought his armed men to the streets of Kufah and fighting erupted
in every nook and comer of the city. They routed the regular army and besieged the
governor's house Abdullah ibn Muti being the governor. He managed to get away after
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three days. Mukhtar seized control of all government offices and the state Treasury and
sought from the people pledge of allegiance for Muhamtnad ibn al-Hanafiyah ..ll'"'~J· He
was undisputed ruler over Kufah. However, just after a few days, the people began to
oppose him but Mukhtar was too cunning for them. He unleashed a spree of killing
whereby there was not even a single house in Kufah that did not n1ourn over one or two of
its members. He also seized vengeance from the killers of Husayn "'~..ll~~ )· He had everyone
who had some part to play in the battle field of karbala executed. He also occupied himself
to annexe other regions around kufah and in convincing the people of his supernatural
powers by raising the chair of Sayyiduna Ali ~..ll~~ J· Gradually, he began to lay claim on
prophethood.
Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~..lll~J took notice of his wide intrusion not only in the political field
but also in the religious sphere. He had begun to say that Jibril (gabriel) ~~'4# come to
him with revelation from Allah and that he declared, "I am sent as a prophet." So, After all,
Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~.iid~J decided to take action. He appointed his brother mus' ab ibn
Zubayr ~ ..ll1 ~J as governor of Busrah and entrusted him with the task of crushing the
fitnah of Mukhtar.
Mus' ab ~~~J took his army to kufah to put an end to Mukhtar' s mischief. He too learnt of
Mus'ab's intentions, so he advanced out of Kufah to fight Mus'ab. The two armies faced
one another at a village, Madar. After a fierce fighting, Mukhtar was defeated and he fled
to Kufah and fortified himself in the governor's house. Mus'ab ~.&'~J pursued him and
surrounded the governor's house. When his provision was exhausted, Mukhtar came out
of the house and made a last attempt to fight but it was not long before he was put to
death. This fitnah was thus stamped out from the face of the earth.
THE STORY ABOUT MARWAN

Shah Waliullah .&1~J Dahlwi says about the man described in the hadith (tradition) as:
'a hip bone on a rib'
that he was Marwah ibn Hakam. His story pertains to before the fitnah of Makhtar. By the
time he was killed by Mus'ab ibn ~~~~J Zubayr in Kufah, Marwan ibn Hakam had died.
The seceding Khalifah of Banu Umayyah was Abdul Malik ibn Marwan. In spite of this
disorder of sequence, the conclusion of Shah Waliullah .&1~ J is not out of place. It was very
man Marwan ibn Hakam who had challenged Abdullah ibn Zubayr i»1~J who had become
the caliph of the entire Islamic world after the death of Mu' awiyah ibn Yazid ibn
Mu' awiyah. Marwan had compelled the people of Damascus to swear allegiance to him as
caliph after assuring caliphate there through intrigues. Therefore apart from Banu
Umayyah, Other tribes of Shaam (syria) like Banu Kalb, Inan (~~), Tayy (~),etc. gave him
their pledge, and submitted to his caliphate. That was the beginning of turmoil and civil
strife and it caused much damage to Islam and the Muslims. Their strength was sapped.
The power that ought to have been used against the enemy was wasted in shedding blood
of their own brothers.
Marwan ibn Hakam was cunning and deceitful but was not far-sighted and strong wiled,
qualities that are essential for administration of the State. This is evident from the fact that
Marwan observed, on the death of Mu' awiyah ibn yazid, that there were some differences
among the tribes on the issue of caliphate but Iraq and much of sham had accepted
Abdullah ibn zubayr ~.&~~J as caliph. So he decided to go to Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~i»1~J
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and piedge allegiance to him and be faithful to him. He was ready to go when Abdullah
ibn Ziyad came to Damascus and persuaded him to declare himself as a caliph and invite
people to give him their pledge. So, his caliphate was truly because of Ibn Ziyad' s
conspiracy. If Marwan had possessed acumen and intelligence then he would no~ have
been deputed by Ibn ziyad. He would have went to Abdullah ibn Zubayr 4:$- ..1!1 ~ J and
perhaps the civil strife would have been averted.
FITNAH AD-DAHAYMA
Shah Waliullah (RH said about the fitnah ad-dahayma that by this the Prophet ~J4#~'~
referred to the Tartar invasion and devastation of Muslim lands. They ceased the heaviest
loss to Muslims and cities of Islamic states. Those people who supported them were
hypocrites. Thjs even took place in the middle of the seventh century of hijrah calendar
when the last of the Abbaside caliphs Musta' sim Billah ibn Mustansar ullah was the most
cowardly and weakling of the caliphs. He had as his minister Mu' adiuddin Alqami who
was extremely partial and an evil Shi' a. He used his skill and shrewdness to make the
caliphs a mere figure head and appropriated all authority to himself . It had been his
intention all through to oust the Abbasides and install the Alawis as caliphs. To achieve
that he compacted with the tartars and invited the grandson of chengiz Khan, Halaku Khan
to invade Baghdad. He promised to install him as caliphs over Baghdad and its adjoining
areas and possessions. At first, Halaku was hesitant because he was aware of the courage
of the people of Baghdad but when Alqami contrived to disburse a large chunk of the
army of Baghdad to distant places and cities and used the remaining men to plunder the
city, Halaku Khan realized that the caliph was impotent. Alqami also got the Shi' as of
Baghdad to write to Halaku that they were confident that he was the one· of whom their
elders had predicted would relieve them of their plight in such and such a year and he
fitted that description. Beside Alqami also conspired with a Sh' ia in Halaku' s court,
Nasiruddin Toosi. He to disliked the Abbasis (Abbasides) and was trying to end their
caliphate. He too concur vaged Halaku Khan to go ahead with his desigus.
Accordingly, Halaku Khan dispatched a strong advance unit to Baghdad. Initially, the
Khalifah's weak army seemed to gain an upper hand but soon they suffered reverses and
the advance unit of the tarter emerged victorious Then Halaku Khan brought his main
collossal army to Baghdad. He besieged the city. The citizens resisted them preventing
their entry into the city for fifty days. However, the Shi' as of Baghdad had obtained from
Halaku Khan an assurance of protection and they also passed on to him reports of tactical
moves and manoeuvred of the caliph's army and men. To add this, Alqami played another
trick with caliph. He told him that he should accompany him to Halaku Khan who had
promised security, will received him well and retain him as ruler of Baghdad and Iraq. The
caliph was deceived and took his son along with him to the army to Halaku Khan outside
the city. He said to the caliphs, "Call the members of your govel'llll1ent, the ulama
(Scholars) of your city and the jurists here to us." He summoned them there. When they
were all there, Halaku Khan killed of them one by one in the presence of the caliph. Then
Halako Khan directed him to instruct everyone in the city to lay down their arms and come
out of the city. H~ did that too and the people abided by his command. The Tartars
pounced on them forthwith and all of them were cut off as pieces of vegetable .. They were
hundreds of thousands - the footmen, the riders and the nobles. The trench of the city was
filled with their corpse. There was so much blood that the river Dajlah (Tigris) turned red.
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The Tartars went into the city where women and children carried the Quran on their heads
and poured out into the open but the Tartars spared no one. Only a few people who
managed to conceal themselves in wells and other secret places in wells and other secret
places could survive.
Halaku Khan then on the next day took the caliph to the caliph's house in Baghdad and get
from him the keys to all his treasures and everything that he had buried or concealed. This
was the day following the killings - 9th Safar 65 AH. After that, he put him in confinement
denying him water and food, and asked advice of his advisors about the fate of the caliph
Musta' sim. They said unanimously that he should be killed but the wicked Alqami
suggested that the sword should not be polluted with his blood but he should be wrapped
in saddle- cloth and kicked and crushed. The wretched Toosi seconded his suggestion. So,
Alqami was entrusted this task. He wrapped his master, Mustas'im Billah in saddle cloth
and put him against a pillar and had the others kick him till he breathed his last. Then he
had the body put on the ground and instructed the Tartar soldiers to trample it so that it
broke into pieces. All the while he rejoiced at the man's fate from whom he thought he was
seizing revenge for the Alawis. The unfortunate caliph was deprived of proper burial too. 1
This is how the Abbasi dynasty came to an end.
After that, Halaku Khan did not even spare the main - royal - library housing innumerable
books. These books were thrown into the river Tigris creating in it a sort of barrier or dam
and, gradually. The water took them away. Previously it had become reddish because of
the blood of those who had been slain in Baghdad and its adjoining lands. Now, the ink on
the book gave it a black tinge which it retained for quite some time. All the palaces were
ransacked and stripped of their valuables and flattened.
The historians put the number of those slain in Baghdad and its surroundings at sixteen
million (16,0000,00 ~one crore and six lacs) Muslims. It was an appalling and harrowing
bloodshed and destruction, the like of which cannot be traced in the history of the world.
Islam went through a gruesome, fearful tragedy which some called a minor last day.
The must didactic part of the entire sad story is that Alqami got nothing out of it. Halaku
Khan did not let only Hashm or Alawi take over the caliphate but placed his own men as
rulers over Iraq. Alqami tried his cunning with Halaku, implore with him, wept and
sobbed, but Halaku shooed him as one drives away a dog. For some days thereafter,
Alqami was treated as a slave cleaning and polishing their shoes but could not endure the
instructive fate of his hypocrisy and died of deep grief not long after that.
Baghdad was no longer the capital city. Besides, there was no Khalifah (caliph) any where
· in the world for three years after the death of Khalifah Musta' sim.
EVIL DRAWS NEAR THE ARABS

(JjiJ~I oi.JJ)-a~

5404. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ ..li1.}J said,
''How unfortunate for the Arabs that the evil (trials or strife) draws nearer (to them)!

1

See also hadith (tradition) 5432.
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He (alone) will be safe who restrains his hand." 1
COMMENTARY: According to Teebi ~~"~.:the Prophet's ~J4#.iil1~ saying refers to the
fitnah that took place in the thne of Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Affan ~.iii'~J· During it the
Muslims were torn apart into opposing groups and parties and were locked in civil strive.
Not only was Sayyiduna Uthn1an 1nartyred as a result, but also afterwards there arose a
long drawn enmity between Sayyiduna Ali ..:s.~'~J and Amir Mu'awiyah ~.ii!'~J· Islam and
Muslims suffered a great loss.
However, Mulla Ali Qari differs. According to him,· this hadith (tradition) refers to the
action taken by Yazid ibn Mu'awiyah against the great imam, imam Husayn ~.iii1~J which
culminated in the martyrdom of Imam Husayn •:s..iil1~J at Karbala. In terms of meaning, this
opinion is more correct and more in keeping with the hadith (tradition) because the
tragedy of Sayyiduna Imam Husayn's •;s..iilt~J martyrdom was such a fitnah about whose
evil nature there are no two opinion among the Arabs and non Arabs.
HE WHO KEEPS AWAY FROM FITNAH IS FORTUNATE

5405. Sayyiduna Miqdad ibn Aswad ·~.lilt ,_rpJ narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~;,.\i'.)..P say, 111ndeed, he is fortunate who is preserved from fitnah
(turmoil). Indeed, he is fortunate who is reserved from fitnah. Now excellent is he
who is involved (in a fitnah) but bears it patiently. (But, how pitiful is he who is
neither preserved from a fitnah nor bears it with patience.)"2
COMMENTARY: The word (tAtJ) waha means 'pity,' 'regrettable, 'alas.' But, it is also used
to mean happiness to say 'lucky,' 'excellent.' In the former sense, it would not be part of the
preceding sentence but would be an independent part of a sentence that is understood but
not expressed. It would be: 'How pitiful is he who is neither preserved from a fitnah nor
bears it with patience!'
In the latter sense, it would mean: 'How excellent is he who is involved in a fitnah) but
bears it patiently!' Some scholars of hadith (tradition) take it in this sense.
REVERTING TO IDOL WORSHIP
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Abu Dawud # 4249, (Bukhari, Muslim).
Abu Dawud # 4263. According to the Urdu the words if parentl:}~si~ would be part of the hadith
(tradition) of ('-''J) is read to mean 'pity' though it also means 'lucky' ~xce11ent.
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5406. Sayyiduna Thawban ~i»~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~ said,
11

0nce the sword is used in my ummah ·(against each other of them), it will not cease
to kill them till the day of resurrection And the last Hour will not take place before
some of the tribes of my ummah join the polytheists, and (the Last Hour will come)
before some tribes of my ummah began to worship idol. And, indeed, there will be
among my ummah thirty great liars, each of whom will assert that he is Allah's
Prophet, but I am Khatam un nabiyeen (the seal of the prophets and the last
Prohets). There will be no prophet after me. And a section of my ummah will not
cease to be on the truth. They will prevail (over the enemy) and those who oppose
them will not hurt them - till the command of Allah comes."1
COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) begins by the words of the Prophet ~J~i»t~ that
if his ummah resorts to killing each other then Muslim will continue to kill each other.
They will shed blood of fellow Muslims and use force against their brothers. This in
fighting will not stop till the Last Day. Muslims will be engaged in fighting their own
fellow religionist somewhere or the other. These words of the Prophet ~J~i»1~ came out
to be true. The mutual fighting of the Muslims has been continuing till to day from the time
of Mu' awiyah. ~i»t~J
Something of the Prophet's ~J4#.i»t~ saying was realized when, after his death, some
Arab tribes apostate and thus joined the disbelievers and two polytheists. Abu Bakr ~1»1~;
sowed resoluteness and task them to task.
As for the next words of the Prophet ~J ~ 1»1 j..P about some of his ummah reverting to
idol-worship, if this is stated in the literal sense of the words then perhaps it will occur in
future. Some people calling themselves as Muslims and adherents of Islam will really
worship the idols. As it is, even today there are Muslims who worship graves and the
taziyah.2
They bow down their foreheads in prostration to others than Allah.
If these words are used allegorically than there are many examples of it and they are found
in every era. Wealth and property are adored. Partition and high rank are like gods. People
make them their real objective and their only concern. Another example is of those of
whom it is said:
~.;..U 14-.J.J~.l.H 4- u--3
11
May the slave of dinar and the slaves of dirhams perish."3
(The next words are the slave of Khamisah which is money and luxurious cloths or worldly
possessions)
The word(~) is either with (to:.~) Khatam or with {to:.~) (khatim) (I am the seal of the prophet
~")L.Jt~). The words 'There is no prophet after me" elaborate them.
The final words 'till the command of Allah comes refer to the Last Hour or the supremacy
of religion leaving no sign of disbelief on earth.
THE PERIOD OF ISLAM

Abu Dawud # 4252, Tirmidhi # 3202, Musnad Ahmad.
Certain representations of wombs taken out of Muharram.
3 Bukhari # 2886, Ibn Majah # 4135.
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5407. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud narrated that the prophet ~J4#~~~ said,
The mill of Islam will go round for thirty five, thirty six or thirty seven years. Then
if they perish, they will perish because of following this path on which they who
walked before perished. But, if their religion outlook is maintained for them, then
it will be preserved so for seventy years for them." He (Ibn Mas'ud) ~~~~J asked,
11
(Seventy years) of that which will follow of (seventy years) inclusive of that which
has passed?' He said (Seventy years) inclusive of what he passed."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ said that the period during which the working of
the religion will be regular and steady- or maintained- the commands of Shari'ah (divine
law) will be well observed the perfectly abided by. The affairs of the Muslims will be
accomplished according to the Quran and the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice). Their life
will be well observed the perfectly abided by. The affairs of the Muslims will be
accomplished according to the Quran and the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice). Their life
will be preserved from fitnah and mischief. This period will last for thirty-five, thirty six or
thirty seven years. It will begin with the year of hijrah (emigration) where all Islamic state
and politics and conquests commence. The tragedy of the martyrdom of Sayyiduna
Uthman ~..lt'~J is the first fitnah (commotion) in the history of Islam that caused a severe
dent in the lives of the Muslims on their religious and political side and Islam militarystrength weakened tremendously because of the internal dissension and hostility. This
turmoil (or fitnah) erupted in 35 AH.
Then, in 36 AH, the Battle of Jamal was fought. Again, in 37AH, the unrest was seen
leading to the Battle of siffeen. These weakened the Muslims on their religious, political
fronts and their state became unstable. The consequences were very damaging for the
ummah.
The word (J') - or) between the years 35, 36, 37 is either to introduce another years, or to
mean (jf) 'rather.'
As for these years, they could be interpreted as stated in the foregoing lines that they
commence with the hijrah or emigration and the year 1 AH. In this case, they occurred in
sequence in 35AH, 36AH and 37AH with the martyrdom of Uthman ~...11~~J and Battle of
Jamal and the Battle of Siffeen. However, these years could also be counted from the time
the Prophet ~J4#~~~~ spoke these words when he had only a few more years to live. If
these years are taken with the period of the caliphate of the four caliphs, their total period
is exactly the same as he had mentioned in this saying. In other words the count will begin
when the Prophet ~J4:1s-..ltt.)J spoke these words and the last of these years will be taken as
the last years of Sayyiduna Ali's caliphate. We may say, therefore, that religion was to be
observed perfectly and was to be safe from innovation and straying of thoughts and ideas
which things could not make inroads in religion, and nothing would happen against the
Prophet's ~Jl.#..lti.}J directives. If the initial words of these comments are gone by then this
forgoing explanation is most appropriate; the working of religion will be regular and
11
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Abu Dawud # 4254.
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steady ... the commands will be observed ... '
H the meaning of 'religious outlook is maintained' is said to mean that religion will be free
of all kinds of turmoil and strife, the question of caliphate would be settled amicably and
Muslims would not fight each other, than the initial explanation about the years (beginning
with hijrah) will be appropriate.
There is yet another possibility. The years may be said to begin from the time of the first
revelation the prophet ~J4Js.iJ1~ received which is the first years of his prophethood. In
this case. Thirty five years will end with the close of the caliphate of Umar ~i»'~J· This
explanation seems suitable in the sense that, after the Prophet's ~J4Js.iJ1~ death, security
of religion and faith, abiding by the sunnah (Holy Prophet's practice), unity and
corporation mutual love among the Muslims and the stability of the state were seen at their
best in the times of Abu Bakr ~ 1»1 ~J and Umar 4:'- ~~ r$P J· Then, during the caliphate of
Uthman ~1»1~J, things began to deteriorate within two years. Such things transpired as led
to these turmoils and unrest. They are a blot in the history of Islap1 and Muslim.
H after the peaceful and perfect observation of religion in the aforementioned years, people
full into disagreement and division in their religions and state affairs and became slack in
religion and in preparation for the hereafter and commit sin then they have fallen into the
dangerous path of the previous ummahs that had led them to ruin. The people of the
previous ununah were destroyed because they Let strayed off the true path, forsaken Truth
and were dividep on the interpretation of the commands of Shari'ah (divine law) and
affairs of the state. They were disinclined to abide by their religion and to obey their
·Messenger. They did not refrain from committing sin and disobedience. In this hadith
(tradition) 'destructions' cover everything that is a means of man's destruction and he
destroys himself by pursuing it.
The next words about their religious outlook being maintained mean that if Muslims
continue to obey their amir and caliph, retain the working of them and occupy themselves in
keeping alive the glory of Islam through unity, then that peace and perfect working could
carry on for seventy years. But, the question arises about the specification ot seventy years.
What does it mean? Its true sense is not before us in detail. However, we may revert to the
explanation about the stability of religion, state, and moral and political affairs (meaning, for
35, 36,37 years). It is on the same pattern that these things will be better for the Muslims and
get them proper consequence for seventy years relative to the times to follow.
As it is, the scholars have dwelt at length in explaining this hadith (tradition) from different
angles. However, in the light of reliable conviction and belief and allowing for the text of
the hadith (tradition), we have presented here as much of a brief explanation as we could
provide. Insha Allah, this would be enough, however, if we also reproduce here the
explanation of this hadith (tradition) by Shah Waliullah Dahlawi iJ1~J then that would
throw more light on the meaning and message of this hadith (tradition), as well as its
application.
Hence a<;cording to Shah Waliullah ~~~J the gist of the ahadith (tradition) and its evidence
may be explained in these words. The Prophet ~ J4Js.~'~ said that after the days of hijrah
(emigration}, the progress of Islam and the strength and stability of the Muslims that they
have gone through will continue in the same way for thirty five, thirty six years. All affairs
of religion and state will be concluded in a good, happy manner. Thereafter some
confusion will be created in the sphere of Islam and discord will grow of worsening of the
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religious and state affairs of the Muslim. Indeed, this worsening did set in with the
beginning of 35AH with the tragedy of the martyrdom of Uthman .1!1~ J· There was further
worsening~ 36 AH with the battle of Jamal between the mother of the faithful, Sayyidah
Ayshah 1~2»1~ J and Sayyiduna Ali ~iii~~J· Thereafter, in 37 AH, the situation was totally
out of control. Islam and Muslims suffered tremendous loss and destruction with the very
frightening war between Sayyiduna Ali ~i»1~J and Amir Mu'awiyah ~..l!~~J, the Battle of
siffeen. Then, the prophet ~J~i»>~ said that if after the worsening of the affairs of the
Muslims and the dominance of the rebels over their affairs and the ouster of the rightful
caliph, the people adopt the deeds and character that ruin their general situation, then they
will cause their own destruction: This will be repeat of the doings of the past ummahs and
of their fate. Indeed, this is what did take place after the martyrdom of Sayyiduna Ali .i»>~J
~. Imam Hasan ~iii~~ J had to surrender his right to the caliphate under compulsion and in
a very helpless manner. He had to give in. The results were discord and dissension within
the ranks of the Muslim. Killing and in fighting resulted for the sake of (gaining) authority
and leadership. But, (the prophet's ~J ~ i»1 ~ words meant) if the caliph retains his
leadership and the rebels are not allowed to dominate, then the working of the religious
and state affairs of the Muslims would continue to be excellent and better than times to
come. This would carry on for seventy years. Along the path of prosperity.
THE MARTYRDOM OF SAYYIDUNA UTHMAN ~~~~J
The comments of this hadith (tradition) mentions three such events of Islamic history one's
souls is irritated whenever one recalls them. The Prophet ~J o~.# ...1!1 ~ had foretold them
indirectly. They are:
(i)
the martyrdom of Uthman, ~~~~J
(ii)
the Battle of Jam~l, and
(iii)
the Battle of Siffin.
Sayyiduna Uthman ~..111~J was the third caliph of Islam. Before him, Umar ~..111~J was the
caliph in whose times every thing was normal and stable. Even the first half of Uthman' s
~~~~ J caliphate was smooth and followed the same pattern. Then there was some internal
strife as well as there were some external conspiracies causing his caliphate instability. His
hold on the government and became weak. Of his several good qualities, his outstanding
quality was kindness and politeness, a forgiving nature and treating others particularly
relatives very well. He was sincere in appointing to high offices those of hiskin who were
deserving and qualified and honest. Since he was very wealthy, he generously helped his
relatives with his wealth. At the same time, with the passage of time and intermingling
with other people the mindset of the Muslims also underwent a transformation. Thus, they
particularly the ones who had embraced Islam recently and had not completely freed their
minds of racial pr~judices, imagined that he was bias to his tribe and was supporting them
through the state funds. Though they were scanty and most people had no doubts about
Uthman's ~ i»> ~J sincerity, yet Addullah ibn Saba, resident of San' a began to spread
mischief. He was a Jew. He observed the prosperity of the Muslims as the richest of all
people in the world during the caliphate of Uthman ~..l!t~J, so he came to Madinah and
began to live as a Muslim. His aim was not only to acquire wealthy and possessions but he
also hoped to weaken the Muslims and bring them down the ladder of glory. However, he
gained noting in Madinah, so he moved to Busrah.
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In Busrah, he won over many people to his side with his cunning and shrewdness. When
the governor of Busrah checked him, he left his sympathizers there and moved to Kufah.
There already existed some people hostile to Sayyiduna Uthman 4~~~~~;, so, Abdullah ibn
Saba found move opportunity there to spread his tnischief. ON the one hand, he· was
averse to Islam and also had some person grudge against Uthman ~~~~; and he mished to
avenge him. However, after a few days, he had to get out of Kufah, too. So, he come to
Damascus but there he could not do anything and was exiled from Damascus. Then he
came to Egypt where he was more careful. He set up a clandestine, well organized party.
Since he also claimed to have love for the people of the Prophet ~... J~-~~~ ~ household and
for Sayyiduna Ali~~~~;, he managed to gain success in Egypt and duped its people to get
a sizeable following. From here, he got in touch with all regions of the Islamic dominion.
As we stated previously, he had left behind some of his followers wherever he had been.
Though them, he sent complaint to Madinah's inhabitants that Uthman's ~~~~~;governors
were oppressive and cruel to their subjects. There were faked up. He also incited the people
with the supposed partiality of Uthman ~~~~;to his relatives and governors. In this way,
he created discontent and an ill-will against Uthman ~.:~~~~J among the people. Uthman ~;
4:t-li!t gathered his governors and advisers to suggest proper course of action to put down the
rebellion. There were suggestions that the mischief makers must be traced and put to death
and no mercy should be shown to them but Uthman 4:toli!l~; was too kind and gentle for
that. He rejected this suggestion. He said, "According to the Quran and hadith (tradition),
no one may be executed unless he apostates publicly and his guilt is established." Thus
apart from superficial contrivances, no strong measures were taken against the
conspirators. They were thus encouraged to make more mischief. They began to clam our
and c~me out openly. In Egypt nada other regions many rebellious groups were created
and trained to invade Madinah and to kill Uthman ~lilt~;.
As for the false complaints sent by the men the Abdullah ibn Saba against various
governors and other officers, the Maidnas took them seriously as genuine. So they
demanded that Uthman ~lil~~; should dismiss then but he had investigated the complaints
made earlier and had learnt that they were unfounded. So he took no steps against the
governors and others officers. The result was that madinah itself turned against Uthman
~.&1 ~; and everywhere people turned against him. There was a spate of ramous and the
common man lent ears them. The agents of Abdullah ibn Saba reaped harvest in every
nook and comer of the entire dominion. Their sympathizers were multiplying day by day
and getting stronger. When he found himself strong and his men were well spread in every
region, he dispatched to Madinah small, unnoticeable groups· of armed man from every
area making up a frightening sizeable army. The people of Madinah saw after a few days a
large army enter Madinah, calling out the takbir; 'Allahu Akbar' (Allah is the Greatest!'
Abdullah ibn Saba had claimed to love Sayyiduna Ali 4:to~~~; and to work to install him as
caliph. He also circulated a fake letter from him purporting to support the movement. But
When the rebels who had encroached into Madinah contacted him and asked for his help,
he declined flatly. He denied having sent any letter or having offered assistance. And
support. He tried his best to keep them away from mischief. Other sahabah (Prophet's
Companions)~.,.\'~; also tried to instill sense in the rebels and bring the situation under
control Uthman ~~~~; also acceded to the demand of the rebels to depose the governor of
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Egypt, but their real objective was to create disorder. So their leaders did not see reason
and refused to make peace.
Uthman 4-:So Jil1 ~J wrote to his governors calling on them to dispatch help and
reinforcements. They sent their armies to Madinah to crush the rebels but they had
forestalled the armies and surrounded Uthman house.
It need be stated here that Marwan ibn Hakam had a great part in adding fuel to fire and
making thing worse for Uthman 4-:SoJiii~J and the Islamic order. He was Uthman 4.:So.\1~J
paternal cousin and chief officer and minister. He took undue advantage of Uthman 4-:SoJill~J
silence and kindness and he created too much unrest in Madinah through his bad conduct,
conspiracies and anti-state activities to torment and confuse the Muslims, particularly the
Madinans. The people of Madinah did intend to seize this opportunity to oust Marwan but
their demand was only that he should be handed over to the people and no more. If
Uthman 4.:s.Jii1~J had conceded to their demand (to oust Marwan) then perhaps the rebels
would not have succeeded much. This is because the people of Madinah would not have
supported the rebels but would have resisted hem with force. But, Uthman 4-:SoJiii~J was too
kind to hand Marwan over to his subjects and let them kill him.
To resume the account, the rebels stiffened their siege of Uthman's 4-:So ~~ ~J house and
denied him water even. \\"hen Sayyiduna Ali 4-:So Jil1 ~J and other sahabah (Prophet's
Companions) ~.1!1~J realized that the rebels were pulling down the door of Uthman's ~J
4-:SoJill house and aimed to slay him, they sent their sons and many other men to protect him.
They resisted the rebels dauntlessly and stood as a barrier at the door. Some of them stood
guard on the roof of his house. The rebels encroached into the house of a neighbour of
Uthman 4-:SoJill~J quietly and jumped over the wall into Uthman' s 4-:So.f»l~J house since all his
guard were posted at the door or on the roof, there was no one with him besides his wife,
Sayyidah Na'ilah ~.f»~~J· As soon as the rebels were inside the house, the pounced on
Uthman 4-:SoJiii~J and struck him with their sword. He was reciting the Quran. His wife put
out her hand to thwart their attack but her fingers were cut off and separated. Then a
second strike martyred Uthman 4-:SoJiii~J· One of them kicked him and broke his ribs. Then,
the rebels plundered the house and created commotion.
This happened on Friday, 18th Dhul Hijjah,. 35 AH. His body lay unattended for three
days. The rebels enjoyed a free hand over the city. Finally. Some people managed to bury
him after three days in the darkness of the night, without giving him a bath in his own
garments Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mut'im 4-:So.&l~J led the funeral salah (prayer).
This terrifying and painful martyrdom of Sayyiduna Uthman 4-:So . .1!1 ~J put an end to his
caliphate. The wretched Jews succeeded in achieving their destructive conspiracy.l
THE BATILE OF JAMAL

After the martyrdom of Sayyiduna Uthman 4-:SoJill~J his killers and the rebels ruled the roost
in Madinah. The first thing that they did was to terrify the people of Madinah to make
them submit to the selection of a new caliph. Since Abdullah ibn Saba had triggered this
movement and conspiracy on the ground of supporting Sayyiduna Ali 4-:SoJill~J and to install
him as caliph, so a majority of the rebels were in favour of Ali 4-:So.&l~J as caliph. However,
1

See 'The lives of the Noble caliphs, Ibn Kathir (English translation) pp 263, to 287. And 'the various
caliphate, Athar Husain pp 93-119, Both Danll Isha'at Karachi.
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as we have read, Ali ~.1!1~.J had dissociated himself with the rebels of the caliphate even
before the martyrdom of Uthman ~ .1!1 ~ J and had refused to help them when they had
sought his help. But, on their insistence and on realizing that a majority of the Maidnahs
were on his side, he agreed to shoulder the responsibility. In spite of that, when the people
presented themselves to pledge allegiance to him, he made it very clear that he would
accept their pledge only after the participants of the battle of badr agreed to make him
caliph. Therefore those people brought to him as many of the participants of the Battle of
Badr as they could. In this way, pledge of allegiance was given to Sayyiduna Ali ~.11~~.J for
his caliphate.
As caliph, the first things that was demanded of him was to seek qisas (retaliation) from the
killers of Uthman ~ .1!1 ~ J· He asked the wife of Uthman ~ li11 ~.J about the killers. She
described to him only two men but could not give their name. Clearly Sayyiduna Ali .1!1~J
4:$ could not bring to book anyone for killing Sayyiduna Uthman ~ ~~ ~.J without proper
identification. Hence the demand to seek qisas could not be met when the people
particularly Talhah ~~~~J and zubayr ~.11~~J insisted that Ali ~.111~J must meet their
demand, he explained to them that he would surely extract retaliation and dispense justice,
saying, 11 So for the rebels have a hold while the caliphate is in the nascent stage. So, for
new, I cannot do anything. The first thing that I shall do after we are strong enough, is that
I shall tackle this case." This is how misgivings arose against Sayyiduna Ali ~~~.J· The
Muslims, in particular Banu Umayyah, were convinced that the killing of Uthman ~.111~J
will not be avenged, and his killers will go Scot free.
The saba' is were terrified lest Ali ~ li!1 ~ J implicate them in the killing of Uthman and
punish them. Therefore, they did not cease to conspire and make mischief and tried to
destabilize the caliphate. They created disquiet and distrust among Muslims for each other.
Sayyidah Ayshah ~~.1!1..r"J had gone to Makkah to perform Hajj (pilgrimage). During her
return Journey. She was told of the martyrdom of Uthman ~.11~~J, so she went back to
Makkah. She also learnt of Sayyiduna Ali ~iii~~.J becoming caliph and that he was hesitant
to punish he killers of Uthman ~.11~~J· The Makkans were surprised at her return and the
surrounded her riding best. She addressed them and announced to them that she would
avenge the blood of Uthman. The Banu Umayyah and the Uthmani governor of Makkah
assured her of their full fledged support. Talhah ~ ~~ ~J and Zubayr ~ .1!1 ~J came to
Makkah from Madinah and joined forced with her. She took her supporters and went to
Busrah to get its armed support. Moreover, on the way some men opted to separate from
her and, indeed, she herself had second thoughts about her motive and decided to retract
her steps1 but the agents of the conspirators whose mission was to divide the Muslims
created a situation compelling her to again reverse her decision and to advance forward. At
Busrah she encamped. The amir of Busrah declined to give her armed support, but the
inhabitants of Busrah joined her army. When she was at Amarbad, the amir of Busrah also
brought his army there and a confrontation took place between them but the amir; army
was defeated and forced to retreat. Busrah fell to Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J and her army.
To counter this. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~ J led a huge army to Busrah. Meanwhile some man of
foresight began to try to reconcile the two sides. Since there hearts·were clear and without
0
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See 'the lives of the Noble caliphs Ibn Kathir p 333 (Darul lsha'at Karachi).
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malice and both of them mere loath to engage in battle, they agreed t~ reconcile. The
document for reconciliation was to be signed. But, Abdullah ibn Saba who was in the army
of Sayyiduna Ali ~ .i»1 ~; with many of his men did not forget his mischief. That some
morning when the document was to be signed, before down. He attacked the army of
Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.i»1~;, Suddenly. In this way, both sides were wary of each other. But;
Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~~;tried to prevent fighting. She came on her camel in the howdah·
(hawdaj) but emotions were so high that her presence let to intensified fighting instead of
cooling tempers. Most of the fighting was around her camel. This is why this battle is called
the Battle of Jamal because jamal is a camel. The conspirators had a field day. The
conspirators had a field day. They incited the Muslims and the sword of a Muslim was
·
used to sever the throat of his own brother Muslim ruthlessly.
Sayyidah Ayshah 1~.i»1~; once again attempted to get a cease fire, but Abdullah ibn Saba
did not let her do that. Her. camel was the centre of fighting and massacre. Arrows were
shot from all round at her howdah. The people of Busrah bravely intercepted the arrows on
their bodies and corp~es were piled up on all four sides of the camel. Finally, the army of
Sayyiduna Ali """lill~; bore hard upon the army of Busrah and one of them knocked out a
leg of the camel. It gave out on ear piercing growl and dropped on its chest. The army of
Busrah dispersed and the battle came to an end. The army of Sayyidah Ayshah ~.lilt~;
comprised of thirty thousand men, nine thousand of them died on the battlefield. Then,
Sayyiduna Ali ~.au~; entered Busrah on the next day and all its citizen pledged allegiance
to him. After that, he sent the mother of the believers , Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .&1 ~; from
Busrah with due respect and honour.
Both sides were reconciled in a perfect way. This took place in mid 36 AH. It was the
second offensive by the Jews with their cunning conspiracy. It caused a grave damage to
the Muslims who had to bear a heavy loss through it.l
THE BATILE OF SIFFIN2
Sayyiduna Uthman ~.i»1~; had appointed Sayyiduna Amir Mu' awiyah ~.111~; as governor
of Shaam (syria). 3
They were related to one anoUler when Sayyiduna Ali ~.i»l~; became caliph, he deposed
all governors and senior officers throughout the caliphate who had been placed at their
offices by Uthman ~ .i»1 ~; and replaced them with his own reliable men. Hence, he also
issue a decree removing Mu' awiyah ~lil~~; and appointing Sahl ibn Hunayf ~.&~~;as new
governor of Shaam (syria). However, Sahl ~.111~; had to turn back before ta~ng up his
assignment and this meant that Mu' awiyah ~ lill ~; had not recognized the caliphate of
Sayyiduna Ali ~.&~~; and that as a member of Banu Umayyah he was insistent on seeking
retaliation for the murder of Sayyiduna Uthrnan ~ .i»1 ~J and that he disagreed with
Sayyiduna Ali ~.i»>~;. Once again, the Jews jumped in as Saba'is to spread confusion and
See; Sirat un Nabi-Miracles, 'Allamah Shibli Nomani al Syed Suleman Nadvi - vol 3 p 499. 'The
Battle of Jamal Foretold.' The Prophet ~J~.&l~ once said to his wives, 'The dogs of Huw'ab will
book at one of your.' Of Heavab du:t:ing this battle of Jamal, dog began o book. And, 'the lives of the
Notle Caliphs Ibn Kathir, pp 332£. (Both books: Darul Isha' at Karachi)
2 The lives of the Noble Caliphs, Ibn Kathir pp 359 to398 (Darul Isha;'at Karachi).
3 Sham covers Syria, Palestine, Lebanon and Jordan.
·
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they engaged themselves in widening the difference between these two- men so that
Sayyiduna Ali ~..:a~~.J resolved to take an armed action against Mu'awiyah ~.&~~;.This
had to be put off because of the Battle of Jamal. After getting over with this battle, the main
issue before him was to bring sham under his control and authority and to secure a pledge
of allegiance from Mu' awiy~h. ~ .&1 ~; Therefore, his alerted his army to prepare for an
offensive on Shaam (syria) and moved his capital of Kufah. On getting wind of these
intentions, Mu' awiyah ~ .&1 ~ .J to made pt:eparation for an assault Sayyiduna Ali's army
advanced part the Euphrates where they pitched tents. Mu'awiyah's army too advanced.
· TJ:leir forward for~es first fought one another. Then some people tried to strike a
rapprochement but the conspirators had infiltrated both sides to block any move of
compromise. For about one month there were skirmishes and both sides avoided a full
scale battle than there was a cease fire for one month to allow peace negotiations to work,
but this time too the effort failed.
·
Finally, the battle ensured on 1st Safar 37 AH: They fought a fierce battle for more than one
week. Sayyiduna Ali ~..:a~~; army had the upper hand and Mu' awiyah ~..:a~~; very nearly
suffered an outright defeat, but, just at the deciding moment, his chief adviser, Amr ibn
Aas ~ .&1 ~J used his wisdom to work out a sudden cease fire. The two parties agreed to
appoint an arbitrator each to decide between them in the light of the noble Quran.
They agreed to appoint Amr ibn Aas ~.&1~ .J on behalf of Mu' awiyah ~.&1~; and Abu Musa
Ash' ary ~..:a~~.J on behalf of Ali ~..:a~~J as their arbitrators However, this effort too failed,
but it is a long· drawn story. The differences between the two men continued after that.'
However, the terrible battle which is known as the Battle of siffin was toped without
further bloodshed. Nevertheless, it harmed the Muslims very much and tainted the glory
of Islam. It is said that during this battle nearly seventy thousand Muslims were slain.
SECTION III
DHAT UL ANWAT & GOD FOR PEOPLE
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5408. Sayyiduna Abu waqid Laythi ~ .&1 ~; narrated that (after the conquest of
Makkah) Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~ set out for the Battle of Hunayn On the way,
he passed a tree belonging to the polytheists on which they hung their weapons
(and worshipped it). It was called dhat ul anwat. The (fresh Muslims among the)
sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ .&1 ~.J (who were not yet well versed in the
teachings of Islam) submitted. 11 0 Messenger of Allah. Let us hav.e a dhat ul anwat
as tJ:tere is for them a dhat ul anwat." So, Allah's Messenger ~J "~ ~~ ~ said,
11
Subhan Allah (Allah is without blemish)! This is as what the people Oews) of
Musa r~'~ had said, "Let us have a god as there is for them a good (meaning, an
idol). By Him who has my soul in His hand, you will perpetrate that which those
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preceding you perpetrated."1

•

COMMENTARY: The word (.b'i') anwat) is the plural of (.k;). It means to hang. Since

weapons were hung on this tree, it came to be called dhat ul anwat. This name was applied
to this particular tree.
As for the words 'those preceding you,' they refer to the past ummahs like the Jews and
Christians. As it were the Prophet ~.,., J "# ~' ~ expressed displeasure at such thinking of
these people, for, it could lead to the wrong path on which the members of the previous u
mmahs walked and could invite Allah's wrath.
SOME FITNAH & THEREAFTER

(J

~

, {

.,

(lS.J~I oi.J.J) -f~ ~l!l ~j~9 _jj

5409. Sayyiduna Ibn Musayib ~~~ J (a glorious tabi'I CJ.nd one who saw all the four
caliphs) said, "The first fitrah (turmoil, commotion, eivil strife) occurred, being the
tragedy of a martyrdom of Uthman (as, indeed, there had been no fitnah before that
in Islam). None of those who had participated in the Battle of Badr survived. Then,
the second fitnah occurred being the (strife of) Harrah. None of those who had been
at Hudaybiyah survived. (This was the peace treaty and the ba'it ridwan or the
pledge of allegiance). Then, the third fitnah occurred and was not removed without
strength and intelligence being taken away from the people."2
COMMENTARY: The sub-narrator of this hadith (tradition) had included this comments in
this_ hadith (tradition) after Ibn Musayyib' s ~~44> J report of the three fitnah. The first fitnah
took place in 35 AH. The second in 36 AH. It does not mean that they (the sahabah) ~l»~~ J
were killed during the fitnah. They died a natural death and the participant of badr all died
before the second fitnah. The last of them to die was Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas who died a few
years before the turmoil of Harrah.
Harrah is the name of a suburb of Madinah. Its land was a stony tract. It was rugged and
blackish. The army of Yazid ibn Mu'awiyah that has invaded Madinah came to it from this
place. This has been reported in detain in the previous pages.
The word (t~) - tabakh) means 'strength' powerful'thick' or 'fat', and 'intelligence.' It is
also used to denote the opposite meaning. The last sentence of the hadith (tradition) means
that there survived no sahabi ~ ~~ ~J (companion) among the tabi'un (epigones or
successors of the sahabah). Some commentaries say that the third fitnah mentioned by
Musayyib li!1~J refers to be fitnah Khurooj of Ibn Hamzah Khariji. It had occurred in the
time of Harwan ibn Muhammad ibn Marwan ibn Hakam. However, Kirmani lilt~J has said
that the third fitnah refers to the battle of Hajj (pilgrimage)aj ibn Yusuf against Abdullah
ibn zubayr ~t»~~ J and the people of Makkah in the time of Abdul Maalik ibn Marwan in 74
AH, in which even the ka'bah was damaged. But, this interpretation cannot be correct if the
last sentence of the hadith (tradition) implies that none of the sahabah (Prophet's
1

2

Tirmidhi 2180 (2187), Musnad Ahmad# 21936.
Bukhari # 4024.
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Companions) ~~~~J survived at the time of this fitnah while in the b~ttle waged by the
Hajj (pilgrimage)aj quite a few sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~lis'~.) were alive so, the
first interpretation only is correct.

CHAPTER-II
AL-MULAHIM (BATTLES)
The word (~~">\-) maiahim) is the plural of (mulhamah (~-) meaning. 'fighting' 'battle' and
moment of fierce battle.' The word is derived from(~~) lahm, meaning 'meat',(~) means
'woof', 'skin,' 'car uncle.' On the battle-field, flesh of those killed is seen all over it. Also, the
warriors are so engaged on eh battlefield that they are one upon the other like woven cloth, so it
is (~).This word is also used for war. Sarah writes that this word means 'fitnah.' 'war.'
In this chapter, those particular battles are mentioned that had taken ]?etween specific
parties because of their mutual discord and at specific places and specific cities. This is why
a separate chapter has been created for it. Previously, in the chapter al fitan, fighting and
battles of a general nature have been treated.
SECTION I
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5410. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lis'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#lis1~
said, 11The Last Hour will not come: - before two great parties fight one another
(there being a fierce fighting) causing much killing. Both will lay the same claim
(and it will not come: ) - before (great deceivers and fraudulent people numbering)
about thirty lying dajjal (the great deceiver)s are born, each of them claiming to be
Allah's Messenger. (And, it will not come) -before knowledge is removed.. (And, it
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will not come: ) - before earthquakes are many, time files soon (and is short),
(many) dissensions appear and there is hajr (meaning, fighting and killing plunder
and robbery. (And, it will not conte: )
- before you have plenty of wealth uncountable, so that one who has much (wealth
and) property seeks to find someone who will receive his charity, but no one will
need it (either because he himself is wealthy or is content. And, it will not come: )
· - before people take pride in constructing large and palatial building. (And, it will
not come: ) - before one who passes someone else's grave expresses the desire that
he were there instead of him. (And, it will not come: ) - before the sun rises in the
place of its setting. Then when it rises and people see it (actually rising there they
will be amazed· and) they will all believe (that it is a portent of the Last Day). But
that will be a time 'when to believe them shall not benefit a soul that never
believed (them) before, or had not earned any good by its belief.'1
And indeed, the last hour will come just when two men have barely spread out
their garment between them but will not have completed their transaction of folded
up the garment (when the first trumP.et will be blown). - And, indeed the Last Hour
will come just as a man has milked his milch camel (and brought it home) but will
not have sipped it.
And, indeed, the Last Hour will come as a man repairs his tank but will not have
watered his camels from it.
And, indeed, the Last Hour will come as a person picks up a morsel of his food to
his mouth but will not have placed it (in his mouth)."2
COMMENTARY: The first words about both parties lying the same claim in their assertion
that they are Muslims and that they are on the right course. Each will be convinced of that.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet's ~J4#iilt~ words referred to the supporters of
Sayyiduna Ali ~i»t~J and of Mu' awiyah ~.an~J· The former had said about the supporters
of the latter:
~I·
~

..

L:.ll~·1

· "Our brothers, they are! They have rebelled against us."
It is also reported in a tradition: when the armies of Sayyiduna Ali ~iii'~J and Mu'awiyah
~ i»t ~ J were confronting one another and one of the former brought one of the latter as
captive to Ali ~lilt~J, a man said on seeing the captive regretting at his condition, '~I know
well that he was a perfect adherent of Islam. "Sayyiduna Ali ~ li!1 ~J admonished him,
"What is it that you say? He still is a Muslim." These words reject the opinion of the
Khawarij who maintain that both the groups (ancening the supporters of Ali ~li!1~J and of
Mu'awiyah) ~lilt~J were disbelievers. It also belies the contention of the rewafid that the
opponents of Ali ~i»1~J were disbelievers.
We have seen a hadith (tradition) in the previous chapter that the number of lying dajjal
(the great deceiver) will be thirty.3
Here, the hadith (tradition) says they will be thirty obviously. The Prophet ~J~i»~~ may

t The noble Quran, 6: 158.
2

Bukhari # 7121, Muslim # 248-157, Musnad Ahmad 2. 313.
(tradition) # 5406.

3 Hadith
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have meant nearly thirty in the previous hadith (tradition) too. Or this hadith (tradition)
may have been narrated earlier and later the exact number of liars may have been revealed
to him so he gave the exact figure in that hadith (tradition) though in this book that hadith
(tradition) recedes this one.
Moreover, this hadith (tradition) giving their number as thirty does not contradict the
hadith (tradition) of Ibn Amr ~iii~~Jin Tabarani saying (.:lJ'!".r'!~~l...Jl~J.b'l)
·
(The Hour will not come till there arise seventy liars), because here it only means to
emphasize the great number of the liars, or thirty of them would claim to be Allah's
Messengers. The rest will·be liars any way and of a great degree. Or, the seventy could be
other than these thirty, making the total one hundred.
In the words 'before knowledge is removed or taken away, knowledge is the specific one
that is beneficial in Shari'ah (divine law). It is the knowledge of the Quran and hadith
(tradition) and of related subject. It may also be called knowledge of religion. It will be
taken away by the departure of the ulama (Scholars) of the ahlus sunnah (Holy Prophet's
practice) was al-jama'ah. When there are no scholars, there will be no knowledge. It is a
portent of the Last Hours that true, sincere scholars will depart from the earth but the
vacuum so created will be filed by the ignorant, unlearned innovators who will be
abundant in number. This is why it is said, 'The death of an aalim (scholar) is like the death
of the aalam (world).
The words time flies soon refer to the days for Imam Mahdi ~iii~~J, when he comes there
will be peace everywhere on earth and people will be happy. Whenever this happens, time
seems to fly fast but whenever one is in trouble and unhappy, time seems to crawl slowly
and the hardship looks as if prolonging.
"Earth quakes do not mean only the natural disasters but also refer to trial and strife. Loss
and da~age will be caused to men in different ways suddenly.
The word ([..r) harj) is defined by a sub narrator as fighting and killing. This will happen
because of fitnah (commotion).
As for wealth being aplenty the rich will not find anyone to accept sadaqah (charity)
(charity). Everyone will be rich. The poor and needy will not be found. It could also mean
that the rich man will resolve to trace out and search much one who may take his sadaqah
(charity). A third meaning is that tracing out a poor and needy person who way accept
charity will grieve and tire the rich.
As for raising high rises tall building, people will not do it for residential purposes or pious
ends. Rather, they will do it to vie with each other and to take pride in their achievement.
This is what is happening now a da j. People do not hesitate to demolish places of worship
places of public welfare, graveyard and the like to build their luxurious houses gardens
and parks.
People will hope to be in the grave either because of their anxiety for their religious
affairs or because of facing too many trial and strife when they see the graves, people
who have a feeling in their hearts and who believe in the hereafter began to say. "would
that we were not in this would but were in these graves so that might not have seen these
trials and strife!"
As for the sun rising in the west, we shall explain it later when we come across this subject
in the chapter: (~Wl~SJ.f~..:..t.~l) (portents of the Last Hour). Here, it is enough to say that
wheat this happens, the avenues of repentance will no more be available to anyone. This is
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stated in the hadith (tradition) itself.
The words 'shall not then benefit a soul (to believe) ... are interpreted by some to mean that
when the sun rises from the west, the avenues of repentance will be shut. So, to believe at
that moment, or after, it, if that person was not already a believer, and to do pious work by
one who had not done pious work before will be of no use to him. We must bear in mind
here that in this case piety means repentance. Thus just as it will not benefit him to believe
on that day, so too it will not profit him make a repentance that day. This means that the
word (J')- or) in the phase ('.r-""lfil..!'j~ J')- or earned ... ' really stands or and. This mean
that the Prophet ~J4#.11'~ said, "That day repentance will benefit neither one who had
associated with Allah and been polytheistic nor one who comits sin and repents."
As for two people spreading their garment, one of them will be a seller and owner of the
garment. The other will be its buyer and one who demands it.
The final portion of the hadith (tradition) means to impress that the last Day will come
suddenly. People will be occupied in their work and lost in it when all at one the Last Hour
will take them in its grasp .. They shall not get enough time to put the morsel of food they
hold into their month. The first trumpet will be sounded and its sound will be enough to
consign all of them to death. However, they will have seen all the parents of the last Hour
before that.
BAmE WILL BE FOUGHT WITH SOME NATIONS
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5411. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#.11t~
said, 11The Last Hour will not come till you fight with a people whose shoes are
made of hair, and till you fight with the Turks having small eyes, red face, short
nose and whose faces look like shields coated with hide."t
COMMENTARY: The Turks mentioned in this hadith (tradition) are the descendants for
Yafith ibn Nuh. Their forefather was named Turk, so his progeny got this name but they
are also called Mughals2 and tartars.
Their faces are wide and rourtd, and are fleshy. Hence, they are like shields.
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5412. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1I1~
said, 11The Last Hour will not come till you fight with Khuz and (the people of)
Kirman both among the non Arabs (of Iran). They are red faced, snub nosed and
1

Bukhari # 2927, Muslim# 11-2912, Tirmidhi # 222.
Mongoloids, Mangolians.
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small-eyes. Their faces look like shields coated with hide and their shoes are made
of hair."l
5413. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Taghlib ~.11~~ J narrated (this hadith (tradition)) with the
words: broad faced." (instead of red faced).2
COMMENTARY: The Khuz reside in Khuzistan. Kirman is a famous city of Iran.
A DECISIVE BATILE WITH JEWS IN FUTURE
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5414. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1ilj..P

said, 11The Last Hour will not come before the Muslims fight with the Jews and the
Muslims will kill them. Then, the Jews will conceal themselves behind stones and
trees, but the stone and the tree will call out. 10 Muslim! 0 slave of Allah! Here is a
Jew behind me. Come kill him!' But, the gharqad (a thorny tree called box thorn)
will not disclose them because it is among the trees of the J ews."3
COMMENTARY: Gharqad is not only a thorny tree, the cemetery of Madinah was also
called baqi ul gharqad, though now it is jannat ul baqi; because there were gharqad trees in
this area. This tree with not disclose to the Muslims that a Jew is behind it. Rather, it will
give him shelter. Only Allah and His Messenger ~ J~~'j..P Know why the gharqad will do
this thing.
Some authorities say that the Muslim will defeat the Jews overwhelmingly ·after the
appearance of the dajjal (the great deceiver). The Jews will take the side of the dajjal (the
great deceiver) and fight the Muslims. However, the Muslim will put an end to their
mischief for ever.
COMING OF A MAN FROM QAHTAN
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5415. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..lli~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J·~.&'j..P

said, 11The Last Hour will not come before a man of Qahtan emerges and shoves
people with his stick."4
COMMENTARY: Qahtan were a tribe who resided in those days in the tract of land
between Yeman and Uman (.;,t..s-) also spelt Oman). They were the descendants of
Arfahshad ibn Saam ibn Nuh ~~~·~· Qahtan was down the line and this tribe are his
progeny and got their name from him. The people of Yemen are his progeny too.
He will be authoritarian. People will obey him and not dare to disobey him.
Bukhari # 3590.
Bukhari # 2927, Muslim # 25-2912, Tirmidhi # 2722.
3 Bukhari # 2926, Muslim # 82-2922.
4 Bukhari # 3517, Muslim 6. 2910.
1
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Some authorities say that he would truly shave them with his stick, as animals are shaved.
Moreover, it is also suggested that he is the same al-jahjah who is mentioned in the next
hadith (tradition).
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5416. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~
said, "Days and nights will not come to an end (so that time terminates and the Last
Hour strikes) till a man becomes master (and rules everyone). He will be called aljahjah."
According to another version." ... till one of the slaves called al-jahjah becomes the
ruler."1
COMMENTARY: The words in the text (J1.,.-) mawali) is the plural of (J~) mawla) meaning
slave.
The name alMJahjah is also spelt jahja in some versions.
KISRA'S TREASURES

0J.-a o i.,J.J) -~..#i'll J L5;j llSJ-!.5,'~ (){S- ~I
5417. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ 1»1 ,)-P say, "without doubt a group of Muslims will seize the
treasure of the family of kisra (choroes) that lies in al-Abyad (the white palace)."2
COMMENTARY: The word 'family' in the family of kisra is superfluous. Or it means his
dependants and subjects. "Kisra is the Abscised form of Khusraw (choroes). It was the title
of a Persian monarch as Qaysar (caser) who the emperor of Byzantine, Khaman of China,
Fir' awn (pharoa) of Egypt, Qayl of Yemen, Najashi (Negus) of Ethiopia.
Abyad was a palace in Mada'in. When the Muslims conquered this city, they built ·a
mosque after demolishing the place Abyad (or white palace) this mosque exists to this day.
The prophet's words came true in the time of Umar when Muslims got possession of the
treasure of the kisra (chosroes).
CONQUEST OF THE BYZANTINE & PERSIA
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5418. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~iii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~iil1~
said, 'The kisra (Chosroes) has perished. There will not be a Kisra after him. And
Qaysar (Caesar of Byzantine)! Surely he will Perish. Then, there will not be qaysar,
after him. And, indeed, their treasures will be disbursed in Allah's path." And, he
called war (a form of deception.3
Muslim# 69.2911.
Muslim # 8. 2919.
3 Bukhari # 3027, Muslim # 76. 2918, Tirmidhi # 2216.
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COMM~NTARY:

The past tense is used to say that Kisra has perished to denote that there
is no doubt about it whatsoever. He will be destroyed very soon. Then, that kisra will not
be succeeded by another kisra. He said this after the kisra had toni. the Prophet ~J~.1!1~
letter to him, inviting him to Islam.
The Prophet (EO termed war a deception. The treasures could not have been acquired
without war and some deceiving is permitted in war. It is part of maneuves which is
necessary to adopt to win agaillst the enemy. However, it is never permitted to go back on
a promise or to break a covenant. What is allowed is to pretend to retreat or to pretend to
have more manpower and weapons than actually possessed or t pretend that
reinforcements are on the are on the way.
The word (~.u;.) is spelt with demmah or fathah of (t) and sukun of(,) or dammah of(,),
But it is more correct with fathah of (t) and sukun of(,)<~~) Khad'ah.

(..P.l.-.o oI.J.J)
5419. Sayyiduna Nafi ibn Utbah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, You will invade the Arabian peninsula (after me) and Allah will (get you to)
cpnquer it. Then (you will invade) Persia and Allah will (get you to) conquer it.
Then you will invade the Byzantines and Allah will (get you to) conquer them.
Then (in the''"final times), you will fight the dajjal (the great deceiver) and Allah will
(get you to)defeat him."t
.. COMMENTARY: The ancient geographers ~ay that the Arabian peninsula was made of
Najd, Hijaz (with its two sacred cities Makkah and Madinah). Yamamah, Yemen and
Arood (~Jf). To the south of this region is the Arabian sea. To he eats is the Gulf of Arabia
and Golf of Umman (Oman) and to the ~est is the Red sea. To the north is the River
Euphrates flowing in such a way that it cuts off the dry northern edge to a great extend and
because of that this region is called figuratively the Arabian peninsula. Actually, otherwise
this region is called the resembling island of Arabia. However, the Arabs do call even what
resembles an island as an island.
The part of the Arabian peninsula that were out of the folds of Islam during the Prophet ~
~,~.iii, lifetime would be brought to submission later on by his ummah's propagation of
reiig:on. The others they would fight and overwhelm. In this way, with Allah's help, the
banner of Islam would be raised in all its four comers. There would therefore be no infidel
in the entire Arabian peninsula.
When the dajjal (the great deceiver) comes, he will hold sway in most places but when you
contend against him, Allah will cause you to dominate and you will liberate and extricate
from him he places he had conquered. The dajjal (the great deceiver) will be killed by
Sayyiduna Easa ~')I....JI"~ who will descent and be sent by Allah to help the Muslim.
While the Prophet ~""J"~..11~~ spoke to the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~..11'~;, his
address is directed to all Muslim.
1
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5420. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik ~~~~J narrated that. he came to tht; prophet~~~
~J4#

during the Battle of Tabuk when he was in a tent of lei;ither. ~e said,"Count
six things (as PC?rtents of it) before the Last Hours comes:·· My·'·death; then the
conquest of Bayt ul Muqaddas1 Oerusalem); then a contagious a contagious disease
(pestilence) that ~ill overtake you like th~ disease af~ecting sheep; then a great deal
of wealth so that when anyone is offered even one hundred dinars, he will (regard
that as insignificant and) remain displeased (and this was witnessed in the time of
Uthman's ~k~~J caliphate); then a civil strife (and fighting each other) that will
spare no house of the Arabs without affecting it (badly like the martyrdom of
Uthman ~ ~~ ~J or every commotion taking place other after); and, then a truce
between you and the banu al-asfar (the Byzantines or the Greek) that they Will
betray and come against you under eighty banners under each of which will be
twelve thousand (warriors)."2
COMMENTARY: The word bayt ul muqaddus is actually :.bayt ul maqdas (~.u..) but one .
·
version of the Mishkah has it bayt ul muqaddas.
The Arabic word (4J"\..Qi) qisas) in the hadith (tradition) is a disease that affects the livestock
in their chest and causes instant death. The disease that the prophet ~J~.1!1~ compared
to the qisas in plague. It had spread in the tiine of Umar ~ ~~ ~ J· In three days, seventy
thousand people had died. At that time, the cantonment of the Muslim army was at
Amwas, near Bayt ui Maqdas, so the plague is known as ta' un amwas. This was the first of
its kind to spread in Islamic history.
Banu al asfar are children of (Rome) ropm ibn Ays ibn Yaqub ~'}I...JI"'~ ibn Ishaq ~'}\..JI~ ibn
Ibrahim ~'}\..JI ~. His complexion was pale whitish. Almost the entire community had the
same complexion. (According to Lane's Lexicon the Banu al asfar are the Greeks or their
kings because the sons of Al-Asfar, the son of Room, the son of Eesa (or Eysoon or Esau)
the son of Ishak ~'}I...J'"'~ (lshaq is Isaac), the son of lbraheem ~'}\..JI4# (or Abraham). Or, AI
Asfar was a surname of Room. Or, they were so called because their first ancestor, room the
son of uEysoon, was of a yellow complexion. 0, they were conquered by an army of
Abyssinians by whom their women had yellow children. They are h modem Muscovites)
(V4 p 699)
The word (4.11$.) - or as in some version (4.11$.)) is a flag, standard or banner carried by
1

2

Generally, Baytul Maqdas.
Bukhari # 3176.
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their numbers were like a cluster of trees.
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refers to a cluster of trees, so in this case

BYZANTINES & THE DAJJAL (THE GREAT DECEIVER) AGAINST MUSLIMS
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5421. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~IS~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J.y&.~'J..P
said, ''The Last Hour will not come before the Byzantines advance up to A'maq or
Dabiq. Then an army will come out from Madinah against them with the best men
on earth at that time. When the rows are arranged against each other, the Byzantines
will say, 'Let us face those who had taken captives from us and fight them.' (We do
not have any. grudge against you. We only wish to retaliate against them. IN this
way they will mean to divide the Muslims into groups). But the Muslims will assert
'No! By Allah! We shall not allow you passage between you and our brothers. (We
shall all fight together against you). Then all of them will fight. (of the Muslims)
one times will be defeated (and desert) and Allah will never forgive them. One
third (of them) will be the most excellent of those martyrs in Allah's sight who will
be slain. And (another) one third (of them) will be victorious and Allah will never
subject them to trials (and He will get them to conquer the land of the Byzantines).
Then, they will conquer Constantinople while they are engaged in dividing the
spoils after hanging their swords, on olive trees, the devil will call out to them,
'surely almasih al dajjal (the great deceiver) has come to your homes in your
absence. So, they will go- uut (from there) but that news will be false. Then (after
that when they (the Muslim) come to shaam (syria) (al-Quds) he the dajjal (the great
deceiver)) will appear. As they begin preparations for the battle, drawing up rows,
the hour for the salah (prayer) will be on them and Easa ibn Maryam ~">WI .y&. will
descend (from heaven on the minar of the Jami Masjid (mosque) of Damascus
while the iqamah is about to be called) and lead them in the congregational) salah
(prayer).
As the enemy of Allah (the dajjal (the great deceiver) who will be pitted against the
Muslim) sees him, he will dissolve like salt (dissolves) in water. And, were he
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(Easa) ~~~~ to spare him, he would dissolve completely. But Allah will kill him at
the hands of Easa ~~~~ and he will show them his blood on his spear."1
COMMENTARY: A'maq was a place around Madinah. Dabiq was a market place in
Madinah. HQwever, according to one opinion that seems to be more correc.t{ this hadith
(tradition) was the word madinah for the city halb in sham (Syria), and A':.qtaq and Dabiq' .
are two places between Halb (Aleppo) and Anta kiya (Antioch).
It is stated in Azhar that it is incorrect to take Madinah to refer to Madinat ul Nabi ~o,l~..1~~~
~J (that, is Madinat ul Munawwarah) because the time to which it refers will be one when
Madinah will be safe. Some people say that the word madinah refers to Damascus.
As for the people of whom the hadith (tradition) say that Allah will never forgive them,
they will die as disbelievers. They will never be relieved of punishment.
As for the Muslims whom Allah will never subject to punishment, they will have strong
faith and will be resolute, brave and courageous. Allah will preserve them from every kind
of trial. In other words, this is tidings. for them that they will die as perfect believers.
The word Constantinople is spelled in different ways in Arabic. It is an ancient city and
had been the capital city of the Roman province Numidia. It is .ascribed to their kind
Constantine who built it in 330CE. It is situated at the banks of the Bosporus (and sea of
Marmara). It is now called Istanbul and is a city of Turkey. Trimidhi ~~~J has said that it
was conquered in the .time of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~ 1»1 ~J· Historical
accounts say that it was re-conquered in 1453CE by the uthmani. Turks and continues to
this day to be a Muslim city. But, this hadith (tradition) reveals that it will slip out of
Muslim hands once again. When the Last Day approaches, the Muslim will once again
conquer it. The dajjal (the great deceiver) will appear in that period.
· In the words 'when the Muslim come to shaam (syria), Shaam (syria) refer to al Quds
which is Bayt ul Maqdas. Some versions do explain it. At that time, it was within the limits
of Shaam (syria) while now it is within Palestine which is an independent country.
~sayyiduna Easa ~~~~will lead the Muslim in salah (prayer) which will be about to be
offered. Imam Mahdi .&1 ~J will be among those Muslims in the congrega~ion. But,
according to one tradition Sayyiduna Easa ~~~ ~ will ask Imam Mahdi .&1~J to lead t}:le
congregational salah (prayer), saying, "since the iqamah of this salah (prayer) was called
for you so you should lead the salah (prayer)." In this way, he will mean to say, "Since you
are now the imam and amir(ruler) of the Muslim so I too must follow you. I am not sent as
an imam(leader) and Amir forever but I have been sent only to help and support you." So,
Imam ~ahdi )», ~J will lead that salah (prayer). Thereafter Easa ~~~ ~ will lead in the
salah (prayer) always. Thus the words of the hadith (tradition) do not speak of that
particular salah (prayer) but of the salah (prayer) always following that salah (prayer). He
would lead the Muslim in salah (prayer) thereafter. Nevertheless, Sayyiduna Easa ~"J.-11~
will be the imam who will ask Imam Mahdi (RHO to lead that particular salah (prayer).

1
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5422. Sayyiduna Abudullah ibn Mas'ud ~..1!1~J said, 11The Last Hour will not come
before the division of inheritance is suspended (either because of a heavy death toll
of Muslims or because of their used being under ·a large burden of debt) and war
booty does not rejoice the Muslims. This may be because they do not receive any
booty at all or that those responsible to distribute the booty commit treachery) ..
Then (Ibn Mas'ud said to bring out the fact of both these things) the enemy
(disbelievers) will equip themselves against the people of Syria and the Muslims,
too, will equip themselves against the disbelievers, meaning the Byzantines. The .
MusHms will then select squad charged to fight to death or return only if victorious.
(So) they will fight fiercely till night intervenes. Both sides w_ill retire without
being victorious, but the squad will be eliminated. Again the Muslims will selected
il squad charged to fight death or return only if victorious (this being the second.
day). They will fight fiercely till night intervenes when both sides will retire with
neither being victorious, the squad will be eliminated (on this day too). Again (on
the third day), the Muslims will select a squad charged to fight to death or return
Ptdy if victorious and they will fight fiercely till night intervenes and both sides
h~ve to retire without either being victorious. The squad will be eliminated (this
b~ing the third one). Then, on the fourth day, the rest of the army of Islam will
advance against the disbelievers and Allah will get them to rout the enemy. The
Muslims will fight with rage - tooth and nail - such a battle as has not been seen
llefore so that if a bird were to fly over their rows, it would fall down dead unable
to make it to the last of them (in the row). When men who are ~.:elated and whose
nl.Ullber is one hundred are counted (to know the surviving ones), only one will be
found to have survived. {The death tall will be exorbitantly high) Thus for what
booty may there be rejoicing and what inheritance may be apportioned?
While this is the situation (for Muslim), they will hear about a war greater than that.
They will hear a cry (as though someone proclaims), 'The dajjal (the great deceiver)
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has reached your offspring during your absence. So, the Muslims will cast away
that which is in their hands and (heading for the dajjal (the great deceiver)) they
will send ahead, while advancing, ten horsemen as a reconnoitering team.
Allah's Messenger ~Y·~~~ said, "I know their names, the names of their fathers
and the colour of their horses. They will be the best of horsemen, or among the best
of horsemen on the"surface of the earth at that time.'1
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (ak_r.) - shurtah) is applied to the forward unit of an
army that bear brunt of the enemy attack and fights ferociously, prepared to die. It will not
retreat.
The word (or.~) in Allah will get them ~o rout the enemy is also spelt ('-r.'~) in some versions.
The meaning is identical.
"Teebi ~ ~; said that the initial words that the Last Day will not come til distribution of
inheritance is suspended are explained further down in the hadith (tradition) 'the enemy
will equip themselves. This also explains that acquiring booty will not rejoice them. Both
distribution of inheritance and joy at receiving booty will be missing because Muslim will
suffer a heavy death toll.
Ten horsemeil will go ahead of the rest of the Muslims to investigate the facts of the dajjal
(the great deceiver).
As for the Prophet ~J ~ j,, ~ knowing their names and parentage etc. this is a sign of
prophethood. It is his miracle that he know these things hundreds of years before they will
take place. This is evidence that Allah's knowledge encompasses the detail of everything.
He bestowed that much knowledge to the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ as He deemed proper for
him to know.
WILL BE CONQUERED WITHOUT FIGHTING BUT WITH DECLARATION OF
ALLAH'S UNITY & GREATNESS
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5423. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah "~~j,~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ asked
(his sahabah), "Have you heard of a city, one side of which is on dry land and
another side of it in the sea?" They submitted, "Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah! He said,
"the Last Hour will not come before seventy thousand of the descendents of Ishaq
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attack it when they come to its they will alight (at its outskirts) but will
alight (at its outskirt) but will not fight them with weapons and will not shoot
arrow. Rather, they will proclaim (_r.S'I li!1J lilt 'JI 411 'l) (There is. no God but Allah, and
Allah is the Greatest). So, (of the two walls of the city) one of its walls will tumble
down."
Hence the sub-narrator, Thawr ibn Yazid li!1 44?J said, ''I suppose that he -Abu
Hurayrah ~J»,~J - said that it was the one towards the sea."
(Resuming the Prophet's ~J ~ ..1!1 jJ words: ) "Then, they will proclaim a second
time: {_r.S'IJ»IJ.i»l':l14li'J) (There is no God but Allah, and Allah is the Greatest), So, the
other side will tumble down. Then, they will proclaim a third time: (_r.S'Ili!IJJ»,'J14li'J)
(There is no god but Allah, and Allah is the Greatest). This will cause a wide
opening for them to enter it and take the spoils. However while they will be
dividing the spoils, they will hear a cry, calling out, indeed, the dajjal (the great
deceiver) has appeared!' So, they will leave everything asi 1e and return."l
COMMENTARY: One of the scholars said that the city of whic i this hadith (tradition) speaks
is in Byzantines. Other take the words to refer to Constantinople. It is one of the portents of
the Last Hour that this city will fall to a.Msulim army. But, it seems that the hadith (tradition)
speaks of some other city because Constantinople will be annexed by force.
Mazhar lilt~J has explained that the descendants of Prophet ~ y.:)s.J»IjJ Ishaq r".>\..J'~ are the
people of Syria. Their lineage is traced to Sayyiduna Ishaq r"}\...JI 4:)s. the second son of
Sayyiduna Ibrahim r"}W' ~. They will be Muslims. It is also possible that besides the
descendents of Prophet Ishaq r"}W' ~' there would also be with them the offspring of the
second son of Prophet Ibrhim r"}W'~' Prophet Ismail r".>\..J'~· They will be Arabs residents of
the Hijaz. Or, other Muslims will also join them. So, only the sons of Sayyiduna Ishaq r".>\..J'~
are mentioned for the sake of brevity and their superiority over the others. However, it is also
possible that the conquerors of this city will be only the offspring of Sayyiduna Ishaq r'}I....JIA:)s..
They will not fight with weapons. Their abstaining from shooting arrow is mentioned to
specify the first general statement. It is laying stress o the declaration that weapons will not
beused.
·
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5424. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Jabal .u~l»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA:}s-.111~
said, "the complete seHlement (peopling) of bayt ul Maqdas Oerusalem, with dense
population) will result in the ruin of Yathrib (Madinah). The ruin of Madinah will
cause the great war (and fitnah ) to be fought. The outbreak of the great war will
result in the conquest of Constantinople. The conquest of Constantinople will be a
1
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forerunner of the coming of the dajjal (the great deceiverJ."l
COMMENTARY: When Bayt ul Maqdas is densely populated, it will be dominated by the

non- Muslim. Their eyes will then be on Madinah and they will conspire to ruin Madinah.
To check them, the people ofMadinah will come out of the city to engage them in battle.
The hadith (tradition) mentions this city by its ancient name, Yathrib. This word Yathrib is
derived from tharab (y ;) which means destruction. Or, Yathrib was a village of Madinah
that was settled by a man named Yathrib. His name was given to the entire village. This
city was known as Yathrib till the Prophet r-L- J "# .fi;, ~ emigrated from Makkah to ft. .Qn
coming here, he gave it a new name and it come to be called Madinahtur Rasul (meaning,
the city of Allah's Messenger rl-J~~~~ using simply 'Madinah' is enough, too
A question does arise: when we are disallowed to call it Yathrib, why does the Prophet ~
rl-J4#.1il use the word in this hadith (tradition)? The answer is that this hadith (tradition)
dates before it was disallowed to call it Yathrib.
The hadith (tradition) mentions these happenings in the sequence in which they will occur
as the Last Day draws nearer. Each will be a herald of the n~xt even if it will take place
·
after some time.
Teebi ~~~J said that this hadith (tradition) does not contradict a previous hadith (tradition)
which says that the devil will proclaim 'the dajjal (the great deceiver) is in your names'
when they have conquered Constantinople and apportion its booty but the news will turn
out to be false. He fact is that the Prophet ri""J"#~'~ merely discloses that the conquest of
Constantinople is a sign of he coming of the last day and he appearance of the dajjal (the
great deceiver) before it. The false news by the devil does not concern the coming of the
dajjal (the great deceiver) but he wished to confuse the Muslims and move then away from
the spo~s.
GREAT WAR, CONQUEST OF CONSTANTINOPLE & COMING OF THE DAJJAL
(THE GREAT DECEIVER)
I.
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5425. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal~Mt-~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#~'~
rl-J said, "The great war, the conquest of Constantinople and the emergence of the
dajjal (the great deceiver) will occur (in succession) within a period of seven
months."2
COMMENTARY: The great war could be the one in which death will be huge and out of
one hundred relatives only one will survive (hadith (tradition)# 5422). The more correct is
that it is the battle which will result in the conquest of a city by the virtue of Allah name(~'~
.r.S''~J.ii'~') - (hadith (tradition) # 5423)
There three things are to follow each other within seven months. However, the great war
and the conquest of Constantinople will follow each other in rapid succession. The dajjal
(the great deceiver) will emerge· after both these battles are fought.

Abu Dawud # 3294.
2 Tirmidhi # 2238, Abu Dawud # 4295.
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5426. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Basr ~.i»'..r"J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.111~
~J

said, ''Between the great war and the conquest of the city (of Constantinople)
there will be six years. The dajjal (the great deceiver) will then, emerge in the
seventh (year)."l
COMMENTARY: The previous hadith (tradition) (# 54326) says that the three things will
occur within a period of seven months but this gives the period as seven years. The
previous hadith (tradition) is unsound because of its week narrators, but this hadith
(tradition) is Il10re sounds so, these things mentioned in the two hadith (tradition) will
transpire in seven years.
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5427. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.i»>..r"J said, ''The time is coming when the Muslims will
be besieged in madinah so much so that their most distant camp will be at salah
(prayer) (~'j.....). And, salah (prayer), is situated near to Khaybar."2
COMMENTARY: Salah (prayer) is also spelt sulah. It is a place near khaybar which is about
sixty miles from Madinah.
Before the last period, the Muslims will be divided. So, their enemies will take advantage of
their weakness and will be bold enough to try to surrounds Madinah and eh Muslims.
They will come up to Khaybar.
It could also mean that when the Muslims flee from their native lands and come to seek
protection in Madinah, they will assemble between Madinah and salah (prayer).
Another meaning is that when the Muslims flee from their native lands, some will come to
Madinah while some others will s~t up check posts around it to protect it. They will not
budge from these check posts the furthest of which will be at salah (prayer).
PEACE TREATY WITH THE BYZANTINES WILL BE VIOLATED

1
2

Abu Dawud # 4296.
Abu Dawud # 4299.
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5428. Sayyiduna Dhu Mikhbar ~..111~J 1 narrated that he heard.Allah's Messenger
~y.~.iiJ1~ say, "You (0 Muslims) will conclude a peace with the Byzantines that
will be a strong covenant. Then, together with them you will fight an enemy behind
you. You will be victorious (with Allah's help) and get the booty and be safe. Then,
as you return, you will alight at a green, productive land with mounds. There, one
of the Christians will raise the cross and say, The cross has conquered!' One of the
Muslims will fly into a rage and break the cross. The Byzantines. will (revoke and
treaty and) violate the pact and get ready to fight."
Some versions have added from the narrators 11The muslims will then turn to their
weapons and fight. And, Allah will honour them with martyrdom."2
LEAVE THE ETHIOPIAN ALONE
1
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5429. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ ..1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~ J -':it- ..1!1 ~
said, leave alone the Ethiopian (and do not disturb them) so that they do not say
anything to you (and do not interfere with you). Certainly, none but an Ethiopian
with short legs will take out the treasure of the Ka'bah."3
COMMENTARY: When the Last Hour is very near, the Abyssinians (or, Ethiopians) will
dominate. Their Negus (king) will invade Makkah and demolish the Ka'bah and take out
its treasure that is buried under it. The hadith (tradition) either refers to the king himself or
to the entire army. So, also the reassure means all that is buried underground the ka'bah.
Some people say that it is what the treasurer hold as a trust of the ka'bah and what the
people present there by way of offerings.
We must clarify that the saying of this hadith (tradition) about an Ethiopian taking out the
treasure of the kabah, or of another hadith (tradition) about an Ethiopian demolishing the
ka'bah does not in anyway reject Allah's words in the Quran:
~t u;.:a.J
{A sanctuary secure} (29: 67)
because this destruction of the Ka'bah at the hands of the Ethiopians will occur before the
last Day when there is no one to take the name of Allah. The word (~1) means that the
sanctuary of sacred kabah) is safe and secure till the Last Day. Hence, when there is no one
on earth to remember Allah and when the Last Day comes, then why should the Ka'bah
remain? Some people offer another explanation that is more correct. They say that Allah
has declared the Ka'bah as a safe (sacred) sanctuary by way of its overall nature. Thus, it
will remain a secure sanctuary in essence. It will be preserve always from every kind of
destruction and disrespect, but sometimes, incidentally, it might be destroyed. Accordingly
similar incident have taken place in the history of the kabah. They have cause damage to it.
For instance, in the time of Sayyiduna Ibn Zubayr ~ .iiJ, ~ J Hajj (pilgrimage)aj ibn Yusuf

He was the Prophet's ~J~~~ serveant and the nephew of the Negus.
Abu Dawud # 4292.
3 Abu Dawud # 4309. (Or, "Leave them alone so that they leave you alone.)
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acting for Abdul Malik ibn Marwan caused extensive damage to the Ka'bah when he acted
oppressively against the Makkah, Therefore, if any such thing happens in future, it will not
contradict Allah's words.
Or, it could also mean that by these words Allah commands the people of Makkah to give
security to those who visit Makkah and the sacred Haram and not to dispute with anyone
to them.
It is reported that the chief of the zindeeq faction Qaramtah created much mischief in
Makkah, massacred its inhabitants and resorted to large scale plundering. Then one day he
mocked and asked), "Where is Allah's declaration?" He quoted the verse of the Quran;
f2 , ,
, ,
~1-....!.)oAU.S(j-Oj

rS! '

{.~.and whosoever enters it, is secure.} (3: 97)
So, Allah enabled one man to give him a befitting response. He said, "These words of the
Quran do not mean that no one will ever succeed in causing harm to the ka'bah, or to the
inhabitants of makkah, or to Makkah, but he can succeed in doing that. Besides these
Divine words give command t grant peace and security to anyone who comes to the sacred
city, artd not to rob and plunder in this city.
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5430. One of the sahabah (Prophet's Companions) ~~~~J of the prophet ~J~a1~
said, "Leave alone the Ethiopians as long as they leave you along. And, leave alone
the Turks as long as they leave you alone~"1
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) of the Prophet ~J4:}s-~1.)-P does not disregard the
words of Allah:

i~~~~~~li
{And fight the associators all together.} (9: 36)
The reason is that Ethiopia and Turkey are outside the purview of this verse.
Geographically, both these countries were very. distant from the centre of Islam Power, A
very unfriendly and forbidding wilderness separated them.
Besides, this command of the Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ was applicable in early Islam when
Muslim were not strong. Later, this command was withdrawn.
TURKS WILL BE DRIVEN OFF
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5431. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~ .1!1 ~J (Aslami) narrated about the hadith (tradition)
beginning; 'people with small eyes, meaning the Turks would fight with you.' That
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the Prophet ~J~o#.li'.J.P also said, "you will drive them out three times seven as far
as out of (the borders of) the peninsula of Arabia when you push them out the first
time, they who flee (after defeat) will be safe. As for the second time, some will be
safe while some will die. And, as for the third time, they will be exterminated." Or,
just as he said,I
COMMENTARY: The words 'meaning, the Turks are spoken by the narrator or a sub
narrator.
The peninsula of Arabia has been defined in an earlier commentary to include the Hijaz.
Yamamah and Yemen (at that time). It is surrounded almost er.tirely by water: to the south
by the Arabian sea, to its west by the Gulf of Arabia and Gulf of Oman, to its west by the
Red Sea and to its north by the Emphrates (farat).
The words 'or just as he said, are spoken by a narrator of the hadith (tradition) after
narrating it. He concedes thereby that though he has conveyed the true sense which he
remembers well, he does not remember the exact word c f the hadith (tradition). This
phrase speaks high of the narrator's sincerity and caution.
FUTURE OF BUSRAH

...
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(Jjby.l oi.J.;) -~14",~j.;.Aj-4~j_;..,_;~~~.;I53.....!..Jj.\~.u~j IJ.~j
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A:S- .1!1 ,_rpJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# .ll1 ~
said, 11 Some members of my ummah will (come and) stay in a low living ground
that they will call Basrah. It will be by a river calls the Tigris (dajlah) that will have
a bridge over it. Its population will grow large and it will be counted as one of the
(main) cities of the Muslim. During the last period, the Banu (children of) Qantura
will come (as invaders). They will have broad faces and small eyes and will halt at
the bank of the river. The residents of the city will (see them and) from themselves
into three section. One of these will take the tails of their cattle and seek shelter in
the desert, but they will perish. (Their design will be to escape from the invaders)
The other of these will ask for protection for themselves (from the Banu Qantura)
but they (too) will perish. The third of they (too) will perish. The third of their
section will put their children (and womenfolk) behind them (either leave them
behind at home or let them follow them) and (go forth ) fight with the invaders.
They (or most of them) will become martyrs."2
COMMENTARY: Busrah is also spelt Bisrah, and also with an 'a' or 'i'; after's' Basarah of
Basirah.
Dajlah is spelt Dijlah, to. Baghdad lies at the banks of this river.

5432. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah

1

Abu Dawud # 4305.
Dawud # 4306.
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Helbi ~~ ~ J has written in the marginal notes of Shifa that Basrah may be spelt Bisrah as
well as Busrah. It is the city that was founded during the caliphate of (Sayyiduna) Utbah
ibn Ghazwah ..lit~ J· There never has been idol worship in this city.
BASRAH IN THIS HADITH (TRADITION) MEANS BAGHDAD
The ulama (Scholars) say that though this hadith (tradition) mentions 'Busrah' explicitly, it
refers to Baghdad. Their argument is that the Dajlah (Tigris) does not flow through basrah
but in its trajectory lies Baghdad and even the bridge mentioned in the hadith (tradition) as
over the Dajlah is in Baghdad. Besides, in the time of the Prophet ~J•:ls-~'~, Baghdad was
not a prop~r city as it is in our time. Rather, there were, at this place, some scattered
villages that were reckoned on the outskirts of Busrah and were ascribed of Basrah.
The Prophet ~J·~~~~ foretold the formation of these villages into a large city of Islam
with a huge populace. This is one of the Prophet's ~ J~~~~ miracles that he disclosed the
creation of a city. What we have said here is note a mere deduction. There is a historical
background for it. We do not find anywhere in the historical accounts that Turks invaded
Basrah and fought the Muslims there in a way this hadith (tradition) port6rays. However
the Turks (meaning, the Tartars) did invade Baghdad. This was during the time of the last
Abbasid caliph. Musta' sim Billah and we have reproduced some of its account reproduced
some of its account from books of history in this book Mazahir Haq, previously.1
It is clearly, therefore that the hadith (tradition) mentions Basrah because it is a more
ancient city than Baghdad, and the villages and habitation where Baghdad was build "were
ascribed to Busrah. This was the very Basrah that continued to be a small extention of
Baghdad outside it. The gate of this city on this side was called Baab ul Basrah (Gate of
Basrah) because of this very reason. Therefore, the Prophet ~J~~~~ found it sufficient to
use its partial name. Or, here reference was to Baghdad ul Basrah, but the governed noun is
dropped retaining only the genitive, Basrah, This may be compared to the words of the
Quran: {lt.;AI'~'J) {And you may enquire (from the people) of the town} (12: 82). The words
in the parenthesis are dropped and (JA') (people) is understood, the whole being {4-t;ihJAt)
Given this introduction, the hadith (tradition) begin ''Some people of my ummah will pitch
their camps at the banks of the Tigris and make it as their central or native city. Soon that
small settlement will grow into a city that will stand out among the large cities of the
Muslims and the coritres of Islam." It is the city that is called Baghdad.
Here, we must bear in mind that to bring out the greatness and importance of Baghdad the
Prophet ~J~~'.).-P used the word (Jl.,a..t) It is the plural of~ misr and is used for a large
city or metropolis. Smaller cities then that are called madinah (~J.a), baldah(city) (o.L4) and
Qaryah ('-!}) - respectively, city, town, village. [plural (uJ.a) (mudan(cities)), (,)~)
(baldah(city), (~}) (Qura(villages/towns))]
The Banu Qantura and the Turks. Their ancestor was Qantura, so they are all called his
children, Banu Qantura.
About the second section seeking protection, they may be said to be the caliph Mustasim
Billah and his henchmen. We have spoken on it at length in the preceding pages of this
book (hadith (tradition) # 54030) When Halaku Khan invaded Baghdad, Must' sim Billah
met him and sought protection for himself, his countries and the citizens, but he spared

t
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none of them. All, including the caliph were put to death, one by one.
One of the exponent commented that if it is correct that the hadith (tradition) mentions
Basrah for Baghdad and the Prophet ~J 4# li:1 .)J had sufficed to use a portion of the
genitive construction. 'Baghdad al Basrah' and mentioned only Basrah, then we might
assert that the words of the Prophet ~J 4# li:1.)J have been established. The Muslim had
settled the city of Baghdad at the banks of the Tigris and developed it so that it grew
prosperous and a large central city of the Muslims. Then, the Turks attached if and turned
it into utter ruin, eliminating nearly its total population.
However, if we do not agree that Basrah in this hadith (tradition) is Baghdad, but the
present city of Basrah then this information of Basrah th~n this information ~f the Prophet
~JA#liii.)J is yet to see light of day. In future, the Muslims of this city might have to endure
the oppression of an enemy of Islam, because we firtd. no such invasion of Basrah in the
past and no bloodshed of the kind described in the hadith (tradition).
The third section of the citizens will be ghazis (warrio!s) in the path of Allah. They will
arise boldly to counter the strong invading forced and will face the dauntlessly. Then will
fight the enemy. before they can dominate the adherents of Islam, and they will attain
martyrdom, and this rank will be of perfect martyrs. A very few of them will remain safe,
however.
Another of the exponents has said that this hadith (tradition) is one of the miracles of the
Prophet ~J4#~1.)J because everything took place exactly as he had foretold. His words
about the attack on Baghdad by the Turks came .true in Saf~ 656 AH. The Tartar Turks
under Halaku Khan razed Baghdad to the ground, massacred the Muslims mercilessly.
They spared nothing, not even the libraries and educational ceriters without burning them
down. The flames of the fire had a very harmful effect on all of Islam. Words -and pen
cannot describe the havoc they created in the Islamic world.
MORE ABOUT BASRAH

<o1_,.) >-~.Jl1lJ ss~ .....u~:. ~J
5433. Sayyiduna Anas ~li:1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~1.)J said, ''0
Anas, the people will inhabit new cities. One of those cities shall be called Basrah.
If you happen to pass by it or to go into it, beware of going near to its salt marshes,
not near to its kala (which is one of its places or river front) not near to its palmtrees, not near to its market, not near to the gates of their kings and chiefs, but you
must keep only to its surrounding. Indeed, there will come to pass swallowing into
the earth, pelting stones (from the sky) and severe earthquakes in these places. {In
these places) there will be people who will sleep through the.nightonly to get up in
the morning as apes and swine."1
1

Abu Dawud # 4307.
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COMMENTARY: ~e word (tt,....) sibakh) is the plural of (~) sabhkah) a salt marshy

infertile land. Sibakh is such a region in Basrah.
Kala too is the name of an area of Basrah.
The word (~'_,...,) dawahi) is the plural of <~~) dahiyah) the borders of the city and its
suburbs. There also is a place by the name Dihiyat ul Basrah in the surrounding of Basrah.
Some authorities say that Dawahi are the mountains of Basrah.
Therefore, the Prophet ~y.#..\1~ command to Anas ~..111~; to stay within the dawahi of
Basrah (its surroundings) was actually to keep away from the people, if he went to Basrah.
Those of its people who coaunit sin and transgression will be subjected to a punishment
whereby their youth will tum into apes and their older people into swine's.
This hadith (tradition) is evidence that metamorphosis and swallowing are such form of
punishment that will be meted out to this ummah to. This is why this hadith (tradition)
warns us of hem. The ahadith (tradition) do. give warning of this kind of punishment fer
the qadariya (ostentation)h sect. This is why some exponent say hat the places of which
the Prophet ~J4Js.~l~ disallowed Anas ~~~~J to go may be the haunts of the Qadiriya
(ostentation)h sect. The reason is that the punishment of metamorphosis and swallowing
that will befalls this ummah will actually take in its stride those who reject and deny
Divine decree.
The word 'kala is also spelt kalla. It is a place in Basrah. One of the exponent has said that it
is the river front in Basrah where ships and boats are anchored. Some other scholars say
that kala is the grazing ground of animals, in Basrah. This is confirmed by· the word in
some versions spelt in a different from(~ kala) to mean hay and greenery.
One of the scholars has written that the reason why punishment will be given to people at
these places in the form of metamorphosis and swallowing is that. they would be very
wicked and rebellious.
The reason why it is disallowed to approach their palm trees is actually to keep away from
gardens. Perhaps, the surrounding and situation in those gardens will be harmful and
damaging to religion and faith and respect and honour.
The markets might be places where religious injunctions will be disobeyed and vain
pursuits might be commonly followed. Buying and selling will perhaps be transacted
dishonest!y.
The gates of the kings and rulers are disallowed because injustice and wrong doing might
be perpetrated there. So. Anas ~.iill~; was advised to stay away from those gates.
In the original copy of the Mishkah, blank space follows the word (~J;)- transmitted by ..)
which means that the compiler of Mlshkah did not know he source. However, Jazri ..\1~;.
Has mentioned the transmitters in these words.
~Lo~l u-ll~u-li~II..J"".JA~ ~1~1 ~ Jli~ LS.31....JI ~ ......~~~~U.O.JJjb.J-:'1 oi..,J
(Abu Dawud has transmitted it from a line of transmission but has doubt about one of the
narrator in its chain, saying, "I do not know him." But, he has named a narrator Musa ibn
Anas ~.1!1~; who has transmitted it from Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~..111~;
This kind of statement raised doubt. Musa ibn Anas Ansari ~.&~~; was a judge of Basrah
and a tabi (who is a successor of the sahabah) ~.1!1~;.
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EXCELLENCE OF A MOSQUE IN A VILLAGE OF BASRAH
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5434. Sayyiduna Salih ibn Dirha~ ~' ~J narrated: "We set out (from Basrah to
Makkah) to perform Hajj (pilgrimage). There we come across a man (who was Abu
Hurahrah .1$ .&! ~ J• He asked us, 'Is there towards your place on the outskirts a
village called ubullah?' We said, "yes' He asi<:ed 'which of you would agree to. offer
on my behalf two raka'at of four raka'at it:t the mosque al-Ashshar (forming the.
intention and) saying that this salah (pray~,r~ b• .. behalf of Abu Hurayrah? I had
heard my friend Abu Al-Qasim 4~'-~'~ J (Muhammad) o!$.i»l~ J say th,~t on the day of
resurrection. Allah, Mighty and Glorious, will raise martyrs form the mosque alAshhsar such that other than th~m no one will rise along with the martyrs of Badr."
(this means that the martyrs who rise from their graves on the day of resurrection
alongwith the martyrs of Badr will be he martyrs of this mosque. Or, on the days of
resurrection, no but the martys of this mosque will be of the same rank as the
martyrs of Badr).t
Abu Dawud who has transmitted this hadith (tradition) has stated that the mosque
al-Ashshar is near the river Tigris in the neighbourhood of Basr').h.
COMMENTARY: Ubullah is a well-known village near Basrah. Al-Ashshar is a mosque
situated in it. People do come here to offer salah (prayer) to earn blessings.
As for the martyrs of the mosque Ashshar, it is not clear whether they belonged to a
previous ummah or they are of this ummah.
Nevertheless, this hadith (tradition) speaks of their greatness and excellence. They are at
par with and of the same rank as the martyrs of Bad r. If the mosque itself possesses this
much excellence, then clearly a salah (prayer) offered in it is very rewarding and of a great
merit. This hadith (tradition) is evidence that it is very excellent and reward-earning to
offer salah (prayer) and to worship in such places and houses or building that are
auspicious and meritorious. It is also evidence that reward of physical worship, like salah
(prayer), may be consir;ned to another person and these worship may be offered on behalf
of other people, who may have died or are alive. The reward is conveyed to them. Most of
the ulama (Scholars) concur with this view. As for worship that involves a mon~tary
contribution, like sadaqah (charity), all the ulama (Scholars) agree that its reward rriay be
consigned to anyone else.
~w~lhl!lul~~ .}'J....,JWe shall mention the hadith (tradition) of Abu Darda .1$1»1~; (1\b..Jul
~~)in the chapter on Yeman and shaam (syria)(# 6281), insha Allah, Taala.
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UMAR ~~~~J KEPT FITNAH AWAY
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5435. Sayyiduna Shaqiq ~~J reported .that Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~~~~J narrated
that, 'We were together with Umar ~ .1!1 ~J (one day). He asked, "which of you
remembers the hadith (tradition) of Allah's Messenger ~J~.1u~ about the fitnah?'
I said, "I remember it just as he had spoken it.' He said, 'Let us have it. Indeed, you
are bold. How did he say? I said that I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ say
'A man's fitnah (which is a trial and a te.st for him) lies in his family, his property,
his own self his children and his neighbour. Expiation for it (and for a sin that
might be committed because of it) may be made by fasting offering salah (prayer).
Sadaqah (charity), enjoining piety (or what is reputable) and forbidding evil (or
that which is disreputable)
But, Umar ~.111~ J said, 'I did not mean this. I meant the one that would rise like the
turbulent waves of the sea."
Sayyiduna Hudayfah ~.111~; added, 'I said, why do you worry about it, 0 Amir ul
mumineen (Commander of the faithfU:l)? Surely, between you and it is a closed
door. He asked will the door be broken down, or opened?' I said, 'It would be
broken down. So, he said, 'then, it is most probable that it would never again be
closed."
Shaqiq ~~~J said, 'We asked Hudhayfah ~.11~~J "Did Umar ~.&~~J know who the
door was?' He said, "Yes! (He know itO as he knew that a night precedes the next
day. Indeed, I narrated to him a hadith (tradition) that was without any mistake."
Shaqiq .iii'""""J said, "We were hesitant to ask Hudhayfah 41t-.1li~J who was meant by
the door. So we requested Masruq ~~ ~J to ask him and he did ask him. He said,
'Umar' (He was an obstacle to any fitnah intruding into and troubling Islam and the
lives of Muslims)."l
COMMENTARY: Umar's 4:~~~~J words to Hudhayfah ~.11~~J 'you are bold' (in narrating
1

Bukhari # 7096, Muslim # 26. 144, Tirmidhi # 2258.
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hadith (tradition)) could be an expression of dislike or a nod of approval. Umar ~J4:)s.~,)J
could have been surprised at his over confidence in the presence of other sahabah
(Prophet's Companions) !"f~&o ~~ ~ J and himself, for none of them could be so sure of his
memory. Then he asked him to narrate the hadith (tradition).
If he lauded Hudhayfah' s 4.:&-.iil'~ J memory than his word meant that he approved his claim
that he remembered the hadith (tradition). He knew that Hudhayfah 4.:&o.i»I~J used to ask the
Prophet ~ J~,&,~ many questions about the fitnah and evil that could engulf the ummah.
Therefore, he should know more about the fitnah and the Prophet's ~J4#..1!1~ saying
about them.
As for a man's fitnah lying in his family. Allah . . reated man and attached him to different
things and people, like family property etc. Then he made him responsible to know their
right and to give them to their owners. So, this is a kind of trial for him. But, man is
negligent and foolish is not fulfilling his responsibilities and not giving the rights to the
right owners. He disobeys Allah's commands in this regard. Thereby, he not only
perpetrates sin but also puts himself to grief and unnecessary fatigue. Hence, it become
obligatory to atone for his shortcoming by doing some pious work, like offering salah
(prayer), fasting, 0iving charity, and so on, because Allah says:
{Surely good deeds carry away the evil. .. } (11: 114)
When Sayyiduna Umar 4.;&o ~ ~; asked the people if anyone knew of any saying of the
Prophet about the fitnah (trial strife, turmoil's commotions, subterfuges etc), he could have
had one of two things in mind:
(i) ·
The trials concerning man's rights and obligations to the other people. It is as
the Quran says:
~

•

~

..

..

~---~ ,

..-.!

fd I 8fl.lj ~.,;::1-1 ~ ~&t .;,..>.Jj.l.;ll j
{And we will discipline you with something of fear and hunger ... } (2: 155)
(ii)
The infighting, killing and dissension within the ummah.
It transpired that he had asked about the second things. But, Sayyiduna Hudhayfah 4.;&o;.,~.J
had presumed that he had enquired about the first thing so he enlightened him on that
subject. Then, on knowing the correct meaning of Umar' s 4.:&o.i»l~; question, he narrated the
Prophet's ~JA,.L&o..1il~ hadith (tradition) on that kind of fitnah, too.
When he said that a closed door kept the fitnah (trial) at bay, he meant the presence of
Umar 4.;&o .&1 ~; himself. Hudhayfah 4.;&o . 1!1 ~; meant to say, "As long as you are alive, that
fitnah (trial) will not appear. But, when you die, it will take everyone in its stride."
As for the door being broken, some doors cannot allow free passage without being broken.
Such doors will not then be closed at all. But, if a door is opened easily then it may be reclosed too. For instance, there are two adjoining house having a common wall with a closed
door separating them. One of the house is packed with fitnah (trial) and mischief while the
other is full of peace and security. The fitnah (trial) cannot seep through to the other house
and disturb its peace. Thus, Umar' s 4.:&o..111~; life was like a closed door barring fitnah (trial)
from showing itself, but his death meant that the door was opened. The Door was broken
when he was killed. If he had died a natural death then the door would have been deemed
to have been opened easily.
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CONQUEST OF CONSTANTINOPLE WILL BE NEAR THE LAST HOUR
"

(J
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-~_f-~~ I~ Jl!_,~~~l&lj5-!t£l!JI~l:i~~:1:~~~ ,cH 7t=-9Jliu;JI6&-J (otr"\)

5436. Sayyiduna Anas .u&o .i»1 ~ J said, 11The conquest of Constantinople will be
forerunner of the Last Hours."l
WELL COMPLETED
Praise belongs to Allah that this portion of Mazahir Haq is complete from the book of ( ~\:S"
~\f.UIJJ,..GJ') to (~-io.J'~lf) chapter.
The next (5th) volume will began, insha Allah, from the chapter (~Wt.kt_r.l~lf).

1

Tirmidhi # 2399 (2246), Muslim# 2937, Abu Dawud # 4321, Ibn Majah # 4075, Musnad Ahmad#

17646 (5-232).
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GLOSSARY
Ahl us Suffah: the Sahabah (companions) ~41.1!1~.) who restricted themselves to a platform in
the masjid Nabawi to learn religion and be close to the Prophet .,o.~....,~41.1!1~

ashab us Suffah see ahl us Suffah.
Ashwah mubash sharun: the ten who are given the glad tidings of admittance to paradise:

Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthman, Ali, Talhah Zubayr, Abdur Rahman ibn Awf, Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas,
Sa'~ed ibn Zayd and Abu Ubaydah ibn Jarrah.
Aathar: hadith traced to the sahabah (companions) ~41.i!I~.J
An bijaniyah: a woolen garment without markings. It is a product of the city Anbijan and is of a
dark black colour, (And comes under ~); one of the meanest hind of course garments.)
Ashrah: ten days
Atood (,)~): a one year old Iamb that is fat and well built, but according to some above six months.
Adhan: call to (congregational) salah, announced of time of salah.
Allahu Akbar: Allah is the Greatest.
Aariyah: a loan or a gift and this loan is of suCh a thing as cannot be turned into a debt, like a horse.
Aqiqah: the ceremony of shaving the head of a new born usually on the seventh day of its
birth and sacrificing a sheep or two on the occasion.
Aalim: a scholar.
Ahlus sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#~t~) wa al-Jama'ah: the sunnis who
foilow the Quran and the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#~t~).
Awliya (pl of wali): saints, friends of Allah.
Awrat awrah: the portion of the body that must be kept coverd.
Azm: (a kind of ikhtiyari temptation)
Amma ba'd: to proceed, 'and after that.' Those words one spoken after praise of Allah on
beginning on address or a sermon.
Atirah: a pre Islamic practice or offering made to idols in Rayab' s first ten days.
Bayt Allah: House· of Allah
Bid'ah: innovation
Bid'ati: innovator.
Barzakh: the intervening period between this world and the next.
Bukhariyah: a sect in Islam. It has three group within it.
Basmalah: The bismillah ur Rahman ir Rahim (~)1~)141.1!1~)
Dhabihah: slaughter of animal according the prescribed pattern.
Dhimmi: non Muslim under protection of the Islamic state.
Dar ul Islam: territory of Islam
Dar ul-Kufr: land of disbelievers.
Dar ul-harb: enemy territory.
Dhi~: remembrance of Allah
De'eef: weak
Dubba,al: a gourd (to prepare and store intoxicants like wine and nabidh).
Daruri: (kind of evil promptings)
Fard (obligatory)'ayn: individual duty on each Muslim.
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Fard (obligatory) Kifayah: Collective duty on all Muslims together which if discharged by
one, the rest of the group are absolved.
Farruj: an auter garment with a slit on the back.
Fara: an offering of the first born of an animal to the idols in pre-Islam.
Fitnah: trial, persecution, strife, mischief.
Eeman: faith
Fitrah: innate nature, true disposition, Islam, constitution.
Fard (obligatory): absolutely obligatory duty.
Eed: the· festival on 1st Shawal after completing a month of fasting in Ramadan, and on lOth
Dhul Hijjah when certain animals are slaughtered.
Faqih: jurist, jurisprudent, a learned man.
Fara'id: law of in hesitance, ordinance of Allah, (also pl of fard (obligatory)).
Fard (obligatory) Kifayah: collective obligation which if discharged by some then all are
absolved of it.
Pard (obligatory) ayn: an obligation on each individual separately.
Fadlaat: superfluous like long nails, hair, etc.
Hadith: saying, deed or tracit approval of the Prophet ..oJ-.,~.:.11~.
Hama oost (......,..,, .:s..J'): pantheism, identifying God with the universe, or regarding the
universe as a manifest action of God.
Haram: forbidden, unlawful.
Halal: lawful,
Huffaz: (plural of lwfiz)
Hafiz: one who has committed the Quran to memory.\
Hafiz of hadith: one who has committed to men1ory very many ahadith.
Hadath: impurities contracted by voiding ordure.
Hadath akbar: greater impurities
Ghurr muhajjalun: Muslims will be so called on the day of resurrection because their limb
c0vered by ablution will shine. (see hadith 290 explanation, Muzahir ul Haq)
Harisah: cooked meat and wheat. a sweet pastry made of flour, melted butter and sugar, a
kind of hash.
Ghazi: warrior, one who raids into enemy territory.
Hadd: prescribed punishment.
Hijrah: emigration, to give up something for Allah's sake.
Hajj: pilgrimage (to Makkah) at Arafah prescribed to those who are able to make it once in
their lifetime.
Haya: modesty.
Ghayr muwakkadah sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~ J~~~~): what is not stressed
by the Prophet ..cJ,....,~.:.ill~.
Bantam: greenish glazed pitcher formerly used to prepare and store wine.
Haram: sacred mosque of Makkah or of Madinah.
Hijab: veil.
Hafiz: one who has committed to memory the Qur'an (or the hadith).
Huffaz: (pl of hafiz).
Hajis: (kind of donuri temptation)
Hamm: (kind of ikhtiyari temptation)
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Jalsah istirahat: sitting before qiyam (standing) in the first and third raka'ah after the
second prostration.
lstikharah: The Prophet ,.o.L..,~~IJ.D taught his ummah to seek Allah's guidance to come
to a decision in their affairs, particularly difficult and complex affair. Two raka'at of salah
are offered and a supplication made in a suggested form.
Ism a'azam (~1¢"'1): the great name of Allah.
Jadh'~ (~): a sheep or ram less than one year but more than six months.
Insha Allah: if Allah will
Jabariyyah: those who deny freewill, predetermines, and hold that the creature is helpless.
Ijtihad: independent judgement or reasoning where the 'Qur'an and Sunnah (practice of
Holy Prophet ~J4~~~~) are silent.
lstinja: to cleanse oneself after passing stool or urine
Isra: the night journey of the Prophet ,.o.L..,~~~~ from Makkah to Jerusalem
Illiyun (illiyin): record book with those angels who write down pious deeds.
Ishtimal: a single garment whose ends are put over both shoulders and drawn under
opposite armpits and tied together at the chest.
Jalsah: the sitting between two prostrations in the ·salah.
Iftirash: spreading feet sideways (to the right) in the first qa'dah (to sit).
jizyah: a tribute payable by the dhimmis to the Islamic state.
Iqamah: call to the congregational salah when it is about to begin.
Ihsan: kindness, favour.
Jihad: fighting for the sake of Allah and his religion, struggling for the cause of Allah.
I'tikaf: to confine oneself in the mosque to worship Allah for even a little w~U:le or for the
·ten days at the conclusion of Ramadan. Women observe it at home.
Ilham: inspiration, a pious thought.
Iddirari: (kind of evil promptings)
Ikhtiyhari: (kind of evil promptings)
Iblis: the devil who was a jinn who refused to prostrate to Aadam and Allah cast him out.
Jahiliyah: Pre-Islamic days of ignorance.
Khabath: dress, excrement, ordure, Ka'th.
Kahin: soothsayer
Khamisah: a sheet of cloth of silk cum wool or wool, of black dour and with stripes on it.
Or, a square garment with marking (unstiched).
Khusuf (1.-i,_oi-): eclipse, lunar eclipse
Kusuf (1.-i,..t): eclipse, solar eclipse
Khasr (p.): to place hands on waist (ribs, Aips) in salah.
Lahiq (<J>'.)J): one who has missed some or all raka'at behind an imam.
Khatab: one who delivers the Khutbah (seimon)
Khut bah: sermon.
Kaba'ir al: major sins
Kalimah: an expression; the declaration of unity of Allah and the messengership of
Prophet Muhammad ,.o.L..,~~~~.
Kalimah tayyibah see kalimah.
Kalimah Shahadah: an expression of testimony.
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Kharaj: a tax·or tribute. Originally, a land tribute received from non Muslims.
Kalimah tauheed see kalimah.
Khawarij: 'the revolters.' A rebel sect of the Muslims, neither sunni nor shi' a~ The lbadis,
today are their remnants.
Khatir (kind of evil pampting)
Khinzalb: the devil who disturbs in the salah interrupting.it and the recitation, confusing
the worshipper.
Khanqah: recluse, hospice, sufi gathering place,
Luqtah: troves, lost property whose finder must trace the owner and hand it over to him.
Mu'awwidhatan: the last two surahs of the Qur'an; al falaq and an-Naas (113, 114).
Madrasah: religious school.
Masbuq: one who joins the congregation late and has missed one raka'ah or more which
he redeems after the imam has completed his salah and offered salutation.
Musinnah: a camel in its sixth year, a cow, buffalo or ox in their third year, and a sheep or
ram in its second year.
Musalla (~1): place of salah (of eed, etc)
Mutawatir: a continuously transmitted hadith by very main chain of narrators and it is
never doubted.
Miswak: tooth stick, cleaning stick for teeth.
Masah: wipe (in ablution, the head), or socks.
Madhi: prostratic flutd, urethral. discharge.
Mani: semen discharge during sexual excitement.
Makrah tahrimi: disliked to the point of being unlawful.
Makruh (unbecoming) tanzihi: undesirable, nearer lawful than unlawful.
Mudd: a measure of weight nearly two thirds of a kilogram.
Miraj: the Prophet's ...olw,~4.l!IJ..D ascension to seven heavens on 27th Rajah.
Mu' akkadah: emphasized.
Mustahab mu'akkad: emphasized desirability.
Mithl: like, equal.
Mufassal: tiwal mufassal are the surah from Qaaf to of Bury. Awsat, mufassal frolll: alburuj to lam yakun. Qisar mufassal from lam yakun to an-Naas (in a of the Quran)
Mahram: a relative with whom marriage is disallowed like a parent, brother, sister, son,
daughter,etc:
Maharim: pl of mahram. Mu'tazillah 'the separatists,' a seet of the Muslims. They held that
the Quran was created riot eternal. It is subdivided into twenty sects.
Mulhim: angel who inspires, it is deputed over every person.
Muwakkal: consort, familiar spirit.
Mansun: legalized, based on the Prophet's ..,ol....,~4.h1J..D practice.
Muhkamat: perspicuous, of established meaning (verses of the Quran) (3:7)
Mutashabihat: allegorical verses of the Quran (3:7)
Mu'ahid: a disbeliever who enters into a covenant with Muslims; anyone who covenant
with another.
Mushabbihah: one of the sects in Islam, the Assimilators.
Muhajir: emigrant, one who abandons that which is dis-allowed.
Mujahid: one who strives, a warrior.
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Mwji' ah: a sect who believe that men are not doers or what they do just as inanimate
objects are not perpetrators of their actions, so they cannot abstain from whatever they do
It has thrl!e groups.
Mustahab: recommended, desirable.
Makruh (unbecoming): disliked, disapproved, undesirable.
Muwakkadah, sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~ii11~): ·emphatically enjoined by
the Prophet ..o.l-,~.dll~.
Muzaffat al: a receptacle for wine smeared with pitch or tar.
Mu'tazillah: Wasil ibn' Ata had separated from Hasan Busri and founded the sect by this name.
Nafs ammarah: the soul that incites.
~iyah: intention.
Nisab: the minimum wealth that makes its owner liable to pay the zakah.
Naqqr' an: a hollowed stump of a palm tree in which wine and nabidh were stored.
Nawruz: the Persian new year.
Najiyah: a sect in Islam, the ahl us sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~ii11~) wa aljama'ah, the one destined for paradise, the 'saved.'
N aj asah: impurity.
Najasah imkmiyah: legal ceremonial impurity najasah haqiqah: real, material
substantial impurities.
Najasah mukhaffafah: smaller impurities.
Najasah mughallazah: greater impurities.
Nahi tanzihi: a restraining interdict.
Nisf un nahar: midday.
Nafl: a supererogatory deed, that which is not fard (obligatory).
Qiyamah: the day of resurrection, the Last Hour, standing.
Qiblah: direction of BaytAllah which a worshipper faces when he offers the salah. ·
Qadariyah: a group of people who reject predestination and assert that man chooses
whatever he does, Delivers in freewill.
Qira'at: recital of the Quran.
Qari: reciter of the Quran.
Qiyas: verdict or judgement of the scholars.
Qa'dab: the sitting in the salah at the end of the second and the last raka' ah.
Qawmah: standing erect after ruku (or bowing) before going into sajdah (prostration).
Qasr: shortening of salah by a traveller.
Qawwali: mystical songs sung in chorus.
Qawwal: singer of qawwali.
Shari'ah (divine law): code of religious law.
Sahabi: a companion of the Prophet ..o.l-,~.dll~ a companion.
Sahabah (companions): (pl of Sahabi)
Raka'ah: unit of salah.
Raka'at (pi or raka' ah)
Shaykh: a learned man, an old man.
Sunni: who follow the Qur'an and the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~)»~~),
'one of the path.'
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Shi'ah: they hold that Sayyiduna Ali ~ .dll ~J was the first Khalifah arid that the three
beiore him had usurped the khalifah and deprived him of his right.
Satr: hijjab, the portion of the body that has to be covered from another, for a man waist
down to knee. For a woman from neck to feet.
Rawafid: the Shl' ah
Shab bara'ah: fifteenth of Sha'ban.
Suffah: see ahlus Suffah.
Salah: regular prayer prescribed or optional; invocating blessings on the Prophet ,.ol..._,~IJ.".
Sahib nisab: an owner of the minimum amount of wealth that makes him liable to pay the zakah.
Risalah:. prophethood.
Salaam: greeting; peace.
Saghirah: minor sin.
Sagha'ir: (plural of saghirah).
Subhan Allah: Allah is without blemish, glorified is Allah.
Sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#ii11~): whatever is said and done by the Prophet
_o.l..,_,~.d!IJ."; path or way or custom.
Sahib: authentic, sound.
Sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#iill~) muwakkadah see under muwakkadah and
ghayr muwakkadah.
Subh sadiq: down, daybreak.
Subh Ka' dhib: reddish blackness, false down.
Siwak: (see miswak)
Ruku: bowing.
Sa': a measure of weight about three kilograms (four mudd). Used to measure com.
Sadl: to place a sheet of cloth on one's head or shoulders and let its ends hang down. On to
put it on oneself and leave the hands inside even while bowing or prostrating in the salah.
Sutrah: is that which is placed in front of one who offers the salah to allowed passers by go
beyond it without committing the wrong of moving about before him.
Sajdah: Prostration.
Sarna (t~): mystical songs, musical rendering vocal or with instruments.
Sahib nisab: possessor of nisab (q.v.)
Ta'ala: the exalted (Allah).
Tasawwuf: is to gain an intimate awareness of Allah and is a term of the sufis, Sufism, mysticism.
Taharah: purity, cleanness.
Tuhur: purity, purifier.
Tahiyatul wudu: the salah offered after performing ablution is so called. This means,
'greetings of ablution.'
Tayammum: dry ablution with sand or earth when water cannot be had or cannot be used.
Tawatar: handed down through successive generations of narrators none of who could be
accused of lying.
Umm walad: a female slave who bears a child for her master and earns her freedom on his death.
Tartil: a science of recital of the Qur' an with proper diction and pauses.
Tawhid: unity of Allah.
Tasbih: rosary, pronouncing subhan Allah.
Takbir: to declare Allah u Akbar, also iqamah.
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Tahlil: to recite the kalimah (4LI'jt"-..t'j) three is no god but Allah.
Umrah: the lesser pilgrimage, optional.
Tayammum: dry ablution which is done when (normal) ablution cannot be done.
Ushri (land): are lands whose owners become Muslim or those which the state disburses
among its army. A tenth or a tithe is paid to the Muslim state.
Ulama (Scholars) (pi of aalim): scholars.
Taqdir: predestination.
Tabi'i: an epigone, successor of the sahabah (companions).
Tabi'un: the generation succeeding the sahabah (companions).
Taslim: to offer salaam (the greeting), the salah is concluded with it.
Uq batish shaytan: devils manner of sitting on the heels.
·
Tawrak: sitting posture in the second qa' dah of salah.
Ummi: One who does not known how to write and to decipher what is written, has never
been to a school or madrasah, nor acquired knowledge from anyone. The word ummi is
ascribed to 'umm' which means mother, so the meaning would be that such a person is like
a child born to a mother and no one has ever taught him to write and to read. Some people
say that ummi is ascribed to umm ul Qura which is the epithet of Makkah, the essence of
the whole earth.
Taharra (~_,;): to seek that which is more deserving of two things according to opinion
predominating in one's mind (like when confused in salah about how much of it is offered).
Taqrir: when something was done or said before the Prophet ..oJ...,_,~4LI~ and he did not
say anything then it implies his acceptance of that.
Tawbah: repentance
Thaniy (~t): a goat in its second year, an ox or crow in its third year a camel in its sixth year.
Wajib (expedient): obligatory,lesser than fard (obligatory).
Wali: saint, friend of Allah.
Waswasah: temptation or an evil thought to commit sin or disbelief.
Waswas: the devil departed over every person and tempts him
Wadi: secretion of the prostrate.
Zakah: prescribed charity payable per annum by those who own the nisab at 2.5% to the
poor and needy.
Zihar: to compare one's wife to one's back, meaning to a mahram relative like a mother,
and this causes a separation husband and wife until an expiation is paid.

*****
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INDEX OF NAMES IN AHADITH
Hadith Numbers follow Names
A
Aamir ibn Sa'd: 4487
Aban ibn Uthman: 5321
Abbad ibn Tamia: 4708
Abd al-Muhaymin ibn Abbas: 5055
Abdul Ahwas: 4352
Abdul Hamid ibn Jubayr: 4781
Abdul Wahid: 4326
Abdullah ibn Aamir: 4882
Abdullah ibn Abbas: 4076, 4090, 4103, 4105, 4111,
4124, 4138, 4146, 4155, 4166, 4209, 4211, 4260,
4264, 4277, 4278, 4283, 4288, 4303, 4370, 4378,
4380, 4405, 4413, 4417, 4425, 4428, 4429, 4437,
4452, 4454, 4468, 4472, 4473, 4490, 4498, 4499,
4503, 4509, 4516, 4531, 4547, 4582, 4598, 4601,
4604, 4756, 4851, 4873, 4894, 4943, 4970, 4975,
4976, 4991, 5014, 5054, 5060, 5094, 5117, 5115,
4234, 5264, 5273, 5276, 5292, 5295, 5296, 5302,
5354,5370,5372
Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa: 4113, 4293, 4930
Abdullah ibn Abu Mulaika: 4470
Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas: 4094, 4212, 4327, 4353,
4362, 4476, 4629, 4666, 4668, 4836, 4916, 4927,
4933, 4969, 4987, 5074, 5075, 5165, 5221, 5235,
5249,5256,5258,5275,5319,5398,5401,5429
Abdullah ibn Buraydah: 4418, 4449
Abdullah ibn Busr: 4232, 4251, 4613, 5426
Abdullah ibn Hamsa: 4890
Abdullah ibn Harith ibn Jaz: 4213, 4748
Abdullah ibn Jaffar: 4185, 4391, 4463
Abdullah ibn Mas'ud: 4142, 4397, 4431, 4497, 4544,
4552, 4571, 4584, 4785, 4814, 4824, 4847, 4852,
4863, 4904, 4965, 4988, 4994, 5008, 5072, 5084,
5107, 5108, 5131, 5148, 5168, 5178, 5188, 5197,
5228,5268,5300,5307,5313,5359,5407,5422
Abdullah ibn Mughaffal: 4102, 4448, 5252
Abdullah ibn Sarjis: 5059
Abdullah ibn Shaddad: 5293
Abdullah ibn Ukaym: 4554
Abdullah ibn Umar: 4074, 4075, 4098, 4101, 4110,
4117, 4120, 4132, 4162, 4163, 4175, 4188, 4227,
4229, 4254, 4275, 4285, 4290, 4300, 4312, 4313, '
4320, 4332, 4338, 4346, 4347, 4368, 4369, 4383,
4393, 4407, 4421, 4426, 4427, 4430, 4433, 4436,
4463, 4479, 4504, 4573, 4626, 4636, 4696, 4707,
4728, 4744, 4749, 47~2, 4758, 4783, 4800, 4311,
4815, 4844, 4848, 4894, 4917, 4935, 4938, 4940,
4958, 4964, 5044, 5065, 5067, 5070, 5087, 5093,
5116, 5123, 5125, 5193, 5210, 5267, 5274, 5324,
5344,5357,5360,5363,5403,5427

Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Uqbah: 4903
Abdur Rahman ibn Awf: 4339, 4930
Abdur Rahman ibn Ghanam: 4871
Abdur Rahman ibn Shibli: 4127
Abdur Rahman ibn Tarafah: 4400
Abdur Rahman ibn Uthman Taymi: 4545
Abu Aamir Ubayd: 5343
Abu Abdur Rahman Hulbi: 1089
Abu al-A'la Hiidrami:
. Abu Ayyub Ansari: 4196, 4201, 4207, 4739, 5226
Abu Bakhtavi: 5146
Abu Bakr Siddiq: 5043, 5142
Abu Bakrah Thaqafi: 4549, 4701, 4827, 4932, 4945,
5285,5385,5432
Abu Burdah ibn Abu Musa: 4306, 5357
Abu Darda: 4088, 4382, 4538, 4702, 4768, 4820,
48504908,4928,4982,5038,5081,5204,5218,5246,
5312
Abu Dhar Ghifari: 4451, 4683, 4731, 4816, 4866,
5021, 5066, 5083, 5114, 5198, 5199, 5200, 5259,
5301,5306,5317,5347,5397
Abu Hashim ibn Utba: 5185, 5203
Abu Hasib: 4253
Abu Hilal Muhammad: 4614
Abu Hurayrah: 4090, 4099, 4104, 4115, 4121, 4122,
4123, 4139, 4143, 4172, 4173, 4176, 4177, 4205,
4214, 4219, 4235, 4243, 4246, 4258, 4267, 4311,
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MAN IFESTATIONS OF TRUTH
Translation & Detai led Explanation ofMlSHKAAT AL-MASAABIH
The recording, arrangement and compiling ofhadith that was initiated
in the time of the Prophet ~ was accomplished gradua lly and perfected
in the era of the tabi ' un and tab' tabi ' un. Books of had ith began to be
compiled. The scholars ofhadith spared no effort and left no stone untumed
to compile books of hadith. Today they serve us as lights of knowledge
and learning, diffusing profound knowledge to the seekers and students.
One such book is Mishkaat Al-Masaabih. It is a complete and compact
form of Masaabih-us-Sun nah. It is a selection of the ahadith of the six
authentic Books of hadith and other re liable collections. It has 6294
ahad ith from these sources. S ince the time it was compiled, this bas ic
book ofhadith continues to form part of the syllabus of rel igious institutions.
Students of hadith derive beneficia l know ledge from it.
Manifestations of Truth is an authentic, reliable and approved sharh
(expos ition) of the Mis hkaat Al-Masaab ih in Urdu by S heikh Nawab
Qutubuddin Khan Dehlavi and ed ited by Abdullah Javed Ghazipuri. It is
the most reliable and authentic Sharh (exposition, commentry) of the
Mishkaat Al-Masaabih in Urdu language. The commentary and explanation
of each hadith is given in the light of the issues and problems pertaining
to current times. The most authentic books on the subject have been
consulted. T he authorities whose works are cited include Mullah Ali Qari
~.L......, (M irqat), Teebi, Toorpushti, Khattabi, to name a few. The ahadith
are numbered in sequence and appropriate headings and sub-headings are
given.
It has been a reference and guide s ince las t 30 yea rs, it was firs t
published for the scholars, students and layman. Now, its Engl ish translation
is presented to you and we can say without any reservation that there is
no other matching English renderring of Mis hkaat Al-Masaabih and its
explanation. It is an unparralleled book on lessons of hadith fi lled with
precious pearls of the Prophet's ~ say i ngs.
We at Darul-Ishaat, Karachi have done our utmost to meet the needs
of our valued patrons and present to them a book unequalled in getup,
printing, paper and binding.
May Allah accept our effort through His Mercy and Favour. And may
He make it a means of del iverance and an asset in the hereafter for us.
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